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Preface

I3E 2001 is the first in a series of conferences on e-commerce, e-business, and e-
government organised by the three IFIP committees TC6, TC8, and TC11. It
provides a forum, where users, engineers, and scientists from academia, industry,
and government can present their latest findings in e-commerce, e-business, and e-
government applications and the underlying technology to support those
applications.

The conference comprises a main track and mini tracks dedicated to special
topics. The papers presented in the main track were rigorously refereed and selected
by the International Programme Committee of the conference. Thematically they
were grouped in the following sessions:

– Sessions on security and trust, comprising nine papers referring to both trust and
security in general as well as presenting specific concepts for enhancing trust in
the digital society.

– Session on inter-organisational transactions, covering papers related to auditing
of inter-organizational trade procedures, cross-organizational workflow and
transactions in Business to Business platforms.

– Session on virtual enterprises, encompassing papers describing innovative
approaches for creating virtual enterprises as well as describing examples of
virtual enterprises in specific industries.

– Session on online communities containing three papers, which provide case
studies of specific online communities and various concepts on how companies
can build and harness the potential of online communities.

– Sessions on strategies and business models with papers describing specific
business models as well as general overviews of specific approaches for E-
Strategy formulation.

– Session on customer relationships, covering papers related to both mechanisms
for evaluation of customer feedback and to various concepts for innovative
customer services.

– Session on online negotiations with papers describing different approaches for
online negotiations.



In addition to the main track, five mini tracks were organised by dedicated
chairmen and programme committees. The mini-track chairs were responsible for
the promotion of the mini track and the review process for papers submitted to the
mini track. The mini tracks were selected by the International Program Committee
of the conference from the submitted mini track proposals in reply to an open Call
For Mini tracks. The following mini tracks were included in the conference
programme:

–

–

–

–

–

Mini track on formal e-models, chaired by Ulrike Lechner and Tiziana Margaria
and comprising papers proposing various formal models for e-commerce and e-
business;
Mini track on e-commerce-induced reengineering, chaired by Majed Al-Mashari
and containing papers describing the specifik aspects of e-commerce induced re-
engineering. .

Mini track on e-government, chaired by Reinhard Riedl, Michael Gisler and
Dieter Spaehni and encompassing nine papers describing case studies on specific
e-government solutions in different countries and specific technical and business
solutions enabling e-government.
Mini track on e-democracy, chaired by Ake Gronlund and providing six papers
with specific case studies and general reflection on e-democracy.
Mini-track on m-commerce, chaired by Georgios I. Doukidis and Nikos
Mylonopoulos and comprising papers on various aspects related to m-commerce
as mobile payment solutions, adoption frameworks and functional models for m-
commerce.

Many persons have contributed to make this conference a success. We would
like to thank the members of the organising and programme committees, the authors
and reviewers, the mini track chairs, the Universities of Zuerich and St. Gallen,
GMD FOKUS Berlin, the IFIP Secretariat, and the sponsors of the conference.

Beat Schmid Katarina Stanoevska-Slabeva Volker Tschammer

St. Gallen, Berlin, October 2001
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Trust Based Contracting in Virtual Organizations:
A Concept Based on Contract Workflow Management Systems

Lenz K.* , Oberweis A.* , Schneider S.**

* Institute of Information Systems **  IBM Germany
University of Frankfurt/Main Frankfurt/Main

Abstract:

1. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

For participants in virtual organizations it is necessary to work together on a
temporary basis in order to solve specific problems. Both the search for
adequate partners and the organizational set-up have to be very fast and
efficient. The main difficulty of building a cooperation lies in finding the right
balance between time-consuming, but safe ways based on traditional contracts,
and less reliable, but faster ways based solely on traditional forms of trust.
This paper introduces a contract/trust based solution and describes a computer-
supported negotiation process to make the process of creating a virtual
organization fast and safe at the same time. We propose an interorganizational
workflow based on a combination of a minimal set of contractual documents
supplemented by trust-based features. The workflow enables partners to
establish a temporary cooperation agreement within a relatively short time. As
workflow modelling language we have chosen so-called XML-nets, a novel
variant of high level Petri nets which combines interorganizational workflow
models with XML-document descriptions.

Virtual organizations consist of independent companies which use electronic
networks, especially the internet, for a temporary cooperation [HaB97]. In the initial
phase the companies interested in setting up a virtual organizations start looking for
potential partners with complementary characteristics in their interaction with the
client. The companies cooperate on a short-term basis to solve specific problems;
once the problems are solved, the cooperation ends. In the era of the internet
cooperation agreements must be established within an extremely short period of time
in order to be able to successfully compete with rivals [SaV99]. Since the traditional
ways of coming up with cooperation agreements are usually very time- and
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resource-consuming and since laws do not change as fast as technology does, a type
of cooperation that is based on a trust model, might be an efficient alternative. This
model (see for example [Lew99, MiF98]) does not rely on contracts but instead
builds virtual organizations based only on trust-oriented partnerships. Even though
trust-oriented relationships can be seen as relatively risky [Luh88] for all parties
involved (especially because they might lead to opportunistic behaviour) they still
provide clear competitive advantages and serve as a substitute for traditional
hierarchical governance [KaJ99]. Yet, virtual organizations carry one important
disadvantage: the conflict between the secure, but slow preparation mode of
traditional cooperation agreements and the fast, but risky trust-based model of
cooperation. This raises two basic questions which will be discussed in the
following:
a) If a virtual organization needs a contract, how can the creation of this contract be

speeded up?
b) If mutual trust helps to speed up the contracting process, how can

potential/future members of virtual organizations develop and increase mutual
trust?
“A contract is a promise or a set of promises for the breach of which the law

gives a remedy, or the performance of which the law in some way recognizes as a
duty.” [Mac74, p.693]. We have already referred to the fact that virtual
organizations present themselves as one single organizational unit when interacting
with clients. For sales purposes, only one of the participants of a trust-based virtual
organization directly interacts with the client. Since these relationships with the
client are fixed in written contracts, the client interface of the virtual organization is
the party that carries all business risks. All other relationships between the parties
involved in the virtual organization are trust-based relationships and thus not
contract-based. This means that the client interface is the only party who is liable for
all delivered products and services towards the client, even for those delivered by
other members of the virtual organization.

Contract management can be divided into several phases: planning and
designing contracts, negotiation, conclusion and contract controlling [Ert99].
Because of their particular importance for virtual organizations, we focus on the
negotiation and conclusion phases. Separating similar contracting problems, so
called different levels of negotiation (Figure 1), will help to speed up and automate
the process by bundling units of similar problems to find cooperation agreements.

In a first instance, intelligent software agents manage basic assumptions which
are essential and the participants do not want further debates on. This kind of
negotiation is relatively static but one of the fastest ways to find first agreements.
For the discussion of more detailed questions during the next stage the partners have
to use specific negotiation tools such as contract workflow management systems and
other groupware tools like e-mail, video conferencing, etc.
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Figure 1: Negotiation Levels

One possible contract workflow will be described in the following sections of
this paper. In a third instance, the partners have to discuss more complex topics in
face-to-face meetings, which are more effective for building mutual trust, but at the
same time are relatively expensive.

The model also uses software agents which are more efficient in matching basic
assumptions, but are not able to cope with the process of establishing a trust-based
relationship. In the following we concentrate on the issue of building mutual trust in
virtual organizations, that is trust between the involved people. The three-step model
presented in Figure 1 is meant to save time and to speed up the entire process by
preventing time-consuming discussions. Furthermore, it allows for a more focused
process since the partners have to be familiar with all the clearly structured steps
towards agreement.

2. ELECTRONIC SUPPORT OF THE
CONTRACTING PROCESS

“The term contracting is used to describe efforts by individuals to assign or to
modify property rights. In this context, contracting includes bargaining among
private claimants within groups...” [Lib89, p.4].

An overview of software agents to support contracting (in particular negotiating
the first instance of the negotiation model) in electronic markets can be found in the
WWW under URL http://www.agents.media.mit.edu/ groups/agents/publications/.
In the following we focus on the second level, i.e. information and communication
technologies to support the negotiation process, and especially on contract workflow
management systems to support and speed up the process of writing up contractual
agreements [HeW00] (compare also the COSMOS architecture under http://vsys-
www.informatik.uni-hamburg.de and the project  CrossFlow under
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http://www.crossflow.org). We analyze these contractual processes as a basis for
developing contract workflow management systems. By using contract workflows
different people in the companies involved can easily exchange documents.

Since so-called XML-nets [LeO01] allow the integration of electronic document
exchange and interorganizational processes, they will be used to describe the process
of finding agreements in a virtual organization. XML-nets support the exchange of
documents which is represented by models of interorganizational business processes
based on a novel variant of high-level Petri nets [Gen87, ObS96] and on XML
(eXtensible Markup Language) [W3C00]. XML is a document declaration standard
proposed by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C, http://www.w3.org/). A so-
called document type definition (DTD) describes the structure of valid XML
documents of a certain type.

Petri nets are a formal graphical process description language which allows for
the computer-supported analysis and validation of business processes [DeE00]. They
consist of static components (the places, depicted by circles) and dynamic
components (the transitions, depicted by rectangles) that are connected by directed
arcs. Low-level Petri nets [Pet81] are well suited for the initial modeling of a
complex workflow whereas high-level Petri nets like predicate/transition nets
[Gen87] integrate behavior- and object-related aspects of workflows.

In XML-nets, the places are interpreted as containers for XML documents. The
transitions and the corresponding descriptions of the document manipulation (i.e. the
labels of the adjacent edges and the transition inscriptions) determine the flow of the
documents. The Graphical XML Schema Definition Language (GXSL) ist used to
model for each place in the net the structure of the respective valid XML documents.
The GXSL based manipulation language XManiLa is used to model system
dynamics [LeO01]. Due to the formal notation, well known analyzing methods and
discrete simulation can be applied to XML-nets. Furthermore XML-nets can be
directly interpreted by a respective workflow engine.

2.1 Process View: The Process of Contractual
Agreements

As already mentioned, there are different phases in the process of setting up a
cooperation between two organizations. The following scenario takes place after the
potential partners have found each other and then have to negotiate their cooperation
agreement (Figure 2). In this case, for example, company A creates an information
document containing the issues of the project which the mutual software agents
already agreed on and those which are still unclear.
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Figure 2: Complex Negotiation Process

If company B is able to deliver or produce the missing items it can fill in or
change the relevant paragraphs and prepare a proposal document. This proposal
document will be sent back to company A. In a simple case of contractual agreement
company A will accept the proposal as it is; then a contract is closed. These issues
are also discussed in the literature under the keyword e-contracting [GSS00]. Often
the first proposal made by company B has to be changed, and company A then sends
a new proposal to company B. The companies will iteratively exchange proposals
until one proposal will be agreed upon in its entirety. This results in the following
process: company A creates an information document describing the partnership in
an organizational as well as a technical way. Company B prepares a proposal based
on this information and sends it back to company A. Now company A has to check
the proposal and either agrees to it and accepts it, which means that the contract is
closed, or –which is more likely– that the companies have to re-negotiate their
respective output of goods and services.

2.2 Document View: Document Structure of Contracts

The Petri net in Figure 2 describes the negotiation behavior of the two
companies. Until now, the specification of the documents' structure is still missing.
In order to describe the document flow of the negotiation process in detail we have
to add information to the Petri net and thereby extend it to an XML-net. For each
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place of the Petri net, the respective type of documents has to be described by a
graphical XML schema. XManiLA is then used for specifying the document
manipulation by extended graphical XML schemas which label the edges in an
XML-net¹ [LeO01].

In the given process three main documents are necessary: an information
document, a proposal document, and a contract document. The information
document (Figure 3) provides general information about the planned virtual
organization (planned_cooperation ) including the initiator, the background
information and a description of the solution. Additionally, it contains the timeframe
(duration ) and the work which has to be done by the parties involved
(piece_of_work ). The piece_of_work element also describes the interfaces with all
other related work products.

Figure 3: Graphical XML Schema for the Information Document

Once the information document has been received by company B, and if
company B is interested in the suggested form of cooperation, the document will be
transformed into a proposal. In addition to the information document, the proposal
contains data about the partners, commercial business and legal terms, pieces of
work which have to be achieved, and clearly defined hallmarks for the project
planning process and arrangements about the cooperation.

The contract document (Figure 4) is similar to the proposal. In addition to the
content of the proposal the sender expresses his intention to close the contract.

Figure 4: Graphical XML Schema for the Contract Document

¹ Due to place limitations we cannot give a detailed introduction into XML-nets here. For
further information concerning XML-Nets see, e.g., http://lwi2.wiwi.uni-frankfurt.de/
projekte/xmlnet/default.htm.
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The difference between a proposal and a contract is that both partners sign it,
which proves their willingness to cooperate with each other (contract_signing). The
cooperation contract describes the rights and duties of the partners. Enclosed are
thus statements of contract partners (contract_partner ), the commitments of the
partners and legal aspects (cooperation_agreement) .

We can now assign the schemas to the corresponding places of the Petri net in
Figure 2, for example the GXS in-formation_document to the place ‘document of
information', the GXS proposal to the places 'proposal to A' and 'proposal to B' etc.
Moreover the graphical XML schemas for the information document, the proposal
and the contract serve as a basis for describing the manipulation of the documents
during the negotiation process: From the GXS we can derive the extended GXSs,
that describe insertion, deletion and manipulation operations on information
documents, proposals, or contracts respectively. These operations are carried out
whenever a transition occurs (i.e. whenever the event of operations on the
documents takes place). The extended GXSs that we have assigned to the edges of
the Petri net thereby exactly specify the documents that are manipulated by the
occurring transition and the way these documents are manipulated. An excerpt of the
resulting XML-net can be seen in Figure 5.

The graphical XML schemas information_document and proposal describe the
documents contained in the places “information document” and “proposal to A”.
The extended schemas serve as edge labels for specifying the operations on these
documents for the transition “prepares proposal”. The black bar on the left side of
the root element indicates that an information document is deleted and a new
proposal document is created. Moreover, the usage of variables allows for ensuring
equality of elements between the deleted and created document.
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Figure 5: XML-net Excerpt of the Process

3. ACCELERATING THE PROCESS OF
DEVELOPING TRUST

In virtual organizations trust needs to be managed [Zuc86]. This means that
mechanisms for establishing and accelerating trust online and for preserving trust
need to be introduced. Ishaya/Macaulay describe influencing mechanisms of the
process of developing trust [IsM00] which leads to the following three patterns of
mutual trust:
1. Swift trust (trust by pressure²): If there is only a short window of opportunity

for a product or service and if the involved companies only have a very limited
time frame available for working together and if there is only a minimal amount
of shared objectives companies simply need to mutually assume their partners

² See also www.ascusc.org/jcmc/vol3/issue4/jarvenpaa.html.
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trustworthiness [MWK96]. In this case a self-fulfilling prophecy will lead to
mutual trust. But this is a risky operation. We also call this phenomenon virtual
trust, because in the initial phase the partners act as if they were actually trusting
each other.

2. Incremental trust: In this case an actual exchange of purchased goods and
services (trusted actions) leads to mutual trust. Both parties provide trusted
actions and compare the results with their expectations based on their own
preceding actions. The process of trust management is modeled by a
place/transition net [Pet81] with infinite place capacity (Figure 6). The number
of tokens in the place “mutual trust counter” increases with the number of trusted
actions. Each company can set its own threshold for trusting the partner (e.g.
company A five trust points).

Figure 6: Petri Net for the Trust Management Process

Let us assume that company A executes a pre-performed trustworthy action and
hands it over to company B. The evaluation carried out by company B leads to the
conclusion that company B either decides to give the proposal a negative evaluation
or to perform a trusted action as well. Company A receives the feedback, confirms
the information, and uses it to compare the chances and risks of trusting company B.

Afterwards company A may either come to the conclusion that it is safe to
perform another trusted action or it may seem more appropriate not to trust company
B due to negative assumptions. If company A performs another trustworthy action
company B will do the same. The more loops are made, the more trust there will be
between the companies, and the faster the process of information exchange is, the
faster mutual trust will increase. If there are more than two parties involved, there
are further possibilities for building trust such as certificates issued by a (neutral)
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third party (see for example http://www.truste.com). Here we refer to social or
relational trust, not to trust in the sense of technical mechanisms or certifications as
for instance in the case of SSL. Trust can also be built up through reputation based
on public opinion [SWZ99]. In this case computer systems collect, distribute and
aggregate comments and collect past behavior of the participating organizations
[Shn00]. Trust can also be measured with the help of a calculation system based on
rewards and punishment. Therefore we integrate a mutual trust counter for gathering
points of trustworthiness or the stage of reputation of the involved companies.
Furthermore external events can influence these counters in case of increasing shares
for example.
3. Historical trust: This form of building mutual trust by prediction requires

partners who have personally known each other over a long period of time and
have common shared values. This is a more familiar model and traditional way
of emerging mutual trust which is obviously not suitable for virtual
organizations.
Constructing trust in virtual organizations is difficult because of the anonymous

character of the internet and the time pressure all participants are faced with. Thus a
combination of incremental trust and swift trust can be used to speed up the process
of contracting in virtual organizations and it can even become a part of or
complement of the contract process to speed it up.

4. TRUST AS A PARTIAL SUBSTITUTE
OF CONTRACTS

The concept described below is based on the idea that elements of trust can be
used as a partial substitute for contracts to save negotiation time. In this case trust
can replace parts of the negotiating process and of the negotiating documents. When
you trust someone you don't have to use all the paragraphs (suggested) of reducing
risks only the one which are elementary based on the level you trust on. Trust is seen
as an accepted instance of vulnerability to another party's possible interference with
one's own sphere [FKH00], which makes purchases of goods and services a more
risky venture and gives partners the possibility to opportunistic behavior. Building
mutual trust in cyberspace depends on media richness [DLT87] and the social
presence theory [SWC76]. This means that the more frequent the use of media
during negotiation and the closer the resemblance of communications over the
internet looks like a face-to-face conversation, the quicker mutual trust will increase.
Thus the following requirements on contract workflow management systems are to
be fulfilled:
1. It is necessary to work with different types of using common (internet) standards

to accelerate the cycles of trust management. Using a variety of information and
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communication technologies can help to speed up the process of building mutual
trust (trust view).

2. It is also necessary to use supporting document and communication standards
such as XML and TCP/IP to make it technically feasible for different
organizations to be easily linked with each other (technical view).

3. It is necessary to use an interorganizational, well structured and well known
process to make the agreements more transparent and comprehensible for the
involved partners by using the negotiation model which helps to speed up these
processes (contractual view).
In Figure 5 a combination of the contract and trust process is presented. For that

purpose we combine the XML-net of the negotiation process (filled places and
transitions) and the trust management process of Figure 7 (unfilled places and
transitions) to a hybrid Petri net. The two nets are merged by overlapping transitions
(merging transitions).

Let us assume that company A plans a virtual organization and starts by
evaluating the risks that are associated with this project, e.g. the question of passing
on important information to a third party. These evaluations are then used as the
basis for preparing a document which contains the basic principles of the
cooperation. These documents of principles also include the information document
described before. When sending this document to company B, company A performs
a trusted action. This trusted action can be seen as a progress on services, products
or know how. The document that has been transmitted represents a contractual
framework which provides a basic set of intentions and contains suggested general
agreements about the cooperation, whereas in a traditional contract all agreements
would have to be fixed in detail. For this framework the same document structure
can be used; however, several paragraphs are intentionally left open. Company B
evaluates the document, and after assessment it sends the framework back to
company A which implies a trusted action. Until now a contract does not exist but
instead only a document of understanding is available. While interacting the partners
agree on basic assumptions and commitments which are the basis for a quick

cooperation and – what is even more important – enables them to start working
together right away.

In case of modifications, company B updates the framework and sends it back,
together with a trusted action. Company A confirms the information and re-
evaluates the risk of the cooperation. After that, company A either agrees on the
framework (for that a certain numbers of trust points are a precondition for
contracting and this may be different for both companies) or claims more updates on
the framework. In this case the updates and trusted actions are sent to company B.
Company B confirms the information and evaluates its own risks, too, before either
agreeing or suggesting additional updates. If company A and B agree to the
framework a minimal common ground exists which can then be complemented and
put together with trusted actions into a cycle of trust-based relationship based on
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contracts. These cycles differ in the trust actions and negotiations involved. The
benefit of this cycle-based proceeding is that it allows for the cooperation to start
right away without a negotiated contract and without a partnership based only on
trust. In the next cycle the partners agree on more detailed specific business needs as
well as on shared values for the virtual organization.

Figure 7: Petri Net of the Contract-Trust Process

Later the partners can manage cooperation with the help of trust rating models
based on reputation, etc. There are models possible based on other hedging
mechanisms which can be organized in an open form with no central instance (on
the web), or they can be hosted by an independent third party. Whenever a virtual
organization ends the partners evaluate each other according to negotiation habits,
reliability, flexibility etc. Thus, companies accumulate so-called trust points,
according to which they are classified into different risk classes. These classes
correspond to categories of contractual paragraphs the companies use in the first
phase of the contractual-trust- model. The number of trust points correlates with the
number of necessary contractual agreements: the more trust points the higher the
reputation and the lower the number of paragraphs and vice versa.
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5. CONCLUSION

Building virtual organizations without contracts is a risky venture especially for
the organization client interface. In this paper, we proposed a negotiation model that
allows for accelerating the process of finding a cooperation agreement based on a
contract. Building mutual trust is one of the main elements in this model. To make
contract workflow management systems feasible, XML-nets are used which
integrate the structure as well as the flow of the relevant documents. The main
advantage for virtual organizations is that this model allows for an early start of the
cooperation, even when the partners are still working on their agreements with the
help of “documents of understanding” and “trusted actions”, and finally leads to a
negotiated contract.

XML-nets and additional trust rating models with the help of mutually treated
trust counters are proposed for the specification on a contract workflow management
system supporting virtual organizations. Further work of the project VirtO
(http://lwi2.wiwi.uni-frankfurt.de/projekte/virto/ default.htm) at the University of
Frankfurt aims at providing a detailed description and integration of trust building
models (based on ratings, reputations, trusted actions, etc.) into the XML-nets.
Currently we are developing a simple prototype simulator for XML-nets based on a
native XML database system. We plan to use this simulator for the evaluation of our
trust-contract process in addition to the application of analysis methods (like for
example reachability analysis). We also plan to introduce integrity rules into XML-
nets in order to specify requirements concerning the trust management process in a
declarative way.
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Trustbuilders and Trustbusters
The Role of Trust Cues in Interfaces to e-Commerce Applications

Jens Riegelsberger & M. Angela Sasse
Hochschule der Künste Berlin & University College London

Abstract: This paper investigates how interface design can help to overcome the
proclaimed ‘lack of trust’ in e-commerce sites. Based on existing social
science knowledge on trust, and our own exploratory study using Grounded
Theory methods, we developed a model of consumer decision making in on-
line shopping. Due to the separation in space and time when engaging in e-
commerce, there is an increased need for trust, rather than the oft-proclaimed
lack of trust. Based on this model we then review design guidelines through
empirical tests. We focus on approaches that aim to increase trust by
increasing the social presence of an interface. We identified cues in the user
interface that help to build trust to some extent (trustbuilders ), and some cues
that have a great potential for destroying trust (trustbusters ).

1. INTRODUCTION

Consider shopping in the real world: When a customer enters a shop for the first
time, she sees the interior, goods and the sales staff. The customer may not conduct
any risk evaluation at all, because shopping is a habit she does not perceive as risky.
But the visual cues allow her to a evaluate the shop's professionalism, competence
and trustworthiness via a comparison with other shops. The situation is different for
shopping on the Internet: Most people do not shop habitually on the Internet and do
not understand the underlying technology, and the risks are numerous. It is thus not
surprising that one of the leading advertisers on the Internet is TRUSTe [15], an
organisation that assigns seals to e-commerce enterprises that it considers
'trustworthy'. Consumers' lack of trust in e-commerce is often assumed to be one of
the main reasons for the disappointing development of B2C e-commerce [21]. The
aim of the research reported in this paper was to investigate whether – and which –
elements of the user interface can contribute to building trust with customers.
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2. RESEARCH APPROACH

Our research started with an exploratory approach: Firstly, we conducted a
review of the sociology and social psychology literature on trust [study I]. This laid
the conceptual basis for a series of in-depth interviews with 13 Internet users (8 e-
shoppers, 5 non-shoppers). The interviews aimed to elicit their perception of risk,
evaluation strategies for online-shops, and other intervening factors. The transcripts
of the interviews were analysed using coding techniques from Grounded Theory [7,
28]. This process allowed us to construct a model of consumer decision-making in
online-shopping [study II]. We analysed existing interface design guidelines for
building 'trustworthy interfaces', and added the elements identified in the literature
review [I] and our study [II]. This new set of guidelines was then subjected to an
empirical test: Two semi-functional mock-ups of an online-shop (one incorporating
the guidelines, the other not) were tested through an online experiment [study III].
53 participants were randomly assigned to perform a trial shopping with one of the
mock-ups. Their risk perceptions were elicited afterwards through an online
questionnaire. The results of the interviews and answers to open-ended questions in
the questionnaire indicated a high relevance of personal interaction for trust
building. This insight formed the basis for another study, investigating how cues
from human interaction can be applied to the interface to induce trust. Again, a
literature review laid the foundation for further empirical research. Particular focus
was given to the concept of re-embedding [6], and the related theories of media
richness [20] and social presence / telepresence [12, 27]. We then performed an
empirical test employing Walkthroughs [23, 25] with a mock-up and focussed
interviews [14] with 15 participants [study IV].

3. TRUST

Consumer decision-making is a well-researched area. The prevailing cognitive
model assumes that consumers search information on risks and benefits and weigh
them against each other to reach a decision [5]. This model has, however, been
criticised since it does not account for habitual decisions or affective reactions, nor
the effect of trust in decision-making.

In complex situations (i.e. those which involve a large number of risks, or risks
that are not well understood), individuals need to base their decisions on trust – or
withdraw from the situation. Essentially, trust is a device for reducing complexity
[13]. Various definitions of trust exist, and they agree that trust depends on: (1) an
individual’s ability to trust, (2) conventions; and (3) cues of trustworthiness [6, 13,
30]. Cues of trustworthiness - attributes of the entity to be trusted - are the focus of
our research. They form a small empirical basis for the trusting person from which
she may conclude on future behaviour of the entity in question. This has two
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implications: (1) to a certain extent, cues need to be seen as being given
unintentionally, as a by-product of interaction; and (2) they need to be congruent:
The perception of trustworthiness is easily undermined by a single cue to the
contrary [13]. These results from the literature review [I] form the conceptual
foundation of the model that is introduced in this paper.

4 . RISKS IN E-COMMERCE

Table 1 gives an overview on the risks that have been mentioned by respondents,
grouped according to the source of the risk [II]. It has, however, been shown that
risk perception and trust towards an organisation and its technology are related [1].

Table 1. Risks in e-Commerce
1. Risks that stem from the Internet include:
a) whether credit card data gets intercepted;
b) whether the data is transmitted correctly;
c) their own interaction with the system- i.e. whether they use it correctly
2. Risks that are related to the physical absence of the online-retailer are:
a) whether the personal details they supply will be passed on to other parties;
b) whether the online-vendor will actually deliver the products or services.

On-line shopping is thus a very complex situation in which people require more
trust than in traditional shopping environments most would-be e-shoppers do not
have sufficient experience - and hence expertise - to fully assess the underlying
technology and its risks. The fact that e-commerce transactions are dis-associated in
terms of time and geographical distance increases the complexity, and adds to the
risk for the parties involved. The interviews [II] showed that risk perception depends
on the knowledge and experience of potential e-shoppers.

4.1 Knowledge

Knowledgeable shoppers mainly consider risks related to individual online-
vendors. Here the design of the interface has the highest impact. Very inexperienced
Internet users see the greatest risk in the complexity of the system; some of them
believe that even a trustworthy vendor is not capable of protecting them from the
risks associated with the Internet. Furthermore, respondents who lack knowledge
cannot judge the veracity and accuracy of media reports on Internet security. As a
result of such reports, many would-be e-shoppers worry about risks that are non-
existent or very small indeed [II, III].
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4.2 Experience

Lack of experience can be seen as problem on an individual and collective level
[I]. On an individual level, the prime risk that stems from a lack of experience is the
danger of interacting incorrectly with the system - e.g. accidentally ordering an
unwanted item. On a collective level, the lack of experience translates into absence
of conventions. Many authors attribute the existing lack of trust to the relative
novelty of the Internet [29, 30]. Once conventions have been established and
individuals perform on-line shopping habitually, they argue, the trust problem will
go away. People's trust is usually based on an expectation of continuity [13], and the
basis for trusting is not usually re-evaluated for any specific decision. Our findings,
however, suggest that the novelty of the medium - and thus the lack of habit and
conventions - is only one of several factors increasing the demand for trust in on-line
shopping [I, II].

The fact that customer and retailer in on-line shopping are separated in time and
space is inherent in the medium, and will not be overcome with time - the 'trust
problem' is therefore not likely to go away with increasing collective familiarity.

4.3 Separation in Space & Time

At the core of every economic transaction lies a situation known as prisoner's
dilemma [11]: If both parties choose to maximise their own benefit (i.e. take the
other party's exchange item, but keep their own), the transaction will not take place
and both participants lose out. The risk of one party acting in this way can be
minimised by co-presence of both parties: If I go to a shop and I do not receive the
item after paying, I could exercise physical power on the shop assistant, or I could
try to grab my money back. If the shop and I are embedded in the same legal system,
I can trust the legal system to enforce the rules if necessary. If the transaction is
separated in space, I may not have these options; thus, the transaction bears a higher
risk and an increased demand for trust [I]. Furthermore, I cannot see the shop's
interior nor the shop assistant, and thus I have few cues for my decision whether to
trust this retailer or not [II].

Similarly, the separation in time (e.g. payment is made before goods are
received) increases the risk of the transaction. If the goods are to be received within
seconds after payment, the customer will realise quickly when she is being
defrauded, and take remedial action. If a product ordered on-line is to be received
after 2 weeks, it might be harder to track down the other party when it does not
arrive [I, II].

This separation of transactions over space and time is called dis-embedding - a
pervasive concept in modern societies, and by no means unique to on-line shopping.
Catalogue shopping, for instance, faces the same problem. Due to the global nature
of e-commerce, however, the degree of dis-embedding in e-commerce is higher.
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Dis-embedded social systems and complex technology depend on an increased
level of trust from all participants[6, 13]. We thus suggest that the oft-proclaimed
‘lack of trust’ in Internet shopping needs to be re-defined as an increased need for
trust, based on the nature of the transaction - and currently - inexperience of the e-
shoppers.

5. E-SHOPPER DECISION-MAKING

How then, we asked, do potential e-shoppers decide who to shop with in such a
risky environment? The Grounded Theory analysis [II] identified three strategies
that e-shoppers use, depending on their level of knowledge and experience with the
Internet [Figure 1]. Ultimately, an e-shoppers' decision "to buy, or not to buy" is
influenced by (1) the on-line retailer's performance when being evaluated by the
potential e-shopper employing one of the identified strategies (e.g. whether the on-
line retailer has a well-known brand), (2) the perceived benefit (e.g. how much they
can save compared to other sources), and (3) their personal disposition (e.g. how
high a risk they can bear)

Figure 1. E-Shopper Decision Making

Inexperienced e-shoppers are likely to transfer trust: They will give on-line
shopping a first try with retail organisations they are familiar with, or those that have
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been recommended to them. Reputation appears to be the biggest single influence
when would-be e-shoppers decide to 'loose their virginity'. This importance of
transferred trust gives established players who have a strong brand an advantage in
e-commerce. At the same time, it exposes their traditional business to considerable
risk, because trust transfer works in the other direction, too [1]. If I have a bad
experience with the on-line shop, I may begin to doubt the competence of the
organisation as a whole, and stop using the physical shop as well. Experienced e-
shoppers build up a repertoire [19] of professional-looking e-commerce sites,
similar to the one they have for traditional shops, and thus base their trust evaluation
on interface factors - they estimate the on-line shop's professionalism. Very
experienced and knowledgeable shoppers only consider specific risks (e.g.
fulfilment), and try to counteract those directly (e.g. through checking for order
tracking facilities). If they can identify a benefit by shopping on-line, they may even
shop with an online-retailer that looks less professional. They have a strong sense of
being in control when interacting via the Internet. We can expect trust transfer and
professionalism to gain in importance as less knowledgeable e-shoppers enter the e-
commerce arena.

6.1 Reducing Risk

6 . CLOSING THE 'TRUST GAP'

The most obvious approach is to use technological solutions to directly address
the risks involved in on-line shopping. This entails improved payment services, such
as Secure Electronic Transactions (SET) or technological approaches to privacy like
the Platform for Privacy Preferences Project (P3P). As mentioned before, these
solutions will only be effective if the technological solutions are – at least in their
basics – understood by e-shoppers. A further reduction of risks will be achieved
when legal and regulatory frameworks – addressing the transaction itself, e-
shoppers' privacy and statutory rights – have been established.

The risks that can be directly mitigated by interface design are e-shoppers’ own
errors (1b) and faulty transmission (1c). Through good interaction design, the e-
shopper can be assured that she does not accidentally commit herself to an order and
that all data is received correctly. Examples include status indicators, system
feedback, displaying data already entered, and continuously displaying the products
to be ordered during the process.

Fulfilment risks (2b) can be reduced by giving alternative ways of contacting the
online-vendor (recourse), by guaranteed response time, or by the previously
mentioned order tracking, which helps to minimise the impact of separation in time.
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The experiment [III] with a mock online-shop showed that an interface with trust
cues (including elements not specifically targeted at fulfilment risks) had the greatest
effect on customers' apprehensions related to fulfilment.

6.2 Trust Transfer

There are several ways to address the inexperienced e-shopper's strategy of trust
transfer. Here they have been grouped into collective and individual approaches.
Collective approaches rely on the joint effort of several online-vendors; trust/privacy
seals and reputation mechanisms are the most prevalent ones.

6.2.1 Collective Approaches

A seal is an icon assigned to an on-line retailer by an independent body, such as
the previously mentioned TRUSTe. The success of such trust seal programs,
however, is disputed. Results from Sapient / Studio Archetype & Cheskin [24]
support the impact of trust seals, but Cranor et al. [3] and our research [II] suggest
they are of limited use. E-shoppers respond to sites that proclaim their own
trustworthiness with an irritated: “well they would say that, wouldn't they.” Rather,
the site has to 'look and feel' trustworthy throughout the interaction.

Another way of transferring trust is a reputation-sharing mechanism, as
currently used by on-line auctioneers such as eBay [11]. They aggregate individual
e-shoppers' ratings of other participants' trustworthiness and, based on these, assign
each participant a reputation rating. This approach could also be employed by trust
seals: basing their approval on customer ratings - rather than solely on compliance
with set guidelines - would increase their usefulness. Personalised reputation
mechanisms that take account of how our friends rate an on-line retailer would
model the real world more closely: We place the highest confidence in
recommendations from friends who had prior experience with an on-line retailer [II].
This idea is incorporated in Amazon's affiliate programme: Providers of web sites
are encouraged to link to products on Amazon.com. Thus, the trust would-be e-
shoppers might have in individual sites is transferred to Amazon.com.

6.2.2 Individual Approaches

The role of an individual retailer's interface design in supporting the least
experienced would-be shoppers' strategy of trust transfer is limited: Their focus is on
inferring trustworthiness from personal recommendations or brand familiarity. An
individual retailer's interface design here can only support trust through
endorsements (e.g. from well-known experts), or through positive customer
comments. The impact of these measures is, however, limited by two factors: Firstly,
they themselves depend on a basic level of trust and credibility, as they could easily
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be forged. Secondly, interface elements with no function beyond emphasising
trustworthiness were interpreted as signifiers of untrusrworthiness by some
respondents, because they are seen as an attempt at manipulation [IV]. A way out of
this dilemma is to incorporate elements that communicate such information- e.g.
“we have a large customer base” almost as a side-effect. An example are Amazon’s
customer recommendations. This element has functionality on its own right
(customer response to books); at the same time, many customer recommendations
suggest a large customer base without making this the central message [II].

While an individual online-retailer’s interface design can only play a limited role
in building trust with inexperienced Internet users, it can easily create mistrust
through poor usability. Breakdown situations that stem from users' misguided
interaction with the system are often attributed to the vendor’s malfunctioning
technology. Information that is overlooked by the user (e.g. terms & conditions) can
create the impression that it has been wilfully withheld. Thus, trustworthy interface
design is necessary but not sufficient for inexperienced would-be e-shoppers [II, III].

6.3 Estimating professionalism

For more experienced Internet users, the quality of the user interface is the most
important factor when deciding whether to shop with an online-vendor or not. By
complying with off-line business standards (e.g. consistent graphic design, absence
of technological failures, clear assignment of responsibilities, upfront disclosure of
terms & conditions, shipping costs and availability) and with web standards (e.g.
good URL [17], good usability, privacy policy, similarity in interaction design to
well known sites), an on-line retailer can signal professionalism and thus appear
trustworthy. [4, 16, 26].

7 . RE-EMBEDDING

We stated above that one of the consequences of separation in time and space
(dis-embedding ) is the lack of social cues available to the potential shopper (e.g.
gesture or gaze). The importance of social cues as initial base for trust in human
interaction has been stressed by both Luhmann and Goffmann [13, 8]. Cues that
have been identified by social psychologists include non-verbal (e.g. gesture, gaze,
proximity) and para-verbal ones (e.g. pitch, speed), but also content-based ones (e.g.
competence, generosity) [10]. Thus, re-embedding, i.e. introducing face-to-face
interaction in otherwise distant interaction, is a common approach to building trust:
Business people and academics alike fly around the globe not only to negotiate or
give presentations, but more importantly, to update their basis of trust in each others’
work [6]. Experiments have shown that initial face-to-face contact in otherwise
computer-mediated collaboration increases trust in workgroups. [22].
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7.1 Virtual Re-embedding

The concept of re-embedding has high face validity. It is therefore not surprising
that many authors champion the introduction of elements of face-to-face interaction
(social cues) to the interface of online-retailers [16, 18, 26]. These recommendations
are, however, rarely based on existing knowledge on the effects of mediated social
cues.

These effects were first described by Short, Williams and Christie in their work
on social presence [27] and later elaborated by Rice's work on media richness [20].
These concepts describe the effect of formal attributes of media on the social
presence they afford (perceived similarity to face-to-face interaction). These
concepts have been criticised for being to narrow because they focus on formal
media attributes (e.g. fidelity of reproduction). A broader concept that also accounts
for personal and situational intervening factors is that of (tele-)presence [12]. Based
on these concepts, we assumed that an interface can transmit social cues (and thus
communicate trustworthiness) when formal and content-based guidelines as stated
by the above mentioned authors are adhered to. We call this approach virtual re-
embedding [IV].

The capability of an online-vendor's interface to perform virtual re-embedding
depends mainly on the modalities used (photographs, video, text, speech, etc.), and
how they are implemented. A further result from research into the underlying
concepts is that the effect of personal trust cues and social presence communicated
through media strongly depends on personal and situational factors, of which only
few have been identified (e.g. gender, media literacy, locus of control). There are
two approaches to virtual re-embedding:
1. Transparency: Introducing staff on the online-vendor’s site and providing means

to communicate with them.
2. Anthropomorphism: Using agents that give cues of personal trustworthiness.

Anthropomorphism has been discussed in HCI for several years, however with a
view to improving usability, rather than trust. The main point of criticism was that
human-like agents generate expectations that which cannot be met by the system
[31]. This disappoinment is likely to decrease usability and trust (see above for the
relation between trust and usability). Currently, there are systems being developed
that allow conversation in a style similar to natural language while monitoring non-
and para-verbal trust cues [2]. For Internet based e-tailing, however, they are not yet
available.

7.2 Empirical test

Due to the above-mentioned problems associated with virtual re-embedding
through anthropomorphism, the empirical part of study IV focused on the first
approach (transparency). A mock-up incorporating various personal trust cues
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(photographs and names of customer service agents, chat & call-back opportunities,
photographs of the company, photographs of a customer receiving an item) was
subjected to walkthroughs.

The study revealed that (1) participants perceived cues of social interaction in
the interface. The photographs and names received unprompted attention while the
participants were completing their tasks. However, (2) participants varied strongly in
their reaction towards these interface elements. The previously identified intervening
variables (gender, usage experience, previous experience with vendor) explained
variance only partially. A unexpected result was that (3) participants with a high
level of distrust towards online-vendors rated the increased presence of online-
retailers personnel (through e.g. chat facilities) as an additional risk, making them
vulnerable to manipulation. The (4) reaction from very experienced and trusting
Internet users were also negative: Virtual re-embedding added little benefit for them,
while it 'cluttered' the interface. (5) Comparing the elements researched, those that
offered a functionality (e.g. being introduced to a personal customer service agent)
were received better than those without (e.g. photograph of a customer receiving an
item).

The results endorse virtual re-embedding measures for medium-experienced
shoppers. These measures should, however, also have functional benefits, Or they
carry the risk of decreasing usability or being perceived as an intentional strategy for
winning trust. The study thus confirmed the view from sociology [6, 13] that social
cues are only perceived as trustworthy when they are seen as being given
intentionally. Relating this result to the concept of (tele-)presence allows to draw
the conclusion that virtual re-embedding should be implemented by using 'rich'
media (e.g. video) as they leave less room for controlling the cues given and thus are
better signifiers of trustworthiness. This finding postpones virtual re-embedding to a
time when very high bandwidth access is more widely available.

Finally, study IV confirmed the result from previous studies that (6)
professional, consistent graphic design and branding are paramount. Social cues
perceived as not conforming to the brand personality of the online-vendor resulted in
extremely negative reactions. Thus, at present, virtual re-embedding measures
should be carefully designed and integrated as part of the overall branding strategy.

8. CONCLUSIONS

The current 'lack of trust' in e-commerce needs be re-conceived as an increased
need for trust due to the novelty and complexity of dis-embedded transactions on the
Internet. Increased familiarity, technological and legal/regulatory solutions will help
to reduce the current reluctance of customers, but cannot be expected to totally
overcome it.
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On an individual basis, online-vendors can decrease the risks perceived by
potential shoppers by allowing them to make sure that they interact correctly with
the system, and by allowing for recourse. Measures to be taken here include status
bars and continuous visibility of the products ordered, as well as an order tracking
facility after the order has been placed (including the possibility to cancel it).

The scope for building trust through the interface with inexperienced Internet
users has been shown to be limited. They mainly rely on recommendations, brand
familiarity and reputation, and are likely use trust in known retailers as a shortcut to
avoid complex risk/benefit assessments. This means that established organisations
will attract these e-shoppers by trust transfer, and they have to ensure that their
online systems meet novice e-shoppers’ expectations. Negative experiences will not
only put individual e-shoppers off the online site, but generate the feeling that the
company ‘betrayed’ their trust. They are likely to tell friends and relatives about the
experience, thus damaging the organisation's reputation, which has been identified
as key factor. Endorsements and seals depend on a basic level of trust and
credibility. However, the negative impact of poor interface design and lack of
usability on this group cannot be exaggerated.

In communicating trustworthiness to more experienced shoppers, the interface is
of more help. These users have built a repertoire of sites and are able to evaluate an
online-vendor against this repertoire. Hence, compliance with online and offline
business standards is important. Important points are: upfront disclosure of
availability, terms & conditions, shipping costs, breadth and depth of product
offerings, absence of technological failures, speed, consistent graphic design, good
usability, good URL, similarity to well known sites.

Interface elements that include elements of social interaction are also most
likely to be successfully deployed in the group of medium-experienced e-shoppers.
Here they have been discussed from the perspective of the sociological concept
called re-embedding. However, care has to be taken not to intimidate inexperienced
shoppers through higher presence, and not to disappoint experienced shoppers by
elements without functionality other than giving cues of social interaction.

When discussing the problem of trust in e-commerce, it should be kept in mind
that many individuals decide not to shop online simply because it does not offer
enough benefits to them, and not because they distrust e-commerce. Thus, even
well-crafted interfaces and virtual re-embedding elements are likely to build
conversion (ration of shoppers to visitors) of one vendor relative to another – but not
that of the whole market. This is likely to be reached through collective efforts (legal
system, increased literacy, P3P) and through other individual efforts that are not
necessarily part of the interface (brand building, unique functions offering new
benefits).

Thus, most interface elements can be seen as trust qualifiers: They are unlikely
to get non-shoppers over the 'trial-threshold'. If not taken care of, however, they
have a great potential for destroying trust (Trustbusters ) - not only trust in the e-
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shop, but also in the organisation's off-line counterparts. Using Herzberg's [9] term,
they could be described as the hygiene factors of trust. Trustbuilders, on the other
hand, are elements that either directly counteract the risks associated with e-
commerce (risk-reducers) or have shown to build trust. The strongest trustbuilders,
however, are factors outside the interface. Table 2 gives an overview.

Table 2. Trustbuilders & Trustbusters

Interface
Factors

Other
Factors

Trustbuilders Trustbusters
– Status indicators – Poor usability
– Displaying data already – Inconsistent design

entered – Technological failures
– Continuous  visibility of – Long system response time

products to be ordered – Not complying to business & online
– Order Tracking standards
– Recourse – Information on terms & conditions,
– Trial Runs shipping time, product availability
– Assignment of positioned in a way they are easily

responsibilities overlooked by the user
– Virtual Re-embedding – Intentional usage of personal trust

coupled with functionality cues without providing
– Communicating trust cues functionality

as by-products of functions. – Agents that generate expectations
(e.g. user community, they cannot live up to
company history)

– Brand
– Reputation
– Reputation Sharing
– Affiliate Programmes

We have to keep in mind that this list will change over time, due to the
previously mentioned dependence on what is perceived as ‘standard’. Furthermore,
it should not be seen as a basis for over-simplification: Trust perception depends
strongly on personal and cultural factors. Thus, it might well be worth to provide
separate interfaces for different customer segments.
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A Taxonomy for Trusted Services

Jon Ølnes
Norwegian Computing Centre (NR), P.O. Box 114 Blindern, N-0314 Oslo, Norway²

Abstract: Electronic commerce must be trustworthy. This includes (technical) trust in the
computerised systems and networks, and (organisational) trust in the honest
intent of the counterparts. To establish trust, in general one has to rely upon
infrastructures consisting of trusted services. In particular for organisational
trust, a plethora of different services may be needed. This paper suggests a
taxonomy to characterise trusted services in general. The virtues of a
taxonomy are easier comparison and a common terminology, increased
understanding, and facilitation of tasks like requirements specifications.

1. INTRODUCTION

In order to gain acceptance, electronic commerce must be trustworthy. Trust can
be defined as “perceived lack of vulnerability”. A trust decision implies a judgement
about the vulnerability implied by a certain action, and thus a decision to carry out
the action or not. The entity that decides upon this acceptance is ultimately always a
human or a humanly controlled entity. As an example, the EU work on “qualified
electronic signatures” and related certificates [2] is really about setting the
requirements that digital signatures should fulfil in order to be trusted by the
(humanly controlled) entities “EU” and “member state”.

Trust decisions are not necessarily rational. Trust is a subjective decision, based
on perceived, not real, vulnerability. Enough examples may be found where
something (press coverage, lobbying organisations) blows minor vulnerabilities out
of proportions, or alternatively attempts to turn severe vulnerabilities into trifles.
Compiling available information, weighted by common sense and a sound
scepticism towards the information, into rational trust decisions is a difficult task.

² Present affiliation:  PKI Consulting Services AS, P.O.Box 1569 Vika, N-0118 Oslo, Norway.
(Email: Jon.Olnes@pki.no ) Also part-time associate professor, University of Tromsø.
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Trust may be established one-way (I trust my bank but my bank does not trust me)
or mutually (we trust one another).

An electronic commerce arena may consist of large-scale systems (or rather
large-scale connectivity between systems) and in principle arbitrary communication
patterns. The actors may have no prior knowledge of one another, and thus no way
to determine the trust to take in a counterpart. This calls for an infrastructure
consisting of trusted services, commonly termed TTP-services (trusted third party).
A plethora of different trusted services may exist for different purposes.

In this paper, the term TTP is used as a shorthand for any trusted service. The
term is sometimes slightly misleading, as a trusted service need not always be
provided by a neutral, third party. As one example, banks are usually trusted to take
on several TTP roles for electronic commerce, even if the banks are highly involved
in the financial transactions that result.

This paper focuses on a taxonomy to characterise trusted services and their roles,
not that much on the topic of trust per se. There is ample literature on more or less
formal trust metrics and reasoning about trust. This is discussed briefly in section 5
but in general the topic of formal trust reasoning is out of scope of this paper.

The virtues of a characterisation are an increased understanding of the roles of
TTPs, better means to analyse the properties of the services, easier comparison
between services, and facilitation of tasks like requirements specifications. The
approach is more engineering-style than formal. The characteristics proposed are:
– service offered and type of trust mediated – technical or organisational (see 2);
– quality of service – as specified by the TTP’s policy statements;
– proof handling – production, validation or storage of proofs;
– community of users;
– trust model – with respect to other TTP services;
– legal aspects, jurisdiction, responsibility and liability taken, need for agreements;
– communication pattern – on-line, off-line or in-line service, human user interface

and programming (API) interfaces.
The characteristics are discussed in sections 2-7. Section 8 has a brief discussion

on the role of licensing and certification. Section 9sums up the taxonomy in the form
of a table. An example of an application of the taxonomy would have been
beneficial, but a paper format unfortunately leaves no room for this.

2 . TECHNICAL AND ORGANISATIONAL TRUST

Fundamentally, there are two different types of trust for electronic
communication:
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– Technical trust³ in a computerised system and its components, i.e. that the
system works as anticipated (reliability), is protected against attacks (security),
and protects the interests of the user (safety).

– Organisational trust in the honest intent and willingness to co-operate of other
actors / users of the system.
This is shown in Figure . Technical trust is in what Jøsang [5] calls “rational

entities”, computers and the like that behave according to programmed instructions.
The most important property of rational entities is their security, i.e. that they have
not been compromised. For the purposes of this paper the security term also includes
reliability and safety. Organisational trust is in “passionate entities” in Jøsang’s
terms, i.e. entities that may behave according to will. This is related to questions like
“will this person pay for the services” or “is this a serious dealer”.

Figure 1. Technical and organisational trust.

Going back to the definition of trust as “perceived lack of vulnerability”, it is clear that

two different properties are important:

– The system / counterpart must be perceived as trustworthy; and

– The system / counterpart must really be sufficiently trustworthy.

These properties are to a certain degree independent. A rogue counterpart may have a

very convincing appearance, while an honest one need not appear that way. It is perfectly

possible to give the impression that an insecure system is secure, and a secure system does not

necessarily give that impression. There may also be a conflict with respect to making security

properties transparent and at the same time give an impression of security. The user interface

and friendliness of a system clearly plays an important role in this context.

A limited number of actors can exchange information prior to communication, and can

establish direct trust relationships by such ad hoc means. It is impossible to pre-establish such

trust relationships for communication between a large number of (in principle arbitrary and

unknown) actors. The general solution is to define some services as trusted, and derive trust

between other actors from the trust in these services. In this, trust is regarded as a transitive

property – we do not trust one another, but since both of us trust the TTP that vouches for the

other party, we can still establish indirect trust. If we do not use the same TTP, we either have

to obtain direct trust in more than one TTP, or the TTPs must apply a trust model that allows

3 The terminology technical / organisational trust is suggested by the author.
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us to obtain indirect trust in the other party’s TTP, resulting in a chain of trust between us.

This is discussed further in 6.

The TTPs constitute an infrastructure. The two types of trust give rise to different kinds of

TTP-services, as shown in Figure . TTPs for technical trust enable secure communication

between possibly arbitrary actors. TTPs for organisational trust enable co-operation on

presumably important matters between possibly arbitrary actors.

Figure 2. Technical and organisational TTPs.

2.1 Technical Trust and Security

No system is 100% secure. Determination of a “sufficient” level of security will
vary from case to case dependent on the requirements. Too low technical trust
means that a system cannot be used or that communication cannot take place.
Technical TTP-services provide a certain guarantee that a sufficiently secure
communication channel may be established. The most common example is a
certificate authority that issues authentication certificates, which in turn may be used
both for authentication and establishment of a secure communication channel.

Technical TTP-services, a certificate authority is a good example, may
contribute to organisational trust by providing knowledge for the user’s trust
decision. However, it is a frequent mistake to assume that authentication implies
trust. Knowing your counterpart does not necessarily make you trust him.

2.2 Organisational Trust and Accountability

Reflections about what one wants to communicate about (or co-operate on) with
a counterpart that one communicates with, are commonplace in daily life. The
answers are given by the level of trust taken in the counterpart. A low level of
organisational trust implies that co-operation cannot take place, or alternatively that
strong accountability measures must be in place in order to prove and prosecute
malicious behaviour. For accountability event logging may often be sufficient.
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Stronger accountability services, i.e. non-repudiation, can only be achieved by use of
digital signatures and / or TTPs for storing of proofs.

For electronic commerce, visual impression should not imply trust. A backstreet
store in a large city gives an impression of the risk of buying something there. For
its electronic commerce service, the same store may have a totally different
appearance.

Organisational TTPs are commonplace in everyday (physical) life, although one
does not normally reflect on the necessity of such actors. The textbook example of a
commerce TTP actor is a broker that mediates trade between parties. Electronic
broking is an active research area.

Organisational TTPs are not needed in an infrastructure for secure
communication. But the TTP services are needed – or at least desired – to obtain
trustworthy electronic commerce (given a broad interpretation of this term). In this
aspect, the organisational TTPs are parts of value chains for electronic commerce.
Organisational trust and organisational TTP roles are generally not well defined nor
understood in today’s electronic commerce. As of today, a reasonable assumption
seems to be that where a TTP role exists in “traditional” commerce, its electronic
counterpart may also be needed, with approximately the same purpose. Only
experience will show if this picture is correct, or if roles will appear, disappear or get
new content if eventually electronic commerce will develop to something entirely
different from traditional commerce.

3. PROOF HANDLING – THE PURPOSE OF A TTP

A TTP plays a role with respect to the knowledge upon which an actor decides a
level of trust. The TTP produces, validates, or stores proofs of statements. Examples
of statements are: “I am NN”, “I have the right to charge bank account xxxxx”, “I
have sent message M at time T”, “I intend to pay for the goods that I just ordered”,
or “I run a trustworthy business”. It follows that “proof” may be a bit strong word in
some cases – a better term might be “plausibility”. A TTP may be delegated the
responsibility for producing certain information, e.g. cryptographic keys. An
important characteristic of a TTP is its role in proof handling, e.g.:
– A certificate authority produces electronic IDs, i.e. proofs of identity4;
– A notary service stores proofs related to certain documents or actions;
– An OCSP (On-line Certificate Status Protocol) [10] service validates certificates

and returns their status (valid, suspended, revoked, etc.).

4 The electronic ID is only part of the proof. It is only valid when accompanying some piece
of information that proves that the originator is in possession of the correct private key.
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Proofs can be suitable for human evaluation, or they may be meant for automatic
processing by programs and services. This may pose entirely different requirements
with respect to representation of the proofs.

4. COMMUNICATING WITH A TTP

A TTP will one way or another be involved in the communication between the
actors. Depending on its role in the communication protocol a TTP is denoted as:
– Off-line – does not participate in the communication, but the actors rely on the

TTP having produced the necessary proofs in advance;
– On-line – the actors communicate directly, but at least one of them must

communicate with the TTP during the communication session, at the time of
session establishment or later;

– In-line – all communication between the actors passes through the TTP.
This is shown in Figure 3. The most common example of an off-line TTP is a

certificate authority for authentication certificates. An example of an on-line TTP is
an OCSP [10] service for validation of certificates. An example of an in-line TTP is
a service that provides anonymity. A broker may also operate an in-line service.
Even an off-line TTP may offer on-line services, but these services are not
necessarily trusted. One example is an on-line certificate directory, which may or
may not be a trusted service.

Figure 3. Communicating with a TTP.

A TTP must offer interfaces towards its users. This may be interfaces intended
for human users, protocol interfaces that can act as the server side for defined
communication protocols, or application program interfaces (API) related to use of
component based systems and middleware. An interface may be message based, i.e.
well-defined messages are exchanged between the user and the TTP, or call-based,
usually by means of remote procedure calls. For on-line and in-line TTPs, the need
for interfaces is obvious. An off-line TTP needs to offer interfaces in order to handle
requests for production of proofs, like certificates, and for adjunct on-line services,
like a directory, if offered.
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5. QUALITY OF SERVICE AND QUALITY OF
TRUST

An actor’s subjective trust evaluation decides whether or not a certain action
may be performed, perhaps under certain additional requirements like accounta-
bility. When a TTP is involved, the first decision is to what degree the TTP is
trusted, and secondly to what degree actors that the TTP vouches for can be trusted.
A decision to trust a TTP implies access to all actors / services for which trust is
mediated by this TTP. It does not necessarily imply trust in all such actors, but
distrust in the TTP implies distrust in the actors.

There is ample literature on approaches to metrics, based on various formal
logics, for analysis of trust properties, see for example [1], [6], [7], [8]. Reiter and
Stubblebine [8] provide a comparison of some approaches and suggest design
principles for metrics. Most papers are particularly targeted at authentication and
certificate chains, but the approaches can in most cases be generalised to other
trusted services and trust models. Formal reasoning is valuable for a thorough
analysis, probably mainly from a system engineering viewpoint. The benefit with
respect to trust decisions taken by ordinary users is marginal. Since this paper is
about characteristics of trusted services, and not trust per se, a further discussion on
formal approaches to trust modelling and metrics is out of scope.

In the context of this paper, an important question is how, in a practical sense, an
actor can establish a level of trust in a TTP. The trust is based on knowledge and
assumptions (which will always carry an element of uncertainty). In practice, the
most important parts of the knowledge are probably the actor that is responsible for
the TTP, the name (“brand”) of the service, and references to (recommendations
from) other actors that trust the service.

Following these characteristics, the quality of the service comes next in
importance. To enable determination of the quality of service, a TTP needs to have
the following basic properties:
– Available policy statements that give a clear indication of the quality level and

other aspects of the service like liabilities – a certificate policy is one example;
– An implementation that fulfils the level given by e.g. the certificate policy –

conformance may be backed by third-party evaluation (see 8);
– Frequently objectivity with respect to the actors it serves.

The last property is not always necessary. As one example, a bank may take
trusted roles for electronic commerce even if the bank is highly involved in the
financial transactions that take place. In such cases, the term Trusted Third Party is
slightly misleading, but we will nevertheless keep the term TTP for any trusted
service, even provided by one of the commuicating actors.

Figuring out the quality of a particular TTP service by simply reading its policy
will usually not be practical. A policy (most certificate policies may serve as
excellent examples) may be a complex and rather impenetrable document, even to
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people with reasonable competence in the problem area. Policies may even be
written in a language unknown to the reader, and may refer to laws and regulations
that belong to an unknown jurisdiction.

For practical purposes, quality of service should refer to a limited number of
discrete values. An example may be different classes of authentication certificates,
like Verisign5 certificates of classes 1-3 (increasing quality). Here, the level is
simply claimed by the service provider. Instead, more objective criteria may be
established, where a provider may either give a self-assessment about compliance
with a certain level, or some kind of certification or licensing may be given (see 7).
“Qualified certificate” [2] is one such objective level indicator.

Getting hold of the quality indicator is the next problem. The EU Directive
mandates a “qualified” indicator in the certificates themselves, but in most cases
certificates will only have a reference to the policy, that is still impenetrable.

This may be solved by trusted validation services, which can be queried for
information about other TTP services. One example may be a service that receives
certificates issues by “any” certificate authority, and returns an authoritative answer
about the validity of the certificate in question along with information about its
quality level. This is discussed a bit further in 6.3.

Another approach is taken by the US Federal PKI specifications6 , which include
a bridge certificate authority that will (voluntary agreement) cross-certify with the
certificate authorities that serve the Federal administration. The bridge defines a
number of discrete quality levels, and indicates, in a cross-certificate, the correct
policy mapping (see 6.2) towards the policy of the service in question.

The quality of a service does not automatically indicate the trust level, but the
quality level is an important characteristic for the taxonomy. The quality level is one
more piece of information upon which quality of trust can be based. An actor may
trust services of documented equal quality to different degrees, e.g. decide to trust
only certain issuers of qualified certificates.

6. TRUST MODELS, RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN
TTPS

6.1 Trust Models and Scaling

Users will select certain TTPs that they decide to trust. Of course, other users
may select other TTPs offering the same services. Requirements for communication
between users of different TTP services are evident. This calls for trust models
involving several TTPs. Three trust models can be seen:

5 http://www.verisign.com
6 See http://csrc.nist.gov/pki
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– Monolithic, or trust list, i.e. only completely separate services – a user must
establish trust separately in each of the TTPs;

– Hierarchies, where a TTP is approved (e.g. has a certificate issued by) a TTP at a
higher level, and so on through possibly several levels back to a trusted root;

– Web of trust, where pairs of TTPs mutually (one-way is possible, but not
common) recognise one another – e.g. through cross-certification,
A monolithic structure does not scale. Similarly, a web of trust structure

involving a large number of TTPs will be unmanageable. Hierarchies have well-
known scaling properties, but in this context even a hierarchical structuring has its
problems. It is fairly clear that one will not end up with a situation where all TTP
services of a particular kind are members of one common hierarchy. One is always
left with an element of a monolithic trust model, in the form of direct trust in several
trust structures.

Trust structures are nevertheless useful. As one example, Norwegian banks
develop specifications for a common electronic ID service called BankID. This is a
considerable simplification with respect to the situation where each bank has its own
solution.

A hybrid structure is formed by combining a hierarchical structure with a web of
trust structure. Whether this is allowed or not, and in case at which level in the
hierarchy, is decided by the policies in force. Mutual recognition at the root level
will effectively chain complete hierarchies, while mutual recognition at lower levels
will chain sub-trees or single services. Finding a trust path between actors in a
hybrid model (or even in a large-scale web of trust) is very difficult in practice.

6.2 Trust Models and Quality Level

Neither a web of trust model nor hierarchies necessarily mean a consistent
quality level of the TTPs involved. The approval represented by e.g. cross-
certification may be related only to an assurance that the other TTP runs according
to its specified policy, whatever its quality. Such models enable recognition of other
TTP services, and processing (e.g. certificate processing) related to the service, but
users still have to determine separately the quality of all TTPs.

Rather, a user wants an indication that a given TTP has at a well-known quality,
even if the TTP is only indirectly trusted. For web of trust this is achieved by
“policy mapping”, which implies a mutual recognition that the services are
compatible. Within a hierarchy, a consistent policy level is obtained by posing
requirements on the policies. A TTP that is not a leaf node of the hierarchy will
postulate policy requirements that a TTP at lower levels must adhere to in order to
become a member of the hierarchy.

As stated in 5, an actor may not necessarily take an equal trust in all services of a
given quality level. Furthermore, the length of the trust chain becomes a new
parameter in the trust determination. But more often than not, a user will accept a
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7 http://www.identrus.com

service at a well-known quality level if it is a member of a trust structure that the
user recognises.

Deep hierarchies, as originally suggested by the PEM specifications [9], are
discouraged because of the length of the trust chains and the time-consuming
processing. The trust model is one of the main reasons for PEM’s failure.

The present direction is towards “shallow hierarchies”. Below a root, that
typically determines (the level of) the policies in the hierarchy, there is one level of
TTPs that in turn service the users. Thus long chains are avoided, and finding a path
is easy. The Norwegian BankID project is one example of such a structure, with one
CA per bank under a common root. Identrus7 , an initiative taken by some of the
world’s largest banks, potentially adds one more layer. The Identrus root-CA issues
certificates only for the large banks (level 1), while smaller banks must obtain
certificates from level 1 CAs, which additionally serve customers directly.

6.3 Meta–TTPs

Even given trust structures, a user is faced with a large number of TTPs that the
user must decide to trust or not for a given purpose. An approach to solving this is
meta-TTPs that answer requests about the quality and other aspects of other TTPs.

An example is an on-line certificate validation service. When receiving a
certificate, a user will, without any processing of his own, ship the certificate off to
the validation service. This service returns the status of the certificate (valid,
revoked, suspended, expired) and possibly extra information derived from the
certificate, like the values of certain fields or attributes. It may also return a quality
level indicator. (As discussed in 5, the quality of TTP services should preferably be
categorised into a limited number of discrete levels.) Based on the response, the user
will decide to trust or not in order: the issuer, the certificate, and the actor for which
the certificate has been issued. A particular validation service may not know
everything, but as with all other TTP services, it may be part of a larger trust
structure.

Conceptually, this may be regarded a two-level trust hierarchy, with the meta-
TTP as the root, and the services it answers for at the second level. A meta-TTP
must rely on a registry of services with given characteristics, compiled by the meta-
TTP itself, or by other sources. According to the EU Directive [2] issuers of
qualified certificates must be registered. The same goes for various TTP-roles that
require a license in order to operate.

The interesting feature is that users may request information related to TTP
services that they know nothing of, without referring to any kind of trust structure. A
user may send any certificate to a validation service, regardless of who the issuer of
the certificate is, and get back the information the user needs for his trust decision.
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The ultimate situation is that this may make all other trust structures void, since trust
in TTPs may either be direct, or indirect through a meta-TTP.

7. LEGAL ASPECTS, LIABILITY, AGREEMENTS,
USERS, PAYMENT

Part of the quality of a TTP is the degree of certainty of the information supplied
or handled by the service. If a user suffers damage because of a mistake or failure by
a TTP, severe legal implications may result. Any TTP needs to take precautions, and
the legal conditions for use of the service should be clearly stated in the policy. The
first step here is identification of jurisdiction and applicable law. Additionally, the
TTP will impose limitations on the liability taken in case of failures, usually in the
form of statements like not accepting liability if the service is used for a transaction
above a certain value, or if the user’s actions imply carelessness or violate the TTP’s
policy.

Relevant laws and regulations may to some extent dictate the liabilities that the
TTP must take, and other aspects of its operation. Other issues here are the need for
a license in order to be allowed to operate the service, and compliance with laws in
areas such as privacy.

While statements like “use of the service implies that one has accepted the
conditions stated in the policy” are commonplace, explicit formal agreements
between a TTP and other actors are usually also needed. As one example, a
certificate authority may require a signature on a written agreement before issuing a
certificate to a person, even if the contents of the agreement are covered by the
certificate policy. Agreements are also needed towards other TTPs in common trust
structures 8, and with actors that somehow assist in the provision of the service.
Examples here are registration authorities assisting certificate authorities and
outsourcing of parts of services.

A common problem for TTPs is that no agreement need to exist with a party that
relies on the TTP’s proofs. As one example, an actor that receives a certificate
issued by a given certificate authority will in general not have an agreement with the
certificate authority. Liabilities towards such relying parties with respect to mistakes
by the TTP should be covered by the TTP’s policy, but this is nevertheless a difficult
legal area.

The legal environment is one important parameter for identification of the
customers of the service, and may be especially important if an international market
is targeted. However, commercial issues will usually be more important – which
market segments will the TTP aim at in order to make a profit out of the operation?

8 Experience shows that the complexity of the legal aspects of cross-certification may make
the process almost prohibitive.
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Is the service open to anyone, or is it accessible only to a restricted community? The
latter points directly at another important question: how is payment settled for use of
the service? Several models are possible here, from subscription fee via per use fee
(with a variety of payment methods) to free use. A discussion of payment models is
outside the scope here.

8. LICENSING, EVALUATION, CERTIFICATION

Certain organisational roles require a license to operate. Examples are lawyer,
medical practitioner, bank, real estate broker, and numerous others. Frequently such
roles will be of a TTP type. What we see is really a trust hierarchy. TTPs at higher
level certify the rights and credibility of TTPs at the leaf level by issuing a license
for a certain role. Electronic license certificates, e.g. to licensed lawyers, should be
issued for easy accessibility to other actors.

A license may require an evaluation and certification procedure. The roles, and
the trust structure, of such a system are shown in Figure . A license granting body9

is in charge of licensing of the actors that may perform evaluations according to
certain criteria, and actors that are entitled to issue certificates of compliance with
the criteria. Evaluator and certificate issuer will often be the same actor, but the roles
are conceptually different. This is a confidence-building, and thus trust-building,
system, making properties like quality and security visible.

There are several standards and systems for certification, with the ISO9000
series for quality as the most well known. The ISO14000 series provides
certification with respect to environmental requirements. In security, ISO17799 [4]
will be used. Certification may be requested by an actor at its own discretion, e.g.
because this will lead to a market advantage, or it may be required by a license
granting body in order to obtain a license for a certain role.

Figure 4. Evaluation, certification, and licensing.

9
The term “accreditation” is usual for this role, but this is just a special case of licensing.



Similarly, security evaluation of (part of) a technical system may be done, e.g.
according to the ISO15408 criteria [3]. This provides a guarantee that the system
fulfils certain security criteria, given a certain class of environment. Technical
system evaluation and certification may be a prerequisite for certain roles, e.g. with
respect to systems used to store or process certain kinds of information.

9. THE TAXONOMY – TABLE FORMAT

the suggested taxonomy:
Based on the discussions in the previous sections, the following table sums up
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Characteristic
Service type

Quality of
service

Proof handling
User community

Trust model

Legal aspects

Comm. pattern

Jurisdiction and law
Licenses needed
Certifications needed
Agreements needed
Liabilities taken
Off-line/on-line/in-line
Human/user interface
API characteristics

Payment model
Trust structures and/or
named counterparts

Identificationof customers
Restrictions / requirements

Produce/validate/store
Leaf-TTP or not

Owner
Brand name and references

Service level

Adjunct services
Policy reference

Trusted functions

Type of trust mediated

Parameters
Name of service

Description
E.g. certificate authority, lawyer, broker,
notary service
Technical/organisational – technical may
contribute to both
E.g. authentication, payment transfer, key
management, safe electronic commerce
E.g. directory service for a cert. authority
Policy defines most aspects of the service

Derived from policy – preferably one of a
discrete number of alternatives
Who is behind the service?
Brand name for the service. Reference to
actors that accept the TTP
Part of protocols between actors
Wrt. trust models: Serves users directly or
role wrt. other TTPs (e.g. root of cert.
hierarchy, or license granting authority)
Restricted group or not
Only certain application areas or open –
depends on legal environment
Who pays, and billing method
Trust structures or named TTPs that the
service relates to, including trust model
(hierarchy, web-of-trust etc.)
Must be named in policy
In order to operate service
ISO17799, ISO15408 etc.
With users, authorities and other parties
Important for most TTPs and for users
Wrt. to protocols between actors
If access directly from human users
Syncronous or asyncronous, message
based or call based, standards and other
interface specifications (message formats,
protocols, APIs, middleware etc.)
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10. CONCLUSION

This paper suggests a taxonomy for TTP services. Such a characterisation may
help understanding of the area, may provide guidance when comparing services and
may help e.g. in writing of requirements specifications. The services are charac-
terised according to type of service offered including type of trust mediated (in the
security of the technical systems or in the trustworthiness of the counterparts that
one wants to co-operate with), community of users, trust model (hierarchy,
monolithic, web of trust) with respect to other TTPs, quality of service, proof
handling (production, storage, validation), and communication pattern (off-line, on-
line, in-line TTP).
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System Models, e-Risks and e-Trust
Towards bridging the gap?

Theo Dimitrakos

Abstract: Motivated by an industrial application, we introduce a working model of trust
in e-commerce, and offer a classification of trust in e-services. Emphasis is
also placed on the combination of risk analysis and role-based modelling to
support trust management solutions.

1. INTRODUCTION

The issue of trust in e-commerce is central for businesses as electronic services
based on ubiquitous media (e.g. Internet, WWW, mobile phones) proliferate. The
UK is the largest e-commerce market in Europe [1], and although smaller than the
US, it has been closing the gap relative to the size of the economy. The e-service
market is predicted to rise to between 4% and 7% of GDP by 2003 for the countries
shown in Figure 1. However, there is still major concern about user confidence in e-
services. Year 2000 started with high hopes and many promising e-commerce start-
ups but the bubble soon burst with many of them going out of business by the fourth
quarter. In addition to well-thought business plans, if e-business ventures are to
prosper, there is a prominent need to improve consumer confidence in e-services.

Figure 1. Sources: IDC/OECD (left) and “Success in 2005”, UK ESRC (right)
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Differing trust relationships can be found among the parties involved in a
contract, and the emerging virtual communities require richer models of trust, in
order to distinguish between them, and accommodate them in the context of a
specific service. To build consumer confidence, e-commerce platform providers
need to improve the existing technology in order to capture, measure and manage
the trusting relationships that underlie such services. If e-commerce is to achieve the
same levels of acceptance as traditional commerce, trust management has to become
an intrinsic part of it.

Current solutions fail to incorporate in their decision making evidence or
opinions collected by an agent through the agent’s own experience, or via
communication with other agents who cohabit the system. This makes the evolution
of e-commerce systems harder and impedes their ability to adapt to changes in trust
and to set up new relationships. In order to be able to handle trust dynamics, future
solutions will have to incorporate methods to simulate learning, reasoning and
analysing transactional and environmental risks with respect to the agents’ view of

the system they inhabit.
Motivated by an industrial application (section 2), this paper introduces a

working model of trust in e-commerce (section 3) and a trust management scheme
(section 4) including a classification of the basic types of trust underlying e-services.
We suggest that the needs for flexibility and scalability are better addressed by
separating the trust management framework from the purpose of the application, and
we emphasise that risk management and role-based modelling can be combined to
support trust management solutions. More specifically, we find roles to be well
suited for modelling service-specific aspects of trust and particularly helpful for
identifying and analysing cases where trust may be transferable. We also anticipate
that risk management can guide an agent through transforming a mere inclination to
trust into a carefully considered intention to trust, and through endorsing dependable
behaviour as a realisation of the agent’s dependable intentions to trust.

2. MOTIVATING EXAMPLE

As a motivating example, we summarise the Home Shopping Tool (HST)
component of the ACTIVE platform10 , which will be used as one of the test-beds in
the CORAS project11.

10 Developed in the ESPRIT EP 27046 project which aimed to introduce an e-commerce
platform for integrated retail services, providing an intelligent interface upon which the
trading parties (retailers, suppliers and consumers) establish a tied and trusted relationship.

11 CORAS (IST-2000-25031) is an industry lead European project developing a framework
for precise, unambiguous, and efficient risk analysis of security critical systems. The
framework will be evaluated in major user trials in e-commerce and e-medicine.
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HST delivers a personalised, targeted marketing experience through the
realisation of a variety of services including personalised shopping, catalogue
information, product search and recommendations, sales negotiation, e-payment, and
user management facilities. Specific consumer information is gathered for the
purpose of behaviour analysis and can be made available to the platform operator.

Figure 2. HSP components and basic business entities & relationships underlying OSLN

Notably, consumers and suppliers are provided with an agent-based automated
bargaining mechanism that allows customers to find and negotiate products with
various suppliers, and suppliers to promote their products and attract consumers. The
agents get involved in a negotiation process and try to reach a mutual agreement
according to the mandates given by their creators.

These services are offered to the users with the help of the following software
modules depicted in Figure 2: The Virtual Shopping Operator (VSO), the Shopping
Recommender (SR), the On-line Sales Negotiator (OLSN) and the Personalised
Store Visualiser (PSV).

In the course of the CORAS project, this platform will be modelled in order to
perform security risk analysis. We will further analyse these models (in parallel to
CORAS) and use them as indicative examples to relate basic security and fairness
properties to trust. During this analysis we will assess the effectiveness of, and
further develop, the model of trust outlined in this paper. The results of the security
risk analysis being conducted in CORAS will be used as input to our working model
of trust management.
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3. TRUST IN E-COMMERCE

In the physical world, we derive much of our notions of trust from the tangible
nature of the entities in our environment. Our trust relies on personal contact, the
tangibility of the objects and services, the difficulty of fraudulence and a clearly
defined legal framework. Personal contact in virtual communities is limited, the
legal framework is vague and the objects and services under negotiation are less
tangible. The traditional notions of trust need to be rethought, and suitable models of
trust in e-commerce have to be developed.

In this section we provide a rigorous definition of trust in e-commerce and
analyse some general properties of trust proposed following surveys of recent
attempts to formalise this concept [2],[3].

3.1 A working definition of Trust in e-Commerce

Although the importance of trust has been recognised, there is no consensus in

the literature on what trust is. On the other hand, as it is elaborated in [3], many
researchers assume an (unprovided) definition of trust and use the term in a specific
way related to access control or to paying for purchases. In [2] we survey various
attempts to provide some definition of trust that is suitable for e-commerce. Some

aspects of these definitions are common, other are complementary. For example, [8]
emphasises that trust is a belief in the competence of an entity within a specified
context, while [3] lay stress on that the entity that manifests trust (the “trustor”) is
the human - not the system. They also emphasise that trust is in part subjective. A
somewhat similar view is expressed in [4] where entities are distinguished into
passionate, who have free will, and rational, who don’t. According to [3],[4] trustors
are passionate entities. The definition in [6] focuses on another aspect of trust: in
commerce, trust is relative to a business relationship. One entity may trust another
entity for one specific business and not in general. This diversity of the purpose of
trust is also mentioned in [4] but not incorporated into a definition. Finally, none of

the above emphasises that trust is not only inherently measurable but also it exists
and evolves in time. We define trust as follows.

Definition 1: Trust of a party A in a party B for a service X is the measurable belief
of A in that B will behave dependably for a specified period within a specified
context.
Remarks:
– A party can be an individual entity, a collective of humans or processes, or a

system; (obviously, the trustor must be an entity that can form a belief).
– The term service is used in a deliberately broad sense to include transactions,

recommendations, issuing certificates, underwriting, etc.
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– The above mentioned period may be in the past, the duration of the service,
future (a scheduled or forecasted critical time slot), or always.

– Dependability is used broadly to include security, safety, reliability, timeliness,
and maintainabiliy (following [7]).

– The term context refers to the relevant service agreements, service history,
technology infrastructure, legislative and regulatory frameworks that may apply.

– Trust may combine objective information with subjective opinion formed on the
basis of factual evidence and recommendation by a mediating authority.

– Trust allows one agent to reasonably rely for a critical period on behaviour or on
information communicated by another agent. Its value relates to the subjective
probability that an agent will perform a particular action (which the trustor may
not be able to monitor) within a context that affects the trustor’s own actions.
Notably, our definition differs from [4],[5] with respect to the trusting subjects.

Intelligent agents who negotiate can be either humans or programs and in both cases
they need to manifest trust intentions and establish trusting relationships. Intelligent
software agents are adaptive autonomous programs featuring the ability to acquire
knowledge and to alter their behaviour through learning and exercise. Their decision
making can be enhanced so that they form trust intentions and make decisions
relying on trust. Our definition differs from [3],[6],[10] with respect to the inherent
measurability and the subjective nature of trust. It also differs from [3],[4],[7],[8] in
that trust differentiates between services and it is active for critical periods of time.

We also note that distrust, accounting to what extent we can ignore one’s claims
about her own or a third party’s trustworthiness and their proclaimed actions or
commitments, is modelled as a measurable belief in that a party will behave non-

dependably for a critical period within a specified context. Distrust is useful in order
to revoke previously agreed trust, obstruct the propagation of trust, ignore
recommendations, and communicate that a party is “blacklisted” for a class of

potential business transactions.

3.2 Properties of Trust and Distrust

The particular characteristics of trust may differ from business to business.
Nevertheless, there are some common delimiters that indicate the existence of
general principles governing trust in e-commerce.

Proposition 2: The following are general properties of trust and distrust.
P1. Trust is relativised to some business transaction. A may trust B to drive her car

but not to baby-sit.
P2. Trust is a measurable belief. A may trust B more than A trusts C for the same

business.
P3. Trust is directed. A may trust B to be a profitable customer but B may distrust

A to be a retailer worth buying from.
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P4. Trust exists in time. The fact that A trusted B in the past does not in itself
guarantee that A will trust B in the future. B’s performance and other relevant
information may lead A to re-evaluate her trust in B.

P5. T rust evolves in time, even within the same transaction. During a business
transaction, the more A realises she can depend on B the more A trusts B. On
the other hand, A's trust in B may decrease if B proves to be less dependable
than A anticipated.

P6. Trust between collectives does not necessarily distribute to trust between their
members. On the assumption that A trusts a group of contractors to deliver (as a
group) in a collaborative project, one cannot conclude that A trusts each
member of the team to deliver independently.

P7. Trust is reflexive, yet trust in oneself is measurable. A may trust her lawyer to
win a case in court more than she trusts herself to do it. Self-assessment
underlies the ability of an agent to delegate or offer a task to another agent in
order to improve efficiency or reduce risk.

3.2.1 Propagation of trust

As we elaborate in the sequel, at least unintentional transferability of trust within
a locus may be acceptable in specific contexts. Note that “transferability” in our
case corresponds to influencing the level of trust rather than relational transitivity.
We distinguish three special roles that entities mediating in a trust relationship can
play. These roles are guarantors, intermediaries, and advisors. Note that an entity
may play more than one mediating role in a business relationship.

Guarantor is a party taking the responsibility that the obligations of the parties
she guarantees for are fulfilled at an agreed standard. Guarantors assist the
establishment or facilitate the increase of trust for a specific transaction by
underwriting (a part of) the risk associated with the transaction. A typical example is
a credit card company.

Intermediary is a party that intervenes between other parties in a business
transaction and mediates so that they establish a business relationship with or
without their knowledge. We distinguish the following types of intermediary:
– Transparent: an intermediary that identifies the parties she is mediating between

to each other. An example is Lloydstsb. com, a bank, who offer to their on-
line customers a comprehensive car rental and flight booking service powered by
Expedia. co. uk, an on-line travel agency. A trivial example is an entity that
simply redirects to another entity.

– Translucent: an intermediary that identifies the existence of the parties she
mediates between but not their identity. An example is a retailer advertising
product delivery by courier without identifying which delivery company is
responsible for this.
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– Overcast: an intermediary that hides the existence of the parties she is mediating
between from each other. Examples include virtual enterprises, and ventures
selectively outsourcing tasks to unidentified strategic allies.
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– Proxy: an intermediary who is authorised to act as a substitute of another entity.
Advisor is a party that offers recommendations about the dependability of

another party. Advisors include the authorities maintaining blacklists for a
community. Examples include, credit scoring authorities and reputation systems.

Proposition 3: Trust and distrust propagate according to the following rules:
P8. (Dis)trust is not transferred along an overcast intermediary. Assume that A

(dis)trusts an overcast intermediary T for a service X provided by B. Since A is
not aware that B provides the service, her (dis)trust is placed in T.

P9. Trust is transferred along transparent intermediaries – distrust is not. Assume
that, for a service X, A trusts a transparent intermediary T mediating for B. By
agreeing to the service, A expresses trust in B for X instigated by T’s mediation.

P10. (Dis)trust in a subcontractor of a transparent intermediary is transferred to
(dis)trust in the intermediary. If a party A (dis)trusts a subcontractor of a
transparent intermediary T for a service X, then A is inclined to (dis)trust T for
this particular service.

P11. Trust is transferred anonymously along translucent intermediaries – distrust is
not. Assume that A trusts a translucent intermediary T for X and T trusts B to
subserve for X. By agreeing to the service, A effectively expresses trust in a
third party to subserve for X without necessarily knowing identity of that party.

P12. Trust in an advisor is transferred to the recommended party - distrust is not.
The more A trusts T the more she relies on her recommendation.

P13.  Distrust in a recommended party is transferred to the advisor – trust is not.
A’s distrust in a party B recommended by T for a service X prompts A to
question T’s competence as an advisor for X.

P14. Advisors distinguish between recommendation based on “first hand” and
“second hand” evidence. In the latter case they ought to identify their sources.
If T1 and T2 both pass to A advise by T as their own observations then T gains
an unfair advantage in influencing A. See section 4.2 of [9] for further analysis.

P15. Distrust propagates through trust and it obstructs the propagation of trust.  If
A distrusts an intermediary T for a service X then A will ignore T's mediation to
the extent of the distrust.

Note that P9, P10 and P12, P13 allow for trust and distrust to be transferred in
opposite directions. This does not necessarily result in a conflict. The opposite initial
values will affect each other and the final decision will depend on the resulting
balance between trust and distrust in each party, and the tendencies of the trustor.
This would not have been possible, had trust been viewed as a binary operator,
because transitivity of trust would have lead to inconsistency.
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Figure 3. A pictorial overview of the proposed trust-management scheme

4. TRUST MANAGEMENT

The term trust management was introduced in [10] addressing the problem of
developing a “coherent intellectual framework... for the study of security policies,
security credentials and trust relationships”. It was the first time that issues such as
providing a unified mechanism, locality of control, and most importantly, separating
mechanism from policy were paid enough attention. Indeed, solutions to the
shortcomings of existing trust management systems can be better addressed by
separating the trust management framework from the purpose of the application. To
achieve this, we need to systematise the development of control mechanisms and
trust-based policies across all aspects of dependability, including security.

Trust management aims to provide a coherent framework for determining the
conditions under which a party A takes the risk to depend on a party B with respect
to a service X for a specific period within a specific context, and even though
negative consequences are possible. Increasing the levels of trust facilitates
processes to become more efficient but also increases the risk of allowing for the
exploitation of vulnerabilities. One would consequently aim, in principle, to
maximise trust while minimising risk. Hence, trust management subsumes and relies
on risk management:
1. One may employ tailored risk analysis in order to analyse environmental risks

and assess the most tangible aspects of trust (e.g. the dependability of the
information technology infrastructure).
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2. Risk management allows us to weight transaction risk against trust, evaluate the
impact of a failure in trust and help device countermeasures.

Note that the above two analyse different types of risk (cf. section 4.1.4).

4.1 Classifications of trust

Trust management becomes more tractable in the presence of a conceptual
classification of the different aspects of trust and the different ways they influence
behaviour. For this purpose, we have adapted the conceptual framework proposed in
[7]. Our adaptation extends the approach proposed in [11] and includes the
following concepts summarised in Figure 3.

4.1.1 Trust inclinations

Trust inclinations is an intentionally broad term referring to the tendencies of an
agent. These are typically influenced by the agent’s own view of the environment it
inhabits, by the extent it is willing to depend on another potentially unknown agent
in a given circumstance, and by the extent it perceives the known institutions and
infrastructure to be dependable.

The following classification focuses on trust inclinations inherent in an agent or
acquired through the agent’s exposure to an environment. (See also Figure 3.)

Situational trust measures the extent to which a party is willing to depend on an
unspecified party in a specific role and a given circumstance.

Beliefs describe an agent’s schema about the environment it inhabits. Four
categories of primitives contribute to belief formation [7]:
– benevolence, i.e. the belief that one cares about the others welfare;
– honesty, i.e. that one makes an agreement in good faith;
– competence, i.e. that one is able to perform a specific task;
– predictability, i.e. that one’s behaviour is predictable in a given situation.

Dispositional trust is a fifth primitive referring to an agent’s persistent tendency
to trust oneself and others across a wide spectrum of situations.

System trust measures the extent to which an agent believes that it can depend
on the known institutional structures such as legislative, regulatory, reputation
systems and the underlying technology infrastructure.

4.1.2 Dependable intentions

Dependable Intentions describe the extent to which a party is willing to depend
on other parties (including oneself) for a specified period, within a specified context
and in relation to a specific service. Dependable intentions can be modelled within
policies, where a policy is viewed as “a rule that can be used to change the
behaviour of a system” (following [12]). In decentralised open distributed systems,
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policies apply within a locus, i.e., a subsystem. As perception and knowledge
evolve, an agent may find herself in a position where, according to one policy,
pursuing a business relationship with another agent is to her interest, but according
to another policy, the same business relationship with the same agent has to be
avoided. Meta-policies (i.e., policies “about which policies can coexist in the system
or what are permitted attribute values for a valid policy” [12]) are particularly
useful for resolving such conflicts [13].

An operational classification of trust relates to this viewpoint (Figure 3), focusing
on how the intention to trust is controlled and exercised.
–

–

–

–

Resource Access Trust: for the purposes of a service X, A trusts B to access
resources that A controls. This type of trust forms the basis for authorisation
policies that specify actions the trusted party can perform on the resources, and
constraints that apply such as time periods for when the access is permitted.
Provision of Service Trust: A trusts B to for a service X that does not involve
access to A’s resources. Application service providers (ASPs) are typical
examples of entities that would require service provision trust to be established.
Certification-based Trust: A trusts a B for a service X on the basis of criteria
relating to the set of certificates presented to A by B and provided by a third
party C. Certificates are commonly used to authenticate identity or membership
of a group.
Reputation-based Trust: A trusts B for a service X on the basis of criteria
relating to the opinions of other parties who have considered interacting with B
in the past for similar services. Examples include reputation systems in e-
auctions such as eBay.com. This type of trust is often complementary to
certification-based trust.
Delegation Trust: For a service X, A trusts B to make decisions on A's behalf
about resources that A owns or controls. Examples include the delegation of
decisions regarding investment to one’s financial advisor.
Underwriting Trust: A trusts B for a service X based on criteria related to the
reduction of risk caused by the intervention of a third party C underwriting X.
Examples include insurance companies underwriting loss or damage, and credit-
card companies guaranteeing payment for a purchase.
Infrastructure Trust: For the purposes of a service X, party A trusts the base
infrastructure (subsystem B) upon which the provision of a service will take
place.

–

–

–

4.1.3 Dependable behaviour

Dependable behaviour describes the extent to which a party behaves dependably.
It implies acceptance of risks (potential of negative consequences) and their effect.
At this level, the agent’s inclinations and intentions have been analysed and
endorsed resulting in patterns of behaviour.
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The following classes of trust relate to this viewpoint (Figure 3), focusing on the
roles of the stakeholders as they engage in a business relationship.
–

–

–

–

Enactment trust is the trust between parties that engage in a business
relationship through e-services, including customers and retailers.
Enablement trust is the trust in those who enable or mediate in the provision of
e-services including the technology and platform providers.
Regulatory trust is the trust in the legislative, regulatory, standardisation and
advisory bodies for e-business at a local or a global level.
Reputation trust is the trust in reputation systems or the recommendation of
arbitrary agents.

4.1.4 Risk management

Risk management is the “total process of identifying, controlling and minimising
the impact of uncertain events” [14]. Risk management often involves a form of risk
analysis. The latter is “the process of identifying risks, determining their magnitude,
and identifying areas needing safeguards” [14]. Risk analysis is critical for
achieving the right means of abstracting information from reality into a formal
model. Its importance has been recognised in the process industry and finance –
business areas where elegant methods for risk management have been developed.
As is depicted in Figure 3, we see risk management supporting the analysis of trust
inclinations leading to the formation of trust intentions, and the analysis of trust
intentions leading to the endorsement of dependable behaviour. We anticipate
different kinds of risks to be analysed in these two phases. The focus in the former
case is on analysing the effect that an agent’s persistent tendencies and risks from
the environment have on the formation of this agent’s trust for a specific service.
The focus in the latter case is on balancing intentions to trust against interaction
risks in order to endorse an informed and dependable behaviour.

Ideally, risk management should be applied across all aspects of dependability.
However, the increasing complexity of today’s systems urges the improvement of
existing methods of analysing systems and their specification in order to increase the
likelihood that all possible threats are taken into consideration. There is therefore a
need for combining different risk analysis methodologies with respect to the system
architecture. For example, qualitative methodologies for analysing risk lack the
ability to account for the dependencies between events, but are effective in
identifying potential hazards and failures in trust within the system, whereas tree-
based techniques take into consideration the dependencies between each event. We
are not aware of an already developed integrated approach to system modelling and
risk analysis, where the architecture of the information system model is used to
guide the combined application of risk analysis techniques. This need is being
addressed in CORAS [15],[16] for the area of security risk analysis. We aim to build
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on the work of CORAS extending the integrated risk analysis and system-modelling
framework to support analysing trust in e-services.

5. CONCLUSION

The pliability of the emerging communication media, the complexity of plausible
interactions in virtual communities and the frequency of critical interactions among
people who are relative strangers lead to problems that may not arise in traditional
social settings. Yet, the same pliability abides an unprecedented degree of
engineering and allows for solutions to many of these problems. However, effective
solutions require interdisciplinary approaches requiring the integration of tools from
cognitive sciences and economics in addition to telecommunications and computing.

In this paper, we introduced a rigorous model of trust in e-commerce and
presented general properties of trust that underlie e-services, highlighting a role-
based approach to the analysis of (unintentional) transfer of trust. We proceeded by
proposing a trust management scheme, which included (i). an hierarchical
decomposition of trust into inclinations, intentions and behaviour; (ii). a
classification of the basic types of trust in each viewpoint. We suggested that risk
analysis and role-based modelling can be combined to support the formation of trust
intentions and the endorsement of dependable behaviour based on trust.

Concluding, we provided evidence of emerging methods, formalisms and
conceptual frameworks which, if appropriately integrated, can bridge the gap
between systems modelling, trust and risk management in e-commerce. However,
there is still a long way to go. Further work and foreseen research challenges
include:

– To formalise and evaluate the proposed role-based model of trust in e-
commerce. (Preliminary results have been reported in [17] and [18]).

– To extend on-going work [15] on integrating systems modelling and security
risk analysis by correlating risks with trust. This also involves understanding
how to combine suitable risk analysis methods across different areas of
dependability.

– To develop risk management techniques supporting the transition between trust
inclinations, intentions and dependable behaviour. An output is to produce
practical guidelines for the attention of regulators and technology providers on
how to maximise trust and minimise risk in different e-service scenarios.

– To embody trust-based decision making in the policy-based management of
decentralised open distributed systems. This involves enhancing the management
of decentralised distributed systems with methods to simulate learning, reasoning
and analysing transactional and environmental risks, and enabling the dynamic
evaluation of the trust associated with each transaction.
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– To embody trust elements in contract negotiation, execution monitoring, re-
negotiation and arbitration. This involves modelling legal issues concerning the
status of electronic agents as participants in the process of contract formation.

– To experiment with developing a virtual marketplace from scratch, taking trust
issues into account throughout the development lifecycle.
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Abstract:

1.

1.1

INTRODUCTION

The nature and growth of digital evidence

The evolution of an information society is accompanied by the growth of
digital materials and transactions. It is in some cases necessary to use these
digital materials and transactions as evidence in legal processes. The value of
digital evidence is, however, hard to determine. In this paper some basic
requirements and suggestions for a trusted third party model that can be used
to secure digital evidence is given. A first sketch of a general typology of
digital evidence is offered and discussed.

There is no single definition of what constitutes digital evidence, and it might be
problematic to try to define, crisply, what is and what isn’t digital evidence. If an e-
mail has been printed out, for example, it might be considered to be a kind of digital
evidence, since it originated from a digital original.

There are, however, some attempts at defining digital evidence. One such
definition (SWGDE 1999) is interesting and might prove valuable: “Digital
Evidence: Information of probative value stored or transmitted in digital form”. It is
far to early to say what different new technologies might change the evidentiary
landscape.

It suffices to say that digital evidence is something that is used as evidence in a
court of law and that is avaliable primarily in digital format. By enumerating
different kinds of digital evidence the definition will be made clearer later on.

There are several reasons to examine digital evidence form a legal standpoint.
Some of the most important are:
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– Digital evidence is easy to manipulate. The integrity of the material being used
as evidence is open to different forms of attack. Files, screen dumps, documents
and other digital materials are easy to fabricate or modify.

– Digital evidence is more anonymous than regular evidence. An e-mail, or a web
page, is less attached to a person than is a physical letter or a statement in some
other kind. The change of medium, from paper to computer, increases the
number of possible senders or originators.

– Digital evidence is highly technological. The form and content are interwoven
and must be considered as a whole in deciding the evidentiary value of the
material in question. Consider the fact that digital evidence often will be
encrypted or hidden. (Denning and Baugh 2000)

– Digital evidence is hard to submit to court. The actual processes of submitting
the digital evidence is extremely open to attack, and the general level of
knowledge in court when it comes to these kinds of evidence is low.
The legal system is not used to handling this kind of evidence. There are,

however, good reasons to assume that digital evidence will become a more and more
frequent means of proving facts in cases pertaining to electronic commerce. This
implies that we have to learn more about digital evidence and find ways of securing
digital evidence in satisfactory ways.

1.2 Digital evidence –some introductory remarks

There exists – today – commercial firms that work with existing digital evidence
and offer services in the area. One such firm, Digital Evidence, offers pre-trial
assistance and evidence acquisition (Digital Evidence 2001):

At Digital Evidence Inc., we are experts in a wide variety of computer
investigation techniques. We can assist you by examining a large assortment of
computer platforms and media to locate information which is important to your
case.

The services offered by Digital Evidence are services tailored to help the police,
lawyers or other actors after the fact. In contrast to this we could discuss how to pre-
emptively design systems so that they capture evidence during the transaction. The
perspectives differ slighly from each other. In the first case the aim is to evaluate
and restore digital material that can be used in court. In the second case the objective
is to create processes and systems such that evidence or material of evidentiary value
(potential evidentiary value) are created when using the system. The TTP-services
drawn up in this paper are pre-emptive in the sense that they try to capture evidence
in new and safe ways. This suggests two different categories of digital evidence:
constructed and recovered.

Digital evidence is going to become more complex. Most of what we consider
today is static evidence – pictures, email et cetera – but it is far from unlikely that
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we will need to secure processes or sessions in the future. This new kind of dynamic
evidence will require much more from the securing party. This also suggests two
different categories: time stamp evidence (which would be evidence gathered at a
certain point in time) and session evidence (which would be evidence that is
arranged into sequences and timelines).

The field can be divided into an empirical perspective and a constructive
perspective. The first perspective studies how we can handle what we find today as
digital evidence, and deals with complicated issues on how to decrypt data that has
been encrypted to hide evidence, how to intercept email, filter data et cetera.
(Eoghan 2000) The second deals with designing systems that generate essentially
new kinds or stronger kinds of digital evidence. This paper mainly deals with the
second perspective.

This paper works with what is a distinctly Swedish legal perspective. In Sweden
evidence law is not designed to be statutory, i.e. formal in any way. Anything might
be entered as evidence and the court then has to decide what the value of the
evidence presented is. We will thus speak about evidentiary value as an analogue
variable. In some systems the opposite will hold true; evidence laws will be
designed to admit only certain kinds of pre-defined categories of evidence. Practice
will look different in those legal systems.

2. TYPES OF DIGITAL EVIDENCE

2.1 Introduction

The process of securing digital evidence can almost always be referred to as a
form of printing, where the document is put through a process where it is time
stamped and secured/signed in it’s present form. Secure printing is a main theme of
the service this paper describes. We often will refer to signing and encrypting
documents without considering the method of doing so. This does not mean that the
form of signing and encryption is, in itself, unimportant – quite the contrary – but it
falls besides the main theme of the paper. The TTP-service/services described in
this paper will presumably coexist with an advanced public key infrastructure.

Generally, however, there are some qualities that all systems that collect or
construct digital evidence must share. These systems must be trusted, in the sense
that their technical architecture and design must comply with accepted security
standards. Pfleeger (1997) and Camp (2000) discuss in greater detail what this
means for systems handling any kind of material that needs to be trusted. It should
be noted that these requirements also apply to systems securing digital evidence.
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2.2 Web pages

Regular web pages are, of course, the subjects of legal examination quite often.
The reasons are many: copied text, unlawful links, illegal pictures, or content that in
any other way violates a law, contract or other legal enforceable rules might
necessitate an exmination. If the examiner decides that the material is in any way
unlawful it might be necessary to submit web pages as evidence.

Web pages are, by themselves, hardly secure. It is easy to alter the content of a
web page and any judge that is given a web page should reasonably ask him or
herself what the value of that piece of digital evidence is. If the submitting party can
then not show that the evidence was produced in a secure and trusted way the
evidentiary value assigned to the web page should be close to zero.

How can web pages then be secured? One possible way would be to develop a
browser plugin that stores the web page and encrypts it with a timestamp. Such a
program might also save the page in multiple places and media, at once, ensuring
redundancy. It would work as a sort of camera, taking ‘pictures’ of the web and then
storing them in a way as to ensure their security. The material stored could, among
other media, be printed out in a relatively safe format such as the portable document
format (pdf), to ensure that it is not tampered with.

The repository can easily be distributed and the browser can be one or more –
depending on the level of security desired. The page is then signed with a collection
of data pertaining to the page, it’s IP-number, time viewed, author metadata et
cetera.

There will have to be a certain, safe storage solution behind the entire concept.
This goes for all the following types of digital evidence and is, in itself, a problem of
some magnitude. It is important to note that if the material, once secured, is not kept
safe, the evidentiary value will be heavily reduced.

2 3. Digital documents

In the growing number of cases where digital documents are the only documents
that exist in a certain case it is necessary to submit them as evidence. Here we can
deal with everything from carefully formatted XML-documents to Microsoft Word
documents, or even simple ASCII text messages (S2ML 2001).

Again the process of printing these (in the form of screen dumps or any other
form) to a safe format, like pdf, with some amendment, time-stamps and other
additions might serve the purpose of generating medium-safe evidence.

2.4 E-mail

That e-mail can be used as evidence in court is something that everyone familiar
with the Microsoft Trial is aware of. A company’s email is in fact often a liability.
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The evidential value of e-mail, however, should really be considered small to non-
existent if the company itself submits it. There are however models that remedy this.

The methods available to secure email are many. Three seem especially
important:

- The BCC-plugin model (BCC here stands for Blind Carbon Copy, and is a
mode of sending e-mail).

- The Dual SMTP model
- The Dual POP/IMAP model

The first two secures mail that has been sent. The third secures mail that arrives
to a certain address.

The BCC-plug in model is a simple add-on program that allows the user to send
a copy of all outgoing mail to a secure storage solution. In this way a record of all
sent mail is drawn up, and questions concerning what was and was not said can
authoratively be laid to rest.

This plug-in might easily be configured to allow the user to choose what mail is
copied, or it can be locked, so that all e-mail is copied. The configuration will of
course affect the value of the evidence.

The Dual SMTP solution works in much the same way, but it does not utilise the
secure link between TTP and Sender that is assumed to exist in the BCC Plug In
case. The Dual POP/IMAP solution is likewise merely a device that copies all
incoming mail to a locked account for future reference. This, also, can be
accomplished at both server and client level. The choice will of course affect the
security achieved.

2.5 Log files

Another important form of evidence is a log file. These files might very well be
used to prove unlawful computer break-ins or hacking crimes. Log Ffiles can be
used to construct evidence in several different ways. The deposition of log files is
one way, and then the log file basically works as any kind of digital document. A
stronger form of evidence is generated if the log file is outsourced to a TTP, and the
logs actually handled by the TTP.

2.6 Digital payments and receipts

In a world where the number of digital payments and receipts grow rapidly there
is a need for a way to create evidential value for these new forms of payment.
Everything from e-cash to electronic invoices require careful thinking when it comes
to how we strengthen their evidentiary values.

The existing secure standards in this field are interesting subjects of study in this
field.(Westland and Clark 2000).
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2.7 Procurement processes

Aside from the pure static digital phenomena described above – where they all
have in common that they are files – we might also see the need for a new kind of
evidence: evidence of a recorded process, such as a procurement process. The
reasons may be varying: we might want to ensure that a public procurement has
been performed according to legal protocol, or we might be anxious to see that all
bids were opened at the same time, or, indeed, opened at all. We might not settle for
data about single files here, but instead require recordings of processes. It is
interesting to note that these recordings will then be log files and subsequently
handled as such. Public procurement is one especially interesting area here, and the
issue is undergoing study in Sweden.

3. A SKETCH OF A DIGITAL EVIDENCE
STANDARD

3.1 Standard architecture in general

This first sketch of a standard architecture is made up of three layers: legal,
organisational and technological. The thought behind this division is quite simple. It
is necessary to understand that none of these levels alone is enough to ensure good
evidence. Legal formalities might be useless against sloppy technology or an
unsecured organisation, and vice versa. A service designed to secure evidence must
consist of careful design on all three levels.

The legal layer consists of rules of evidence, the structure of evidence and the
lawful capture of evidence. There are several different factors that have to be taken
into account here:
– What counts as evidence? Are there formal requirements or does the system

allow for a free test of evidence?
– What, usually, is interesting in the evidence? That is, what does the evidence

consist of? How are these parts digitally rendered?
– Are there formal requirements on the collection of evidence? What if it has been

collected unlawfully?
These, and many other questions forces the service provider to establish a legal

checklist that he must use in all cases where he collects evidence. Such a checklist is
a necessary tool in a service that aims to deliver high value digital evidence. The
checklist should also be anchored in courts and responsible authorities, and be made

3.1.1 Legal Layer
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public, preferrably by displaying it on the web site. The issue of public display is
important in that it gurantees that flaws in the checklist are illuminated by the public
eye.

Firstly it should be mentioned that the organisational layer differs heavily in the
two cases where the TTP is a private actor, and where the TTP is a public actor.
Here we will primarily deal with the first case. Should public TTPs be established it
is to be expected that they will be provided with due instructions from the
constituting actors.

The organisational level is more complicated than the legal. What is needed is
the equivalence of what is called Certification Practice Statements in regard to the
issuing of digital certificates. An Evidence Securing Statement (ESS) is required.
This should describe, amongst other things:
– How a request for the securing of evidence is received and acted upon
– How evidence is secured, by whom and by what means
– How evidence is stored and redundancy in storage ensured
– What aspects of evidence are ensured and in what order
– Liability limits
– Education and selection of evidence securing staff

The ESS should also be made public and used to create a widespread trust in the
service. It is furthermore important to open these processes for review, certainly by
allowing lawyers to request review into log files and technology solutions under a
set of given circumstances.

The organisational layer also encompasses the different forms of evidence a
securing party is ready to offer, which in essence determine the service structure.
There are many different forms of evidence, and it should be obvious that the
business model of the trusted third party should be constructed to offer the highest
possible degree of flexibility. Several variations are possible:
– Time. It should be possible to secure evidence for a limited time, for, say two

weeks, and then have it erased. It should also be possible to secure evidence a
number of times (i.e. every week at different hours) in a sequence, to show that
certain content on a web site was posted for a certain time.

– Security level. It should be possible to secure evidence with different levels of
security. The processes and methods used can vary, for example, and the number
of samplings can vary as well. The evidence can be collected in real time with
legal counsel present.

– Redundancy. This is in part also a matter of security, but if the service secures
screen dumps from a hundred different servers or simply from one, this matters.
The level of redundancy in the system is also something that effects the strength
of the evidence collected.

3.1.2 Organisational
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– Media. It is of course also possible to print the material on paper, burn CDs and
or save the material in digital format only.
These issues, the construction of the business model of the service, should also

be openly published, since they affect the evidentiary value.

The technological layer requires a careful design of an Evidence Securing
Infrastructure (ESI) – an infrastructure that technologically allows for the safest and
most efficient securing of evidence possible.

Elements in this infrastructure and process should be:
– A sound amount of redundancy in collecting evidence. It should not be

possible to fool the system by showing a certain page for a certain IP-number,
for example. The system should use distributed securing servers, so that the
securing process is untraceable as such. This is an important requirement. The
securing of evidence should normally not be discernable from regular use.

– Timestamp technologies that are tamper proof. Software needs to be
developed that signs screen dumps or e-mail immediately in a way that no one
should be able to change.

– Safe storage utilities. The storage and saving of material should be a)
distributed and b) time resistant. Safe server parks and other means might be
necessary to use in certain cases.

– Encryption technologies. To ensure that someone who does not have access
rights does not access evidence, all collected evidence should be stored in
encrypted form.

– Sampling technology. Technology that can vary collection point in the network
(i.e. from what IP-number the evidence is collected, or what server) and that is
capable of securing evidence at random times.
These technologies offer a good beginning of the technological layer’s

construction, but this needs to be tested and prototyped.

3.2 Two Cases

The best way to illustrate what a evidence-securing TTP service would do is to
offer to sample cases. The cases offered below are intentionally chosen to show
normal and non-spectacular problem situations where digital evidence might be
useful.

The owner of digitalpets.com notices that his competitor, analoguepets.com
seems to have copied digitalpets.com web site layout and a few useful search

3.1.3 Technological

3.2.1 Intellectual property issues
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functions that digitalpets.com has developed. He seeks legal advice and the lawyer
submits a request for the securing of three kinds of digital evidence: a screen dump,
a saved web page and a session in the search functions for both sites.

The submission reaches the Trusted Third Party that immediately registers it in
it’s log file. Then two certified evidence clerks starts to work. The screen dump is
secured by the use of Secure Screen Dump – a software that timestamps the screen
dump by pinging a number of atomic clocks on the Internet, and then encrypts the
file and a signature made of the file for storage in the Trusted Third Party’s secure
server park. A web page is saved the same way, through another tool, and then a
session is recorded in the search tool, and safely stored.

The evidence receipt is sent to the legal counsel, who then puts together a letter
to the would-be offender and states that digital evidence has been secured by a
trusted third party, and that they would like to see him immediately desist in using
the layout and search tools used by digitalpets.com.

If the matter goes to court the evidence is collected from the third party, and then
submitted in accordance with due process.

The earlier example was quite simple, and the evidence easily collected. In this
case we will describe a more complex situation, where a contract is negotiated and
signed, and subsequently deposited with the Trusted Third Party. Company A starts
negotiations with Company B on a large contract. To ensure that all evidence is
secured they sign an initial agreement in which they specify that all negotiations will
take place on a trusted third party platform and that they will not consider
themselves legal obligated until a contract has been deposited with aforementioned
trusted third party.

The negotiations consist of carefully phrased email that is sent via a special mail
server that copies, and timestamps all communications via the trusted third party.
The material is then gathered and saved. When the draft of a contract becomes
finalised both parties electronically sign it and deposit it with the trusted third party.
The contract’s evidentiary value is thus strengthened immensely compared to if it
only had been accessible to the parties involved. The TTP then also signs the
contracts and submits it to safe storage. It might be necessary to make this storage
blind – to ensure that the companies suffer no extra security exposure in storing the
information with the TTP.

3.2.2 Digital contracts
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4. POTENTIAL PROBLEMS

4.1 Legal

In the legal layer we find many of the hardest problems we need to solve. In this
subsection we will discuss issues of intellectual property rights and privacy.

Consider the first case offered above. What if the party being sued replies with a
counter claim stating that the screen dump a web page copying indeed constitutes
illegal copying and an infringement of his/her intellectual property rights? How
should such a claim be met?

It could be argued that evidence never is subject to counter claims like this, but if
the trusted third party is a private actor or organisation the problem suddenly
becomes more complex. We then have to take into account the various IPR laws and
try to see if there are exceptions under which securing evidence might be subsumed.

This is a real problem, even if it seems simple enough, and with IPR-laws being
revised we need to think about instances like the sampling of digital evidence where
a form of fair use exemption would be in order.

One particularly interesting problem – in the European Union at least – is how
the collection and securing of evidence is viewed under the European Data
Protection Directive.13 The provisions of this directive put heavy demands on the
collection of evidence that contains personal data. The articles and rules state quite
clearly that several prerequisites must be fulfilled. Not only must such a collection
comply with the basic requirements in article 6 of the directive, he or she must also
fulfill the consentoriented criteria offered in article 7. Both articles are too long to
quote here.

Consider both cases above: the negotiation material, as well as the screen dumps
might contain personal data (names, telephone numbers, e-mail addresses et cetera).
How should then a claim to the effect that the collection of such evidence is illegal
under the data protection directive be handled?

There is a provision in the directive that might be applicable here, in article 7 p
f). The balancing of legitimate interests of the individual and the third party. It might
be argued here that the interest of securing evidence supersedes the interest of the

13 Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 24 October 1995 on
the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free
movement of such data. Hereinafter: the data protection directive.

4.1.1 Intellectual property rights

4.1.2 Privacy
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individual. The problem, however, is not a trivial one. Indeed: if the directive would
be interpreted literally many of the services described would not be possible. Many
of the provisions in both article 6 and 7 put severe limitations on the collection of
evidence that contains personal data.

The chief problem for an actor deciding to act as a trusted third party is, of
course, liability. Given that all other issues resolves well, this one is still enough to
dissuade a private organisation from taking the role of trusted third party, and to

We see a growing number of phenomena today where liability might very well
slow the development of much needed services. This goes for the traditional
certificate authority role as well as the more differentiated trusted third party role.
This must be solved. In part the problem can be solved with insurance solutions, but
it is also important to look at disclaimers and contractual limitations of liability.

Today, however, the problem remains largely unsolved.

When acting as a trusted third party an organisation will run the risk of storing
and accessing what must be regarded as company secrets. It is therefore necessary to
develop blind systems, where the TTP can store and secure evidence without having
access to it, or without knowing what the evidence consists of. Such blind solutions
might take some time to develop, but the technology is available today (see Brands,
2000).

4.2 Organisational

There are also organisational problems that need to be solved. These often deal
with business issues that remain unsolved, since the TTP-market in all essentials is
new.14

If the TTP is a private organisation or an actor, he or she will risk bankruptcy.
The issue will then arise of what to do with the data/evidence collected. This issue
must be resolved by creating a back-up plan for these kinds of actors in case of
bankruptcy, but they can also be solved by choosing suitable actors – actors with

14 Even if it is possible to argue that it bears a strong resemblance to earlier services in the
field of trust that we have seen such as Notarius Publicus.

secure evidence.

4.1.3 Liability

4.1.4 Company secrets

4.2.1 Bankruptcy
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staying power and well-established trust services, such as the Chambers of
Commerce or certain bank federations.

Another issue that needs to be resolved is the ownership of the evidence
collected. This is a relatively small issue, but it deserves to be mentioned. The matter
could probably be solved by contractual provisions.

4.3 Technological

Among the technological problems that must be solved we find the usual
important issues of security, integrity, non-repudiation, redundancy et cetera. It is
worth mentioning however that the technological problems are the least pressing in
the design of an evidence-securing service.

One issue that however deserves mentioning is the possible existence of system
weaknesses. If it turns out that the evidence provided by the TTP is vulnerable to a
certain attack, all previous evidence must and can be called into question. This is a
nightmare eventuality for the designers of services like this, but it must be taken into
consideration.

5. FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

A service of the kind described here is quite simple and still also quite useful. It
is interesting to reflect on the evolution of this kind of service, and how the evidence
situation at large might develop. In this section three different scenarios will be
considered.

5.1 Secure zones

One likely and interesting scenario features what we might call secure zones.
Instead of securing single pieces of evidence, we might visualise systems that record
and monitor all activity in certain well-defined logical subnets. These subnets –
secure zones – might then be regarded as evidence safe, i.e. that all that happens can
be introduced as evidence in court.

The development of business webs and secure extranets offer us prototypes of
how this might look in the future. There is no question: we need secure sub nets. The
question is how secure they can become.

4.2.2 Sales of data

4.3.1 System weaknesses
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5.2 Evidence markup languages and automatic dispute
resolution

might be used to generate evidence templates that can be used to standardise on-line
Another interesting scenario is one where XML and other mark-up languages

evidence. These templates might then be used in highly automatic dispute resolution
systems, where claims and counter claims can be automatically evaluated. Such a
dispute resolution might be binding or merely used to indicate where a true process
would end, but it would still be interesting to use and see.
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Abstract:

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper presents an open framework for the analysis of security require-
ments of business processes in electronic commerce. The most important
dimensions of the framework are security objectives (confidentiality, integrity,
availability, accountability), the phases of and the places/parties involved in
the process. The approach is of open nature so that it can be adapted to the
heterogeneous needs of different application scenarios. The discussion of
business processes within a virtual shopping mall illustrates the capacity and
potential of the framework

Over the last years enterprises and individuals have started to conduct business
over computer networks, especially the Internet. This development is commonly
summarized as electronic business (e-business). Zwass [22] defines e-business as
business connections, which make use of electronic media. One of the major
characteristics is that partners do not necessarily have to know each other prior to
their business interaction [15].

Despite its wide use and opportunities, e-business has not grown to its full
potential – one of its most important obstacles being the lack of adequate security
measures as well as difficulties to specify adequate security requirements. An
abundance of research about security in e-business can be found in literature. As a
start reference, we suggest the final report of the SEMPER (Secure Electronic
Market Place for Europe) project [11].

The framework for security requirements of e-business processes (EBPs)
proposed in this article can be seen as the continuation of the research done in [10],
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[16] and [17], where a two-dimensional model to quantify security is established.
The dimensions are the security objectives and the places of an e-business
transaction. This article adds other dimensions (the phase of an EBP). Wang and
Wulf [21] use an approach similar to our framework. They propose a general
framework for security measurement in computer systems. Compared to the
framework presented here, they neglect the process dimension.

Herrmann and Pernul [6][7] argue that security requirements vary with the
perspective taken. They identify different perspectives (informational, functional,
dynamic, and organizational) which are closely related to the different elements of a
workflow specification. In comparison with our approach, the authors focus on legal
issues such as intellectual property, legal bindings, and privacy.

This article introduces a framework to structure security requirements of an
EBP. Since information security is a very broad topic, we concentrate on security
objectives, which have a precise definition and meaning. Security is often associated
only with confidentiality of data, especially by non-security experts. How fatal this
mis-interpretation can be, has been proven by the large mail virus epidemics in the
last two years. Our framework takes into account all relevant security objectives
such as the availability of data and systems, which is very important because of the
distributed nature of e-business.

Since there is a high diversity concerning structure and nature of EBPs, we work
on a high level of abstraction and identify four phases, which all EBPs have in
common. The division used in this article originated with Schmid [18]. A further
discussion will follow in Section 2.3.

We will show that security requirements of EBPs are dependent of three
different factors, also referred to as dimensions:
– security objectives,
– place and party of the EBP and
– the different phases of the process

Figure 1 illustrates the idea of dimensions for the analysis of security require-
ments, additional dimensions will be identified and contrasted later on. The
framework allows for a structured analysis of security in EBPs since a matrix can be
used to illustrate the different dimensions. Security measures can be arranged in this
matrix according to the security requirements.

The remainder of this paper has the following structure: Section 2 discusses the
dimensions of our framework. Section 3 applies the framework to a sample business
scenario of a virtual shopping mall. A discussion of the results, open questions and
related work follows in Section 4, before future research areas conclude this paper.
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2. DIMENSIONS OF THE FRAMEWORK

Our framework analyzes security using several dimensions such as security
objectives, parties/places and phases of the EBP under consideration. Each of these
dimensions consists of so-called elements, e.g. the dimension phases comprises four
elements, one of these elements is the negotiation phase. The purpose of this section
is to describe the major dimensions of our framework and identify the elements
relevant for every dimension.

Please note that the framework is designed to be open, i.e. it can be adjusted
through adding or removing dimensions and/or elements. In our opinion the
dimensions discussed in Sections 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 are the most important and
influential ones in an e-business setting. Section 2.4 discusses further dimensions,
which could be used to extend our framework.

Figure 1. Dimensions of the framework organized in a matrix

2.1 Security Objectives

A security objective is the contribution to security that a system or a product is
intended to achieve [1]. The term security objective must not be confused with
security services that are defined in [20] as “a processing or communication service
that is provided by a system to give a specific kind of protection to system
resources” or — with more emphasis on communication in [8] — as “a service,
provided by a layer of communicating open systems, which ensures adequate
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security of the system or of data transfer”. Therefore, security objectives are the
goals that are to be achieved, while security services are means to achieve these
goals.

Traditionally, when talking about data security, three security objectives are
addressed: confidentiality, integrity, and availability [4]. To better suit the needs of
e-business with all its legal aspects, more security objectives have been identified
recently, the most important one being accountability.
– Confidentiality describes the state in which data is protected from unauthorized

disclosure, e.g. a loss of confidentiality occurs when the content of a
communication or a file is disclosed.

– Integrity means that the data has not been altered or destroyed, which can be
done accidentally (e.g. transmission errors) or with malicious intent (e.g.
sabotage).

– Availability refers to the fact that authorized persons can access data and
systems within an appropriate period of time. Reasons for loss of availability
may be attacks or instabilities of the system.

– Accountability: If the accountability of a system is guaranteed, the participants
of a communication activity can be sure that their communication partner is the
one he or she claims to be. Thus, the communication partners can be held
accountable for their actions.
Note that the four objectives are of different nature. While confidentiality and

integrity are mainly about data – e.g. single bits, data packets in a protocol
environment, data base entries, or documents of word processing program –
availability is primarily associated with computer systems and secondarily with the
data of the system. Accountability is used in connection with subjects and data.

Besides the four objectives stated above, others have been identified – like
unobservability and authenticity to name only a few. Nonetheless, our selection is
not a random one, since all security objectives can be described in terms of the
classical three. Unobservability, e.g., can be regarded as confidentiality concerning
the circumstances of a communication, whereas accountability may be expressed as
integrity of data defining the sender or recipient of a communication. Because of its
high importance for e-business, accountability was included in our list of security
objective. A reason to restrict the framework to four objectives was to keep its
granularity on a manageable level.

In this paper, we define security mechanisms (or security measures) as software,
hardware, organizational procedures, protocols, or algorithms, which are used to
increase the level of one or more security objectives. Digital signatures, for example,
are used for accountability and integrity, whereas a backup server room is a measure
to increase availability. Security requirements of an EBP express the importance of
the different security objectives, e.g. the need for confidentiality may be high in one
setting while availability will be rated high in another.
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2.2 Parties

Electronic commerce (e-commerce) is a subset of electronic business (e-
business). While e-business focuses on the support of business between two or more
partners through information technology (IT) with the overall objective to increase
the efficiency of the underlying business processes, e-commerce is only about trade
relationships using IT support [2]. Concerning the parties involved, Gaugler [5]
differentiates four categories of e-business:
– Business-to-Business (B2B), if two companies establish a trade relation,
– Business-to-Consumer (B2C), if a company and a consumer establish a trade

relation,
– Business-to-Public (B2P), if a company and a public administration do business,

and
– Public-to-Consumer (B2P), if a public administration and a consumer do

business.
Under certain circumstances, more than two parties can be involved in an e-

business setting. Examples of parties not mentioned above are:
– Certification Authorities for the establishment and maintenance of public key

infrastructures needed for digital signatures
– Trusted Third Parties (such as notary services, lawyers or courts) in case of

legal disputes between the trading partners.
– Banks or credit card companies if special electronic payment systems (e.g.

electronic cash or SET [19]) are implemented.
Each of the parties involved in e-commerce may have a different conception of

security in an EBP. In the extreme these requirements may even contradict each
other. Example: On the one hand a customer of an online trader wants his personal
data such as address, shopping preferences, and credit card number to be kept
confidential and deleted after the transaction is completely settled. On the other hand
the online trader might be tempted to use these data for marketing purposes or even
sell the personal data of its customers to a web marketing company to increase his
revenue.

The above considerations clearly show the need to include the dimension parties
in our security framework. In a sample scenario that will follow in Section 3 we will
restrict ourselves to a B2C example with two parties: customer and merchant.

2.3 Phases of an EBP

An important concept for this paper is that of a process, to be more precise that
of a business process. A business process has a clearly defined start and end
condition and consists of several tasks. A typical example is the handling of an
insurance claim, where the start condition could be a car accident and the end
condition the arrival of a specific amount of money at a bank account. Examples of
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tasks are the creation of a claim form, the approval of the claim (both by an
insurance employee) or the assessment of the car by an external assessor. We define
an e-business process (EBP) as a business process in the context of e-business.
Popular examples are the ordering and payment of books, CDs or flights over the
Internet.

Next to security objectives and parties we will include different phases of an
EBP in our framework. It is intuitively clear that the security aspects change during
the execution of an EBP. E.g. the integrity of prices for products on a web page is
important in an early stage, while accountability is an integral component of
payment.

Since EBPs are heterogeneous, we have to find a process model that is suitable
for most processes in e-business. To be manageable, this model will be on a high
level of abstraction. Such a general model has been introduced by Schmid [18] who
identifies three phases:
1. During the information phase the parties try to find partners, compare them,

clarify their trade relation, and specify the products to be exchanged. These
actions are not legally binding.

2. In the contracting phase the parties decide on their partners according to their
decision criteria and work out and sign a contract about their trade relation.

3. Finally, in the delivery phase payment and delivery is done and eventually a
new transaction is prepared.
The three phases are supposed to be executed in chronological order. In cases of

irregularities or exceptions a reverse step might be necessary or the process might
even be started over again. Unfortunately, the delivery phase proves to be too coarse
for the analysis of security requirements, since the delivery phase combines payment
and delivery, which clearly have different security requirements. Therefore, we
extend the model of Schmid to the following four phases:
– information
– contracting
– payment
– delivery

Please note that the chronological order of the last two phases depends on the
type of EBP. Next to a sequential order – such as prepaid payment systems using
coupons or electronic cash and pay-after systems using credit cards – a parallel
execution is possible, which is also know as pay-now systems.

As mentioned above and as will be shown in the sample scenario in Section 3,
security requirements and mechanisms vary according to the phases. Figure 2 gives
an (incomplete) overview of security mechanisms that may be used in the four
different phases. Since typically in an EBP the information and telecommunication
systems on the company’s side are more complex and numerous, research has
focused on this area. Damm et al. [3] give an overview.
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Figure 2. Security mechanisms and measures in the different phases of an EBP

2.4 Additional Dimensions

Next to the dimensions discussed above, there are other ones, which have an
effect on security in an EBP. Manchala [13] identifies the monetary height of the
transaction and the shopping history of the consumer as factors relevant for trust in
e-commerce. Clearly, these factors are possible dimensions for our framework, too.
A company might activate additional security mechanisms for a customer if this
customer has had problems with paying goods in the past or if the customer orders
goods of an exceptionally high value. Alternatively, if the shopping history of a
customer has shown his trustworthiness the security mechanisms may be lowered.
Also, customers might be concerned about paying a company if there are rumors
about bankruptcy.

Additionally, the different sites of an EBP can be used as another dimension.
The following three sites are typical for a simple EBP because of its distributed
nature:
– merchant’s site,
– customer’s site, and
– transmission way (the Internet).

This distinction has been used and analyzed in [10] and [16]. The security

requirements on the transmission way may vary, e.g. the delivery of an electronic
document is less demanding concerning the availability of the Internet than the
broadcast/streaming of a movie or concert. Nevertheless, a customer or merchant
will typically not have the means to change the structure of security mechanisms
outside their domains – especially since many other parties such as network
providers, telecommunication companies, hardware and software companies, etc.
may be involved in between.

The physical location (such as address and country) of customer and merchant
might be of interest, too. On the one hand an Internet user might have objections
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ordering goods from specific countries. On the other hand, an online dealer might
not be allowed to deliver goods to certain countries because of trade regulations.

The type of process has great impact on security requirements. The process of
filling out an online questionnaire to obtain a free homepage raises less security
questions than an online banking transaction such as a money transfer or the
purchase of shares. Our framework is capable of structuring such differences.

Clearly, the type of product changes the security requirements. As we will show
in the sample process, a book and online-video require different security
mechanisms during the delivery phase.

To be precise, another dimension – the data ownership dimension – should be
included in our framework. When talking about security objectives (e.g.
confidentiality) at a specific party (e.g. merchant) it is not a priori clear whose data
are under consideration. It could be the merchant’s as well as the customer’s data.
Nevertheless, usually the customer will give sensitive information such as credit
card number and address to the merchant.

In the remainder of this paper – especially in the sample scenario – we will
restrict ourselves to the discussion of the three major dimensions security objective,
party, and phase in order to keep the granularity of the framework on a manageable
level. Other dimensions, which have been topic of this section, will be mentioned
but not discussed in depth.

3. SAMPLE SCENARIO

This section shows how to apply our framework to a sample scenario. Röhrig,
Knorr, and Noser [16] analyzed the security of M3L: the Mall of the Multimedia
Labs (MML) at the Department of Information Technology, University of Zurich.
M3L offers products and services of the department such as online courses, research
papers, PhD theses, “musical objects”, and services in the area of automatic, additive
fabrication (stereolithography). Müller [14] gives a detailed technical description of
M3L.

In what follows the security requirements within shopping processes in the M3L
will be analyzed. We concentrate on two parties (customer, merchant). The
evaluation will include three values: low, medium, and high. Here, low means that
the party concerned has no particular interest in this security objective; medium
denotes that the party wants this security objective to be protected, while high
indicates that this security objective is considered essential.

In the information phase a customer browses the content of M3L. Since the
products offered are not customizable and the terms of business are pre-defined, the
negotiation phase consists of putting the desired goods into the virtual “shopping
cart” and ordering them by clicking the respective buttons of M3L’s user interface.
During the payment phase either credit card transactions or the SET (Secure
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Electronic Transactions, cf. [19]) payment system may be used. The delivery of
goods can be done online, because most of M3L’s products (e.g. music or online
courses) are digital and can be sent over the Internet.

The security requirements for both parties of the business process (customer and
merchant) during the four phases will be explored in the next paragraphs.

During the information phase the customer wants to find out whether the goods
offered by M3L meet his demands and to compare them with the products of other
shops. The data under consideration for the confidentiality and integrity therefore is
the information contained in the M3L web pages. The customer will have low
demands concerning the confidentiality of this data. Nonetheless, the data he collects
is the basis for his decision to buy certain goods. Therefore, he wants them to be
correct, i.e. of a certain integrity. If he cannot access the web site of M3L, he will
visit other merchants; the availability of the M3L server is quite unimportant to him.
In case the customer wants to make use of the merchant’s offer, he expects that the
terms presented on the web site are the ones that apply when he purchases the goods;
accountability is therefore important for him.

The merchant, however, wants to present his offers to potential customers in a
correct and easy-to-use manner. If the chance arises to find out more about the
prospective buyers, he will do so. This might contradict the customer’s aim to reveal
as few personal data as possible. To allow for the customer to access a correct image
of the merchant’s offer, integrity is an important aim of the merchant. The same
applies for the availability the M3L service, since the customer could easily use the
offers of a competitor. Of course, this problem applies much more to Internet shops
selling consumer goods (like books) that are also offered by competitors.

The security requirements of customer and merchant during the information
phase are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1: Security requirements during the information phase

Confidentiality Integrity Availability Accountability

Customer low high low High
Merchant low medium high Medium

During the negotiation phase, a contract between the parties is made. This
means, that the customer will have to reveal more personal information, which will
make him more sensitive about confidentiality. Furthermore integrity and
accountability of data concerning the contract are important for him, because it is his
basis for agreeing to this contract. The availability of the M3L server, however, will
be of low importance for him, since he still has the opportunity to change his
supplier.

For the merchant the confidentiality of the customer’s data will be only as
important as demanded by legal regulations (e.g. privacy laws). Integrity and
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accountability for him are at least as important as for his customer. Because he is
aware that the customer can still change to a competitor’s offer, the availability of
his systems is a major concern.

The security requirements of both parties during the negotiation phase are shown
in Table 2.
Table 2. Security requirements during the negotiation phase

Confidentiality Integrity Availability Accountability

Customer high high low High

Merchant medium high high High

During the payment phase the data necessary to pay the goods are transmitted
to the merchant. If credit card payment is used, this means that the credit card
number of the customer is sent over the Internet. For this reason the customer will
have high requirements concerning the confidentiality of his data, whereas the
integrity of the data is less relevant for him; in the worst case he would be obliged to
send the data a second time. The same applies for availability; if a customer cannot
send his payment information, it is only a nuisance since he will have to try another
time. Accountability is ranked high as the customer wants to be able to prove that he
has paid the goods he ordered.

For the merchant it is more important that the credit card number is transmitted
in a correct than in a secret manner. Confidentiality will therefore be only his aim as
it is used to gain this customer’s trust, whereas the integrity will be of high
importance for him. This is also the case for availability. If a customer cannot send
his payment information, this means that the merchant will be paid to a later time,
which results in loss of interest, or in the worst case that the customer wants to break
off the whole deal. Moreover, accountability during the payment phase is extremely
important for him, since this helps him to prove that a payment was issued or not.

For both customer and merchant the security requirements during the payment
phase are presented in Table 3.

Table 3: Security requirements during the payment phase

Confidentiality Integrity Availability Accountability

Customer high medium medium High

Merchant medium high high High

During the delivery phase the security requirements vary as to the kind of
product that is delivered. In the M3L scenario these goods are either stream data
(music or video) or files (research papers or PhD theses). In both cases the
customer’s requirements on confidentiality will be medium or low, since the data
transmitted has already been published and does not reveal personal information. Of
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course, if somebody tracks the customer’s online orders over a longer time, he gets a
fairly good idea of the consumer’s preferences. The customer’s demands on integrity
and availability will be quite high, since he wants to get exactly and without delay
the product he ordered and paid for. The accountability will not be of high concern
for him, because he is less interested in the originator of the good than the good
itself.

During the delivery phase the merchant will have high demands on confidentiali-
ty. Since he earns money by selling the product, it is important for him that only the
buyer can read it. For him the integrity of the data will be only as important as
necessary for not annoying his customer. If the goods he is about to deliver consist
of streaming data, the availability of the network and IT infrastructure will be very
important for the merchant, since a failure might effect his future sales. In case
research information is transmitted, availability is less important than in case of
streaming video. As to accountability, it is important for the merchant, that the
customer cannot deny that he received the goods. A summary of security
requirements during the delivery phase is shown in Table 4.

Table 4: Security requirements during the delivery phase

high medium high (video) High

Confidentiality Integrity Availability Accountability

medium high high MediumCustomer

Merchant
medium (paper)

4. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

4.1 Discussion

This paper introduced an open framework for security of EBPs and applied this
framework to a sample scenario. Security objectives, parties, and phases have been
identified as the most important dimensions of the framework. Additionally, other
dimensions have been discussed such as the shopping history and physical location
of merchant and customer, type and the monetary height of the product. We have
shown in a sample scenario that security requirements are quite different concerning
parties and phases and may even contradict each other.

Our framework is of open nature, i.e. dimensions and/or elements of dimensions
can be added or removed according to the characteristics of the EBP under
consideration. Thus, the security matrix can be adapted to the individual needs of the
EBP. An EBP with a strong need for anonymity could include anonymity as an
additional security objective. If the monetary height of the product is of interest this
could lead to the integration of the additional dimension product value.
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We identify the following application areas of our framework:
– The multi-dimensional security matrix resulting from the framework (cf. Fig. 1)

can be used to analyze security requirements and contrast them to security
mechanisms which is an important aid for application developers designing new
or rebuilding existing process-oriented e-business applications (e.g. workflow
systems). This approach guarantees that during design or redesign of an e-
business application no security objective is forgotten or neglected.

– Since security mechanisms are expensive, our approach can be used by
companies to distribute a limited security budget to the different security
objectives.

– Because an analysis as discussed above shows clearly the different intents of the
partners of an e-business transaction, it may be used as a foundation for the
merchant’s security as well as his policy on the use of customer data.

– If the granularity of an analysis based on the framework is increased by using a
complete process specification and identifying security objectives for each
element of it (i.e. for each participant, each artefact, and each action) such a
model can be used further to implement a security policy. First, contradictions
within the security policy itself can be pointed out and eliminated. Such an
elimination is necessary, as contradicting security requirements might increase
and sharpen the comsumers’ awareness for security in e-business. Secondly, by
using a matrix that assigns security services to security objectives, the model can
be used to derive those services that have to be implemented in order to reach the
defined security objectives. An example of this procedure is given in [12], a
software prototype that facilitates and automates those tasks is in preparation.

– Furthermore, the framework can be used as a basis for a quantification of
security [10][16] and risk analysis in EBPs.
We stressed the open nature of our framework by giving a list of potential

additional dimensions in Section 2.4. This list is by no means complete. In order to
generalize our approach, a systematic classification of all major dimensions has to
be established.

The focus of this paper has been on e-commerce environments. Other non-
commercial areas have specific security requirements, which could be analyzed with
our framework:

One important area of public life is administration and government. The use of
information technology and the streamlining of processes in this setting have
become known as electronic government. We plan to apply the framework to
processes in this area and hope to find and characterize differences to EBPs.
Another security-sensitive area is health care where process automation plays an
important role in cost reduction [9]. Security is of paramount importance in this
environment since – in the worst case – human life may be threatened if
appropriate security mechanisms are not in place. Therefore, we think that the
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analysis of security requirements in health care processes is an important future
research direction.
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Abstract: In the modern electronic world, authentication of a person is an important task
in many areas of day-to-day life. Using a biometrics to authenticate a person’s
identity has several advantages over the present practices of Personal
Identification Number stored in smart cards. However, there is an open issue
of integrating biometrics into the smart cards. Typical authenticating
algorithms by using biometrics may not be executed in real-time on the
resource-constrained smart cards. In this paper, we analyse first the
performance requirement of the biometric authentication on the smart cards.
Then, to satisfy the requirement, we have developed a light-weighted finger
recognition algorithm. Finally, we investigate the possibility of integration of
the algorithm into the smart card. Based on our simulation results, a smart card
can be designed such that the card can encapsulate all the critical information
including the biometrics data, and perform all the comparison securely inside
the smart card without any data leaking out.

1. INTRODUCTION

Smart card, chip card, or IC card [l-3], which is a credit card sized plastic card,
embedded with a special type of hardwired logic or a microprocessor to hold critical
information securely, is a good choice of light-weighted hardware assisted
cryptographic devices for protection at the client side when conducting some kinds
of online activities, such as E-commerce, E-business, and E-government. Especially,
the smart card is used as a PKI storage device because chips are tamper-resistant.
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Computations on the chips involved in authentication of digital signature and key
exchange are more secure as they are isolated from other parts of an operating
system. The smart card also enables credentials and other private information to be
portable between computers at work, home, or on the road.

In recent years, there is an increasing trend of using biometrics, which refers the
personal biological characteristics used for authentication or identification. It relies
on “something that you are”, therefore can inherently differentiate between an
authorized person and a fraudulent imposter. Compared with using the four-digit
Personal Identification Number(PIN), it can be more secure to use the biometric
information of size 500B for protection of the critical data. Furthermore, biometric
information has no concern to be forgotten. Smart cards play an important role in
biometrics[4-6]. In general identification system, the biometric templates are often
stored in a central database. With the central storage of a biometric data, there is an
open issue of misuse of the biometric information for the purpose the owner may not
be aware of. We can decentralize the database storage part into millions of smart
cards and give it to the owners after authorization of it.

However, most of these systems have a common characteristic that the
biometrics authentication process is solely accomplished out of the smart card
processor[3]. For example, in fingerprint-based smart card system, the critical
fingerprint master template information needs to be insecurely released into the
external fingerprint reader from the card to be compared with the input fingerprint
template. To heighten security level, the comparison of the master template with the
fingerprint sample needs to be performed by the in-card processor, i.e., match-on-
card[6], not the external reader.

In this paper, we examine whether the in-card processor can execute the entire
authentication and verification steps. If so, all of the critical information including
the biometrics data can be encapsulated in the card, and all the computation can be
performed securely inside the card without any data leaking out. Although it’s not
possible, at least, the in-card processor should be capable of the matching and
verification process. That is, the smart card does not only perform the ordinary PIN
verification and certification storage, but also involve the biometrics authentication.
However, the processing power of the in-card processor is very limited. Thus,
performance requirements of the biometric authentication steps on the in-card
processor should be analyzed first. Then, to satisfy the requirement, we have
developed a light-weighted finger recognition algorithm. To investigate this
feasibility of the in-card processor, we conducted performance analysis of our
fingerprint matching algorithm with an instruction set simulator. The simulation
results showed that the card could encapsulate the biometrics data and perform the
comparison securely inside the card without any data leaking out.

The organization of the paper is as follows. Overview of the smart card system
considered in this paper is given in Section 2. In Section 3, the selected biometrics
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authentication system is explained. Performance analysis results are shown in
Section 4, and concluding remarks are made in Section 5.

2. SMART CARD SYSTEM

Note that, because of the area restriction of the smart card chip, we select
ATM7TDMI. However, the maximum performance of the in-card processor is 60
Million Instructions Per Second(MIPS) and the maximum clock rate of it is 66 MHz.
This processing power is very limited compared with the typical PCs having 800
MHz Pentium III. Thus, very careful performance analysis is required to integrate
the biometrics into the resource-constrained smart card system.

Software. From the time of smart card manufacture to the end of loading
application and usage by consumers, different kinds of software are used to handle
smart cards. The Card OS(COS) is a vendor dependent component of the software,
and supports a file system on the EEPROM storage, command interpretation, and
security options for the data stored on the smart card. During initialization and
personalization, application specific data structures are loaded. During the usage of
the smart card, the card interacts with the application through the Application
Programming Interface(API). The smart card also includes the Java Virtual Machine
to support multiple applications. The details of the targeted smart card can be found
in [7].

Figure. 1 shows the smart card system we are developing[7], and its
characteristics are summarized as follows:

A smart card  resembles a credit card in terms of physical look and size with one
or more semiconductor devices attached to a module embedded in the card. More
specifically, the smart card is a portable, very secure, low cost, and intelligent device
capable of manipulating and storing data. This intelligence is due to an in-card
processor that is suitable for use in a wide range of applications[1-3].

Hardware. The in-card processor is a 32-bit ARM7TDMI[8] to manipulate and
interpret data. The memory in the smart card consists of three different types. The
ROM is used for the smart Card Operating System(COS) and is usually embedded
during manufacture. The RAM is used by the COS as temporary storage area. The
user available data segments are allocated in the EEPROM. The size of each
memory type is 64KB, 1KB, 40KB for ROM, RAM, EEPROM, respectively. The
first two types of memory are not available for user access. Several levels of access
security are supported in the EEPROM. The methods of assigning access security
can be controlled through use of a PIN or a biometric template or using
cryptography. The smart card also include the Crypto-Coprocessor and the Random
Number Generator(RNG) to perform cryptographic algorithms in real-time. Finally,
for the contact interface, the external interface module is included.
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Figure 1. Target Smart Card System [7]

3. SELECTED BIOMETRICS AUTHENTICATION

In this paper, fingerprint is chosen as the biometrics for authentication as it is
more mature in terms of the algorithm availability and feasibility, while the other
kinds of biometrics, such as the iris and face, may not be well suited to an ordinary
smart card processor with respect to its limited processing power. Note that the
problem of resolving the identity of a person can be categorized into two distinct
types of problems. Authentication or verification refers to the problem of confirming
or denying a person’s claimed identity, whereas identification or recognition refers
to the problem of establishing a subject’s identity. That is, the authentication system
matches a person‘s claimed identity to his/her previously enrolled pattern(i.e., “one-
to-one” comparison). However, the identification system identifies a person from the
entire enrolled population by searching a database for a match(i.e., “one-to-many”
comparison). In this paper, we only focus on the authentication system by using
smart cards with biometrics.

Fingerprint is especially suitable as a method to authenticate users to use smart
cards. This can be elaborated by considering the time complexity of the algorithm.
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The technique for fingerprint matching has been developed in the field of image
processing. Generally, when we want to compare two fingerprint images, it is
needless and wasteful to accomplish this by repeating pixel-by-pixel checkup. On
the contrary, it is better to pre-process the images so that the unique features of the
fingerprint images are extracted first, and then simply compare these features
instead. Here, such kinds of domain specific features for fingerprint matching are
called minutiae[4]. Minutiae refer to the ridge ends and ridge bifurcations of a
fingerprint.

Whether the in-card processor is capable to execute the entire fingerprint matching
algorithm in real-time depends on the time complexity. In the following, we briefly
describe the fingerprint matching system used in our research.

Figure 2. Fingerprint Matching System using Smart Card

of the following three steps:

Figure. 2 shows the general steps in the fingerprint matching system using smart
cards. The system operates in two phases. In the off-line enrollment phase, minutiae
are extracted and stored in the smart card. In the on-line authentication phase, the
stored minutiae and the minutiae from live fingerprint are presented to the system,
and then the similarity between them is examined. This authentication phase consists

Image Pre-Processing. This refers to the refinement of the original fingerprint
image against image distortion obtained from the fingerprint sensor. It consists of
three stages. Binary conversion stage applies low-pass filter to smooth the high
frequency regions of the print and threshold to each sub-segment of the image.
Thinning stage generates one-pixel-width skeleton image by considering each pixel
with its neighbors. In positioning stage, the skeleton obtained is transformed and/or
rotated such that valid minutiae information can be extracted.

Minutiae Extraction. This refers to the extraction of feature in the fingerprint
image. After this step, some of the minutiae are selected and stored into a template
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Minutiae Matching. When user’s fingerprint image is obtained, we use image
processing techniques before turning the image into a skeleton image as explained
above. After getting thinned image, we find out minutiae points in it. Note that the
correction for scaling, translation, and rotation of the image are needed before
starting the matching step.

file, which includes the position, orientation, and type(ridge ending or bifurcation)
of minutiae. However, false minutiae can be extracted due to the noise during the
image acquisition step and/or information loss in the pre-processing step. The false
minutiae deteriorate overall accuracy significantly in the succeeding matching step.
Therefore, we have developed a method to remove such false minutiae using ridge
distance information and various types of noises. Another advantage of this
removing method is to reduce the execution time by eliminating unnecessary
computation due to false minutiae. The details of our false-minutiae removing
algorithm can be found in [9].

Based on the minutiae, we compare the input fingerprint image with the template
file. Actually, minutiae matching is composed of the alignment stage and matching
stage. Alignment is the most time consuming step in the whole fingerprint
recognition, thus success of optimizing the alignment stage is the key to achieve
real-time performance. Therefore, we have developed an alignment algorithm using
specific data structure called as “clique”, which can optimize the search space.
“Clique” is the data structure consisted of information derived from the triangle-
shaped three minutiae, such as three minutiae points and orientation, and the radius
of circumcircle. Especially, the radius of circumcircle can be used as the search key
because there exists only one in one traingle-shaped form.

In order to get the clique data structure, we select three minutiae by picking up
the first and second nearest minutiae point from one minutia using Euclidean
distance measurement. Figure 3 represents these three minutiae and the circumcircle
formed using them. After getting the center of the circumcircle and three inter angles
between three minutiae points, the three minutiae can be arranged according to the
angles. The right side point of the largest inter angle (α ) is the first, and the second
and third point are chosen as clockwise direction from it.
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Figure 3. Geometry of 3 minutiae clique

The structure of clique is consist of the radius of circumcircle (r) , two inter

angle (α, β ), three orientations ( θ a, θ b , θc ), and three types ( ζ a , ζ b , ζ ) as

below:
where  i = 1, 2, … , N , and N is the

number of clique.
Given a fingerprint image, we extract all of the possible triple minutiae sets to be

get ready for construction clique. Here, the number of clique is defined as
 n× k C 2 ,  2 ≤ k ≤ n – 1 when n is the number of feature points. Selecting
meaningful k is important and affects to the performance. The complexity of blind
search between two fingerprint images, each of which has nt , n s minutiae points,
is between the range . By using the radius of circumcircle
as the search key, search space can be reduced compared with the exhaustive search.
After using our minutiae matching algorithm, the number of points that matches can
be obtained. Then, the match score could be measured by normalizing with the
number of input minutiae. This score is in the range {0,1}, where 1 corresponds to a
perfect pattern match. The details of the clique algorithm can be found in [10].

4. PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENT ANALYSIS

its real-time performance.

Our light-weighted minutiae matching algorithm developed to satisfy the
resource constraint is applicable to the smart card environment perfectly because of
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To establish an objective assessment of our system, sample image pairs of size
832 × 768 selected from the NIST Special Database 14[11] have been used to
estimate the performance numbers. The simulator we used is the Simple Scalar[12]
which models the behavior of a microprocessor in software on a host system.

To characterize the computational requirement of each step in the fingerprint
matching system, we break down the instructions into six components as shown in
Table 1. The low-level step(Pre-Processing) needs a lot of integer computations.
However, the high-level step(Minutiae Matching) involves less ALU operations and
more load/store operations.

Table 1. Distribution of Instructions Executed

Store Uncond Cond
Branch Branch

Int FP
Comp CompStep Load

Pre- 67,937,581
Processing (18%)

Minutiae 19,004,017

Extraction (23%)

Minutiae 3,640,392
Matching (18%)

11,720,360 3,075,362
(3%) (1%)

2,873,022

I
817,493

(3%) (1%)

2,600,846 219,109
(13%) (1%)

11,010,208 50,034,953 1,115,595
(13%) (59%) (1%)

1,933,178 2,992,937
(10%)

8,738,570
(43%) (15%)

56,968,411
(15%)

227,089,206 92,242
(62%) (1%)

To show the performance requirement of the in-card processor, the number of
instructions and the estimated execution time on the 8-bit Intel-8051 and 32-bit
ARM7-based smart cards are summarized in Table 2.

In Table 2, we present estimated result per each step.

Table 2. Summary of Simulation Results

Step
Total No of Estimated time on Estimated Time
Instructions 8051 on ARM7

Pre-Processing 366,883,251 158.6 sec 6.1 sec

Minutiae Extraction 84,856,108 36.4 sec 1.4 sec

Minutiae Matching 20,125,037 7.8 sec 0.3 sec

According to the Table 2, it is impossible to assign minutiae extraction or
matching step as well as pre-processing to the 8051 chip. This is because
computation using biometric information requires much memory and time.
However, ARM7 shows improved result. Using this can make match-on-card to be
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realized. Currently, 32-bit smart card is somewhat expensive to be applied for
ordinary system. Nevertheless, it can be good solution for the system that should be
guaranteed very high-level security such as E-Commerce, E-Business, and E-
Government.

Our performance analysis shows that the use of a 32-bit smart card processor is
feasible in order to conduct the fingerprint authentication actively with respect to the
advanced techniques in fingerprint image comparison. In contrast to the traditional
PIN verification currently being used, this further enhances the security issues in
adopting the smart card into many emerging applications such as:

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Smart card is a model of very secure storage, and biometrics is the ultimate
technology for authentication. The two can be combined in many applications to
enhance both the security and authentication. However, a careful analysis is required
to integrate the biometrics into the smart cards because the smart cards have very
limited resources.

– making legally binding digital signatures for E-commerce, on-line
documentation signing, contracts, taxation, legal applications

–  access to the system that should be guaranteed very high level security in
government especially such as Department of Defense

–   user authentication used in internet banking or electronic commerce

–   gaining access to secure websites.
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Abstract:

1. INTRODUCTION

Among the several methods that enable fingerprint authentication of card
holders, the one that executes the matching process on the smart card chip is
the most important. The Pattern matching method, such as [1], is of no use for
smart cards, because it takes too much time to adjust the position between the
input image and template image. So we have developed an algorithm (FTA:
Free Turning Algorithm) using minutiae that does not need the position
correcting process. In this paper, we describe the basic effectiveness of this
algorithm and a prototype system that implements it on a smart card.

Smart cards have attracted a great deal of public attention because of their high
security and the variety of services they enable, and they have been introduced in
various fields. Although the personal identification number (PIN) is widely used as a
method of authenticating card holders (for example, for magnetic-stripe ATM
cards), biometrics (fingerprints and irises etc.) are expected to replace it because
biometrics overcome the problems of users forgetting their PINS or having them
stolen[2]. Fingerprint-based methods are especially practicable, because the error
rate is comparatively low and the hardware is cheap. The three models shown in
Table 1 are considered typical models that can be used for a fingerprint
authentication system. They are the Server Authentication Model (SAM),
Fingerprint Scanner Authentication Model (FSAM), and Smart Card Authentication
Model (SCAM).

Table 1. Typical Models of a Fingerprint Authentication System for Smart Cards
Model Recognition engine location
SAM Host server

FSAM Fingerprint scanner
SCAM Smart card chip
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Comparing them, SCAM has several advantages.
1. It is user-friendly in that card holders can manage their fingerprints with their

smart cards by themselves.
2. It can reduce the cost of administering and maintaining the database of template

fingerprints.

However, it is not practical for implementing a pattern-matching algorithm
such as [1] in smart cards, because the algorithm requires too much time to adjust
the input and template image positions. Therefore, we have developed an algorithm
(FTA: Free Turning Algorithm) that does not need positional correction between the
input and template images. FTA can omit this step because it uses a feature vector
(the Relative Vector) composed of components describing the relationship between
two minutiae (e.g., distance). Consequently, a card holder can be authenticated by
touching the fingerprint scanner at any angle. If chip-sized fingerprint scanners are
embedded in contactless smart cards in the future, the features of FTA will be
particularly effective because card holders are likely to present their cards at various
angles.

Section 2 explains the problems of implementing the algorithm [1] in smart
cards. Section 3 describes our algorithm, FTA, which is evaluated in Section 4.
Section 5 describes a prototype system implementing our algorithm in smart cards.
Section 6 concludes this paper.

2. THE PROBLEM WITH THE THINNED IMAGE
PATTERN-MATCHING ALGORITHM

The pattern-matching algorithm [1] adjusts the positions of a binarized input
image and a thinned template image by moving them relative to each other in the
vertical and horizontal directions and rotating them. The two images are then
compared by matching the corresponding pixels at each position. Consequently, the
computational complexity of the pattern-matching algorithm [1] is high (Fig. 1). We
found that executing the algorithm for matching the binarized input image and the
thinned template image (size: 256×256 pixels), without correcting the position, took
8 seconds on a smart card with a 5-MHz processing speed, a 4-kbit ROM, and a
512-kbit Flash memory. Therefore, the algorithm would need about 53 minutes to
match those two images by the usual procedure including positional correction on
the smart card 15 .

15 The algorithm [1] adjusts the relative positions by 10 pixels vertically, 10 pixels
horizontally, and 4 degrees of rotation.
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Figure 1. Thinned Image Pattern Matching Algorithm

3. FREE TURNING ALGORITHM (FTA)

3.1 Relative Vector

We define the following vector which forms the basis for the Relative Vector.
We call the vector Extension, because it can be regarded as an extension of the
ordinary feature vector P (x,y ,θ ).

Definition 1: Extension
We define a coordinate system C whose origin is at the center point of the

fingerprint image16 . We define the extraction region ER as the region enclosed by a
circle of radius r centered on the origin. And we number the minutiae
counterclockwise in order of increasing distance from the origin (Fig.2).

16 For example, if the image size is 256×256, then the origin of C is at (128,128).
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Figure 2. Extraction Region

a)
b)

c)

d)

e)

Here�
xi , yi  are coordinates of C.
trace(n)(n = 1, …, N ) ∈ { 1, 2, … } and trace (1) < trace(2) < … < trace(N).
The trace( ) is the number of pixels when tracing the ridge. And n is the ID
number of a tracing point

18
.

θ(i,trace(n)) (0 θ ( i , t race(n))  < 2 π)  is the angle of the vector starting at the location
of mi and ending at the location found by tracing the ridge trace (n) pixels, to C.
If mi  is a ridge bifurcation, we trace the ridge that has obtuse angles on both
sides.
kindi  indicates the kind of minutiae. If mi  is a ridge bifurcation, then kindi  = 0. If
mi  is a ridge ending, then kindi = 1.
i is the ID number of mi .

Now we define the Extension mi  (Fig.3 17 ).

n

17Figure 3 shows an example of the Relative Vector of the ridge bifurcation described in
Fig.2 No. �. For ease of explanation, we move the origin of C to the location of the ridge
bifurcation.

18A tracing point is a point that can be found by tracing the ridge.

xi , yi ,mi = ( θ (i ,trace(1)) , … , θ (i ,trace(N)) , kindi, i  )
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Figure 3. Extension

Definition 2: Relative Vector
Using Extension mi , mj , we define the Relative Vector m ij  (Fig.4).

mij = (lenij , dθ (ij,trace(1)) , … , dθ (ij,trace(N)) , kindij , i, j)
Here,
lenij  = ( (xi  -xj )² +(yi  - yj )²) 1/2

dθ (ij,trace(n))  =| θ (i,trace(n))  -θ (j,trace(n)) |
if π < dθ (ij,trace(n))  < 2 π then

dθ (ij,trace(n) )  =2 π - |θ (i,trace(n)) -θ (j,trace(n)) |
kind ij  = 0 (if kindi  = kindj  =0 )
= 1(if kindi  = kindj =1)
= 2(if kindi  =0, kindj  =1 or kindi  =1, kindj  =0)
This indicates a kind of Relative Vector.
i is the ID number of mi  and j is the ID number of mj .

a)

b)
c)
d)
e)
f )
g)
h)

i )

Figure 4. Relative Vector
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3.2 FTA Overview

We present the complete FTA algorithm in Appendix. Here, we give an
overview of it.

First, let us define some notation. Define the set of Relative Vectors of the
template image as R = { m r

ij },

and define the set of Relative Vectors of the input image as S = { ms
ij } .

The notation |A| describes the number of components of the set A.  The basic idea
of FTA is matching the Relative Vectors of the input image with the Relative
Vectors of the template image (Fig.5).

Figure 5. FTA Overview

The steps of the algorithm are as follows.
[step 0] Using len ij , sort the Relative Vectors of the template image in ascending

order and assign a number to each Relative Vector.
[step 1] Using kind ij , find the Relative Vector from the input image that corresponds

to the Relative Vector of the template image. Make set  A1  composed by
such Relative Vectors.

[step 2] Using lenij , find the Relative Vector from  A1  corresponding to the Relative
Vector of the template image. Make set  A2  composed by such Relative
Vectors. Here, the difference in length of the Relative Vectors of the
template and input images has to be under the threshold ( THR_LEN  ).

[step 3] Using d_ang[n], sort the Relative Vectors of  A2 . This sort is executed N
times. If ms

ij , which have a minimum d_ang[n] in each sorting process are
identical to each other and all minimum d_ang[n] in each sorting process
are under the corresponding threshold THR_ANG[n],  then add one to the
count. Otherwise, go back to step 1.

m ij = (lenij , dθ (ij,trace(1)) , … , dθ (ij,trace(N)) , kindij , i , j )
r r r rr r r

m ij = (lenij , dθ (ij,trace(1)) , … , dθ (ij,trace(N)) , kindij , i , j )
s s s ss s s
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[step 4] If RATE (count /|R|), which is the matching rate of the Relative Vectors of
the input and template images is over the threshold( THR ), then the input
image is identical to the template image. Otherwise, the input image is not
identical to the template image.

4. EXPERIMENT

We conducted three experiments to evaluate the False Acceptance Rate (FAR),
False Rejection Rate (FRR), and Equal Error Rate (EER) of FTA. We used a
fingerprint database openly available on the Worldwide Web19, which contains
scanned fingerprint images from twenty-one subjects, who each provided eight
fingerprint images from the same finger. The database is composed of 168 (21×8)
fingerprint images and the resolution of each image is about 350 dpi. We conducted
147 (=(8-1)×21) matching tests between the same subjects, and 3360 (=8×20×21)
matching tests between different subjects. An example of the database is shown in
Figs. 6 and 7 20. We applied three types of preprocessing: smoothing, binarizing, and
thinning.

Figure 7. fp17-5

19
http://bias.csr.unibo.it/research/biolab/bio_tree.html

20 Here, fp1-4 denotes the fourth fingerprint image of subject no.  1 and fp 17-5 the fifth
fingerprint image of subject no. 17.

fp1-46.Figure
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Table 2 shows the parameters of the three experiments.

Table 2. Parameters

|R| |S| N trace(1) Trace(2) trace(3)
Experiment 1 45 190 2 5 10 -
Experiment 2 45 190 2 18 20 -

Experiment 3 45 190 3 5 10 15

Here, |R| and |S| are the numbers of Relative Vectors of the template and input
images, respectively. N is the number of tracing points. And trace (1), trace (2), and
trace(3) are the numbers of pixels of the first, second, and third tracing points,
respectively. In these experiments, we defined the maximum of trace(n) as 20
pixels, because few minutiae were detected when it was over 20.

Preliminary experiment4.1

We decided the template image of each subject and the FTA threshold
by the following methods.

4.1.1 Deciding the template image

Using eight fingerprint images of the same subject, we conducted a round-robin
matching on the condition that the threshold of the length difference (THR_LEN)
and the threshold of the angle difference (THR_ANG[n]) were maximum

21
. We then

take the template image to be the image having the maximum average matching
score ( count /|R |).

Table 3 22 shows the template image of each experiment decided by this method.

21
The difference in length, i.e., | lens

ij lens
i j |, did not exceed 160 (pixels), because we defined

the radius of the Extraction Region as 80 (pixels). And the difference in angle, i.e., | dθs
(

ij,trace(n) - dθr
( ij,trace(n) |(n = 1, . . .,N ), did not exceed π  . Therefore, we defined THR_LEN

and THR_ANG [n] as 160 (pixels) and 4 (radians), respectively.
22 We abbreviate fp in Table 3. And because of a lack of Relative Vectors, we could not

define a template image for some conditions.
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Table 3. Template Images
Subject Experiment 1 Experiment 2 Experiment 3

105

12-5 12-8
13-6 13-7
14-4 14-8
15-3 15-4
16-7 16-6
17-2 17-6
18-3 18-3

- -

1-1
2-8
3-3
4-2

5-7 or 5-8
6-4
7-5
8-3
9-5
10-4

1-3
2-5
3-1
4-1
5-4
6-6
7-l
8-3
9-5
10-1

- - -
20-3 20-4 20-8

- --

1-3
2-1
3-3
4-2
5-4
6-4
7-1
8-8

9-5 or 9-6
10-4
11-5
12-1
13-6
14-4
15-4

16-2 or 16-5
17-2
18-6

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

4.1.2 Deciding the threshold

Using the template images shown in Table 3, we conducted matching tests for
the same subjects and among different subjects on condition that THR_LEN and
THR_ANG [n ] were both maximum. Then we plotted their cumulative frequency
distributions of |lens

i j - lens
i j |, which were calculated in the matching tests for the

same and among different subjects, respectively. We define the interval maximizing
the difference of these cumulative frequencies as the threshold THR_LEN.

Similarly, we plotted the cumulative frequency distributions of |dθ
s

( ij,trace(n) -
dθr

( ij,trace(n) |, which were calculated in the matching tests for the same subject and
among different subjects, respectively. We define the interval maximizing the
difference of these cumulative frequencies as the threshold THR_ANG[n].

Table 4 shows the threshold for each experiment decided by these procedures.

Table 4. Thresholds

THR_LEN
Experiment 1 1.6
Experiment 2 2.1
Experiment 3 2.1

THR_ANG [0] THR_ ANG [1] THR_ANG [2]
0.2 0.216 -

0.162 0.222 -

0.221 0.206 0.242
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4.2 Experimental Results and Evaluation

Figures 8, 9 and 10 show the FAR-FRRs of experiments 1, 2, and 3,
respectively.

Figure 8. FAR-FRR of Experiment 1

Figure 9. FAR-FRR of Experiment 2

Figure 10. FAR-FRR of Experiment 3
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Comparing Figs. 8 and 9, we can see that the EER does not change with the
number of pixels of the tracing point. Similarly, comparing Figs. 8 and 10, we can
see that it does not change with the number of tracing points, either. Therefore, we
can conclude that the EER of FTA is approximately 0.2.

Next we consider the possibility of improving the EER of FTA by analyzing the
results of experiment 1. Figure 11 shows that the individual EERs of the subjects
varied widely in experiment 1. To determine the cause of this variation, we
examined every thinned image of each subject. We found many false minutiae
caused by interrupted ridge lines in the thinned images of subjects who had a high
EER, but few false minutiae in the thinned images of subjects who had a low EER
23

.

Figure 11. EER for each Subject in Experiment 1

Table 5 shows the rate of false minutiae occurring in the thinned images of
typical subjects. Figures 12 and 13 show the thinned images of fp1-1 and fp10-4,
respectively. In Figs. 12 and 13, the symbol � represents false minutiae and •
represents true minutiae.

Table 5. Average Rate of False Minutiae and EER
Subject Average Rate of False Minutiae

1 0.2
3 0.6
5 0.825
10 0.85

EER
0

0.14
0.21

0.444

23
We examined the minutiae detected by the FTA manually.
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Figure 12. Thinned Image (fp 1-1)

Figure 13. Thinned Image (fp 10-4)

From the above discussion, we conclude that the authentication accuracy of FTA
can be improved by reducing the occurrence of false minutiae caused by interrupted
ridge lines. We have demonstrated the basic effectiveness of FTA.

5. PROTOTYPE SYSTEM

In this section we describe the prototype system used to implement our
algorithm on a smart card. Figure 14 shows the processing procedure of the
prototype system, and Figure 15 shows the prototype itself.
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Figure 14. Prototype System Procedure
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Figure 15. Prototype System

5.1 Overview of each process

Here, we briefly explain each process of the prototype system (Fig.14).

Smoothing. The 256×256 pixel gray-scale image was smoothed with a 3×3
mask. The brightness of the center point was defined as the average brightness of the
eight neighbors.

Binarizing. We refer to a 4×4 pixel area as a block. We calculated the average
brightness for every block, and the average brightness for a 3×3 block area. Using
the latter, we binarized the 3×3 block area.

Thinning. We used the Hilditch algorithm[3].
Make Relative Vector. After detecting the minutiae, we made the Relative

Vector as explained in Section 3.1.
Choose template image. We conducted round-robin matching for four input

images. We used the image with the highest average matching score as the template
image.

Matching. The Relative Vector of the input image was matched to the Relative
Vector of the template image.

5.2 Evaluation of prototype system

We evaluated the processing speed of our prototype system under the conditions
shown in Table 6. Table 7 shows the evaluation results.
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Table 6. Evaluation Conditions
PC 266MHz

Smart Card CPU:5MHz,ROM:4kbits,RAM:512kbits
Image 256×256,gray-scale image

Table 7. Results(See Fig. 14)
Procedure Time

Registration
Authentication 1(PC)
Authentication 2(Smart Card)

8s
2s
6s

6. CONCLUSION

We have developed an algorithm, FTA, that has low computational complexity
and does not need position correction between input and template images in order to
execute fingerprint authentication on a smart card chip. We have demonstrated the
basic effectiveness of FTA and made a prototype system.

With the FTA implemented on the smart card, the FTA matching process takes
six seconds. Our goal is to reduce the FTA matching time to within one second
through an optimum implementation.
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Appendix
Define the set of Relative Vectors of a template image as R = {mr

i j},

and define the set of Relative Vectors of an input image as S = {ms
i j},

and,N ≥ 2.
main(){
( step 0 )

Using lenr
i j, sort the set R in ascending order;

Give a number to each Relative Vector in that order

count=0;
for( order = 1; order ≤|R|; order ++ ){

( step 1 )
Make set
( step 2 )
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Make set
f o r ( x = 0 ; x < 3 ;x + + ) {

Search m s

i j
from the set A1.5

which has minimum
Add m s

ij to set A2 ;
Delete m s

i j from set A1.5 ;
}
( step 3 )
for(n=1;n ≤ N ; n + + ) {

Search for ms
i j from set A2 which has

minimum
Substitute d_ang[n] for such

Substitute i x , j x for i s , j s , respectively,
where i s , j s are ID numbers of such ms

i j ;

/* Final Loop */
count++ ;

}
} else {

break ;
}

}
}
( step 4 )
if( count /⎪R⎪ ≥ THR ){

Matching OK ;
} else {

Matching NG ;
}

}
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Abstract: Moving electronic tokens or tickets over networks makes business processes
more effective. At the same time, such a movement will sometimes produce
disturbed results, such as illegal copies, unauthorized disclosures, and
accidental destructions. Tamper Resistance Network (TRN) is a secure
distribution infrastructure networked among smartcards and other tamper-
proof devices. Over TRN, we can move tokens electronically, preventing from
being duplicated or lost. In order to enhance the security of online token
trading, the control of atomicity and the trace of the movement are discussed.
In addition, we will present an initial experimentation, where electronic tickets
are sold, exchanged, and examined over the prototyped TRN implementation.

1. INTRODUCTION

A token, or a ticket, is information with value. Information technology today
opens up great possibilities for digitalizing tokens and its applications. In particular,
a tamper-proof personal device such as a smartcard can protect data from illegal
copies and unauthorized modification. Using such a device, we can secure the value
of electronic tokens.

Furthermore, a token is essentially a moving object; many kinds of tickets allow a
buyer to transfer a ticket to others. Even a nonnegotiable token such as an airline
ticket could be distributed through an intermediary, like a travel agency.
Accordingly, the transferability is very important for implementing electronic token
applications. The objective of this study is to secure the transfer of tokens among
tamper-proof devices.

The starting point of our approach is, say, a virtual private network among
tamper-proof devices. An encrypted session directly opened between two devices
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can extend tamper-resistance to a token moving over the network. Furthermore, we
will discuss two characteristics that make the encrypted network more reliable and
more secure.
1. Atomicity. The transfer of electronic token is an all-or-nothing processing

between two devices. The token should neither be doubled nor lost, even if the
communication is interrupted with malicious intents.

2. Traceability. The movement of token should be traceable. While ticketing
companies are forced to take good care of users’ privacy, they must also prevent,
say, “bad money drives out good.”

Figure1. The Layered Architecture of Tamper Resistance Network

Tamper Resistance Network (TRN), we will propose here, is a networked
environment that enables to ensure the consistency of tokens, distributed among all
of the personal devices. The number of tokens distributed over TRN is controlled,
and illegally duplicated tokens are detectable. Furthermore, we design TRN as an
infrastructure for multiple ticketing vendors; that is, the TRN provides every
company with the common secure channel, on which each can setup ticketing
applications originally.

This paper presents the design of the TRN infrastructure and its initial
implementation. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
overviews the concept of TRN and summarizes its requirements. Section 3 designs
the TRN scheme. Section 4 discusses the atomicity of TRN and the security
enhancement of the traceability. Section 5 describes a prototyped implementation in
the experimental project. Section 6 concludes the paper.
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2 . ELECTRONIC TRANSFERABLE TOKEN

2.1 Motivation

First of all, let us imagine a hard ticket to a popular event, such as the World Cup
soccer and an Olympic game. Vacant seats are not desirable for both the organizer
and people who want to attend the game. We consider that electronic transferable
tickets will reduce unused tickets and vacant seats; for example, a person who
suddenly cancels the game can send his or her ticket to a remote buyer. Also, a
secondary marketplace that an authorized broker organizes will inject liquidity of
tokens over the Internet.

The movement of tokens, however, results in heightened risks of destroying
value, for example, illegal copies, unauthorized disclosures and accidental
destructions. Thus, many ticketing systems restrict online transfer. The smartcard-
based ticket is regarded as a semi-digitalized solution, where a ticket is exchanged
physically although stored electronically. More recently, NTT's Digital Ticket
system extends the trading of tickets on smartcard through trusted third parties. [12]
However, the transfer through a mediator seems to be inefficient, too complex and
less scalable. In addition, some people dislikes even trusted parties in terms of
trading privacy.

Our fundamental approach to Tamper Resistance Network is based on two-party
communication. A ticket wallet (depicted in the next section) directly sends an
electronic token to another wallet. In this context, the TRN could be said to be a
virtual private network, tunneling over open networks, authenticating with each
other, and encrypting traffic. Indeed, there are not a few standards proposed for
secure communication between smartcards. (The typical example is Modex's Value
Transfer Protocol [13]) The uniqueness is that the security of TRN is designed to
ensure the consistency of tokens distributed among the set of personal wallets. The
atomicity control makes the basis of transfer more reliable. The traceability of the
transfer, furthermore, enables the recovery of lost tokens and the detection of illegal
tokens distributed on the public.

2.2 Ticket Wallet

The user must store an electronic token on a personal ticket wallet device. The
tamper proof hardware is essential for protecting stored objects from unauthorized
disclosure and modification. Its core is a secure integrated circuit computer, consists
of multiple components – CPU, a cryptographic coprocessor, dynamic RAM and
nonvolatile storage such as E2PROM and FeRAM and communication peripherals –
combined with a single chip. The software that controls the transfer of token is
installable on the chip.
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Smartcard is one of the typical tamper resistance hardware, which embeds a
secure chip in a plastic case [5]. However, the smartcard is not necessary suitable to
store transferable tokens, because the plastic case gives no help to know the
changing content of the card. The user will need some user interfaces to browse the
content of token or send a token to another. We have therefore envisioned a smart
phone-based ticket wallet. Using user interface and communication capability that
the smart-phone supports, the user can easily exchange tokens. Figure 2 illustrates a
portable phone, on which a secure chip is installed.

Figure 2. The Phone-based Ticket Wallet

Note that the TRN infrastructure should be designed as device-independent. In
particular, inexpensive smartcards are useful for disposal ticket wallet devices.
Accordingly, important is the compatibility with the smartcard technology that is
limited in memory and processing resources. For example, the state of the art
contact-less smartcard only supports an 8~16bit CPU, a 16~32K ROM for program
module, 512bytes of RAM and 4~16K EEPROM for data storage. Although higher
performance chips are under development, we should pay attention to its
compactness.

2.3 Scope and Requirements

Tamper Resistance Network is a secure distribution environment, where a token
can move from one wallet to another. In each wallet, a TRN driver will be installed,
which authenticates a communicating entity, opens an encrypted session, and control
the transfer of tokens. We premise that the TRN driver is certificated and protected
from illegal disclosures and modifications, as well as a token object.

For the authentication and encryption, many techniques are now available on
smartcard. [5] In the section 3.2, we will present one of the authentication schemes
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that satisfy the TRN session. Over them, we will add two features: transaction
control and movement trace. Here we define the “ACID” properties that the TRN
driver should ensure.
– Atomicity. The transfer of token is an all-or-nothing processing between two

devices. The interruption must restart to complete the transferred or
untransferred status (without any external coordinators).

– Consistency. The restart timing of the interrupted transfer is unpredictable,
because the token is moved in suspicious circumstances. The token should
neither be doubled nor eliminated from start to end transaction.

– Isolation. A token owner must have the ability to retransfer the received token to
another wallet as a new transaction.

– Durability. The wallet must record logging information to restart and
synchronize the interrupted transaction.
Ideally, the control of atomicity enables us to ensure the consistency of

distributed tokens over the TRN environment. However, unexpected accidents and
troubles might occur. The record of movements also helps detect such accidents and
recover (or at least minimize) system troubles. We therefore need to trace moving
tokens over the TRN.

Note that the TRN infrastructure proposed in this paper only discusses the scheme
of transferring and tracing a data object. We will not specify any format of token, or
the semantics of each token. Many applications today encode a ticket object using
ASN. 1 BER TLV’s (type-length-value) record. [5] In addition, ISO7816-4 defines
Application Protocol Data Unit to interact commands to access the record stored on
smartcard. The TRN is defined only with the management of token movement,
independent of a specific format and access method.

Figure 3. The TRN Driver is Installed in the Secure Chip
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Tamper Resistance Network is a networked environment, where we can move
electronic tokens from one tamper-proof device to another. To secure the
movements on the TRN, we design the two protocol schemes, token atomicity and
transfer traceabilitiy, over an authenticated session. Note that we premise that the
TRN scheme designed in this section will work on a half duplex channel.

3.1 Overview

The TRN environment is comprised of several kinds of entities: a certification
authority, ticketing agents, token objects and token devices. To start, we first define
a small amount of preliminary notations. Let C be a finite set of ticketing agent Ci, D
be a finite set of the devices Di , and O be a finite set of token object Oi . Throughout
the paper, we use the notation shown in Table 1.

A�B: m
m1, m2
k(m)
pk A, skA

[m]A

h(m)

Entity A send a message to another entity
The concatenation of messages m1 and m2
Message m encrypted using a cryptographic key k
A pair of public and private keys of entity A.

A digital certificate (signature) for message m by entity A
A cryptographic digest of message m

Table 1. Notation used for Protocol and Cryptographic Operation

Figure 4. The Certification Relationship Between Entities in TRN

Definiton1. A certification authority is a primary trusted entity that controls the
whole authenticity of the remainder of all entities (represented as C × D × O ) on
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TRN. The authority has a pair of root asymmetric key {pk CA, skCA}, and can issue
digital certificate [m]CA for any messages.

Definition2. A ticketing agent C i is a creator of ticket objects. To issue a
certificate for the token object, Ci has a pair of asymmetric key {pkCi, sk Ci}. The
certification authority registers the certificate [pk ]Ci CA  for the public-key pkC i .

Definition3. A token device D i is a communicating entity, including service
servers by the certification authority and each ticketing agent as well as personal
ticket wallets. It has a tuple of [idi , pkDi, sk D i, [idi, p k D i ]CA , pkCA], where idi is a
unique identifier of Di , and a set of {pkDi, sk D i} is an asymmetric key to authenticate
an encrypted session. The certificate [id i , pkDi]CA  ensures the authenticity of device
Di under the trust of the authority, and pk CA is used to verify the certificate.

Definition4. A token object Oi is a tuple of [oidi , [oidi ] , body ], where oid  is aC j i i

unique object identifier of O i and [oid i]C j is a certificate for Oi  by Cj, that is, the
creator of O i is a ticketing agent Cj . The body i  is the body of the object, including a
variety of token’s properties.

Figure 4 shows the confidential relationship of these entities over the TRN
environment. The certification authority gives one’s trust to all ticketing agents and
token devices. Each entrusted ticketing agent creates token objects over certificate
hierarchy. The token objects can be moved between entrusted devices.

3.2 Authenticated Session

To start, we will define the TRN session, where two devices communicate
together through an authenticated and encrypted stream. Generally, we can generally
use a challenge-response authentication or a shared secret key to authenticate trust of
smartcard. Also, these techniques are regarded as enough secure over smartcards. [5]
However, the important thing to trace moving tokens is to authenticate the
identification of communicating entity, as well as trust of them. Accordingly, we
introduce a PKI-based authentication [1] that can identify each device. Following
shows that the device DA  starts to authenticate DB .

Step1. The device DA  initializes a session, and then sends the device identifier
and its certificate to another device.

The device D , after receiving [id verifies the certificate using theB A , p kA ] ,CA

public-key pkCA . If verified, DB  can trust idA  and pk A on the basis of the confidence
of the certification authority. Note that since the certificate [i dA , pkA ] CA is public
information, DB should not at this step believe in a device at the other end of the line.

Step2. The device DB generates a random number rndB and then encrypts it using
the received public-key pkA . In addition, the encrypted number is signed with the
secret-key skB for avoiding man-in-the-middle- attack. DB sends those of data,
following the identification information of DB .
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Step3. D A decrypts the number pkA (rnd B ) using skA , and at the same time verifies
the signature [pkA (rndB )]B using pkB . If verified, DA  also generates a random number
and sends it to DB as well.

Ultimately, both of DA and D B finish initializing a new session by exchanging
random numbers through the encryptions by one another’s public keys. Therefore,
DA and D B can create a common symmetric key k AB at each end.

 a session key
Note that DA and DB may need to send a greeting message to each other for

testing the session key (for example, DA  � D B  : kAB(“hello”) )
Definition5. A TRN session is denoted as a relation s of [ idi , id j , k i j], where idi

and idj is a pair of authenticated identifiers of communicating entities Di  and Dj , and
k i j is a session key dynamically generated at the current session. (Notice that we
must implement the session that can detect reply attack24 )

3.3 Token Atomicity

If an electronic product were transferred as a simple monolithic object, the
sender and the receiver will repeat ACK for ACK endlessly. Our approach begins
with the extension of an object Oi  to an electronic transferable token.

3.3.1 Status of Moving token

The movement of token could be thought of a status transition between two
devices. To represent the status of a moving token, we define the following two
parameters, which adds to Oi .
1. value parameter is a flag that determines whether the corresponding token is

available, and whether the token is trustable.
2. from-to parameter is a record that represents where the corresponding token

came from, or where the token will go to.
Definition 6. A transferable token or a status of moving Oi  is denoted as a

relation t of [oidi valuei , from-toi ], where oid i is an identifier of Oi , The valuei , is an
element of {enabled, disabled, trustless, trustless_disabled}, and from-toi is an
element of the union set of {any, no} and D. Table 2 summarizes the semantics of t
used in this paper.

24 Some malicious users may attempt to defraud the TRN system reusing encryption
messages. A unique identifier for each packet helps detect the replay of duplicated
messages in the same session.
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DB�DA : k AB(“committed”, true)

Status Semantics
t[oidi enabled, any] Complete token

Disabled token, except for moving to the
device idB .
Trustless and disabled token, moved from
the device id A

Trustless token, moved from the device idA

Deleted ticket

t[oid i disabled, idB ]

t[oid itrustless_disabled, idA]

t[oidi trustless, idA]
t[null]
Table2: The Semantics of Moving Ticket t

3.3.2 Applied 2PC protocol

A two-phase commit (2PC) protocol is a basic scheme that synchronizes the
status of transactions among multiple distributed systems. [3] We apply 2PC scheme
to the status transition of t between two entities. Let M2PC = {“copy”, “copied”,
“commit”, “committed”, “true”, “false”} be a set of protocol messages. Over a
session s[idA , idB , k AB], the ticket Oi  is transferred from DA  to D B  as follows.

Step1. DA first disables Oi (complete ticket) and sets the destination idB  at the
from-to field (that is, t[oidi  enabled, any] �t[oid i disabled, idB ]), and then starts to
copy Oi onto DB .

DA � D B : k AB(“copy”, Oi )
Step2. D B stores the received Oi as t [oidi trustless_disabled, id A ], and then

returns an ACK message.
DB�DA : kAB (“copied”, true)

Step3. DA deletes Oi from the storage, and then commits the transfer of oidi
DA �D B : kAB(“commit”, oidi )

Step4. D B switches the value parameter from trustless_disable to trustless, (that
is, t[oidi trustless_disabled,
the commitment.

idA ]�t[oid i trustless, idA ]), and then returns an ACK for

Finally, DA  deletes the ticket status t[oidi disabled, idA ]] and finally closes the
transaction

Sometimes, the receiver entity (D B above) cannot store O i , because of owner’s
rejection or out of memory. In such cases, DB must respond the kA B (“copied”, false)
message at Step2. Then, DA aborts the transaction, roll-backing the status from t[oidi

disabled, idB ] to t[oidi enabled, any]. Figure 5 illustrates full sequence diagrams at
the committed and aborted transfer.
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Figure 5. Protocol Sequence in the Transfer Transaction

Note that we already reported an atomic 2PC transfer scheme for an untraceable
token [7]. This section extends the 2PC scheme to a traceable token. In short, it is
possible to control whether we should trace the transfer or not, at Step4. If an
untraceable token is committed, DB only have to set the complete ticket as t[oidi

enabled, any]. For furthermore information, we will refer to our earlier work [7].

3.4 Traceability

A relative problem with the transferability is the credibility of received tokens.
Under environment where multiple venders can issue tickets, can you really trust an
electronic ticket just entitled “Olympic Baseball Game”? Thus, the token Oi  just
after received should be restricted as trustless. In order to use the trustless token (or
move to another devices), the owner first has to check the authenticity represented
by [oidi ]Cj . In this case, the verification of [oidi] Cj requires the public-key of the
creator Cj , but a resource limited device cannot store public-keys of all agents on C.
Thus, the ticket wallet has to retrieve the public-key for [oidi ] C j  from the certification
authority. Let MAuth = {“seekfor”, “seeked”) be a set of protocol messages.
Following shows the authentication of O i over a new session s [id B , idCA , k BCA].
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Step1. DB  seeks for the public key of the creator of O i . At this time, the status of
Oi  is represented as t[oid i trustless, idA ], where idA  represents the identifier of the
sender.

Step2. The certification authority records the movement as a tuple of [oid i , idA,
idB ] (note that, idB  stems from the present session), and then returns the public key
of the creator of Oi .

DB  verifies the certificate [oidi] C j , and, if verified, switches the status from t[oid i

trustless, idA ] to t[oidi  enabled, any].
Due to resource constraints, we cannot record a chain of all movements on each

token or device. However, this scheme can notify the certification authority of each
movement of Oi , before the token owner uses or moves the token. The authority on
the other hand can combine the notifications and complete the chain of all
movements among devices.

Definition 7. A token movement is recorded as a tuple of [oidi  id l , id k], which
means that the object Oi  was moved from idl  to idk .

4. DISCUSSION

4.1 ACID properties

In the transfer of a token object between particular two devices, the status of t is
finite. Let the trustless status t[oid, trustless, idA ] on DB  be regarded as the same as
the complete ticket t[oid, trustless, idA ], because the process of ticket verification in
Section 3.4 is independent of that of the transfer. Table 3 addresses all pairs of the
statuses (I) ~ (IV), transferred between DA and D B. Figure 6 illustrates the status
transition diagram in the transfer of Oi . Here we will show a brief proof of the ACID
properties in TRN.
– Consistency. Whenever the transfer is interrupted, the status of t is determined

as one of (II) ~ (V). At each status of (II) ~ (V), the value of t on DA and DB is
not simultaneously enabled. At the any status, the object Oi  remains upon at least
one device. Therefore, TRN never doubles the value nor lost the object
completely.

– Atomicity. In TRN, the sender plays a role in a transaction coordinator that
resumes interrupted transactions. From viewpoints of DA , the discriminable
interrupted status is limited; DA can only differ (II) and (III) from (IV) and (V),
in terms of the presence of O i . Thus, DA  restarts the transaction as follows. If the
transfer is interrupted at (II) or (III), DA  resends the message kAB (copy, Oi). On
the other hand, at (IV) or (V), DA resends the message k AB (commit, oidi).
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– Durability. Both of the restarting messages (copy Oi  and commit oidi ) are
generatable from the status of token respectively. Furthermore, the recipient
(idB) in the ongoing transfer is recorded in the from-to field.

– Isolation. At (V), the owner of DB  can move Oi  to other device, because the
message committed is generatable from t[null].

Table 3: The Status of Object O and t

Figure 6. The Status Transition Diagram
in transfer p

4.2 Traceability, Security, and Privacy

Here we will discuss how the traceability affects security, reliability, and privacy
in the TRN infrastructure.
– Detection. A remarkable advantage with the traceability is that it enables the

certification authority to detect device disclosures. The certification authority
always analyzes the flow of tokens, and if finding the branch that means that the
illegally duplicated tokens are distributed, the authority can stop the flow and
block suspicious devices. That is, the TRN infrastructure has the ability to keep
the consistency (and the number) of distributed tokens on its running.

– Recovery. An electronic token stored on the device might be broken by
hardware longevity or natural disturbance such as radial ray and electromagnetic
wave. (In order to enhance tamper resistance against a physical analysis, such
breakdowns are also desirable) The tracing of the movement help detect the
device, where a token will be lost for the last time. A ticketing agent will (if
possible) reissue a lost token for the right owner.

– Privacy. A unique identifier is assigned to each personal device, but it doesn’t
associate with a particular personal identification. If there is no map from device
to person, privacy could be preserved. But this is ideally a hope. To bring it all
down to earth, someone will make the mapping. In order for the users to control
privacy matter, the TRN infrastructure should permit the use of disposable (or
recyclable) devices, as the need arises.
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5 . PROTOTYPED IMPLEMENTATION

In the JIPDEC 25 project, we experimented the transferability of electronic tickets
over TRN. This section presents our initial implemented prototypes in the
experimental project.

Figure 7. The Overview of Experimental Environment for Digital Ticketing.

5.1 Experimental Environments

The JIPDEC project assumes three ticket applications; (1) a user buying tickets
online can receive electronic tickets directly from an Internet ticketing server to his
or her personal ticket wallet; (2) the users also can freely exchange the tickets
between ticket wallets; (3) ultimately, ticket examiners can check a ticket correctly
at gating systems. Figure 7 shows the overview of experimental environment.
– Ticketing Server. We implemented the Internet ticketing service on a Servlet-

based web server. Here we regard the server as one of the token devices on D.
Our implemented servlet can switch a HTTP/1.1 session to a TRN session with
Switching-Protocol (“Protocol-Upgrade: TRN”).

– Ticket Wallet. Initially, we developed a personal ticket wallet on the small Java
TMdevice, named PFU BossaNova [9]. Although BossaNova has no proper

tamper resistances for its memory, it supports GUI-based touch panel and IrDA
communication. After the initial implementation, we developed more secure

25 JIPDEC (Japan Information Processing DEvelopment Center) is an EC promotion institute
sponsored by Japanese government. Available at http://www.jipdec.or.jp/.
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5.2 Summary

wallet using a tamper proof security box that supports elliptic curve
cryptographic engine and ISO14443 based communication capability. (This
security box is originally developed as an emulation test-bed of contact-less
smartcard.) Both types of wallet can connect to a PC through a R/W unit.

– Ticket browser. The token devices are by nature passive. To browse and
operate a personal wallet device, we used a PC as a user interface. For example,
when you want to buy a ticket, you first connect the server with a HTTP request,
and then turn to the TRN mode. At the same time, you start polling your wallet
on the end of R/W unit. After that, the PC exchange authentication and
succeeding encrypted tokens over TRN. From viewpoints of TRN, the server and
the wallet never trust mediated PC.

More than 100 persons tested to use our prototype system for purchasing tickets,
exchanging them, and checking their entrance to the stadium electronically. The size
of messages to transfer n byte-length token is estimated as follows: sent size (copy
and commit) is about n + 40 bytes; received size (copied and committed) is 48 bytes.
Moreover, the required size of logging field in each transfer is value (1 byte) and
from-to (4 bytes) with a token object itself. The logging size is small enough to
implement the TRN broker on the limited recourses.

6. CONCLUSION

The electronic transferability of tokens is a double-edged sword for
organizations that conduct electronic business on the Internet. The main contribution
of Tamper Resistance Network (TRN) is to provide us with a secure distribution
environment that allows us to move tokens electronically without risk of duplicating
or destroying them. The control of atomicity and the trace of movement are provided
to enhance the security of trading between smartcards or other tamper-proof device.

This paper addressed the experimental prototype for the distribution of electronic
tickets on TRN. The finding of the experimentation is that the TRN framework is
useful to setup online business selling electronic tickets through the Web. Future
directions we will investigate include additional security evaluation, fair-exchange,
and PKI design based on business models.
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Abstract: In open business-to-business electronic commerce, when trading with parties
where no prior trade relationships or trust exist, the parties need to rely on
inter-organizational trade procedures that control trading risks. These trade
procedures have to be audited to identify potential control weaknesses and the
resulting fraud potential, including the risks associated with the
communication medium used to support the execution of these procedures.

This article is an initial step towards establishing a theory on the auditing of
inter-organizational (trade) procedures. A set of generic principles is proposed
for inter-organizational trade procedures, which includes the analysis of
potential control weaknesses associated with the technical communication
infrastructure. We show how this theory can be supported using automated
techniques, and illustrate using the example of a documentary credit
procedure.

1. THE NEED FOR INTER-ORGANISATIONAL
PROCEDURES

Following the wave of business to consumer (B2C) electronic commerce, the
focus is now shifting to business to business applications. In this article the object of
analysis are the procedures used to exchange the information that is needed for the
execution of a business transaction.

More and more, these procedures are becoming automated, in the form of
electronic trade procedures, that are generic and re-usable among different sets of
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parties. Reaching agreement on how to use electronic trade procedures not only
involves the design of an acceptable procedure to be used, but also involves detailed
legal and technical arrangements. Since in most countries an electronic message
(business document) is not by default acceptable in a court of law, a specific
contract 26 has to be made to deal with any legal problem that might arise from
replacing traditional paper documents with electronic messages. The process of
reaching these agreements can become quite costly and introduces a highly
relationship-specific cost in the establishment of an electronic link between trading
partners.

These high relationship-specific costs associated with electronic messaging have
resulted in a situation in which it has been applied mainly for long-term, stable
trading relationships among trusting partners. The procedures used in these
relationships focus on reducing the co-ordination costs the parties have to incur for
exchanging their products or services. For instance, logistical concepts such as Just
In Time delivery are highly supported by the electronic exchange of (operational)
data. If something goes wrong during the transaction, the parties will jointly try to
find a solution that does not endanger the continuation of their long-lasting
relationship.

However, increasingly dynamic competition and globalization are pushing for a
more open form of business-to-business electronic messaging -- that is applicable in
shorter term relationships involving a small number of transactions and without a
pre-existing trust among the parties. As in the past, such new forms of messaging
will continue to require detailed specification of the procedures to be used to
exchange the messages. However, the negotiation costs to agree upon these
procedures should be minimized in order to lower the entry barriers.

An example of an approach that could contribute to the lowering of these
negotiation costs is the notion of electronic trade procedures, as being developed by
the Business Process Analysis Group (BPAWG), of the UNITED N ATIONS C E N T E R

FOR TRADE FACILITATION AND ELECTRONIC B USINESS (UN/CEFACT). A related
concept is that of “Open-edi” as defined by the International Standards Organization
(ISO) working group (IEC JTC1/SC30/SC32). This initiative strives towards the
construction of tools for the standardization of inter-organizational procedures, using
formal specifications of these procedures (called “Open-edi Scenarios”, [ISO,
1996]).

However, in these more open kinds of circumstances, where the trading partners
do not know or fully trust each other, they will require more ‘control information’
about each other’s behavior during the execution of a transaction. Parties may be
subject to opportunistic behavior of their counter-party, yielding a clear and present
danger of loosing money. Thus, if parties cannot trust each other, they have to be
able to rely on the procedures they use to interact.

In international trade, this has lead to well-established (paper-based) procedures
controlling with these risks and the introduction of parties such as inspection
agencies and banks to serve as trusted intermediaries. An example of such a
procedure is the Documentary Credit procedure [ICC, 1994], which is discussed in
more detail below. Other examples include the Incoterms, which standardize the

26 These contracts are referred to as ‘Interchange Agreements’.
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delivery terms in a sales contract [ICC, 1990] and (inter)national customs
procedures.

In order to support the formal specification of inter-organizational procedures,
our previous research has resulted in the Documentary Petri Net (DPN) formalism.
This formalism builds upon classical Petri Nets [Petri, 1962; Peterson, 1981], with
some extensions to enable the modeling of electronic trade procedures. Each of the
roles is modeled as a separate DPN model. The transitions of the Petri Net represent
the activities to be performed within the role. In addition to the classical Petri Net,
two additional types of places are introduced: document places and goods places.
They are introduced to make a clear graphical distinction between control places
and places that represent the transfer of information or goods. The interested reader
is referred to [Lee, 1999; 2000] for a more extensive discussion on the DPN
formalism.

These DPN models are built using the CASE tool InterProcs27 , a modeling tool
developed by Lee [1992, 1999, 2000]. InterProcs offers a graphical user interface
with which Documentary Petri Nets can be drawn. Furthermore, since InterProcs
embeds a Prolog engine, rule-bases can be added to a Documentary Petri Net model,
allowing automatic reasoning about modeled trade procedures. The pattern
recognition approach presented below is an example of this.

Summarizing this first section, we have identified the need for the specification
of inter-organizational procedures. Such procedures have existed for centuries in the
paper-based world, but their importance increases now the world has entered the era
of electronic commerce. Especially when non-trusting trading partners are doing
business with each other, they have to have a clear understanding of the procedures
they are going to use to govern their transactions. This will lead toward a further
rtionaliztion and formalization of inter-organizational trade procedures. To
support this process, our previous research resulted in the Documentary Petri Net
formalism and the InterProcs tool. In this article, we introduce a theory for auditing
inter-organizational procedures to assess their trustworthiness.

2. THE AUDITING OF INTER-ORGANISATIONAL
PROCEDURES.

With the emergence of electronic commerce companies may quickly encounter
new ways of doing business. Not only will they be able to do business with
companies from different (trading) cultures, but also the type of business may differ.’
An example of the latter is the purchase of multi-media data (music, books etc.), in
which not only the purchasing, but also the actual delivery process is conducted
through an electronic network. Trading parties must be able to rely on the ability of
the procedures governing their transactions to control the risks associated with doing
business at arms’ length.

27 InterProcs was originally developed in Prolog, but has since been re-implemented in Java,
providing for operational models both as executable applets and for standalone design. The
c u r r e n t  v e r s i o n  o f  I n t e r P r o c s  i s  a v a i l a b l e  a t  t h e  W e b  s i t e :
http://abduction.euridis.fbk.eur.nVprojects/Znrocs.html.
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In addition to this, the character of the controls could change as well. Using
modern technology, the traditional paper-based controls could be replaced by more
efficient and/or effective electronic controls. In the Port of Rotterdam, several pilot
studies have shown that huge benefits can be achieved, both with respect to cost
savings in the execution of the controls and cost savings related to a better
management of the risks (less damage).

It is clear from the previous discussion that the assessment of the trustworthiness
of inter-organizational procedures becomes a crucial factor in the successful
adoption of these procedures. Developments in (open) electronic commerce not only
require the porting of existing, paper-based, procedures into an electronic setting,
but also trigger the development of totally new procedures. Our research offers the
first steps towards the establishment of a theory on inter-organizational auditing.

Participants in business transactions will strive to reduce the risk of non-
performance by implementing inter-organizational controls. An obvious way to do
this is to conduct business only with those parties one trusts. However, in the open
trading relationships this trust is typically not present and the risks have to be
reduced by exchanging additional control information. Parties fully depend on the
reliability of the messages received when deciding whether or not they have to
perform some activity. If the underlying message was wrong or manipulated, this
can lead to a substantial loss for that party.

In the linguistic philosophy literature, this control functionality of information
has been referred to as ‘Speech Acts’ [Austin, 1962; Searle, 1969]. This theory deals
with ‘performative documents’, which change the ‘societal state’ of the parties
exchanging them. For instance, a party making an offer towards another party has
created a conditional obligation by sending such a message. With respect to the
performative function of EDI messages, several authors have proposed a taxonomy
of different classes of messages (see for instance [Lee, 1992; Moore, 1996]).

Based on parallels with internal accountancy theory, we have constructed an
initial set of ‘general principles’ for the construction of safe trade procedures, based
on principles in the internal auditing literature. These modifications solely consist of
the replacement of the internal auditing terms ‘operational task’, ‘control task’,
‘document’, ‘agent’ and ‘position’ with ‘primary activity’, ‘control activity’,
‘information parcel’, ‘organization’ and ‘role’ respectively. We do not claim the
completeness of this list; its sole function is to provide a starting point for further
research. For instance, existing rules on collusion between agents in internal auditing
literature can be easily translated into rules for collusion between companies,
resulting in fraud schemes.

1. If a primary activity is performed by one role, another role should testify the
completion thereof using some information parcel. The primary activity should
precede the control activity. The role responsible for the control activity should
be different from the role executing the primary activity. Furthermore, the
organizations playing the roles should not be connected.

2. If a role executes a primary activity and some information parcel is issued by
another role to testify this, this information parcel should be received by the
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executing role as well. This principle constitutes the detective controls as
mentioned in the previous sections

3. If a role A executes a primary activity, the result of which triggers the execution
of another primary activity in a role B, an information parcel must be issued by
another role C to testify this if role B cannot witness the execution of role A’s
activity. This document must be received and checked by role B.

4. If a certain item (goods/funds) is physically transferred from on role to another,
the receiving role must identify itself using some document. This transfer should
occur after the identification took place.

5. If a certain item is physically transferred from one role to another, the receiving
role should certify the status of the item as it is received using some document.
The transfer of this document and the exchange of the item should occur
simultaneously.

6. If an intermediary organization is used for the (physical) transfer of an item, a
report should be received by the principal from both the intermediary agent and
the receiver of the item.

3. COMPUTER AIDED SUPPORT FOR THE
AUDITING OF INTER-ORGANISATIONAL
PROCEDURES

3.1 A Pattern Recognition Approach For Internal
Auditing

In this section we will introduce the computational technique of "audit daemons"
(Lee, 1991), which was applied to internal auditing in the dissertation work of Chen
(1992). The purpose of Chen’s work was to “develop a theoretical foundation for
building a knowledge-based system, which can accept a model of an internal
accounting control system as input and produce the identification of fraud potentials
as output”. Chen based his theory on a schema-based reasoning approach,
integrating the schema theory of knowledge representation from cognitive
psychology and pattern recognition in the field of Artificial Intelligence. The
internal accounting control system is modeled using the Documentary Petri Net
(DPN) formalism.

The knowledge base containing the general principles for internal auditing is
constructed as follows. Chen starts by identifying control patterns of accounting
procedures. Control patterns are “stereotypical relationships between agents, tasks,
and information repositories”. They serve as “screening criteria for auditors to
identify control weaknesses”. The control patterns are based on the control
objectives to be achieved over the operating tasks and are represented using a logic-
based language.
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These control patterns serve as the starting point for the auditing process as they
specify the way it ought to be. Deviations of such control patterns (control
weaknesses) are called “audit patterns”. If a pattern of a control weakness is
recognized in a given internal accountancy control system, a warning has to be
raised. Since the control patterns are specified using a logic-based language, the
audit patterns can be easily inferred from the control patterns using a logical
negation. This process is followed on all the control patterns specified, resulting in a
set of audit patterns.

The audit patterns in their turn are used to identify the illegal actions that could
be taken by an agent in charge of an operating task. For this purpose Chen
introduces audit rules, which take the audit patterns as their antecedent and contain
explicit warnings as their consequent, which have to be pronounced by the system in
case they are matched.

The automated evaluation process takes these audit rules and a Petri Net model
of an internal accounting control system as input. For this purpose Chen identified
“control primitives”, which are in fact the conditions in the audit rules. He
distinguishes “procedural control primitives” and “organizational control
primitives”. The organizational control primitives are checked using the
organizational structure of the control system. The procedural control primitives
have to be checked by analyzing the Petri Net model of the internal accounting
control system. Pattern recognition is used to map the Petri Net model to the control
primitives as they are found in the rules. These control primitives are represented as
‘audit daemons’. Figure 1 shows the audit daemons for the control primitives
task(X:A) and the follows(X:A, Y:B) primitives as they were used by Chen.

Figure 1. Two examples of audit daemons

This concludes our review of Chen’s analysis approach. In the next section the
application of this approach in the domain of inter-organizational trade procedures is
addressed.
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3.2 The Pattern Recognition Approach Applied To
Inter-Organizational Procedures

In this section the analysis method of Chen is applied to the inter-organizational
context. First some of Chen’s definitions are adapted for the inter-organizational
context. The set of conditions that have to be evaluated for the audit rules in this
example consists of the following predicates:

3.3 The Pattern Recognition Approach Applied To
Inter-Organizational Procedures

In this section the analysis method of Chen is applied to the inter-organizational
context. First some of Chen’s definitions are adapted for the inter-organizational
context. The set of conditions that have to be evaluated for the audit rules in this
example consists of the following predicates:

activity(Role1: PA)
testify((Role2, Role1:PA, Doc)
follow(Role1: PA1, Role2: PA2)
Role1 <> Role2
occupy(Role1, Company1)
socially_detached(Company1, Company2)

These conditions have to be evaluated based on the DPN model of the procedure
under investigation. The conditions ‘activity’, ‘testify’ and ‘follow’ are procedural
control primitives, whereas ‘occupy’, ‘principal’, ‘<>’ and ‘socially_detached’ are
organizational control primitives. The procedural control primitives are checked
using audit daemons (see Figure 1), the organizational control primitives are
checked based on the underlying logic-based language representation. It should be
noted that for the control conditions referring to a performative action (in this case
‘testify’) a more detailed description may be used, in terms of a procedural audit
daemon. For instance, in case of the certification of goods, the Communication
Chain for transferring a certificate of origin from the inspection agency to the
consignee satisfies the predicate

testify(inspection_agency, shipper: produce_goods,
certificate _ of _ origin).

4. EXAMPLE: THE DOCUMENTARY CREDIT
PROCEDURE.

In order to illustrate how the analysis process can be supported by an automated
tool, this section contains a small example of the documentary credit procedure. This
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is a procedure that facilitates the exchange of goods against money between a buyer
and seller who do not trust each other completely. It is fully governed by the
exchange of (performative!) documents that control the behaviour of the seller on
behalf of the buyer.

The seller has to obtain these documents and present them to his bank. All
parties have an underlying contract (the Letter of Credit), which specifies exactly
which documents are requested, based on the underlying sales contract. Upon
presentation of a correct set of documents, the ‘corresponding bank’ will pay the
seller. In its turn, the corresponding bank will be able to retrieve its money from the
issuing bank by forwarding the documents.

Figure 2. A Simplified Documentary Credit Procedure

Finally, the issuing bank will forward the documents to the buyer in exchange
for the price. Note that the buyer needs these documents to be able to claim the
goods once they arrive at the port (especially the ‘bill of lading’ is used for this
purpose). The procedure is still fully based on paper, and is usually only used for
large transactions.

Instead of the informal specification in Figure 2, the formal analysis requires the
specification of an trade procedure in terms of roles and information  parcels. In
Figure 3, the DPN role model for the seller (called ‘shipper’) is shown as an
example. Similar models are constructed for the other roles as well. The individual
role models are ‘glued’ together at their document/goods places, representing the
inter-organizational exchanges of information.
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Figure 3. The DPN model of the shipper role

As a next step, the general principles presented above are instantiated in order to
be usable in this domain. This is done using the Table 1, which is the result of a
literature review in this area (especially the Incoterms [ICC, 1990]). It lists the
primary activities governed by the documentary credit procedure, specifies the
documents needed to control them and identifies the roles responsible for
performing these controls.
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CONTROLLIPRIMARY CONTROL
ACTIVITY DOCUMENT NG PARTY
producing the certificate of origin inspection

goods agency
packaging the certificate, packing inspection

goods list, b/l agency, carrier
arranging b/l, CMR, airwaybill, carrier

transportation CTA
paying the b/l, CMR, airwaybill, carrier

transportation CTA
arranging insurance contract insurance

insurance company

delivering the b/l, CMR, airwaybill, carrier
goods to carrier CTA

transferring the b/l, CMR, airwaybill, carrier
property CTA

Table 1: Relationship between primary activities and control documents used to control
them.

The generic rules presented earlier can now be instantiated with parameters that
refer to specific roles and documents as listed in Table 128 . This yields a huge set of
rules that have to be satisfied in a proper documentary credit procedure. Note that
the rules specified in Table 1 only consider the relationship between buyer and seller
and have to be extended to deal with the relationships between these parties and the
banks involved.

In this article we use two example cases to illustrate the results of the analysis
process. In the first case, the wrong type of document was used to evidence the
transfer of the property. The shipper issued a ‘delivery order’ himself, which did
evidence that he gave the assignment to the carrier to transport the goods, but did not
provide the buyer with sufficient documentation to claim the goods. In fact, some
other party did in fact claim the goods from the carrier instead. The analysis of the
DPN model of this situation warns against this possibility since it will not find a
proper document to evidence the transfer of the property.

In the second case, an insecure medium was used to transfer the information,
which allowed the shipper to forge both the bill of lading and the certificate of
origin. A fax message was used to transfer both of these documents. Normally, the
receiving party should have rejected this document for exactly this reason. Although
this example seems to be irrelevant for the analysis of trade procedures, it does show
what can happen if not the proper security measures have been taken. The analysis
of the DPN model of this case warns that the technical security requirements (non-
repudiation etc.) have not been fulfilled, since it can not find the proper controlling

28 The rules for the analysis of the technical infrastructure have been instantiated already since
they are not domain specific.
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activities in the specification of the Message Transporting Service used for the
transfer of the documents.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
DIRECTIONS.

The main contribution of this paper was the introduction of a new theory on the
auditing of inter-organizational procedures. This entails the analysis of inter-
organizational trade procedures on how trustworthy they are. Based on the
similarities between the analysis of inter-organizational control systems and internal
accounting control systems an initial set of generic principles for inter-
organizational trade procedures has been presented. In addition to this, control
weaknesses caused by the use of a communication medium have been addressed in a
similar fashion as well.

In order to support this theory, we have extended the InterProcs tool, that uses a
pattern recognition approach for the auditing of internal accounting control systems.
Since the problem domains are very similar, the same technique could be applied in
the inter-organizational  context as well. Some minor additions were needed to deal
with the complexity of recursive control rules in the area of the technical
communication infrastructure. The working of the tool has been briefly illustrated
using examples from the documentary credit domain.

Future research has to improve this initial theory based on more empirical
knowledge, covering multiple application domains. The list of general principles
should be completed and national differences, but also differences per industry,
should be reflected in these rules. The communication technologies have not been
examined in sufficient detail to claim completeness of the auditing rules on this area
either. Several projects are on their way to construct such rules, especially with
respect the use of encryption and trusted third parties in electronic commerce.
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Abstract: Cross-organizational workflow management deals with the need for
transparent and controlled process automation across organizational
boundaries. Cooperation between manufacturers and suppliers in the field of
engineering requires coupling of parallel workflows of autonomous
organization units. So far, several approaches with different architectures exist
but they address this field of application differently. This paper presents some
requirements of cross-organizational workflow management in the engineering
domain by using an application scenario. Existing research approaches are
classified distinguishing used specification schemata and expressiveness
concerning cross-workflow dependencies. We describe a new approach in a
class that matches the presented requirements.

1 . INTRODUCTION

The situation on today’s markets forces companies to reposition themselves, to
rethink their core competencies, and to cooperate with each other. Increasing
availability of e-business in the economic landscape is basis for automation of
business processes. For established cooperation relations, permanent cost pressure
increases the need for a stronger integration and even standardization of business
processes, e.g. between manufacturers and suppliers. Common base for the
cooperation support can be the coupling of business processes realized as
workflows. This problem arises specifically where manufacturers and suppliers
cooperatively develop vehicles. To achieve control over and changeability of cross-
organizational development processes, they can be supported using workflow
management. Important goals for the support of these engineering processes are the
following ones.
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Support for activity-specific participation and divided development
responsibility. On the one hand, suppliers in the engineering domain may
participate in specific activities of manufacturers’ processes. On the other hand, as
we will show below with the help of a scenario, in general suppliers may have own
workflows that run parallel to manufacturers’ ones. There may be multiple
dependencies in between such workflows. In such cases, suppliers, like
manufacturers, participate in an enormous part of a development process and
perform iterations of constructive change and digital and physical validation of CAD
models. They coordinate the development and are accountable for developed parts
and modules in that they fulfil the requirements. Of course, due to complex
dependencies between construction and validation departments in today’s
simultaneous engineering processes, this case is also relevant for in-house processes
in large companies where individual development departments have their own
processes and may even be geographically distributed. Cross-organizational
workflow management should support divided development responsibility.

Integration of existing workflows and workflow management systems.
Manufacturers and suppliers have their own information systems and business
processes. So, instead of centralized processing and prescription of systems and
processes, their integration should be achieved to maintain the autonomy of different
organizations concerning information and business process management. Because of
this, existing workflows and heterogeneous workflow management systems have to
be integrated into cross-organizational workflows. It cannot be assumed that one
workflow system prevails against others due to the increasing diversity of these
systems (cf.[l]). Workflow systems in operation are more and more integrated into
special purpose and application systems like e.g. enterprise resource planning,
engineering data management, or enterprise application integration. A definition of
new workflows should not be enforced where possible to reduce set-up effort.

Support for engineering processes. While parts of development processes are
well-structured and can be planned and defined a priori, as we will see in the
scenario below, process support for collaborative engineering processes has to
support unstructured parts of work by allowing dynamic decisions concerning
activity sequence and refinement, long-running activities and unstructured process
parts as well as a coarse-grained specification[2]. These requirements are reflected
differently by specific systems developed in research[2,3] or systems in operation
like PDM systems with limited workflow support.

How should an approach for cross-organizational workflow management in this
environment look like? To date, several research approaches for cross-organizational
workflow management have been developed. Using a scenario from the engineering
domain, we explore some requirements for an approach in this field of application.
We describe a reference model and use it to classify existing approaches along the
identified requirements. We then describe our own approach chosen in a class which
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matches the requirements best. After discussing related work, we conclude and give
an outlook on future work.

2 . REQUIREMENTS

The following scenario is a simplified illustration of a part of a development
process for a vehicle’s body. Background is a cooperation project with an
engineering supplier that bears responsibility for a module like the side door. Figure
1 shows an early phase of the entire development process where only construction
and simulation departments are involved on both sides. Depicted is a high-level view
on activities visible to both manufacturer and supplier that are realized by detailed
internal workflows.

2.1 Scenario

Figure 1. Scenario

The workflow is triggered at the beginning of a new development phase where
some changes resulting from feedback of preceding phases have to be elaborated
and the digital vehicle should fulfil some safety and quality requirement
specifications that are digitally verified. At first, project leaders of development of
both manufacturer and supplier come to an agreement concerning deadlines for the
minor development phases up to a milestone at the end of the major development
phase. In the scenario shown, these are deadlines for preparing a new version of
CAD models of the module and for getting back simulation results. The supplier
develops the CAD models agreed upon and transfers them to the manufacturer.
Then, the supplier performs a module simulation, e.g. a dent simulation. The
manufacturer receives the results and starts a simulation of the entire vehicle using
the same CAD models, e.g. for a crash simulation. After simulation, results are
transferred to the supplier. Meanwhile, the project leaders of development of both
supplier and manufacturer evaluate results of the simulation. If a problem in one or
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both simulation occurs, optimisations and another iteration before the end of this
development phase are necessary and are again agreed by both project leaders of
development.

2.2 Requirements

Bearing this scenario in mind, we explore some requirements for cross-
organizational workflow management.

Coupling of parallel workflows with multiple cross-organizational workflow
dependencies. As shown in the scenario, the supplier has an own workflow that
runs parallel to the manufacturer’s one. In contrast to a call of a remote subworkflow
with dependencies only during calling and getting back results, there are multiple
control and data flow dependencies in between the workflows. This situation is
typical for scenarios with divided responsibility for development because of the need
for coordination and tight cooperation along aggregation or neighbourhood
relationships of parts, modules and entire body of the vehicle.

Common view on cross-organizational workflows for participating
organizations. Especially when responsibility for product development is divided,
manufacturers need a view on suppliers’ planned or running workflows,
organizational structure, and data; and so do suppliers. Specifically, concerning
aspects of function, information, and behaviour, specification information with
respect to planned course of activities and data is important; as well as monitoring
information like state of the process, etc. Regarding organizational aspects, contact
persons or performers of planned, running, or past activities are important, for
instance to cope with information demand concerning simulation results. This
process transparency is needed due to a high degree of dependency between
involved processes. It increases level of knowledge of managing as well as of
operative process participants. It also achieves a better identification with the entire
process and thereby finally enhances process quality. To cope with the obvious need
of privacy and abstraction when integrating internal workflows, a specific view onto
internal workflows is desirable to make them visible externally for specifying how
workflows should be coupled and for monitoring by other organizations.

Adaptations of cross-organizational and internal workflows. After the
configuration of cross-organizational workflows those workflows as well as
workflows of manufacturers or suppliers have to be adapted to new project scopes
and responsibilities, or to actual demands concerning safety, quality or innovation.
This can result in the need for additional activities, e.g. added checks or quality
assurance examinations. To keep change effort low, changes of cross-organizational
workflows should not result in changes of internal workflows of organizations, and
vice versa.

Complex cross-organizational control and data flow dependencies. As with
intra-organizational workflows, control and data flow dependencies should be able
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to be restricted to certain conditions. For example, it is aspired that several control
flows can be synchronized, e.g. using an AND-join or an OR-join[4], if the
manufacturer has to wait for the completion of another module’s CAD models by
another supplier. To support overlapping activities like e.g. the agreement shown in
the scenario, more complex inter-activity dependencies than just successor-
relationships are desired. Furthermore, in the engineering domain, specification of
dependencies between workflows with unstructured parts should be supported. For
instance, if two developers of neighboured parts should level out their models, a
sequence of their activities may not be defined a priori, but the existence of
predefined intermediate states of workflow data.

3 . GENERAL APPROACHES

In order to be able to differentiate between approaches we describe a reference
model in the following that helps to derive a classification system for approaches.
The model which we derive reflects the need for providing an external
representation of internal workflows which was mentioned in the second
requirement above. We then use the model to distinguish two criteria of existing
approaches: in what kind of schema dependencies between the workflows are
specified (direct/indirect coupling), and the expressiveness of the model for
specifying dependencies between workflows (subworkflow/multiple dependencies).

3.1 Reference architecture

To describe and to compare different approaches for cross-organizational
workflow management, we look at how these workflows are specified. Following
the terminology of [5], in the following workflow schema model denotes an abstract
idea of a workflow. An approach for cross-organizational workflow management
may choose to specify a workflow schema model using a worflow schema, that
means a workflow of its own. A schema is a specification in a formal textual or
graphical language. It may be structured into different sub-schemata regarding the
different workflow aspects of function (activities performed), information (use and
flow of workflow data), behaviour (sequence of activities), organization (roles that
perform activities), and operation (tools for performing activities). The reference
architecture consists of the three entities: high-level workflow schema model,
external workflow schema model, and internal workflow schema model (cf. figure
2). After describing these entities, we can distinguish between approach classes
regarding how the high-level workflow schema model is specified, and how
dependencies between workflows are expressed. We compare the resulting classes
of approaches concerning the requirements.
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Figure 2. Reference model

The high-level workflow schema model comprises those parts of a cross-
organizational workflow in which several organizations take part. Specifically, it
describes which organizations take part in which workflows. Therefore, it references
corresponding external workflow schema models of each organization.

The external workflow schema model describes a workflow part of a high-level
workflow which belongs to an organization. It contains externally visible aspects of
a workflow and so it supports encapsulation for privacy and abstraction purpose.
This schema model is independent of any concrete participation in a cross-
organizational workflow.

The internal workflow schema model describes an internal workflow of an
organization. It consists of the full workflow specification needed for execution, e.g.
aspects of function, information, behaviour, organization, and operation. Because it
contains confidential details of the organization, e.g. the workflow structure and
data, and unnecessary details, the internal model is just visible to the own
organization. The internal workflow schema model is specified by an internal
workflow schema that is managed by an internal workflow management system. The
internal workflow management systems of different organizations may be
heterogeneous.

In contrast to the internal workflow schema model, existing approaches do not
always specify the other both schema models by workflow schemata. However, an
external workflow schema model is at least conceptually separated from an internal
schema model. This schema can be used to mask heterogeneous workflows and
workflow systems to the high-level workflow, therefore some approaches specify
further schemata in order to map between external and internal schemata or to
integrate external into high-level schemata. A detailed discussion of these schemata
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and distributed implementation of logical components lies beyond the scope of this
paper.

In the following, we first use the specification of the high-level workflow
schema model as characteristic criterion for an approach’s architecture. We mainly
distinguish between two general approach classes, direct and indirect coupling, and
some specific variants. Independent of this difference, we examine as a further
criterion how dependencies between workflows of different organizations are
specified.

3.2 Direct coupling vs. indirect coupling

With respect to how a high-level workflow schema model is specified externally
or inside internal workflow schemata, we can distinguish between direct and indirect
coupling.

Direct coupling integrates existing workflow management systems without using
an additional schema for the high-level schema model (cf. figure 3). Using this
approach, an organization extends its internal worflow schema by importing an
external wokflow schema of another organization. So, dependencies between
workflow parts of different organizations are specified inside internal workflow
schemata, and a high-level workflow schema model is specified by these internal
and external workflow schemata. During execution time, internal workflow
management systems instantiate internal workflow schemata and manage the
workflow instances. In case of control or data flow dependencies with another
workflow they interact with other internal workflow management systems by using
an integration layer. The topology of the interaction is according to the dependencies
between the corresponding external and internal workflow schemata. Examples are
ACEFlow[6], CrossFlow[7], Mokassin[8], and WAGS[9].

Direct coupling with high-level workflow schema is a hybrid form of direct and
indirect coupling concerning specification schemata and execution architecture:
during specification time, a high-level workflow schema is specified, during
execution time the architecture corresponds to direct coupling. After specification,
the high-level schema is divided into organization specific external and internal
schemata. Each organization may implement generated external schemata
respectively extend or refine generated internal schemata that are then executed by
their internal workflow management systems. To allow for that, high-level workflow
schemata are often structured by using special concepts that support an easy division
of the high-level schema. Interworkflow[10] supports this approach. It provides
additional support for top-down modelling of cross-organizational workflows. In the
following, we consider direct coupling with high-level workflow schema as a special
case of direct coupling because both classes of approaches have basically the same
schemata during execution time.
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Figure 3. Direct coupling

Indirect coupling uses an additional high-level workflow schema for specifying
a cross-organizational workflow. Depending on whether a high-level workflow
schema is managed by a centralized or a decentralized system, we can distinguish
between two variants of indirect coupling.

Centralized indirect coupling aims to support a centrally coordinated
cooperation, where a high-level workflow schema model is specified and executed
in an additional central workflow system. WISE[11], CMI[12], and eFlow[13]
belong to this class. In this kind of approach a high-level workflow schema model is
specified in a high-level workflow schema. The high-level workflow schema is
managed by a high-level workflow management system, and instances of it are
executed there. This system is a special workflow management system for managing
cross-organizational workflows.

For specification purpose the high-level workflow management system may
offer specific concepts. So, a high-level workflow schema contains references to
external workflow schemata that are involved in the cross-organizational process
and specifies control and data flow dependencies between them. Since it is a
workflow management system on its own, it can contain own activities that are
performed by members of the organization unit that operates it. The schema may
further contain coupling-specific control flow constructs as multiple calls of one
subworkflow, dynamic binding and some more; or it may use other shared
components like an organization service covering all organizations involved.

During execution the high-level workflow management system centrally
manages high-level workflow instances. It interacts with internal workflow
management systems to ensure dependencies between high-level workflow parts.
The interaction is hierarchical, i.e. systems of the participants just interact with the
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high-level system and not directly with each other. The existing internal workflow
management systems are integrated with the high-level system using adapters
located in the high-level system or in the internal system. The interaction is realized
using one or several middleware systems.

Decentralized indirect coupling manages high-level workflow schemata by
using a decentralized system that consists of high-level components which belong to
each participating organization (cf. figure 4). Control and data flow dependencies
are specified in a specific high-level dependency schema between external workflow
schemata. So, in contrast to centralized indirect coupling, the high-level workflow
schema may not contain own activities that are not defined inside one of the external
workflow schemata of participating organizations. During runtime, dependencies are
realized by interactions between high-level components that together form one
logical high-level workflow management system, while high-level workflow state
inquiries result in polling of high-level components. Adapters integrate existing
internal workflow management systems with high-level components. Examples are
Process Fractals[l4], referential Petri-nets[15], MariFlow[l6], and VEC[17].

Figure 4. Decentralized indirect coupling

Comparison to relevant requirements. Indirect coupling can realize a common
view using its additional high-level schemata. Direct coupling fails to support this
common view well because high-level workflow schemata are specified by internal
worflow schemata and are managed by internal workflow management systems
that are private to organizations and should not be accessible by other organizations.
In addition, a common view of a high-level workflow only using external workflow
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schemata as available in indirect coupling can be used simultaneously by all
participating organizations because no internal workflow schema is involved.

Since indirect coupling uses an own schema to specify dependencies between
external workflow schemata, it is much better in supporting adaptations of high-
level workflows and internal workflows. In contrast to that, direct coupling requires
a change of an internal workflow schema if a different external workflow schema
has to be used, e.g. when a different organization participates.

For similar reason, indirect coupling allows specification of complex
dependencies more easily than direct coupling. Because dependencies can be
specified in own schemata that can be designed independent from underlying
internal workflow management systems' concepts, specific dependency concepts for
cross-organizational workflow management can be added more easily in these
approaches as functionality can be added outside of existing systems. Though,
concrete extensions may require extensions of internal systems as well and therefore
their integration into specific systems have to be considered in detail. Note that
despite of these issues, direct coupling has the advantage of allowing reuse of tools
for monitoring of a high-level workflow easier than indirect coupling. However, this
is a characteristic we do not require.

3.3 Subworkflow dependencies vs. multiple dependencies

Approaches of direct as well as of indirect coupling differ concerning how
dependencies between workflows can be specified. Several approaches support
subworkflow dependencies between two workflows [6,11,16,17]. This corresponds
to outsourcing of an activity. If workflow WA has a subworkflow dependency to
workflow WB, WA transfers control and data on start of WB, WB is performed, and
WA gets back control and result data after completion of WB. An external workflow
schema then just specifies a signature of WB for coupling. Interface 4 defined by the
WfMC[18] that describes an interoperability interface for workflow management
systems is usable for realizing subworkfIow dependencies.

Other approaches [7-10,12-l5] use more complex external workflow schemata
to allow for multiple dependencies between workflows. These approaches describe
not just input and output parameters but intermediate states and data of workflows as
well. Control flow dependencies can be made conditional on these intermediate
states. Input data can be communicated to a workflow which already started, output
data like intermediate results can be obtained before ending. Intermediary states and
their association with needed input data or output data are often specified by using
events that signal state changes.

Comparison to relevant requirements. As we explained in the section on
requirements, we need to support multiple dependencies between workflows of
autonomous organizations. While it is in principle possible to divide workflow
dependencies into several subworkflow dependencies, this would not be sufficient to
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cope with these requirements because it would lead to several subworkflows
controlled by a calling workflow. This would not allow a called organization unit to
define a workflow continuously and autonomously. Furthermore, “call-back”
subworkflows and complex call sequences would be needed to return intermediate
results to a calling workflow.

4 . A SPECIFIC APPROACH

Our comparison between classification criteria and identified requirements
suggests that an approach of indirect coupling with multiple dependencies suits our
application domain best. The evaluation considered the potential of each detected
class of approaches rather than characteristics of concrete instances of approaches.
Especially in order to realize the requirements of providing a common view and
supporting complex cross-organizational dependencies, we use expressive external
workflow schemata that specify the information needed for coupling as well as for
monitoring, and different types of dependency specifications.

Following the general approach of decentralized indirect coupling, we propose
the following architectural model (see figure 5). From bottom to top: the internal
workflow layer contains internally defined and managed workflow schemata. The
external workflow layer contains external workflow schemata used for coupling and
for monitoring. The layer also can specify a mapping between internal and external
workflow schema, which is not further described in the scope of this paper. The
linkage specification describes how workflow dependencies are bound to the
external workflow schema. The workflow dependency layer specifies with a
configuration schema control and data flow dependencies of the workflows that
together form a high-level workflow. In addition to the mentioned schemata, the
layers contain the corresponding instances as well.

The external workflow schema describes externally visible aspects of function,
information, behaviour, and organization. An operational aspect is not described.
The functional aspect describes activities performed by the workflow and input and
output relations to data objects of the informational aspect. The informational aspect
describes workflow-relevant data, i.e. control data objects and production data
objects. Workflow data objects are described by name, type, and location.
Analogously, the organizational aspect is realized by reference to a (potentially
external) organization service. In addition to roles and persons that perform
activities, contact persons for an activity are referenced. For all aspects, schema as
well as instance information is available, e.g. the organizational aspects allow us to
retrieve which person performed a certain activity, and so on.
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Figure 4. Proposed solution approach

The dependencies between the participating organizations are defined using a
common configuration schema that specifies the dependencies, dependency
endpoints that are assigned inside the external workflow schema, and the linkage
specification between those schemata. In the linkage specification, dependencies are
bound to dependency endpoints. For example, a simple data flow dependency is
bound to a data flow exit of a sending organization's workflow and a data flow entry
of a receiving organization's workflow. This allows for a decentralized and
autonomous specification: an organization can specify on its own which activities
consume the output of an agreed data flow dependency, and it can change this
specification, e.g. if a newly inserted activity should get the output data instead.

Dependencies are multiple relations that can be bound to dependency endpoints,
i.e. entries and exits. Control flow dependencies describe constraints concerning
execution behaviour of workflows, activities, or control constructs. A control flow
dependency is connected to one or more control exits and one entry, and may
contain a condition. A condition specifies in terms of the exits' states in which case
the entry is activated, e.g. to model a control flow join using a logical AND. Data
flow dependencies model the transfer of data between different workflows. A data
flow dependency connects a data exit to a data entry. It is evaluated in case of a data
state change of an exit. Data flow dependencies specify one or more assignments
between data content items of data exits and data content items of data entries.
Dependencies may further be associated with conditions which describe in what case
data is transferred.
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Dependency endpoints are part of the external workflow schema. They specify
endpoints of the workflow, i.e. entries and exits of control and data flow. Sources for
control and data dependency points specified in the external workflow schema may
be control construct execution states or workflow data states, or application-specific
events. Control flow entries and exits can be assigned to specific activity and control
construct execution states, e.g. started or finished, with the semantics that the
activity or control construct state can be triggered respectively delayed by a control
flow dependency. Data flow entries are associated with activity input data or
workflow input data states, data flow exits can be associated to activity output data
or states of workflow output data. If a structure of an external workflow schema is
not fully specified due to an unstructured or previously unforeseen course of
activities, changes of workflow data may be used as control flow exits. In addition,
application-specific input and output events may be used as control or data flow
entries and exits. They can be assigned to parts of an external workflow schema
later. Together, this allows us to model dependencies even where a course of
activities is not known during dependency modelling time, but needed data input or
produced output or some intermediate events are known in advance.

5. DISCUSSION OF RELATED WORK

As described in the section on classification, several approaches focus on
subworkflow dependencies between cross-organizational workflows. Some
workflow approaches focus on distribution, availability, and heterogeneity of
workflows. Work dealing with similar issues as this paper engages in is Process
Fractals, Mokassin, CMI, and referential Petri-nets.

Process Fractals[14] follow decentralized indirect coupling. In that approach, the
external workflow schema is divided into an event-based interface used for coupling
and a specific representation used for monitoring. Cross-organizational control flow
is modelled by using binding input events of one interface to output events of
another and vice versa. Complex cross-workflow dependencies as e.g. AND-joins
are not supported. Data flow is bound to these control flow transitions and is realized
by moving or copying documents that have a commonly known type. The
organizational aspect concentrates on large-scale aspects like dependencies between
organizations; monitoring of small-scale organizational information is not aimed at.

Mokassin[8] supports direct coupling with multiple dependencies using a
decentralized agent-based infrastructure. Here, specification does not focus on
separating internal and external representation but on separating interface and
implementation of a workflow. With this, the approach does not aim on supporting
organizational information for monitoring purpose or a separated external view on
an internal workflow. An interface representation may contain a state graph
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specifying events that an implementation generates. Complex control and data flow
dependencies are supported and can be added by a modeller.

CMI[12] supports centralized indirect coupling using a high-level workflow
schema in which workflows of different organizations are imported as specific
activities. The external workflow schema contains a state chart where possible
interactions with the service are specified by methods that can either be called on
such external workflows. Specific concepts of the high-level workflow management
system are e.g. activities that can perform multiple calls on external workflows.

Referential Petri-nets[15] focus on Petri-net based modelling of cross-
organizational workflows. Inheritance concepts between external and internal
workflow schemata are developed, to support for controlled compatible extensions.

6. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

Cross-organizational workflow management for cooperation in the field of
engineering has to support situations characterized by activity-specific participation
and divided responsibility of development, integration of existing workflows and
their management systems, and unstructured process parts. As we explained by
using the scenario, for the support of cross-organizational engineering process we
require: 1) Coupling of parallel workflows with multiple dependencies, 2) Common
view on cross-organizational workflows for participating organizations, 3)
Adaptations of cross-organizational and internal workflows, and 4) Complex control
and data flow dependency specifications.

To examine existing approaches, we classified them along used specification
schemata, complexity of the cross-organizational dependencies, and execution
architectures. Some approaches are not that suitable to support adaptations of cross-
organizational and internal workflows because they require change of internal
workflows when cross-organizational workflows change; or participating
organizations do not have a common view on cross-organizational workflows. Other
approaches have just a simple subworkflow-based dependency model that makes it
difficult to couple parallel workflows.

The favoured architectural class couples existing workflow management systems
directly but specifies cross-organizational workflow dependencies in a specific
specification and execution layer. The approach we have proposed showed how the
selected architectural class can fulfil the identified requirements by using an
expressive external workflow representation. Furthermore, it supported complex
control and data flow dependencies across organizations. To avoid changes of the
dependency schema, these dependencies can be linked to the workflows
decentralized and autonomously by each participating organization.

Right now, we are detailing the model and will refine the architectural
specification. To assure integration with existing systems, we are going to examine
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those systems to derive at a generic workflow meta schema and architecture. This
provides the base for developing a detailed integration approach. In addition, issues
like the support for change of schema and compatibility, and specific security
requirements will further be evaluated.
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Abstract: Our proposition concerns an architectural model of a broker assisted, business
to business e-commerce system. The presented brokerage platform is designed
against business and technical requirements, within the transformational B2B
landscape, which might push forward either centralised or proliferate,
symbiotic brokerage models or even render them all invalid. In our paper, we
merely elaborate on the design of a modular, scalable and extensible

component-based brokerage system for complex, B2B services transactions.
To this end, firstly, a particular conceptualization of a complex services
transactions lifecycle is presented. Secondly, the functionality of the
components comprising the designed brokerage platform is provided. Thirdly,
the interactions among the identified components are given for indicative
service procedures. The derived architectural model is proposed as applicable
to various business domains in the aid of efficient business to business
processes alignment.

1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we present a particular brokerage platform, compliant to business
to business models and respective systems implementation requirements, that is
considered applicable across a number of diverse business domains. The main
proposition of our work is a generic, modular, scalable and reusable architectural
model of the envisaged business to business brokerage system, enabled by an
informed and comprehensive examination of the requirements and determinants
shaping the electronic intermediation and business to business arena, nowadays and
in the near future. Examining and questioning dominant trends and propositions
concerning brokerage and B2B models and systems, enable the presented results.
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Moreover, the specific architectural approach is derived by correspondingly
exercising the concepts, methodologies and practices of the service engineering
domain.

Our paper is structured as follows: In section 2, we overview the evolution of the
electronic intermediation phenomenon and as related in particular with emerging
business to business models, services and systems. In section 3, a description of the
brokerage functionality is given, whereas, in section 4 the detailed architectural
aspects and tasks are addressed, for presenting the static and dynamic view of the
brokerage platform. Finally, in section 5, conclusions and discussion on the future
work are given.

2. THE EVOLUTION OF ELECTRONIC
INTERMEDIATION AND BUSINESS TO
BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS SYSTEMS

In e-commerce literature, the overall electronic intermediation theme, as well as
its relevance and relationship with particular business to business issues, have
attracted considerable attention and generated quite comprehensive analyses.
Equally important experimentations and commercial exploitation of respective
software systems [1, 2] have been, in parallel, achieved.

A number of [3,4,5,6,7] authors report that business transactions, over
communication networks and in particular over Web, typically involve all types of
intermediaries, not just the traditional wholesalers and retailers, but specialised
content providers, search engines, affiliate sites and networks, Internet service
providers, the backbone providers, software makers, the advertising networks, and
many other entities and players to be generated.

Obviously electronic commerce practices and system capabilities can
simultaneously allow suppliers to suppress one or several intermediaries in a
distributed network (because of a public shared infrastructure and a direct contact),
but it can also provide the opportunity to create new intermediaries in some domains
by the provision of added-value in classifying, integrating or managing information
and services, among others. Bakos [4,8] hypothesizes that large scale globally
distributed intermediaries, formed by industry participants in collaboration with IT
companies, will emerge in marketplace. Either by capturing dominant market share
in a single industry or by becoming electronic market makers across a number of
industries such intermediaries will be capable of sustaining a competitive advantage
by securing economies of scale and scope.

First generation electronic brokerage systems, applicable both to business to
business and business to customer markets, exploited the value propositions
stemming from three formative roles [1,4,9]:
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1. aggregation of buyer demand and seller offers (products, services), thus
enabling economies of scale and scope and normalizing the negotiation power of
the involved players, within a market.

2. provision of an enhanced market institution and platform of trust for the overall
services transaction.

3. facilitation to the market and involved players by streamlining the information
exchange and the coordination of the respective processes. Consequently,
perform an efficient matching of the complex specifications of the demand and
supply side characteristics.
Organisations and e-commerce systems that employed successfully, most often

in an integrated manner, the aforementioned aspects and as conditioned by the
specificities of the markets (consumer, industrial) within which those organisations
operate, represent the early phase of the e-brokerage models. It is that brokerage
model that also critically shaped the evolution of the business to business landscape,
in particular. This brokerage model is often quoted and interpreted as the “exchange-
like model”, gaining insight, in specific, from the financial markets evolution [5,
10]. Currently, we already observe clear trends towards a fragmentation of the
offered brokerage services, beyond the above described model, as provided by
distinct, complementary or symbiotic second-generation brokerage, business to
business models. Such business models, and following up the analysis of Wise et al

[Fehler! Textmarke nicht definiert.], can be viewed as including:
a) mega-brokers that may act as central hubs or intermediation platforms for the

execution of most transactions and for buyer – supplier communication and
coordination, resembling the classical e-broker.

b) specialist originators that automate, in particular, the buyer decision making
process, which is especially vital for complex products and services, and
subsequently channel the transactions to the brokerage platform for execution.

c) solution providers can operate separately from open hubs by embedding the
product sale into a suite of valuable and thus indispensable services.

d) sell side asset brokers that operate in a rough compliance with a peer to peer
paradigm, in which suppliers can trade among themselves, some times after
initial transactions with buyers are made on the central hubs or mega brokers.
It is in this very same context, however, that the notion of “napsterization of

business to business transactions” appears to considerably challenge the current
evolution path, as above described. Following the McAfee argument [9], if

companies can complete complex transactions among themselves through peer-to-
peer networks and interoperable complex business processes software, the need for
centralized brokerage systems decreases dramatically.

Against this background, we subsequently present a particular business to
business brokerage platform, and we argue that, although it encapsulates the
centralized-broker or mega broker design principles, it is extensible to a number of
the evolutionary, proliferate brokerage models such as the solution provider or the
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sell side asset broker paradigms. Its potential accommodation to a dominant peer to
peer, business to business transaction landscape will be subject to further study.

3. DESCRIPTION OF THE BROKER ASSISTED E-
COMMERCE TRANSACTIONS SYSTEM

In this section we present an outline of the proposed brokerage platform, driven
by the specific requirements of the involved actors determining its conception, use
and operation. This is primarily achieved by envisioning the construction of a
generic, reusable and scalable business-to-business (B2B) brokerage framework, and
by a conceptualization of the complex service transaction lifecycle and its particular
functional decomposition.

In the proposed complex services transactions model we consider three basic
domains that is the User Domain, the Service Provider Domain and the Broker
Domain, which actually represents the specific brokerage platform domain. The
particular interactions that take place among these three domains mirror our
understanding and approach to a complex e-commerce service transactions lifecycle
and its refined phases. In more detail we design the following phases:
– The request formulation and solutions pre-processing
– The solutions identification and bilateral negotiation
– The solutions evaluation
– The transaction execution and payment

Apart from the functionality necessary for executing the above phases’
processes, in the broker domain, the complex knowledge representation is handled
by means of Ontology technology [11] to efficiently represent and manipulate the
static and dynamic aspects of complex services semantics in different business
applications. The presented overall design approach caters for a tripartite and
synergistic solution building and negotiation protocol, as is illustrated in the
following Figure.
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Figure 1: The Brokerage system design approach

The proposed system [12] will be able to handle complex services composed by
a set of simple services. A simple or atomic service is defined as to be provided as a
whole by an external, affiliated provider, so the system handles to a certain extent
the internal complexity (if any) of that service, thus, allowing for a strong provider
perspective. The notion of a complex service is also introduced so as to ensure that
the specific brokerage platform can manipulate a wide range of bundled services,
and thus, at the same time, complying with a customer-centric approach. In the
sequel, the functionality of the complex services transaction e-commerce system is
described.

After a customer has successfully accessed the system, he/she may construct
requests by browsing a hierarchical menu of provided services, in specific business
domain(s). The menu presented to a given user is built dynamically and is
personalized based on the knowledge of the user’s profile and the history of his
previous requests. The platform interactively guides the user in the definition of the
desired complex service. The knowledge required to dynamically formulate a
complex service request that is compliant with the system is provided by means of
the Ontology technology capabilities supported by the platform. Upon the user
request validation by the system and the confirmation by the user, the system will
invoke its internal brokering functionality in order to find an acceptable solution. In
the case that several offers are found, the system proceeds with their evaluation,
based on the customer preferences indicated in his profile, or other criteria.

When the solution identification phase is completed, the system will present a
solution to the customer. The solution may be presented in several ways depending
on the customer preferences. The platform is designed so as to support the co-
operation with and servicing to three generic classes of providers that are currently
met and even anticipated to operate in the e-commerce arena, in the near future. In
specific, a brokerage system capabilities as the one described in this paper, can be
exploited by service providers that allow for an extensive and online access to the
brokered resources (affiliate service providers), and to the ones that allow for a
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limited access and consequently limited automation in service delivery (on-line
service providers). It may also be used, in a minimalist sense though, by services
providers that do not actually run any e-commerce server. The customer of the
described brokerage platform, hereafter denoted as user, may redefine the attribute
values of simple services for which no satisfactory offers have been found, e.g.
increase the maximum acceptable price, modify delivery dates, or other terms of
service provision. In this case, the system till validate the updated request and
perform a new solution identification process, until a satisfactory solution is found.

Once the proposed solution has been accepted, a corresponding service
reservation takes place and the system proceeds with the subsequent phase that is the
transaction execution and payment phase. In this later phase, the platform performs
the necessary interactions with the service provider domains in order to actually
proceed with e-commerce services provision and delivery, which were during the
previous phases successfully brokered and reserved. The interactions taking place in
this later phase comply with the all-or-nothingness principle that is the complete
service reservation will be delivered by the appropriate provider.

3.1 Federation aspects of a brokerage system

One aspect that needs to be addressed when designing a brokerage system is its
capability to federate with other such systems specialized in similar, complementary,
or ancillary business domains. This is important for the system's scalability
whenever a requirement for expansion either in geographical or in business terms
emerges. Scalability is also critical when we come to the system's robustness and
business value, since users can take advantage of Service Providers (SPs) not
directly attached to their home broker and thus the probability to satisfy their
demands is increased.

The establishment of a federation among brokers poses a number of technical
requirements. First and foremost, a federation agreement should exist between any
pair of brokers that are willing to cooperate and seamlessly support their attached
users. This is achieved through a mutual registration procedure and knowledge
exchange. Second, a query redirection and result handling mechanism should exist
that takes care of the information exchanges between the home broker and the
remote ones. Third, each broker should update its information regarding its federated
brokers either after a predefined interval or whenever a major change has occurred
in one of each federated brokers.

The system we describe can relatively easily support federation with
enhancements in the Ontology Manager's database to care for the federated brokers
and the corresponding remote SPs. However, a detailed analysis of the exact
federation mechanisms falls out of the scope of this paper, being an issue of our
future work in the area of the design of brokerage services.
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Finally, it is essential to note that the introduced federation metaphor and its
corresponding technical mechanisms are seen as particularly meaningful in the
current transformational phase concerning the operation of robust and advantageous
brokerage, business to business models, as discussed in section 2. Such a federation
policy might apply to the presented system, in its capacity either as a mega broker
cooperating with a broker of a similar scope, in the same or a complementary
business domain, or as a proliferate brokerage model in synergy with its
complementary ones.

4. ARCHITECTURAL MODEL OF THE BUSINESS
TO BUSINESS BROKERAGE SYSTEM

In the following, we present the design of the proposed brokerage system
architecture, as being enabled by the exploitation of the service engineering
framework [13, 14, 15, 16, 17] concepts, methodologies and practices. More precisely,
in the sequel, we elaborate on the tasks and results of the identification of the system
architecture components, and the definition of the component interfaces and the
component interactions, falling within the service analysis and service design phases
of the above framework [13]. To this end, we adopt a two-fold approach. First, in
sub-section 4.1, we illustrate the brokerage architecture components, that is a static
view of our system, while in sub-section 4.2, we elaborate on these component
intercommunications, providing a dynamic view of the system.

4.1 Component based system model

In this section, we focus on the description of the functionality of the main
components’ that our brokerage system comprises [18]. Each one of these
components is further analysed in the next paragraphs. As illustrated in Figure, the
components that have been identified are the following:
– The User Manager component that is the first access point for the user to the

brokerage system. It carries out all the managing user oriented activities and
collaborates with the Ontology Manager for formulating the service requests.

– The Provider Manager component that participates in the solution building and
actually keeps information for the service providers themselves and the services
they offer.

– The Solution Builder component that is responsible for formulating a service
solution corresponding to the service request by collaborating with the User
Manager, the Provider Manager and the Ontology Manager.
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Figure 2: Main view of the system architecture

– The Ontology Manager component that handles the interactions of the brokerage
system components with the ontologies that model the knowledge of the
complex services.

– Finally, the Administrator Manager component that is responsible for the control
of the overall brokerage system.
Focusing on the User Manager we identify the components that are illustrated in

Figure . First of all, an interface abstraction layer that comprises the User Interface
Handler and the Graphical Manager enables the connection of the user to the
system and is responsible for handling the information exchanges between the
customer and the rest of the components of the system.

Figure 3: User Manager

The user is able to perform both managing and transaction-related activities
through our brokerage system. Regarding the managing activities, the customer is
able to create, modify or delete his account that consists of a username and a
password through the User Account Handler. This refers to the users who have a full
subscription to the system and take full advantage of it. Other types of users, having
various levels of access and use rights to the system, are also foreseen. Moreover,
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the user profile that keeps not only personal information about the user but also his
own preferences and constraints related to the complex services is managed through
the User Profile Handler. As it is defined in [Fehler! Textmarke nicht definiert.] ,
the complex services are described in terms of ontologies, and the User Profile
Handler retrieves from them the necessary elements for service provision handling.

On the other hand, the transaction-related activities take place when the
customer expresses the need for a complex service by means of a suitable request.
The aim of the User Request Handler is to manage all interactions with the user
during and all along the procurement of a complex service. That means to help the
user expressing his request as dialoguing with the Solution Builder and the Ontology
Manager as well as modifying the request when no satisfactory solutions are found.

Symmetrically to the User Manager, within the Provider Manager the following
components are defined (see Figure). Firstly, as in case of the user side, there is a
need for a Provider Interface Handler and a Graphical Manager that allows each
service provider to be connected to the system.

Figure 4: Provider Manager

The SPAccount Handler is responsible for creating and handling (e.g.,
modifying, deleting) the service provider account while all the related elements are
kept in the proper database. Moreover, all the mandatory parameters related to SP
registration data and required by the system (e.g., company data, business sector,
type of services the SP can provide) are managed by the Service Provider
Registration Handler. Finally, the detailed service content registration is handled by
the Service Registration Handler. In specific, there is a co-operation between the
Ontology Manager and the Service Registration Handler whenever an alternation to
the provider offers’ takes place. The main concern is the description of the provider
offers in a way coherent with the rest of brokerage platform, i.e. relate the service
provider’s offer to the right element of the ontology.

The Solution Builder represents the core functionality of the overall system. The
components that are identified are depicted in Figure. As already mentioned, the
complex service consists of atomic services that may be provided by more than one
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service providers. In this sense, the Solutions Pre-Processor component is
responsible for the identification of the candidate service providers that may offer
solutions according to the user service request. This is achieved with the
participation of the Provider Manager form where complete information about the
SPs’ offers is obtained.

Figure 5: Solution Builder

Based on the constraints set by the user, the solution negotiation takes place by
the Solutions Negotiator component that is designed in order to identify the actual
service solutions with a close collaboration with the specific service providers. The
role of the Solution Combinator component is to group the various solutions
according to the system’s business criteria. Moreover, the Solution Classificator
component is responsible for the evaluation of the service offers according to the
user defined criteria (e.g., price, delivery date etc). The customer himself is the one
that takes the final decision either to accept or to reject the proposed solutions. The
user has also the ability to modify his request if the solutions that are presented to
him are not still satisfactory. Then, a new negotiation phase takes place. If the user
accepts the offer of his complex request, the transaction execution begins which is
handled by the Transaction Executor component that encapsulates the logic
necessary for the transaction confirmation and payment. Specifically, the user
reserves the offer and then, the service providers are contacted in order to confirm
that the offers are still valid. If one of the reservations fails, the whole transaction is
aborted. In the normal case, where all the reservations are kept for the specific user,
the payment procedure takes place and when it is successfully completed, the system
informs the user that he will be offered, provided the requested service.
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4.2 Brokerage system component interactions

Following, the dynamic model of the proposed brokerage system is provided by
highlighting the main procedures that take place during the complex service
transactions lifecycle. We emphasize on the solution building that is described in
terms of message sequence charts (MSCs) while the rest of the procedures are
described in less detail. Firstly, the User and the Service Provider Registration
procedures are explained.

In the first one, the User Domain, the User Manager and the Administrator are
involved. A user registration request is completed by means of two main processes:
(a) The User Account Management in which the definition and management of user
access rights and system use for all types of users (i.e., registered, identified and
anonymous) is carried out and, (b) the User Profile Management process, in which
the definition and management of general properties, personal data and transaction
preferences for all types of users is carried out.

Secondly, in the Service Provider Registration procedure the Service Providers
domain, the Provider Manager as well as the Administrator domain are involved.
Apart from the Provider Account Management, which is designed in a symmetrical
and reusable form with respect to the user respective part, there is also the Provider
Registration Management process. Specifically, this process deals with the
definition of the terms of the access agreement with the brokerage system for the
affiliate providers, as well as the definition and management of the offered service
attributes for all types of providers. The affiliate providers provide all the
information (i.e., complete service attributes and values offer) to the system, while
the online and offline providers give only a subset of this information in the
system’s catalogue form.

In the following Figure, the dynamic model of the Service Request Handling,
the Solution Negotiation and Evaluation is highlighted. Specifically, after being
authenticated into the system, the user is able to formulate an informed complex
service request as based on previous existing demands which can either reuse or
modify or build a new request from scratch. In the first case, the complex service
request being reused is validated with the collaboration of the User Manager, the
Ontology Manager and the Solution Builder. In the case of a request modification,
the detailed atomic services, subsequently formulated, are validated (updated) with
the collaboration of the User Manager, the Ontology Manager and the Solution
Builder. In the later case of building a new request from scratch, the user formulates
his request based on the current complex service template that the Ontology
Manager forwards to the user side. The next step is the retrieval of the candidate
service providers identities that offer solutions corresponding to each atomic service
request. This is achieved by means of interaction between the Solution Builder and
the Provider Manager.
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Figure 6: Complex Service Request Handling Procedure

Focusing on the processes that comprise the solution building, we provide the
message sequence charts in Figure and Figure, in which the detailed interactions
among the identified service components are shown. In this respect, we start with the
solution negotiation that begins when the Service Request Validator (SRV) which is
a part of the Solution Pre-Processor component sends the corresponding message to
the Negotiator Controller (NC) (Negotiate Service Request()) who in turn creates and
instantiates a Single Negotiator (SN) for each atomic service. The SN is created as
an agent that migrates to the identified Service Providers SPik machines (where the
SPk provider offers the i type of atomic service, i=1,..n and k=1,..m), in order to get
the exact service offers for each atomic service. The GetServiceOffer() method is
invoked and for the affiliate providers a full offer containing the requested static and
dynamic elements may be found. Regarding the online or offline providers there is
also the need to be contacted offline by the user.
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Figure 7: Solution Negotiation Procedure

The reply is returned by the service providers and is forwarding to the user via
the NC and URH. In case the user is not satisfied from the offers or he wants to
modify his request, then the ModifyServiceRequest() method (Figure) of the URH is
invoked and a new search and negotiation between the user and the providers takes
place until both sides are fully satisfied.

Figure 8: Single Provider Negotiation Procedure

The negotiation results are collected in the Solution Builder and the complex
service evaluation phase follows. This process consists of a two level filtering
according to the brokerage system and user defined criteria. This is achieved by
means of detailed interaction between refined components of the Solution Builder.
Specifically, when the atomic service offer is created and returned to the NC there is
the possibility the user has had specified in his profile that he prefers to see the
offers in the form of the complex solution. Moreover, he has the right to request
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more than one solutions. In the event of such a user preference the NC forwards the
offer (FwAtomicServiceOffer()) to the Solution Combinator Component (SCC)
which in turn creates the complex solution based on the brokerage system business
criteria. The offer is forwarded (FwGlobalSolution() ) to the Solution Classificator
Component (SRC), where the solution rating takes place based on weighted, user
defined criteria. Finally, the complex offer is displayed to the user through the URH
(ShowGlobalOffer() ). In turn, the user is able to either accept one of the proposed
solutions (ChooseOneOffer() ), meaning that the negotiation phase is over, or to re-
negotiate the solutions, which is essentially the modification of his service request
(ModifyServiceRequest() ) .

Within the complex services transactions execution, a concluding phase is
distinguished that comprises transaction confirmation, resources reservation and
payment functionality. This will take place after the user has accepted and chosen
the offered complex services. The Transaction Controller (TC) requests the
corresponding Single Transaction Negotiator (STN) to make the reservation of the
atomic services. Then, the STN contacts the related service provider in order to
reserve its offer and makes the last checks. The confirmation is returned to the URH
via the TC who in turn invokes to make the payment the Payment Manager (PM).
The Payment Manager abstracts the functionality necessary to complete the payment
process and the result is made known to the URH. The completion of the payment
indicates the transaction completion as well.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

In this paper, we present a particular business to business brokerage architectural
model. Such as model, aims at, primarily, meeting the requirements for
comprehensive, reusable and scalable component-based frameworks, in the aid of
complex e-commerce transactions services provision. The designed brokerage
platform has been constructed upon a refined requirements analysis exercise and an
iterative service design process, that have explicitly taken into account the needs and
constrains of specific business domains. These domains represent the B2B
publishing and the B2B retail sectors, against the conjuctural and structural forces
shaping their transformation into the Internet economy. In devising the proposed
brokerage platform, we undertake the tasks to identify refined software components
and test their intercommunications for certain service scenarios and procedures,
which tasks are, in detail, presented in this paper. Moreover, while challenging the
proposed brokerage system capabilities and robustness, we anticipate and enforce its
relevance and usefulness into the rapidly changing B2B landscape, by discussing a
brokerage federation policy, to be considered in detail in our future design work.
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Abstract: Virtual Enterprises (VEs) enable the deployment of distributed business
processes among different partners in order to shorten development and
manufacturing cycles, reduce time to market and operational costs, increase
customer satisfaction, and operate on global scale and reach. Dynamic virtual
enterprises are an emerging category of VEs, where the different partners are
being selected dynamically during business process execution based on
market-driven criteria and negotiation. In this paper, we discuss concepts and
technologies that are considered to satisfy key requirements of dynamic virtual
enterprises, and propose DIVE, a framework for the specification, execution
and management of shared business processes in dynamic virtual enterprises.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the digital economy, companies are continuously seeking for new ways of
business in order to cope with the increasing competitive pressure generated by the
global market place. The need for global scale and reach, short development and
manufacturing cycles, reduced time-to-market and operational costs, increased
customer satisfaction, and rapid adaptation to new market changes has led
companies to intensify automation, collaboration, and distribution (Applegate 96,
Malone 91, Ouzounis 98a). The Internet is increasingly becoming the general basis
for such purposes together with its advanced services, including electronic market
places and the World Wide Web. New organisational forms develop, like
collaborative commerce and virtual enterprises. In such virtual, collaborative
organisations, partners, particularly small and medium enterprises (SMEs), can
concentrate on their own core-competence and exploit partners’ resources and
capacities.
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In this paper, we discuss concepts and technologies that satisfy key requirements
of dynamic virtual enterprises, and propose DIVE, a framework for the
specification, execution, and management of shared business processes.

2. DYNAMIC VIRTUAL ENTERPRISES

Distribution of tasks and co-operation has been a central aspect of trade and
business since centuries. Manifold relationships between enterprises and parts of
enterprises, often invisible for the customer, have contributed to the goal of
satisfying the customer’s needs for timely and high quality services. In the digital
economy, where many of those relationships are realised via the Internet, new forms
of business must develop which support communication and co-operation between
distributed and automated business processes. Such Internet-based, collaborative
organisations are usually called virtual organisations or virtual enterprises.

Virtual enterprises are characterised by the following properties (Ouzounis 98b,
Ouzounis 99):
– the processes which take share in the business are distributed via distant partner

organisations,
– the partners are autonomous, i.e. there need not be other co-operation or

dependency outside their engagement in the virtual enterprise,
– the partners engaged in the virtual enterprise are organised internally in a way

that they can delegate some or all of their business processes and resources
totally or partially to the virtual organisation,

– the partners have made agreements about common goals, negotiated how to
reach these goals, assigned roles and distributed responsibilities, defined how the
processes and resources have to be introduced, shared, used, and administered,
developed procedures of problem handling, and made agreements about how to
share profits and losses,

– the partners use common information and communication infrastructures in
order to support collaboration and co-ordination during the life-cycle of the
virtual enterprise.
Virtual enterprises are not a new concept in management studies (Malone 91,

Ouzounis 99, Camarinha-Matos 99). Some of the big manufacturing companies have
already business relationships with their suppliers and customers based on electronic
procedures and protocols, such as EDI (Filos 00). These “virtual” business
relationships enable the sharing of business processes and resources via electronic
information and communication services. However, the level of integration and the
usage characteristics of information and communication technologies vary and are
often not optimal. Most of the activities are still performed manually and the cost of
implementing and integrating electronic solutions as well as the time required to
deploy virtual enterprise concepts are high (Lin 96).
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Based on the criteria described above, two categories of virtual enterprises can
be defined, namely static virtual enterprises and dynamic virtual enterprises (DVEs).
In the case of static virtual enterprises the business partners are linked statically, i.e.
the relationships between partners are fixed and the shared business processes have
pre-defined interfaces, are tightly coupled, and are customised according to the
partners’ environments and requirements. Changes during the execution of business
processes are not foreseen, except for critical situations, like failures or loss of
partners.

In dynamic virtual enterprises the business partners are found and linked
dynamically, on-demand, and according to the requirements of the customers with
the help of the services provided by a virtual market place (Nwana 99). The business
relationships in a dynamic virtual enterprise can change continuously based on
market-driven criteria. The virtual market place provides services for the registration
of business process offerings based on generic, well-known process templates.
Business domains that want to engage in virtual enterprise relationships can register
offers at the market place in relation to the process templates. Whenever a business
domain wants to use a particular process, it is visiting the virtual market place and
locates all the potential partners that can provide the required process. As soon as the
market place search has resulted in a list of candidate partners, the partner selection
process starts. Included in the process are negotiations about the capacities and
services required and contracting about the roles and tasks of each partner. The
negotiation process can be performed manually, or automatically. The result of it is
usually a contract, which regulates the business relationships established. With the
support of the virtual market place, the number and role of partners can easily be
adapted to the requirements of customers and the currently available capacities and
abilities of the partners. This is a significant evolutionary step, which lets virtual
enterprises take advantage of the demand and supply regulated by an open, Internet-
based market (Schuldt 99).

Consequently, from a business point of view, dynamic virtual enterprises appear
to be the most promising approach. However, from the technical point of view, the
required solutions and systems are more complex and more sophisticated. Therefore,
evaluating and integrating actual information and communication technologies is an
important step towards an efficient, flexible, and easy-to-use support environment
for dynamic virtual enterprises.

3. TECHNOLOGIES FOR DYNAMIC VIRTUAL
ENTERPRISES

In the following, we describe technologies of particular interest to dynamic
virtual enterprises, including those which support the exchange of information in
loosely coupled inter-organisational environments, the co-operation of automated
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business components, the control of work processes across organisational
boundaries, and the dynamic mediation of business process providers and users.

3.1 Information Exchange Between Loosely Coupled
Systems

Systems supporting the information exchange between the loosely coupled
systems of dynamic virtual enterprises must enable asynchronous transactions across
organisational boundaries, flexibly support application domain-specific types and
formats of information, and allow for autonomous behaviour of the communicating
and co-operating business processes.

EDI. EDI (Electronic Data Interchange) is a standard format for exchanging
business data. An EDI message contains a string of data elements, each of which
represents a singular fact, such as a price, or a product model number. One or more
of such strings form a transaction set, which is the EDI equivalent to a message. A
transaction set often consists of what would usually be contained in a typical
business document or form.

EDI transactions are typically performed asynchronously to the execution of
business processes. This satisfies one requirement of loosely coupled environments
and cross-organisational information exchange in virtual enterprises. The current
format of EDI messages is static and cannot be extended easily. The scope and
context of EDI documents is limited and rather impossible to change, and thus, it is
difficult to use EDI as the basis for general-purpose inter-domain business process
execution and management. EDI transactions, as currently defined, only support
electronic commerce interactions. The business document definitions provided have
been considered inadequate for many other application scenarios. To address this
issue, the EDI standards organisations, like EDIFACT and ANSI X.12, have
developed sets of documents for various industries and business sectors. Using these
document definitions, the customisation required per business relationship can be
reduced, though in general, per-relationship integration and customisation work is
still required.

Under these circumstances, EDI is best suited for long-term and stable business
relationships between organisations, which are powerful enough to make significant
investments into electronic relationships. Business processes that are not related to
electronic commerce, such as supply chain optimisation or product design, are best
performed outside the EDI context. In general, each new EDI relationship requires
new customisation and integration work. These relationships are not easily
established and return on EDI investment is gained only over long periods of time,
not over short-term transactions.

DCBS. Distributed component based systems (DCBSs) are widely used for
distributed computing and information processing due to the simplicity, ease of
integration and deployment, high degree of distribution, standard underlying
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distributed protocols, like CORBA-IIOP and RMI, and middleware services. Back-
end systems and clients integrate with the distributed framework using the
application programming interfaces (APIs) and object models exposed by the
underlying levels of the architecture. While clients are insulated from the APIs of
the back-end systems, they are tightly bound to the APIs provided by the framework
(Orfali 96).

This design choice has two implications. First, by using object binding as the
interaction technique, DCBS applications must be adopted all at once by all
participants in the cross-organisation relationship. Upgrades to back-end systems,
the component framework, and the business application must be co-ordinated across
all participants. Second, because of the tight binding, the same object model must be
adopted for communication and co-operation across different business domains.
This poses a significant barrier to interworking in cross-organisational
environments. Additionally, the DCBS frameworks do not provide a complete
solution, but instead serve as the starting point for developers to build applications.
By building on the framework, developers can more quickly complete applications
and leverage the code in the framework that takes care of many of the mechanical
details needed for a successful distributed application. Finally, these choices make
the DCBS frameworks most appropriate for deployment inside a single company
that needs to link multiple distributed divisions or sites. In general, DCBSs are
considered inadequate for use in a dynamic virtual enterprise environments because
of their tight coupling model (Tombros 00).

Messaging Systems. Messaging systems, in contrast to DCBSs, are not based on
a static and tightly coupled component model and do not require compatible
middleware services (Filos 00). Messaging systems separate the interface of services
from the corresponding modules, which provide these services and, thus, hide the
complexities of the server components and systems from the client. In this way, they
support asynchronous and loosely coupled relationships among different business
domains.

However, there are some drawbacks with messaging systems, too. One of the
key problems is that there exist different proposals for a message specification
language, i.e. for specifying the envelope and the content of the message. The
protocols currently used actually specify their message envelope in XML and follow
their own description approach for the included content. Another problem is the lack
of generic messaging standards. This results in incompatibilities among different
system implementations and makes the integration of business processes across
different domains more difficult. The biggest problem, finally, is the specification of
an adequate ontology, i.e. a set of concepts describing entities and interactions, such
as things, events, and relations, for an agreed-upon vocabulary for each of the
different business sectors (Georgakopoulos 98). Standard ontologies would enable
the rapid integration and deployment of messaging systems in different application
areas. In general, messaging systems have certain benefits over existing DCBS in
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dynamic virtual enterprises due to the asynchronous and loosely coupled approach,
the independence among the interfaces of components and the component bodies,
and – if available - the well-defined ontologies.

3.2 Co-operation of Automated Business Components

Intelligent mobile agents. Intelligent mobile agents combine many of the
benefits offered by messaging systems and DCBSs. Agent systems are loosely
coupled and communicate asynchronously (Breugst 98). Messages exchanged are
well defined through the FIPA agent communication language standard (FIPA 98).
Agents realise the concept of ontologies, which makes them more flexible and
autonomous and, agent systems are deployed within a distributed object-oriented
framework, like CORBA or Java, and thus can access any type of standard business
component.

Through these combined benefits, agent systems support autonomy and
flexibility, scalability, and adaptability. Flexibility is supported by the distinct
communication and co-operation models which have been developed for agent-
based systems, scalability comes from the migration capabilities of agents, and
adaptability relies on their inherent intelligence. Furthermore, due to the object-
oriented concepts used to implement agent platforms and agents the integration with
existing technologies is facilitated (Choy 99).

Intelligent mobile agents can be used in different ways to solve virtual enterprise
problems. One way is to use an agent based business process management system
which controls and co-ordinates the execution of virtual enterprise business
processes in a distributed, autonomous, and flexible way. Another way is to use
agents for the dynamic selection of partners and the negotiation phase among
different virtual enterprise partners (Bellifernine 99). Agents can also be used to
manage and co-ordinate the provision of virtual marketplace services.

Although agent technology is a good candidate for the support of virtual
enterprises, there are some problems as well. One of the key issues currently is the
requirement for a mobile agent platform for the provision of agent life cycle and
migration management services (Martesson 98). Several agent platforms have been
developed so far, which, however, are mostly incompatible between each other.
Agents sitting on different platforms have difficulties in communication and co-
operation. Migration between different platforms is nearly impossible and – if
actually achieved – relies on dedicated solutions. Current standardisation activities,
like OMG-MASIF and FIPA, deal with these problems.
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3.3 Control of Work Processes Across Organisational
Boundaries

Workflow Management Systems. Workflow management systems are used to
specify, execute, manage, and streamline business processes. Workflow
management systems in general provide several functions, which can be used for
business process execution and control across the organisational boundaries, existing
within a virtual enterprise (Grefen 99). Workflow management systems can monitor
and control the execution of hierarchical systems of processes and sub-processes,
defined by dedicated business modelling tools and business process specification
languages.

However, conventional workflow management systems have certain drawbacks
in relation to the virtual enterprise concept. One of the main problems is their limited
autonomy and flexibility (Miller 98). So far there are no extensions to the existing
business process specification languages towards the support of cross-organisational
business processes (Bolcer 99). Furthermore, invocation of remote business
processes should be preceded by access control, authorisation, and contract checks.
Current workflow systems do not provide such mechanisms. Finally, in current
workflow systems, shared business processes are structured inflexibly with respect
to sub-processes that have to be executed remotely, i.e. the virtual enterprise partners
which are to provide those processes are specified statically. Consequently, this
approach is suitable for static virtual enterprises only and not for dynamic ones,
where the partners, which are to provide parts of the shared business process are not
known in advance, and where the remote domains can be selected dynamically, after
negotiation and during the business process execution (Tombros 00).

In dynamic virtual enterprises a workflow management system must deal with
the fact that for the same business process specification different instances can exist.
For every instance a set of different partners may be selected according to the needs
and requirements of the process. Standards, currently proposed, are not directly
dealing with market-based cross-organisational business process execution and
management (Bolcer 99). Critical open issues, like inter-domain workflow execution
and management, business process specification languages for inter-domain business
processes, and dynamic selection of workflow providers during process execution
are not effectively discussed. A message-based approach with corresponding XML
message requests and responses is currently considered as a solution to support the
required degree of autonomy and flexibility in dynamic virtual enterprises
(Ouzounis 98b).

Agent-based workflow management systems are to solve several of these
problems. Control of business processes shared between multiple business domains
can be assigned to agents which are either deployed directly in each of the domains
involved or can migrate from domain to domain as required by the processes
structure. Agents arriving at a domain invoke the required sub-process and after
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successful termination of their task either return back to their home agency or
migrate to another domain in order to invoke another sub-process. The remote
domains can authenticate and authorise the requesting agents based on electronic
contracts that have been established during the negotiation phase. However, most of
the issues related to such agent-based workflow management systems, cross-
organisational business process execution, and dynamic selection of partners are still
under investigation and stable, well-defined solutions and concepts are missing.

3.4 Dynamic Mediation of Business Process Providers
and Users

Virtual Market Places. Virtual market places are central parts of dynamic
virtual enterprises. They increase flexibility and scalability through their search and
mediation functions and support the selection of business partners during the
establishment and reconfiguration of dynamic virtual enterprises. A market place
can administer offerings for business processes made by potential providers and can
perform searches for partners satisfying required quality attributes. The search and
matchmaking services can be further complemented by advanced services, like
electronic negotiation and contracting. With respect to negotiations mechanisms
applied to the dynamic and automated selection of business processes, the bidding
model and the bargaining model are favoured compared to the auction models.

Intelligent mobile agents can be a profitable technical implementation of such
functionality due to their inherent autonomy, adaptability, and learning
characteristics (Magedanz 99). However, most current implementations of agent-
based virtual market places do not consider emerging FIPA agent standards.
Furthermore, most of the negotiation approaches, techniques, and models have
basically concentrated on B2C and C2C electronic commerce and are not addressing
the needs of business-to-business market places and dynamic virtual enterprises.
Although some of the above techniques can be extended for the dynamic selection of
partners in virtual enterprises based on service templates, this area is considered new
and further research is needed. Certain key issues like agent communication
language, ontology, negotiation protocol, and negotiation strategy need to be
clarified and extended for application in dynamic virtual enterprises.

Despite these problems, intelligent mobile agents can provide the basis for the
new generation of open, flexible, autonomous, and distributed systems for the
management and execution of business processes in dynamic virtual enterprises.
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4. DIVE – AGENT-BASED LIFE CYCLE
MANAGEMENT FOR DYNAMIC VIRTUAL
ENTERPRISES

In the following, we introduce DIVE, a life cycle management approach for
dynamic virtual enterprises. It is to realise dynamic virtual enterprise concepts based
on agent technology and virtual market places.

In our case, the virtual enterprise life-cycle model consists of two key phases.
These phases are the Business Process Specification and Registration Phase and the
Business Process Execution and Management Phase.

4.1 Business Process Specification and Registration

During the Business Process Specification Phase a virtual enterprise candidate
partner specifies its offer for a business processes. Such a process is a hierarchical
structure consisting of the root process and a tree of sub-processes. Sub-processes
that cannot be further sub-divided are called tasks. Tasks are the actually activities
performed by a resource business object, such as a software component, a device, or
a robot. A business process offer can be utilised during the execution and
management phase either as a self-contained process or as a sub-process of a defined
higher-level process. The specification of business processes is done using the DIVE
business process definition language. For every business process, the input
parameters, the output parameters, the sub-processes, the tasks, and the conditions
among the sub-processes and tasks are specified. Additionally, every sub-process
and task is specified as a local or remote entity. Local entities are those, which can
be entirely performed by the offering domain, while remote entities are those which
must be provided by remote domains. Furthermore, for every specified task the
associated business objects are specified.

Within DIVE, each business object is encapsulated and represented by a specific
agent, called Resource Provider Agent (RPA). In this way, autonomous agents
handle legacy services provided by existing distributed objects that are physically
located at different network locations. The result of a business process specification
in DIVE is an XML-encoded document, which can be interpreted for execution
during the business process execution and management phase. During the process
registration phase a business domain which wants to participate in dynamic virtual
enterprise relationships registers its processes at the virtual market place. The market
place administers the type of the process offer together with the attributes to be
taken into account during the process execution and management phase.
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4.2 Business Process Execution and Management

After successful registration, the offering business domain becomes a virtual
enterprise candidate and the business process can be executed upon request from a
customer or from a higher-level business process. When a request arrives, it is
directed to a virtual enterprise representative, which creates an instance of the
process. First the process description is retrieved from the business process
repository. Then it is interpreted and the execution of the process is started. The
virtual enterprise representative is realised in DIVE by a Personal User Agent
(PUA). Each request is administered by a dedicated PUA. The PUA forwards the
request to the DIVE agent-based business process management system, which
instantiates, interprets, and executes the business process by means of a set of co-
operating agents, called Workflow Provider Agents (WPAs).

Communication and co-operation between the WPA and RPA agents, if they all
belong to the same domain, are based upon an intra-domain ontology, which
comprises the set of messages defined within the domain for the exchange between
WPA and RPA agents.

If a sub-process has been specified as remote, then the corresponding WPA
creates a specialised negotiation agent, called Requestor Negotiation Agent (RNA),
and sends it to the virtual market place in order to locate potential virtual enterprise
candidate partners for the required remote sub-process. Upon request, the virtual
market place informs the RNA about all the potential virtual enterprise candidate
partners. After that, the RNA starts the negotiation process by contacting the
negotiation agents located in each candidate partner. These agents are called
Provider Negotiation Agents (PNA). The negotiation process is performed among
the RNA and PNAs by using a negotiation protocol and a negotiation ontology. The
negotiation protocol used is the FIPA Contract Net protocol, a modified version of
the original Contract Net protocol. The result of this negotiation process is the
selection and contracting of the best virtual enterprise candidate domain according to
the constraint given by both sides and the compromise negotiated.

As soon as a virtual enterprise partner for a particular remote process has been
selected and contracted, the PNA returns back to his original location and informs
the corresponding WPA agent about the selected partner. Then, the WPA contacts
that partner domain and requests the execution of the business process by referring
to the contract id that has been fixed during the negotiation process. The virtual
enterprise partner domain checks the list of existing contracts and starts the
execution of the requested process if a legitimate contract is found. The agent
responsible for the access control and authorisation is called Domain Representative
(DR) agent.

A customer that has requested the execution of a business process can influence
and manage the process during execution time. The main operations that can be
performed are suspension, resumption, and termination of the process execution.
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Every request of the customer is served initially by the virtual enterprise
representative domain. All the WPA and RPA agents, related to the execution of the
business process instance, are suspended, resumed, or terminated according to the
customer’s request. In addition to the activities within the representative domain, all
the remote sub-processes and tasks, which have been started in the context of the
business process, are suspended, resumed, or terminated, too. Therefore, similar
requests are issued and sent from the virtual enterprise representative to the
corresponding virtual enterprise partners. Whenever the DR agent of a virtual
enterprise partner gets a request to suspend, resume, or terminate an existing local
business process, it checks the contract id, and if correct orders the related internal
WPA and RPA agents to resume, suspend, or terminate. In that way, unauthorised
requests for process suspension, resumption, or termination are not served. The
communication and co-ordination between the different agents responsible for
remote business processes are regulated by an inter-domain ontology. The inter-
domain ontology is actually the set of messages that the agents are allowed to
exchange during the execution and management of remote business processes. In
addition to the execution control actions provided, the customer can request
information about the current status of the business process. Similar to the
information flow for execution control, the virtual enterprise representative requests
from all agents associated with this process, local or remote, to declare their current
status. When a process finally completes its operation, the DR agent of the virtual
enterprise representative partner is informed. Then, the DR agent informs the
customer by posting to it the output results of the process and other status
information, like the time of completion. If a fatal problem occurs during the
execution of a process, the WPA agent responsible for the process instance informs
the DR agent that the execution of this process cannot be continued and
consequently, the WPA agent aborts itself. The DR agent informs either the
customer or the associated virtual enterprise partner, about this event and stops the
execution of the business process.

4.3 The DIVE Virtual Marketplace

The virtual market place plays the role of a third party administrative domain
within the virtual enterprise. It provides matchmaking services to the virtual
enterprise partners. The virtual market place administers a set of so-called service
types, which represent the business process types defined and describe in a
consistent way the interface of business processes The market place enables virtual
enterprise candidate partners to register and administer offers in relation to defined
service types and virtual enterprise representatives to search for potential partners
that can provide particular business processes associated with existing service types.
For every service type, the name of the type and a set of named properties are
specified. The name of the service type is the name of the business process, while
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the input and output parameters of the process are named properties of the service
type. Additionally, extra properties, related with the negotiation phase, are included
in the service type. Service types are managed by the virtual market place
administrator. The service type management includes creation, deletion,
modification, and retrieval of service types.

Virtual enterprise candidate partners that want to register their process offerings
at the market place must match each offer with an existing service type or must
initiate the creation of a new type. For a common understanding between the
partners making an offer and the domains looking for matching offers, it is
necessary that every service offer is an instance of a given service type. Each offer
assigns values to the properties defined by the type. Each candidate domain is
responsible for its service offers. Actions, which a candidate domain can perform on
its offers, include the registration of an offer, the withdrawal, the listing of offers and
the modification of an offer.

Virtual enterprise representatives that want to find suitable partners, which can
provide a particular process, retrieve from the market place all the registered offers
that satisfy given constraints. The search and matchmaking functions required, are
provided by the market place. Therefore, the basic functions, which the market place
must provide, include service type management, service offer management, and
service offer retrieval management.

5 . CONCLUSIONS

Asynchronous and loosely coupled communication has been achieved through
communication mechanisms supported by a FIPA platform. In general, the
intelligent agents communicate asynchronously and loosely coupled by message
exchanges through the FIPA agent communication channel (ACC).

Distribution and scalability are due to the autonomous and distributed execution
and management of shared business processes by means of intelligent, autonomous
agents located in different administrative domains.

enterprise partners and the automated negotiation during business process execution
and management.

Dynamicity, flexibility and evolution are due to the dynamic selection of virtual

Based on the development, testing, and validation of the DIVE framework, the
following conclusions can be drawn according to the selection of technologies and
the design decisions during implementation:

Openness has been achieved due to flexible, XML-based ontologies for the
management of shared business processes and the negotiation process. The use of
open, interoperable standard technologies like XML, FIPA, FIPA-ACL, and Java
also increases the openness of the system.
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Autonomy has been achieved due to the asynchronous and loosely coupled
communication of agents during the execution and management of business
processes.

Intelligence is due to the deployment of artificial intelligence techniques during
the business process execution and management. For that reason, special
mechanisms have been developed and tested for the integration of rule engines like
the JESS rule engine for the assertion of conditions related to the control flow in
business processes.

Apart from those benefits, a key drawback has been identified. This drawback is
the lack of performance. Performance limitations mostly originate from the extra
time required for parsing the messages, the asynchronous message transportation
imposed by the FIPA ACC, the migration of agents, and the performance
characteristics of the underlying agent platform.

Although the presented work intended to provide a coherent solution for the
management of dynamic intelligent virtual enterprises, certain issues are still subject
to further improvement and research. These are the negotiation strategy algorithms
for automated negotiation and partner selection, fault tolerance and exception
handling during the execution of shared business processes, and secure inter-domain
communication during inter-domain process execution. These and other open issues
are addressed by two international projects, recently initiated, namely COVE (Cove
01) and THINKcreative.
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Abstract: This paper addresses a semi-automated process of brokerage for a virtual

organization of mould and die industries located in the south of Brazil called

VIRFEBRAS. This process is represented by a multi-agent-based decision

support system that helps a human-broker in the selection of the group of

enterprises within VIRFEBRAS which better fits a given business

opportunity. This decision is not automated, but rather made via an agreement

among the human-broker and all the members. Each enterprise will have a

Production and Planning Control system that in turn feeds the whole system

with updated data about its current / planned capabilities, enabling global

optimizations and trust. Some implementation results are presented and next

directions are pointed.

1. INTRODUCTION

The need to augment the competitiveness has been pushing most of the
enterprises over the world to invest in new methods of organization and work, and in
advanced manufacturing and information technologies. VIRFEBRAS – Virtual
Organization of Mould and Die Industries of Brazil – is a Virtual Organization made
up of nine mould and die SMEs in the city of Caxias do Sul, located in the south of
Brazil. Caxias do Sul is nationally seen as a mould and die cluster. A cluster is seen
as a group of enterprises that have the potential and the will to cooperate and
therefore may become the partners in a Virtual Enterprise (VE) (Camarinha et al.,
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99a). It was created as a strategic answer to face the current market needs, in the
sense that the business potentialities and competitiveness of the enterprises could be
increased in the global market if they behaved as a stronger coalition, gathering the
sum of their individual capacities.

In the VIRFEBRAS29 context, the importance of brokerage emerges in the
creation phase of a virtual enterprise, when it is necessary to decide on the
appropriate set of skills and resources to respond to a given business opportunity. In
fact, the broker concept is wider, with its use also in the VE operation phase, when it
is necessary to change a partner. Brokerage is an activity – normally coordinated by
a human assistant called broker – that aims at searching for business opportunities
over the world and to bring them into the cluster of enterprises he/she represents
(Camarinha et al., 99b).

This paper presents a multi-agent-based decision support system that assists a
human-broker in the selection of the team of enterprises within VIRFEBRAS that
better fits a given business. This development is one of the actions of a regional
industrial qualification program for the mould and die industry, lead by the
Mechanical Department of the University of Caxias do Sul, regarding the problems
and peculiarities of this sector.

This work represents an improvement of the first system version presented in
(Rabelo et al., 2000a), developed in the scope of the INCO-DC MASSYVE project
(MASSYVE, 2000). The paper is organized as follows: Chapter 2 gives a general
overview of the current Brazilian scenario in the mould and die sector and the
VIRFEBRAS context. Chapter 3 stresses the brokerage approach. Chapter 4
describes the brokerage scenario within VIRFEBRAS. Chapter 5 introduces the
system architecture. Chapter 6 shows some results of the developed system, and
Chapter 7 discusses the results and points the next steps of this work.

2. MOULD AND DIE INDUSTRY SCENARIO

In Brazil, the mould and die industry is going through a crucial moment,

presenting some particularities. The mould and die sector requires specialized labor;
most of the mold and die projects and manufacturing processes are based on
previous experiences, sometimes without technological innovations. The customer
usually decides to purchase a mould or die considering three main factors: quality,
cost and delivery time (Santos, 97). However, another factor is emerging in
importance: the agility in the business negotiation process.

29 VIRFEBRAS companies: Indústria de Matrizes Bisol Ltda., Coprima Metalúrgica Ltda., JR Oliveira
Indústria Metalúrgica Ltda., CJN Indústria de Matrizes Ltda., Elite Indústria de Matrizes Ltda., Gama
Indústria de Matrizes Ltda., Tokyo Indústrias de Matrizes Ltda., Sildre Indústria de Matrizes Ltda., and
Matrizes Sadel Ltda.
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To be competitive a Brazilian mold and die industry must accomplish the
delivery time previously agreed with the customer, with appropriate costs and the
requested quality. It has been clearly seen that the biggest problem a mold and die
industry has to improve its level of competitiveness is related to the quality of the
Production Planning and Control systems (PPC). In this type of industry, the
PPCs should be very sensible and efficient to deal with constant modifications in the
schedules as the mould project uses to receive many alterations along its
manufacturing. This situation also makes the process planning and scheduling very
difficult considering the available resources in a certain period of time. The finite
nature of the manufacture resources creates delivery priority conflicts, that become
more problematic with unforeseen events, such as machine damage, employee
absenteeism, delay in the delivery of materials and components, etc. (Santos, 97).

In the VIRFEBRAS scenario, one possibility to make business is when customer
orders arrive via the broker. Two major problems usually occur. The first one is
related to the complexity to provide a reliable answer to the customer. There can be
so many possibilities of teams of members to fit a given business that it makes the
broker's job extremely hard and complex, when he/she should focus on gathering
new business opportunities. In this context, the importance of a brokerage, as the
one being proposed here, ascends in significance as it is almost impossible for a
human being to generate all possibilities of teams (i.e. possible VEs within
VIRFEBRAS) and to evaluate every schedule. Thus, a non-assisted generation may
imply a less profitable coalition in terms of final cost and delivery time and, in the
worst case, the loss of the business opportunity. The second problem is related to the
agility to provide the client with a fast but consistent answer. Regarding the
complexity mentioned above, the broker should have some supporting system that
helps him/her to speed up the whole process of announcing the opportunity,
generating the possibilities, analyzing them, selecting one and finally giving a final
answer. In this sense, a good brokerage system can offer the required agility that
nowadays is a must in terms of competitiveness.

The nine mold and die industries that constitute VIRFEBRAS are on different
organization and automation levels, each one having its own culture, methodologies
and characteristics, some of them desirable to be kept. In spite of this, VIRFEBRAS
is going to have its own / common “quality stamp” to differentiate it from other
enterprises or similar clusters. Several actions have been pursued in order to have a
certain degree of homogeneity in the enterprises so that, for instance, their “chances”
can be equivalent and hence the trust building among the members can be
reinforced. One of these actions is to provide every enterprise with a reliable – and
the same – PPC & Scheduler (PPCS) system. In other words, it can be said that
information technology serves to homogenize / encapsulate the differences among
the enterprises from the broker’s point of view.

The current implantation of the PPCS systems is extremely important to obtain
in an efficient way the large volume of information that the operators and the
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production manager should periodically provide. Part of the qualification
methodology being applied tries to guarantee that an enterprise has the PPCS
systems implanted after a process of internal reorganization. Actually, the PPCS
system is viewed as crucial. The answers (bids) to be sent to the broker are based on
the information the system suggests and it should reflect as much as possible the
effective and planned shop-floor occupation, especially considering that a mould
usually has its project modified many times along the process. Keeping the delivery
time is one of the most important competitive keys in the tool and die industries.

The information about the enterprises’ capacities are shared among all the
members, allowing for global, cooperative and constant optimizations in the
enterprises’ schedules. Therefore, and using the same PPCS software, a reliable
information gathering is essential to reinforce – again – the trust building, one critic
aspect in the success of a virtual organization.

3. THE BROKERAGE APPROACH

An alternative to analyze business opportunities for the VIRFEBRAS is the
figure of a broker. The broker is a human specialist who represents VIRFEBRAS
and who has two main roles: to look for new business opportunities / to manage
their reception, and to coordinate the process of selecting the most suitable
consortium of enterprises for every opportunity.

In order to improve the agility in business management, a supporting software
module is suggested. By means of a broker agent an acquired business opportunity
– a set of moulds – is transformed into a distributed business process (DBP) that is
split into business processes (BP), where each BP corresponds to an individual
mould or die. The individual mould/die tenders are then distributed among the
VIRFEBRAS enterprises. Depending on the business requirements and the available
capacities and skills, it may happen that various alternatives of teams of enterprises
(“internal” VEs) that can accomplish the various BPS may be found, and further the
most adequate coalition should be then elected. Figure 1 illustrates the idea of
having several possible VEs within the cluster to attend a given DBP, where three
VEs capable to accomplish it are formed (only VE1 has BPS explicitly assigned to
the enterprises). Notice that a given enterprise “E” can get more than one BP
(mould) and that it can be involved in several VEs or opportunities simultaneously.

The VE life cycle involves a number of phases, basically VE creation and
configuration, VE operation, VE evolution, and VE dissolution (Spinosa et al., 98),
comprising the phases of business opportunity identification, and partners search and
selection. This work is currently focused on the VE creation phase. It presents a
multi-agent-based decision support system – the MASSYVE Mould Broker (MMB)
System – (i) to assist the VIRFEBRAS’ human broker in the decision-making
process of evaluating and suggesting the most adequate consortium of enterprises for
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a given package of moulds, and (ii) to support some basis to optimize the package’s
schedules regarding the information come from the PPCS systems. As the cluster
members are potential competitors, the final decision is made by a management
board and not by the broker. However, the decision is based on the broker’s analysis,
represented by the set of alternative consortia generated (and evaluated) by the
system.

Figure 1. A VE scenario within VIRFEBRAS

4 . THE BROKERAGE SCENARIO

Regarding the MMB prototype being developed, the system validation and
testing have been made gradually, comprising the following (partial but real)
scenario for the client orders arriving at the VIRFEBRAS’ broker:
1.
2.

3.

a client order arrives as a set, i.e. as a group of individual moulds;
considering quality control and trust aspects required by the client, in any case
an interested enterprise cannot subcontract another enterprise, even if it belongs
to the cluster;
a client order has all information completely and precisely specified when it
arrives at the broker.

In the current VIRFEBRAS scenario, the enterprises receive client orders both
directly (i.e. in the traditional way) and via the broker. A client order can involve an
individual or a set of moulds and/or dies. The client may also indicate if the mould
maker can or cannot subcontract other mould makers for each mould. A client order
can arrive at the broker with a detailed specification or as a draft. In the latter case, a
number of interactions among the client and the involved enterprises are required
until the final proposal is agreed.
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A client order specifies the mould size (in tons), its type (mould or die), the part
material (aluminum or plastic, or die ), and the due date (for each mould or for the
entire package). The mould drawing is usually sent as well, but it is not dealt with
for brokerage purposes. For the broker, the technical competence of each
VIRFEBRAS member is represented in terms of its capacities, namely the mould
size and type that each one can manufacture.

Four basic steps are carried out in the VIRFEBRAS brokerage system life cycle:
1. for each business opportunity, the broker analyzes the package (DBP) and

identifies who are the potential candidate enterprises for each mould or die (BP),
invites them to bid, and finally distributes the client order among the enterprises
whose competence fits the tender;

2. the involved enterprises should receive, analyze and bid in the case they are
interested and capable to satisfy the BP’s requirements. A bid requires the direct
intervention of the enterprise’s manager so that the price can be provided and
eventually the proposed delivery date from the PPCS can be refined. Once the
bid is sent to the broker, the enterprise books its agenda for that business until it
receives the final decision if the BP has been assigned to it or not;

3. having positive bids, alternatives of VE for a given DBP are formed;
4. after the evaluation of every alternative and the election of the suitable VE, the

VE is created and the involved enterprises are noticed about the final result,
corresponding to the final commitment to the given business.

5. A MULTI-AGENT ARCHITECTURE

Multi-agent Systems (MAS) represents a suitable approach for modeling the
enterprises that can participate in a VE, since they can exhibit some relevant
capabilities like autonomy, interaction with other agents, decentralized and
distributed decision-making, scalability, flexibility in the creation of coalitions,
among many other (Rabelo et al., 98). Therefore, the MAS approach is quite suitable
to support the VIRFEBRAS requirements. Applying a MAS approach to this
brokerage activity implies that agents have to exchange information with each other
so that a set of consortia of enterprises capable to perform a given package can be
identified. Once these consortia are generated, the selection criteria are based on the
lowest global cost and the shortest delivery date, in this priority order.

5.1 The MMB System Architecture

In order to cope with the VIRFEBRAS scenario requirements, four hierarchical
and heterogeneous classes of agents have been designed:
– Mould-Broker (MB): it is the global system supervisor, acting as the more direct

interface between the system and the human broker.
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– Facilitator (F): it represents the logical set of enterprises that have a given
technical competence. Therefore, the mould-broker agent first sends a call for
tenders to the facilitators whose competence area fits the client’s order type. This
speeds up the contract process as well as avoids the unnecessary message
exchange among agents that are not potential bidders.

– Enterprise-Agent (EA): it represents every enterprise of the cluster into the
multi-agent community.

– Consortium (C): it is a temporary agent created to manage the process of
generating VE alternatives for a certain package based on the bids received from
the enterprise-agents. Once the broker and VIRFEBRAS board decide for the
best schedule and awards it to the involved enterprise-agents, the respective
consortium agent dismantles itself.

5.2 Control Information Flow

Figure 2 illustrates the essential control information flow among the MMB
agents’ classes. One important aspect to be highlighted in the MMB system is the
direct involvement of the enterprises’ representative in the negotiation process. In
the mould and die sector, the quotation and the specification of the delivery date are
two pieces of “lethal” information to be sent to the broker. Even small mistakes can
imply a huge loss. Hence it is fundamental for the manager – at least at this stage of
the system – to have these information “under his/her control”. Therefore, when the
enterprise-agents receive a tender and make their computation, the manager is asked
to manually feed it with those information. It means that, although agents are used to
give more agility in the brokerage process, humans make the decisions. It
corresponds to a hybrid or semi-automated approach as the managers acts directly
both in the interaction with the agents, and in the final election of the best
composition of enterprises for a given package.
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Figure 2. The Control Information Flow in the MMB System

5.3 Other approaches for information integration

In the figure 2 two next developments are included. The first one is the
integration of the MMB system with the VIRFEBRAS Web Server. Such server can
be seen as a very simple extranet, allowing each member to see the planned/current
capacity of the other members. This information is produced by each PPCS and
made available in the respective members’ databases, and the enterprise manager
takes it into account when he/she needs to feed the agent with the delivery date.
Equivalent information integration could be done in the case of enterprises that have
some supporting system for quotation, hence also helping the manager to feed the
agent with the price. The second development step foreseen is the integration with a
complementary partners search and selection tool (ePST tool), like the one
developed in (Camarinha et al., 99b), to find the missing partners outside in case not
enough resources or skills are found inside the cluster.

Related to the integration of the VIRFEBRAS Web Server, PPCSs and databases
(the “internal modules”) with the MMB system, some aspects should be pointed out.
As mentioned above, there is no direct integration among these two entities so far
(dashed line between the enterprise-agents and the other systems). One can note the
simplicity or triviality of the general architecture to integrate the internal modules
themselves. However, it is an approach that is very simple to be implanted at the
enterprises, it does not require very specialized people in informatics, it is cheap and
very easy to be understood and used by the manager and by other enterprise people.
All these advantages themselves justify the approach in spite of some limitations. At
this stage of maturation of VIRFEBRAS and the people involved, the most
important aspect is that the system works and attends the basic requirement, which is
to provide a way to share information about the members’ capacities. At this
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moment, very sophisticated solutions could hazard the tough work of convincing the
entrepreneurs about the advantages of the whole philosophy, and trust building.

On the other hand, some more advanced directions are going to be evaluated. It
will not be the case of addressing other possible frameworks for the web-based
implementation solution specifically, as this would be just a matter of software
engineering to some extent. But the approaches to support more efficient
interoperation among agents and those internal modules as a whole deserve some
comments. In this context, the problem is how an enterprise-agent can get the
information about the capacities (or other information, simple or complex) of the
other in an integrated way, directed communicating with the internal modules. In
general, this problem can be viewed as an agentification process.

Agentification means to develop a wrapper around the required/involved
subsystems so that their particularities and heterogeneities can be encapsulated and a
transparent front-end can be established (Rabelo et al., 94). In (Rabelo et al., 2000b),
for instance, an agentification was developed to support a transparent
communication with a web-server, where the multi-agent system protocol
encapsulated HTTP commands. In a more sophisticated approach (Rabelo et al.,
2000c), the concepts of federated and distributed databases are applied in order to
support agents/enterprises autonomy and privacy, and better information
management and integration, where the agents can have access to the required
information within the VIRFEBRAS borders no matter how and where it is stored.
In the case of the integration with the PPCS, it would require some re-engineering in
it in terms of developing an integration layer (an API, as open and standard as
possible) to support its interoperation with the agent, like the one described in
(Camarinha et al, 99b). Other different not web-based approaches are going to be
investigated as well, namely workflow-based ones, which offer a more tight control
and advanced coordination capabilities among the applications/agents that act as
information providers and information consumers (Rabelo et al., 2000b).
Summarizing, the importance of investigating more advanced approaches and
effective integration mechanisms is related to the preparation of the enterprises to
run in a B2B environment, a must nowadays in this era of electronic commerce.

5.4 The Brokerage Flow in the VIRFEBRAS

The interactions among agents must be coordinated in a way that the desired
multi-agent system can behave properly according to the VIRFEBRAS control rules.
The Contract-net protocol (Davis, 80) is used to coordinate information exchange
among the agents in order to form VE alternatives. After a package is split into
individual moulds (or dies), a tender of every mould is spread out over the
VIRFEBRAS enterprise-agents. Once received (via Facilitators), the agents evaluate
the tenders and based on their agenda and capabilities, send a positive or negative
answer to the Consortium agent (specially created to collect the bids related to the
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given package). After receiving the bids from all the interested enterprises, several
possible coalitions of agent-enterprises are created. Each coalition represents a VE
with a schedule, which can be evaluated through some objective performance
metrics. The human-broker, with the results of the several Consortium-agents
usually presented in the system, evaluates the most suitable coalitions for each
package together with the managers of the enterprises in a board meeting.

6. IMPLEMENTATION EXAMPLE

An analogy with the VE life scenario could be made to better explain the phases
necessary to run the MMB system being developed for the VIRFEBRAS cluster.
Firstly the VE should be created and configured, i.e. the MMB agents should be
identified and launched. Once a VE is created it can operate, i.e. once the MMB
agents are launched they can execute the roles for which they have been created (see
section 5.1). This section starts with the procedures to create and launch the MMB
system, and after this an example is given of each of the four steps (see chapter 4).

6.1 “Derivation” of the MASSYVE Mould Broker
System

The developed system corresponds to a set of instances of every MMBS agent
classes, “derived” according to the VIRFEBRAS characteristics. The instantiation of
the MMBS agents for VIRFEBRAS is composed of:
– 1 Mould-Broker;
– 3 Facilitators (plastic mould, aluminum mould, and die competence areas);
– 9 Enterprise-Agents (one per enterprise).

The first action the system user should do is to launch the system itself. Once the
system is logically defined and all the agents are identified including the
specification of on which PC (host, IP address and port), each agent will be
executed. The links among agents represent the necessary (and configurable)
communication possibilities. Since the consortium agents are dynamically created
when a package arrives, they are not initially modeled. Furthermore, each agent has
its particular graphical interface when launched, through which the respective
enterprise manager can interact with. After the launching of the system, the MMB
system gets ready to receive client orders from the market. In the current
implementation, as the MMB system is being tested by the VIRFEBRAS broker, all
the agents have been launched in the same PC, which means that the broker is the
person who feeds the agents on behalf of their representatives.
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6.2 Package announcement and bidding

When the broker receives a client order, it should be sent to the enterprise-agents
for evaluation and further bidding. Figure 4 shows the interface of one agent and the
details of the tender received. Some of the agent interfaces are “hidden” in the figure
in order to allow a better visualization. Figure 5 shows the interface though which
the enterprise manager is called to indicate the delivery date and price.

Figure 5. Bidding, with human intervention

A package of moulds is receivedFigure 4. 
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6.3 VE Evaluation and Selection

After the contract-net processing according to the MMBS control information
flow, a set of possible VEs are created. Depending on the package characteristics
and on the enterprise availability, one enterprise can get more than one mould. The
set of alternatives are evaluated by the human broker who consults, following the
VIRFEBRAS rules, all of its members for taking the final decision about the suitable
VE for the package. The evaluation considers the global lowest cost and shortest
delivery date, using the information sent by the agents in their biding.

Figure 6 shows an interface where several VEs (with their respective schedules)
were formed for a given package. In this case, only four VEs appear. However,
depending on the number of alternatives generated, it is possible to see them in
groups of four VEs. It is possible to zoom on each alternative and evaluate each one
individually too. The performance indicators, which are the base for the decision, are
provided at two levels: intra-organizational (i.e. the impact inside each enterprise) as
showed in figure 6, and intra-organizational (i.e. considering the vision upon the
whole VE). The broker makes a pre-evaluation on the VEs generated and takes the
final decision with the VIRFEBRAS representatives.

Regarding the usual / relatively large number of possible VEs generated for a
given package, the system offers to the broker the option to see / to “bring” the n
best schedules firstly, ordering them according to the selection criteria price and/or
delivery date. It is also possible to store these best n schedules in a historical file,
organized by several “access keys”.

The MMBS system prototype has been developed in C++ / UML on a PC /
Windows-NT platform, and it has used the supporting software MASSYVE KIT
Tool (MASSYVE, 2000) to generate the infrastructure of the multi-agent system.
Once launched, each agent takes about 2-3 MB of memory. The agents use a
particular high-level protocol and TCP/IP to communicate with each other.
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Figure 6. Evaluating possible VEs

6. CONCLUSIONS AND NEXT STEPS

This paper described a work being done at the VIRFEBRAS virtual
organization, which is focused on the mould and die sector. A semi-automated
brokerage system is proposed to assist the human broker in the selection of the most
suitable team within VIRFEBRAS to accomplish a given business opportunity. The
selection criteria are the lowest price and shortest delivery date. The system
prototype developed – the MASSYVE Mould Broker System – is a decision-support
system based on the multi-agent technology.

Initially it is intended to qualify the nine mould and die industries which
currently composes VIRFEBRAS, enabling them to co-operate in the context of
Virtual Enterprises by making them more competitive in the global market. Upon
satisfactory results the intention is to transfer this work methodology to other mold
and die industries of the Caxias do Sul cluster and possibly nationally. In fact, this
work aims to prepare the VIRFEBRAS enterprises properly to run in a B2B scenario
through the Internet.

This work is part of an ongoing initiative towards a wider and more generic
brokerage tool, which is being installed for testing in the VIRFEBRAS. In this
sense, and although already useful for this organization as it is now, next
developments are being planned. It involves the implementation of procedures to
support subcontracting as well as to refine the information models used while the
enterprises gain more awareness and trust in the system. Besides that, the integration
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between the agents and the enterprises PPCS is foreseen, regarding the natural
evolution of the VIRFEBRAS computational environment. In the medium-term it is
intended to improve the negotiation protocol among the enterprises/agents, also
including some supervision capabilities during the VE operation phase.
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Abstract: In order to attain Business Networking goals, such as the simple and fast

exchange of transactions, increased customer care or reduced inventories,
business partners have to be convinced about new ideas, new business
processes among them and new (information) systems. For implementation to
be successful, a variety of decisions will have to be taken concerning strategy,
process and systems. Business Networking projects require a methodical
approach completely different from that of traditional ERP implementations.
The proposed method therefore guides managers in designing and
implementing cooperation-intensive business networks. It covers aspects from
strategy to implementation and follows the principles of method engineering.
The ‘Woodbridge’-Cases illustrates the method in practice.

1. CHALLENGES OF IMPLEMENTING BUSINESS
NETWORKS

1.1 Questions in Implementing Business Networks

Following Kalakota/Robinson [1] companies are implementing eBusiness
strategies in three areas: electronic commerce (sales and procurement), supply chain
management (logistics) and customer relationship management (marketing and after
sales). In order to characterise the development of these strategies for the B2B
sector, the concept of Business Networking has been proposed [2]. Business
Networking focuses in the first place on projects between business partners with a
high co-operation intensity. Short-term, spot transactions are neglected in the
following since they do not prevail in the B2B sector.
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Thus, the implementation of business networks will focus on co-operative
structures, which have been described as hybrids between markets and hierarchies in
the organisational literature [3], [4]. Generally, we refer to long-term relationships
between at least two key suppliers and/or customers who conduct transactions with
medium frequency and information breadth

30
. Our experience in several projects

which aimed at shaping interaction among business partners, an area we refer to as
Business Networking proposed [2], yielded that a variety of critical questions have
to be answered:
– What are the potentials of co-operation and in which area will Business

Networking yield the most benefits? What are possible co-operation scenarios,
how can they be specified and evaluated?

– In order to reach Business Networking goals, such as improved customer care or
reduced inventories, how can business partners get convinced, business
processes among the partners agreed upon, and the strategic and process scenario
translated into enabling IT applications?

– How to evaluate applications that can be integrated into existing system
landscapes? What are the implications of the networking solution for the overall
application and service architecture?

– What is a proven sequence for proceeding in a Business Networking project?
What are the major steps and what are suitable techniques for ensuring quick and
successful implementation?

1.2 Existing Approaches and Requirements

Methods are proven to helpful address these issues systematically, to take
advantage of the experience gained in other projects, and to ensure the proper
documentation of project activities. In the first place, a method for Business
Networking has to take into account the specifics of inter-business relationships. The
main areas are all aspects associated with co-operation, the extended supply chain
and new (electronic) services. Existing methods emerged primarily from the three
areas shown in Table 1: co-operation management, process (re-)design, and
implementation of Business Networking systems.
However, these methods show shortcomings in three respects:
– They focus on a specific level of the Business Engineering model, i.e. they

emphasise either the strategy, process or system level. They do not provide
guidance from the co-operation strategy through to the implementation of a
Business Networking system. For example, the methods for co-operation
management offer valuable insights into setting up and managing co-operations,

30 The breadth of information describes the variety of exchanged information, e.g. not only
transaction information, such as price, volume, article description, but also planning data
and the like.
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but do not address the selection, configuration, and implementation of systems
supporting these relationships.

– They frequently have only a low level of formalisation. Systematic methods
require a meta model, a procedure model, techniques, a role model, as well as
result documents. Many methods, especially in strategy development and co-
operation management, include only a procedure model and some techniques.
Structured documentation of the result is often lacking, despite the fact that these
documents form an important input for system implementation.

– They do not provide support for networking processes. The networking
processes consist of electronic commerce (EC), supply chain management
(SCM), customer relationship management (CRM) and the like. Existing
methods are either generalised (e.g. BPR methods) or focus on designing
particular networking processes (e.g. supply chain methods)

The goal is to present an initial outline of a method for Business Networking. The
following requirements can be noted:
– The method should provide support for co-operation-intensive projects in the

design, measurement, and implementation of collaboration processes.
– It should include new business models, potentials of electronic processes (e.g.

EC, SCM), as well as the implications of using new Information Systems (IS).
– The method should take ‘eService-provider’ into account - a new form of

organisation that (1) support co-operation between companies and/or consumers,
(2) are largely electronic, i.e. with no manual intervention, (3) are accessible via
computers or smart appliances, (4) can be used individually or as a package, (5)
are highly standardized, and (6) are charged according to use [5].

– It should include standardisation efforts – the concept of the ‘Business Bus’. It
describes the totality of technical, applications and business standards on which
software solutions, electronic services, etc. are based. These include EDIFACT,
cXML, RosettaNet, OAGIS (Open Application Group Integration Specification)
and OAMAS (Open Applications Group Middleware API), de facto standards
for business objects such as those in the SAP environment (incl. the BAPIs as
methods) or those of Microsoft’s BizTalk, process standards like CPFR, and
finally “laws” for Business Networking, e.g. generally valid rules for dealing
with delays in delivery as now agreed in some cases between the participants in
a supply chain [2], [6].

– It should include knowledge of existing methods and follow the design
principles of method engineering [7].
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Strengths Weaknesses Examples
Methods for Co-operation Management

- Propose examples of models - Lack advice on specific types of [8], [9],
for establishing and managing co-operations and the role of IT [10], [11],
co-operations - Inadequate specificity concerning [12]
- Often include political and business processes
social aspects

focus and know-ledge of co-oper- overview
ations in [14]

- Methods for supply chain - SCM methods neglect other [15], [16]
management (SCM) include processes, e.g. customer relation-
specific supply chain knowledge ship process

Method for IS Implementation
- Include vital specifics for - Methods are vendor and/or tool- [17],  [18],
imple-menting Business specific and are weak at the [19], [20]
Networking Systems (e.g. SCM-, strategy and process levels
EC-systems)

Table 1. Overview of Existing Methods in Business Networking

Benefits of an Engineering Approach

Method engineering is an approach developed by Gutzwiller/Heym [7], [21] to
ensure the systematic development of methods. It has been used in the definition of
various methods which are being used successfully in practice. Methods based on
method engineering principles consist of five building blocks (see Figure 1):
– The procedure model contains the recommended sequence of all top-level

activities. For example, a method for business process redesign may start with a
preliminary analysis, continue with macro-design and finish with micro-design

[22]
– Techniques describe how one or more results can be achieved. For example, a

technique to measure supply chain performance includes the steps that have to
be undertaken as well as various metrics, and provides hints on how to complete
result documents. Tools, such as the ARIS Toolset [23], may support the
application of techniques.

– Result documents are produced for the documentation of results and represent an
important input for the specification of IT requirements. A result document for
analysing as-is processes, for example, would be a process architecture.

1.3
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– Roles describe who is participating in a project at a certain stage. These are
determined by the decisions which have to be taken and the knowledge required
to complete the result documents.

– The meta model contains the main objects of design and the relationships
between these objects. For example, a method for business process redesign
would specify that processes produce outputs and consist of activities.

Figure1. Elements of Method Engineering [7]

Besides helping to structure a project, methods are used to facilitate training and
(self-)learning. In providing a common language they improve communication
between people with heterogeneous backgrounds. Another advantage is that
formalisation enables knowledge transfer, i.e. example result documents elaborated
in one project can be used in another similar project. Experience has shown that
these benefits are apt to lead to improvements in terms of hard (time, cost, quality)
and soft (flexibility and knowledge) factors.

2 . TOWARDS A METHOD FOR BUSINESS
NETWORKING

In the following chapter, the structure of a method will be described which
provides techniques that are applicable to all Business Networking strategies. The
key features of the method are:
– the consistent usage of aspects relevant to co-operation at the strategy, process

and IS level,
– the usage of method engineering which comprises a meta model, a role model, a

procedure model and techniques plus various result documents, and
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– the representation of project experiences gained out of eBusiness and SCM-
projects from 8 partner companies – Bayer AG, Robert Bosch GmbH, Deutsche
Telekom AG, ETA SA (The Swatch Group), Hiserv GmbH, Hoffman-La Roche,
Riverwood Int., and SAP AG.

2.1 Design Areas of a Method for Business Networking

The advantage of the Business Networking method is that it can start from
existing and established approaches in business engineering. As shown in the left
columns of Figure 2, business engineering “structures the organisation, data and
function dimensions at the business strategy, process and information systems
levels.” [24]. The method for Business Networking proposes three co-operation-
specific enhancements:
– Metrics. Besides well-known process metrics, peculiarities of quality, time, cost,

and flexibility, the method also includes measurements for collaboration
processes. These include the efficiency of setting up relationships with a new
Organisation Unit (OU), the implementation of an EDI link to a new OU, and
the like.

– Co-operation management. Although Business Networking is IT-enabled,
Business Networking projects are not primarily technical projects and require
substantial co-operation management skills. This includes selecting and
convincing business partners, generating trust, defining win-win situations and
co-operation contracts, conflict management, initiating pilot projects, setting up
project teams, co-operation controlling procedures etc.

– Networking. Business Networking builds on a new business model. On the
strategy level this includes new co-operation models, on the process level new
forms of electronic co-ordination (e.g. multi-vendor product catalogues, supply
chain scenarios), and on the systems level the use of eServices-providers and the
design of the business bus.

The method’s systematic approach involves successively elaborating and refining
the content of the three dimensions. In the case of co-operation management, for
example, the structure of the initial co-operation concept is retained when drawing
up the co-operation contract - additional details are merely added. The co-operation
contract in turn serves as the basis for co-operation controlling. In the same way,
initial assessments of networkability are successively refined into concrete and
quantitative indicators.
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Figure2. Dimensions of Business Engineering and Co-operation-specific Enhancements

2.2 Meta Model

According to Brenner [25], a meta model is the conceptual data model of the
results of a method and represents the constituent parts of the major design results of
a method. Its purpose is to ensure consistency, providing a rapid overview of
description and design areas and the terminology employed. The terms and their
interrelationships are explained for each level (strategy, process, IS). Figure 3 shows
the meta model at the strategy level with its entities and relationships. The gray
scaled entities reflect the relationships to the process layer below.

Figure3. Meta Model at Strategy Level

2.3 Role Model

The assignment of activities to ultimate units of responsibility is referred to as the
role model. Roles are assumed by a business unit or individual employees, and
involve tasks, competencies and responsibilities. The role model starts off by
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distinguishing the familiar roles of the people concerned: moderator, decision-
maker, responsible and supporter.

In addition to inwardly oriented BPR methods, co-operation projects require a
role model which includes the roles of the co-operation partners. The method
assumes that an initiator has a co-operation idea and successively concretises it. The
first step takes place in the initiator’s own company with an assessment of the co-
operation idea (or vision), along with its scope, benefits and consequences. The
decision whether to go ahead with a concrete co-operation project in co-operation
with one or more pilot partners is then made on the basis of this assessment. The
experience systematically collected from the pilot partner project is the prerequisite
for winning several partners and/or for a roll-out.

2.4 Procedure Model

The Business Networking method assumes that co-operations not only have
common characteristics but are also similar in their implementation. This procedure
model was obtained in several partner projects and distinguishes the four top-level
activities ‘analyse, design, plan/implement’ (see Figure 4):
– Analysis of co-operation potentials. First, an analysis is undertaken to determine

the area(s) with the highest returns for Business Networking. Often, a quick
preliminary study of 2-3 weeks is conducted for this purpose. The result of this
phase is a co-operation concept which is presented to top management.

– Design and evaluation of scenarios. Based on a co-operation concept, the
specific design alternatives are developed and evaluated. This phase is
performed jointly with the co-operation partner and leads to a co-operation
contract.

– Planning and implementation of pilot projects. Based on the co-operation
contract, individual projects are carried out, e.g. process reengineering, EC or
Advanced Planning System (APS) implementation. This phase links with the
implementation methods of system vendors (e.g. SAP’s ASAP).

– Continuation. Depending on the success of the pilot projects (and other criteria)
it will be decided how the pilot solution is to be continued. Possible decisions
are (1) roll out the solution to other OUs, (2) discontinue the pilot, and/or (3)
pursue other co-operation projects.
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Figure4. Procedure Model of the Business Networking Method

2.5 Techniques

Procedure models define the temporal, logical sequence of steps in a problem-
solving process [26]. The goals and results of each of the four phases of the Business
Networking method are achieved by means of techniques which consist of a detailed
procedure and result documents. The 11 techniques in total (see Figure 5) are
explained below.

Figure5. Phases and Techniques of the Business Networking Method

Phase 1: Analysis of co-operation potentials
1.1 Selection of co-operation area and project scope. The areas in which co-

operation is to take place are specified. The starting points are the co-operation goals
and the co-operation road map which shows possible areas of co-operation. A
performance analysis is carried out for assessment purposes, and the project initiator
determines the relevant dimensions of the project and the composition of the project
team.
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1.2 As-is process and application architecture. The as-is business, process and
application network is modelled, taking into account the defined project scope. As-is
analysis is the prerequisite for the design and implementation of optimised structures
and processes.

1.3 Goals, potentials and architecture of the to-be process network. Collaboration
scenarios, consisting of the business, process and IS architecture, are developed and
evaluated according to the extent to which they meet the goals.

1.4 Co-operation concept. The main result document is the co-operation concept
which is presented to the potential pilot partners at the beginning of the second
phase (technique 2.1) and corresponds to a letter of intent. In order to achieve this
result, the project initiator defines partner profiles, draws up a rough assessment of
benefit categories (win-win situation) and selects the preferred type of partner.

Phase 2: Design and evaluation of scenarios
2.1 Pilot partner selection. The initiator selects the partners for the pilot project.

The objective is to identify partners who have an interest in a quick win. The
technique also includes team-building activities.

2.2 Process analysis. The focus is on defining the to-be process architecture. This
involves selecting the strategic alignment and the basic processes. The objective is to
develop the best suited process scenarios for which a standard software application
already exists; i.e. the idea is not to develop a ‘best case scenario’ but one which can
best be depicted in applications.

2.3 Design of IS architecture. The definitive choice of applications and eServices
is made for the best suited application / eService scenario. The scenario is analysed
to identify any shortcomings with regard to the processes modelled. This is followed
by an analysis to determine how these gaps can be filled in terms of IS.

2.4 Co-operation initiative. This technique completes the co-operation contract in
respect of common goals, obligations and resource deployment. The objective is to
bring together the results obtained prior to implementation and, in particular, to
review cost and benefit elements.

Phase 3: Planning and implementation of pilot projects
1.1 Management of the project portfolio. The inter-organisational activities

required to achieve goals in respect of deadlines, costs and target fulfilment levels
have to be co-ordinated. The methodological support for project realisation is not
part of the Business Networking method; this is where the specific approaches of the
project initiator, the pilot partners and the software manufacturer (e.g. ASAP for
APO) come in.

(Execution of internal partner projects). Executes defined projects and monitors
the delivery of results. It is not an integral element of the Business Networking
method.
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Phase 4: Continuation
4.1 Establish operational co-operation management. The objective is to ensure

that the co-operation runs smoothly and that the co-operation goals are actually
fulfilled.

4.2 Continuation decision. A final review of the pilot project is performed and the
success of the project communicated to the decision-makers. In addition, a ‘business
case’ is drawn up to gain (roll out) partners and the success of the co-operation is
marketed at the inter-organisational level. Finally, a decision is made on how to
proceed, i.e. roll-out to other partners or follow on with a new co-operation project.

Although the method proposes an ideal sequence of activities, we are aware that
certain projects require modifications. For this reason, each technique contains a
clear description of the required inputs. This permits lower starting points, parallel
activities, cycles and the like. In order to provide some insight into the individual
phases and techniques a reference case will be described.

3 . REFERENCE CASE WOODBRIDGE, INT.

The Woodbridge case that focuses on SCM-issues is fictitious and was developed
in order to provide a general and neutral example to explain the use of the Business
Networking method.

Woodbridge, Int. located in Seattle, Washington, is a long-established,
international manufacturer of cardboard, aluminium and plastic packaging materials.
The main customer in the USA is Walters Best in Richmond, Kentucky. Walters
Best produces different types of pasta that are packaged with plastics from
Woodbridge. Walters Best sells the pasta to its end-customers, i.e. supermarkets,
wholesalers, etc. Woodbridge has its own car pool to deliver the materials to Walters
Best distribution center.

3.1 Phase 1: Analysis of Co-operation Potentials

Over the last two years Woodbridge ran into financial difficulties for the first
time. The reasons for this, as shown by internal analyses, were a new competitive
situation, rising costs and quality demands. Management’s first reaction was to
perform various analyses, i.e. potentials and risks, stakeholder, as-is customer,
market and portfolio analyses, etc. It was then decided to define new co-operation
concepts, open up new markets in South America and increase the level of customer
service.
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3.1.1 Selection of Co-operation Area and Project Scope

In order to improve external relationships it was decided to improve forecasting
capabilities. In the past, it was not possible to exchange future demand figures
electronically with business partners and no advanced planning system was in place
to calculate different production plans. Customer demand was exchanged by
telephone on a monthly basis only. Problems arising from this were:
– poor production capacity utilisation,
– high inventory stock levels at Woodbridge and Walters Best,
– no flexible reaction to changing demands, i.e. special offers, postponements, etc.
The results of all analyses revealed weaknesses in logistics and warehousing.

3.1.2 As-is Process and IS Architecture

The as-is situations of the following three result documents were established:
business architecture, process architecture and IS architecture, The as-is business
architecture shows a geographic overview of all linked business units, i.e.
warehouses, plants, distribution centers, wholesalers, and, of course, end-customers
(see Figure 6).

Figure6. As-Is Business Architecture

The process architecture consists of a macro and a micro level similar to
established BPR methods [24]. The as-is process architecture describes all flows of
information, goods and funds that are exchanged between business units (see Figure
7). The as-is process architecture at a more detailed (micro) level describes the main
processes of the business units and their inputs and outputs within an activity chain
diagram (see Figure 8).
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Figure 7. As-Is Process Architecture – Macro

At the beginning of the project the customer service from Walters Best ordered
plastic materials from the Woodbridge customer service by telephone (1).
Woodbridge produced an account of these orders along with past trends (2), and
delivered plastics from warehouse V to warehouse B (3 & 4).

Figure 8. As-Is Process Architecture – Micro

As indicated in Figure 7 and Figure 8, there was neither an integrated planning
function for the complete supply chain and future demands, nor an EC-solution to
facilitate data exchange. Both enterprises only used ERP systems to plan their
internal production (plan make), delivery (plan deliver), etc. (see Figure 9).
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Figure 9. As-Is IS Architecture

3.1.3 Goals, Potentials and Architecture of the to-be Process
Network

For the purpose of developing efficient collaboration scenarios, Woodbridge
decided to consider benchmarking databases and best practices in the sector, such as
Riverwood International. As a result, a Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI)

31
scenario

was established to solve the problems in production and warehousing. An eService
scenario was developed to solve the problems in shipment. The VMI scenario was to
help decrease the costs of warehousing by about 40%, and the eService scenario was
to help simplify the shipment process and decrease costs by about 20%.

3.2 Phase 2: Design and Evaluation of Scenarios

3.2.1 Pilot Partner Selection

Woodbridge analysed the market in South America and selected three
corporations with which they considered co-operation to be a viable proposition:
Wheat Ind., Brewers Finest and Delta Choc.32 Walters Best and these new
corporations signed a preliminary co-operation agreement. Walters Best was defined
as the pilot partner and the others as partners for the continuation phase of the
project when the pilot was rolled out.

3.2.2 Process Analysis

Woodbridge and its partners held various workshops in order to obtain a clear
picture of how the benefits could be shared within the collaboration scenario, i.e. the

31 VMI is a supply chain strategy that helps a company to collaborate with its customers to
gather individual demand forecasts and synchronizes forecasts with local production plans
to achieve greater flexibility in the planning and manufacturing process.

32 Wheat, Ind. produces cereal products, Brewers Finest is a large brewery and Delta Choc.
produces various sweets.
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win-win situation. The overall co-operation principles, performance and co-
operation goals were also defined. This included, for example, how to deal with
conflicts, trust building and management, behavior in relation to competitors and
collaboration processes. Finally, the main performance indicators for the scenario
were fixed (see Table 2).

Scenario Process Metric As-is Value

VMI Make-to-Stock Capacity utilisation 40%

VMI Make-to-Stock Unit cost US$ 1m

eService Deliver Stocked Products Order fulfilment cycle time 5 days

eService Plan Deliver Order management cost per US$ l5,000
ton of plastic

Table2: Metrics of Scenarios at Start of Project

The to-be business architecture shows the pilot project and the continuation
partners, all warehouses, distribution centers, plants, etc. (see Figure 10).

Figure10. To-Be Business Architecture

While the responsibilities of the various customer services remained unchanged,
Warehouse V and the new Warehouse B are now managed by Woodbridge. It is
responsible for product availabilities and stock level optimisation. Transport has
been completely outsourced to a new partner, eLogistics (see Figure 11).
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Figure11. The To-Be Process Architecture – Macro

These facts are again depicted in Figure 12 ‘Source stocked products’ now
belongs to Woodbridge and ‘Plan deliver’ and ‘Deliver stocked products’ to
eLogistics. For the interaction with eLogistics an EC solution was established to
facilitate requests for required capacities, availabilities and status information by
developing two new processes: ‘Inform MTO service’ and ‘Contract MTO service’.

Figure12. To-Be Process Architecture - Micro

3.2.3 Design of IS Architecture

To manage the new warehouses and continuous forecasting, Woodbridge
implemented an APS that has various interfaces to the core ERP systems of
Woodbridge and partners. On the other hand, Woodbridge uses an electronic
catalogue system from eLogistics that shows availabilities and conditions of
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transporters (see Figure 13) as well as the status of parcels to be delivered to partners
and to Woodbridge itself via the Internet.

Figure13. To-Be IS Architecture

3.3 Phase 4: Continuation

At the end of the project a final evaluation of the main goals was conducted.
Table 3 shows one result document out of technique ‘4.1 Establish Operational Co-
operation Management’. Final, the project led to significant reductions in all core
metrics.

Scenario Process Metric To-be Value 

VMI Make-to-Stock Capacity utilisation 85%

VMI Make-to-Stock Unit cost US$ 560,000 

eService Deliver Stocked Products Order fulfilment cycle time 1.5 days

eService Plan Deliver Order management cost per US$ 8.500
ton of plastic

Table3: Metrics of Scenarios at End of Project

4. CONCLUSION

Due to their specific characteristics, Business Networking or co-operation

projects require additional steps and competencies in project work and procedure.
Although a variety of methods are available, these methods present significant
shortcomings since they either focus only on strategic aspects, do not include
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knowledge of networking processes, or else provide only a low level of
formalisation.
The advantages of a method for Business Networking are that it:
– provides an integrative framework that includes all activities relevant to

analysing, designing, planning/implementing and continuing Business
Networking projects. It offers a structured path from (strategic) analysis and
conceptualisation to implementation. Strengths of existing methods can be
integrated.

– facilitates inter-organisational project management by providing a common
procedure model, using understandable techniques and result documents as well
as role descriptions. This helps to structure a shared project plan, to determine
which tasks have to be performed and to decide who should be involved at
which stage of the project. Problems arising from different corporate cultures,
languages and systems can be avoided.

– addresses critical success factors relevant to Business Networking. The success
of Business Networking projects is often determined by non-technical, i.e.
organisational and political factors. Examples are creating win-win situations,
homogenisation of master data and the like.

– supports knowledge management by transferring knowledge relating to prior and
ongoing projects. It includes success factors and best practices as well as critical
configuration and implementation know-how. Besides helping to provide direct
benefits for project management, the method improves employee training. In
doing so, it increases the flexibility and responsiveness of an organisation to
cope with future networking challenges.

The information age presents a variety of challenges to management. The
implications and opportunities are dynamic and the method for Business Networking
represents a solid foundation for tackling these challenges in a systematic way. We
see two areas in which the method can be extended:
– Interaction with knowledge management. The increasing volume of electronic

transactions handled via Business Networking systems presents an important
source for extracting information about customers. The integration of
transaction-oriented and relationship-oriented Business Networking systems will
provide new perspectives for creating tailored and efficient customer service.

– Development of eServices. Electronic services will be an important part of
Business Networking in the future. How eServices can be developed or how they
can be integrated at business, process and IS level are questions to be addressed
in further development of the method.

– Electronic marketplaces. In comparison with long-term supply chain projects,
co-operation with business partners by means of electronic marketplaces is
frequently of a short-term nature. Extending the method to include techniques
which also cover systems of this kind represents another direction in which the
method might be developed.
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Abstract:

1. MOTIVATION AND INTRODUCTION

Peer-to-peer architectures for sharing pieces of music illustrate how quickly
consumers adopt novel structures - as long as they provide clear incentives. The
services MP3.com, Napster, and gnutella are alternatives to the classical
architecture of the value chain in which the music industry had a prominent role.
We present a community model for content management and analyze system
architectures, value chains, the relation between content and community
management, and the trend towards peer-to-peer architectures. We argue that the
traditional content is being increasingly embedded in a social, economic and
organizational context and that therefore content management can hardly be
separated from community management. We explain this comparing traditional
and novel peer-to-peer content and community management of the music
industry.

Information and communication technology does not only provide new kinds of
content, but also new designs for the production, packaging, multiplying and
distribution of it. As a consequence, novel business models occur where new actors
are involved in various processes along the value chain.

This paper contributes to the discussion of the impact of technology on business
models for content management. Our example is the music industry. This industry
with the traditional offline industry and the novel services such as MP3.com,
Napster.com, and gnutella is a prominent example of the role of technology in the
change of the creation of economic value through new business models for content
management. We focus on one particular business model, virtual communities, and
argue that community and content management are inseparable in the novel services
for content management. We present the community model for content management,
discuss it and illustrate it with the novel structures in the music industry.
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This paper is organized as follows. First, we analyse the characteristics of
content on the Internet as a digital product (Sect. 2). Second, we look at the role of
communities regarding the management of content (Sect. 3). In this chapter, we
describe types and functions of communities as business models and focus on the
technology as a prerequisite for content management. In the fourth section (Sect. 4),
we illustrate our description using the example of services and communities in the
music industry. We close this paper with a short discussion of the findings (Sect. 5).

2. CONTENT ON THE INTERNET

The notion of content is closely related to the kind of medium that transfers it. In
traditional one-way mass media content is typically a product of the media industry.
Newspaper articles, television spots, sport coverage etc. are being produced, packed,
multiplied, and distributed by the media industry. A piece of content, i.e., a
television show or a newspaper article is in itself a sensible unit. The traditional
communication channels assemble pieces of content according to their format and
multiply and distribute the (packaged) content.

This is being changed through technology. Due to Internet and its digital
technology content has a much broader meaning in the sense of an information good
(Allen 1990). The characteristics of content on the Internet and its differences to
content in the traditional media industry are shown briefly on four aspects:
1. Content is digital. Most contents are digital or have a digital counterpart. E.g., the

mp3 format is a digital counterpart to analogous as well as other digital formats
such as, e.g., CD-formate or disks and cassettes. There is both conventional and
digital broadcasting and television. Digital contents can be distributed and
processed with the means of information technology. As the digital technology
becomes a commodity everybody can easily create, package or modify content.
Moreover, digital contents are accessible to machines of all kind for processing -
this increases the availability of contents and makes the contents more valuable
than conventional counterparts (Shapiro and Varian, 1999).

2. Content  is linked. As the Internet can be seen as an electronic network, the
content is embedded in and part of this network. Compare the isolated web pages
to pages as part of a Web site or of an information system or online application.
An isolated site or a single web-page is practically valueless - it will hardly be
visited. Only if a page is linked, it is accessed through customers and becomes
valuable. In many cases, the value of the content results from a direct link of
information to transactions, e.g., through hyperlinks or from links between pure
information on products and transaction services to buy those products (cf.
(Shapiro and Varian, 1999)). Still, this content and its link structures need to be
structured and organized (Stanoevska-Slabeva and Schmid, 2000).
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3. Content is interactive. As every participant is recipient and sender at the same
time, the Internet allows interactivity in a much broader way than traditional
media. There is traditional passive content, as e.g., the one on books, television,
or broadcasting. Particular to the new media are interactive contents with some
interaction between user and application or among users. Interactive contents
may solve problems presented to them and adapt to users' needs. Therefore, the
producer of content is not only the media industry, but also every participant in
the Internet (Schmid 2000). This leads to the consequence that it changes over
time with the media and the community interacting with the content.

4. Content is embedded in a social, economic and organizational environment.
Individual content is sometimes very valuable for other participants. As the
Internet does not only have the cultural function of information as traditional
media, but also the economic function of commerce and the social function of
community, this content spills over to these functions (cf. Sect. 3.2). E.g., in the
Internet everybody can provide information about products. The experiences that
consumers share are considered to be more trustworthy and valuable than
information provided by producers. (Schubert, 1999; Schubert and Ginsburg,
2000; Hagel III and Armstrong, 1997)
The characteristics of content as shown above have several consequences on the

whole value chain of the media industry. Not only the sources of content are much

broader, as every participant is a potential creator and sender of content. But also as
the Internet does not only allow one-to-many communication as the traditional
media, but also many-to-one or many-to-many kind of communication, all steps of
the value chain can be implemented following a new design. This leads to increasing
competition on every stage of the value chain, as new business models occur for
every part of the value chain, allowing new actors to participate and to manage the
processes. As a consequence, the management of content is getting one of the most
important functions to keep or get revenues from. The pure content, as produced
typically by the media industry, is adorned with other contributions by the
community. Here, content and the social environment of the community become
inseparable. Moreover, with the novel peer-to-peer architectures, a transaction
infrastructure for peers has emerged in the music sector. This article describes one of
the most fascinating examples of this which has a deep impact on the business
model for the media industry - the phenomenon of virtual communities and their
peer-to-peer services as a possibility to manage and distribute music files through
the consumers.
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In this chapter, we describe virtual communities, their functions, and their role as
a business model for community management. First, we take a closer look at the
prerequisite for the development of these communities, the development of multi-
directional communication, and peer-to-peer architectures as a consequence of the
interactive technology of the Internet. On this basis, we describe virtual
communities, their functions, and the business model "virtual community" in more
detail.

3.1 System architectures - infrastructures for
communities

The information and communication technology of the Internet provides
platforms to create content as described above. On these platforms, interaction is
part of the creation of content and of economic value. Three basic architectures for
interaction can be differentiated (depicted in Figure. 1). In mass communication, the
traditional model of the media industry, communication is unidirectional. Contents
are being produced and distributed to the consumers through channels which allow
hardly any feedback or consumer contribution. The possibility of easier and less
costly interaction through the medium Internet changed the transactional model
profoundly. In mass customization, communication channels are interactive -
content can be exchanged between consumer and producer/intermediary rather than
transmitted from producers to consumers. A little feedback from the consumer
enables the producer/intermediary to tailor the communication to the individual
consumer. However, there is an information and communication asymmetry;
typically, the producer has more information.

Figure. 1 Interaction models

This asymmetry decreases in the community model as all interaction partners are
able to communicate with each other. Computer science refers to this architecture as
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peer-to-peer. All members (of the community are able to participate in
communication on an equal basis, i.e., as peers. Internet has a peer-to-peer
architecture in the sense that every participant may initiate communication to
anybody connected to this network. The service WWW allows everybody to publish
and retrieve information from the Internet. Only recently, the interest in peer-to-peer
architectures surged. Currently, the predominant transaction is the sharing of files
(e.g., gnutella), and of storage or processing capacity (e.g., seti@home).

Uni-directional, interactive and multi-lateral communication channels induce
new architectures for the distribution of information. Characteristic of unidirectional
communication is a client-server architecture with a powerful server that manages
information, its flow, and weak clients. The position of the server is weakened and
the position of the clients is strengthened in the interactive communication channel.
The community model of computing induces an organization where all participants
interact on an equal basis with respect to communication and computation.

Information and communication technology provides novel means to gather,
process, distribute, and communicate information and content. Depending on their
abilities for information processing and communication this technology allows in
particular the consumers to become peers in the creation, sharing and management
of common content. In business, such a communication  design is often referred to as
a "community". But what is a community all about?

3.2 Communities and the role of content

The term "virtual community" has established itself for communities in which
communication is facilitated by electronic media, in particular, for communities
where interaction takes place on the Internet. (Rheingold, 1993). Online community
is a synonym for "virtual community". Over time various aspects of virtual or online
communities have been discussed in literature: social, political, and economic
aspects and the perception of virtual communities has changed over time from a
social phenomenon to a valid business model (Hummel and Lechner, 2000).

The creation of economic value in this business model results especially from
the content and knowledge, the participants bring into the community (Timmers,
1998). The members of a community may contribute to the creation of economic
value with various kinds of contributions: information, product reviews,
recommendations, pieces of music, files to be shared. The community contributes
pieces of content similar to the contents produced by the media industry. Virtual
communities, however, provide the social and economic environment that meets
human needs and the contents that communities produce can hardly be separated
from this context.

There are sociological, economic, and technological views on virtual
communities. The first sociological definitions came from Taylor and Licklider who
saw the community potential of electronic networks in 1968. They described their
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vision of a virtual community “...in most fields they will consist of geographically
separated members, sometimes grouped in small clusters and sometimes working
individually. They will be communities not of common location but of common
interest... “(Licklider and Taylor, 1968).

Probably best known is the definition of Howard Rheingold (Rheingold, 1993).
He defines virtual communities first as purely related to the Internet. From his point
of view virtual communities are “ …social aggregations that emerge from the Net
when enough people carry on those public discussions long enough, with sufficient
human feeling, to form webs of personal relationships in cyberspace“ (Rheingold,
1993). Later, he also emphasizes the importance of the connection between real and
virtual communities. Due to his experience with the virtual community "The well"
(well.com), he sees communities as “. . . . a group of people who may or may not meet
one another face to face, and who exchange words and ideas through the mediation
of computer bulletin boards and networks“ (Rheingold, 1994).

In a similar way, somehow seeming a little transfigured, argue Godwin and
Jones. Godwin is of the opinion “... but in cyberspace, increasingly, the dream is not
just ,,owning a house“ – it’s living in the right neighborhood (Godwin, 1994)“. Jones
even speaks of "virtual settlement (Jones, 1997)". Figallo is later stressing the
meaning of common values writing “... according to that definition, members of a
community feel a part of it. They form relationships and bonds of trust with other
members and with you, the community host. Those relationships lead to exchanges
and interactions that bring value to members“ (Figallo, 1998).

From the view of computer-mediated-communication the most important
elements of a virtual community are shared resources, common values, and
reciprocal behavior. Whittaker et al. write in their definition “...members have a
shared goal, interest, need,...engage in repeated, active participation,...have access to
shared resources, reciprocity of information,...shared context of social
conventions...“ (Whittaker et al. 1997). Preece extends this view on the necessity of
common rules „...an online community consists of: People, who want to interact
socially... policies …that guide people’s interactions (and) computer systems, to
support and mediate social interaction...“ (Preece, 2000).

Hagel and Armstrong were the first who broke with the view of virtual
communities as sociological phenomenon (Hagel III and Armstrong, 1997). They
see in virtual communities a business model which uses communication on the
Internet to create electronic market places and to increase customer loyalty.
Referring to Rheingold they define virtual communities “...but virtual communities
are more than just a sociological phenomenon. What starts off as a group drawn
together by common interests ends up as group with a critical mass of purchasing
power, partly thanks to the fact that communities allow members to exchange
information on such things as a product’s price and quality”(Hagel III and
Armstrong, 1997). Following (Timmers, 1998), we consider "Virtual Community"
to be a business model in electronic markets distinguished by "The ultimate value of
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virtual communities is coming from the members (customers or partners) who add
their information … ".

Virtual communities are socio-economic business models. Regarding economic
functions, commercially-oriented virtual communities can contain, in general, all
economic functions that are part of other Internet-intermediates.
Today, the business model of virtual communities is well differentiated. Figure 2
depicts the five kinds of commercially relevant communities and their content.

Figure 2. Communities, their platforms and content

The purpose of game communities is playing interactive in artificial
environments with other members. Communities of interest are forums to meet
people and to debate with them about a common interest. In Business-to-Business
communities people of the same profession meet each other, debate about business
related issues, and make transactions regarding their business. Business-to-
Consumer communities create a trustworthy environment where consumers are more
willing to buy from the shop(s), offering this community. Finally, in Consumer-to-
Consumer communities, individuals trade goods between each other without a
commercial intermediary.

In all of these kinds of communities (depicted in Figure 2), content plays a
mutual role. In game communities, participants create content in the way of “real”
goods, as they explore resources, deal with each other or build their houses etc. In
communities of interest, the participants use the forum to exchange thoughts or
news. They bring in their own content and contribute to the existing content others
brought in. In all transaction oriented communities from business-to-business over
business-to-consumer to consumer-to-consumer we find two kinds of content. The
first one is information which is shared or exchanged between all participants. In
this way, content has the economic characteristics of an information good. The other
ones are recommendations, reviews, and ratings of buyers and sellers and
participants of chats etc. They help to create a social and economic environment to
facilitate transactions through the building of trust, reducing complexity and
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transaction costs. Communities create extra value through combining both kinds of
content.

Content has therefore different meanings in these business models. And it can be
managed by all different participants of the community as well as by the technology
itself (cf. for the services (Stanoevska-Slabeva and Schmid, 2000)). All participants
can create or exchange content within the community. But also technology is
playing a more and more important role regarding the creation of content. Think of
the recommendation services of many online shops. The medium observes the
transactions of participants, detects the social structure in terms of profiles and
interests, and communicates the respective recommendations on which goods to
buy. The exchange of information relevant for a customer segment is fully
automated. Most likely such a communication does not meet the need for social
relations and maybe this interaction does not foster trust. Similar to consumer
contributed reviews the recommendation provides information about relevant and
good products - based on the assumption that those eventually are being bought by
more consumers.

In the following we illustrate at the example of the music industry what different
kinds of this model occurred and how they change the value chain. These changes
result in new possibilities to manage the most important content of this industry –
music files. It is accompanied by a switching of power from the traditional media
industry to third party services and consumers.

4. CONTENT MANAGEMENT IN THE MUSIC
SECTOR

In the past years a variety of new models for content management in the music
industry have been implemented. MP3.com, Napster.com, and gnutella are examples
for services for Online content management. In this section, we discuss their
architectures for the creation of economic value through content management and
explore the trend toward a community model for content management. We consider
first the system architecture (Sect. 4.1.1) and then discuss the value chain with
actors, roles, and the interaction on these architectures (Sect. 4.1.2). This first part is
dedicated to the interaction infrastructure for community management with
processes and interaction in content management. Then, we discuss the impact of
content management to the social systems and the individual participating in the
social system (Sect. 4.2).
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4.1 Four models of content management

Subsequently, we present four models and their system architectures (1) The
traditional business models of the music industry (2) mp3.com as a client-server
architecture (3) napster.com as a combination of client-server and peer-to-peer
architecture and (4) gnutella as an example for a pure peer-to-peer architecture.

4.1.1 System architectures

The system architecture with components and interaction channels distinguish
the technology of content management. The four architectures are depicted in Figure
. We observe that the classic architecture of the traditional music industry with
unidirectional communication channels is being succeeded by a client-server with
bidirectional communication channels. The consumers and artists communicate with
the service. MP3.com is an example for an implementation of this architecture.
Napster.com exemplifies a combined client-server with peer-to-peer architecture.
Further on, there are pure peer-to-peer architectures as, e.g., gnutella.

Within this development, a hierarchical model, where the music industry used to
have a strong position is being accompanied by novel architectures that follow the
community paradigm, i.e., with self-organization and symmetric positions of all
actors. These architectures reflect the actors and their infrastructure for content
management. They allow the actors to manage content in various ways throughout
the whole value chain. Subsequently, we analyze the value chain and the processes
of content management more in detail and compare again the various models.

Figure 3. System architectures for content management in the music industry
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4.1.2 Value Chain and Communication Design

In terms of value creation we suggest to distinguish seven steps in the value
chain and the respective communication model. In the traditional uni-directional
value chain of the music industry as depicted in Figure (Music Ind.), the artist is
responsible for the creative part, the idea. The contents are being established. Here,
artists and music industry work together. Then, the product is packaged, marketed,
multiplied, and distributed. The music industry occupies these stages in the creation
of economic value. The role of the consumer consists just in buying the product.

Figure 4. Value chains in the music industry

MP3.com considers itself to be an online repository of the users music files to
facilitate access to those pieces of music everywhere on the Internet (mp3.com).
Users upload pieces of music - or identify themselves in the so-called beamer
services as owners of a carrier (CD) for some piece of music. Each user has its
account to access the pieces of music online. Access to music is granted via Internet
technology. MP3 provides (yet unknown) artists to publish a CD online and offers to
produce, ship, and offer CDs on demand.

The novel services for content management - MP3, Napster and gnutella -
implement these steps in the value chain in a different ways. Each service is briefly
introduced. Then, its value chain, as depicted in Figure is analyzed.

MP3 offers a recommendation service that points out artists and music and
various services of community interaction. The server has files, registry and,
because of the interaction services, all information about the consumers and the
artists.

In terms of the value chain the consumers, service, and artists contribute mp3
files. The service of MP3 contributes the storage space for content and some means
to structure and organize the access to content, e.g., in search engines and
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Thus, MP3 implements three steps in the value chain different from the music
industry: the production of contents, the marketing, and the distribution. In all three
cases, the consumers take over some role in contribution of contents - Mp3.com
provides the means for structuring and organizing and allows for some interrelation
between community and contents. However, only the step marketing follows a
community architecture; the consumers interact following a community model.

directories. The consumers take over the marketing through reviews and within a
recommendation service for peer groups. Mp3.com just structures and organizes
those contributions. They play an essential role for the distribution part of the value
chain. MP3.com again just organizes this.

Napster.com considers itself as "the world leading file sharing community"
(napster.com). The server Napster.com offers a directory of lists of files to be shared
and software to participate in the community. Each Napster client offers mp3 files of
a dedicated folder on the hard-disk of the client to be shared to the community and
allows to register all those files in the central directory, i.e. each client is client and
server for sharing files. To search a file, the Napster client accesses the server.
Swapping of files takes place following a peer-to-peer architecture. Napster.com has
all the information necessary for community management. Every community
member contributes content, storage facilities for files and digitized profiles.

In terms of the value chain depicted in Figure the service itself is involved in the
marketing, multiplying, and distribution of the titles. The decision of a consumer to
download (buy) a mp3 file influences the marketing implemented in a
recommendation service. This dependency is represented as backwards arrows, Note
that consumers themselves provide the resources for multiplication and distribution
and trigger multiplication and distribution. This is also depicted as backwards
arrows. Compared to the traditional model Napster implements four steps of the
value chain in a novel way: production of contents, marketing, distribution, and
multiplication. More steps of the value chain follow a community model - it is the
community which contributes as peers to marketing, multiplication, distribution, and
contents following in each step a community architecture. Moreover, Napster has
features such as, e.g., buddy lists and allows for blocking certain users - such that the
social aspects of a community and the content management within this community
are more interrelated. Thus, Napster's architecture of the value chain is more peer-to-
peer and the social function of community spills over to content management.

Gnutella is a file-sharing application without any central structure. It is widely
used to swap any kind of files. Gnutella clients form a self-organizing net of peers.
Searching for files and swapping of files are exercised in a peer-to-peer architecture.
A gnutella client is client and server for files. It offers all files in a dedicated
directory to be shared on the net, swaps files, searches for files, routes messages and
requests files. There is no central service.

Gnutella clients do not offer any community building services, as
communication or recommendation services; there is no marketing in gnutella’s
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value chain. The value chain of gnutella shows that - apart from marketing - all steps
are taken over by the consumers. They contribute the content, do multiplication and
distribution (by their decisions to upload and download music). The service just
facilitates all these interactions of the consumers.

The developments in this sector are technology driven, but the consumer has an
important role: the clear incentives motivate consumers to adopt these novel
technologies and services. Since content and community and content management
and community management are becoming increasingly inseparable one may ask
how a community evolves using such a service and how individual strategy and
community welfare relate to one another. This is discussed in the following section.

Note however, that those value chains can hardly be considered isolated. The
marketing done by the music industry plays an important role in all value chains - in
all online services users need to know which titles they are interested in. This
knowledge and the interest profiles are the basis for the recommendation services.

In the development of the value chains, we see that various steps are
implemented in a peer-to-peer architecture and that the pure content management of
the traditional music industry gets interrelated with the community and its function.
The contents in the community systems such as, e.g., Napster or gnutella is
inseparable from the community: it is the community that contributes contents,
marketing, multiplication, and distribution - the server only facilitates and structures
the interaction.

4.2 Member and community management

As information and communications technology is changing from a technology
for information processing to a communication technology these network effects
play a more and more important role. Hagel and Armstrong refer to positive network
effects as a major driver for the development of communities (Hagel III and
Armstrong, 1997). On the first glance, all the four models described above seem to
be the same regarding network effects. The more users such a service has, the more
contents it is going to have and the more attractive it becomes. A more detailed view
on the different technologies and on particular aspects shows however that some of

As shown above, all these communities rely on a variety of communication
technology that enables various ways of interaction. Common to all these
technologies is the fact that they are network technologies. Therefore one can expect
that these business models are driven by network effects which are due to system
feedbacks. Positive feedback describes the effect that the strong get stronger and the
weak get weaker. Conversely, negative feedback describes that the strong get
weaker and the weak get stronger. When the value of a good or service to one user
depends on how many other users there are economists say that this product exhibits
network externalities or network effects (Shapiro and Varian, 1999). Network
effects are often the result of positive feedback effects.
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the these technologies do also have specific negative feedbacks. Subsequently, we
discuss the relation between a single user’s contribution to the network and the
effect that this has for its benefit from the network. One would expect that the
architectures that resemble communication networks most closely, i.e. the
architectures most closely to peer-to-peer architectures, are more likely to exhibit
positive feedback effects. We argue that in fact these architectures display negative
feedback. In this section, we explore the network effects and consumer benefit for
the stages of the value chain of Sect. 4.1.2 contents, marketing, multiplication and
distribution.

Figure 5. Feedback effects

Let us consider content and the correlation between the files a user contributes
and the benefit a user has from contributing. The consumer has at MP3.com a
neutral and at Napster.com and Gnutella positive feedback through an increase of
the number of contributed files. All contents a user contributes are stored and
available online such that the single user benefits from the storage capacity and the
reliability of the network. This is some (relatively small) benefit that exceeds the
mere increase of available files by increasing the number of files contributed. At
MP3 the user basically has exactly those files at his disposal that she stores online -
the increase in contribution equals the benefit, i.e. there is neutral feedback.
Concerning marketing the important features are recommendation services. Those
services improve with the number of transactions a single user and the whole
community perform. This means a positive feedback at MP3 and Napster. Another
relevant feature at Napster.com is the service that allows a user to govern who may
download files from her computer. Many users are willing to share files only with
those who also contribute and the service allows to block unwanted users from
download. Both MP3 and Napster have here a positive feedback - the more
information and files a user contributes - the better. In gnutella there is no such
benefit, since there is no marketing.
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In multiplication and distribution the feedback is either neutral or negative. On
Napster and gnutella users do not only share files but also storage capacity and
bandwidth. The one who contributes files shares his bandwidth with the users that
download files from his computer. The consequence is a negative feedback for the
individual user. The more and more popular files an individual offers, the more of
his bandwidth is consumed by the ones downloading the files. Thus, at Napster and
gnutella there is a negative feedback at this step of the value chain. Empirical studies
show the asymmetry in contribution and the effect that people lie in terms of their
speed of connection to the Internet such that they are not the ones who are selected
as servers for a download (Adar and Huberman, 2000). At MP3, all users share the
connection to the server, but not the "last mile". At this service the contributions do
not inflict multiplication and distribution - we regard them to be neutral.

To sum up this analysis. Network effects do not apply to all three file sharing
services. Moreover it is contribution of content that makes the least difference - the
users have little positive or neutral feedback there. We assume that users of the
services weigh the benefit that they have from the service as a storage device much
lower than the negative feedback from distribution and multiplication. The
disadvantage of sharing bandwidth with other users is clear for the one who
contributes files. Thus, negative feedback in multiplication and distribution applying
at Napster and gnutella outweights the positive or neutral feedback in contribution.
The growth rate at Napster is high - a clear indicator for positive feedback and
network effects. This again is then most likely due to the positive feedback of
Napster in marketing. Moreover, Napster provides means for the management of the
negative feedback effect in multiplication/distribution - a user can block users
(typically the ones who do not contribute themselves) from downloading. Thus,
marketing with the recommendation services display positive feedback - blocking
users helps to manage the negative feedback. Marketing and this management of
relations establish the connection between the contents and the social environment.
It is the social environment and its the relation to content that differentiates the
services and feedback effects.

This case illustrates that the management of those contents that used to be the
product of the media industry does not distinguish the different services for content
management. It is the linkage between "pure" content and user contributed content
and between content and the social environment that distinguishes the services.
Hereby, content management and management of the community are inseparably
interrelated and pieces of music alone do not make up the value of a network. The
pure content is embedded in the social structure of the community with profiles,
recommendations reviews, and personal relations. It is this social structure and the
management of the community that distinguishes the services - not the mp3 files.
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5. COMMUNITIES AS TOOL FOR CONSUMER
CONTROL

power in those systems.

Communities and peer-to-peer architectures lead to more similarity in terms of
contribution and power and between the different actors along the value chain. As
the example of the music industry shows, there is a rapid development of various
business models in this field which give more influence on the management of
content to the consumers. The fact that content is digital allows more people to
contribute. The fact that content needs to be linked allows for different kinds of
contents to be joined and new organizational forms of the contents. The fact that it is
interactive allows for new ways of interaction among all actors in the value creation.
Most important, however, is that content becomes inseparable from the social,
political, and organizational environment. The community attaches its structure to
the content, e.g., in reviews, recommendations or personal relations and the content
management influences the social, economic, and organizational structure of any
community. Particular to the novel systems is that the community with authors,
actors and consumers that structure and organize the transactions takes over the
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These developments are driven by technology and the consumers. None of this
models is older than two years, but they have already become very popular. But the
novel architectures support more than "communication and information" - they are
the basis for transaction and organize the community to take over a number of
functions the media industry or intermediaries used to occupy. The socio-economic
business model "community" gains a novel relevance in various application fields.
The music sector and in particular the alliance of Napster and Bertelsmann and all
the legal approaches to stop the developments illustrate that novel, originally
technology driven designs may change a value chain and a whole industrial sector.

for the economic situation along the value chain. First, the management of content
gets more and more important for the creation of value. Second, the new business
models allow various new and different ways of managing this content which
undermine obviously the power of the traditional players in the markets.

The new characteristics of content in the Internet has at least two consequences
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Abstract: This paper explores the challenges and opportunities involved in building
digital customer relations in online entertainment. In doing this, the paper
presents an interpretive case study of the release of the Swedish computer
game developer Daydream’s new on-line game Clusterball. In releasing this
game, Daydream intended to bypass three stages – publicists, distributors and
retailers – in the computer gaming value chain. With little prior experience of
consumers, this bypass required that the company established a platform for
learning about and from its entertainment consumers. Our particular interest in
this paper is with digital customer relations and how a computer game and its
related virtual community can provide opportunities to build such relations for
learning about the online customer.

1. INTRODUCTION

Mediating customer relations over the Internet is becoming more widespread.
This tendency can be observed among both e-commerce companies and more
traditional retailers and producers. Inspired by visions about blending richness and
reach [Evans and Wurster 1999, 2000] and one-to-one marketing [Peppers and
Rogers, 1997; Pine 1993], many organizations explore what this digitalisation offers
for streamlining as well as improving customer relations.

Even though digital customer relations are increasing in number and scope, the
area can be considered relatively unexplored in terms of documented research. Apart
from promising research on the general level [see e.g., Orlikowski, 1999], we need
more research about the specific nature of the “customer in the machine” [Hughes et
al, 1999]. How can we understand digital customer relations? How can we learn
about and from the online customer? What are the organizational consequences of
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online customer relations? These questions are at the centre of attention in this
paper.

Empirically, the paper builds on an interpretive case study [Klein and Myers,
1999; Walsham, 1995] of the process by which the Swedish computer game
developer Daydream Software handled their customer relations digitally. In
releasing the online game Clusterball, the company intended to bypass three stages –
publicists, distributors and retailers – in the computer gaming value chain. With little
prior experience of consumers, the bypass attempts required that Daydream
established a platform for learning about the customer. In terms of technology, there
are two technologies at the centre of attention – the game itself and the Clusterball
community. In exploring the role of these technologies in Daydream’s attempts to
understand and learn about its Clusterball customers, this paper intends to create a
better understanding of the nature of digital customer relations and, furthermore,
how a computer game and its related virtual community can provide opportunities to
build such relations for learning about the customer.

There are several reasons why this is important. Firstly, in view of the
discrepancy between the expectations and actual outcomes of many B2C-efforts, one
might say that we need to know more about business processes mediated over the
Internet. Noting that many B2C-customers are disappointed about the service level
offered [Hoffman and Novak, 2000; Nyberg and Lindh, 2000; Reichheld and
Schefter, 2000], customer relations seems an extra relevant domain where more
knowledge is needed. Secondly, despite initial visions about one-to-one marketing,
it seems that many CRM-efforts result in automating the customer relation. In
contrast with these discouraging results, our interest is in how “learning about the
online customer” can be a two-sided process of the “informating” (Zuboff 1988)
kind. More knowledge about how to establish such relations online can be useful for
improving the functioning of internetworked organizations (Orlikowski 1999).

This paper is structured as follows. Section two explores the related literature,
while section three outlines the research strategy. Section four presents the
background to Daydream and their new on-line computer game Clusterball. Section
five interprets the case, while section six concludes this paper.

2 . DIGITAL ORGANIZATIONS: RELATED
LITERATURE

There is little doubt that the role of information technology (IT) in current
organizations is slowly changing. While its traditional role was a supportive one,
many researchers have observed how this technology becomes more and more
embedded in the core business processes of modern organizations [see e.g., Ciborra
et al, 2000, Zuboff, 1988]. Rather than only being used for streamlining already
existing processes, new technologies such as CRM-systems and KM-systems are
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intended to result in new ways of doing business. In understanding the nature of
digital customer relations, therefore, we believe that there are good reasons to look a
bit closer at the body of literature exploring the increasingly intertwined nature of
information technology and organizations. This literature provides some guidance in
our efforts to understand what happens when the role of information technology
increasingly lies at core business processes such as sales and customer relations.

As early as in the beginning of the nineties, Orlikowski and Robey (1991)
observed how information technology enables and restricts organizational
structuring; Ciborra and Lanzara (1994) noted how the design and use of IT is
enabled as well as restricted by so-called formative contexts; and Orlikowski and
Gash (1994) outlined how key actors’ assumptions were important for understanding
information systems in organizations. This body of research was important in that it
documented and explored the increasingly embedded nature of IT and organizations.
Later on, in refining the research within this area, the IS community has adopted
new approaches such as actor-network theory [see e.g., Hanseth and Monteiro, 1997;
Walsham, 1996; Walsham and Sahay, 1999]. This refinement could be seen as an
adaptation to the increasingly complex character of the intertwining between non-
human actors such as standards, software, and hardware and human actors.

In view of the emerging number of digital organizations, i.e., organizations that
mediate most of their business processes over the Internet, various researchers have
searched for good labels for these organizations. Research and exploration around
the concept virtual organizations have been around for some years now [Davidow
and Malone, 1992; Hedberg et al, 1997], while inter-networked organizations
[Orlikowski, 1999] and cybermediaries [Jin and Robey, 1999] are recent terms used
to describe and explore this kind of organizations. Despite labels used, Orlikowski’s
(1999) exploration of how internetworked technologies such as email, web
publishing tools, intra-nets, extranets, and hypertext systems in general influence
organizations in ways not easily understood and predicted gives a good view of the
complexity involved in digital organizations. So, “why are organizations investing in
internetworking”, Orlikowski (1999, p. 5) asks, suggesting that the core questions
concern how open organizations should be with their stakeholders. Needless to say,
internetworking implies openness, a notion that most organizations adhere to.
However, implementing this openness in terms of making workers, work processes,
and so on, public knowledge is another issue.

The two sections following the research strategy section present a case study
where a certain degree of openness was intended in the customer-company relation
for learning about and from the customer. The case study will show how digital
customer relations are characterized by transparency and time and place
independency, and, furthermore, it shows how these characteristics can lead to both
organizational opportunities and consequences. These observations can be useful for
any company in digitalizing its customer relations for improving their ability to learn
from and about the customer.
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3 . RESEARCH STRATEGY

This study can be broadly described as an interpretive case study [Klein and
Myers, 1999; Walsham, 1995]. Interpretive case studies are valuable for tracing
assumptions, interpretations and problems of involved actors. The involved actors
are important here, because the IS researcher’s understanding of the studied
phenomenon is created through the meanings that these actors associate with it
[Orlikowski and Baroudi, 1991]. In seeking such understanding, however, the IS
researcher needs to be involved in the daily activities taking place at the researched
site.

Between January 2000 and October 2000, in-depth studies of the planning,
design, and release of the technologies associated with Daydream’s on-line
computer game Clusterball have been conducted by a team of three researchers (of
which two are the authors). The ten-month study can be divided into three phases.
Between January and March, we took part in meetings and discussions and we also
spent time to learn about the employees, their assignments and working routines. As
a result, we got a notion of the every day work at Daydream that was useful in going
from observing the company into a more active participation. In March 2000, we
started to take more active part in the process. Two complete working places were
set up for two of the members of the research team and, starting in April, half time
was spent at Daydream Software for participant observation. From April to
September 2000, we conducted 600 hours of participant observation. During this
phase, we were, to some extent, intervening in the studied process. For instance, we
took responsibility for things such as evaluating the company’s web sites and
creating customer scenarios intended to support the initial utilization of the CRM-
database. October was spent verifying and complementing the data collected.

Two things guided the choice of research site. Firstly, Daydream represents
leading practice in that they almost exclusively use information technologies such as
CRM-technologies and virtual communities to handle their customer relations. To
fruitfully explore, assess and predict the nature of digital customer relations, it can
be considered important to study the organizational or social contexts in which new
technologies for doing that are tried out. Secondly, we had very good access to this
company, which is an important factor when conducting interpretive studies. We
gained this access through Daydream’s CEO, who introduced us to special problems
associated with customers in the computer gaming industry.

3.1 Data sources

The data sources were of different kinds: participant observation, interventions,
website data, meeting protocols, e-mail correspondence, press releases, and field
notes. We kept diaries of 600 hours of participant observation at the company.
Everything that happened during a working day was written down and commented.
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These notes have been important tools in the data analysis. In particular, they have
been useful for reconstruct the process in terms of events and dates. Website data
was an important source of data. For instance, at one of the web sites – shareholders’
corner – shareholders could express their thoughts about the company and discuss
the commercial potential of its products with other shareholders. Another example is
the public forum, a community in which the Clusterball players could discuss the
game. These kinds of information were important to understand what challenges the
company was facing in terms of customer relations. Being a company quotated on
the stock market, Daydream also issued press releases covering their present status
to shareholders, the media and other interested parties. Another way of
communicating these messages were through two types of e-mails, the “scoreboard”
and the “devarea”. The e-mails were sent to people registered in Daydream’s CRM-
database. The scoreboard and the devarea contain information about the current and
future products and the daily work related to those.

4 . BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT TO THE
CLUSTERBALL CASE

4.1 Daydream – the company

Daydream Software is a Swedish computer game developer that has attracted a
lot of attention over the years. In 1996, the company was introduced at the Swedish
stock market and the expectations on the small company were high. Daydream
employs about 65 persons (November 2000) and constitutes one of the global actors
on the computer gaming market, which is renowned for fierce competition,
emerging trends, and shifting customer behaviour. Over the years, the computer
gaming industry has experienced rapid growth and innovation. Datamonitor (1999)
expects, for instance, the US and European market to grow around 15% annually
between 1998 and 2003. Because of rapid diffusion of personal computers in
combination with increasing capacity of game consoles such as the Playstation TM ,
the industry has been able to continuously deliver more advanced graphics and
technical features. In view of this development, it is not surprising that the computer
gaming market is considered a very competitive one, where small misjudgements
about its future direction can erode market leadership. In times when virtual
commerce and entertainment tend to converge, there are many possible future
scenarios of the computer gaming market. Among these scenarios, the on-line game
distributed, played and paid for over the Internet is one model that many believe in.
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4.2 Clusterball – the game

Out of the three released computer games, Daydream’s third game Clusterball
was made available on the Clusterball community website in July 2000. Clusterball
is an on-line computer game that allows an infinite number of geographically
dispersed players to play against each other. As part of Daydream’s non-violence
strategy, the game is marketed as a sports game, in which the player flies a ship with
which he or she can pick balls from designated places diffused in a 3D-landscape.
Besides being rated as a good computer game in the press, the game also creates
new opportunities to learn about the customers. The downloading process, for
instance, enables learning about the customers through the gathering of customer
information. As the first venue of the game is downloaded, Daydream does not
gather any information about its customers, nor do they charge anything. The venue
is for free. The second venue is received after the gamer has filled out a form of
registration. This procedure can be considered as a non-monetary payment. The
registration form includes two types of questions; optional questions, like what
hardware or software the gamer use, and compulsory questions, like the gamers
nationality, age, sex and e-mail address. If a gamer admits to the gathering of
personal related data, it will get access to the Clusterball community, which non-
registered gamers do not. The registration process is the first step in the direction of
getting to know the gamers, and eventually, of creating relations. If the gamer finds
the game appealing and wants more than two venues, these venues have to be
bought.

All data that is gathered via the registration, the game, or other game related
events, is registered in a customer relationship management database (CRM-
database). In combination with database management tools, the database is used to
analyse the data and to segment gamers into suitable groups. The groups are formed
due to what messages that is communicated. The CRM-database and the database
management tools, makes it possible to manage and to analyse large amounts of data
in ways that would not have been possible otherwise.

4.3 Clusterball – the community

As a step in the endeavour to affiliate the Clusterball games to the game and the
company, Daydream has developed a virtual community (Hagel and Armstrong
1997). The community is built upon a set of common interests – computer gaming in
general, and Clusterball in particular. The shared interests are also a basic condition
for the very existence of the community. The community is available at the
Clusterball web site (www.clusterball.com) to which everybody gets access.
However, it is only registered gamers who have access to the virtual community.

The community can be considered as a potential source of knowledge about the
customers. Within the community, gamers are exchanging ideas and are able to
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comment on, for example, the game, its participants, or the company. Every now
and then, for reasons like aggressive or flaming de-bates, or for congratulating
successful Clusterball gamers, Daydream employees take part in the discussions.
The community also renders the possibility to help each other; it creates an affinity
to the other customers and to Daydream as well. The discussions are a valuable
source through which Daydream can get hold of ideas or positive and negative
critique regarding the company or the game. The community, in combination with
the CRM-database, creates good opportunities to track the gamers in what way they
are using the offered online services. Based upon this, Daydream can learn about the
gamers and get an understanding of how needs best will be satisfied.

5. THE CLUSTERBALL CASE: ORGANIZATIONAL
CHALLENGES IN LEARNING ABOUT THE
ONLINE CUSTOMER

This section outlines the challenge that Daydream was confronted in their
attempts to bypass three stages of the computer gaming value chain, and how this
required the company to learn about the online customer. The section shows how
visions about CRM-database management, virtual communities,  and online gaming
were put into practice in the context of the on-line computer game Clusterball.

5.1 Daydream’s challenge

Because Clusterball is distributed, played and paid for over the Internet, the
game enables Daydream to bypass three stages – publicists, distributors and retailers
– in the value chain. This bypass was a considerable challenge to Daydream as they
had little prior experience of selling directly to consumers. The value chain of
Daydream’s two CD-based games, Safecracker and Traitors gate, included
publicists, distributors and retailers and, consequently, these intermediaries also
gathered most of the customer-related data. In other words, Daydream needed to
build a social and technological platform for learning about their customers.

Needing a more developed understanding of game consumers, Daydream had to
deal with the situation and decide how and to what extent they would be able to
learn about their customers. As we will see in the following subsections this dealing
was far from trivial.

5.2 The pre-release phase (December 1999 - July 2000)

In December 1999, Daydream announced that they were looking for test gamers
for Clusterball at the Clusterball website. One criterion for becoming a test gamer
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was to fill in a registration form about personal related data. The gamers signed up
via the Clusterball website and, as a result of this registration, Daydream found the
CRM-database slowly growing in number of players.

In the short run, these players were valuable for finding bugs as well as testing
game idea itself. In the longer perspective, they constituted the first customer base
on which Daydream could establish an initial understanding about Clusterball. In
April 2000, the research team was assigned the responsibility to do initial data
analysis the database. As the number of test gamers increased, the need for the
database management tools became more obvious. During the 29th of May 2000, a
Daydream representative and the researchers attended a course on Power Play. This
course was intended to provide a better understanding of the potential of using
customer data in marketing and diffusion of the game.

One important issue in learning about the Clusterball customer was to decide
what and how much information that would be collected when releasing the game.
During a marketing department meeting on May 5, 2000, the issue of how much
information the company would be able to collect about the gamers without making
them find such gathering too integrity violating was discussed. In view of the fact
that the new Clusterball website would be released in the later part of June 2000, this
was an important question in need of an answer. At this stage, the problem was not
lack of ideas about ways of collecting data, but rather whether one critical market
segment, the “hard-core” gamers, would allow any registration. There were some
controversies over this issue between the marketing department and the game
developers; while the marketers wanted to collect as much information as possible,
the game developers were more reluctant to such collecting. Without a decision,
however, the web designer would not be able to the place from which the potential
Clusterball gamers would get hold of the form of registering,

Shortly before releasing Clusterball, Daydream became aware of the need of
organizational changes. The removal of publicists, distributors and retailers was not
straightforward; it implied new and changed work practices as Daydream had to
build an organization that could handle end customer relations. The release date was
set, and changed, quite some times. At this stage, many stakeholders – stockholders,
eager gamers, as well as mass media – put Daydream under pressure and the
company had to take decisions with little analysis of their consequences.
Consequently, it was not unusual for Daydream to reconsider their short-term
priorities. Ideas generated at brainstorming sessions on the use of collected customer
data, for instance, had to be put on hold despite obvious advantages in using them.
Another but related example is the work with the CRM-database and the
management tools. Despite that Daydream had both available customer data and
educated staff in May; it was not until September 2000 the CRM-database was used
for analysing purposes. Up-coming circumstances tended to arise and they made the
everyday work unforeseeable and difficult to plan. One additional factor that
contributed to the difficulties was that Daydream was dealing with technologies in
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new and yet unexplored ways – they had no first movers to copy. Daydream had to
learn by trial and error.

5.3 The post-release phase (July 2000-October 2000)

On the 17th of July 2000, Clusterball was released at www. clusterball.com. The
game was well received by critics and as the number of Clusterball gamers
increased, the Clusterball community began to be more frequently utilized.
Realizing that the community was one key source of knowledge Daydream became
aware of the need for someone responsible for the forum – a community manager.
The “community manager’s” main task would be to keep the community going and
to communicate and collaborate with the gamers. The involvement and the
supervision of the community opened up for new possibilities. The community was
valuable since its member’s possessed knowledge about the game and about
computer gaming in general. By following the discussions in the forum, and to
encourage and comment on ideas from gamers, Daydream could trace needs and
wishes of their customers. Such needs and wishes were also explicitly asked for:
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“. . .we at Daydream are listening to what the community wants.” [“Lobo” from
Daydream in the on-line forum, 2000-09-04.]

Daydream made use of this potential a number of times. There are several
examples of how ideas, expressed and discussed in the forum, became realized in the
game. One such example is the pre-chat for gamers who have joined a game. While
waiting for the remaining gamers to join, the gamers can communicate with each
other. Implemented as a new patch of the game, the pre-chat was released in October
2000, only three months after releasing the game. Another example is the request for
individualizing the appearance of the Clusterball ship. This request became an
appreciated reality as a ship tutorial was available at the Clusterball community on
November 5, 2000.

Not surprisingly, the forum was not only used for exchanging and discussing
ideas in a constructive and creative way. Because it provides the opportunity for all
registered gamers to act without any particular restrictions, the emergence of
undesired discussions cannot be avoided. There are examples of how Daydream’s
“community manager” has had to intervene and rebuke inappropriate behaviour at
times when discussions have became to overheated or aggressive. This type of
intervention is a delicate matter, as it is often important to take immediate action
without downplay the open and productive atmosphere.
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6 . ORGANIZATIONAL ISSUES OF DIGITAL
CUSTOMER RELATIONS

On the basis of the case study of Clusterball and the involved technologies for
mediating customer relations, we have identified two properties of digital customer
relations: time and place independency and transparency. This section of the paper
describes these properties and explores their organizational opportunities and
consequences (see Table 1).

Table 1. Overview of digital customer relations in the Clusterball case

Properties Organizational opportunities
and consequences

Illustrative examples

Time- and place
independency

Transparency

Co-design

Fast sense-and-respond

• New patches released
based on customer suggestions
(e.g., individualized skins and
the pre chat opportunity

• Daydream’s appointment of
a community member

Firstly, time and place independency can be considered an important property of
digital customer relations. As mediating technologies, the game and the community
could be utilized independent of time and place, which created good opportunities
for gamers to get together and exchange ideas about the game. Time and place
independency enabled Daydream to get access to the Clusterball players’ collected
knowledge and, in the Clusterball case, we can see how Daydream used this
knowledge for enabling a sort of co-design of the game. In this regard, there are
several examples of how customers were part of the development of Clusterball. As
mentioned in section five, the pre chat and the ability to individualize the appearance
of the Clusterball ship are illustrative examples. In this way the customer’s opinions,
interpretations, beliefs, and desires can be part of creating a better game. This co-
design suggests changes in the traditional roles of game developers and players,
where the border between the customers and the developers are becoming more and
more diffuse. The customers are no longer customers in a traditional sense; in line
with the “open source” movement, [see e.g., Ljungberg, 2000; Raymond, 1999],
they have turned into co-designers of the game.

Secondly, digital customer relations are also characterized by transparency. All
members of the Clusterball community can follow and interact within the forum. As
a result, Daydream had to be alert to uncomfortable opinions and requests. Animated
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activity and members who were eager to discuss distinguished the community. As a
result, the possibility to intervene in real-time imposes demands on Daydream to act,
or at least, comment topics that arise in the community. Daydream was not only
expected to intervene, the company was also expected to act fast. Every now and
then, the discussions become heated and, as a consequence, Daydream employees
were, more or less, forced to step in and sometimes also to rebuke the actors.
Whether the topics were of positive or negative nature, the transparency property
requires action to be taken. In the line with Orlikowski’s [1999] discussion of
internetworked organizations, this openness is something that stretches beyond
Daydream’s control.

The transparency property imposes demands on fast sense-and-respond to
customer behaviour. In view of the transparency of changed attitudes and desires,
new ideas and thinking can be turned into practice quickly. As Bradley and Nolan
[1998] outline, value in the “network era” requires that sense-and-respond business
strategies replace make-and-sell strategies. In the short run, this property cuts both
ways. It enables organizations to keep informed to be able to re-configure, but it also
undermines some of the stability needed for streamlining business processes.

7. CONCLUSION

This paper explores the nature of digital customer relations in the context of
online entertainment. In particular, the paper takes a closer look at how the Swedish
game developer Daydream had to learn about their online customers in the context
of releasing its new online game Clusterball. In this specific case, two technologies –
the game itself and the Clusterball community website – were involved in the
mediation of customer relations. In fact, most of what Daydream knew about their
customers was mediated through these technologies; this fact makes this case a
useful illustration of what characterizes digital customer relations.

In our efforts to understand the nature of digital customer relations, two
properties were identified in the collected data: time and place independency and
transparency. We suggest that these properties are important themes in the design,
assessment, and improvement of digital organizations.
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Abstract:

1. INTRODUCTION

The importance of the Internet as communication medium has increased
significantly over the past few years and so has commercial interest in online
communities. The Internet and its web-related services in particular have enabled so-
called communities of commerce (Bressler and Grantham, 2000) which are
communities that are centered around companies and their web sites. Creating and
nurturing such business-related online communities is expected to be a key element
in gaining and sustaining customer loyalty in the age of 'empowered fruit flies'
which denotes that "low-attention-span creatures with big wallets [...] move swiftly
from one sweet fruit to the next in search of the best pricing, highest convenience,
and quickest satisfaction" (Colony, 2000). Typical examples of communities of

The event of the Internet and its web-related services in particular has enabled
business-related online communities (also referred to as communities of
commerce) that are centered around companies and their web sites. Creating
and nurturing such online communities is expected to be a key element in
gaining and sustaining customer loyalty in the age of 'empowered fruit flies'.
However, apart from such explicitly business-friendly communities, the
Internet has also enabled a variety of business-independent online
communities which may disseminate at the speed of light information about
companies, their products, their bright sides, and their dark spots. The
effectiveness of information sharing observed in a particular online community
indicates that the Internet has enabled a variety of novel ways to affect
companies, their reputations, and their businesses. A look at the relevant
literature suggests that traditional security management is not yet prepared to
cope with these new challenges.
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commerce are the social interactions that occur in the context of Amazon.com's
virtual bookstore and eBay's virtual market place.

Apart from enabling such business-related online communities, the Internet has
enabled a huge variety of online communities that are not related to businesses and
that may pursue interests that are quite different from corporate interests. Such
communities may be beneficial to a company they like by conveying a positive
image but they may also be detrimental to a company's reputation and business by
spreading information that contributes to a negative (or more realistic) image.
Business-independent communities are difficult to address for companies and ways
to influence or even control such communities are limited. It is tempting to
underestimate the power of online communities-and online communication in
general-as online communities may be relatively small in terms of members.
Nevertheless, such communities may strongly effect a company. The lever is the
virtually unlimited dissemination of information.

In this paper, we describe an online community that has formed to share
experiences with fast food products and we outline that this community is an
environment where effective information sharing is happening. Considering the
growing importance of online communities and online communication in general,
we argue that the Internet has enabled a variety of novel ways to affect companies,
their reputations, and their businesses. A look at the relevant literature suggests that
information management and security management are not yet prepared to cope with
these new challenges. Companies in particular have to understand that the forces of
the Internet can hardly be controlled; the challenge is to understand how to react to
them (Bressler and Grantham, 2000).

2. MOTIVATION: INFORMATION
DISSEMINATION IN A COMMUNITY

According to Williams and Cothrel (2000), online communities are groups of
people who engage in many-to-many interactions online and form wherever people
with common interests are able to interact. In this sense, the term "community" is
used in a more general sense than in sociological research (e.g., Wellman and Gulia,
1999) where sharing beliefs or a feeling of belonging to the same community is
considered essential for viewing a social groups as community.

In this paper, we focus on particular newsgroup which is situated in the global
conferencing system Usenet news. Usenet being founded in the early Eighties is one
of the oldest and probably the largest conferencing systems of its kind. Usenet is
purely text-based and it is used by thousands of users who contribute more than a
million messages per day, generating a daily network traffic of more than a hundred
gigabytes. Collecting precise usage data is rather difficult as the largest part of user
interaction with Usenet is invisible; messages only reflect active contributions to
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Usenet whereas the much more frequent activity of reading messages remains
invisible (Lueg, 2000).

Research has found Usenet newsgroups be capable of forming and hosting
communities (e.g., Roberts, 1998). Interest in Usenet is increasing (again) as
newsgroups have been identified as places where is effective community building
and information dissemination can be observed.

2.1 The Online Community dafff

In this paper, we focus on the Usenet newsgroup dafff. The name of the
newsgroup is an abbreviation of the newsgroup’s location within a particular
internationally distributed newsgroup hierarchy. dafff qualifies as a community in
the sense of Williams and Cothrel (2000) as its members are engaging in many-to-
many interactions and the motivation for the engagement is the shared interest in
certain products. In addition, dafff members share certain attitudes, such as
expecting posters to behave according to the Usenet netiquette and its rules of good
conduct. Also, they maintain shared artefacts, such as a list of answers to frequently
asked questions (FAQ) and a web site that is used as a central repository for
information, such as the FAQ, that are relevant to the newsgroup and their interests.
The newsgroup’s participants are well connected in terms of electronic
communication so that information can be distributed rapidly. The shared interest in
a particular topic is the basis for the newsgroup which suggests to view the
newsgroup as a community of interest (Carotenuto et al., 1999).

The dafff newsgroup has formed to discuss "fast food" which is a generic name
for food as offered by companies such as McDonald’s, Burger King, KFC, Pizza
Hut, Taco Bell, Hungry Jack's, Wendy's, and Subway. Fast food could be
characterized as food that is prepared and consumed within minutes. Typical fast
food products are hamburgers, French fries, pizzas, and sandwiches, which are
usually served in combination with soft drinks, such as Coca Cola and Pepsi Cola.

2.2 Information Sharing in the dafff Community

Experiences with fast food and the respective restaurants are shared and
discussed in the dafff newsgroup. Information being contributed by newsgroup
members range from the quality of food and service (e.g., food temperature and
consistency; speed of service; friendliness of employees; responsiveness to
questions and critiques) in particular restaurants to regional differences in what
restaurants offer. In one particular case, a newsgroup member reported that he or she
observed the (in Germany strictly forbidden) re-use of food products that were
returned by an unsatisfied customer.

Of particular interest are hamburger restaurants. In the case of one particular
hamburger giant, information range from knowing which restaurants are operated by
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the giant itself and which are operated by franchise partners to details of internal
quality control systems that are intended to ensure product quality. These quality
control systems are a frequent topic as they directly influence the food experience in
fast food restaurants. Fast food companies seem to face the problem that their
freshly made products should be consumed within short periods of time to ensure
product quality (depending on the actual product, products may be stored in the
warmer for a few minutes). According to internal quality standards, products not
served after this time should be discarded.

One of the two most popular hamburger companies marks its freshly made
products according to the time left until the products should be discarded. Its main
competitor uses a number-based flag system to indicate until when products may be
kept. In both cases, details of the quality control systems and the meaning of the
indicators used are not communicated to customers. As a consequence, customers
ultimately have to trust the companies that only freshly made food is served and that
overdue food is indeed discarded.

Some members of the newsgroup community, however, knew about the quality
control systems used and contributed these information to discussions in the
newsgroup. Almost all members of the newsgroup are now able to assess how fresh
products really are when they are served. Observations reported by newsgroup
members indicate that it happens that overdue food products are not discarded as
demanded by internal company policies. In the case of the company using the flag-
based system, it seems to happen that sometimes quality control indicators are
manipulated to pretend a later production time. As a result, food served may not be
as fresh as demanded by company policies. In the case of some restaurants of that
particular company, newsgroup members reported they could observe that the flag
system was not used at all so that it were impossible even for employees to assess
freshness of products they were serving to customers.

information about the quality control system system, how it is intended to be
used  and how it may be abused, has become part of the community’s "organizational
memory" and is described in the newsgroup’s FAQ. In this sense, it is not only
information sharing but knowledge sharing that can be observed in the community
as statements indicate that members effectively learned how to apply the information
when visiting fast food restaurants.

2.3 The Scope of the dafff Community

The newsgroup’s FAQ is available on the web site that is maintained by some of
the newsgroup members. New participants in the newsgroup are pointed towards to
web site when information related to topics covered by the FAQ are being requested.
Discussions as well as the FAQ can easily be found when using a regular search
engine, such as Google (http://www.google.com). In addition, it is reasonable to
assume that members share their knowledge with real world friends and colleagues
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when physically visiting fast food restaurants. dafff members are physically located
Germany and a few other countries which means that they are able to collect
information from a rather large physical area.

Put in a nutshell, the scope of the community exceeds the particular newsgroup
by far; the community and the corresponding web site have the potential to become
a widely recognized fast food information resource on the Internet. Given the
growing recognition of the Internet’s importance to companies (e.g., Kalish, 1997;
Reuters, 1997), it is not unlikely that some of the fast food companies discussed in
the newsgroup are already monitoring the ongoing discussions. In fact, some
members are known to be current employees of fast food companies discussed in the
newsgroup.

Community members may also use other online communication channels, such
as email, mailing lists, chats, instant messenger, and other newsgroups, to
disseminate information they received in a community. Furthermore, members of
online communities are real persons in the end who meet family members at home,
friends at the movies, and colleagues at their workplaces which means that rumors
can be expected to be disseminated in the real world as well.

Related to the problem of virtually unlimited information dissemination is that
that communication is no longer limited to their specific social contexts. Search
engines, such as Alta Vista and Google, preserve information for years and have
empowered casual users to find information that was published almost anywhere on
the Internet. Online archives, such as Deja.com (now Google.com) allow users to
search billions of web pages and articles that were published in the global
conferencing system Usenet news. This means that even casual users have access to
a vast amount of information (positive and negative; true and false) that has been
said about particular companies and their products. A further implication is that
communication is removed from its original context. As Grudin (2001) puts it: "[...]
capturing context digitally alters it fundamentally. The context that is captured is
removed from its context, namely the context that is not captured". This de-situating
is especially relevant when considering the community example discussed in this
paper. A quick glance at the discussions in this community could suggest that "fast
food bashing" occurs but in fact the community is a "fan" community mostly
consisting of members that love fast food.

2.4 Communities as Chance for Corporations

From a business perspective, the dafff community is especially interesting as
most community members share a positive attitude towards fast food despite some
negative experiences. This means that the community and its web site are different
from increasingly popular "revenge" web sites, such as McSpotlight
(http://www.mcspotlight.org) or Living Wages (http://www.nikewages.com),
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providing information about the fast food giant McDonald's and the sports
equipment giant Nike, respectively.

Empirical evidence exists that members of the dafff community are interested in
increasing the quality of the products they like and the service they enjoy. Apart
from revealing and discussing dark spots, newsgroup members also report on good
experiences in particular restaurants and how they liked certain products (especially
in the case of new and limited "special offers"). However, implications of the
"quality problem" discussed above should not be underestimated. Discussion
statements indicate that several newsgroup members understand the quality problem
in such a way that they question the company's attitude towards its own quality
standards in general which means that they question other standards of the company
as well.

In the case of online communities with a rather positive attitude towards
companies and their products, companies may have the chance to establish
communication with online communities in order to prevent damage and to actually
improve their services. For example, the observations concerning disregard of the
internal quality control system could be used to investigate incidents.

2.5 Supporting Communication With Online
Communities

The members of the dafff community are mainly located in Germany. A review
of the German web sites of the two most popular fast food companies in the
newsgroup suggests that additional communication channels would be required to
establish communication between companies and online communities As reported in
Lueg (2001a), the current web sites typically lack ways to provide feedback online
or to communicate with each other. Instead, online customers are referred to sending
faxes or providing feedback in restaurants. According to experiences discussed in
the newsgroup, the latter can be at least frustrating if customers address disregard of
the internal quality control systems. Reviews of the companies' web sites in
countries all over the world showed similar results in most cases. Interestingly,
Japan with its specific culture is treated differently.

A range of ways to support communication with business-friendly online
communities has been outlined in Lueg (2001a). In a nutshell, the communication
strategy should be based on interaction and feedback; the communication goal
should be to prevent deterioration of reputation through isolated events and to
improve reputation through transparency. The message should be that despite bad
experiences the company still is a trustworthy company offering quality products,
that the company does not intend to hide grievances, and that the company
investigates and resolves incidents as soon as possible after they have been reported.

Certainly, providing additional communication channels involves certain risks.
Appropriate communication requires considerable expertise (domain knowledge,
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legal knowledge, PR knowledge, etc.) and still communication may fail if the
company’s reaction to incidents does not meet what is expected.

3. ONLINE COMMUNICATION AS CHALLENGE
TO COMPANIES

Providing new communication channels always introduces additional risks as
communication channels may be abused for information-level Denial-of-Service
(DoS) attacks (see below for a definition). In a more general sense, the speed with
which information can be disseminated within online communities and among user
of the Internet in general indicates that information dissemination in the age of the
Internet should be considered a serious challenge for companies.

It is widely acknowledged that computer security is an important topic and the
state-of-the-art in computer security provides some protection against threats
ranging from hackers trying to break into corporate computer systems to DoS
attacks. Companies should be able to reduce vulnerabilities as well as the potential
impact of still successful attacks.

However, information sharing in Usenet newsgroups suggests that potentially
threatening activities that are based on the virtually unrestricted dissemination of
information are becoming more and more important. Examples for information that
may be disseminated are rumors, gossip, urban legends, and last but not  least
purposely false information. Computer viruses, such as the Melissa virus or the more
recent Love Letter virus, infecting computers all over the world within a few hours,
have demonstrated the speed of information dissemination in the age of the Internet.

A famous example for the threat potential of information dissemination in
Usenet newsgroups and on the Internet in general is the urban legend that the
American designer Tommy Hilfiger appeared on the Oprah Winfrey Show (an
extremely popular show in the US) and made racist comments about several groups,
after which he was tossed off the set by Winfrey. In fact, Hilfiger has  never  appeared 
on or taped an episode of Winfrey’s show but the legend spread so rapidly and
generated so much controversy among customers and potential customers that the
company was forced to respond on the net (Ulfelder, 1997). See Lueg (2001b) for a
discussion of how online communication may affect real world companies.

It is necessary to distinguish such information-based attacks from network-based
attacks, such as regular DoS attacks, as network-based attacks are easier to address
due to their technical nature. Lueg (2001b) defines information-level attacks as
attacks that are based on the dissemination of information in such a way that
companies, their operations, and their reputations may be affected. Dissemination
may be active as in the case of sending email or passive as in the case of setting up
web sites.
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The primary lever of an information-level attack is the content of a message
rather than its form. Sending faked inquiries to service accounts (e.g., feedback
channels for online communities) to eat up resources would qualify as information-
based attack as it is the content of the messages that would provide the lever for the
attack. Examples for information-based threats are the setting up of so-called
revenge web sites and the disseminating of false or biased information as in the case
of the false Hilfiger accusation. Dissemination of information that is likely to trigger
specific counter reactions as in the case of ``joe jobs" also qualifies as information-
based threat. A joe job denotes abusing an opponent's identity for spamming. The
intended effect of a joe job is that the apparent sender is blamed for spamming (i.e.,
damaged reputation) with the ultimate goal that the opponent is being dropped by
his Internet service provider.

The computer security related literature does not provide much information on
how to address information-level threats. A look at the relevant literature suggests
that the focus is on making corporate computer systems and networks secure in
order to protect them against direct undesirable activities. Topics discussed at
specialized computer security conferences, such as the Australasian Conference on
Information Security and Privacy (ACISP), range from authentication and
encryption to access control and intrusion detection. Threatening activities that are
based on the dissemination of information, however, are happening outside secure
environments. (Lueg, 2001b).

Companies, such as CyberAlert (http://www.cyberalert.com), IntelliSeek
(http://www.intelliseek.com), and eWatch (http://www.ewatch.com), have
recognized the threat potential and offer specific tools that allow to search the web
and other information sources to find out "what is `being said about [a] company and
its products', and that provides ‘a way to identify potentially damaging rumors' "
(Manktelow, 2001). However, the strengths and weaknesses of these tools are
largely unknown and information on how to incorporate information-level threats
into security management are hard to find. See Lueg (2001b) for a discussion of the
current situation. Ebbinghouse (2001) provides an overview of several ways to
address problems with online information.

4 . CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
DIRECTIONS

In this paper, we have outlined that not only the creation of new business-related
online communities (so-called communities of commerce) but also the appropriate
consideration of existing online communities is increasingly important in the age of
the Internet. As a matter of fact, companies cannot control information
dissemination in online communities but they can (and they will have to) react to the
fact that more and more of their real world customers are members in online
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communities as well. Moreover, the virtually unrestricted information dissemination
on the Internet should be considered a serious challenge to companies.

The focus of this paper was on one particular community and its potential impact
on real world companies. We are extending our investigation to cover communities
in a variety of online environments as we consider the community under
investigation as a representative for a new breed of online communities that can
either support or harm companies.

Another strand of work focuses on the development of a framework for
assessing information-level activities and the incorporation of information-level
security management into existing security management frameworks.
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Insights into IST and E-business Strategy
Development

David H. Brown and Paul J. Robinson
The Management School, Lancaster University

Abstract: As organisations move further into the e-business era they face new
opportunities and challenges in developing their business to accommodate this
evolving environment. Of considerable importance is the development of IST
and e-business strategies. Instead of just focusing on the phenomenon of the
virtual world this research takes a wider perspective of strategy development
by exploring the themes from both a business and IST strategy perspective,
whilst incorporating key areas of the e-business domain. The experiences
discussed in the paper illustrate the need for direction and flexibility; the
importance of formal planning and an evolving relationship between
information technology and business.

1. INTRODUCTION

The setting for this paper is a now familiar one – the continuing extraordinary
commitment by organisations to e-business despite the recent failures of many
internet companies. In 1999 business-to-buisness (B2B) and business-to-consumer
(B2C) transactions were estimated to be £2.8 billion and these are expected to grow
tenfold by 2002. Globally this figure is likely to exceed £650 billion (Financial
Times, 2000). For these organisations the decision to engage in e-business was
invariably a strategic level commitment and would lead to major implications for
suppliers and customer relationships, internal organisational processes and
information systems and technology (IST). The latter is crucial since without
appropriate IST provision there can be no effective e-business. So how do these
organisations come to commit the resources needed to become e-enabled? To what
extent were these initiatives business or technology led, or neither?

These questions sit at the core of this paper which presents the results of a pilot
multiple case-study research project to explore the IST strategy development
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processes in organisations that have developed e-business initiatives. The area of
IST strategy formulation has long proved a difficult one for organisations (for
example, see Earl, 1989 and Ward, 1996). As information technology (IT) becomes
increasingly integrated into organisational processes then the evaluation of how IT
dependent initiatives – such as e-business – needs to reflect the organisational and
process implications. No longer can the problem be delineated and treated as a
technical one subservient to the business case. The problem is further exacerbated by
the fact that IT, and the means by which it can be made available to organisations,
are both subject to rapid change. This change may or may not prove to be significant
to any given organisation but they cannot be ignored and need to be evaluated. In an
interconnected world (locally and globally) externalities may require an organisation
to change its technology, or processes, or both.

Within such a context, unravelling and comprehending the processes that lead to
strategic commitments is difficult but necessary if future decisions are to be better
informed. Even if organisations have an audit trail in the form of policy documents,
business proposals and meeting minutes the passage of time, and the politicisation in
the decision process, make the final interpretation of events problematic. The advent
of e-business initiatives, however, offers an empirical opportunity which this
ongoing research seeks to exploit. By definition e-business initiatives are recent and
in the companies considered all occurred in the last two years. The possibility
existed therefore, to explore the organisational processes leading to the strategic IT
based commitments through recent documentation and the testimony of the actors in
the situation. The organisations chosen for the research are those that have
traditionally traded in the ‘physical’ world and are now transitioning into the
‘virtual’ world. This meant a realistic view of IST and e-business strategy
development was taken without the risk of distortion from the dot.com start-ups,
which, in the main, have had quite different strategic justifications.

The structure of the paper is as follows. To place the research in context the
paper commences with an overview of the impacts of e-business and provides an
insight into e-business strategy development. Following this the main concepts of
business and IST strategy literature are discussed which lead into a brief discussion
of the research approach undertaken. The main discussion focuses upon the
empirical results obtained from the three case organisations and relates them to the
main strategy concepts previously highlighted. Bringing together the main points
discussed and highlighting areas of further research concludes the paper.
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IMPACTS OF E-BUSINESS2.

In the e-business era, organisations are able to utilise modern technologies to
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“...the seamless application of information and communication technologies
from its point of origin to its endpoint along the entire value chain of business
processes conducted electronically and designed to enable the accomplishment
of a business goal. . .”

Wigand (1997, p 5)

This includes B2B, B2C, e-service, e-trading and e-commerce. Since the
potential of e-business was realised there has been a plethora of articles and books
describing how this new paradigm can affect business, markets and industry. This
paper does not attempt to cover all the available literature but will merely highlight
some of the major impacts and forces summarised from various authors and
researchers. The potential impacts of e-business are seen to be:

– Increased acceleration of change – Technology driven growth and change is
accelerating (Ticoll et al, 1998). The internet could lead to product life cycles
being reduced with more frequent introduction of products (Sawy et al, 1999).
Customer’s needs could change more rapidly, making them difficult to predict
(Barabba, 1998).

– Cost Reduction – Utilising internet technologies can reduce the costs of
communication between suppliers and customers, allowing for cost effective
customer service and market research (Bickerton, 1998). Transaction costs can
be dramatically affected during the purchase of products (Wigand, 1997).

– Value Chain Changes – Electronic business could lead to the disintermediation
and reintermediation of intermediaries in the value chain, along with increased
empowerment for customers (Bakos, 1998). This would lead to major changes in
the value chain.

– Blurring of industry and organisational boundaries – Boundaries of industry
and organisations could be blurred due to the convergence of technology.
Technology could essentially redefine the nature of competition (Barabba,
1998).

– Market Impacts – Bakos (1998), summarises a number of key points on how
markets could be affected by e-business. These impacts include: changes in
product offerings, impact of information goods, lowering of search costs,
facilitation of information sharing and new types of price discoveries.

– New Interorganisation business forms – As a direct result of the internet new
cost effective interorganisational systems have led to the development of new
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internet based communities. Current examples include Portals, Virtual Trade
Communities and Guaranteed Electronic Markets (Ticoll et al, 1999; Lockett and
Brown, 2000)
The above impacts and forces illustrate that organisations are facing not only

potential opportunities but also major challenges as the e-business era develops. As
argued by Chen (2000) the validity of being a purely web-based business is now
being questioned. As the economy is calming down from the initial dot.com furore,
traditional organisations are under increased pressure to move into the virtual world
alongside their physical world. Bickerton (1998), notes that many organisations in
the UK (and possibly around the world) are assessing how best to use internet
technologies to improve business. As argued by Hitt (1998), Earl (2000) and
Venkatraman (2000), organisations now face more complexity and uncertainty.
Even though there have been major developments in the area of e-business there are
still great challenges ahead for organisations. Venkatraman (2000, p 16) summarises
this succinctly:

“... the business landscape is fuzzy and fast changing – we are navigating
unchartered waters...”.

Downes and Mui (2000), argue that strategy development in the e-business era
needs to be approached from a creative angle. Many authors believe that traditional
approaches to strategy development are no longer suited to the modern turbulent
environment. The model advocated by Downes is one that proposes organisations
can shape the environment in which it exists. The three phases of strategy
development include reshaping the landscape, building new connections and
redefining the interior. This model attempts to create the building blocks to allow
lucky foresight to occur, instead of creating a deliberate strategy.

Venkatraman (2000), argues for the need to develop strategies that
simultaneously builds on current business models and creates new business models.
Both Venkatraman and Downes emphasise the need for experimentation during the
strategy development process to allow for flexibility and the testing of ideas. As a
contrast, Timmers (2000), shows in his e-business research that formal planning still
has a major role to play in strategy development. However, organisations are
struggling to integrate legacy and new strategies. In terms of IT usage Wigand
(1997) and Earl (2000), both argue that a key element is the organisational
processes. IT fulfils a two-way role in organisations that enables value to be
delivered. Not only does the business strategy and organisational processes define IT
but IT is also an enabler for new business processes and strategies.
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3. ASPECTS OF BUSINESS AND IST STRATEGY
DEVELOPMENT
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The term IST strategy is used to emphasise both the Information Systems (IS)
and IT aspects of the organisation. Checkland conceptualised the role of IS in
organisations in terms of a ‘serving’ and ‘served’ system. The ‘served’ system is the
actual business, which is served by IS within the organisation, the ‘serving’ system.
This concept is illustrated through the work of Earl (1989, developed in Galliers,
1991 and extended in Galliers, 1999). This work denotes that business needs are
essentially the ‘why’ and the IST strategy comprises the ‘what’, ‘how’, ‘when’ and
the ‘who’ of the organisation. IST strategy is therefore concerned with ensuring the
business strategy can be implemented successfully.

– Strategy Process – ‘How’ strategies come about
–   Strategy Content – The output of the strategic process, the ‘What’
– Strategy Context – The set of circumstances which both Process and Content

were determined, the ‘Where’, ‘When’, ‘Who’ and ‘Why’

The need to align both IT and business has been discussed for many years by
many authors (for example, see Scott Morton, 1991; Ward, 1996 etc). As noted by
Earl (1999) 90% of IST strategy literature discusses this area which underlines its
relevance to effective IST strategy development. Put simply, without alignment the
‘why’ of the organisation cannot be fulfilled.

De Wit & Meyer (1995), have provided a useful three dimensional framework
for the debate on strategic development:

Ideally all three dimensions will feature in the strategy development process.
This paper makes use of the Dewit & Meyer framework to structure the discussion.
Having determined the context in the previous section, the following discussion
focuses upon the process and content aspects of strategy development. The aim of
this section is to highlight the key debates in order to determine their role in the IST
and e-business strategy development process. The forces of e-business mean that as
organisations experience both continuous (steady and evolutionary) and
discontinuous (radical and intermediate) change the impacts on their strategy
development will vary. During times of continuous change the impacts may not be
too fierce and may mean a slight reorientation of the strategy. However, now and
then this relative stability is punctuated by a major event within the environment (e-
business) and suddenly evolution turns into revolution, as organisations need to take
a ‘quantum leap’ to adapt to the changes occurring (Mintzberg, 1987).

As noted by Nutt (1998), the activation for change can develop from both the
internal and external environments. More specifically, Trompenaars (1996), argues
that organisations interact with transactional, socio-political and contextual
environments. Within these environments there are various forces impacting on the
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organisation that affect strategy development, including internal forces (information
constraints, politics and history) and external forces (legal, fiscal and legitimacy
constraints). When coupled with the forces created by e-business the pressures
facing organisations are great, as noted by Hamel (1997, p. 1):

“... the economic sea change now under way will drive an extraordinary amount
of wealth creation over the next few decades ...   wealth will also get destroyed, as
new business models drive out the old. That much is obvious... ”

Hamel points out that strategy is a key element for an organisation to be able to
take advantage of business opportunities. The process of development can take
many forms and as noted by Chase (1998), organisations are unique, therefore no
two strategies will be the same. This is also supported by Ansoff (1994), who argues
that organisations can take different strategic approaches depending upon the
varying environmental challenges that they experience. Traditional approaches to
strategy development have emphasised the importance of strategic planning. Quinn
(1994), argues that planning is important as it creates discipline to look towards the
future, expresses goals, allocates resources and helps to instil a long-term
perspective in the organisation. However, planning approaches have been criticised
for being to rational and deliberate. Mintzberg (1985), argues that it is actually
difficult to follow a purely deliberate approach to strategy development as precise
intentions would need to exist, be common and be realised as exactly as intended
within the organisation. He notes that planning is important but is not the whole
process because an element of flexibility is needed to allow for changes in the
environment (continuous and discontinuous). Mintzberg believes that strategies need
to incorporate both deliberate and emergent aspects to allow for control and
flexibility, as intended strategies are not always realised as planned (Mintzberg,
1987).

Heracleous (1998) argues that it is important to incorporate strategic thinking in
the strategy process. He notes that strategic thinking questions the strategic
parameters currently in place. The planning aspect implements the direction chosen
(derived from the strategic thinking) and helps to configure the organisation. Fowler
and Lord (1998) also accept the role of strategic thinking in strategy development.
They note that executives tend to use intuition to develop strategies and do not
necessarily rely on sophisticated formal techniques.

With regards to strategy content, the main concern in the literature tends to focus
upon whether an outside-in or inside-out approach is taken. The outside-in
perspective is based around the concept of positioning. This determines whether an
organisation’s profitability is above or below industry average (Porter, 1985). Porter
(1979), argues that the essence of strategy is coping with competition by matching
the organisations strengths and weaknesses to the environment. The approach
attempts to position the organisation to take advantage of opportunities in the
environment so that a competitive advantage can be developed through various
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strategies. Porter (as discussed in Clarke, 1994), argues that organisations can
develop competitive advantages by assessing the five forces within their industry
and taking their strategic stance. The competitive advantage is delivered through
how activities are arranged and performed in the value chain of the organisation
relative to its industry in which the organisation exists.

IST strategy development has been heavily influenced by the work of Porter
(Clarke, 1994). Using Porters work as a basis, IT was believed to be a key enabler of
competitive advantages for organisations. As noted by Lambert and Peppard (1993)
and Clarke (ibid), the traditional view of IT is one that emphasises IT being aligned
with business needs. The Business Strategy essentially drives the IST strategy.
However, IT has developed and matured considerably over the years.

In more recent years the inside-out perspective has developed. Hamel (1993),
believes too much focus has been placed on environmental fit and not enough on
resource leverage. Itami (1987), argues that various internal assets are in fact a
source of competitive advantage. The key to the inside-out approach is based on
leveraging resources, capabilities and competencies that are used to create a
sustainable competitive advantage. Schoemaker (1992,) illustrates that the outside-in
and inside-out approaches can in fact be integrated, as they are complimentary
approaches. The model he proposes revolves around four key processes, which are:
generating scenarios; conducting competitive analysis; analysing the organisations
and competitor’s competencies; and developing a vision by identifying strategic
options. This approach utilises key aspects of both outside-in and inside-out
perspectives. Earl (1999), proposes that strategists need to view IT from an
‘opportunity’ perspective. In this view, IT should be used to open up new ways of
doing business (inside-out). This view is even more important in the e-business era
as IT could have more influence over business because of the reliance of IT in order
to implement an e-business approach. This now brings into play the investment
aspects of IST strategy. With IT becoming more critical to organisations the
investments in this technology can be classified as ‘strategic’ in that it will affect
and contribute to the organisations future growth (Easterby-Smith, 1996). An
investment so critical would need to be reflected in the strategy development process
and would have major influence on the direction taken. However, due to the
uncertainty surrounding e-business benefits and technology, it could be difficult for
organisations to justify and make these strategic investments.

4 . RESEARCH APROACH

The empirical research was conducted using a multiple case-study approach.
Guidelines for adopting this approach are those provided by Yin (1994). Three case
organisations were selected from a range of possibilities. Table 1 shows a high-level
comparison of the case organisations used for this research project. The
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organisations are all placed in different industries and differ in terms of size and
turnover.

Table 1: Comparison of Case Organisations

The actual data was collected from a number of sources including, websites,
annual reports, company documents and primarily performing semi-structured
interviews within the three organisations. These organisations have been chosen for
a number of reasons:

– They are all established organisations (Bricks and Mortar)
– They have developed e-business initiatives within the last 2 years
– They are drawn from a cross section of organisations and industries

Within these organisations key personnel were selected to conduct interviews
with. The choice of sample was directed by their involvement in one or more of the
following areas:

– General business strategy development
– IST strategy development
– E-business initiative

The use of semi-structured interviews was chosen for their qualitative fit in the
research approach. Wherever possible multiple interviews were conducted which
allowed the different perspectives and key issues to emerge. These were
complimented with document analysis. They allowed the research to gain greater
depth and help to discover the views, the experiences and how the interviewees
made sense of the situation.
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A number of themes have emerged from the research, which deals with the
trigger for change, mechanisms for implementing the decision, and the perspective
and integration of IT into the business strategy. Each of these themes will be
discussed separately in this section. Table 2 illustrates the main findings from the
three case organisations.

Table 2. Main Research Findings

5. RESEARCH RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.1 Trigger for change

All case organisations experienced the ‘punctuation’ phenomenon caused by e-
business. Having traded through a period of relative stability, the organisations
strategic direction was impacted on in a major way by the need to develop an e-
business approach. The significance of this move is apparent because developing e-
business facilities within these cases was not just concerned with simply
implementing a web site to communicate to the outside world. As noted earlier, the
opportunities and challenges created by e-business are great, not only as another
sales channel but also in terms of the impacts this approach can have on the whole
organisation.

The trigger for change differed between organisations. The literature emphasises
the need for formal analysis of the organisational environments to determine the
future direction of the business. In all cases the trigger of change was not the result
of formal analysis. For Retailco and Foodco the trigger for change came from the
CEO of the organisation. He had ‘decided’ that e-business facilities were needed

FoodCo RetailCo PrintCo
Trigger of Change CEO intuition CEO intuition Operational needs
View of IT Opportunistic and Opportunistic and Opportunistic and

support support support
Relationship between IT and business IT and business IT and business
IT and Business influence each influence each influence each other

other other
Focus of IST

Strategy process
directed by
Role of Planning

IT and processes to IT and processes to IT and processes to
deliver advantage deliver advantage deliver advantage
Business and IT Senior Planning Use of strategic
Directors Manager intent
Control and Control and
communication communication

Control and
direction

Flexibility of
planning
Strategy Focus

Quarterly reviews

Outside-in and
inside-out

Decisions made Decisions made
outside the process outside the process
Outside-in and Outside-in and
inside-out inside-out

Investment Focus Investment not that
severe

Difficult to justify
- uncertainty

Operational
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within the business. The decisions by the CEO’s were believed to have been
influenced by the strategic moves of competitors and also through informal
discussions within their social network. In this sense the move to e-business was
seen to be a competitive move and not just for operational needs. Printco’s move to
e-business was triggered in a slightly different way. This was not the result of a
decision from the CEO but was influenced by the operational needs of the
organisation. Prior to moving into e-business, Printco found themselves under
increasing pressure from suppliers and customers to develop an e-business approach.
The main reason for this pressure was to reduce operational costs. All three
examples illustrate the impact e-business can have on organisations. Not only is
there pressure from competitors who are developing new and innovative approaches
to conduct business. There is also pressure from within the value system to ensure e-
business facilities exist so that operating costs can be reduced across the whole
system.

5.2 Mechanism for implementing the decision

Following the ‘official’ decision to adopt an e-business approach the case
organisations illustrated distinct approaches during the initial stages of strategy
development. Foodco tended to tackle the situation from an operational angle.
Basically, they would incorporate the operational requirements of the initiative
within their current business model. As the initiative developed the role and
direction would be slowly integrated in the strategy development process. Retailco
attacked their initiative from a more radical stance. To allow for flexibility of the
development they completely relaxed the traditional internal business controls to
allow the experimentation of ideas. Once Printco had realised the requirement of e-
business it was immediately integrated within the strategy development process.

Although each organisation expressed that the initiative did impact on them, the
level of impact varied between organisations. For Foodco, the impact was less
severe then that felt by Retailco and Printco. Prior to the e-business initiative
launched by Foodco they had spent a number of years developing various
approaches to customer delivery facilities. This meant that e-business was more of a
technical issue for them to develop, as the logistical infrastructure was already in
place. A major concern for Foodco was therefore integrating the new technology
into their traditional business. Within Printco and Retailco, the punctuation caused
by e-business was viewed as major event in terms of organisational impacts.
Retailco felt the issue was so important that a new business division was initiated to
develop this new approach. They believed it was important to allow for the testing of
new ideas without impacting on other areas of the business.

For all case organisations formal planning played a major role in the
development of IST and e-business strategies. Planning in these organisations was
not the whole strategy process but created the capability to allocate resources,
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communicate ideas and provide control (as noted by Quinn, 1994). The creative
thinking of the strategists drove the strategy development process. Foodco and
Retailco both emphasised the need for creative thinking. The strategists were
questioning the strategic parameters currently being followed in their organisations.
Planning was used as a tool to configure the organisation and implement the
direction that had been decided.

Although concern is expressed about the rigidity of planning in strategy
development, it seems in reality that planning does not necessarily have to restrict
the flexibility of the strategy process. The planning processes in all cases were
annually based. FoodCo’s flexibility in its planning process was evident by
performing a quarterly review of the strategy plan; essentially a smaller version of
the annual planning process was completed every three months. Both PrintCo and
RetailCo also had flexibility in their process to make decisions outside the planning
process. Any major decisions made would then be fed back into the strategy process
as and when required. This degree of flexibility also supports the earlier discussions
on strategies being both deliberate and emergent. The planning process was seen as
a key element but all cases acknowledged the importance of a certain amount of
flexibility to respond to the changing business needs. This allowed all cases to
respond to both continuous and discontinuous change in the environments they
interact with.

In terms of strategy focus, all organisations showed signs of incorporating both
an inside-out and an outside-in approach. The general focus in all cases was one that
reflects the model proposed by Schoemaker (1992). Scenario planning was used (in
various forms) to generate potential futures. Detailed analysis of competitive moves,
internal and competitor’s capabilities and technological trend was conducted. This
was not a linear process but was iterative as the strategy process was unravelled.
Competitive and IT analysis was used to determine the strategic use of IT within the
organisation. However, the high-level role of IT was an implicit given, as the e-
business initiative would not be possible without some level of IT. The main focus
was on the business capabilities that IT could deliver and ultimately the potential
advantages to be gained from using this technology.

Although all organisations adopted a combination of inside-out and outside-in
approaches only Foodco emphasised the potential advantages that could be gained
from focusing on the inside-out approach. The majority of their effort was focused
towards a combination of both approaches. However, at various times the focus
would shift towards purely an inside-out approach as they attempted to influence the
market. The evidence of this is illustrated in the success of their e-business initiative
in their industry sector as they have led the market in e-business with many

competitors adopting their business model.
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5.3 Perspective and integration of IT into the business
strategy

With the advent of the e-business initiatives within the case organisations there
seemed to be a slowly changing perception of the role of IT in these organisations.
All cases, especially FoodCo illustrated a view of IT that places it firmly in what
Earl (1999), calls the ‘opportunity’ approach. Here IT is not simply viewed as a
supporting role (which was also evident) but in fact IT is the driver of new
opportunities and business models. This perspective illustrates an evolving role of IT
within the case organisations. IT was no longer viewed as being submissive towards
business needs, as in the traditional view discussed by Lambert and Peppard (1993).
With the advent of e-business this relationship changed from being simply a one-
way influence were the business strategy drove the IST strategy. The role of IT in
the cases organisations is one were IT would actually drive some business
capabilities. Alignment of the two domains is therefore essential. Without it the
capabilities offered by e-business could not be fulfilled. The key leverage that brings
together the two areas of IST and business is essentially the processes that need to be
fulfilled in the organisations. This supports the model proposed by Wigand (1997) in
that process is the central linkage of business and IST capabilities. The strategic
process undertaken within the cases was an iterative one that allowed them to
develop the capabilities required.

Even though this view was evident, there was also concern expressed towards
the uncertainty surrounding the capabilities of e-business technologies. To overcome
this problem great emphasis was placed upon the assessment of the external and
internal IT environments. This was to ensure the technological capabilities existed
and also that the case organisations had the resources and capabilities to implement
such technologies. The uncertainty aspect was also reflected in the approach taken to
making ‘strategic’ investments. For Retailco the relaxing of internal controls meant
that it was difficult to justify the investment made. Because of the impact of e-
business the organisation followed a ‘wait and see’ approach to investment.
Foodco’s investment approach was less severe due to the logistical infrastructure
already in place. Finally, Printco felt they could justify the investment, as the e-
business facilities were needed for operational requirements.

The above discussion highlights some key high-level aspects of IST and e-
business Strategy development. This research illustrates that some of the traditional
aspects such as formal planning and competitive advantage are being integrated with
more creative and IT driven approaches to strategy development. As the business
environment becomes more complex and turbulent, the strategy development
process requires creativity and flexibility but also direction, control and focus
offered by the more ‘traditional’ strategy aspects. It seems as though the focus of
many recent publications believing that ‘traditional’ approaches to strategy are no
longer useful maybe too generalised as the case organisations illustrated a
combination of a number of strategy development aspects.
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6. CONCLUSION

This paper has discussed how a number of organisations have developed IST and
e-business strategies over the last few years. Using a number of core literature
domains the research highlighted how strategy development could occur within the
business world. The concepts and theories were then tested within three case
organisations that have developed e-business initiatives over the last 24 months. The
results of this research make interesting reading and can be summarised as follows.

First, it is evident that the role of IT is evolving within the organisations, no
longer is the business strategy leading the IST strategy. The two domains are starting
to influence each other as the dependence on IT becomes greater due to e-business
requirements. Second, there is great uncertainty regarding the technological
capabilities currently available. This is reminiscent of the early days of IT when IT
graduated out of the ‘back office’ onto the desks of users. In time, as technologies
develop the confidence in the new technologies may also develop. Third, to cope
with this uncertainty, internal controls were relaxed to allow for flexibility. Forth,
formal planning during IST strategy development still plays an important role for
organisations. However, it is important that a degree of flexibility exists in order to
cope with both continuous and discontinuous change occurring in the environment is
which the organisations interact. Fifth, strategic investment perspectives can vary
depending on the uncertainty of the initiative. Finally, there exists a view that
strategy development (e-business and IST) incorporates both elements of the
outside-in and inside-out schools.

This research is part of a three-year program investigating strategy development
in the e-business era. This paper has highlighted a number of questions to be
addressed in further research. Initial questions include ones concerned with the
strategic learning and decision implementation within organisations. Examples of
these questions are: Following a major strategic re-orientation, such as e-business,
has the organisations learnt from the experience for future changes? What
implications restrict the translation of the initial strategic idea into reality? How are
strategic ideas justified to the organisational members who decide on its feasibility?
The next stage of the research is to conduct action research within a global
organisation that is moving into the e-business domain. The research conducted in
this paper will therefore help to focus future research being undertaken.
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Abstract: Many large organisations find it difficult to develop an e-commerce strategy.
Senior management should first develop a comprehensive understanding of
what it means to become e-commerce enabled before deciding whether or not
to pursue that route. With e-commerce comes major changes that must be
carefully planned and coordinated to avoid chaos and confusion. The aim of
this paper is to provide an approach to develop an e-commerce strategy for
large organisations. An e-commerce strategy, in its most simplistic form,
consists of three steps, namely: determining where the organisation is; where it
wants to go; and the best way of moving from the one to the other.

1. INTRODUCTION

The growth in electronic commerce (e-commerce) as a discipline has been
unprecedented in the field of information technology. Both industry and academia
have realised its importance, resulting in much research being done into its various
facets. There are a number of success stories but, unfortunately, even more failures.
The popular media has generated a lot of “hype” around e-commerce, especially
business-to-consumer (B2C) e-commerce, and many “horror-stories” abound.
Numerous surveys have been conducted which highlight the drawbacks or problems
with e-commerce, and most of these point to security as an overriding problem
[ERNS96][ERNS99]. In reality, however, many different technologies exist that
address most security concerns [GREE00][LABa00]. The main problem with many
failed e-commerce initiatives is the seeming lack of senior management support as
well as a general lack of understanding – amongst senior managers – of the
fundamental  issues  that  constitute  a  successful  e-commerce  environment
[ERNS96][LABb00]. This paper suggests a practical, top-down approach for
transforming a traditional organisation into one that is e-commerce enabled. The
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suggested approach is based on well-known and proven management techniques to
facilitate a wider acceptance by senior management.

2. THE BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT

For the small, start-up organisation, engaging in e-commerce is relatively easy
and inexpensive, as is evident from the number of “dot.coms” that have sprung up
over the past two years. Large corporates and multi-nationals are, however,
experiencing difficulty realising the full potential of e-commerce. For such an
organisation, it is not just a matter of selling products over the Internet, but rather
changing its business philosophy as well as the industry in which it operates.

Organisations are attempting to adapt their imperfect business processes and
systems to become e-commerce enabled. Many failed e-commerce initiatives can be
attributed to the GIGO (garbage-in, garbage-out) principle. A struggling
organisation with poor processes and systems will not become successful just
because it has become e-commerce enabled. In such examples, e-commerce did not
fail, but it was a case of the organisation being doomed from the start.

Before embarking on any e-commerce initiatives, it is essential that there is a
proper understanding of what is required from the organisation [LABb00]. There
are seven factors that govern an e-commerce enabled organisation
[ROSS00][ROSS01]:
1. Convergence – In e-commerce, the convergence of business and technology

drives the organisation. Technology has become a business enabler and creates
new business opportunities. The traditional roles of CEO and CIO are becoming
integrated and, in future, will become the responsibility of just one person.

2. Streamlining – All business processes, both internal and external, must
constantly be analysed to seek ways to make improvements. Streamlining also
involves the creation of new business process which, in turn, might lead to a
need for new or additional infrastructure. Organisations can no longer function
in isolation of customers, partners and suppliers.

3. Technology awareness – The e-commerce enabled organisation must keep
abreast of technological developments as such developments create new
opportunities. CEOs of the future will need a solid understanding of both the
business and technological aspects affecting their organisations and industry.

4. Flat-and-flexible organisational structure – The e-commerce industry is a fast-
paced one with little time for bureaucracy. The organisational structure needs to
be adapted to become mobile and flexible in response to change. Employees
must be empowered to make decisions and utilise opportunities. This means that
the functional organisational structure of the past is inadequate and that new
structures, such as project and matrix organisation structures, are required
[SCHW00].
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5. Information-centricity – E-commerce differentiates itself from traditional
commerce in the sense that information, rather than a physical product, is the
primary asset. Therefore, a more aggressive approach to information gathering,
storing and retrieval needs to be followed. Many organisations have mountains
of data, some information, but very little knowledge.

6 . Customer-centricity – The focus of e-commerce is on the individual customer,
rather than on the anonymous masses. This is sometimes referred to as mass-
customisation where products and services intended for the masses are packaged
for the individual. Customers want to be treated as individuals which means that
organisations must get to know their customers as individuals.

7. Web assurance – E-commerce removes the need for physical presence but at the
same time creates a lack of trust due to its face-less and place-less nature.
Traditional organisations use a physical presence to establish initial trust with
customers. With e-commerce, this is not always possible and, therefore, requires
a different approach. One method of achieving initial trust is to have the

organisation verified by a trusted party [ARTH01].
Once an organisation understands and accepts the above factors, it can start to

develop an e-commerce strategy to change from its existing form into an e-
commerce enabled entity. The main success factor for transforming an organisation
is an excellent strategy [KALA97]. The development and implementation of a
strategy is referred to as the strategic planning cycle and consists of four phases
[TURB00]. These phases are illustrated graphically in figure 1 below:

Figure 1. Strategic planning cycle

The following paragraph addresses the first two steps, namely internal and
external environment analysis and strategy formulation.
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3. E-COMMERCE STRATEGY

Strategy is defined as “the long-range plans to effectively manage environmental
opportunities and threats in light of corporate strengths and weaknesses” [TURB00].
Intuitively, strategy can also be defined as the process of determining:
– where the organisation is;
– where it wants to be; and
– the way to get there.

Many proven techniques and tools exist that can be used for this purpose. By
using familiar and proven techniques, top management is put at ease, as there is
already enough unfamiliar territory within e-commerce. A SWOT (strengths-
weaknesses-opportunities-threats) analysis can be used to determine where the
organisation is. The Robson’s five forces model [YEAT96] (an adaptation of
Porter’s five forces model), can be used to determine where the organisations wants
to be. With the information gathered in the previous two steps, a plan can be
developed to move from the one to the other.

3.1 Where the organisation is

The first step, to determine where the organisation is, can be achieved by using a
SWOT analysis. The four components of SWOT need to be analysed to determine
both internal and external organisational factors.

When looking at the internal factors, one approach is to view the organisation as
consisting of three layers, with each layer broken down into more detail. The three
layers are [ROSS01]:
1. Business direction – represents the top layer where strategic decisions are made

by top-management.
2. Business architecture – represents the business units responsible for the core

business processes that are managed by functional management.
3. Business infrastructure – represents the supporting services needed for the core

business processes that are managed by operational managers.
These three layers are depicted graphically in figure 2 below:

– – -
–
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Figure 2 – Three-layer organisational view

Following is a discussion regarding each layer.

3.1.1 Business direction layer

On the business direction layer, the existing strategy must be analysed to see if it
can be adapted to include e-commerce. If not, a strategic decision needs to be made
as to the future direction of the organisation. Top-management must be in
agreement regarding the change in strategy, as this decision needs to be filtered
down to everyone in the organisation. If some top managers do not support the
initiative, there is a very good chance that it will fail [SCHW00]. E-commerce
strategies will, in most cases, require innovative business models and/or business
process re-engineering. It is seldom that a physical organisation will be converted
into one that is an e-commerce enabled without using either of these.

Once the strategic direction has been decided, the e-commerce initiative must be
funded. This is where corporate finance plays a very important role. Few
organisations will have the financial resources available to fund a complete
transformation. In most cases, a phased approach to implementing e-commerce is
recommended. Each phase can then be financed separately. It is also possible to
start planning for the allocation of funds over a certain time period. Corporate
finance is also responsible for determining the financial viability of investing in an
e-commerce initiative.
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3.1.2 Business architecture layer

Once the strategic direction has been set and financial resources have been
allocated, the business architecture can be analysed to determine the core business
functions and the relationship between the systems in these functions. As a
minimum, most organisations should have some form of customer relationship
management (CRM) and supply chain management (SCM), even if it is in its most
basic form. Depending on the type of organisation, other functions need to be
analysed as well.

3.1.3 Business infrastructure layer

Lastly, the business infrastructure needs to be analysed to see what is already
available. As a minimum, most organisations will have some form of information
technology infrastructure, human resources management and facilities management.
In many cases the organisation might already have some e-commerce components in
place, for example a Web presence, an intranet and e-mail facilities. These can be
used as the foundation for the e-commerce initiative.

At this point an organisation should have a good idea of its own strengths and
weaknesses. An analysis of the market and the industry the organisation operates
within should give insight into the opportunities and threats. This is sometimes
referred to as Industry and Competitive Analysis. The next step is to determine
where the organisation wants to be.

3.2 Where the organisation wants to be

To determine where it is that the organisation would like to be, a number of
questions need to be asked. Wendy Robson took Porter’s five forces model and
adapted it to what is now known as Robson’s five forces model for information
systems opportunities [YEAT96]. The application of Robson’s model to e-
commerce is shown in figure 3 below.
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Figure 3. Robson’s five forces model applied to e-commerce

After referring to figure 3 above, the first question to ask is whether e-commerce
can change the basis of competition. There is no point embarking on e-commerce if
no benefit is to be derived from it. The answer to this question can be [TURB00]:
–
–

the organisation achieves competitive advantage (offensive approach)
the organisation is able to level the playing fields and compete with much bigger
competitors (offensive approach)
the organisation needs to go this route for business survival reasons (defensive–

approach)
The ideal situation for any organisation is to create a new market by providing a

new product or service. Whoever is first in this new market is usually perceived as
the market leader. The market leader is now in a position to make up the rules for
this new marketplace by which any future competitors need to abide. A typical
example is Amazon.com — the first Internet-based bookseller. Any other
organisation wanting to enter this market will be measured against Amazon.com.

The next question to answer is whether e-commerce can create barriers to entry.
In a free market, any venture that is profitable is bound to attract new competitors.
The ideal is to provide a product or service that discourages anyone else from
entering the market and thereby maintaining a monopoly. Despite the fact that e-
commerce can level the playing fields, many small organisations are unable to
compete with the resources available in bigger corporates to develop large and
sophisticated back-end systems. This is especially the case when it comes to using
technologies such as data warehousing, data mining and knowledge management.
The investment made thus far by Amazon.com in information technology runs into
millions of dollars. Any competitor planning to enter this market will need to make
a substantial investment to compete with such a strong and well-established entity.
Another problem is that Amazon.com has been able to collect valuable information
on its customers for a number of years. A new entrant will not have this
information, nor will it be able to purchase it.
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The third question is whether e-commerce can increase the cost to the buyer of
switching suppliers. Ideally, an organisation wants to build up a loyal customer base
as repeat business costs much less than new business. Using incentives and getting
to know the customer can create a loyal customer base. Customers quickly get into
a convenience-habit, which needs to be maintained by the organisation. An example
is where Amazon.com, despite its low-price strategy, offers extra discounts to loyal
customers. Part of the incentive scheme involves a virtual book club that customers
can belong to, and, after purchasing a number of products, they receive free gifts or
additional discounts. This is sometimes referred to as a virtual community.
Customers are also given specific information on books and other products based on
their preferences and past purchases. Customers, therefore, build up a relationship
with the organisation. The effort involved for a customer to move from a familiar
environment to an unfamiliar one where a relationship must still be established —
and where there are no immediate benefits — will discourage most customers from
making such a move. In e-commerce, trust also plays a very important role, as trust
is developed over time, and few customers are prepared to move from a trusted
environment to one where trust must still be established.

The fourth question is whether e-commerce can generate new products or
services to forestall external threats of substitutions. Most products and services
evolve over time and the organisation itself needs to be able to evolve accordingly.
New products and services are, in many cases, the result of developments in
technology. Organisations must either prevent the acceptance by customers of these
new products and services, or be geared to accommodate any such substitutions.
Going back to the example of online bookstores, one new development in the book
market is electronic books or e-books. Books are published on disk and a special
viewing device is used to read the book. Should physical books be substituted with
electronic books in the future, Amazon.com will be geared for this. Amazon.com
has already started distribution of electronic books, thereby preparing the business to
accommodate this possible substitution of products.

The fifth question is whether e-commerce can help the customer to dominate the
supplier. In most cases the individual customer has very little bargaining power. By
consolidating the bargaining power of individuals, organisations can act as
intermediaries and take full advantage of bulk purchases. Amazon.com is able to
sell books at very competitive prices, lower than traditional bookstores, due to bulk
purchases from book wholesalers. These savings can then be passed on to the
customer. Amazon.com also passes demand-information through to the book
wholesalers to ensure a supply that matches demand.

At this point the organisation knows where it is and where it wants to go. The
next step is developing a plan to get from one to the other.

E-commerce strategy formulation
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3.3 The way to get there

By mapping the information obtained from step two, where the organisation
wants to be, onto step one, where the organisation is, different areas will be
identified that must be adapted or created to enable e-commerce. The information
obtained from questions one and two in step two is used to change the existing
strategic direction of the organisation, as illustrated in figure 2. The information
obtained from question three is used in CRM in determining what has to be done to
become e-commerce enabled. The information obtained from question four is used
in SCM to determine how substitute products or services can be accommodated.
The information obtained from question five is used by both CRM and SCM to
determine better ways of serving the customer. The relationship between where the
organisation wants to be, to where it is, is shown in figure 4 below.

Figure 4 – Relating where the organisation wants to be to where it is

During this process an organisation may realise that there are some new areas
that have to be established within the organisation. The new e-commerce enabled
organisation, based on its e-commerce strategy, might therefore resemble figure 5
below [ROSS01]:
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Figure 5 – Thee-layer organisation view incorporating e-commerce

Following is a discussion on how e-commerce would change the traditional
organisation:

3.3.1 E-business direction

Top-management is responsible for setting and executing the new e-commerce
strategy. Part of e-commerce strategy formulation must include investigating issues
such as taxation, foreign exchange, legislation, multilateral contracts and role and
policy of government [SCHN00].

3.3.2 E-business architecture

On the e-business architecture layer, e-commerce might be seen as a core
function of the organisation and should therefore be a business unit on its own. For
the purpose of this paper, e-commerce is defines as the exchange of goods and/or
services for money using Internet technology as a supporting infrastructure. This
unit must address several issues that include:
– Electronic contracting. Contracts are used in the physical world to bind two

parties to an agreement and to protect them from one another. The use of
contracts is considered good business practice by most large organisations. In
the e-commerce environment, it is sometimes impossible for two parties to have
the physical contact necessary for signing contracts before engaging in business.
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This does not mean that contracts must now be abolished. Digital signatures can
be used to sign electronic contracts [TURB00].
Contracts are still required for e-commerce, for the same purpose as for the
physical world and is a prerequisite for procurement, negotiations, bidding and
auctioning [SCHN00].

– Electronic payment. In cases where transactions are performed and money must
be transferred, a secure electronic payment system must be implemented. For
regular, large-sum transactions, using e-cash, credit cards or e-cheques becomes
inadequate. The wide variety of electronic payment systems available presents
an organisation with a choice. Electronic payment systems have to be integrated
into the financial institution’s systems. It goes without saying that security is
very important if fraudulent transactions are to be prevented [GREE00].

– Web assurance. An organisation wants its customers and business partners to
trust its processes and systems. One way to establish trust is to have processes
and systems audited by, for example, an audit firm that will provide certification
that the organisation complies with baseline controls [ARTH01]. Web assurance
generally means looking at security, privacy, and consumer protection. Web
assurance is similar to quality standards in concept, where in the future only
organisations that have been certified will engage in e-commerce with one
another. Organisations that provide such services include TRUSTe [TRUS01],
Better Business Bureau (BBB) and Online Privacy Alliance [TURB00].
The CRM unit is responsible for both pre-sales and post-sales activities such as

ordering, settlement, delivery, payment and customer care [ROSS01]. This unit,
therefore, must work closely with the e-commerce, information technology and
information security management units when it comes to electronic payment
systems.

The CRM unit is responsible for analysing and managing the supply chains by
using tools such as work flow management. This unit must work closely with the
CRM unit to be able to exploit JIT (just-in-time) delivery of goods and services
[TURB00].

The abovementioned issues are just some of the important ones and are by no
means an exhaustive list.

3.3.3 E-business infrastructure

Based on the additional needs of the e-business architecture layer, the
Information technology unit must expand its capabilities and develop additional
expertise in areas such as smart cards, biometrics, digital certificates and encryption.
More e-commerce enabling knowledge is required for, as an example, new
information and communication platforms and mobile agents [SCHN00][TURB00].

The Human resources unit might not experience any drastic changes but could
give valuable input to the CRM unit.
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Facilities management traditionally looked at the management of, for example,
physical security, air conditioning and telephony. Many of these services now
makes use of computer technology in the related products. There is a definite
overlap between the facilities management, information security management and
the information technology units.

Based on the needs of the e-commerce unit, the establishment of a separate
information security management unit might be required. This unit must work
closely with the e-commerce and information technology units to implement the
security infrastructure needed for secure transactions [GREE00]. The information
security management unit is responsible for the non-technical aspects of security,
while the information technology unit is responsible for the technical aspects. This
unit must address several issues that include:
– Certification and accreditation. Security is a key issue for most organisations

in conducting transactions over the Internet. An organisation might want to be
certified as complying with some Information Security Standard, for example the
BS7799, to provide potential customers and business partners with the peace of
mind that it is proactively addressing security. Certification is only one
component of web assurance, as discussed earlier.

– Public key infrastructure. Should an organisation decide to use public key
encryption as its backbone for secure transactions, a public key infrastructure
must be implemented. Once implemented, it needs to be managed and
maintained, which requires dedicated resources and commitment. The use of a
public key infrastructure does not automatically guarantee trust. A concerted
effort is required to get the buy-in from all interested parties.
To enable CRM and SCM to effectively perform their functions, a knowledge

management and an enterprise resource management division might have to be
established. The enterprise resources management division is responsible for
ensuring that all systems within the organisation are integrated to eliminate
inconsistent information and data redundancy brought on by having large amounts
of data. Data warehouses can be used for this purpose, as well as to improve on
efficiency. The knowledge management unit uses techniques such as data mining to
find patterns and trends in the data warehouses, This knowledge is, in turn, used by
the organisation to improve its CRM and SCM functions [TURB00].

The above mentioned issues are just some of the important ones and are by no
means an exhaustive list.

The next step, as shown in figure 1, is to implement the strategy and to regularly
assess its performance [SCHN00]. Based on the results of the assessment the
strategy might have to be modified or changed. It is very important that the strategy
sets out to achieve a quantifiable goal, as many e-commerce failures are a result of
unrealistic expectations. Strategy formulation is part science, part art.
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4. CONCLUSION

For many organisations, e-commerce seems like an unrealistic dream. The
reason for this is that large corporates and multi-nationals are like big ships that turn
slowly. It is impossible to expect these organisations to change overnight to become
e-commerce enabled. As with any other major organisational change, it is important
to have strategy that will give direction to all involved. Many e-commerce
initiatives have failed in the past because organisations focus on components of e-
commerce rather than taking a holistic approach.

The top-down approach suggested in this article will assist senior executives by
providing a starting point for taking an organisation down the e-commerce road —
without getting lost in the detail.
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Abstract: Electronic commerce studies have created important models for the trade of
physical goods via Internet. These models are not easily suitable for the trade
of information goods. Lowly codified information goods are hard to represent
unambiguously among trading partners, their property rights are hard to
secure, and the determination of volume and price is difficult. Highly codified
information goods are easier traded by markets but have different levels of
abstraction, which leads to specific requirements for their business models.
The article analyses several information goods trade models that are derived
from the framework presented.

1. THE NATURE OF INFORMATION GOODS

In markets, the good traded must be comparable to a commodity, this means
highly codified and non asset specific (of potential value for many buyers). The
transactions are governed through classical contract law: sharp in by clear
agreement; sharp out by clear performance- in which the identity of the parties is
irrelevant (Williamson, 1991: 271). Information goods though often are less codified
and thus require intense communications to be understood. Additionally, the
information good may be more asset specific, implying that it is of use for only a
limited group. These exchange and product uncertainties require more elastic
contracting mechanisms. If the contracting parties maintain autonomy but are
bilaterally dependent to a nontrivial degree, the contracts will not be complete, and
“(1) contemplate unanticipated disturbance for which adaptation is needed, (2)
provide a tolerance zone within which misalignment will be absorbed, (3) requires
information disclosure and substantiation if adaptation is proposed, and (4) provides
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for arbitration in the event voluntary agreement fails” (Williamson, 1991: 272). This
is what Williamson calls hybrid transaction governance, and some other authors call
clans (cf. Ciborra, 1987) or networks (cf Liebeskind et al, 1996). High asset specific
goods are infeasible to supply by hybrids, because their ownership conditions are
such strict that the unspecificity of ownership common to hybrids have to be
avoided even if the asset is highly codified. This thus requires the information
exchange to be governed by hierarchy. Hierarchy has preference over markets and
hybrids when many contract disturbances happen, ande the principal is allowed to
make the decision himself. Following Furubotn & Pejovich (1974) three types of
property rights exist (1) the right of use, (2) the right of changing forms and
structure of the transferred good, and (3) the right to reap the profits of the good.
Picot, Bortenlanger, & Rohrl (1997) add a fourth property right essential for
markets: (4) the right to sell the good. Because information exchanges implicate the
transfer of information from a supplier to a buyer, the exchange partners arrange
some kind of payment. This payment may result from the work of the invisible hand
(the market), mutual understanding and networking (the handshaking in hybrids),
and fiat in hierarchies. Because prices are hard to define in hybrids (Liebeskind et al,
1996), the payment for use mostly consists of invitations for collaboration on further
development, and sharing profits when the information good can be sold or
exploited. In the hierarchy, the most important ownership is the right to reap the
profits exclusively.

Following Boisot (1998: 14) information (goods) may be classified along the
dimensions of their level of codification and abstractness. Codification helps to give
form to a knowledge asset, for instance by representing it in a language or mass-
produced artefact. High codification implies that the representation is unambiguous
for different receivers of the tokens. Abstraction refers to the level that information
and knowledge can be applied more generally and is less restricted in scope.

Information goods are representations of events, objects, and ideas, which are
codified such that they may be exchanged. Though the abstraction level may
determine the level of control over processes (Bohn, 1994; Wijnhoven, 1999) and as
such is basic for the business value of information goods, the codification level
determines the efficiency of possible exchanges (Boisot, 1998). Low codification
levels obstruct the market exchange of information goods, because it may be unclear
for the buyer what actually will be sold. As such low codification goods are more
effectively exchanged in networks, where reputation determines much of the
expected value, and higher risks of poor value deliveries are acceptable. High
codification, in return, enables to tag a price to the commodity and also enables
others to deliver comparable products that create market competition. Consequently,
markets only enable highly codified information products to be exchanged, though if
they are highly asset specific, they will have to be exchanged via hierarchies for the
sake of maximum exploitation of the property rights. Low codified information
goods require a conversion process to make them suitable for market exchanges, if
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they are not asset specific. Given the different levels of abstraction and codification,
several information goods may be identified (see table 1).

Table.1 A classification and examples of information goods
Exchange Market Hybrid
governance

Hierarchy

Codification High
Abstraction Data
low delivery

services;
News,
journals;
Infotainment

Abstraction Magazines
moderate

Abstraction Professional
high services;

Courseware;
Scientific
publishing;
Patents;
Insurances.

Low
Qualitative
observations
& reports;
Gossip

Research in
progress
results;
Ideas &
notions
Theory ideas
Paradigms

High
Data sets

Shared
resources for
academic
group

Scientific
software;
Models;
Sponsored
scientific
books &
CD-ROMs

Low
Gossip;
Business
intelligence
reports

Organisation
al routines &
norms;
Undocument
ed policies
Business
and
management
consulting;
Skills

High
Databases

Management
reports;
Documented
business
policies
Knowledge-
based
systems;
ERP;
Business
models;
R&D.

This article focuses on the information markets and the related information
goods. Section two analyses the problems of information goods trade by electronic
commerce systems, and section three proposes a generic way of designing business
models that cope with these problems. Sections four, five and six analyse business
models that cope with low, moderate and high abstract information goods. Finally,
section seven analyses and discusses the differences and generics of these models.

2. PROBLEMS OF INFORMATION GOODS TRADE
VIA E-COMMERCE

Electronic commerce aims at “...the seamless application of information and
communication technology from its point of origin to its endpoint along the entire
value chain...” (Wigand, 1997: 5). Electronic commerce may reduce transaction and
co-ordination costs, because (1) it allows more information to be communicated in
the same unit of time, (2) it enables a tighter linkage between buyers and sellers, (3)
it may create an electronic marketplace where buyers and sellers trade, and (4) it
enables the strategic deployment of linkages and networks among co-operating
firms. Electronic commerce systems enable the replacement of inefficient



All these trade activities have opportunities and specific problems when they
want to trade information goods. These are listed below.
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intermediaries (Wigand, 1997: 4). The extent to which intermediaries can be
replaced by electronic means is dependent on the level to which (lowly codified)
pre-execution expertise is required. Picot et al (1997:114-115) therefore split
consulting-driven from execution-driven transactions. An example of an execution-
driven transaction is the booking of a flight, when the travel agency books the flight
and provides no extra services. Consultant-driven transactions cannot be
disintermediated because they rely on tacit knowledge. An example is the
underwriting of a life insurance policy.

Kambil & Van Heck (1998) distinguish several trade processes and trade context
processes. The trade processes involve the search and valuation of offers from
suppliers and buyers, the logistics for transporting the goods, the payment and
settlements, the verification of the quality and features of the product offered, the
authentication of the trading partners, and the monitoring of conformance to the
contract or agreement among the parties. The trade context processes may exist of
communication and computer support, product representation, legitimisation for the
validation of exchange agreements, influence structures and processes to enforce
obligations or penalties to reduce opportunism risks, and a legal or institutional
structure to resolve disputes.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Search. Search engines, portals, and electronic agents may reduce the search
costs for potential buyers. Sometimes the number of potential offers may be an
overabundance, requiring evaluation methods like reputation indicators and
certifying intermediaries (also see 2 and 5 below).
Valuation. A variety of new price discovery means (electronic auctions, bidding
processes and negotiation via electronic agents) exist that differentially attribute
costs to buyers, sellers and intermediaries. These may be applied to information
goods as well, though the role of certification and reputation management may
be more dominant.
Logistics. The logistic problems for the delivery of tangible goods via e-
commerce may be huge. In contrast, information goods offer excellent
opportunities for transaction costs reductions via Internet delivery. Divisibility of
many information goods realises mass-customisation. Security problems
(property rights theft) though are large.
Payment & settlements. Third parties may provide the infrastructures to reduce
for exchange risks, consisting of banking and legal services. The divisibility of
information goods enables to stop delivery when payment is not done
(subscription principle), and thus the payment risk in information goods is
probably easier controlled than in physical goods trade.
Authentication. The authenticity of the trading parties in electronic commerce is
required. Third parties may monitor conformance to the contract or agreement
among parties, so that dispute resolution can be based on agreed data. A special
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problem for information goods is the ease of producing illegal copies, though this
may be easily recognised.

6. Communications & computing. Improved processing, storage, input-output, and
software technologies, transform the co-ordination capabilities of stakeholders in
each process. This is especially true for information goods, where a strong merge
of production, logistics and distribution may happen. Consequently, mass
customisation is rather easily realised.

7. Product representation. Product representation determines how the product
attributes are specified to the buyer or third parties. Too much representation,
though, removes the trade value of information goods, but too less is insufficient
for making buying decisions.

8. Legitimisation of transaction. Trade and exchange agreement can be validated
on-line, by connections with credit card firms (which guarantee payment),
checking the authority for transactions by PIN codes and membership numbers.
This is most useful for information goods.

9. Influence structures & processes. Explicit mentioning of the terms and conditions
of the trade may reduce dispute problems, but only when existing relevant legal
and transaction data is available, reliable, and is easily transferred to enforcement
actors.

10.Dispute resolution. Probably legal institutes must be adjusted to settle legal
problems in electronic commerce, but the law will need innovations and not
much experience (jurisprudence) may exist yet. This problem may be larger with
information goods, because the property rights of information goods are more
difficult to describe and secure.
Several principles of trade mentioned by Kambill & Van Heck are hard to apply

in the context of information goods because of the codification (representation),
property rights, and pricing problems involved.

3. CONCEPTS FOR THE ANALYSIS OF
INFORMATION GOODS TRADE PROCESSES

Because information goods are easily and cheaply produced and distributed to
clients, the actual process of information goods creation for many information goods
can be done in close interaction with the end consumers. This means that
information goods creation processes should be included in the information goods
business models. The information goods creation management process helps to
make the good to a commodity that can be easily sold to generate the highest
revenues. Some of the most important subprocesses of this activity are to help
clients find the product (search), to realise the authenticity of the product (through
e.g. copyrights), and to make attractive product representations that help clients to
make buying decisions. Also after-sales services may be developed to increase the
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client’s expected future product value. The actual production of the information
good is an important part of the business model, because it will enable more or less
mass-customisation. As stated before, information goods may theoretically have
nearly unlimited opportunities of mass-customisation, and the production facility is
thus an important part of the model, which requires specific communication and
computing facilities, influence structures and processes. Finally, information goods
require a retail and distribution facility, which is able to value the product,
logistically deliver, settles payments, legitimise the transactions and efficiently treat
disputes. This results in the classification of activities and processes for information
goods trade as listed below (Clemons et al, 2001).
– Information goods creation process, by e.g. artist, writer, reporter, researcher,

photographer.
– Information goods creation management: selection of content, promotion,

contract writers and creators, edit, generate sponsorship, certify correctness,
accuracy, timeliness and suitability

– Information goods production: bundle data to packs, combine it for cross-selling
(e.g. advertisements), print, distribute to subscribers and retailers

– Information goods retail and distribution: by subscription services, news
agencies, news stands, convenience stores and other outlets
We describe some of the market trade examples of table 1 following the

processes and activities listed here. The resulting models are analysed in section
seven with respect to their similarities and differences among the three levels of
abstraction of information goods.

4. BUSINESS MODELS FOR LOW ABSTRACT
INFORMATION GOODS

Table 1 mentioned the following low abstraction information goods: data
delivery services, news services, and infotainment (popular music and books).
Because news service is a specific example of data delivery services, only the data
delivery services and the infotainment examples will be discussed in this section.

4.1 Data delivery service

The information supplier delivers elementary data to the acquisition activity of
the service, and helps to fill the structure and content of the product platform. Next
these data may be analysed, integrated, synthesised, added and standardised, and
consequently stored and made easily available to clients to facilitate customised
client needs. These acquisition, refinement, and storage and retrieval facilitations are
the information goods creation process. The distribution process is similar to the
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retail process and thus also includes the contracting and product presentation. The
buyer receives information packages, and submits information needs specifications
to the access tools and information product family resource. These data delivery
services thus deliver customised information packs and access to large data
resources. These services are also called information refineries (Meyer & Zack,
1996). See figure 1 for a model of the data delivery service.

Figure 1. Data delivery services trade model

Modern new services can be organised as data delivery services, while
improving the customisation and topicality (real time news), and reducing the
production and delivery costs. As addition though, they need a certification process
to manage the quality if the supplied data and maintain the reputation of the service.

4.2 Infotainment service

Infotainment is a broad term for software for fun. Basically an artist or group of
artists produce a piece of art, like a movie, a piece of music, or a game. The artist(s)
first create a composition, arrangement, script or initial game design and tries to
convince a recording company to arrange the facilities to produce the idea, and sell
and distribute it. There is a tendency for music groups and game developers to create
the products on their own, which means that the artist (group) and the product
creation management firm are the same people, but often the investments and the
commercial expertises needed are insufficient for this unity (cf. Clemons & Lang,
2000). The information goods creation manager also facilitates the bundling of
pieces of the art product to optimally suit specific market groups and so to make the
product more attractive. Information goods of this kind can be delivered in hardcopy
and digital form. The digital form, though more sensitive for violations of
copyrights, enable more flexibility in the delivery and customisation of the good.
Also the distribution and production cost are less. See figure 2 for a model of the
Infotainment trade.
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Figure 2. Model of infotainment

Many infotainment services require a continuous development, while
users/players and designers discover new opportunities or generate new ideas related
to the basic product. After some time the many new ideas may be combined to a new
release, which may be supplied via shops as CD-Roms or via the Internet-based
product supply site. Consequently, the management of the exchanges of users and
designers is a most important part of product management, and the information
goods creation management.

5. BUSINESS MODEL FOR MODERATE
ABSTRACT INFORMATION GOODS:
MAGAZINES

Magazines publish articles with a higher level of abstraction than news services.
This implies that more content expertise has to be added. Consequently, the
information goods creation process is more intense and takes more time.
Additionally, magazines have to hire external expertise to check the quality of the
product or to add to it when the editors have insufficient depth of knowledge. Some
information goods buyers may be expected to be more knowledgeable and can add
sometimes by delivering their comments. The readers may want more resources and
may be interested to reuse articles, though they do not know which and when. The
most important additions to the news services thus are (1) the research process, (2)
acquiring external expertise for additions and review, and (3) resources for readers.
See figure 3 for a model of a magazine.
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Figure 3. A model of a magazine-like information trade

6. BUSINESS MODELS FOR HIGHLY ABSTRACT
INFORMATION GOODS

Table 1 mentioned five examples of high abstract information goods:
professional services, courseware, scientific publications, patents, and insurances.
Lack of space reduces this discussion to professional services and patent trade here.

6.1 Professional services marketing

Professional services have a high level of abstraction and consequently it may be
difficult to codify them fully. As far as they are not fully codifiable, other trade
mechanisms than markets are more useful (Liebeskind et al, 1996; Williamson,
1991). Most hospitals, organisation consultants and educational institutes have web-
sites, which help clients to make an initial diagnosis, an initial analysis, or give
information concerning research results and courses. Many of these sites are free of
charge, because they help to develop a need among prospects for more profitable
services, which are difficult to codify. To understand the typicalities of such
professional services marketing, lets analyse the case of CapGeminiErnst&Young’s
Dutch operational benchmark service. CGEY clients can fill in a form consisting of
benchmark items. The data submitted are compared to data from other firms, and
some diagnosis and advice is given. Via the system, clients receive a well-grounded
advice, combining theoretic insights, expertise and data. They pay a small fee for the
service. Sometimes they will be able to solve the detected problems themselves, but
they may also hire the professionals from CGEY or another organisation
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consultancy firms. At least two different types of products may be delivered: (1) the
electronic advice via the website, and (2) professional skills. The information goods
production thus has two production lanes, and these lanes built on data, expertise
(case experiences), and theoretical insights, that are modified to the consultancy
systems and the consultancy method. See figure 4 for a model of professional
service trade.

Figure 4. Professional service marketing-like information goods trade

Typical for this information trade process is that some of the information goods
are hard to codify, and thus are difficult to trade via markets (this is represented as
everything below the dashed line in the figure 4), and are certainly not to be traded
by electronic commerce. These low codification goods though are important
complements to the codified goods.

6.2 Patent trade

Though patents are representations of highly abstract knowledge, they are
suitable for codification. This means that they are described such that other people
can use them in a profitable way when they pay for its use. This makes patents as
information goods, particularly suitable for market trade.

Because using a patent is only possible through coming to an agreement with a
patent owner, the actual production requires the public publication of the patent, a
valuation of the patent and the negotiation and contracting. These production
processes are combined within the Yet2.com site. Yet2.com wants to be a global
patent marketplace, by giving clients (searchers and potential buyers of patent
licenses) access to owners of advanced technologies. Several leading technological



firms are sponsors of Yet2.com, and they share their patents via Yet2.com with the
market. The Yet2.com site gives information for valuation and pricing of patents, via
its “done deals database”, assists in structuring a deal by providing past deals as a
frame of reference, and helps to learn about royalty rates in similar transactions.
Yet2.com also gives assistance in legal services like patent prosecution, trainee
programs, setting up legal protection. The site gives multiple references to other
firms that can help by providing their professional services, and as such is a
professional services marketing site as well. The information good is created via the
review of a patent submitted for publication and the actual delivery of it as an
information good via publication (hardcopy or on-line). This review (the job of
patent and trademark offices and authorities) focuses on removing ambiguity in the
patent description, and checking the novelty of the invention. The results of these
reviews are processed by specialised publishers like Derwent via hardcopy prints
and on-line databases. See figure 5 for a model of patent trade.
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Figure 5. A model of patent trade

The elements below the dashed line have low levels of codification and are hard
to trade via electronic commerce systems.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

Although this study does not pretend to be complete on all possible information
good trade models -the cases have been selected as examples within a framework-
several conclusions for theory and practice can be drawn. These conclusions result
from a comparison of the models among different information goods abstraction
levels, and within similar abstraction levels.
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Trade models for moderate abstract goods require the addition of more expertise
than for the low abstract good trade process. This expertise often has to be
insourced, and requires review and commenting activities of (external) experts. High
abstract goods can hardly be traded completely by electronic means, and requires
supplementary human commercial interactions to deliver the information goods
completely. Electronic commerce systems for high abstract goods thus need a
human expertise supplement in its production and delivery processes for clients who
want more.

Within the low abstract information goods group, the models differ on:
The level of human interaction needed. With some goods an execution-driven

process may satisfy, whereas with other goods clients need access tools to create
their own end product.

The level of bundling and customisation of the information good. For instance
books are completely bundled information goods, whereas data delivery services
may supply unbundled data.

The virtual or physical nature of the supplied good. Most low abstraction
information goods models enable virtual as well as physical deliveries.

Within the moderately abstract group the most important difference may be the
level of user/reader/consumer interaction in the information goods creation process.
Electronic reader platforms may facilitate discussions and facilitate further critical
explorations by the reader. This may be extended to reader involvement in magazine
production activities.

With high abstract information goods the major differences are:
The level of completeness of the product codification. High abstract information

goods mostly have a codifiable and noncodifiable part. The noncodifiable part also
requires a consultant-driven trade process.

The leading actor in the market. In some cases the product creator owns the trade
system (i.e. insurance firms), whereas in other cases the product creator and buyer
community may own the trade system (e.g. some scientific communities).

The inter-organisational nature of the trade system. Some information goods
require the collaboration of several specialised information good creators (i.e. the
patent trade market of Yet2.com).

Sections 2 and 3 mentioned that information goods trade has specific
complications because of its goods representation, property rights, and pricing
problems. But at the same time, information goods can profit more from electronic
media for reducing transaction costs, and improving producer-buyer interactions.
Electronic media also enable more integration in the value chain and opportunities
of exploiting this. All the information goods trade models have high opportunities of
customisation and intense user/client involvement in product creation and
production. The access tools, though important for customisation, make information
good trade systems very sensitive for property rights violations.
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Information goods business models at a meta-level share actor roles, information
goods creation activities, information goods production activities, distribution and
sales activities, and the co-ordinating tasks of information goods creation
management. Further analysis and design of the models architectures require
considering several organisational and information technological decisions. Though
some significant insights are accomplished on concepts and models of information
goods trade, this article is just a start to further systematic exploration of information
goods electronic commerce. Much more practice has to be documented and
analysed, resulting in the development of management instruments.
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Abstract:

1. INTRODUCTION

The aim of the paper is to show that e-commerce holds the potential to
transform banking and financial systems. First, banks and financial firms can
use the technology and business practice of e-commerce to market their
products to the customers. Second, e-commerce provides a business
opportunity for banks to offer new products and services to serve the needs of
e-commerce. Third, the new business environment associated with e-
commerce provides opportunity for institutional innovations in banking and
finance, which can help to lay a sounder foundation for the international
financial system. The paper focuses on the second and third aspects.

Before e-commerce captured public imagination and business participation, the
Internet was seen by the conservative and established banks as at best just another
distribution channel. The advent of e-commerce has changed such perception.33

Now almost every financial firm, from the most prestigious Wall Street investment
bank to the provider of micro credit to the very poor, has found that it has no choice
but to invest in an Internet strategy. "And having invested in it, it will need to
persuade its customers to use it. (Long 2000)" Bank customers who enjoy the
convenience of on-line purchase from Amazon.com may expect their banks to
improve the services. However, banks and financial firms need to be more than
becoming Internet savvy and embracing the practices of e-commerce. They need to
see themselves as worthy contributors of e-business and to play their roles in a
positive way in institutional innovators. The aim of the paper is to show that e-
commerce holds the potential to transform banking and financial systems in a radical
way.

33 It must be noted here that innovative financial firms, e.g. e-trade and Schwab,. can claim
some credit for their contribution to e-commerce.
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There are three aspects in which e-commerce can affect banking and finance.
First, banks and financial firms can use the technology and business practice of e-
commerce to market their products to the customers. Second, e-commerce provides
a business opportunity for banks to offer new products and services to serve the
needs of e-commerce. Third, the new business environment associated with e-
commerce holds potential for institutional innovations in banking and finance,
which can help to lay a sounder foundation for the international financial system.
The paper focuses on the second and third aspects. For the sake of completeness, the
first aspect will be discussed here in the Introduction. Separate sections below will
be devoted to dealing with the second and third aspects in greater detail.

Now, let us consider the first aspect. As customers we are witnessing these
changes before our nose as banks adopt the Internet infrastructure and business
practices of e-commerce. Many of us would have direct experience with electronic
banking, for example Internet bank and e-brokerage, and have seen the
disappearance of some brick-and-mortar branches of our familiar banks. The beauty
of Internet banking lies in its low cost, convenience and availability. It enables banks
and financial companies to offer services with the following qualities: 24-hour,
seven-days-a-week availability, convenience, fast delivery, customer focus and
personal service. Banks can reduce the time taken to approve mortgage application
from weeks to hours. Many of the back office activities like data entry are now
performed by the customers, reducing costs and improving services. The
commercial use of the 128-bit encryption opens the way for secure on-line financial
transaction. The Internet as a technological platform is to financial transaction what
money as a common medium of exchange is to the economy. Just consider the
convenience and flexibility provided by money in economic activity. Much more
important than these is the need for bans and financial firms to operate in a radically
new way. For example, act as an open shop for customers to buy services from you
and your competitors. It is founded on the on-line world principle of getting the
customers coming back to you, and has been adopted by Fidelity and Schwab selling
competitors’ mutual funds on their websites (Keen 2001).

Second, e-commerce represents a business opportunity for banks to offer new
products and services to serve the needs of e-commerce. E-commerce has created a
demand for low cost facility for micro payments (Choi et al 1997). Some other areas
wherein banks can develop services are: protection for e-commerce participants
against fraud, electronic billing and assistance for small businesses (Wenninger
2000), acting as information intermediary to safeguard the privacy of on-line
customers, and acting as a rating agency for e-commerce.

Third, the new business environment associated with e-commerce represents an
opportunity for re-structuring the banking and financial systems. As the capital
market is assuming more and more the role of financing business ventures, banks
have become less crucial as intermediary between savers and investors. Together
with the dangers associated with moral hazard, this forms a good reason for
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governments to withdraw the safety net from banks and set up an independent
agency to operate on a totally secure basis the payment and transaction systems.
Another potential impact is that central banks may find it more difficult to set
interest rates, thereby giving up their important function in monetary policy.

There is a strong historical precedent to the second and third aspects I just
outlined in the two passages above. Many of the standard business practices of
banks today evolved in response to the needs of modern commerce 34 . Modern
commerce also shaped the business environment, which in turn introduced some
major institutional innovations. A significant one was the commodity exchange
which evolved to become the stock exchange, and futures market.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section will give a brief
review of the development of banks in modern Europe, showing how banking
emerged as an established business activity in response to the needs of commerce.
Subsequently, section 3 describes some areas where banks are offering or can offer
new services to support e-commerce. Section 4 discusses two main areas where e-
commerce and the Internet can provide the opportunity to restructure the banking
and financial systems, and the possible effects on financing of public projects. I
close the paper with a conclusion in section 5.

2 . LEARNING FROM ECONOMIC HISTORY

The early history of banking in the West can be read as a story of the evolution
of banks in the process of meeting the needs of modem commerce. Banks in Europe
began as moneychangers who specialized in assaying and valuing the coins used in
the market centres (De Roover 1948; Lane and Muller 1985; Summer 1971). In the
early 13th century, cities like Venice, Florence and Genoa bloomed and grew to
become economic and cultural engines. These cities drove and expressed new
aspirations and ways of thinking directed to material purposes, in the process
creating new social behaviours. Venice was a great commercial centre, and it was
here that banking for the first time separated itself from the changing of money
(Roberts 1996). They evolved to become deposit banks, acting as custodians of their
clients' money. This proved to be very useful to traders who gradually learned to
trust the banks. With traders coming to accept book entry transfers as payment for
their merchandise, banks acquired the role as payment intermediary between buyers
and sellers. As long as the depositors could trust the banks, most of their money was
laying idle there. This was soon discovered by the bankers. They realized that they
could hold some reserves against deposits, and could lend out the rest against some

34 Commerce had existed as early as the division of labour ushered in by the agricultural
revolution. But commerce then had not stimulated the emergence of banks in the form that
we know it. The task was left to modern commerce, i.e. commerce in modern history.
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collateral or invest in promising business ventures. “Banks began when men saw
from experience that there was not sufficient money in specie for great commerce
and great enterprise.” (Summer 1971, p.200.) With this new business activity, they
carried out an additional role as financial intermediary between savers and
investors/borrowers or become investors themselves. The second role allowed banks
to provide liquidity in the economy. This has far-reaching economic consequences,
both in the form of economic benefits and risks.

The intellectual life in Italy at that time was fermenting and vigorous. Florence
was the focus of the most intense and influential cultural activity in the whole of
Europe. From 1350 to 1450, more scholars, artists, scientists, architects, and poets
lived and worked in Italy than anywhere else in the western world. Many of them
came from other countries to participate and contribute to that great unplanned
historical phenomenon known later as the Renaissance. “Europe went, as it were, to
school there.” (Roberts 1996: p. 193.) Against this background of intellectual
vitality, flourishing commerce brought with it a chain of institutional innovations.
The Bill of Exchange appeared in the 13th century along with the first bankers.
Limited liability was known in Florence in 1408, and marine insurance was
available before that (Roberts 1996). Double entry bookkeeping evolved to meet the
needs of merchants (Bodie and Merton 1998). By 1500, Italians had invented new
credit instruments for the financing of international commerce. The Amsterdam
stock exchange was established in early 17 th century (Braudel 1968). The 19th

century saw the regular market being replaced by continuous trading, purchase by
sample, the rise of shop keeping, and replacement of fairs by produce exchanges or

bourses.
The contribution of traders to the establishment of banks is well documented

(Summer 1971; Clough and Cole 1968). In Europe, banks were established in
centres of great foreign commerce such as Venice, Amsterdam, Hamburg and
Nuremberg. It was “merchant capital which created markets, financed manufactures,
floated the American colonial economies and launched banking and insurance.”
(Grassby 1970: p.106.) Even today, we still see the role of traders as modest
providers of credit to peasants and farmers in developing countries. In emerging
economies the activities of traders promote not only the more efficient deployment
of available resources, but also the growth of resources (Bauer 1991).

Traders were risk-takers who under the right conditions underwent a
metamorphosis to become financial and industrial capitalists. The instruments of
capitalism were invented in the course of turning the wheels of commerce. For this
paper, the most significant one is the principle and practice of limited liability. The
practice of limiting the liability of passive partners made it easier for companies to
attract investors to participate in new business ventures. It provided an efficient
means for entrepreneurs to pool together public financial resources by selling them
shares on the stock exchange. It is an instrument for sharing risks and profits that
proved crucial in the growth of capitalism.
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3. NEW PRODUCTS AND SERVICES TO SERVE E-
COMMERCE

Commerce in our age inevitably involves monetary transaction. It would thus
come as no surprise that e-commerce could affect banking in a very fundamental
way, and would be affected by the ways banks respond to the new demands. For
example, e-commerce will further undermine the power of bank branches (Lawrence
et al 1998). It is also a business opportunity for banks to offer new products and
services to serve the needs of e-commerce. In the following sub-sections below, we
look at five areas where banks can offer their services to electronic commerce -
payment services, information intermediary, rating services, fraud protection, and
providing technological support for small businesses to enter e-commerce.

3.1 Payment and Billing Services

Credit card is one of the few remarkable innovations introduced successfully by
banks in the last five decades (Drucker 1999), and it is currently being used
extensively in B2C electronic commerce. But it is an expensive means of payment
for e-commerce and many on-line shoppers will prefer other forms of paying their
purchase (Long 2000). So will many on-line retailers who have to cough up set up
and transaction costs and 2-3% of every payment. Moreover credit cards are not
suitable for person-to-person trade on the Internet. Such inadequacy shows up in on-
line auction. The American government has expressed misgivings about the reliance
on credit cards for e-commerce. In short, e-commerce has created a demand for low
cost facility for micro payments and flexible payment (Choi et al 1997; Long 2000).

New ways of on-line payments are appearing in the market, such as deduction
from a pre-paid account, electronic billing services, direct transfer out of bank
accounts. An interesting one is provided by X.com and PayPal which allows account
holders to email money to each other (Long 2000).

3.2 As Information Intermediary

A recent issue of The Economist (Dec 9th 2000) reports the possibility for credit
card companies and banks to act as information intermediaries. In such a
construction, a bank customer downloads software from the bank that he knows and
can trust. With the help of the software he can browse without the target websites
knowing his identity at all. When he decides to buy an article on-line, the software
generates a new identity for him, with a fictitious name and e-mail address, a coded
postal address, and a one-off credit card number. The new identity is sent, via the
online merchant, back to the bank. The bank would then check the details of the
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transaction and approves the transaction. The post office receives a decoded address
label and the coded name.

3.3 Rating Services

Trading in cyberspace has its risk. This is the sense of uncertainty associated
with lack of relevant information that matters (Bodie and Merton 1998). It is similar
to the risk faced by buyers in nascent industrial societies when they began buying
goods produced by strangers. Before the Industrial Revolution, they bought shoes
from the shoemaker whom they knew directly or whom they knew from friends in
the community. In the new business environment brought on by the Industrial
Revolution, they had no such direct knowledge, and brand emerged as an innovation
to serve customers’ need for identification when buying products made by
“strangers”.

There are interesting parallels in the new trading environment in cyberspace. For
example, there is a demand for rating agencies whose main function is to monitor
and grade, on a regular basis, the quality of goods and services, as well as to rate the
ability of buyers and sellers to meet their commitment. The electronic market
supports an efficient use of information dispersed among economic agents. It provides
a concrete example of a rational economic order, as described by Hayek (1945). He
argues that the economic problem of society is a problem of the utilization of
knowledge not given to anyone in its totality. “The peculiar character of the problem of
a rational economic order is determined precisely by the fact that the knowledge of the
circumstances of which we must make use never exists in concentrated or integrated
form, but solely as the dispersed bits of incomplete and contradictory knowledge which
all the separate individuals possess. (emphasis added, ibid, p.519)”.

3.4 Fraud Protection

Besides the issues about quality, there is the related concern of fraud which is
often expressed by on-line customers. From the seller’s point of view, there is a new
need for him to be guaranteed that the buyers would pay. Banks can enter the picture
by being a supportive party in on-line transaction. A buyer of a car (say) offered for
sales on-line would get the quality guarantee from a rating agency. After striking the
deal with the seller, he would deposit the money with the bank associated with the
electronic market. As soon as the buyer is given the keys of the car, the seller can
collect the money from the bank. A business opportunity is thus created for banks
with global spread, to offer a service that has some parallels to letter of credit.

There is a related business in the area of verifying identities (Wenninger 2000).
Banks can offer a product that would protect e-commerce participants against fraud
arising from false identities. With the help of encryption technique, a bank would
certify the identities of its own account holders and act on behalf of its account
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holders to verify the identities of account holders at other banks. Such intermediary
role increases the security of the on-line business.

3.5 Other Support to Business Clients in E-Commerce

E-commerce provides a new avenue for a few of the biggest commercial banks
with technological capabilities to offer other business firms the technology to
conduct business-to-business e-commerce (Wenninger 2000). These big players are
assuming the role of automating the entire information flow associated with the
procurement and distribution of goods and services among B2B partners35 . Being
information based and related to financial transactions, these services are seen by
banks as an extension of the cash management services they have been providing to
large corporations.

Banks with technological know-how can offer their expertise to assist businesses
to participate in e-commerce. In concrete terms, they can help smaller firms set up
the infrastructure and payment capabilities to engage in e-commerce. A few banks
are offering small businesses in coping with the negotiation of volume discounts
from vendors and electronic procurement services (Dalton 1999; Wilder 1999).

4. INSTITUTIONAL INNOVATION OF BANKING AND
FINANCE

The new business environment associated with e-commerce represents an
occasion for the banking system to re-structure as part of the bigger project of
setting up a new financial architecture. The more profound consequences are in the
broader area of financial systems where the Internet serves as the technological
platform for all kinds of financial transactions, the so-called e-finance. Here I touch
on two potential impacts. The first is the function of central banks in the area of
monetary policy; the second is the stability of international financial systems and the
modus operandi of national politics. It has been argued that Internet related
technologies could increase the speed of financial operations, raising the question of
how interest rates should be set and whether the short end of interest setting needs to
become shorter i.e. time units smaller than a day (Friedman 1999b). Some
economists have even envisaged a world where technological developments
emasculate altogether the monetary controls of central banks (King 1999). This
could occur if new technologies (and regulators) permitted real time pricing and
exchange of goods across the Internet without the intercession of an independent

35
Fore more information, please refer to corporate and institutional e-commerce services
available at www.chase.com and www.citibank.com/singapore/gct/english (Wenninger
2000).
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monetary system administered by a central bank. In such an environment the
government earns no seignorage and would no longer be able to provide liquidity
support by printing money.

The second potential impact is in international financial systems and national
politics. Currently, banks are being squeezed from both the deposit and payment
system side and the lending side (Claessens et al 2000). On the deposit and payment
system side, many deposits substitutes are emerging and many non-banks such as
mutual funds are offering transaction accounts. With Internet banking, consumers no
longer have to pay high prices to transfer money from one country to another. On
the lending side, the technology and deregulation allow non-deposit-taking financial
institutions and capital markets to serve many more segments of borrowers
including small and medium size borrowers. Transaction costs are lower,
information is better and more widely available. I concur with Claessens et al
(2000) in arguing that current developments in technology and deregulation are
eroding the special nature of banks. An opportunity now presents itself for
governments to re-evaluate the overall need for a public safety net.

This position is echoed by Heng and Peters (2001) who work out the idea in
greater detail. In an unpublished paper, they explain that conditions are ripe for the
re-invention of a core component of the banking system by having an autonomous
institution to house the deposit accounts of individuals and companies. This
institution would own and operate the payment and settlement systems. It is not
profit-orientated, and will be managed by experienced bankers reputed for their
competence, prudence and integrity. The new structure does not provide deposit
guarantee for commercial banks, thereby removing a key factor of moral hazard.
One manifestation of moral hazard was the reckless lending practices of banks in
rich countries to East Asian companies. This was a crucial factor in the Asian
economic crisis (Friedman 1999a). By encouraging banks to be more prudent in
their lending habits, the new set-up would contribute to a sounder financial system
in emerging economies and a sounder international financial architecture. The
proposed set-up would constitute an important building block in a new international
financial architecture. Banks could continue to thrive but they would need to
innovate and earn their revenue by providing value-added services to their
customers.

If accepted and implemented, Heng and Peters' (2001) proposal has two very
interesting consequences. First, it removes one key factor in moral hazard which is
diagnosed to be a cause in financial crises (Eichengreen 1999). So while the modern
information technology infrastructure has made the financial market more volatile, it
also provides an opportunity for designing a sounder and more stable international
financial architecture. Second, the new setup would remove from politicians the
powerful lever of supplying loans to their pet projects or supporters. The public
would have a bigger say in the allocation of the public money. Politicians are then
required to persuade the public of the merits of financing projects on the basis of,
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say, strategic long-term value for the economy, defense, or cultural life. The long-
term consequences of this for the countries concerned will certainly be very
interesting to watch.

5 . CONCLUSION

Electronic commerce is associated with IT as an enabler, facilitator, and even
inhibitor of business activities both within and among all types of organizations
(Applegate et al 1996). It is thus creating enormous interest in the world of IT as
well as many other industries (Pan et al 2000). There is little doubt that growth in
this area will continue as more organizations join in the festivities, establishing and
cultivating business relationships, performing business transactions, distributing
knowledge, and implementing competitive strategy. Corporate life, particularly in
America, is being transformed by the Internet (Micklethwait and Wooldridge 2000).
Banks and financial firms are currently operating in such a new business
environment, and they are responding to the changes in myriad ways.

The new environment provides an opportunity for banks and financial firms to
develop new products and services. They can even to enter the traditional turf of
technological firms. However, business players from other fields are planning to
engage or are already moving into the traditional hunting grounds of banks and
financial companies. Microsoft and computer network companies are known to be
gearing up to offer financial services to the public. Of late, telephone companies are
planning to allow customers to use their mobile phones to pay for goods and
services. The charge will be added onto the monthly telephone bill of the customers.
With the advent of Wireless Application Protocol (WAP) technology, mobile
phones can provide customers with direct access to the Internet. This would enable
mobile online shoppers to use their WAP phones to make purchases without having
a credit card. And as pointed by one reviewer, in Finland people already pay through
mobile phones through calling, not even througn WAP

Another source of competitive pressure comes from the relatively business
activity known as navigation (Evans and Wurster 1999; Wenninger 2000).
Navigators or intelligent search agents are information aggregators which search the
web for similar products across a large number of companies, compare them for
attributes such as prices, terms of delivery and goodies, and report their findings to
the on-line customers. Banks and financial firms will have to compete with a bigger
number of players, and face serious threats from nimble and innovative newcomers
like Charles Schwab.

Banks and financial firms are sailing into new water that holds both promises

and dangers. On one hand they have the know-how specific to banking and
financial, and for the large players, they enjoy the trust of their customers. But they
are burdened with legacy systems consisting of their management structures, reward
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systems and computer systems. They would certainly have to prepare themselves
properly for the cut and thrust of life in the brave new world.

One of the most important challenges facing organizations in the age of
electronic commerce has become the development of new business strategies and
models. New business models are challenging the logic and assumptions of
traditional models. Referring to the chapter 1 or first phase of electronic commerce,
Keen (2001) recalls that the focus was on the technology as the driver. “Now
companies are recognizing that this is about commerce: business models,
process/technology integration, service, and relationships (Keen 2001, p.164).” This
is a manifestation of the fact that the new environment presents opportunities for
some and threats for others. Bill Gates knows that competition today is not among
products, but among business models; irrelevance is a bigger risk than inefficiency
(Turban et al 2000, p.xxvii). Indeed, inability to outgrow the dominant, outdated
business design and thinking is often what leads to business failure (Kalakota and
Robinson 1999). The pressure is now on companies to function in a state of more or
less constant transformation. Senior management has to live with the challenges of
earning revenues from well-tested practices while being prepared to experiment with
new ideas which may undo these old practices.

As a way to study the impact of e-commerce, I turn to the early history banking
and its relation to modern commerce, for history is indispensable in shaping our
understanding. If history can be a guide to us, then we may see e-commerce exerting
radical changes in banking and finance. Some of these changes have happened while
others are emergent. Of these, the changes with the most far-reaching consequences
are likely to be those in the area of institutional innovation. If carried out
successfully, they would help to strengthen the international financial system.
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Electronic Commerce Use in Small and Medium-Sized
Enterprises:
Some Evidence from Northeastern United States
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Abstract: The Internet and Electronic Commerce (EC) related practices were surveyed in
ninety-four small and mid-sized enterprises (SMEs) from a region of the
Northeastern United States. Only 6.3 percent of the firms’ sales was found to
be attributable to e-commerce business. The results suggest some relationships
of a firm’s sales and profitability on one hand and the firm’s Internet use on
the other hand. Firms that rated their profitability and sales levels to be higher
seem to have higher use of the Internet to gather distributor and vendor
information, to conduct online purchasing, and to promote their products
online. The majority of the firms surveyed tend to use e-mail to a great extent
for communications internally among employees and externally with
customers, vendors and distributors. Higher levels of e-mail usage for internal
and external communications tend to associate with higher levels of reported
sales and profitability. However, the findings suggest that most of the SMEs
do not employ the Internet to its full capacity. In order for SMEs to advance
their EC activities they need to develop their own EC strategies and to secure
the managerial, human, financial, and technological resources to effectively
implement them.

1. INTRODUCTION

The ever growing Internet use and EC activities are evident in the experts’ and
researchers’ statistics and estimates. For example, the number of Internet users in
1997 was 170 million worldwide, and this number is expected to grow to
approximately 350 million by 2005 (O’Shea, 1999). Currently there are 148.7
million Internet users in North America, 86.6 million users in Western Europe, 57.6
million users in Asia Pacific, 10.8 million users in South/Central America, 9.5
million users in Eastern Europe, and 7.5 million users in Middle East/Africa.
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Similarly, the number of publicly accessible Web pages is expected to grow from
800 million today to 8 billion by 2002 (Moeller 1999).

Further, EC is growing exponentially. Back in 1997, the global EC was estimated
at $10 billion, exceeded $13 billion in 1998, but is predicted to rise to $200-300
billion by 2002 (Morphett , 1999), and to increase to $3 trillion by 2003 (Aaron,
Maurizio, and Skillen, 1999; O’Shea, 1999). In the U.S., 40 percent of U.S.
households are now online and 40 million consumers have shopped online in the
year 2000. It is also expected that by the year 2003, there will be over 60 million
shoppers online. (Cyberdialogue, 2000). Forrester Research Inc. forecasts that by
2002, Internet commerce among U.S. businesses alone (U.S. business-to-business
Internet commerce) will be $327 billion up from year 2000’s estimate of $17 billion.
The business-to-business portion of EC is estimated to be 78 percent of the total
dollar value of electronic transactions, and it’s estimated that the consumer e-
commerce will grow to $108 billion in 2003 (Hof 1999).

Therefore, EC has been accepted as a bona fide business practice in the
commercial world (Davis & Garcia-Sierra, 1999). Industry Week (1999) quotes the
head of Motorola’s electronic commerce department as saying; "Anyone not making
the change to Web-based commerce within the next year would probably be locked
out of their business for good." While many businesses, small and med-sized
enterprises (SMEs) in particular, have web sites and claim to practice EC, little is
known on how much they use the Internet to conduct business online, how
extensively they employ the many E-Commerce tools that are available, whether the
businesses that employ E-Commerce tools are more successful than the ones that do
not, and whether firm size influences the extent of employing of e-commerce tools.
With this in mind, this study was designed to explore the extent of EC use by SMEs
located in a region of the Northeastern United States.

2 . BACKGROUND

The Web is poised to become the medium by which companies buy, trade, make
contacts, exchange data and information, discuss designs, and locate companies.
Although EC can be defined from different perspectives (e.g., communication,
business process, service and online), perhaps a useful way to view it is to link it to
trading. EC is trading by means of new communication technology. It includes all
aspects of trading such as commercial market making, making, ordering, supply
chain management and the transfer of money (Garnett and Skevington, 1999).

EC fosters building better relationships among customers, producers, and
suppliers. Its implementation harnesses networked resources to further the exchange
of business transactions in a more efficient and cost effective manner (Aaron,
Maurizio, and Skillen, 1999). It contributes to economic efficiency in such ways as
shrinking distances and timescale, lowering distribution and transaction costs,
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speeding product development, disseminating more information to buyers and
sellers, and enlarging customer choice and supplier reach (Levis, 1996).

As a consequence of EC growth, small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)
face pressures from supply chain reorganization that exclude them or reduce their
role to sub-contracting, and from the closure of independent retailers (Rhodes &
Carter, 1998). Because online competitors are forcing customized responses to
customers’ demands, SMEs must provide services that eclipse products as the source
customer value, match production to real-time customer demand, and float prices
with current market conditions. Designed for efficiency in an environment of slow
change, SMEs’ business practices must be dismantled and rebuilt to support mass
customization, open finance, and business process outsourcing (McCarthy, 1999).

Fortunately, the Internet is a potential force in democratization of capitalism, and
offers SMEs and consumers dramatic new possibilities in the global marketplace
(Quelch & Klein, 1996). Potential EC benefits for SMEs include increased research
capabilities, more efficient sourcing and purchasing, reduced administration time
and expense, more effective data exchanges, increased visibility and sales, and use
as a customer service tool (Davis & Garcia-Sierra, 1999).

SMEs are expected to recognize and seek strategic benefits with EC, and to
invest heavily in web technologies and in web-based systems. However, the
development of Internet-based strategies by SMEs to meet the challenge of large
firms depends on the internal firm dynamics, including willingness-or resistance-to
undertake major changes in practice and the external contexts, particularly the
financia1, technological, political and regulatory environments (Rhodes & Carter,
1998). Future plans and policies that aim at advancing SMEs adoption and practice
of EC must depend on accumulated empirical evidence on the current EC practices,
problems, and potentials. This investigation is designed to profile EC practice of a
number of SMEs located in a region of the Northeastern United States.

3. METHOD

In order to profile EC practice among SMEs, a survey was designed in
cooperation with the five area business executives and pretested. After minor
modifications, the survey along with a personalized letter and a return envelope were
mailed to 490 firms located in a region of the Northeastern United States in May
2000.

The firms were selected using a stratified sampling procedure that employed the
area zip codes. The cover letters were directed at the contact persons listed in the
database asking them to route the survey to the individual(s) responsible for e-
commerce activities. Ninety-four companies responded to the survey (19%).
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3.1 Demographics of the Responding Firms:

Fifty-four percent of the responding firms were manufacturers, 20% service
firms, 10% distributors, 8% retailers, and 8% others. The responding companies
indicate that on average only 6.3 percent of their sales was attributable to e-
commerce business. It is important to note that 58 percent of the businesses (50
organizations) indicates that zero percent of their sales was attributable to e-
commerce. Only five companies attribute 25 percent or more of their sales to e-
commerce. On average, the responding firms have engaged on e-commerce for
approximately 17 months (ranging from zero to five years). The responding firms
also report that their sales and profits have been in the range of very good and good
(mean ratings of 3.6 and 3.46 respectively, measured as 3=good and 4=very good).
The average size of the responding businesses was 127 employees ranging from a
minimum of 0 employee to maximum of 1954 employees.

4. RESULTS

The analysis of the 94 area companies indicates that many businesses have
access to the Internet and many are already doing business online. However, most
businesses use the Internet on a limited scale and need assistance in a variety of
technical and non-technical areas. Ninety two percent of the firms has access to the
Internet and 73 percent has web sites. However, on average, only one out of four
companies (25%) utilize the Internet regularly in conducting business, including,
online promotion, online sales and purchase, online customer service, and gathering
online marketing, vendor, and distributor data. Overall, most of the businesses
surveyed have Internet presence in order to provide information about their products
and services.

4.1 Internet Use and Company profitability and Sales

The Internet usage varies among the responding companies. While some are
heavy Internet users others use the Internet on a limited basis. Table 1 shows the
types of Internet use and the rating of company profits by the respondents. As one
may note, despite the fact that the majority of the firms have web sites, only a small
percent of them utilize the advanced Internet tools. Most of the activities listed in
Table 1 are “only occasional usage.”

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed to examine whether the Internet
usage varies by company profitability and company sales levels. The respondents
rated their profitability and sales levels on a five-point scale, ranging from very poor
to excellent. Similarly, the respondents rated their various types of Internet usage,
ranging from always to never use. In performing the ANOVA, the Internet usage
variables were employed as multi dichotomous while company profitability and sales
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were treated as dependent variables. The means in Table 1 Indicate the Internet
usage activities and one could assess the extent of these activities from the means.

Two of the seven variables shown in Table 1 show statistically significant
relationship between company profitability levels and Internet usage. The
companies that always gather distributor information through the Internet rated their
profitability levels higher than the respondents who do the same occasionally, never,
and almost always (mean=5.0 vs. 3.33, 3.52, and 3.67 respectively). Companies that
always conduct online purchase transactions rated themselves more profitable than
the companies that perform online purchases almost always, occasionally, and never
(mean=4.5 vs. 3.11, 3.41 and 3.44 respectively).

In addition, post hoc tests (Duncan’s Multiple Range Test) indicate that there are
other differences among the firms with different profitability levels. Those firms that
always use the Internet to gather vendor information are more profitable than the
firms who use the Internet occasionally doing the same activity (mean=4.40 vs. 3.34
respectively). Similarly, firms using the Internet to promote their products always
rated themselves as more profitable than the firms never using the Internet for
promotion purposes (mean=4.09 vs. 3.21 respectively).

Internet Use Mean F-Value P-Value Post Hoc Test

Gather Marketing
Research Data 1.18 1.14 .34 -------

Gather Vendor
Information 1.24 1.87 .14 1&3
Gather Distributor
Information 1.00 2.94 .03 0,1,2 & 3*
Promotion through
Internet 1.26 2.00 .12 0&3
Conduct Online Sales
transactions 0.78 0.98 .41 ---------

Conduct Online
Purchases 0.85 2.64 .05 0, 1,2&3
Conduct Online
Customer Surveys 0.44 1.13 .34 ---------

Scale: Internet use activities were measured as: Never =0; occasionally=1; almost always=2,
and always=3. Profitability variable was measured on a five-point scale as Excellent, Very
Good, Good, poor, Very Poor.
*Should be read as there is a difference in company profits between firms always gathering
distributor information and companies gathering distributor information almost always,
occasionally, and never.

Table 1. Types of Internet Use by RespondingFirms and Relationship with Company Profits

Table 2 shows the ANOVA and post hoc test results for company sales as rated
by the responding firms. As it was the case with company profitability, the firms
that use the Internet extensively (always) to gather distributor information rate their
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sales higher than the companies that never or occasionally gather distributor
information through Internet (mean=5 vs. 3.31, 3.60 respectively). The Duncan’s
Multiple Range Test also showed that there is a statistically significant difference in
the sales levels of companies that utilize the Internet in conducting customer surveys
occasionally (mean=4.06) and never (mean=3.41).

While the ANOVA results were statistically insignificant, promotion through
Internet and conducting online purchases were found to be related to company sales
levels in the post hoc tests performed. Firms that consider themselves as using the
Internet always (mean=4.30) for promotion rate their sales levels higher than the
firms that utilize the Internet occasionally (mean=3.53) or never (mean=3.38) for
promotion. Similarly, The firms that always use the Internet for online purchasing
rate themselves as having higher sales levels than firms conducting online purchases
occasionally and never (mean=4.5 vs. 3.60, 3.51 respectively).

Internet Use Mean F-Value P-Value Post Hoc Test
Gather Marketing
Research Data 1.18 0.74 .53 -----------
Gather Vendor
Information 1.24 1.32 .27 ---------

Gather Distributor
Information 1.00 3.27 .03 0,1 & 3*
Promotion through
Internet 1.26 2.08 .10 0,1& 3
Conduct Online Sales
transactions 0.78 1.24 .30 - - - - - - - -

Conduct Online
Purchases 0.85 1.89 .13 0,2 & 3
Conduct Online
Customer Surveys 0.44 2.75 .05 0&1

Scale: Internet use activities were measured as never=0; occasionally=1; almost always=2,
and always=3. Sales variable was measured on a five-point scale as Excellent, Very Good,
Good, poor, Very Poor.
*Should be read as: there is a difference between firms gathering distributor information
through Internet always and occasionally and never.

Table 2. Types of Internet Use by RespondingFirms and Relationship with Company Sales

4.2 E-Mail Usage and Company Profitability and Sales:

The vast majority of the responding firms use e-mail for one reason or another.
More specifically:
– 72 percent use e-mail to communicate within their organizations,
– 78 percent use e-mail to communicate with vendors,
– 75 percent use e-mail to communicate with distributors, and
– 85 percent use e-mail to communicate with customers.
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Indeed, e-mail usage appears to be the most Internet activity utilized by
companies. One respondent commented “The first thing I do when I start work in
the morning is to check my e-mail.” To examine the relationship between the type
of e-mail usage and company profitability and sales, ANOVA and post hoc tests
(Duncan’s Multiple Range Tests) were performed. The results indicate there are
statistically significant relationships (see Table 3). Companies that use e-mail to
communicate internally always, almost always, and occasionally rate themselves as
more profitable than the firms that never use e-mail (mean=4.0; 3.56; 3.71 vs. 3.03).
In other words, those firms that utilize e-mail more frequently to communicate with
their employees rate themselves as more profitable compared to the ones that never
use e-mail to communicate internally. Firms using e-mail to communicate with
distributors always rate themselves as more profitable compared to the firms
communicating with distributors through e-mail occasionally or never (mean=4.60
vs. 3.31, 3.35 respectively). Similarly, companies that use e-mail always, almost
always, and occasionally to communicate with customers rate their profitability
levels higher than the ones that never use e-mail to communicate with distributors
(mean=4.00; 3.54; 3.50 vs. 2.72 respectively).

Internet Use
Use E-mail to
communicate within
organization
Use E-mail to
communicate with
vendors

Mean F-Value P-Value Post Hoc Tests

1.31 4.26 .00 0&1,2,3*

1.22 1.28 .29 -------

1.10 3.03 .03 3&0,1
Use E-mail to
communicate with
distributors
Use E-mail to
communicate
customers

1.32 3.15 .03 3&0,1,2

Usage of E-mail was measured as on a four point scale as: Never =0; occasionally=1; almost
always=2, and always=3
*Should be read as there is a statistically significant difference in company profits between
firms never using e-mail to communicate within their organization and using e-mail
occasionally, almost always, always to communicate within the organization.

Table 3. Types of E-Mail Use by Responding Firms and Relationship with Company Profits

The examination of company sales levels as related to type of e-mail use shows
that all five types of e-mail use are related to company sales (see Table 4). Firms
that always use e-mail to communicate within the organization have higher sales
levels than those that never use e-mail in communicating within the organization
(mean=4.20 vs. 3.27 respectively). Similarly, companies using e-mail almost always
to communicate with vendors rate their sales higher than the ones who don’t
(mean=4.00 vs. 3.16 respectively). Firms that use e-mail always to communicate
with distributors rate their sales higher than the ones who use e-mail occasionally or
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never to do the same (4.60 vs. 3.50, 3.30 respectively). Firms that utilize e-mail
almost always to communicate with distributors also rate their sales higher than the
firms who don’t (mean=4.00 vs. 3.30). In examining the relationship between sales
and the level of communication with customers, the ANOVA showed only a weak
relationship exists (p=.059). The post hoc tests indicate that firms using e-mail
always to communicate with customers
have higher sales levels than the ones that use e-mail occasionally or never
(mean=4.22 vs. 3.43, 3.27).

Internet Use Mean F-Value P-Value Post Hoc Tests

Use E-mail to
communicate within 1.31 3.57 .02 0&3*
organization
Use E-mail to
communicate with vendors 1.22 3.01 .04 0&2
Use E-mail to
communicate with 1.10 3.94 .01 3&0,1 and 2&0
distributors
Use E-mail to
communicate customers 1.32 2.58 .06 3&0,1

Table 4 continued.
E-mail usage was measured as on a four point scale as: Never=0; occasionally=1; almost
always=2, and always=3
*Should be read as there is a statistically significant difference in company sales between
firms never using e-mail to communicate within their organization and the firms using e-mail
always to communicate within the organization.

Table 4. Types of E-mail Use by Responding Firms and Relationship with Company Sales

4.3 Internet Use and Company profitability and Sales

To examine the relationship between company size and web site contents, one
would expect that larger firms would have more elaborate or comprehensive web
sites. Most of the companies reported to have web-sites sites include company and
product information (over 90%). However, Only 17 percent of the firms have
stock/inventory status of their products and 35 percent of the firms have online sales
transaction capabilities on their web sites. While these two web functions are
important in business operations, they require technical know how and are costly to
integrate into web sites. Therefore, one would expect that larger companies to have
these and other costly tools such as interactive customer service software. Table 5
shows the means of the companies in terms of the number of employees and whether
they differ or not. Three of the tested nine web site content variables through t-tests
differ between the relatively large and relatively small size firms. The average size
of the firms with online catalogs on their web sites is 160 employees. This compares
to companies with average employee size of 128 employees having no online
catalogs. Similarly, relatively larger companies disclose company financial data on
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their web sites (average size of employees 483 vs. 135). However, one should
interpret this with caution since only seven percent of the companies have this
information available on their web sites. The third variable that was statistically
significant was “links to other company web sites (e.g., suppliers, distributors or
customers). Compared to the relatively smaller size firms, the web sites of the
relatively larger firms contain more links to other sites.

Presence
of

Content

Company Size
(Mean Number of

Employees)
T-Stats. Ssignifi-

cance
Level

Web Page Content % Yes No t-value p-value

Company
Information

93 167* 17 1.0 .29

Product
Information
Hyperlinks to
other Sites

91 164 65 0.75 .46

44 237 89 2.03 .05

O n l i n e  s a l e s
transactions

35 120 173 0.78 .43

Stock/Inventory
status

17 171 153 0.20 .84

Online Catalogue 53 160 128 2.03 .05

Customer Service
Area

54 155 157 0.97 .74

Other company
Advertisements
Company
Financial Data

129 168 0.59 .5629

7 483 135 2.31 .02

Reflects company size average in terms of employees.

Table 5. Relationships between Company Size and Web-site Contents

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Ninety-four SMEs from a region in the Northeastern United States were
surveyed in order to profile their Internet and EC practices. The majority of the
responding firms have started recently to use the Internet for one reason or another.
Most of the businesses surveyed use the Internet to provide information about their
products and services. However, on average, approximately 6 percent of the
surveyed firms’ sales are attributed to EC. Further, only one from every four firms
utilize the Internet regularly in conducting business (e.g., promotion, sales,
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purchases, customer service, and gathering online marketing, vendor and distributor
data).

The results suggest some relationships of a firm’s sales and profitability on one
hand and the firm’s Internet use on the other hand. Firms that rated their profitability
and sales levels to be higher seem to have higher use of the Internet to gather
distributor and vendor information, to conduct online purchasing, and to promote
their products online. The majority of the firms surveyed tend to use e-mail to a great
extent for communications internally among employees and externally with
customers, vendors and distributors. In addition, higher levels of e-mail usage for
internal and external communications tend to associate with higher levels of reported
sales and profitability. Finally, larger firms tend to have online financial data, online
catalog, and their we-sites tend to have more links to other sites.

A more advanced use of the Internet requires more managerial and technical
resources. Since larger firms are expected to be more resourceful, compared to the
smaller ones, a firm’s size may influence the breadth and depth of its Internet use.
Fore example, the findings of this investigation suggest that that most of the
surveyed SMEs do not employ the Internet to its full capacity. Many still think EC is
just having a web page. But EC is much more than that. A firm engaging in EC must
create a business infrastructure to go with it. Also, EC requires substantial
infrastructure planning with the intention of avoiding putting together an EC site in a
few weeks on underpowered hardware equipped with narrow pipes, ill considered
software and no data management strategy.

SMEs are hindered by the inadequate investment in skills and technologies,
compared to large companies. Other issues include security, cost, and resistance
(Davis & Garcia-Sierra, 1999). Successful application requires positive attitudes
towards information technology and the ability to identify and solve the problems
that possibly accompany EC. SMEs need to understand the development of web
presence sites is becoming a competitive necessity, particularly the need to establish
online storefront.

Finally, SMEs also need to know the barriers to entry; the difficulty in
establishing a market leadership position, and the cost of entry will increase in direct
proportion to the delay in investing in web technology and EC applications (O’Shea,
1999). To get to this point, SMEs need to keep in mind the need for developing their
own EC strategies. They need to focus on EC infrastructure, strong partnerships and
the core products and structure in order to ensure that online business will be
effectively conducted in the digital economy era.
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Abstract:

1. INTRODUCTION

E-Commerce has become an important tool in handling different types of
business activities emerging from the convergence of several information
technologies and business practices. Although E-Commerce has been seen to
be an effective and efficient way of doing business, the degree/extend of
adoption is still not as extensive and with some reservations amongst both
users and non-users. The paper focuses on the analysis of primary data
collected via questionnaire on adoption of E-Commerce applications and its
constraints. As expected, the results showed that e-mail was the most widely
adopted E-Commerce application mainly due to a minimal cost involved in the
implementation. The results also revealed that about 27% of the respondents
did not adopt any kind of E-Commerce applications and nearly 75% of them
can be considered as low users (i.e. utilizing less than five applications).
Security has been indicated by many to be the top main reason for not
adopting E-Commerce.

The importance of E-Commerce can be seen from the increase in size of Internet
users and growth of electronic commerce worldwide (Strauss and Frost, 1999). In

E-Commerce is now emerging from the convergence of several information
technologies and business practices. Among the principal technologies directly
enabling modern E-Commerce are computer networking and telecommunications,
client/servers computing, multimedia, information retrieval systems and electronic
data interchange. E-Commerce is of considerable value whereby it acts as a platform
for the formulation of new customer management strategies. This is mainly because
E-Commerce directly connects buyers and sellers, support fully digital information
exchanges between them and suppress the limit of time and place. In addition, E-
Commerce support interactivity and therefore can dynamically adapt to customer
behavior and can be updated in real time, therefore it is always up to date.
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Malaysia, a report in The Star IN-TECH April, 18 2000, indicated that in 1995 there
were only 7,000 Internet users and in 1999, the size increased by hundred percent
(700,000). In addition, The E-Commerce spending in 1997 was RM 12.54 million
and this figure is expected to increase to RM 2.46 billion by the year 2002.

The increase in Internet usage and E-Commerce spending in Malaysia is
spearheaded by the Malaysian Government, via the creation of the Multimedia
Super Corridor (MSC). The MSC provides low telecommunication tariffs, no
censorship on the Internet, plus a well developed IT infrastructure of fibre optic
cabling. This complements the rise and growth of the Internet and E-Commerce
activities (www.mdc.com.my).

Although E-Commerce is in its early stage of usage in Malaysia, it is expected to
change the way organisations carry out their daily transactions. By using E-
Commerce, organisations will have an added value, whereby it can improve,
transform, and redefine their organisations (Bloch et al, 1996).

E-Commerce comprise of a wide range of activities. It is not only exchange of
products, services and information electronically (Kalakota and Whinston, 1997) but
it also includes new advancement to advertising, market research, customer support
service, order and delivery and financial transactions (payment) (Turban et al, 2000).

This study focuses on E-Commerce applications pertaining to these areas. It
explores the extent of usage of these E-Commerce applications in Malaysia, namely
amongst the Manufacturing, Services and Agriculture/Construction sector.

The paper begins by describing the various ways in which organisations can
conduct E-Commerce. It continues with a description of the research methodology, a
discussion of the findings, in particular the applications that are most and least
widely used. It then proceeds with an analysis of the level of E-Commerce
applications by the various organisations. Finally, the paper reveals factors which
hinder E-Commerce adoption among the selected organisations.

2. COMMERCE ON THE INTERNET

According to The World Trade Organisation (WTO) E-Commerce can be
illustrated by reviewing the usage of Internet. The Internet can be used for a
mulitude of exchanges and transactions, including e-mails, leisure reading and
searching for information (browsing or surfing), advertising and promoting personal
or business causes, linking people, selling, purchasing or providing services. It can
be concluded that the Internet provides a powerful platform for organisations to
conduct E-Commerce.

Advertising includes providing information about the company and its product
and services. This can be carried out by displaying the information on the
organisation web sites, using a third party website or by means of electronic
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catalogues. A survey of the World Wide Web shows that more and more
organisations are putting their catalogues online.

In carrying out market research online organisations can keep in touch with the
market environment i.e.: what their competitors is ‘up to’ and the changing trends of
consumers' taste and preferences (Fletcher, 1990). In addition, organisations can also
use Internet to monitor their competitors and utilize the Internet for suppliers’
evaluation. This would add value to the organisations’ procurement decisions as the
Internet provides another source of suppliers evaluation (Haynes et al., 1998).

The most important process in any business transactions is making payments or
receiving money for the products and services provided. There are companies which
allow their customers to pay their online purchases using credit cards. Lately,
multimedia technologies have brought about the existence of the smart cards and
prepaid cards. Smart cards have been introduced in Malaysia through one of the
seven Malaysia Multimedia Super corridor’s flagship application (Ainin & Lee S.L,
1997).

The most common customer support services are the e-mail and FAQ
(Frequently Asked Questions) (Kiani, 1998). In addition, customers can lodge
complaints or make enquiries by filling online forms. More and more organisations
with websites are using these applications extensively.

According to surveys carried out on the use of E-Commerce (Cockburn and
Wilson, 1996; Hoffman et al., 1996; Jones and Vijayasarathy, 1998; Haynes et.al,
1998) most organisations use Internet as a vehicle for publicity and advertising, such
as providing information about their products. Few companies allow potential
customers to order and pay through the Internet.

The results of a survey (Soh et al, 1997) conducted in Singapore illustrated that
most of the organisations surveyed used E-Commerce for markerting and
advertising, customer support, information gathering and to a lesser degree,
electronic transactions such as order and delivery and payment.

Similar study conducted in Greece, indicated that organisations used E-
Commerce to ensure on-time delivery of their products and services and provide
customers information about products. The studied also showed that the less active
usage was online payment and placing orders online.

Order and delivery applications include online application/registration,
processing sales order and coordinating procurement with suppliers. Some
companies provide an online shopping facilities whereby potential customers can
shop online. They then uses courier agents to deliver the products. These courier
agents on the other hand provides potential customers with services that helps them
keep track and trace the movements of their products.
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3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

3.1 Sources of Data

The study utilized both secondary and primary data. The secondary data was
based on literature pertaining to the area of interest. Besides hard copy of the
literature, soft copy of articles obtained through the Internet was also considered as
references. This is to review and understand concepts related to the area of research.
Questionnaires were used to collect primary data.

The questionnaire consists of two main sections. The first section comprises of
questions on E-Commerce applications and the level/status of adoption of each
application, that is, whether or not it is in use, intention to use within the next 2 and
3 years or no intention to use at all. The respondents were asked mainly questions on
the type of electronic applications (i.e. Electronic Marketing, Electronic Advertising,
Customer Support Service, Order and Delivery and Payment) used by their
organization as well as the levels of the usage of each application. This section is
designed to capture the trends of the E-Commerce applications adoption among the
respondents (organizations).

The second section of the questionnaire required the respondents to rate the level
of perceptions regarding factors that hindered them from using more E-Commerce
applications. The response was based upon a 5 interval Likert Scale, where 1=
‘strongly disagree’ and 5 = ‘strongly agree’.

The questionnaires were then mailed to the selected organizations. The target
respondent was the Chief Executive Officer of the organization or their Information
System/Technology (IS/T) Directors or equivalent. A mailing list was then compiled
(from the Federation of Malaysian Manufacturer (FMM) Directory, Malaysian
Industry Development Authorities (MIDA), and National Productivity Corporation)
and the questionnaires were distributed accordingly.

The mailing list (Table 1) consisted of 6468 organizations representing the
various sectors of the economy, namely Services (47%), Manufacturing (46%) and
Agricultural/Construction (7%).

Table 1 : Distribution of Questionnaires by Sector

No. of Questionnaires Percentages

Manufacturing 3001 46
Agriculture/Construction 425 7
Services 3042 47
Total

Industry
(%)

N = 6468 100
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A total of 590 responds were received (a response rate of 9%), out of which,
45.4% were from the Manufacturing sector, nearly 45% from Services and 7% from
Construction/Agriculture sector. Although this sample may not be a total
representation of the population (N = 6468). the data gathered provide us with useful
empirical and important background information on E-Commerce usage in
Malaysia, particularly in the selected sectors mentioned above.

3.2 Methods for Data Analysis

The data analysis method mainly involved descriptive summary through cross-
tabulation and frequency distribution of variables of interest. These display provide
the overall distribution of the data and highlights any significant features of the
variables in the study. A Chi-square test is applied to look at association between
factors.

4. ADOPTION OF E-COMMERCE APPLICATIONS

4.1 Types of E-Commerce Applications Used

Table 2 illustrates the trends of E-Commerce applications adoption in Malaysia.
The figures clearly reveal that the top three currently most utilized applications are
e-mail (59.7%) followed by homepage/own business website (33%) and displaying
company information and the product services offered at 32.5%. Although e-mail
was widely used, there were still a fairly large percentage (about 21%) of the
organisations that did not intend to use it at all. This was probably because they did
not plan to have Internet access.
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Table 2 Adoption of Applications

Applications In Use Use within 2 Use within 3 Do not Intend to use

year year at all

Freq. % Freq % Freq % Freq %

Communication e-mai 352 59.7 8 7 14.7 26 4.4 125 21.2

Home page/ Own Websi 194 32.9 193 32.7 55 9.3 148 25.1

Displaying company 192 32.5 184 31.2 46 7.8 168 28.5

information and the

product/services offered

Handling customers 98 16.6 200 33.9 69 11.7 223 37.8

feedback/queries on-

line

Credit cards 97 16.4 97 16.4 55 9.3 341 57.8

Research on competitors 92 15.6 166 28.1 86 14.6 246 41.7

On-line application/ 82 13.9 171 29 64 10.8 273 46.3

registration

Third party website 79 13.4 101 17.1 40 6.8 370 62.7

On-line help – product 76 12.9 207 35.1 61 10.3 246 41.7

updates

Processing sales order 74 1 2 . 5 197 33.4 93 15.8 226 38.3

from customers on-

line

Research and 73 12.4 177 30 84 14.2 256 43.4

evaluation of new

suppliers

Research on consumer 71 12 164 27 82 13 273 46.3

preference

On-line help– 70 11.9 193 32.7 58 9.8 269 45.6

Frequently asked

question(FAQ)

Tracking incoming 53 9 169 28.6 91 15.4 277 46.9

and outgoing good

delivery

Electronic catalogues 51 8.6 172 29.2 70 11.9 296 50.2

Co-ordinating 38 6.4 201 34.1 99 16.8 252 42.7

procurement with

suppliers on-line

Prepaid cards 24 4.1 8 4 14.2 52 8.8 430 72.9

Smart  cards 22 3.7 100 16.9 70 11.9 398 67.5
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Among the eighteen E-Commerce applications studied, e-mail was probably the
cheapest to implement. In fact the organizations did not have to invest a lot of
money to communicate via e-mail as no software or extra hardware were needed.
This may be and indications that many organizations were still not ready enough to
invest a large sum of money to adopt E-Commerce. Assuming that the organizations
were already using computers (equipped with modems), all they needed to do were
to register with a service provider to gain access to the Internet for a minimal fee.
This implied that it is readily available. In addition, a survey of the World Wide
Web showed that there are several companies or search engines that provide free
web-based email service. Thus, the expenses incurred will be only for the adoption
of the Internet time, whereby charges are based on the local telephone call rates.

On the other hand, applications such as coordinating procurement, monitoring
trading and tracking incoming and outgoing goods were not widely used. This is so
since these applications require a substantial amount of investment, thus only a few
can actually afford to implement them within their organizations. This further
substantiated the reason why e-mail is most widely used.

Looking at the mode of payments, 16.4% of the organisations were currently
using credit cards for payments while 57.8% showed no interest of doing so. This
implied that the organisations were concerned about the authentication of the
payment system The number of organisations using smart cards and prepaid cards
were also very low (less than 5% each) and the increase in adoption within the next
three years was expected to be minimal. Furthermore, the number of organisations
that did not intend to use either smart cards or prepaid cards was very high (more
than 55%). This once again indicated that majority of the organisations were not
ready to use these mode of payment as the technology is still new and there are not
many success stories on its adoption. Nevertheless, with the implementation of the
smart card flagship application by the government within the next few years the
adoption of smart card is expected to increase.

These findings support the studies conducted by Bloch et. al.( 1996), Cockburn
and Wilson, (1996), Soh et al (1997) and Kardaras and Papathanassiou (2000). In
addition, we would expect similar findings, if similar research is to be conducted in
any country which is just embarking on E-Commerce such as Malaysia’s
neighboring countries like Thailand, Indonesia and Brunei.

4.2 Level of E-Commerce Adoption

Table 3 presents the distribution of total number of E-Commerce applications
adoption by the organizations. The number of adoption range between “no usage” to
“a maximum of 15” applications used. A total of 18 applications was listed and none
of the organizations used all the 18 applications studied. From this table we can
observe that nearly 27% of the respondents did not use any kind E-Commerce
applications whereas only 1.5 % used more than 10 E-Commerce applications.
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About 39.5% used between 1 to 3 types of applications. Next we look at the degree
of adoption. Data was grouped into low and high adoption based on the overall
percentage distribution. Low user refers to range of adoption between 0 to 4
applications whereas high user is from 5 to 15 applications. It can be then concluded
that the level of adoption is very low with nearly 75% of the respondents were low
users and 25 % as high users. These figures reflect that Malaysian organisation is
still slow in adopting E-Commerce.

Table 3: Total Number of E-Commerce Applications Adopted by Organisations

Total Frequency Percentage (%)

0 158 26.8
1 89 15.1
2 68 11.5
3 76 12.9
4 54 9 2.
5 33 5.6
6 35 5 9.
7 21 3.6
8 15 2.5
9 17 2.9
10 11 1.9
11 4 .7
12 3 .5
13 3 .5
15 3 .5
Total 590 100.0

Detailed analysis by sectors (manufacturing, construction/agriculture and
services) and number of applications used shows a significant relationship  between
the two variables, as reflected in Table 4. This implies that rate of E-Commerce
adoption to some extend depends on the type of organizations or business involved.
This is clearly reflected by the percentage distribution shown in Table 4. However, it
was found that there is no significant relationship between size of organization
(small medium versus large) and rate of adoption (Table 5). Small medium
organizations in this case refer to those with less than 150 employees while large
organizations are those with more than 150 employees.
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Table 4: Distribution of Adoption by Sectors

Adoptions

Low users

High users

Freq Freq % Freq % Freq %
%

213 47.9 48 10.8 184 41.3 445 100

55 37.9 11 7.6 79 54.5 145 100

268 45.4 59 10 263 44.6 590 100Total

Chi- χ² = 7.729 (p-value = 0.021), low users = 0 – 4 applications : high
square test users = 5 – 15 applications

Manufacturing
Construction
/Agriculture

S E C T O R S

Services
Total

Table 5: Distribution of Adoption by Size of Organisations

Adoptions

Low users

High users

Total

Chi-square test

SIZE

Large
Small/Medium Total

Freq % Freq % Freq %

239 53.7 206 46.3 445 100

70 48.3 75 51.7 145 100

309 52.4 281 47.6 590 100

χ² 1.294 (p-value = 0.255);
small < 150 employees ; large > 150 employees
low users = 0 – 4 applications : high users = 5 – 15
applications

Table 5 reveals that 51.7% of large organizations are high users of E-Commerce
applications while 48.3% of the small medium organizations are high users. This
finding is consistent with earlier findings in an Indian E-Commerce survey (Rao,
2000).
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5.    FACTORS HINDERING ADOPTION

Besides studying the trends of E-Commerce applications in Malaysia, it is useful
and interesting to explore why these organizations are not fully utilizing the
applications. It was found that the top four reasons given by the respondents were as
follows:
– Insufficient security to prevent hacking and viruses (27.8%)
– Sales and marketing requires high human interaction (25.8%)
– Insufficient security for on-line credit payment transaction (23.7%)
– Cost of setting up of E-Commerce is high (23.6%)

The findings indicated that security issues seemed to be the main barrier to the
implementation of E-Commerce. The organizations were reluctant to use E-
Commerce as they felt that the transactions conducted electronically were open to
hackers and viruses, which are beyond their control. They were also skeptical about
the security measures that were implemented to safeguard on-line payment
transactions.

These are similar to the findings of the research conducted on the Small Medium
Enterprises (SME) in Australia (Lawrence et.al, 1998), the survey conducted by
United Kingdom based Industrial Research Bureau (Computimes, Feb. 2000) and
Indian E-Commerce survey (Rao, 2000) whereby all the studies illustrated that
electronic security is the single major barrier to E-Commerce.

Besides security, the study indicated that financial concerns were also a barrier
to E-Commerce implementation. The organizations perceived that the cost of setting
up E-Commerce infrastructure is high, therefore they do not intend to use E-
Commerce applications in their organizations. Although this was indicated by 24%
of the organizations, review of the literature had indicated that application such as E-
mail is very cheap to use. Creation of website also does not incur much cost (cost
varies according to design) if designed and maintained by vendors. Electronic
advertising using banner on a third party website costs as little as RM400. Hence,
we can conclude here that the reason given by the organizations was what they
perceived and not based on actual know-how.

6. CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS

This study is part of a larger study carried out by the authors in collaboration
with the Malaysian National Productivity Corporation. The study was aimed at
identifying the level of E-Commerce adoption among Malaysian business
organisations. Although more than 6000 questionnaires were distributed, less than
ten percent responded.

A total of eighteen applications categorized as electronic marketing, electronic
advertising, customer support service, order and delivery and payment were studied.
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The study has indicated that the level of E-Commerce adoption among Malaysian
organisations are still relatively low. 26.8% were not adopting any E-Commerce
applications at all while 75% of the organisations were adopting less than five
applications.

The study showed that the most widely used application was communication via
the e-mail. It was also found that less than five percent of the organisations actually
used the smart card and prepaid card applications. Hence, although Malaysian
business organisations do use E-Commerce applications, the adoption was still
minimal. This also implied that the use of E-Commerce in Malaysia as a mode of
payments, is still lagging. In addition, the results also indicated that Malaysian
organisations were still not ready to invest heavily in E-Commerce despite both e-
mail and creation of websites are among the cheapest applications to implement and
use.

Detailed analysis by sectors (manufacturing, construction/agriculture and
services) and number of applications adopted showed a significant relationship
between the two variables. This implied that rate of E-Commerce adoption to some
extend depends on the type of organizations or business involved. However, it was
found that there was no significant association between size of organization (small
medium versus large) and rate of adoption

There are various reasons as to why organizations do not use E-Commerce
extensively. The findings of this research seem to be similar to those of other studies
that aim to elucidate factors that hinder organizations in adopting E-Commerce in
either developed or developing countries such as India and Indonesia. Therefore, the
cornerstone of Malaysia’s move into E-Commerce lies in the transformation of its
legal and regulatory environment to support companies undertaking E-commerce.
This includes the drafting of the Multimedia Convergence Act, which creates an up-
to-date communications framework. The Act will be implemented along with the
following five high-impact cyber laws: The Digital Signature Cyber Law, The
Multimedia Intellectual Property Cyber Law, The computer Crime Cyber law, The
Telemedicine Development Cyber law and The Electronic Government Cyber law.
Nevertheless the formulation of laws is not sufficient therefore the Government has
to play a bigger and more aggressive role in enforcing the laws especially those
related to the privacy and security issues if we want to see the increase in E-
Commerce adoption among Malaysian organizations

Although Malaysia’s E-Commerce activities are increasing, the developed
countries such as USA and Europe are seen to be in a more advantageous position as
they have the latest technology, knowledge and highly skilled and talented human
resource. In addition, they are also in a better position in terms of infrastructure,
education and suppliers of products and services. Most importantly they have a
bigger market share and better access to market. MSC is suppose to be the
Malaysian catalyst for E-Commerce infrastructure and human resource
development. However, since E-Commerce in Malaysia is still at the infancy stage,it
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is still early to make any conclusive statements as to whether the MSC has
successfully encouraged the growth of E-Commerce in Malaysia.
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Abstract:
overcome drawbacks of traditional financial measurement systems by focusing
on a company’s individual strategies. These strategies derive from critical
success factors. In the media sector, general critical success factors can be
analysed, building a basis  for deriving  specific  company strategies and
measures. By analysing market forces and company resources, the factors
Critical  Mass, Customer Relations, Cooperations, Innovation, Leading
Technologies,  Competent Employees and Optimised Processes are found and
– based on these factors – reasonable measures are elaborated. In combination
with financial measures these build a generic model for individual Balanced
Scorecards in the online media sector, helping companies to streamline the
process of a Balanced Scorecard implementation.

The new performance measurement system Balanced Scorecard tries to

1. INTRODUCTION

The media sector is one of the industries evolving most quickly at present and
especially online companies develop wide varieties of business models and e-
commerce strategies. Yet many companies neglect the elaborate implementation of
these strategies as they focus on operational activities and omit the measurement of
factors which are most critical for their success – possibly because  they don’t even
know them. The paper on hand presents general critical success factors of online
media companies as a basis for the implementation of a Balanced Scorecard – a
management system which helps to implement strategies and measure business
performance by analysing a company from different perspectives and not only
focussing on financials. This paper develops a generic model for the design of
individual Balanced Scorecards for online media companies. So far, a company has
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to extensively analyse its strategies and success factors prior to the implementation
of  a Balanced Scorecard. Using a generic model as a guideline, this process can be
streamlined.

The underlying methodology is based on the theoretical analysis of market
forces and internal resources of online companies. These are combined to a set of
critical success factors, relevant to this specific type of companies. Further on,
typical  measures for these success factors build a framework which a company can
adapt. The background of this analysis was a cooperation project with three online
media companies which have developed individual Balanced Scorecards based on
this model.

2. BASIC CONSIDERATIONS

2.1 The Balanced Scorecard

Apparent drawbacks of traditional performance measurement systems built the
starting point for a research project, carried out in the early nineties by Robert S.
Kaplan and David P. Norton with twelve US-companies (Kaplan/Norton, 1997). It
was targeted on overcoming the disadvantages of measurement systems based solely
on financial figures and ex post information, e.g. the DuPont-System (Horvath,
1991). Due to their concentration on financial “hard facts” these systems neglect
factors with ample influence on business performance – so called “soft facts” – like
customer  satisfaction  or employee fluctuation. Though they can hardly be expressed
mathematically exact, soft facts carry a big stake in analysing the condition of a
company. So it was found by Ernst & Young, that an investor’s decisions are based
to 35% on non-financial figures (Low/Siesfield, 2000).

The basic outcome of the research project was the Balanced Scorecard – a
system which completes existing financial measurement schemes with non-financial
indicators of a company’s past and future performance. Altogether the system
combines monetary and non-monetary, internal and external as well as short- and
long term indicators what makes it “balanced”.

The Balanced Scorecard approach pursues two main purposes. First, the
implementation of strategies – from the management  level  through  the  hierarchy as
far as the conversion into operational action – is  supported by a continuous process
of formulating, communicating, implementing  and  adapting  strategies.  Second,  the
acquisition and presentation of information, thus the effectiveness and quality of
decision making, is enhanced by the design of the Balanced Scorecard – as a
balanced key figure system. So the Balanced Scorecard consists of a Management-
as well as a Measurement System(Weber/Schäffer, 1998) and can be seen in the
aspects of strategy implementation and performance measurement.
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The authors of the Balanced Scorecard have split the measurement system into
several perspectives representing the main stakeholders of a company, especially
shareholders (financial perspective), customers (customer perspective) and
employees (learning and growth perspective) (Kaplan/Norton, 1997). A perspective
of internal processes was added to represent most important business processes.
Figure 1 depicts this generic system.

Figure 1. The generic Balanced Scorecard System (Kaplan/Norton, 1997).

Each perspective comprises a number of critical success factors expressed by
business objectives for which measures are defined. Target values are assigned to
each measure and initiatives are specified which are planned to be taken in order to
reach the objectives. Additionally an objective can be associated with a specific
person who bears the corresponding  responsibility.  In  companies  with  considerable
hierarchies, the measurement system can be distributed top-down through these
hierarchies, reproducing the system on each level in the company and fractionising
targets relevant to each success factor. This ensures the implementation of the
company’s strategies on each hierarchical level.

It is to be highlighted, that the Balanced Scorecard perspectives are not
independent from one another – they show cause-and-effect relationships
(Kaplan/Norton, 1997), which means that a changing measure in one perspective
affects or can affect other measures in other  perspectives.  For  instance  the  financial
yield  of  a company can be affected by a change in customer satisfaction.
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2.2 Business models of the online media sector

In order to derive particularities of the Balanced Scorecard in online companies,
general characteristics of the media sector will be discussed in the following and an
overview of relevant business models will be given.

Media products can be classified according to the technology primarily used for
distributing content. Killius/Mueller-Oerlinghausen (1999) define print-,
broadcasting- and online media whereas Hacker (1999) classifies the fields of print-,
electronic-, broadcasting- and pre-recorded media in more detail. Further on these
fields can be broken down into sub-sectors – e.g. newspapers, journals and books in
the field of print media – whereas the field of electronic media splits into offline and
online. In the following this paper will focus on the latter one – on online media
which distinguishes itself from offline media by having a permanent connection to a
service provider, such as online streaming music in comparison to offline CD music.

According to the generic value chain, which consists of investment, production,
sales, billing and consumption (Zerdick et al., 2000), figure 2 shows value adding
levels which can be identified for media companies (Hacker, 1999):

Figure 2. Media value chain

Besides continuous changes in these value chain elements of typical media
production, even traditional value chain elements of the trading sector are affected
by developments in the media branch. Especially in the field of distribution a
desintermediation and virtualisation of wholesale- and retail levels takes place,
transferring these levels partly or completely into the online-sector.

The performance measurement of a company depends largely on its business
objectives which in the media branch can be of economic as well as of arty and
publicity nature. In the following – for building the basis for a Balanced Scorecard
framework – only companies with focus on economic objectives will be taken into
consideration 36.

A business model describes the characteristics of a company and comprises the
questions “What is being sold to whom?”, “Which input is being acquired from
whom” and “How is the production process to be designed?”. The main focus for

36 Which does not mean that the Balanced Scorecard is not suitable for arty-focused
companies, but sticking to the generic model, a Balanced Scorecard has an economic
focus.
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online business models lies in the underlying revenue model, which is – in
comparison to traditional media business models – often the real innovation.

Media business models in general can be categorised according to the level of
the value chain they are operating in. Thus there exist companies which create,
package or distribute content. Schumann/Hess (2000) classify online business
models into Content Provider, Broker and Service Provider.

Content Providers produce genuine content or product supplements, brokers are
portals or aggregators who categorise and structure offers of content- and service
providers. The latter model in the form of virtual communities is described by
Hagel/Armstrong (1997)as the central element of the online business landscape of
the future. Finally, service providers deliver the infrastructure, the physical and
logical components which enable online business.

The revenue model of online companies often covers a combination of different
revenue sources. These are defined by Zerdick et al. (2000) as advertising,
subsidisation via state, subscription/fees as well as transaction charges.

3. IMPLICATIONS FOR A BALANCED
SCORECARD IN ONLINE COMPANIES

The methodology of deriving a Balanced Scorecard for the online business can
comprise two basic steps – according to the generic procedure described by
Kaplan/Norton (1997). First, specific critical success factors of the online business
shall be derived by analysing general market forces as well as primary company
resources in the online sector and the illustrated business models. Based on these
factors, typical perspectives, indicators and key figures will be compiled as shown in
Figure 3.

Figure 3. Basic steps for deriving Balanced Scorecards

This procedure reflects the main steps in the general implementation process of a
Balanced Scorecard.
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3.1 Critical success factors of the online business as a
starting point

A company’s critical success factors can be derived by analysing the company
from market-based (external) and resource-based (internal) aspects (For the resource
based view see (Wernerfelt, 1984), for the aspects mentioned see (Schumann/Hess,
2000), also (Böhning-Spohr/Hess, 2000)). 0n one hand, the environment of a
company – i.e. the market – comprises a number of factors which the company has
to align its strategies with – in a specific way according to the company’s branch.
On the other hand, a company owns internal resources it can use to gain competitive
advantage. These two aspects will now be discussed referring to online companies.

3.1.1 The market based view

The market-based aspect consolidates in Porter’s five market-forces, which are
Industry competitors, New market entrants, Buyers, Suppliers and Substitute
products, shown in Figure 4 – with examples for the online business and arrows
depicting the specific strength of these forces.

Figure 4. Porter's Five Forces in the online business (Porter, 1980)

Rivalry in the online business. Rivalry of incumbents in the online business is
slightly different in the business models of Content Providers, Brokers and Service
Providers. Where the first mainly face competition in the advertising market, the
latter one primarily concentrates on consumers looking for internet access and online
transactions. In the advertising market, size and quality of a company’s user basis is
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crucial for success. Therefore it is important to bind a big part of the online-time of
most of the users, i.e. to win a “Share of mind” and collect information about them,
which is valuable for advertising customers. For that reason, establishing a strong
brand is of central significance (Manning, 2000), often ending in heavy brand
competition among a few big players (Hagel/Amstrong, 1997). Thus, quality,
success and costs of marketing are of major importance for Content Providers and
Brokers.

In contrast, the transaction- and access-market, characterised by homogeneous
services 37, is focused on satisfying and locking in customers by means of
outstanding service as well as optimisation of processes and – as a consequence
thereof – the reduction of costs, since rivalry in the homogeneous access-market
embodies in price battles. Additionally, sheer size in respect of economies of scale
matters in this market too.

New entrants. Due to high marketing expenses and long cash-to-cash cycles 38 ,
new entrants need huge cash backing to become real competitors for established
players. Therefore the rivalry strategies mentioned above serve as entry barriers too.
On the other hand, technological barriers are rather small, because hardware is
getting cheaper and online-businesses can be put up within shortest time.
Incumbents can face this danger with own innovations and investment, trying to stay
ahead in technological advance. Beyond that, the business models of online
companies and its components can be copied very easily. Entry barriers in this field
can be built by patents (Laidlaw, 2000).

Substitutes. Since new products are developed at high speed in the online
business, the threat of substitutes is relatively high (Laidlaw, 2000). Content
Providers and Brokers mainly face intangible “products” like new business- or
revenue models, whereas Service Providers confront material products like network
components or software programs. New developments and new standards –
emerging quickly due to the high transparency in the online market – cannot be
inhibited. So established companies have to recognise and follow new trends in
order to use them for themselves39 . Here, a company’s ability to innovate and its
financial strength are crucial – especially because the speed of developing and
offering new products is essential.

Suppliers. Infrastructure- and content providers are the major groups of
suppliers in the online business. Their bargaining power is highly correlated to the
individuality of their products. Therefore, standardisation is a way to limit the power

37 So are the services of call by call internet providers and online retailers not highly
differentiated among competitors.

38 The cash-to-cash cycle measures the time from the initial cash outflow to the time when
cash is received from customers. As for the term, see Kaplan/Norton (1997), pp. 56.

39 An example is given by the music industry, when music labels were mistaken trying to
prevent the usage of MP3 files for the distribution of music.
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of suppliers, although too much standardisation can have the adverse effect of
reducing own individuality in respect of the customers.

Buyers. The online market shows high transparency and low switching costs for
customers. In addition to standard offerings they require surplus value and services
tailored to their specific needs instead of mass products. The need to offer additional
value forces companies to cooperate with others, especially if this additional value
cannot be created using the company’s core competencies. So called “Lock In”
strategies try to prevent customers from switching. A customer is locked in when the
effort of switching is higher than the possible profit. Thus, companies raise this
effort by customising services (“mass customisation”) and differentiating their
offers, so that customers – once used to the specific offerings of a company and
having defined their user profile – are less likely to switch to rivals.

Summarising the factors discussed so far, four general market based critical
success factors, significant for all the three online business models, can be outlined:
the achievement of a critical mass, entering into cooperations, developing
innovations and strengthening customer relations.

3.1.2 The resource based view

According to PORTER, the origins of competitive advantage are the competencies
that firms possess (Porter, 1991), which are embodied in a firms resources.
Prahald/Hamel (1990) state that core competencies provide potential access to a
wide variety of markets, they make a significant contribution to the perceived
customer benefits of the products and they are difficult for competitors to imitate.

Two crucial resources for online companies – which can hardly be substituted or
imitated – are employees and information systems (Schuhmann/Haess, 2000).

Creative employees provide the intellectual capital of a company (Brinker,
2000), thus lay the basis for its success. They create content for content providers,
package content for brokers and take care of information systems for service
providers. Employees are to be acquired and retained4 0 – two requirements for
human resource management which have to be taken into consideration when
designing the employee perspective of a Balanced Scorecard.

Information systems for two reasons (Hasan/Tibbits, 2000) have a special
relation to the Balanced Scorecard. First, information systems are widely used for
implementing this performance measurement system. Second, technology mostly is
so important for online companies, that it has to have special emphasis in the
Balanced Scorecard system. 41 . If online companies neglect IT strategies, they won’t

40 This is particularly important on the IT labour market, where specialists are rare. See
Boyd (2000).

41 For that reason even dedicated IT Scorecards have been developed. See Van
Grembergen/Van Bruggen (2000).
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have a chance in competing with rivals in the long term. Reasonable alternatives are:
leading the market with own innovations and products, or following the market by
adopting a leading rival’s technology (see Götze/Mikus, 1999).

Besides that, internal business processes can be seen as critical success factors
too, although they strongly depend on the ability of work force and information
systems. Business processes are assessed by analysing their quality (i.e. error rate)
an speed (in online business models expressed by the period between starting and
finishing a transaction) as well as the costs they bring about.

The resource based success factors of online companies can be subsumed to
competent employees, leading technologies and optimised processes.

Figure 5 shows a synopsis of the seven general success factors defined.

Figure 5. Critical success factors of online business models and their relations

As Figure 6 illustrates, critical success factors are not independent from one
another, but show cause-and-effect relationships which are hardly to be quantified
and which in this paper will not be analysed in detail. Generally they are an
important subject of discussion when a Balanced Scorecard is developed. On top of
this cause-and-effect chain the financial success depicts the topmost performance
indicator.
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3.2 Deduction of indicators and perspectives of the
Balanced Scorecard

After having defined general critical success factors, a selection of indicators for
these factors will be compiled and reasonable assignments of these indicators to
perspectives will be discussed as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Assignment of measures to success factors and aggregation to perspectives

Critical Mass. The critical mass is the number of users/ consumers or the
turnover/ market share of an online company which is necessary for the company to
survive and grow out of own means. Intuitive growth indicators are the number of
customers/ consumers, the turnover and market share as well as the growth rates of
these. Marketing – necessary for reaching the critical mass – can be analysed by a
broad range of measures in the fields of customer acquisition and -retention; like
conversion rate, turnover with new customers or number of return buyers; as well as
measures for website activity.

Customer Relations. Individualisation, already common for customers of B2B-
business models, is coming up in B2C too. The intensity of customer relations is
growing in both models and the need of measuring them differently is vanishing.
Customer satisfaction is a core measure. It is created by services tailored to
customer needs, presuming an extensive knowledge about their characteristics. Other
measures for customer satisfaction are the rate of returning customers, customer
turnover and number of complaints. A customer satisfaction index can be built of
these factors. Customer lock in and profitability indicate a customer’s value for the
company and, especially in B2B-models, the number of individual services delivered
and the number of customer contacts in a period indicate the commitment between
customer and company. Individualisation in B2C-models can be measured by the
number of individual data fields in the customer database.
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Leading Technologies. Technologies and information systems can be described
by the parameters availability and performance, further on by costs, complexity and
level of standardisation. Availability is measured by uptime, i.e. the share of time in
which a system can be accessed. The extent to which a company is technology
leader can be measured by its ability to innovate and a comparison to competitors.
Value drivers for these are the R&D-budget and the competence of the work force.
Technology measures are especially important for service providers whereas content
providers and brokers focus rather on human capital.

Innovation. Innovation splits into two processes of identifying customer needs
and creating new products. It can be measured concentrating on the process itself as
well as on the quality of its result. Measures for the innovation process can be time
to market (Friedag/Schmidt, 2000) of new products, break even time
(Kaplan/Norton, 1997), the period between two product generations or the rate of
new innovations which eventually become new products. The R&D budget
additionally is an ex ante value driver for the innovation process. The innovation
result can be analysed by the time advantage over rivals, the number of customer
needs identified or the share of turnover of new products.

Cooperations. Cooperations can significantly support reaching the critical mass.
The success of cooperations can be measured by the additional value or turnover or
by synergies they generate. The speed of entering into new markets and developing
new products as well as the market share can rise through cooperations and can be a
measure for their success. To reduce complexity, a company could build a
cooperation index, weighing the effects mentioned according to their importance for
the company.

Competent Employees. The performance of employees is defined by their
satisfaction, their loyalty and productivity (Kaplan/Norton, 1997). A way of
determining satisfaction and loyalty is to build an index of elements of a
questionnaire as well as analysing employee fluctuation. Employee turnover, their
level of proficiency and error rates are productivity measures. These ex-post
indicators can be replenished by Performance drivers like scheduled days for further
education or the extent of variable payment. Having a particularly high importance
for online companies, the employee factor in the Balanced Scorecard tends to be
described by a wider variety of measures in comparison to other branches such as
the producing industry.

Optimised Processes. Due to a tendency of shortening temporal distances,
basically production processes

42 are subject of optimisation strategies, targeting the
speed of transactions, the speed of solving problems, the performance of systems and
process costs. Particularly content providers focus on quality and actuality of

42 Production processes exist besides innovation- and customer service processes. In the
online business they principally cover the operation of systems and business transactions.
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content created, whereas service providers and partly brokers concentrate on
efficiency and costs of logistics and project management.

After having defined a set of key measures for online companies, suitable
perspectives for an online-Balanced Scorecard are to be chosen.

In comparison to other branches, a Balanced Scorecard in the online sector has
to be focused especially on information technology – which here has not only a
supporting function – and in more a holistic way on a company’s market than on
customers themselves. Therefore perspectives for IT-potential and
Market/Customers are essential. Internal processes are primarily relevant for service
providers whereas employees play more a significant role for content providers and
brokers. Depending on a company’s estimation of their importance, employee- and
IT-potentials as well as processes can be combined to single perspectives. This may
be a “future readiness perspective” as defined by Hasan/Tibbits (2000), which
concentrates on upcoming opportunities and challenges. Eventually a financial
perspective is to be mentioned, which is compulsory for companies of any kind
which have financial profit objectives. Here the measure customer lifetime value
plays a key role in the field of B2C e-business as it depicts the present value of a
single customer, including present- and future revenues, variable costs and
marketing expenses.

Table 1 summarises the discussed measures and recommends an allocation to
perspectives, which up to now have been used in three business cases, as mentioned
chapter 1.
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TabIe 1: Critical success factors, key measures and perspectives.

This paper only gave an overview of possible measures for an online Balanced
Scorecard. Therefore a more elaborate set of measures can be found at a dedicated

website on the internet (see www.wi2.wiso.uni-

goettingen.de/forschung/dm/bsc/bsc.htm).
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4. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

The paper on hand has tried to sketch the characteristics of a Balanced Scorecard
in the online media sector. The result – a generic model of success factors,
perspectives and reasonable measures – can be used as a framework for online
companies which want to build their own Balanced Scorecard. So far, a company
that wants to implement a Balanced Scorecard has to start analysing it’s critical
success factors, discuss strategies and develop measures. The model on hand can
streamline this process by indicating a direction. It is a first step towards a partly
standardised concept for developing Balanced Scorecards in the media sector and
solves the problem of finding a direction for a Balanced Scorecard implementation.
Although different kinds of media companies (Content providers, brokers, service
providers) are surely not to be managed and measured identically, the discussed
model can be a starting point for either of them.

From another perspective, the standardised development of a Balanced
Scorecard can be seen critical, since a constituting element of the system is the
analysis and communication of the company’s strategy within an elaborate
implementation process – skipping that by using a framework could end up in a less
company specific Balanced Scorecard. Thus the presented generic model is not
aimed at omitting important implementation steps, it should be a guideline.

The mentioned cause-and-effect relationships and the inherent Balanced
Scorecard management cycle were only discussed marginally in this paper and can
be subjects of further analysis. The dynamics of the media sector and the lack of
time for analytical activities – especially in growth companies – can cause
difficulties for these intentions.

Due to missing long term studies on the Balanced Scorecard in media companies
an empirical validation and verification of the findings in this paper is not available
yet.
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Abstract:
service delivery with a set of services, business roles, and strategies. The
integration of data and telecommunication, especially for multimedia services,
requires Quality-of-Service (QoS) for the transport of data. Furthermore, it
demands a value-added Internet with communication and network services as
well as charging functions between entities and services. This paper defines
business roles and their responsibilities as well as business strategies,
communication policies, and interacting roles and services. A fully defined
business process as part of a business model and independent from technology
is used to illustrate value-added Internet service provisioning.

Today’s Internet represents a multi-provider environment as a basis for global

1. INTRODUCTION

Due to the fast growing Internet and the global extent of Internet access even for
regular home users, existing business models have changed and new ones arisen.
New E-Commerce applications and services offer a wide spectrum of possibilities to
do business electronically. Due to available bandwidth and powerful hardware,
recently the idea arose to use the Internet infrastructure for an integration of data and
telecommunication to entertain customers with multimedia data and services like
video streams or teleconferencing.

A crucial point for the transfer of high-quality data is the fact that traffic
congestion occurs in the Internet, which makes reliable transmission of delay-
sensitive data difficult or even impossible. High-quality Internet applications or
services are very susceptible to delayed delivery of data packets, since their quality
strongly depends on reliable network parameters like data throughput, bandwidth,
and latency. Unfortunately, packet forwarding in today’s Internet works on a best-
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effort base, which results in poor quality for multiplexed audio or video streams,
especially when network congestion occurs. One solution to overcome this problem
is the introduction of a multi-service-level Internet, which offers different service
levels and the desired Quality-of-Service (QoS) for certain high-quality data
transfer. This necessitates the reservation of network resources based on pricing
models 0. Within the CATI project (Charging and Accounting Technologies for the
Internet) enabling technologies were designed to implement charging and
accounting of Internet services based on the reservation of network resources 0.

Figure 1. Multi-provider business scenario

Economic incentives for providing high-quality end-to-end communication
imply the development and usage of E-Commerce services that contribute an added
value to the service provisioning over IP infrastructure. Interacting and cooperating
business roles are required to perform service delivery based on pre-defined policies.

Figure 1 shows a business scenario with an end-customer electronically
connected to an E-Commerce Service Provider (ESP) that represents a merchant
offering information (in form of both physical and non-tangible goods) and services
over the Internet. The clouds in between symbolize the network domain with the
underlying network infrastructure of the network providers. These network
providers carry different roles and provide several value-added services while
transferring data from sender to receiver. Thus, they are called Internet Service
Provider (ISP). There may be one or several ISPs involved in the scenario,
depending on the network fragmentation of the ISPs and the geographical distances
between end-customer and ESP.

If the end-customer (or one of her communication agents that is responsible for
communication-related tasks) decides to make use of one of the ESP’s offered goods
or services, different steps need to be performed before. Service parameters and
policies need to be negotiated among business entities before the connection to the
ESP can be established and maintained. Possible applications of such a scenario
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include IP telephony, teleconferencing, data backups, the transmission of financial
feeds, and the transfer of video or audio on demand (VoD, AoD).

This paper is organized as follows. Based on the multi-provider scenario, Section
2 defines business roles and relationships. It defines a set of differentiated services
and discusses controlling business policies and their use to the Internet services
market. Section 3 describes the overall charging process between different roles for
the delivered services. Section 4 contains a fully defined business process showing
the temporal coherence between business roles and services. Finally, Section 5
summarizes the paper, draws conclusions, and outlooks on future work.

2. ROLES, SERVICES, AND POLICIES

2.1 Roles

A role in a role model is characterized by a certain functionality and scope of
duties. Roles in business and technical environments have the advantage to logically
separate the business model and define what tasks and resources are used by them
and what responsibilities the different roles take. L.G. Lawrence 0 defines a role as
“... mainly a definition of a job at the lowest level of granularity used in the
organization. According to the business concerned it may be in a position
description, establishment position statement or other term which addresses what
must be done by the occupant of that job regardless of who that person is”. A role
can inherit purely technical as well as administrative functions. Furthermore, the
concept of roles is advantageous for the security, quality, and resource management.
Securing data and managing resources can be based on role-access relationships
where certain business entities are assigned to roles with restricted functionality.

We want to focus on the roles of ESP, ISP, end-customer, and Customer
Premises Network (CPN) knowing that there are more than just these few and that
these roles are not limited to the interface but to the quality of the service they
provide 0. An instance of a role will interact and communicate with another instance
of a role in order to provide a service. Additionally, one business entity can fulfil the
tasks of several roles and thus adopt these roles. One example is Akamai 0 that takes
the role of both ISP and ESP by providing access networks and content.

The growing deployment of E-Commerce applications and the convergence of
data and telecommunication make the introduction of proper business models and
well-defined business processes indispensable. Applying business models in the
technical area of telecommunication require a set of mechanisms being available for
performing charging and billing functionality, especially for QoS-based end-to-end
communication. This section includes a description of business roles and defines the
corresponding services they provide but also their underlying strategies and policies.
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The role of an E-Commerce Service Provider (ESP) symbolizes a merchant
within the business relationship with an end-customer. The ESP offers products,
contents, and services online via the World Wide Web (WWW) to every Internet
user in the world and represents the seller of goods. Within the following, “goods”
are considered a general term for any kind of product, content, of service that is
offered or sold electronically on the Internet.

The role of an end-customer symbolizes a customer at the end point of a
communication connection with the ESP. The end-customer can get online
information about the offered goods within the ESP’s catalogue and may choose
electronically by clicking on certain items. The end-customer can even compare
prices of different sellers and thus find the optimal product or service concerning
quality and price. It is also possible that end-customers are affiliated to a Customer
Premises Network (CPN), e.g., a LAN of an enterprise or a university that groups
end-customers and establishes the connection to the Access ISP. A CPN represents a
group of users in terms of a common policy and conceals individual end-customers
from the Access ISP.

The role of an Internet Service Provider (ISP) is divided into the roles of Access
ISP and Core ISP according to their scope of network provider duties and the range
of hardware and software equipment. Access ISPs support local access to internal or
external networks and provide Internet connection between end-customers, be it
directly or through a CPN. Many Core ISPs increase the reach of Access ISPs to a
global extent and form the backbone of the Internet. They handle the data transport
interconnecting multiple Access ISPs. There might be none or more than one
instance of a Core ISP involved in a communication connection between end-
customer and ESP. It depends on the connectivity of the ISPs and the geographical
distance of end-customer and ESP. In case there is only one instance of an ISP
involved between end-customer and ESP, it takes the role of both Access ISP and
Core ISP. Thus, the role of Access ISP and Core ISP may be physically inherent in
one business entity.

2.2 Service Model

Figure 2a shows a service model with the previously defined roles of the end-
customer, ESP, and ISP in form of ovals. The model abstracts from the technical
solution where the end-customer is connected to an ESP via the IP infrastructure of
an Access ISP. Instead, the service model is based on the business relationship
between end-customer and ESP including different services that are provided on top
of the IP infrastructure of the ISP. The end-customer uses the E-Commerce Service,
offered by the ESP, as an interface for further value-added service provisioning.
This E-commerce service comprises the offer of products, content, and services that
are offered online by the ESP (e.g., furniture, CDs, online books or magazines,
audio-on-demand, video-on-demand, Internet games).
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Figure 2a also implies the possibility for the end-customer to directly use the IP
infrastructure offered by the ISP in order to communicate over the TCP/IP-based
infrastructure. This might be useful to up or download data onto or from a file server
with no extra services and without any time restrictions for the communication.
Ordering an E-Commerce service from the ESP gives the end-customer a wide range
of accompanying value-added services that can be recombined and added to increase
the value of the E-Commerce service.

Figure 2a. Service model including roles
and services

Figure 2b. Service model extended by the
feedback mechanism of the charging system

The module Other Services combines services such as security service,
synchronization service, charging service, etc. Access Service is offered to end-
customers to connect to the Internet via ISP platform. Service functionality
comprises  among others  access control,  charging  and  billing,  logging  in  and  out. An
Access ISP holds the position of the closest ISP to end-customer and ESP, which is
a special role since access conditions are individually and contractually fixed.
Access conditions determine the kind of connection such as its bandwidth,
availability, or security measures, but also pricing models for the Internet access.
Since these conditions are fixed on a contractual base in form of Service Level
Agreements (SLA) 0, they have to be kept otherwise reimbursements have to be
settled to compensate the failure. Internet access implies global connectivity with a
local connection to the Access ISP, and thus, the price of a local phone call.

Transport Service provided by the role of the ISPs is of fundamental
importance for the quality of the delivered communication services. Data needs to
be carried reliably from one end point to another. Packet forwarding on today’s
Internet works on a best-effort basis, which means that single packets are
transmitted independently from each other from sender to receiver as fast as
possible. However, transmitting video or audio frames with good quality requires a
type of network connection with a certain guaranteed bandwidth or maximum delay.
A video or audio stream is delay-sensitive which requires timeliness of packet
delivery and only allows small variations in the transfer rate due to buffering
mechanisms. The service quality of the stream depends on the delay between every
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transmitted frame where the frame size varies depending on the amount of changes
in the picture. Thus, the transfer rate varies from frame to frame. A video conference
on the other hand is rate-sensitive and needs to constantly transmit frames of the
same size. Providing a high-quality video conference stream requires a guaranteed
bandwidth with a certain constant data transport rate 0. One solution for ISPs to
provide reliable transport services according to the required QoS of the E-
Commerce service is to firstly classify traffic into different service classes and,
secondly, to treat data packets differently depending on the service class and the
according price 0. Consequently, the quality of an E-Commerce service depends on
many factors, but mainly on the quality of the underlying transport service.

Reservation Service can be provided by ISPs in order to reserve network
resources for data transport but also by the ESP to reserve an E-Commerce service.
The reservation service negotiates and stipulates service conditions for the E-
Commerce service and network parameters for the transport service (including
Internet access). Depending on the requirements for the E-Commerce service, the
end-customer chooses the desired QoS for the transport service by selecting the
appropriate QoS parameters (e.g., bandwidth, latency, loss rates), which in turn
affect the price. Three different kinds of service reservation can be distinguished:
1. An immediate short-term reservation where the end-customer reserves a service

immediately for one period no longer than the default (e.g. 30 seconds).
2. An immediate long-term reservation where the end-customer reserves a service

immediately for a period longer than the default (e.g. several minutes).
3 . A reservation in advance where the end-customer reserves a service that will be

delivered in the future.

2.1 Strategies and Policies

As described implicitly by the previous two sections, strategies and policies
inherently form a major constituent for roles to enable a structured interaction. Note
that strategy at this point defines the set of business rules for establishing,
controlling, and operating service provisioning. This terminology applied here is
addressed to the higher layer, termed business layer. The technical management of
communication networks, in particular with respect to policies, determines all
details in a given communications layer to allow for the automated decision on, e.g.,
access rights, security levels, performance issues, or service quality. Therefore, a
policy based on economic incentives within the communications layers is a means
for business management strategies and business cases.

Interaction between different ISPs is based on a federal approach, where entities
are widely self-dependent and responsible for their service delivery, but where the
Access ISP has a special role as the point of contact for the end-customer in order to
technically set up an E-Commerce service. To be able to implement such an
approach in the Internet, a set of communication means is essential, basically driven
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by the Internet and its protocols as well as existing management means. SLAs form
such crucial technical means to implement a business process depending on an ISP
strategy. They are applied between business entities in general, ISPs as well as end-
customers, to negotiate business conditions on a contractual basis. They define a.o. a
service control policy that regulates objectives and responsibilities for the service
delivery under a given business process.

Considering the economic dimensions of strategies and policies, the approach to
charge for communication services is an essential constituent for a business process.
Therefore, the charging of services (as described in Section 3) needs to be supported
by appropriate technology 0, 0. In addition, the performance in economic terms of
the service delivery between service providers shall be based on a “win-win”
strategy, which implies service delivery and financial compensation until the service
has finished or failed. This implies fair business relationships among providers,
since no financial losses result from service failures. The effects of such a strategy,
backed by SLAs, policies, and network management functionality will be illustrated
by a particular business process (cf. Section 4). The process is applied specifically
onto three different Internet technologies to argue that the strategy as well as
instances of policy sets are independent from the underlying technology.

3. CHARGING COMMUNICATIONS

A commercialized Internet requires a variety of communication services (as il-
lustrated in Section 2.2) which encompass technical ones as well as economic ones.
While the functionality of technical services includes IP packet delivery, reliability
and error control, or security features, economic services focus on feedback
information from service usage to optimize the revenue of E-Commerce services.

Based on the scenario of Figure 1, a charging approach within a business process
requires a system interface for a commercial information transfer between ESPs and
ISPs in order to optimize business strategies. Optimizing service provisioning
requires accounting of services on a timely basis. Traditionally, this accounting has
been performed on longer time-scales, nowadays a short-term is envisioned. This
leads to the necessity to map these technically accounted information onto a
financial dimension in a similar time-scale. Therefore, a charge calculation function
will become the major tool for optimizing business strategies and revenues, since
soft real-time charging provides important feedback for service providers. This may
allow ESPs to select an optimal provider for IP services at a given time. Potentially,
an in-operation communication could be switched dynamically, however, technical
restrictions have to be considered closely before practical solutions will be available.
A similar concept is applicable to all service provider roles as defined above, where
cash flow and further economic factors are to be optimized.
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As depicted in Figure 2b, the charging system represents that component in the
described service model of Figure 2a, which performs mapping tasks from
technically accounted parameters of an IP infrastructure and its usage by end-
customers onto financial values required to provide feedback signals to both ESPs
and ISPs. However, technical parameters need to be completed by QoS information
directed to the ESP in case a content sensitive data transport service has failed, e.g.,
a file backup. However, QoS information directed to the ESP is required to cancel
the E-Commerce service and its charges if content sensitive data has been damaged.

A charging system and its communications facilities 0 requires a clear
differentiation of tasks and functions to be implemented for the network. Within the
Internet, an initial step to organize those tasks has been performed 0 and they offer
the necessary functionality to perform economically- as well as technically-driven
control and optimization functions. The charging tasks with the customer billing
(termed billing) and the subsequent payment (termed payment) can be embraced and
modeled in a clearing phase (cf. Section 4), which basically compensates effort and
expenses43.

3.1 Bill ing

Billing can be considered a service itself, which could be outsourced from the
service providers' core business. Billing implies the process of collecting all relevant
information from a charge calculation function and accumulating it onto the
customer’s bill. The bill summarizes all charges to a final amount that the customer
needs to pay either per service or on a regular base (e.g. monthly, weekly).

The ESP bills the end-customer for the ordered product, the delivered service
(including reservation), or the provided digital content. Access and Core ISPs bill
a.o. for Internet Access44, transport, and reservation services, and especially the
charge for the transport service depends on the applied pricing model, including
QoS value specifications. The price for these provided services may consist fully or
partially of the following three basic components: (1) an access charge for the
network access, (2) a one-time connection charge for the connection setup, and (3) a
usage charge based on time, volume, or QoS for the provided service. Accordingly,
the charge covers used network resources and the maintenance of the network
infrastructure. Usage-based pricing schemes are applied to charge the customer for
the actual amount of used network resources 0. It could even be possible that the

43 As denoted in Section 3.2, clearing can also be done in advance, especially if the service
customer is unknown to the service provider.

44 In case of a direct dial-in connection between the ESP and the end-customer, no Internet
Access service is required and the transport service is charged as a direct phone call from
the end-customer to the ESP.
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transport charge is shared proportionately between the ESP and the end-customer,
e.g., collect calls where the callee pays.

Final prices for E-Commerce, Internet access, and transport service sometimes
include an optional charge for their reservation. Figure 3 illustrates the coherence
between the different services and the billing for their delivery. Horizontally listed,
there is the E-Commerce service on top of the Internet access service and the
underlying transport service. Reservations for all these services can be made
independently from each other. Billing can be performed separately for the
horizontally listed services with or without charges for the reservation service.

Figure 3. Coherence of different services with billing

With classical billing, customers receive a monthly bill with a list of charges for
the claimed goods. The scheme can be applied in a single-provider environment
with a classic business relationship between the merchant and the customer.
Different billing schemes have to be applied in a multi-provider environment (cf.
Figure 1) where the service performance depends on the cooperation of multiple
entities.

Edge billing is a scheme applicable for billing transport and reservation services
along a path of ISPs. Charges from every ISP are added to one final bill. The end-
customer or the ESP (or both) pays the total amount to the Access ISP, which
deducts its share and passes the rest on to the next ISP along the path. The next ISP
also deducts only its share and forwards the rest. This process continues along the
paths until the end of network connection. Certainly, bilateral agreements between
neighboring ISPs would perform better in terms of effort, but asymmetrical traffic
flows and quite drastically changing traffic volumes over time require a flexible
solution to short-term service setups. A centralized billing model consists of several
bills that are passed directly from the ISPs to the end-customer, which results in a
complex situation for the end-customer. A hybrid model is a combination of both
edge billing and centralized billing. Other billing schemes comprise clearing centers
to perform the clearing between involved entities 0.
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3.2 Payment

The payment process is a well-defined scheme, which stipulates how money is
exchanged between customer and service provider. In case an end-customer wants
to remain anonymously (e.g. using a public phone), payments are made in advance
(pre-paid). E-Commerce services where the end-customer is known to at least one
service provider (e.g. calling from a stationary phone) the payment process is
executed afterwards (post-paid). Figure 4 shows our developed model for classifying
payment mechanisms according to anonymous or registered end-customers.

Figure 4. Classification of payment mechanisms

The tree structure shows peculiarities for both anonymous pre-paid and
registered post-paid payments. Credit and debit cards as well as regular accounts are
used for conventional payments where the customer has a registered bank account.
Cash and pre-paid cards (e.g., telephone cards) are anonymous means of payment –
well known today. Digital money is just a logical representation of monetary units
and is also used anonymously, whereas pre-paid accounts are used with a
pseudonym where the service availability depends on the current account balance.

4. BUSINESS PROCESS

This section describes the business process derived from the E-Commerce
scenario of Figure 1 where an end-customer requests an E-Commerce service from
an ESP. This includes the demand for any of the previously mentioned additional
services. The flow of this business process is restricted to only the operative
sequence of steps and phases without specifying any strategies for negotiating
service parameters or taking market situations into consideration. The business
process is part of a business model 0 and it shows the different coherent phases and
their correlation with the previously identified roles and services 0. Furthermore,
these phases are mapped onto Internet protocol architectures such as best-effort
Internet, IntServ, and DiffServ resulting in approaches to solve tasks of these phases
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(cf. Figure 6). The business process contains four different but coherent phases: (1)
contracting phase, (2) reservation phase, (3) service phase, and (4) clearing phase.

The initial contracting phase is run through only once to introduce the business
partners to each other on a contractual base for further cooperation and service
provisioning. Initially, the end-customer logs in with a service provider - be it an
ESP or ISP - to request a service. If the end-customer is already known to the
service provider, meaning a contract exists already, the contracting phase is skipped.

Figure 5 shows the business process in form of a flow chart, where the clouds
show sub-phases of the four coherent phases and the rhombuses symbolize “forks in
the road” that decide which way the process leads. Attached to the clouds are the
roles in the gray boxes that represent the involved actors of that sub-phase. After the
contracting phase is run through, the business process leads into the reservation
phase where different services and their parameters are negotiated. The end-
customer logs in with the service provider again to actually reserve a service.

In an optional specific information phase the end-customer gets customer
specific information about the short-term market situation, e.g., price tender,
network traffic, or com-parison with other service providers. If no service has been
previously reserved the service parameters have to be negotiated among the business
entities within the negotiation phase. As mentioned in Section 2.2, services can be
reserved immediately for a short term, immediately for a longer term, or in advance.
It is important to note that the negotiation phase for the Integrated Services Internet
(IntServ) runs differently from the one for the Differentiated Services Internet
(DiffServ). IntServ sup-ports the negotiation of service parameters based on single
end-to-end flows whereas DiffServ traffic is based on the notion of aggregated flows
with fixed numbers of service levels which requires longer termed service
negotiation on a per IP packet-basis.
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Figure 5. Entire business
process including reservation,
service, and clearing phase
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In the subsequent service phase, the performance of the requested  services takes
place. If no immediate service is desired the end-customer logs out. Of course, the
end-customer can log out at any point during the whole business process. If an
immediate service is desired by a registered end-customer the actual service is
performed within the duty phase. However, if the end-customer decided to remain
anonymous, pre-paid payments  have to be made within  the  pre-paid  payment  phase
before the service is performed. If another immediate service is desired the business
process loops back into the specific information  phase  to  rerun  the  reservation  phase.
Again, this loop is very short termed (e.g., 30 seconds) and flow based in case of
IntServ and longer termed (e.g., whole service duration) in case of DiffServ.
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Figure 6. Phases of the business process mapped onto different architectures

The final clearing phase includes charging, billing, and payment for the
delivered service with account-based post-paid payments if the end-customer is
registered. The charging and billing phase comprises the accumulation of user
specific information to calculate the final price for the service and also the
subsequent sending of the bill. Post-paid payments are made within the account-
based payment phase for example with credit card, debit card, or regular money
transfer. A final, optional customer support phase concludes the business process
where the service provider has the chance to get any feedback from the end-
customer concerning the performance of the service.

Figure 6 compares a best-effort Internet with the IntServ and DiffServ
framework and how they could technically support tasks within some exemplary
sub-phases and decision points. It illustrates how best-effort does not foresee any
resource reservation or service differentiation. IntServ approaches with RSVP as a
signaling protocol are based on single flows, whereas DiffServ handles aggregated
flows with guaranteed per-hop behaviors (PHB) for packets with similar DiffServ
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Code Point (DSCP). The negotiation within DiffServ is handled by Bandwidth
Brokers (BB) of different DiffServ domains 0. A micro-flow is a single instance of
an application-to-application flow of packets identified by source and destination
address, protocol id, and source port.

1. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Business  entities  and  their  roles  and  responsibilities determine basic components
of a business  process,  which  is  developed  for  a  future  value-added  Internet.  A clear
separation of these players, a concise definition of the services they offer, and a
characterization of their interactions and mechanisms allow the definition of open
business processes. This openness is essential for tomorrow’s markets in the
Internet, covering charging and accounting for products, contents, and services using
network resources. On a network level it is the transport service that implements
reliable QoS-based end-to-end communication with different service levels. The
usage of the Internet as a platform for electronic business requires a higher level of
abstraction with well-defined business processes and business models including
special cooperating roles and services based on appropriate policies.

Within the previously  shown multi-provider  scenario,  it  is especially the clearing
process with clearing, billing, and payment for delivered services that is crucial for
the economic success of an E-Commerce application. It must remain open, whether
the pure transport-related charging and its corresponding billing will be valid for
every single service in the Internet. Regularly changing Internet technologies and a
broad variety of service providers and customers with different single demands and
expectations complicate development and use of generic business processes and
require an exact differentiation of E-Commerce scenarios. However, the business
process as demonstrated in Figure 5 made a step towards an integration of E-
Commerce and service delivery through the introduction of contractual agreements,
charging  mechanisms,  billing,  and  payment.  Also,  the  potential  of  having  business
processes handy, of having efficient technology in place, and of  having  simulation
experiences  available  for  charging and accounting issues in the Internet provides the
basis for experimentation as well as long-term collection of experiences. Although
the INDEX project collected first results 0, various questions need further
investigations: the applicability of various pricing models 0, its dependencies on
business models, and applicability of fine-grained and scalable accounting tools.

The business process clearly distinguished pre-paid payments from account-
based payments for the settlement of services. Clearing is part of the economic
policy that regulates financial compensation of services. The policy considers
registered as well as anonymous end-customers, but prefers account-based payments
in case of service failures, when pre-paid payments have been made already.
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Account-based payments are advantageous, since clearing is performed on a pay-
per-use base where only the actual received service is paid after service delivery.

Furthermore, future work needs to be done in embedding the technological
know-how into economic models and business. Figure 6 shows basic approaches
how to map the phases of the business process onto technological Internet
architectures but more work is required to further develop these ideas. Reservation
of network resources could be performed by using intelligent agents as bandwidth
brokers. Dynamic usage-based pricing models are designed and need to be operated.
Payment methods are still lacking trust for many electronic business applications.
The handling of anonymous service customers should be the focus of investigations
for QoS-based end-to-end service provisioning in a value-added Internet. The
growing number of mobile Internet users and new mobile Internet technology is a
clear indication for changing expectations of today’s service markets.
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Abstract: The developers of e-commerce applications have a problem in gauging the
knowledge and expertise of end-users. The developer must therefore design
the interface to the system so that the use thereof is sufficiently intuitive to
require the minimum of background knowledge. Developers need to enhance
the usability of their web sites so that incidental users will find the site
rewarding and enticing, and encourage them to explore further. This paper will
explore the role of feedback as a valuable tool in enhancing the interpretability
of e-commerce applications. We discuss firstly how applications may be
designed to make use of an enriched model of application feedback, and
secondly how developers may evaluate their sites so as to gauge the efficacy of
the currently provided feedback. We propose a novel method for analysing the
purchasing phase of the e-commerce experience. We then introduce an
evaluation method for determining whether a particular site provides adequate
feedback or not. Three sites were evaluated using the proposed model, and the
results of this evaluation are analysed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Organisations can hardly afford to ignore the E-Commerce (EC) alternative to
traditional marketing [1]. EC users will seldom complain about badly-designed sites
and the first inkling of a problem may come only from analysis of usage patterns
which will very possibly come too late to enable corrective action to be taken, or
damage to be prevented. Such patterns, as derived from logs, are very difficult to
interpret [13], as is demonstrated by Rosenstein in his study of server logs [20].
According to Rohn [19], there are two important things an EC site should do in
order to be successful:
– attract additional customers, and
– reduce workload for the sales force.
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Keeping current customers might be even more important [9]. EC purveyors can
never become complacent because EC frees users from restraints which previously
forced them to use sub-standard retail stores [8, 13]. Many researchers rate ease of
use as being of critical importance to the EC process [11]. Bad usability is often
blamed for causing the failure of sites [9, 19].

In this paper we have chosen to discuss one particular aspect of web-site
usability, namely that of feedback. We will advocate the extensive use of feedback
to increase the interpretability of systems, thus enhancing the ease of use of these
systems. Section 2 will explore the nature of feedback in EC

applications. It is necessary, however, to convert this discussion about the merits
of feedback to a methodology for evaluating proposed EC web site pages. Before
such a methodology can be provided it is necessary to understand the nature of the
EC shopping experience, and this will be discussed in Section 3. Section 4 proposes
a feedback evaluation methodology for EC systems. Section 5 discusses the results
of an evaluation which was conducted on three large EC sites. Section 6 concludes.

2. FEEDBACK

Feedback serves a behavioural purpose in the interaction between users and
computers, with the computer fulfilling the same role as a conversational participant
[16]. Only by means of feedback can participants in a conversation detect faults in
the understanding of what is said [5]. The success of the human-computer
‘conversation’ will depend on the user being able to gauge the ‘knowledge’ of the
application. Feedback must make the ‘knowledge’ of the application, based on
previous inputs, tangible and accessible in order to fulfil its role adequately in the
face of an untutored and unreliable user population.

The conversational model of user interaction, with respect to the current
computer usage paradigm of recognition rather than recall [4], leads us to consider
users as reacting according to the way they interpret the state of the system. The
quality of the feedback provided by the system can assist in enabling an
understanding of the state of the system and becomes very important when the
system is prone to long response times, a common occurrence in e-commerce
systems.

2.1 Use of Feedback

It is necessary to consider the purpose of any feedback, and the way a user can
be expected to make use of such feedback as is provided. The Oxford English
Dictionary (OED) defines feedback as: signifying  a response, modifying the
behaviour of the user and promoting understanding. The traditional role of feedback
in human-computer interaction is often seen exclusively as pertaining to the first use.
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The extension of the feedback concept to include all the features will enable EC sites
to give better and adequate feedback to users.

It has been noted by various researchers that a discourse typically has an
incremental quality about it [3]. Dix [4] argues that it is difficult for users to manage
and visualise this "sense of history" in their interaction with the computer. Often the
application's only concession to a user's need for this is the provision of an undo
facility. This provides a type of historical function but the user often needs to reverse
the state of the system in order to see what happened before.

It is therefore appropriate to consider the need for the portrayal of previous
system states so that the user can refer to it in order to understand the present state of
the system. Historical functions are routinely provided by web browsers, such as a
history of sites visited and bookmarks, but we feel that this history should be more
finely grained than that. The user needs to have a history of their interaction within
particular web sites. We postulate that good feedback should involve giving the user
both immediate and archival feedback. There are several difficulties in providing
such feedback, such as the difference in technical expertise between the developers
and the users of e-commerce sites, the naïvety and unknown nature of e-commerce
end-users, and the distributed nature of e-commerce systems, which makes them
prone to outages and unpredictable behaviour.

2.2 Recommendations

Developers need to have guidelines to ensure that adequate feedback is provided.
This section draws the conclusion that developers need to provide the following:
– immediate feedback: signal a response to each user action, explain unusual

occurrences such as delays, display relevant system state clearly.
— archival feedback: provide a historical function which allows users to check on

previous actions without changing the state of the system. Always provide the
facility for users to check on their progress through any process which has
specific stages.
This feedback satisfies the OED definition of the purpose of feedback. Having

defined feedback, we now develop a model of the EC shopping process. This will
enable us to arrive at an EC-specific set of guidelines for determining feedback
quality. The next section provides such a model, and Section 4 uses this model and
the findings of this section to derive the required guidelines.
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3. ANALYSIS OF THE E-COMMERCE
PURCHASING EXPERIENCE

Guttman et al. [7] identify six stages of customer purchasing behaviour: need
identification, product brokering, merchant brokering, negotiation, purchase and
delivery, and service and evaluation. O'Keefe and McEachern [14] propose a model
with only five processes: need recognition, information search, evaluation, purchase,
and after- purchase evaluation. Singh et al. [21] break up the EC process into three
activities: identifying and finding a vendor, purchasing and tracking. We will
examine only one of Singh's processes - namely the one that everyone refers to as
the purchase task. This task can be split up into two distinct stages, as shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 1. The Two Phases and Ten Stages of the Purchase Task.

1. Look, See and Decide (LSD): This stage will typically be used to look at
available products, compare them, and to make a decision about whether or not to
purchase products. This may be done one or more times until the consumer has
found products which satisfy his or her needs. This phase is intensely user-driven
because the user is looking at and assimilating information continuously. It has the
following substages which can be traversed iteratively and in varying sequences:
Welcome; Search; Browse; and Choose.

2. Checkout: When the users trigger this stage they have made their choice of
offered products and decided to make a purchase. They now have to provide certain
details, such as their address and credit card details. This stage is system-driven and
changes the paradigm of the interaction process from user initiative to system
initiative. Feedback is of critical importance during this stage - users who feel that
they have lost control can simply leave the site without any embarrassment — unlike
a user who is standing at a checkout till in a supermarket. This stage is typically
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composed of at least the following steps, which should be navigated in a serial
fashion: User? Where? How? Payment? Sure? and Done. Only one of the previous
steps has elicited much research interest ie. Payment [10].

4. METHOD

The feedback and information requirements of a user during the LSD stage are
very different from those required by the checkout stage. The differences in
operation between these phases make it beneficial to develop two different strategies
for evaluating web pages since some sites will support one stage far better than the
other and one single evaluation process is unlikely to suit both stages.

In deriving an evaluation method it was necessary to combine the findings of
various researchers. Ravden and Johnson [17] propose a checklist-based evaluation
mechanism which rates interfaces from various perspectives such as visual clarity,
consistency, compatibility, explicitness, appropriate functionality, informative
feedback, control, error handling and finally, user guidance and support.

We have selected elements from the most relevant of Ravden and Johnson's
categories in order to set up one complete feedback evaluation mechanism, for each
stage, which will ensure that an EC page provides adequate and complete feedback.
The evaluation metrics for the LSD phase are shown in Table 1.

The metrics for the checkout phase are somewhat different, because of the linear
and structured nature of the process. The metrics are given in Table 2. The following
section will describe how these metrics were applied to three EC sites, and comment
about the efficacy of the proposed evaluation mechanism. In order to evaluate EC
web pages, a score is given for each of the above questions as follows:
– Never (0) - the feature is never available.
– Sometimes (1) - the feature is seldom there.
– Mostly (2) - the feature is usually there.
– Always (3) - the feature is universally available.

The scores are then determined per stage, and per site, in the form of a
percentage where 100% indicates a site giving a user perfect feedback and sites
scoring 0% might as well give up and close shop. The scores per feature in each
stage were calculated by adding up the score for each page making up the stage and
awarding a total for each particular feature. The scores for each feature were then
totalled to arrive at a percentage per site per purchasing stage.

5. EVALUATION

We chose three sites to apply the metrics to. Booksellers like Amazon
(www.amazon.ac.uk ) are the pioneers in this field and we felt that their site would
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be a good one to evaluate. We therefore chose two other bookseller's sites to
compare it to - namely Books Online (www.uk.bol .com) and Kalahari
(www.kalahari.net). We purchased various products from each EC site, and
evaluated the process. Our final scores for each site, arrived at after discussion and
consensus of all the authors, are given in Tables 1 and 2.

Evaluation of System Feedback Quality: Amazon Kalahari BOL
LSD Stage Max 9 Max 9 Max 9

1 Is it clear what a user must do to search for a product? [9, 13] 6 6 7

2 Does the search engine offer alternatives if  a  search  fails? [10] 9 3 0

3 Does the system inform the user of the reasons for delays? [12] 5 3 3

4 Are different types of information clearly separated? [2] 7 5 9

5 Was information readily available? [9, 15] 6 6 6

6 Is it clear what needs  to  be done  to  select  a product? 9 6 6

7 Can the user undo a product selection? [12] 9 6 8

8 Is it clear what must be done to make the transition  to  checkout? 6 6 9

9 Does the system allow users to check on previous searches? [18] 0 0 0

10 Is jargon user-centric? [12] 6 6 6

11 Is there a help facility? [22, 15] 9 9 9

Percentage 73% 57% 64%

Table 1: Evaluation Metrics for the LSD Stage

5.1 Discussion

One notices from Tables 1 and 2 that some metrics scored markedly well or
badly. A low score should wave a red flag at the developer and can be used to
indicate a problem area. A high score shows that the developer has one a good job in
providing adequate feedback for that particular feature of the site. This section will
discuss the low and high scoring feedback features of the three sites.
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Evaluation of System Feedback Quality: Amazon Kalahari BOL

Checkout Stage Max 18 Max 9 Max 15

1 Are Instructions and messages concise and  positive? [13] 12 6 9

2 Are Instructions clear and prompts unambiguous? [13] 12 6 12

3 Are possible actions clear? 11 5 11

4 Is It clear what a user must do to take action? [9,13] 13 5 13

5 Is the required format of user inputs clearly indicated? 15] 15 7 10

6 Are user actions linked to changes in the interface? 13 6 12

7 Is there always an appropriate response to user actions? 12 6 13

8 Does the system inform the user of the success or failure of 14 6 11

their actions?

9 Does he system inform the user of the reasons for delays? [11] 11 3 5

Do error messages indicate:

10.1 What errors are? 12 6 13

10.2 Where errors are? 6 3 10

10.3 Why they have occurred? 6 1 13

10.4 How the user should recover? 10 6 8

11 Is It clear what the user has to do to complete the task? 11 5 14

12 Does the system indicate the current stage? [22] 17 3 15

13 Was information always readily available? [9,15] 9 6 12

14 Can the user easily back out of the process? [12] 10 2 3

15 Is final purchase is confirmed by the user? 18 9 15

16 Can user check on inputs provided during the process? [18] 9 6 3

17 is jargon and terminology user-centric? 12 6 9

18 Is there a help facility? [22,15] 16 9 15

Percentage 66% 59% 72%

Table 2: Evaluation Metrics for the Checkout Phase

5.1.1 Low scores

Two criteria stand out particularly: the lack of a historical facility and inadequate
reasons for long or unexpected delays. None of the evaluated sites allow users to
remind themselves of previous search criteria. A user searching for a specific type of
book may type in many different search parameters and may easily forget which
parameters have been tried before, especially after a period of time has elapsed. It
would be helpful to have a drop-down menu which can be activated by the user in
order to see previous search criteria.

In the same vein, there is also a need for the user to be reminded, as they
progress through the checkout stage, of their previous inputs. Some sites do provide
this but it is often not done consistently.
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The other controversial score is the one allocated to the question: Does the
system inform the user of the reasons for delays? Most browsers give observable
feedback on page-fetch delays and anticipated completion times. However, many
sites, including the ones evaluated, seem to rely completely on this facility rather
than providing the user with some sort of site-specific indicator of site access (hit-
rate). A user who is given access to such an indicator will perhaps be more patient
when sites take a long time to respond.

A feature which we had considered to be essential and basic to good practice,
namely that of indicating the substage throughout the checkout stage, was almost
absent in the Kalahari site. The user becomes disoriented because the checkout stage
encompasses various substages and they have no way of knowing where they are in
the process.

5.1.2 High Scores

Some positive features should also be mentioned. The e-mail confirmation sent
out by all three sites is a very good feature. The scores allocated to help facilities
were high for all the sites — and this is particularly good with respect to site
usability. What is good for an EC user is automatically good for the site too.

Another universal feedback feature is the requirement that the user positively
confirm their transaction. This eliminates possible errors later when users find that
they have made a mistake and not picked it up in time. All evaluated sites offer a
final page which displays all choices made for the transaction, allows the user to
check these choices, and waits for the user to confirm before processing the order.
All sites also send the user an e-mail confirming the order so that the user can still
exercise a form of recovery, via e-mail, if he or she wishes to cancel the order.

Amazon always attempts to offer alternatives when a search does not produce
any results. Another feature provided by both Amazon and BOL is their usage of a
customer-driven rating system. Although this is not feedback in the traditional EC
sense it is undeniably valuable to potential customers.

6. CONCLUSION

Feedback can be used to assist the user in understanding the functionality and
requirements of an EC application and can be effectively harnessed to ensure that
users do not simply give up on sites. We have identified two distinct and dissimilar
phases during the shopping cycle and have applied stage-specific evaluation metrics
to them. This provides an evaluation mechanism which can be used by developers to
flag problem feedback areas.
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Abstract: Most online shops today organise their product catalogue in a feature-oriented
way. This can cause problems for shoppers who have only limited knowledge
of product features. An alternative is to organizing product information in a
needs-oriented way. Here possible ways of using the product build the focus of
attention. In this study we compared reported preference of catalogue access of
non-expert shoppers when confronted with either feature-oriented or needs-
oriented access to a catalogue of digital cameras.

1. INTRODUCTION

An important success factor for online shops is the way in which they help
shoppers identify appropriate purchases (Hagen et al, 2000). Currently we can
identify three main ways in which online shops help visitors find the products they
desire:
– Hierarchically organised catalogues,
– Feature-oriented catalogues (search & browse based on product features),
– Needs-oriented catalogues (search & browse based on shopper needs).

The traditional way of supporting a product search in an online shop is to present
the products in a hierarchically organised online-catalogue. The challenge for
hierarchically organised online-catalogues is to match category labels to shopper
expectations and interests. A shopper looking for a video camera might wonder
whether TV or Photo is the correct section to search. Similarly, a shopper looking

* This work was supported by the affiliated organizations of the authors and by the Swiss
Priority Program ICS grant “Management of Customer Relationship”.
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for a computer with at least 50 GB of hard-disk space and at least 900 MHz CPU
might not be well served by having to make a premature commitment about whether
he prefers a desktop or a laptop computer (Stolze 1999).

This latter issue is addressed by feature-oriented online-catalogues (Steiger and
Stolze, 1997). Here shoppers are presented with a form for specifying their
requirements and preferences with respect to the desired features of a product. Once
completed, the form is used to compile a query that is run against the database of all
available products. The matching products are then returned in a list for inspection
by the shopper. Feature-oriented search of products in the online catalogue can be
problematic if shoppers are not experts in the product domain. For example it can be
difficult for a non-expert in the domain of digital cameras to specify the mega-pixel
resolution the camera should support, or how many photos the camera should be
able to store.

This problem is addressed by needs-oriented online-catalogues. Instead of
asking shoppers about desired features of a product, these catalogues elicit shoppers'
needs and the way shoppers intend to use the desired product. Thus, a needs-oriented
catalogue would try to determine what kind of photos the shopper intends to take
and whether he or she plans to take the camera on extended trips.

To our knowledge only few online shops support shoppers in their search for
products in a needs-oriented way. One of the exceptions is the IBM online store
(http://commerce.www.ibm.com) that uses the metaphor of a sales assistant to guide
users through an interview in order to determine their needs and ultimately
presenting them with a personalised selection of products. Recently some of the
feature-oriented catalogues (e.g. the CNet desktop decision maker:
http://computers.cnet.com) have added support to help potential shoppers identify
their feature-oriented requirements profile based on a fixed set of questions about
the intended use of the product.

2. GOAL

our conclusions.

The starting point of our investigation was the hypothesis that communicating
with a non-expert shopper in a needs-oriented way would be more appropriate than
approaching him or her in a feature-oriented way. We expected that due to the
lacking knowledge of the domain, especially product novices (cf. Figure 1) would be
better served when presented with a needs-oriented organization of the online-
catalogue. To investigate this hypothesis we performed an experimental study.
Below we first describe the experimental setup, then present the results and discuss
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Figure 1. Three categories of online shoppers.

3. TEST SETUP

The test consisted of two test series. Each series consisted of a sequence of two
system-guided question-and-answer sessions, one in which needs-oriented questions
were asked, and the other, in which feature-oriented questions were asked. In order
to investigate the influence of the sequence of these sessions, the test subjects were
split into two groups, one group (Series A) began the test with the needs-oriented,
the other (Series B) with the feature-oriented questions. After each session the data
sheets of the three top-ranked cameras were presented to the users. Depending on
the type of session, the information on these sheets was presented in a different
order. If the questions were needs-oriented, then information on how well the given
camera supported different uses was presented first. Otherwise the information about
camera features was presented first.

3.1 Test Subjects

Twenty volunteers (aged 20 to 60) where tested. All subjects owned a traditional
photo camera, but none of them owned a digital camera. All subjects were non-
experts with respect to the domain of digital cameras.

3.2 Test Procedure

The tests were structured as follows. In the first step, test persons were asked to
answer a set of questions regarding their expertise in the area of digital cameras.
Only non-experts were admitted to the actual test.
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Then, the first advice session was conducted: The test persons had to use the
sales assistance system described below. The system asked ten questions concerning
the person’s needs or the features of the desired digital camera, depending on which
of the two groups the subject belonged to. Based on the answers given, the 25
available digital cameras were ranked. The subjects then received the data sheets of
the three top-ranked digital cameras, from which they were asked to select the
camera they found the most appealing. The subjects were then asked to answer a
questionnaire to assess the quality of the sales consultation for that session.

For the second session, the procedure was repeated with the other type of sales
consultation (needs-oriented or feature-oriented). After completing both sessions, a
questionnaire for final evaluation was presented. This allowed the subjects to
compare the two modes of advice and to indicate their preference. At the end of the
test the subjects received a small compensation for their time invested.

3.3 Sales Assistance System

In our tests we used the same system to ask ten needs-oriented and ten feature-
oriented questions. The question screens were simple HTML pages that contained
only a title, the question texts and the set of potential answers as active hyperlinks.
The HTML pages were generated by a Java Server Page (JSP) that called a custom
inference engine that identified the next best question to be presented to the user.
Single clicking on an answer led to the display of the next question, i.e. only a single
answer could be given to each question. Most questions included a "don't care"
response.

The inference engine stored user answers and computed the current "best"
question among the remaining unanswered questions. For this it used the stored
"ability profiles" of the cameras. The profiles list the answers that affect the
suitability of a camera in a positive or negative way. For the needs-oriented dialogs
the profiles referenced to the needs-oriented questions and for the feature-oriented
dialogs the profile referred to the feature-oriented questions. Figure 2 shows a
sample (needs-oriented) profile of a camera. In the test we used an elimination
strategy to determine the next best question. According to this strategy the best
question is that with the highest potential for collecting negative evidence about the
siutability of all the cameras under consideration.
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Figure 2. Example of a camera description that contains needs-oriented rules of how answers
given by a user affect the relevancy of the camera for that user.

4. RESULTS

In tables 1 and 2, the results of the two test series are listed. These results are
discussed in the subsequent section.

Subject Satisfactio Satisfactio Which Which type of Which session
No n with n with session was advice is yielded better

(first) (second) more better suited results?
session N session F pleasant to for novices?

use?
1 2 2 F N F
2 1 1 F F F
3 - 1 1 F N F
4 1 2 F N F
5 1 1 F F F
6 0 1 F N F
7 2 2 N N N
8 1 1 F N N
9 1 1 N N N
10 1 1 F N F
Averag 0 , 9 1,3 8F/2N 2F/8N 7F/3N
e

Table 1. Results of test series A, where in the first session needs-oriented (N) and in the
second session feature-oriented (F) questions were asked. Satisfaction is rated from very high

(2) to very low (-2).
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Subject Satisfac- Satisfac- Which Which type of Which session
No tion with tion with session was advice is yielded better

(first) (second) more better suited results?
session F session N pleasant to for novices?

use?
11 1 2 N N Both
12 1 1 N N Both
13 1 1 N N F
14 1 0 F N F
15 -1 0 N N F
16 1 1 N N N
17 1 0 N N F
18 1 0 F N F
19 -1 1 N N N
20 0 1 N N N
Averag 0,5 0,7 2F/8N 10N 5F/3N
e

Table 2. Results of test series B, where first feature-oriented (F) and then needs-oriented (N)
questions were asked. Satisfaction is rated from very high (2) to very low (-2).

5 . DISCUSSION

Given the relatively low number of test subjects a quantitative interpretation of
the data must be approached with caution. Initially, when designing the experiment,
we had hoped to confirm the almost ‘trivial’ hypothesis, i.e. that novices prefer a
needs-oriented style of dialog vs. a feature-oriented. In fact we expected this result
to be so strong that even a small number of test subjects would be sufficient to prove
the point. After analysing the test data, however, we were surprised to find that the
situation was not as clear-cut as we had initially assumed. Nevertheless, 18 out of
the 20 non-experts we tested recommended the needs-oriented interviewing style for
novices.

If we focus on the first session in each series–which reflects the situation of a
client starting to use a Web site–our test data is still consistent with the hypothesis
that non-expert users prefer the needs-oriented style of advice (average satisfaction
level N 0.9 vs. F 0.5). However, with a difference of 0.4 on a scale from -2 to 2, the
observed effect is quite small. Given the number of test subjects, the difference is
not significant and could be coincidental.

The situation even reverses if we examine the average satisfaction levels after
the second session. Here the feature-oriented dialog style received a higher average
score (1.3) than the needs-oriented style (0.7).

Interestingly, eight users (six in series A, two in series B, whom we categorised
as novices in the domain of digital cameras) did not seem to consider themselves
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novices, because at the end of the test they all personally preferred F but
recommended N for novices. We believe that this is because these eight subjects are
advanced users (cf. Fig. 1) who feel they understand the feature-space of digital
cameras. After they underwent both kinds of advisory processes, they preferred to
specify products directly in terms of features.

At least in some cases, however, the self-reported preference did not match the
observations of the experimenter. In a number of cases persons were observed to
have difficulty answering the feature-oriented questions, but still reported an overall
preference for the feature-oriented dialog style. Part of the reason for this might be
that advertising for digital cameras currently focuses on product features. This might
precondition people into believing that these products should be selected in a
feature-oriented way. We found evidence in support of this when one of our test
persons mentioned (even before starting the test) that he just seen an advertisement
for “3-Mega Pixel Cameras” and thus was predisposed to look for this feature.

5.1 Learning Effect

A proposed explanation for the phenomenon that users perceived themselves as
advanced users after having completed the test might be that during the two sessions
the subjects experienced a learning process. This interpretation is supported by the
fact that in both series the second session received higher satisfaction scores than the
first one. Closer inspection reveals that answering the needs-oriented before the
feature-oriented questions, as in series A, enhanced the acceptance of the feature-
oriented approach more (from N 0.9 to F 1.3) than if users started with the feature-
oriented questions (test series B: from F 0.5 to N 0.7). However, this effect is not
strong enough to be statistically significant given our sample size. Thus, while data
suggests that non-expert users gain more domain knowledge from first answering
needs-oriented questions, a larger sample size would be needed to prove this point.

We believe that the learning effect between sessions is partially caused by the
fact that test persons after the first session had the opportunity to review the
resulting set of cameras that were best suited to their stated needs. Thereby they
were able to perform contextualised learning. This means that they could derive the
relationship of needs and features from the three camera fact sheets presented: it was
possible for them to see how the selected needs (series A) referred to the presented
features and vice versa (series B).

5 .2 Design Implications

From this test, we can derive the tentative recommendation can that non-expert
shoppers should start with a needs-oriented style of advice. However, they should
not be locked in the ‘beginner mode’ but should be given the option of switching
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between feature-oriented and needs-oriented ways of specifying their product
requirements.

Related to the flexibility of switching modes is the insight–confirming a well-
known postulation in the field of Human Computer Interaction–that visitors to a
commercial Web site selling complex products should be given the option of
(implicitly or explicitly) classifying their level of experience. The Web site then
should provide an adapted user interface including targeted product selection advice
in a needs- or feature-oriented way.

In addition to this more static adaptation it might also make sense to explore
methods that opportunistically combine needs-oriented and feature-oriented ways of
addressing shoppers.

5.3 Further Research

This study is a first step towards understanding how information about expected
product-use can be exploited in online-catalogues to guide shoppers more effectively
to desired products. Further research is needed in other domains and in other
countries to gain additional insight into the relationship between the needs-oriented
and the feature-oriented approaches of helping users select appropriate products. It
should also be interesting to extend the focus of the investigation and explore
whether other dialog styles and the presentation of other types of product
information would show a greater effect. Given our current results, it seems
promising to regard the navigation of non-expert shoppers as a learning process that
needs to be supported.
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Abstract: Providing effective and efficient post-sales services is a significant issue
facing industries operating in a flexible environment. The main problem is
that the great diversity of the potential product range may make it
impracticable to provide conventional support documentation for all versions
offered. In this paper we explore some approaches of web-based
information systems to support post-sales services in a customised
manufacturing context. The major objective is to integrate various new
technologies of Internet, Database and Expert Systems, such as JavaServer
Page and Servlet Technology, JDBC, and Model-Based Methods, to supply
on-line maintenance and diagnostic support to field service engineers.

1. INTRODUCTION

One aspect of commerce for which the Internet may be especially relevant is in
the provision of post-sales services. It is becoming increasingly common for
manufacturing industries to tailor their operation to be more in line with their
customer requirements than (say) 10 years ago. That is to say that instead of offering
a range of (say) 6 versions of a product, starting with a “deluxe” model at the top
and working down to an “economy” model at the bottom; individual customisation
is offered for the entire product range. This serves to increase the desirability of the
product and (it is hoped) will encourage a corresponding increase in sales. There are,
however, a number of difficulties associated with this approach, especially in respect
of post-sales service.

For example, when perhaps 10,000 versions of a product are on offer, the storage
of data concerning each version becomes problematic. More seriously the quantity
of maintenance data required for an appropriate level of after sales service becomes
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The issue of the provision and updating of maintenance information for
manufacturers of the form described above is the principal concern of this paper.
The aim of the paper is thus to provide a mechanism whereby maintenance
information can be provided in a globally effective manner in such a way that it is
both current and correct. In the delivery of field service information, the service
agent in the field will hope to obtain information on demand, with minimal delay,
after quoting only a brief product reference, ideally a unique identification found on
the product. This information will be delivered by the product manufacturer and/or
the parts suppliers. The obvious medium for the provision of the desired data is the
Internet. However there are a number of issues to be considered. For instance the
nature of the desired maintenance information, the presentation of the data, and the
generation of the required information.

The rest of the paper is arranged as follows: 2. System Scenario, which identifies
the basic entities and information involved in the proposed system; 3. Related Work,
which reviews the previous research and development in related fields; 4. System
Architecture, which specifies the system processes, system components and their
relationships; 5. System Implementation, which describes the implementation
architecture and the underlying techniques; and 6. Discussion and Conclusion,
which discusses related issues and summaries the main findings and future work.

increasingly difficult to 1) provide (in an effective manner) and 2) update. This is
exacerbated when, as is often the case, the manufacturer is operating in a global
market place. Thus although after sales services (i.e. maintenance) are seen as an
important issue with respect to customer loyalty, there are issues concerning the
provision of appropriate maintenance data that need to be addressed.

2. SYSTEM SCENARIO

In the delivery of field service information, three key entities are involved (see
Figure 1). First, the service agent in the field will hope to obtain information on
demand, with minimal delay, after quoting only a brief product reference, ideally a
unique identification found on the product. This information will be delivered by the
product manufacturer and/or the parts suppliers. In a conventional environment, it
would be possible for the relevant data to be extracted from the product catalogue
directly. In the flexible context we are considering, however, it will be necessary to
create the information required by reference to the product design data and, thence,
to data relating to the components of the product. The kinds of information delivered
could be very diverse; we will briefly consider some of the more important
categories.
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2.1 Textual and other descriptive data

Usually, simple text descriptions will be a central feature of the information
provided. In an online context, the presentation of text can be augmented and
structured using hypermedia techniques [5], and the information incorporated may
then include other non-textual data, including photographs, video clips, and
animations. In an engineering context, detailed product information in the form of
plans, engineering drawings, and design data will also be essential, possibly
including access to a product database.

2.2 Product modelling

Even when dynamically generated and augmented by non-textual information,
product documentation is essentially an organisation of data into a convenient and
manageable form. Product modelling goes beyond this, in presenting information on
the appearance and behaviour of the product in a form which allows the user (in this
case, the service agent) to interact with the description: for example, to configure the
model with locally-applicable data, to conduct experiments, and to focus on specific
features. Virtual Reality (VR) languages, for example VRML [4] and Java3D [14],

Figure 1. System scenario
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allow product models to be built which incorporate 3D graphics and enable “fly
through” simulation to illustrate behaviour.

2.3 Expert knowledge

Much of the information used by service engineers, as with other skilled
professionals, may take the form not just of factual data but also of accumulated
expertise. As in other domains such as medicine in which diagnosis is central,
Knowledge-Based Systems may be expected to have a role here. Production rule
systems [3] have been favoured by the Expert System community for many years,
particularly for diagnostic systems which may often be represented readily in terms
of “if-then-else” rules, and there continues to be active research into rule-based
diagnosis in many contexts [12].

2.4 Case-based data

Another important basis for fault diagnosis in the field is the use of case data
describing possible faults, symptoms, verification procedures, and repairs. Case-
Based reasoning (CBR) systems [15] typically store case histories in some form of
data organisation, fronted by a reasoning system. New cases are investigated by
presenting relevant case data to the system which then attempts to match this with
recorded histories in order to identify similar cases which may provide relevant
information.

3 . RELATED WORK

Each of the information categories mentioned above has been widely used in
systems for diagnosis and/or explanation generation in a variety of domains. A
distinction can be made between systems that are essentially descriptive, i.e.
producing documentation for the target domain, and those that provide a model of
aspects of the domain that can be used for experiment and/or to reason about the
domain. When dealing with complex structures, however, even systems which do
not attempt to simulate behaviour will require to model the target domain in some
detail.

A useful review of current work in model-based and qualitative reasoning is
provided by Hunt, Lee and Price [9]. Different types of model include, in particular,
structural models, which attempt to capture important physical or logical
relationships of components of the target system, and functional models, which
derive the operation of the system from information about the functional behaviour
of its components. An example of an essentially structural model is that described by
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Xue, Yadav and Norrie [17] for use in building product design. This system also
incorporates a knowledge-based system to generate building product descriptions
automatically.

For our purposes, structural information is important: because the modelled
product may be entirely new to the service agent, it will be essential to produce a
model that he/she can readily relate to the real product, identifying components and
their physical relationships. However, it will also be necessary, to describe
operational procedures and for fault diagnosis, to build into the model
representations of functional behaviour. Compositional modelling [7] derives a
behavioural model from a knowledge base of the behaviour of components and their
environment. Iwasaki et al [10] describe a web-based compositional modelling
system, CDME, which formulates behaviour models of physical systems from
domain knowledge. In CDME this knowledge is principally represented at two
levels: an ontological level, which defines the vocabulary of the system, and a
physical level, which describes aspects of behaviour in terms of this vocabulary.

The INT-OP project [1], concerned with the generation of operating procedures
for chemical process plants, also incorporates elements of both descriptive and
operational modelling. The system, CEP (Chemical Engineering Planner) produces
plans which define sequences of actions to bring about specified changes in the
plant. The basis of the system is a detailed model of the domain. Although the target
domain of this project is more complex than the one we are considering, and the
output more specialised, a number of elements of the work are relevant to our
discussion. The plant model used defines a hierarchy of components and the
connections between them, and a conclusion of the project was that the effort
required to create this was substantial, and that tools to assist in domain
development are vital. A further element of the model is a set of “pairs”, defining
associations between components. The significance of this in our context is that, for
example, a fault identified in one component of the system may in fact be caused by
a problem arising in a different component, with no close physical connection to the
one under consideration.

A number of key issues emerge from the research described in the literature. The
first is the need to integrate model-based aspects of the system with other elements.
Hunt et al [9] observe that even in model-based diagnosis, much of the information
that is necessary is not model-based, and includes data such as failure likelihoods for
different components, and heuristics for fault localisation. Secondly, the need to
derive information about a target product from data relating to its components calls
for the use of intelligence in this integration. Finally, both these issues point to the
central role carried by the organisational structure of data in the system. This needs
to incorporate not only a detailed structural model of the target domain, but also
behavioural information and representations of all the different kinds of information
which may be called upon by the service agent. In the following section we outline
the architecture of a system to meet these requirements.
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4. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Figure 2 illustrates a top-level processing procedure of the proposed system.

Figure 2. Processing procedure

Field engineers or other users raise Information Needs from their practical work.
From these are formulated formal queries that the system can understand. According
to the queries, one or more of the following could happen: Data/Document
Retrieval, Text/Diagram Generation, Diagnostic Reasoning, or Part Ordering.
Data/Document retrieval means finding some pre-stored data/documents which
could satisfy the users needs; these could be of different media, such as text, image,
audio, etc. Text/diagram generation uses text or diagrams for components of the
product to create composite representations, for instance, 3D diagrams of products.
Diagnostic reasoning addresses the other central aim of the system, to assist the
engineer in fault diagnosis and repair. It may make use of techniques including case-
based and rule-based systems to support this function. Finally, Part Ordering is
provided to enable the engineer to obtain replacement parts when necessary. The
result presentation takes the outcomes from the above processes for display to the
user. Figure 3 shows a preliminary architecture for a system to support these
processes.
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Figure 3. Integrated system framework

The system components included in this framework can be divided into four
groups: User Interface (Graphic User Interface, User Requirement Formulator,
Result Presenter); Processing Agents (Data/Document Retrieval Engines,
Text/Diagram Generators, Diagnostic Reasoning Engines, Part Order Agent, etc);
Administrative Agents (Data Pre-processors and System administrator); and
Databases (data bases, document bases, model bases, rule bases, and case bases).
Most of these components have a direct correspondence to the processes of Figure 3.
The implementation envisaged represents system components in the form of servers
or agents operating over the Internet; this could be refined with different kinds of
architecture techniques, for example, Multi-Tier Client-Server and Multi-Agent
Architectures. [6, 16].

5. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

Figure 4 illustrates the architecture of the system implementation. This can be
classified into four levels. From the left, the first is the client-side presentation,
which includes pure HTML, Java Applets, and combinations of the two. This kind
of presentation provides choices for graphical user interfaces across a company’s
Intranet or on the World Wide Web. Support for simple HTML means quicker
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prototypes, and support for a broader range of clients. Additionally, the Java plugin
can be automatically downloaded to provide added applet support when necessary.

Figure 4. System Implementation architecture

At the second level is the Server-Side presentation, including Java Servlets and
JavaServer Pages, and at the third level, Server-side business logic. The main
technology here is JavaBeans. Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB) technology gives
developers the ability to model objects by defining two distinct types of
components: Session Beans and Entity Beans. Session Beans represent behaviours
associated with client sessions – for example, a user purchase transaction – while
Entity Beans represent collections of data, such as rows in a relational database, and
encapsulate operations on the data they represent. Entity Beans are persistent,
surviving as long as the data they are associated with remains viable. In this case,
they provide a path to the final level, the database.

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The key issue identified in the architecture we have outlined is integration,
which has two aspects: firstly, the integration of information relating to components
of the product to create a composite picture, and secondly, the integration of the
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different forms of representation and modelling used. The first is the role of the
diagram generator and text generator system components. The use of static “canned”
information, however well-organised and presented, does not fully meet the
demands of a flexible production process. The problem is, essentially, that the
description of the product as a whole is more than a simple concatenation of the
descriptions of its components. Dynamic explanation generation [13] can be used to
reduce repetition of information and to produce a more coherent overall product
description. This technique, however, applies only to text. A greater challenge is
created by the need to pull together all the elements of the documentation of
components, textual and other, into a single, integrated product description. This
process may be seen as an aspect of product design, and appropriate design
techniques, such as the use of CAD software, may have a role here.

The second major function of the system is to assist in the diagnosis of faults in
service, and this is the principal purpose of the Model-Based, Rule-Based and Case-
Based Reasoning components of the system. Operational simulation via a product
model is particularly significant in this respect. Added intelligence may be provided
by model-based reasoning [8], in which the model is manipulated by appropriate
reasoning routines. A common approach is to use a “perfect” product model to
generate a simulation of the correct behaviour of the system, and then to introduce
faults to the model in an attempt to replicate the observed behaviour of the (faulty)
real product. Model-based systems have in recent years found favour with industry,
for example in the Tiger project [6]. Used in isolation, however, they suffer from the
drawback that little or no explanation may be provided to supplement the observed
model behaviour, so again, integration with the representational elements of the
system is called for. Another goal is to integrate Knowledge-Based Systems with
modelling techniques, including model-based reasoning and VR interfaces.
Intelligent VR agents (IVRA) [2] adds intelligence to virtual reality to produce
autonomous agents that model physical behaviour, using intelligence to guide the
use of VR.

The Case-Based Reasoning element is also primarily to support fault diagnosis.
CBR systems need not incorporate large databases; very often, a case base of some
100 previous histories will be sufficient to give useful pointers. In the present
context, there are issues to be resolved concerning the matching of case data.
Because the product under consideration may, in the extreme case, be unique, there
may be no case histories relating to this particular model. Hence, it will be necessary
for the CBR system to look for matches not just with the circumstances of the
present case but also with the product model, in order to find, for example, cases in
which a similar but not identical product has been involved.
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Abstract: In this paper we develop algorithms for efficiently processing bids in a single
item, N unit ( N ≥ 1) open cry auction for a large class of winner
determination rules. Existing techniques consider all previously submitted bids
along with the new arrivals to update the current set of winners. We propose
that at most N “potential winner bids” amongst the previously submitted bids
need to be used for such updates, thus significantly reducing the computation
time and memory requirements. This is crucial when a large number of
auctions are being conducted simultaneously. For a commonly used greedy
auction rule we show that the expected number of potential winner bids may
be much less than N under reasonable probabilistic assumptions.

1. INTRODUCTION

The phenomenon of a website attracting millions of users in a short duration is
becoming increasingly frequent. On July 14, 1998, the Guinness Book of World
Records recognized the 1998 Olympic Games Web Site for two world records (see
Iyenger et. al. 1998). The first was for receiving 634.7 million requests over the 16
days of the Olympic games. The second was set when 110,414 hits were received in
a single minute around the time of the Women’s Figure Skating. We have come a
long way since then. The use of Internet to facilitate commerce, and in particular
auctions, has also been growing at a rapid rate. It is not unreasonable to expect that
an auction sale of a superstar’s memorabilia in a sports event may attract thousands
of bidders. Such a large number of participants in an auction can put immense load
at a web server.

We refer the reader to McAfee and McMillan (1987) and Milgrom (1989) for a
comprehensive survey on auctions theory. Varian (1995) provides an overview of
the design of economic mechanisms for auctions. Wurman et. al. (2000) present an
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extensive breakdown of the auction space that captures the essential similarities and
differences of many auction mechanisms in a format more descriptive and useful
than simple taxonomies. Sandholm (1999) presents a scalable search algorithm for
optimal winner determination in a combinatorial auction. Internet commerce
technologies for different kinds of auctions: open-cry, sealed bid, and Dutch auction
(see Kumar and Feldman 1998a, 1998b) have been developed for Websphere
Commerce Suite (WCS 4.1), IBM's commerce server. While Kumar and Feldman
(1998a), (1998b) describe how these auctions may be conducted on the Internet,
they do not discuss issues related to improving performance and scalability of these
auctions.

In this paper our focus is on quickly determining winner bids in an open-cry
auction for N units (N ≥ 1) of a single item. For such auctions, an obvious allocation
strategy is to assign the units to the bidders in a descending order of the price/unit
offered by them. However, this may not be feasible all the time. For example, a bid
desiring multiple units that wants “all or nothing” may be rejected if the quantity
demanded is not available. Also, the same bid may be accepted at a later time (and a
previously accepted bid rejected) if a newly arriving bid makes it attractive and
feasible to include it along with the rejected bid in the list of “current winners”. Due
to such complications, the existing packages such as WCS 4.1, at any time during an
ongoing auction, combine the newly arrived bids with all the ones that had arrived
earlier to determine the current set of winners based on the auction rules. In such
cases, if the number of bids is large, the processing delays may be large and the
server may even breakdown. Our main contribution is that we show that under a
large class of auction rules (including those that are practically implemented)
significant computational improvement over naive methods is possible in
determining current set of winners. In particular, we introduce the notion of
maintaining a small subset of well chosen “potential winner bids” amongst all the
bids that have arrived at any time during an ongoing auction. The remaining bids
may be rejected as “loser bids”, i.e., they have no chance to qualify as winner bids in
the future. We develop two such potential winner sets. The first one is simple to
identify and update and is referred to as the “Coarse Filter Structure” ( CFS). We
show that the number of bids in CFS at any time is O(N log N )45. The second one is
more intricate and is referred to as the “Refined Filter Structure” (RFS). We show
that RFS may contain at most N bids at any time. These structures considerably
reduce the response times to the bidders and the computer storage requirements
since this reduced list of potential winner bids can be maintained as a set of
persistent objects in the main memory for quick access and modification. An

4 5  A function f(N) is said to be O(g(N)) if there exists a constant K>0 so that f(N) ≤ K g(N)
for all N sufficiently large. It is said to be Θ(g(N)) if there exist constants 0<K1  <K2  so
that K1  g(N) < f(N) ≤ K2  g(N) for all N sufficiently large.
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In this paper, we theoretically demonstrate that the proposed algorithms offer
significant improvement over the current naive implementations. To keep the
exposition short, simulation experiments are not reported. The interested reader is
referred to Bassamboo et. al. (2000) to view the orders of magnitude of the
computational gains confirmed by the simulation experiments.

additional benefit of this is that the loser bids get an opportunity to quickly revise
their bids.

We focus on two commonly used rules for selecting winners: namely, the greedy
rule and the knapsack rule (explained in Section 2). The greedy rule is the most
popular rule due to the simplicity both in explaining it to a lay person and in its
implementation. We develop algorithms that quickly update RFS (O(logN) per bid)
when the greedy rules are used. We also show that under greedy rules and under
some reasonable assumptions on the probability distribution of the bid size, if the
average bid size is Θ (Nα) (0 < α < 1), then the expected number of bids in RFS is
Θ(N 1 -α  ).

There exists some literature related to the online knapsack problem (see Leuker
1998, Marchetti-Spaccamela 1995). Their focus is somewhat different from ours as
they consider auctions where the final decision on whether a bid is a winner or a
loser is made as soon as an arriving bid is analyzed. This benefit of speedier
decision-making is at a cost that the solutions obtained may be sub-optimal. We, on
the other hand, decide whether a bid is a potential winner bid or a loser bid at the
time of its arrival. Our solution is always optimal.

In Section 2 the commonly used winner determination auction rules for open cry
auctions are reviewed. In particular, we review the existing implementation of WCS
4.1. In Section 3, assumptions on the auction rules considered are stated. In
particular, CFS is identified and a theorem identifying the RFS is stated and proved.
The updating techniques for RFS under the greedy rule are discussed in Section 4.
This section also states a theorem describing the order of magnitude of the expected
number of bids in RFS for large values of N. Finally in Section 5, we briefly discuss
issues such as the bidder utility functions supported by the bid structure that we
consider and the problems related to processing order bids, (i.e., a software agent
that bids on behalf of a human bidder).

2. OPEN-CRY AUCTION: AN OVERVIEW

In an open-cry auction (also popularly known as “English” auction) of a single
item with multiple units, the seller may specify the minimum starting bid. She may
also specify a minimum bid increment that a new bid needs to have over the current
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best price (based on bids of current winners) to be eligible46. All currently eligible
bids are displayed to the users. The set of current winning bids (based on pre-
specified auction rules) is also identified. At the time of bidding, the bidder specifies
the number of units desired. A bidder may also specify whether she would accept
partial quantity or not. Once the bidding phase is over, the bidders with the high
bids get the items being auctioned, but the price they pay could be different from
what they bid. In a discriminative auction, also known as a Yankee auction, the
winners pay the amount that they bid. In a non-discriminative auction the winning
bidders pay the price paid by the winning bidder with the lowest bid. This is
currently the trend on the Internet; sites like www.ebay.com use this methodology
for auctioning off multiple items.

2.1 Greedy Rules for Winner Determination

Given a set of bids Z, an example of greedy rules for winner determination
would typically sort all the bids so that given any two bids bi  and bj, the sorting
places bi  above bj  iff:

Some notation is needed before we describe the greedy rules for winner
determination. Recall that N denotes the number of units on a single item multi-unit
open-cry auction. For any bid b let val( b) denote the price per unit offered. Let Q(b )
denote the quantity requested in the bid and let T(b ) denote the time of arrival of the
bid. Note that if a bid b is willing to accept partial assignment of the quantity bid,
then from winner determination viewpoint we may treat b as comprising Q( b )
identical bids, each bidding for a single unit. This allows us to assume, without loss
of generality that all bids in the auction do not accept partial assignments, i.e., they
want all or nothing. Let R denote a set of rules of an open cry auction. For
example, we set R= "greedy”, when the greedy method of winner determination (see
Section 2.2) is used and set it to "knapsack” when the knapsack rules (see Section
2.3) are used. Let W(R, Z, N) denote the winner bids amongst bids Z in an auction
for N units of a single item, where winners are selected using rules R.

– val(bi )  > val(bj) or,
– val(bi ) = val(bj) and Q(b i) > Q(bj) , o r ,
– val(bi ) = val(bj ), Q(bi ) = Q(b j ) and T(bi )< T(b j ) .

We use the convention bi  > bj  (resp., bi < bj ) to mean that bid bi  is placed above
(resp., below) bid bj  in the sorted list. In case bi  = bj  one may break the tie arbitrarily
by assuming small perturbations in the time of bid arrival. We refer to this method
of sorting as gsort.

check on bidder's creditworthiness, minimum bid criteria, etc.

46 A bid is considered eligible if at the time of submission it passes all the checks such as
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2.2 Winner determination algorithm

In this section we outline the algorithm, A1, that considers a set of bids Z sorted
according to gsort and determines W(greedy, Z, N). The algorithm A1 proceeds in a
straightforward recursive manner. At any step it tries to satisfy the demand of the
top-most bid in the sorted list with the available quantity (initially, this equals N). If
the demand cannot be satisfied, the corresponding bid is rejected. Otherwise the
demand is met and the available quantity is reduced by that demand, and the next
bid in the sorted list is considered. The algorithm terminates when either all the bids
have been considered or when the available quantity reduces to zero, whichever
occurs first. Some notation is needed to facilitate the listing of the pseudocode for
A1. Let (b1 , b 2 , ..., bn) denote the list of bids in Z sorted in descending order using
gsort. Let Xi  denote the available quantity when the bid bi is considered for
allocation. The pseudocode is as follows:

. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..(1)

The set Ψ returned from this algorithm denotes the set W(greedy, Z, N ). Later
we shall see that the RFS under greedy rules can be obtained by a slight
modification of the above algorithm.

In practice, some variants of greedy rules may sort in a slightly different manner
from gsort (e.g., if the two bids quote the same value per unit, then one may be
selected over the other at random). To keep things simple we focus on the greedy
rule that sorts using gsort and selects winners as described by A1. As will become
apparent to the reader, the key ideas of this paper can be adjusted to suit variants of
the greedy rule through simple modifications.

2.3 Knapsack rules for Winner Determination

A seller’s revenue is maximized when winners are computed by solving an
integer knapsack problem (see, e.g., Horowitz and Sahni 1990). To see this
precisely, consider again the set Z = (b1, b2 , . . . , bn ). Let (Ii : i=1, . . . , n) be a solution
to the integer program:
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maximize such that

 equals 1 or 0. Then W(knapsack, Z, N)

consists of each bid bi  for which Ii   =1. Since the winner bids obtained using the
greedy rule form a feasible solution to this problem, the seller's revenue under
greedy rule is less than or equal to his revenue under knapsack rule. However, it
is easily seen that if all the bids either request a single item or are partial bids,
i.e., bidders are ready to accept any quantity less than what is requested in their
bids, then the greedy solution is equivalent to the knapsack solution.

2.4 Implementation of Winner Determination in WCS
4.1

Assume that the auction starts at time t=0 and continues till time t=Te n d . Foar 0 ≤
tl ≤ t2  ≤ Te n d, let S(t1 , t2 ) denote the set of bids that arrive after time t1  and before or
at time t2. Let S(t) denote S(0,t). The winner determination algorithm in WCS 4.1
works as follows: All arriving bids are stored in a database. A process that computes
winner bids runs periodically every τ seconds (currently τ is kept at 90 seconds).
During run k ≥ 1 of this process (at time kτ), all the bids in the database are
considered, i.e., the set of bids S((k-1)τ) that were present at the time of the last run,
as well as the set of bids S((k-1)τ, kτ) that arrived after the last run. The greedy rules
(i.e., algorithm A1) are used to determine the new set of winners from the resulting
set S(kτ )=S((k-1) τ ) ∪ S((k-1)τ, kτ).

To get an approximate idea of the computational effort involved, let m denote
the cardinality of the set S((k-1)τ, kτ) and l denote the cardinality of the set S((k-
1)τ). Clearly, in the above algorithm, the computational effort for sorting the newly
arrived m bids along with the existing (already sorted) 1 bids is O(m log(m+1)) (see,
e.g., Cormen et. al. 1990). In addition, in the worst case A1 may require considering
each bid from the sorted list to determine the current set of winners (for large m, this
will happen if most bids do not get the quantity they desire). Therefore, the
additional computational effort in finding the current winners is in the worst case
O(m+1). During peak load, m may be quite large (much larger than N) and thus large
amount of computational effort may be required. In the next section we present
algorithms that drastically reduce this effort.

3. IDENTIFYING THE SET OF POTENTIAL
WINNERS

We first motivate the need to identify a set of potential winners through an
example. Denote each bid by a pair of numbers; the first denotes the price/unit and



Proposition 1 Under Assumption 1,

For any set Z, let ⎢Ζ ⎢ denote its cardinality. For any number x, let ⎣x⎦ denote the
greatest integer less than or equal to x. When Assumption 1 holds, and if ⎢Sq ⎢ ≥
⎣ N / q⎦ ,    then let Tq (Sq ) denote the set of top ⎣N/q⎦ bids of the set S under  C .
O t h e r w i s e ,  if  ⎢S q ⎢ < ⎣N /q ⎦  then let Tq (Sq )= Sq . Let The

following proposition easily follows from Assumption 1:

Note that this assumption is satisfied by the greedy and the knapsack rules when
the sorting amongst bids asking for the same quantity is based on the bid value, e.g.,
under gsort (for example, (20, 4) is preferred over (18, 4) both under greedy as well
as knapsack rules).

Assumption 1 Under the set of rules R, there exists a sorting criteria C for the bids
in Sq (q ≤ N ) such that any bid in the list sorted using C belongs to the winner set
W(R, S, N) only if all the bids above it in the list belong to W(R, S, N).

Let S* (t) denote the bids S(t, Tend ). Let Sq (t) ⊆ S(t) denote the set of all bids in
S(t) asking for quantity q for q ≤ N. For notational simplicity we suppress the
reference to t and let S, S* , Sq denote S(t), S *(t), Sq (t) whenever this does not cause
confusion. It is worth keeping in mind that the results shown below involving S and
S* hold for any two disjoint sets S and S* .

In this section we make a set of assumptions that impose minimal restrictions
and cover a large class of practically implemented rules for open-cry auctions. We
also identify CFS and RFS and show that under these assumptions, at any time t,
CFS (resp., RFS) retains at most O(N log N ) (resp., N ) bids from the set S(t) to
determine winners of the auction at any time in future. Some notation is needed for
this purpose.

the second denotes the quantity required (assume that all bids ask for all or nothing).
Assume that the greedy rules are used to determine the winners. Now suppose that N
= 5 and the following 6 bids have arrived in an ongoing auction: (25, 5), (23, 3), (20,
4), (18, 4), (17, 2) and (10, 1). Clearly the first bid is the only one in the current
winners set. We address the problem of determining which amongst the loser bids
may in future become a winner bid and which amongst them can never in future
become a winner bid and hence need not be considered in future winner
determination. Note that if the only bid that arrives next is (30, 4) then along with it
bid (10, 1) becomes a winner. Similarly, if (30, 3) is the only other bid to arrive, then
along with it bid (17, 2) becomes a winner. Similarly, arrival of an appropriate bid
could make (23, 3) a winner bid. It is easy to see that the bids (20, 4) and (18, 4) can
never be winners, since the bid (23, 3) always supersedes both of them. Thus, the
potential winner set includes (25, 5), (23, 3), (17,2) and (10, 1).
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This result implies that in any ongoing auction, if Assumption 1 holds, then all
potential winner bids from set S lie in the subset T(S). In particular, the bids in the
set S - T(S) clearly are the loser bids and can be rejected. We refer to T(S) as the
Coarse Filter Structure (CFS).

Lemma 1 The following relation holds: ⎜T(S) ⎜ ≤ N(1+ log N).

Proof : Note that
result follows by noting that

Thus, under Assumption 1, O( N log N) bids need to be kept at any time and the
rest can be discarded. We now show that the number of potential winners can be
further reduced under the following two assumptions:

The

Assumption 2 Under the set of rules R, for all N, if b ∈ Z and b ∉ W(R, Z, N), then
W(R, Z, N) = W(R, Z - {b}, N).

Thus, under this assumption, the removal of any loser bid from the set of bids Z
does not alter the set of winner bids.

Assumption 3 Under the set of rules R, for all N, if b ∈ W(R, Z, N) then: W(R, Z -
{b}, N - Q(b)) = W(R, Z, N) - {b}

Thus, if one winner bid b is assigned Q(b) units of the item, the remaining
winners (call them B) are not assigned any unit and the remaining N-Q(b) units are
re-auctioned to the Z - {b} bids, then the winners of the re-auction are the
unassigned winners of the previous auction, i.e., the set B. Many practically
conceivable rules for the open-cry auction satisfy Assumptions 2 and 3. In
particular, it is easily seen that the greedy and the knapsack rules do satisfy these
assumptions.

For notational brevity let G(R, S, N) denote the set W(R, S, q), let Z 1

denote the set W(R, S ∪ S* , N) ∩ S and let Z denote the set W(R, S ∪ S*, N) ∩ S* .2

Thus Z denotes the final auction winners that have already arrived (i.e., belong to1

the set S) and Z denotes the final auction winners that are yet to arrive (i.e., belong2

to the set S* ). Note that if the bids in Z require q units then the bids in Z require N -2 1

q units (assuming that all N units are allocated). Intuitively one then expects that Z1

= W(R, S, N - q), since this is the best way to allocate N - q units to bids in S. Since,
q can take any value from 0 to N, it is reasonable to expect that Z ⊆ G(R, S, N ) .1

This is proved in the following theorem (its proof is given in the Appendix). We also
show that the number of bids in G(R, S, N) (and hence Z ) is upper bounded by N.1

Theorem 1 If R satisfies Assumptions 2 and 3, then
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (2)

In addition, for all j ≥ 1,

Thus, the above theorem states that if Assumptions 2 and 3 hold then at any time
t, at most N bids amongst S are potential winners. In particular, the bids in S - G(R,
S, N) are the loser bids that can be rejected. We shall henceforth refer to G(R, S, N)
as the Refined Filter Structure (RFS). Note that it is easy to construct an S* so that
Z requires any quantity from 0 to N. Therefore any set (W(R, S, q): 1 ≤ q ≤ N) can2

be a subset of a winner set for an appropriate S* . In particular, for any bid b ∈ G(R,
S, N), there exists an S* so that b is a final winner bid. It follows that RFS cannot be
further trimmed. Suppose that, in an auction, we wish to compute the current set of
winners at discrete time intervals (t , t , …, t ). Then the above theorem suggests2 1 k

that, at any time t  we retain only the bids in G(R, S(t ), N) and use them to computeii ,

W(R, S(ti), N ).

3.1 Updating CFS

Note that CFS is easy to update as the new bids arrive. If the newly arrived bid
requires q units then it may be inserted in T (S ) in O(log (N)) time (using binaryq q

sort techniques). Furthermore, if, after announcing the current set of winners, an
auction receives a large number of bids (much larger than N), then there is a
significant chance that an arrived bid will not change CFS. It may then be desirable
to first compare the newly arrived bid requiring q units with the last bid in the set
Tq (Sq), and reject the lower of the two (only if |Tq (Sq)| = ⎣N /q⎦ ).

4. UPDATING RFS UNDER GREEDY RULES

It is noteworthy that when knapsack winner determination rules are used,
updating RFS may be computationally expensive and hence CFS may be preferred
over RFS. We refer the reader to Bassamboo et. al. (2000) for a discussion on how
RFS may be updated using standard dynamic programming techniques under
knapsack rules. Fortunately, greedy rules have a nice recursive structure that may be
exploited to efficiently compute RFS. Lemma 2 states the key recursive relationship
that proves useful in efficiently determining RFS under greedy rules. To aid in its
statement let r(x, y) denote max(x - y, y - 1), let n denote the cardinality of the set of
bids Z and let (b , b , …, b ) denote the list of these bids sorted in descending order1 2 n

using gsort.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (3)
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Lemma 2 For j ≥ Q(b1 ),

. . . . . ( 4 )

For j < Q(b1),

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (5)

Proof of Lemma 2 is given in the appendix. In view of this lemma, the algorithm
for determining G(greedy, Z, N) is a simple modification of A1. This algorithm, call
it A2, is identical to A1 except that in (1), the step X j + 1 = X  - Q(bj) is replaced by

Xj+1 = r(Xj , Q(b )).
Note that the output Ψ is the set G(greedy, Z, N) and that the elements in Ψ may

easily be maintained as a sorted list (based on gsort). Also, analogous to A1, for all j,
after bids {b1 , b2 ,  . . ., b j-1} have been examined, A2 proceeds recursively to solve the
smaller problem of determining G(greedy, Z,  Xj ), where Zj = {b j ,  . . ., bn }. Thej

computational effort required in the above algorithm is O(n log n) for sorting Z, and
O(n) for finding G(greedy, Z, N). For large set Z the effort required in sorting it can
be high. We refer the reader to Bassamboo et. al. (2000) for updating procedures that
do not require the sorted Z. In particular, it discusses RFS updating techniques that
require O(log N) updating computational effort per bid.

4.1 Expected number of potential winner bids

Although, we have an upper bound of N on G(greedy, Z, N) and it is easy to
create cases where this bound is achieved (e.g., when all the top bids request a single
item), simulation experiments show that number of bids in G(greedy, Z, N) is
typically much smaller (see Bassamboo et. al. 2000). We now conduct an order of
magnitude analysis of the expected number of bids in G(greedy, Z, N) under some
reasonable assumptions on the probability distribution of bid sizes. Our conclusion
is that for large N, this expectation typically is much smaller than N. Let τ denote the
number of bids in the set G(greedy, Z, N).

Assumption 4 explains the class of probability distributions on the sizes of bids
that we consider. This assumption is somewhat restrictive to avoid undue
mathematical technicalities. It however covers many cases of practical relevance (as
discussed later) and provides insight explaining the order of magnitude of the
expected number of bids in G(greedy, Z, N).

Assumption 4 There exist positive numbers , β,γ and 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 such that  =
Θ (N α ), and for q ≤  for all i ≤  n and P(Q(bi) = q)=0
otherwise for all i ≤ n.

j

j
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For example, the case where each Q(b ) takes values from 1 to N with equali

probability is modeled by taking α =1,  = N and β = γ = 1. To capture the setting
where the bids are predominantly small in size, we may consider a smaller , for
example, We now state the main theorem of this section.
Its proof involves lengthy technicalities and is given in Bassamboo et. al. (2000).

Theorem 2 Under Assumption 4,

5 . DISCUSSION OF SOME PRACTICAL ISSUES

5.1 Bidders with Decreasing Marginal Utility Functions47

Economic theory postulates that most bidders have decreasing marginal utility
functions. It is noteworthy that the bids permitted in our discussion can support such
bidders. Thus, suppose that the bidder is willing to bid v1 for the first unit, v for the2

second unit, . . . ,vk for k-th unit, where v1 >  v2  > . . . > vk  > 0. Then she may
maximize her utility function by sending k bids each of size 1 and price v1 , v 2 ,  . . .,
v  respectively. Clearly, a bid with price Vk, i wins only if bids with price Vjwin for all
j < i (both under greedy and knapsack rules). However, when vi's are not
monotonically non-increasing (e.g., first unit is worth $0, second is worth $5 and the
third is worth $4), further research is needed to determine efficient computation
techniques.

5.2 Order Bids

At most of the Internet sites conducting open-cry auctions, the bidders are given
the option of placing a regular bid (i.e., bid where a unique bid value is specified) or
placing an order bid (also called proxy bid), i.e., a software agent that bids on behalf
of a human bidder. An order bid differs from the regular bid in the sense that it
specifies the bidder's maximum bidding limit instead of a unique bid value. The
following simple assumption (satisfied by both greedy and knapsack rules) on the
auction rules makes winner determination straightforward, even when order bids are
involved:

Assumption 5 Under auction rules R, if b ∈ W(R, S, N) for a given val(b), then,
keeping all else fixed, b ∈ W(R, S, N) even if val(b) is increased.

47
We thank Terence Kelly (Univ. of Michigan) for pointing this out and for related
discussions.
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Thus, to determine the winners in an auction that allows regular bids and order
bids, each order bid may be treated as a regular bid with the maximum bidding limit
treated as its bid value. Thus an order bid may only send a single bid. The issue of
the amount the order bid needs to pay is a complex one, that will be addressed by the
authors elsewhere.

6. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER RESEARCH
AREAS

The following are some issues arising from this work that need further attention:
In our analysis we assumed that the bidder may not retract or modify her bid. Theory
needs to be developed to address this. Research is also needed to see how these ideas
extend to combinatorial auctions where more than one item is auctioned. In this
paper we focussed on bids that demanded all or nothing. We discussed that if a
bidder has a marginally decreasing utility function then her bids can be easily
incorporated in our framework. Further research is needed to efficiently identify
winner bids and potential winner bids when the bidder utility function is more
general.

In this paper we introduced the concept that for a large class of winner
determination rules, at any time in an ongoing auction, amongst all the arrived bids,
it is possible to identify a small subset that contains all potential winner bids. We
focussed on multiple N unit single item auction. For this auction we identified the
minimal subset of potential winner bids and showed that it contains at most N bids.
We further showed that on an average this number may be much less than N if the
bids arriving require large quantities. We demonstrated that this approach may
provide computational benefits as well as improved response times to customers.

7. APPENDIX

PROOF of Theorem 1: Assumption 2 implies that Z ∪ Z  = W(R, S ∪ Z1 2, N).2

Assumption 3 further implies that Z = W(R, S, N - ∑1 β ∈ Z2 Q(b)) from which (2)
follows. We prove (3) using induction on the number of identical items on auction.
Note that |G(R, S, 1)| equals 0 or 1, depending on whether W(R, S, 1) is empty or
not. Assume that (3) holds for all j ≤ m. We now show that it holds for m+1 by
assuming the contrary and showing a contradiction. Thus, suppose that there exist

bids b1, b2 ∈ G(R, S, m+1) and b1, b2 ∉  G(R, S, m). This implies that b1, b2 ∈ W(R,
S, m+1). From Assumption 3, we have that W(R, S - {b1}, m+1 - Q(b1)) = W(R, S,

m+1) - {b1}. Since W(R, S - {b1}, m+1 - Q(b1)) ⊆ G(R, S, m), it follows that b2 ∈
G(R, S, m) giving us the desired contradiction.
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PROOF of Lemma 2: Note that (5) straightforward since b1 is too big to belong
to any W(R, S, i) for (i ≤ j). Now we prove (4). Again for i < Q(b1), it is obvious
that:

W(greedy, Z, i) = W(greedy, Z - {b1}, i). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (6)

From greedy rules it is clear that for (i= Q(b1), . . . , j), b1 will belong to the set W(R S, i)
and the remaining quantity i - Q(b1)will be satisfied from amongst the bids Z - {b1}, i.e.,

W(greedy, Z, i) = b1 ∪ W(greedy, Z - {b1}, i - Q(b1)). . . . . . . . . . (7)

Hence, from (6) and (7), taking the union of W(greedy, Z, i) for i ≤ j, it follows that

G(greedy, Z, j) W(greedy, Z - W(greedy, z - {b1}, k))

and (4) follows.
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Abstract: Dynamic e-business is the latest development in e-commerce that is based on a
concept of many-to-many e-services where applications (services) can be
wrapped and presented as independent e-services or composed to create new e-
services. This paper investigates a problem of contract preparation in many-to-
many e-services by combining temporal and deontic logic. Contract
composition is illustrated by an example called “eBigMove”.

1. INTRODUCTION

Dynamic e-business is the latest development in e-commerce that involves rapid
teaming of companies with both familiar and new business partners in pursuit of
specific business objectives. It is based on a concept of many-to-many e-services
where applications (services), possibly offered by different companies, can be
wrapped and presented as independent e-services that, in turn, could be further
composed to create new e-services (Durante et al., 2000). Furthermore, to provide
added value, it should be possible to customize and deploy composite e-services in a
very flexible and efficient way. Thus, it is not hard to imagine that composition of e-
services poses a unique set of technical challenges such as coordination, security,
data integrity, dynamic modification etc.

Currently, there are many companies that already offer or are in the process of
developing technical platforms and solutions to support dynamic composition of e-
services. For example, HP’s E-speak platform (Kuno, 2000), Microsoft’s Windows
DNA (including BizTalk), IBM’s San Francisco Framework etc. For more details
these technical infrastructures see (Kuno, 2000). As technical components are
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becoming available, the IT community is shifting its interest from technical platform
issues toward modeling of business interactions in composite e-services.

In order to ensure legality and protect interests of all parties involved in e-
services, business interactions are regulated by contracts. Consequently, many-to-
many e-services poses some interesting challenges in the area of e-contracting.

The main objective of this paper is to investigate a problem of contract
preparation in many-to-many e-services. The proposed model is based on a
combination of temporal and deontic logic used to express obligations, permissions
and prohibitions as well as various temporal constraints and estimates. To illustrate
contract composition including verification of its temporal and deontic consistency,
we use a simple example of many-to-many e-services called “eBigMove”.

2. MOTIVATING EXAMPLE

At the time of writing, one of the authors of this paper is about to move
interstate. As all people who have ever moved their house know, the “big move”
requires contacting a number of agents and service providers in order to move
people, pets, furniture and cars and get them at their destination on time. Thus, it is
necessary to arrange furniture shipment, transport of cars, reserve and buy plain
tickets, organise a move for Figaro the cat etc.

The big move is, in fact, a scheduling problem constrained by a number of
temporal constraints imposed both by service providers and customers. For example,
different furniture removalists have different schedules and take different time to
provide a service (e.g. one provides a service 4 times per week and on average takes
2-3 days to deliver furniture). Figaro the cat, should fly on the same flight as its
owners and if that is not possible, it should not arrive before its owners. Cars should
be delivered after the owners arrive, otherwise the price for this service will increase
to include daily parking fee at the airport depot. Customers (and preferably their
furniture and pets) should be in Sydney by 2 of July.nd

All service providers are independent i.e. they are not interested (expected) to
coordinate their activities in any way. Thus coordination involves a lot of phone
calls and paper work as customers have to negotiate individual contracts with each
service provider, manually “compose” (i.e. schedule) their own “big move” and
coordinate individual services.

Now imagine being able to find a service provider that is able to arrange a
composite many-to-many e-service called “eBigMove”. So, the customers wouldn’t
need to communicate with all individual service providers and manually coordinate
their services. The provider of “eBigMove” would not only compose and coordinate
individual services but also monitor their execution and, if necessary, replace one
service with another one on the fly (e.g. in a very unlike case of airline strike).
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Having in mind that different customers may have different requirements in
terms of their temporal constraints, preferred service providers or priorities, this
relatively simple problem of composition of individual services, can turn out to be
very complex. More examples of complex many-to-many services can be found in
construction industry (where a general constructor subcontracts a number of service
providers from various specialty areas), film industry, telecommunication, software
engineering etc. Note that, in general, companies forming coalition to pursue market
opportunities are not a new concept. However, “the manual and tedious process
required to form these coalitions limits the number of market opportunities that can
be pursued” (Nayak et al. 2001, pg.2) as coalitions cannot be formed quickly enough
to meet market demands. In the following sections of this paper we will concentrate
on the problem of contract composition and illustrate how responsibilities and
actions of individual service providers can be scheduled and coordinated.

3. E-CONTRACT BUILDING BLOCKS

3.1 The Reference Model of Open Distributed
Processing

A contract is an agreement governing part of the collective behaviour expressed
in terms of roles and their responsibilities (obligations, permissions and
prohibitions). An obligation is a prescription that a particular behaviour is required.
An obligation is fulfilled by the occurrence of the prescribed behaviour. A
permission is a prescription that a particular behaviour is allowed to occur. A
permission is equivalent to there being no obligation for the behaviour not to occur.
A prohibition is a prescription that a particular behaviour must not occur. A
prohibition is equivalent to there being an obligation for the behaviour not to occur.
To formally model obligations, permissions and prohibitions we use a formal logic
called deontic logic. This logic was introduced by von Wright (1968) and later
widely applied to modeling of organizational knowledge: see for example: Lee
(1988), ISO/IEC WD 15414 (1998), Cole et al. (2001) etc.

The reference model of open distributed processing (RM-ODP) (ISO/IEC, 1998)
is increasingly being used for modeling of complex, open distributed systems. Its
part called the enterprise viewpoint has been used as a practical framework for
modeling of virtual enterprises, in particular e-contracts in B2B services (see for
example Herring and Milosevic, 2001). In this section, we provide a brief overview
of the basic concepts applicable to e-contracting.
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3.2 Modeling of Time

The ODP-RM Enterprise view is yet to address the temporal nature of
obligations, permissions and prohibitions (Cole et al, 2001). However, proper
modeling of temporal constraints is critical for many-to-many e-services especially
for their selection, scheduling, monitoring and coordination. Modeling of time and
temporal reasoning have been investigated for many years in many disciplines
including artificial intelligence (see for example: (Allen, 1981), (McDermot, 1982),
Dehter et. al, 1991), temporal databases (see for example: (Jajodia et al. 1998),
software engineering (Manna & Pneuli, 1979) etc. However, in this section we will
limit our discussion to the basic temporal concepts used in e-contracting.
�� Asolute time

An absolute time value (also called time point) is commonly specified in terms
of UTC (Universal Coordinated Time). A pair absolute of time values (t1, t2) such
that t1 precedes t2 (t1 ≤ t2) is called a time interval.
� Relative time

A concept of relative time is used to model time duration that is independent
from any time point e.g. 2 days, 5 hours.
� Repetitive (periodic) time

A repetitive time is a set of ordered time points such that the distance between
two consecutive time points is constant and corresponds to some relative time value
d. Thus, a repetitive time value can be represented as:

r = (tb, te, d)
where tb and te correspond to the beginning and end of a time interval that

represents the domain of the repetitive time while d is a relative time value.
� Temporal constraints

Temporal constraints are different rules that regulate the order, timing and
duration of individual actions. Hard temporal constraints usually result in some
consequences if the corresponding action is not performed as required (e.g. late
grant applications are not accepted). Soft temporal constraints imply that the original
temporal constraints could be relaxed under certain circumstances.
� Notation

The following notation is used for formal definitions of various constraints:
– action-id is a unique action identifier
– temporal-operator ∈ {“<”, “≤”, “=“ “>”, “ ≥ “} is used for comparison of either

two relative time values or two absolute time values

– deadline is an absolute time value e.g. Date1, Date2 etc.

– d-limit is a relative time value that corresponds to the prescribed time limit
– type ∈ {h,s} determines the type of temporal constraint i.e. h corresponds to

hard and s to soft temporal constraint.
– temporal-reference∈{‘b’,’e’} is used to denote beginning ‘b’ or end ‘e’ of an

action.
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action

R Deadline (aj, b, ≤ , ai, e, d, h)_
prescribes that action aj must start no later than d time after action ai is

completed.

– time-period is a relative time value that determines the period of repetition of an

– b-time-point and e-time-point two absolute time points that determine a domain
of repetitive time

– otime denotes an absolute time value when an action is estimated to occur
The above notation should be used when interpreting the following definitions of

temporal constraints.

� Formal definition of temporal constraints
A duration constraint limits duration of individual actions as follows:

Duration (action-id, temporal-operator, d-limit, type)
For example:

Duration (ai, ≤, d, h)
prescribes that action ai must take no more than d time.

Duration (ai,  ≥ d, s)
prescribes that action ai should take no less than d time to complete.
An absolute deadline constraint limits in terms of absolute time, when an action

must/should finish (e.g. the deadline for grant applications is 15.March, 2001, 5pm).
A Deadline (action-id, temporal-reference, temporal-operator, deadline, type)–
For example:

A– Deadline(ai, e, ≤, Date1, h)
prescribes that action ai must be completed no later than Date1.

A_ Deadline(ai, b, ≤, Date1, s)
prescribes that action ai should start no later than Date1.
A relative deadline constraint limits when an action must/should begin/end

relative to the beginning/end of another action. The distance between two reference
points is expressed in terms of relative time. Formally:

R Deadline(action1-id,temporal-reference,temporal-operator,action2-id,–
temporal reference, distance, type)

For example,

Note that relative deadline constraints can be also used to prescribe order of
individual actions. For example,

R–Deadline (aj, b, = , ai, b, -, s)
prescribes that actions ai and aj should start at the same time.
Periodic deadlines are temporal constraints used to prescribe the occurrence of

an action in terms of repetitive time. Formally,
P Deadline (action-id, temporal reference, time-period, b-time-point, e-time-point,_

type)
For example:

P Deadline (ai, e, d, Date1, Date2, h)_
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prescribes that action ai msut be completed every d time starting from Date1
until Date2 is reached.

A set of temporal constraints is mutually consistent, if and only if it is possible to
find any assignment of temporal attributes (beginning, end and duration) for all
actions such that all temporal constraints can be satisfied.
� Temporal estimates

Temporal estimates describe estimated duration and order of individual actions.
They are usually based on the accumulated experience and are important for
scheduling of individual actions and resource planning.

Formally,
EDuration (action-id, temporal-operator, d-limit)

For example:
EDuration (ai, =, d)

is interpreted that action ai could take (usually takes) d time to complete.
Estimated occurrence is used to express the fact that an action could occur

after/before some absolute time or periodically every d time.
EOccurence (action-id, temporal-reference, temporal-operator, otime)

For example:
EOccurence (ai, b, <, Date1)

indicates that ai could start before Date1.
Estimated order is used to express how an action could start/end relative to the

beginning/end of another action.
EOrder(action1-id, temporal-reference, temporal-operator, action2-id, temporal-

reference)
For example:

EOrder(ai, b, <, aj, b)
is interpreted that action ai could start before action aj starts.

3.3 Deontic constraints

In role-based models (such as for example e-contracting), roles and their
responsibilities have to be specified explicitly to prevent any possible
misunderstanding or ambiguity. In terms of temporal attributes, a contract
specification includes two temporal attributes: an absolute time indicating when the
contract was signed and a time interval that specify the period of contract’s validity.
Formally, a contract can be specified as follows (note that for simplicity all other
attributes are omitted):

C (contract-id, . . . , date-signed, c-begin, c-end)
where c-begin and c-end determine the period of contract validity.
Now suppose that contract ci is signed on Date1 and has a period of validity is

(cb, ce).
C (ci, . . . , Date1, cb, ce)
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–

As already stated, a contract is formally defined as a set of deontic constraints
assigned to various roles. Our representation of deontic constraints is based on
deontic logic that is extended to include the concept of time.
� Obligations

An obligation can be formally represented as:
O(role, action-id, temporal-reference, temporal-operator, deadline, tdistance, ob,

oe)
where role is obliged to perform action-id either by the Deadline or every

tdistance starting from ob until oe is reached. Note that (ob, oe) is the period of
validity of this deontic constraint. This deontic constraint is properly defined if the
following conditions are satisfied:
– Time interval (ob, oe) has to be contained within (cb, ce) i.e.

cb ≤ ob ≤ oe ≤ c e

– Absolute time value deadline has to be within the period of validity of this
deontic constraint i.e.

ob ≤ deadline ≤ oe

In the case of repetitive time, Role must be able to perform action at least once i.

ob + tdistance ≤ oe

The following are some examples of obligations:

O(r1, ai, e, ≤, Date1, -, t1, t2)

it prescribes that role r1 is obliged to finish action a1 no later than Date1. This
obligation is valid from time t1 to t2. Observe that tdistance attribute is not
applicable to this type of deontic constraint. This deontic constraint will generate
two temporal constraints as follows:

If Date1 = t2 then the deadline could not be extended and both generated
temporal constraints will be hard:

A-Deadline (a1, e, ≤, Date1, h)
A-Deadline (a1, b, >, t1, h)

However, if Date 1< t2 then the first temporal constraint will become soft:
A-Deadline (a1, e, ≤, Date1, s)

� Permissions
A permission can be formally represented as:

P(role, action-id, temporal-reference, temporal-operator, deadline, tdistance, pb,
pe)

indicates that role is permitted to perform action-id either by the deadline or
every tdistance starting from pb until pe is reached.

Similarly to obligations, a permission has to be valid during the period of
contract’s validity; absolute time value deadline has to be within the period of
validity of this permission; and in a case of repetitive time, a role should be able to
perform action-id at least once. For example:

P(r1, ai, b, >, Date1, -, t1, t2)
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states that role r1 is permitted to start action ai after Date1 and it is valid from
time t1 to t2.

Permissions do not result in temporal constraints as they don’t prescribe that
action ai must occur. Rather, two temporal estimates will be generated as follows:

EOccurence (ai, b, > , Date1)

EOccurence (ai, e, ≤ , t2)

meaning that action ai could be expected to start after Date 1 and finish by t2.
The following is an example of periodic permission:

P(r2, ai, b, =, -, d, pb, pe)
that can be interpreted as role r2 is permitted to perform action ai every d time

starting from pb until pe is reached. This will generate a number of temporal
estimates:

EOccurence (ai, b, =, pb+d)
EOccurence (ai, b, =, pb+2d)

The number of temporal estimates is equal to the maximum number n such that:
pb + nd ≤ pe

• Prohibitions
As already stated prohibitions are used to express that an action is forbidden to

happen. Formally,
F(role, action-id, tempor al-reference, temporal-operator, atime, fb, fe)

states that role is forbidden to perform action-id during a certain period of time -
that is determined by absolute time value atime and the period of validity of this
deontic constraint: fb and fe. Note that prohibitions are defined for a period of time
rather than repetitively. Similarly to permissions and obligations, this deontic
constraint is properly defined if its period of validity is within the period of
contract’s validity and atime is within (fb,fe).

4. COMPOSITION OF AN E-CONTRACT IN MANY
TO MANY E-SERVICES

In a simple contract, it is possible to start from deontic constraints and then
schedule corresponding actions based on generated temporal constraints. However,
in complex many-to-many services, the same process cannot be easily applied
because it is very difficult to specify deontic constraints (in particular their temporal
attributes) without prior scheduling of individual actions. Furthermore, complex e-
contracts may involve a large number of service providers (each with different
temporal constraints and estimates). Thus scheduling of individual services (i.e. their
beginning and end times, their order and estimated durations) can be very
challenging and can involve several iterations.

To start the scheduling process, we propose to use a time visualisation method
called a time map (as depicted by Figure 1). Nodes of this map are absolute time
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points that correspond to beginning/end time of individual actions. Arcs are relative
time values that correspond to distance between time points (e.g. duration of an
action). All arcs are labelled by temporal operators (e.g. “<”) and some by relative
time values indicating time limits (“<d1”) – meaning that the distance between two
time points should be less than d1. An absolute time value attached a node
correspond to a deadline or estimated occurrence. To indicate repetitive time, a set
of absolute time values is attached to a node. To distinguish temporal constraints
from estimates, a darker font/colour is used.

Note that a time map constructed in this way may not contain all actions. The
challenge of a proper scheduling is to find out how these additional actions can be
linked with the rest of the time map in order to specify their order, duration and
expected beginning/end times. As a solution to this problem we propose to modify
and apply the Floyd-Warshal all pair shortest algorithm (Dechter et. al. 1991) that is
used in artificial intelligence for temporal constraint networks. The algorithm has to
be modified to take into account time estimates and repetitive time. The actual
specification of this algorithm is out of the scope of this paper.

Figure 1. An example of a time map

Once when a possible schedule is found (as a result of this algorithm), it will be
used for specification of deontic constraints for all service providers. The next step
is to verify mutual consistency of the resulting deontic constraints. For example,
deontic inconsistency will arise when the same role is both obliged and forbidden, or
both permitted and forbidden to do the same action at the same time. In other words,
if a role is obliged to perform an action during a particular period of time, it has to
be permitted to do it at the same time. Only when all deontic constraints are
specified and verified, it is possible to formulate individual contracts for all service
providers.

5. WILL FIGARO BE IN SYDNEY BY THE 2ND OF
JULY?

To illustrate the introduced procedure of contract composition, let us go back to
the example introduced in Section 2. So how to get Figaro the cat, its owners and
preferably their furniture and cars to Sydney by the 2nd of July. The provider of
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eBigMove service will start from the required actions and temporal constraints
specified by customers:
– Transport people by the 2nd of July (assume that this corresponds to action a1)
– Transport Figaro at the same time or after its owners by no later than the 2nd of

July (action a2)
– Transport cars so that arrive in Sydney after its owners etc. (action a3)

Then the provider has to take into account various time estimates:
– A flight takes 1h.
– Car transport takes between 1 and 2 days and it is organised every 3 days etc.

These temporal constraints and estimates can be represented as:
A_Deadline( a1, e, ≤, “2/7/2001: 19:00:00 +10”, h)

R_ Deadline(a2, b, =, a1, b, 0, h)
R_Deadline (a2, e, =, a1, e, 0, h)

E_Order (a3, e, >, a1, e)
EDuration(a3, ≤, 2days)

EDuration(a1, =, 1h)
EOccurence (a3, b, “27/6/2001: 8:00:00 +10”)
EOccurence (a3, b, “30/6/2001: 8:00:00 +10”)
EOccurence(a3, b, “3/7/2001: 8:00:00 + 10”)

Then, the eBigMove provider will compose an initial time map (Figure 2).

Then, every time when a new service provider is selected, a set of new temporal
constraints and estimates will be added to the existing time map. For example: A
furniture removalist provides a service 4 times per week and usually takes 2-3 days
to deliver it (Suppose that this action called “furniture delivery” is identified as a4) .
Furthermore, they require the customers to be present when furniture is packed for
the transport (e.g. for insurance purposes), etc. This will result in an additional
temporal constraint:

R_Deadline( a1, b, ≥ , a4, b)
As a result, the two new nodes that correspond to a4b and a4e will be added to

the map as well as a relative deadline constraint between a1b and a4b .
Hence, scheduling of individual actions (services) is an interactive process where

Figure 2: An initial time map for “eBigMove” composite e-service

temporal constraints and estimates of potential service providers are removed, added
and modified until a time schedule is found such that all temporal constraints are
satisfied. Note that, the same schedule has to satisfy other constraints specified by
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the customer such as cost, quality etc. that are removed from this consideration for
simplicity. In a case that a schedule cannot be found, then the customer is contacted
and some of the initial temporal constraints are removed/modified and the whole
process is repeated again.

When a schedule is found, the time map is then used to derive deontic
constraints for all service providers. For example, the following obligation will be
derived:
O(Furniture-removalist, a4, e, ≤, “3/7/2001: 8:00:00 + 10” , “30/6/2001: 9:00:00 +

1O”, “4/7/2001: 16:00:00 + 10”)
It indicates that a furniture removalist is obliged to deliver furniture preferably

by 3rd of July at 8 a.m. but no later than the 4th of July 4pm and the contract was
signed on the 30th of June at 8am.

When all deontic constraints are determined in this way and verified to prevent
any possible inconsistency, the individual contracts can be signed. Note that the
customer signs the contract only with eBigMove and they then sign a number of
contracts with individual service providers. Thus, all these contracts are interrelated.

When all contracts are signed, the next step would be to monitor their execution
and if necessary use the time map again to refine temporal constraints and fine tune
execution of individual actions as well as coordinate the run-time replacement of
one service provider with another. So will Figaro get to Sydney by the 2nd of July?
Only if corresponding deontic constraints are satisfied!

After the same service is provided a number of times, the accumulated
experience can be used to create new time estimates as well as to select the service
providers that will satisfy customer requirements in the best possible way. However,
monitoring of contract execution and analysis of the accumulated experience are out
of the scope of this paper.

Although the previous example is relatively simple, it illustrates the complexity
of contract composition and execution. Note that the introduced model can be
further extended to deal with temporal constraints that are the function of different
parameters e.g. price. In that case the scheduling algorithm has to be modified as
well. This area is one of our future challenges.

6. RELATED WORK

A B2B Enterprise Model introduced by (Milosevic & Bond, 1995) is used as a
basis of an enterprise model for many-to-many e-services. This model is currently
being implemented using BizTalk technology and XML messaging (for more details
see Herring & Milosevic, 2001). In order to support many-to-many e-contracting,
we propose to extend the original model with a component called contract
verificator. This decision support component needs to provide tools for construction
and analysis of time maps, automatic scheduling of individual services (based on the
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Floyd-Warshal all pair shortest algorithm) as well as tools for user-friendly
specification of deontic constraints and automatic verification of their consistency.

Other related work in the area of e-contracting includes EU-funded COSMOS
project (see Griffel et al., 1998 ) that provides the set of services that facilitate the
use of e-contracts. Much of the system deals with lower-level communication and
representation issues rather than more contract-specific issues.

In the area many-to-many e-services, one of the leading research and
development groups is certainly the HP group (see Durante et. al., 2000; Kuno,
2000). Their projects include development of technical architecture e-services as
well as modeling and composition of e-services. However, they do not consider e-
contracting aspects.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The main objective of this paper was to investigate a problem of contract
preparation in many-to-many e-services. The process of contract composition and
preparation is based on a combination of temporal and deontic logic. This paper
argues that proper support during contract preparation is crucial for the process of
forming short or long-term coalitions (i.e. virtual enterprises) to pursue market
opportunities. This is especially important for small business as they are not required
to have very sophisticated technical platforms to be able to participate in service
provisioning.

Our future work in this area will also include monitoring of complex e-service
execution, dynamic composition of services during run-time and analysis of the
accumulated experience on service execution. We envisage that the work presented
in this paper, sets a good foundation for all of these future research challenges.
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Trading among Untrusted Partners via Voucher Trading
System

Ko Fujimura and Masayuki Terada
NTT Information Sharing Platform Laboratories

Abstract:

1.

To provide highly usable electronic commerce systems at lower cost, it is
important to utilize and co-ordinate the function-specific application service
providers (ASPs) that are distributed throughout the Internet such as those
providing matching, payment, and delivery services. In order to coordinate
independent services that have not yet established trust among each other, this
paper proposes to use electronic “vouchers” to link untrusted trading partners.
A voucher is a digital representation of rights to claim goods or services and
can be securely transferred between trading partners using the Voucher
Trading System (VTS). This paper clarifies the basic functionalities that VTS
should provide for coordinating untrusted trading partners.

INTRODUCTION

Electronic commerce (e-commerce) is generally conducted in three phases: (1)
the marketing/matching phase in which consumers search for merchandise they want
to purchase and negotiate with vendors, (2) the contract/payment phase in which the
desired merchandise are ordered and purchased, and (3) the delivery/service phase in
which the purchased merchandise are delivered or services are rendered.

Many e-commerce systems now provide all of the three phases mentioned
above, but their level of usability is limited because of their excessive development
costs. A recent trend is the establishment of highly usable and low-priced
Application Service Providers (ASPs) that provide services restricted to a specific
phase. Recently, product manufacturers and service providers have started
constructing marketing channels to consumers by coordinating component ASPs
(Figure 1). The reason for this is that this type of direct channel can reduce the costs
of the value chain, and each of the three phases can be flexibly combined to satisfy
the consumers’ diverse requirements. On the other hand, in this form, the delay of
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each phase becomes significant as described below. Technology that co-ordinates
these dispersed independent services is a key goal for realizing the next generation
of e-commerce.

Figure 1. Transition in e-commerce

Throughout history, physical “slips of paper” called tickets or coupons have been
used for coordinating these spatially and temporally dispersed processes. The tickets
or coupons are considered to be a physical representation of rights to claim goods
and services. In other words, as the result of the payment transaction, the generic

Time dispersion. There is no delay between the payment and delivery phases
when the merchandise is exchanged for money. However, in the transportation or
entertainment industry, payments are generally made for future services. For
example, a passenger purchases a ticket before riding on a train. By collecting the
money from the consumers beforehand, the number of cancellations can be reduced
and important resources such as seats on a train or in a theater can be better utilized.
In these cases, the time between payment and delivery can range from several
minutes to several months.

Specialization. When the three phases are provided by different, autonomous
organizations, completion of service provision demands that the physically separated
organizations must be able to co-operate with each other. In general, though the
term is e-commerce, not all the phases are electronic. Searching for merchandise
and negotiating in the matching phase are performed on the Internet, but the
payment for and the delivery of merchandise will often be conducted at convenience
stores or convention halls in the real world.
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value represented by “money” is exchanged for specific rights represented by “slips
of paper” and these slips of paper are used to confirm prior payment at the time the
goods or services are delivered. These slips of paper representing rights do not just
fill the gap between payment and delivery, they also represent a medium that fills
the gap between the matching and payment phases. A discount coupon that
represents the right to purchase items at certain price, or a queuing ticket that
represents the right to purchase certain goods are examples of such use.

We believe that the trend towards dispersed e-commerce demands the creation of
a new digital medium that can take the place of slips of paper. We call such a digital
medium voucher in this paper. Unlike electronic money, vouchers exhibit a wide
diversity in terms of the types of rights involved and issuers. Vouchers may be
issued by individuals or companies, and the contents will vary widely. For this
reason, if each specific voucher required a dedicated system, the implementation
costs would be excessive. We, therefore, believe that a generic Voucher Trading
System (VTS) capable of trading a wide variety of vouchers in which a large
number of issuers can participate and share costs is essential.

This paper proposes a generic VTS model that can be implemented in several
ways. We use application examples in discussing how independent dispersed trading
partners who have not yet established trust amongst each other can be coordinated
through VTS intermediation.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a survey of
related works. Section 3 describes the model of the proposed VTS. Section 4
describes a synopsis and the characteristics of typical implementation models.
Section 5 presents application examples and discusses the benefits of the VTS.
Section 6 discusses standardization issues and proposes a wallet architecture that
achieves interoperability without sacrificing implementation flexibility. In this
section, the trust model assumed in the architecture is also presented. Section 7
concludes the paper.

2. RELATED WORK

There are several previous studies that provide technologies useful for VTS
implementation. Since the 1980s, hundreds of schemes have been proposed for
implementing “electronic cash” [17]. Some of them can also be applied for
implementing VTS, especially for preventing double-spending. This paper thus does
not intend to propose a new/particular method for preventing double spending.
Instead, this paper clarifies the basic functionalities that VTS should provide for
coordinating untrusted trading partners.

TEDIS, EDIBOL [14], and Mandate [12] address the technical, business, and
legal issues of circulating financial instruments, e.g., electronic checks and Bill of
Lading. They also made many suggestions collected through their experience with
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pilot systems. The main focus of these works is large scale B2B transactions in
which PKI or trustworthy identifiers of trading partners can be assumed. To the
contrary, this paper focus on B2C or C2C transactions in which cost sharing is
essential, and PKI cannot be assumed.

SEMPER [11] provides a generic payment service framework that allows users
to handle several payment schemes in a flexible way. Its approach is comparable to
ours, but our goal is to provide a more simple solution by assuming the VTS model.

Ricardo System [8] and SOX [10] provide a payment platform that enables a
wide-range of financial instruments to be traded. Their system introduces a value
description system called Ricardian Contract, which specifies two separate issuer
entities, i.e., legal issuer and technical issuer. The legal issuer is responsible for
backing the value of the instruments and the technical issuer is responsible for
managing the instruments. This separation is also a key concept of this paper and we
present a formal model.

We have also developed an implementation of VTS called FlexTicket and
presented some techniques in previous papers. [6][7] are early studies that address
the language needed to define diverse types of rights. In [13][15], we presented

none of the previous papers focused on the business aspects of VTS.
This paper is based on a discussion within the IETF trade WG48 and presents

protocols that assured the “genuineness” of vouchers that were circulated.  However,

details of background and implementation models, in addition to the requirements,
terminologies, and standardization interfaces presented in [4][5].

3. RIGHTS TRADING MODEL

3.1 Vouchers

A voucher49 is a digital representation of the right to claim goods or services. A
voucher is generated by an issuer when the issuer (e.g., manufacturer or service
provider) makes a certain promise to a holder (e.g., consumer). This paper thus
defines a voucher as follows:

Definition. Let I be a voucher issuer, H be a holder, P be the issuer’s promise to
the holder. A voucher is defined as the 3-tuple of <I, P, H>.

Vouchers differ from electronic cash since I and P can represent a wide variety
of issuers and contents, respectively. Contents can cover a wide range: one voucher
may state that it can be exchanged for a hamburger, another may state that it can be

48 The IETF trade WG mainly addresses B2C payment protocols and has developed IOTP
[1] which encapsulates and supports diverse types of payment systems.

49 The previous studies often call this concept “ticket,” “right,” or “bearer instrument [9].”
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exchanged for one night’s lodging, while a third may state that it can be exchanged
for 2 dollars worth of train travel. The contents of a voucher can even represent
some monetary value; the voucher may indicate that it can be exchanged for 100
dollars worth of merchandise. (Note: P does not need to be described in terms of a
natural language provide the contents of the vouchers are specified. For example,
the contents can be defined by XML to facilitate machine processing, and the
identifier or hash value of the XML document can be used to specify P.)

3.2 Participants

In this paper, the VTS consists of four participants: the issuer, the holder (or
user), collector, and VTS provider. The roles of each participant are as follows:

Issuer: Creates and issues a voucher. Guarantees the contents of the voucher.
Holder (or user): Owns the voucher. Transfers and redeems the voucher to

other users or collector.
Collector (or examiner): Collects the voucher: generally accompanied by the

transfer of goods or the rendering of services. Note that the roles of collector and
issuer can be done by the same entity.

VTS provider: Provides the VTS and guarantees that there are no duplicate
assignments or multiple use of vouchers.

The issuer generates the voucher, < I, P, H >, and the vouchers are circulated
among users in the VTS until finally they are collected. The VTS provider provides
the trading system to the issuer, user, and collector, and is assumed to be trusted by
the other participants (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Participants and roles

3.3 Voucher Trading System

The purpose of the VTS is to provide a means of circulating issuer-generated
vouchers among the users. The system must satisfy the three requirements described
below:
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Prevention of forgery: It must be impossible to counterfeit vouchers. Only the
issuer generates vouchers.

Prevention of alteration: It must be impossible to alter vouchers during
circulation.

Prevention of reproduction: It must be impossible to reproduce or copy
vouchers during circulation. Multiple transfers or duplicate redemptions are to be
prohibited.

A formal definition of a system that satisfies these requirements is given below.

Definition. A Voucher Trading System is a system that logically manages a set
of valid vouchers where I is the set of issuers,
P is the set of promises, and H is the set of holders; VTS prevents the vouchers from
being modified or reproduced except as part of the three transactions of issue,
transfer, and redemption. The initial state of R is an empty set.

Issue: An issue transaction is the action that creates the tuple <I, P, H > and adds
it to R to reflect the issuer’s intention.

Transfer: A transfer transaction is the action that rewrites the tuple of .<I, P,
to reflect the original holder H 's intention.

Redemption: There are two redemption transactions: presentation and
consumption. A presentation transaction is the action that shows the tuple of <I, P,
H>(∈R) to reflect the holder’s, H, intention. In this case, the ownership of the
voucher is retained when the voucher is redeemed, e.g., redemption of licenses or
passports. A consumption transaction is the action that deletes the tuple of <I, P,
H >(∈R) to reflect H 's intention. In this case, the ownership of the voucher may be
voided or the number of times it is valid reduced when the voucher is redeemed,
e.g., redemption of event tickets or telephone cards.

4. IMPLEMENTATION MODELS

The Voucher set, R, described in Section 3, is logical, and management can be
centralized on a network server or it can be dispersed across portable devices (e.g.,
smart cards) maintained by the users. This section gives a synopsis and the
characteristics of these implementation styles.
(1) Server storage type

In this model, the VTS provider manages a centralized server in which sets of 3-
tuple <I, P, H> entries is stored. The issuing of a voucher in this model is done by
authenticating I and storing a new entry, <I, P, H>, in the server. The transfer of a
voucher is done by authenticating user H and rewriting the entry contained in the
server with <I, P, H'>, where H’ is the new holder of the voucher. The consumption
of a voucher is done by authenticating user H and deleting the entry contained in the
server (see [13] for an example).
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A key feature of this model is that the center’s cost for development and
operation can be shared among the many participating issuers.
(2) Portable storage type

In this model, the VTS provider supplies each user H with portable devices (e.g.,
smart cards) that store sets of 2-tuple <I, P> entries. A voucher is issued in this
model by authenticating I and storing a new entry, <I, P>, in the tamper-resistant
storage of a portable device managed by user H. The transfer of a voucher is
conducted by generating the digital signature that proves entry <I, P> was erased
from the tamper-resistant storage of H’s portable device (this authenticates the
sender’s portable device) and sending it to the recipient’s portable device. The
receiving portable device then verifies the digital signature and stores entry <I, P> in
its tamper-resistant storage. The consumption of a voucher is done by generating
the digital signature that proves entry <I, P> was erased from the tamper-resistant
storage of H's portable device and sending it to the collector (see [15] for an
example).

This model is similar to (1) above in the sense that the smart cards issued by the
VTS provider can be shared by multiple issuers resulting in a decrease in the costs of
card issuance and program development. Furthermore, since the redemption of
vouchers can be done offline, this model is superior to the server storage type model
in terms of communication cost and availability. However, since a smart card
reader/writer is required at the user terminal, this model is not so popular at this
moment.

The above two models are typical implementation examples of the VTS
proposed in this paper. In many existing types of digital ticket systems, the issuer
himself manages the issued tickets or vouchers. These types are also supported by
VTS; the roles of issuer and VTS provider are merged. Typical implementation
examples of such existing systems are given below and comparisons of these types
are made.
(3) Issuer-managed server storage type

In this model, a set of 2-tuple <P, H> entries is stored on a server managed by
the issuer. Vouchers are issued, transferred, or consumed in this model by
authenticating H and adding, rewriting, or deleting the entries on the server database,
respectively. One difference of this model from (1) above is that authentication of
the issuer is unnecessary since the issuer is also the debtor. Moreover, on the user
side, user authentication can be easily established by using a credit card or ID card.
For these reasons, many instances have been developed such as the ticket-less
service of airlines and a concert ticket system.
(4) Issuer-managed portable storage type

In this model, each issuer of vouchers supplies users with portable devices (e.g.,
smart cards) that store sets of promise P entries. The assumption is that a user must
have one smart card from each issuer. Vouchers are issued, transferred, or
consumed in this model by authenticating H (the validity of the card is
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authenticated) and adding, rewriting, or deleting the entries in the tamper-resistant
storage of the portable device, respectively. Since this method is easy to implement
and enables high-speed processing, it has spread throughout the transportation
industry in the form of the smart-card-based passenger ticket. Most current systems,
however, do not have transfer functionality nor do they allow transfer over the
Internet.

In the models where the issuer is the manager of the voucher ((3) and (4) above),
the system is not fair from the user’s point of view since the issuer can illegally erase
the voucher from memory or repudiate the existence of the voucher. Therefore, as
an application requirement, the user must trust the issuer as in the case with
transportation companies. Additionally, as described in Section 1, each user in this
model must develop a system capable of issuance, examination, etc., even though it
is difficult for a small business to create an operation center or to issue smart cards
independently. For these reasons, we believe that the model in which the tasks of
voucher administration are delegated to the VTS provider is superior. One high
priority goal is to minimize the trading cost of inexpensive tickets and coupons such
as meal and prepaid tickets. For these applications, the portable storage type seems
to be most suitable. Table 1 shows the relationships among the features of the
different models.

Characteristics Non- Cost sharing Offline capability

Type Repudiation (Card issuance, (Low

Center communication

operation) cost)

Third party Server Yes Yes No

managemen Portable Yes Yes Yes
t device

Issuer Server No No No

managemen Potable No No Yes
t device

Table 1. Characteristics of voucher management methods

5. APPLICATION EXAMPLES

This section describes, using a typical e-commerce example involving matching,
payment, and delivery, how vouchers are traded using the proposed VTS, and why
VTS is effective for coordinating untrusted trading partners.
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In this example, the coupon coordinates the matching and payment phases while
the exchange ticket coordinates payment and delivery phases. In particular, note
that the exchange ticket ensures the cooperation of the mutually independent entities
of consumer, merchant, and delivery service. In other words, there is no need to
exchange contracts among the consumer, delivery service, and the merchant
beforehand. The merchant exchanges the merchandise for the exchange ticket from
the delivery service and the delivery service exchanges the merchandise for the
exchange ticket from the consumer (Figure 4). This is possible even though the

Delivery: The consumer transfers the exchange ticket to the delivery service site
and specifies the address to which the merchandise is to be sent.

Payment: The consumer purchases gift certificates from a payment agent site
since ''real'' cash is not suitable for transferring credit. When cash is used to pay for
gift certificates at a publicly accessible terminal such as an ATM terminal, the gift
certificates are stored on a smart card in exchange for the cash. After getting the gift
certificates, the consumer redeems the coupon and gift certificates at the merchant
site; in exchange he/she acquires an exchange ticket for the merchandise and loyalty
points.

Matching: A consumer uses a search engine to locate the desired merchandise
and acquires a coupon that represents rights to purchase that merchandise at a
discounted price.

Figure 3. Typical transaction example of using vouchers

Figure 3 shows a typical e-commerce example of a consumer searching for
merchandise and making a purchase:
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participants involved in the transactions may not directly trust each other; all trust
the vouchers themselves. For example, even if the delivery service does not trust the
consumer, the merchant that issued the exchange ticket is trusted, and if the VTS
guarantees that there is no duplication of the exchange ticket, there is no problem in
exchanging the exchange ticket for the merchandise. In the same way, even if the
merchant does not trust the delivery service, the issuance of the exchange ticket can
be verified, and if the VTS guarantees that there is no duplication of the exchange
ticket, there is no problem in exchanging the exchange ticket for the merchandise.
In other words, if there is trust in the issuer and the VTS, the trust of the user is not
an absolute necessity. In general, it is difficult to manage the trust of individuals, so
this characteristic of the VTS is especially effective in B2C or C2C transactions.

6.1 Processing Model

In order to realize the full benefits of VTS described in the above sections, a
common VTS should be shared among a large number of consumers and services. A
single VTS provider, however, is also impractical, because security level and
performance requirements differ with the application. For discount coupons or event
tickets, for example, the portable storage type VTS is often preferred, whereas for
bonds or securities, the server storage type VTS is preferred. Moreover, each issuer

6. WALLET ARCHITECTURE

such as privacy protection. For example in the above exchange ticket scenario, the
consumer can contact the delivery service by himself, the merchant does not even
need to know any personal information such as the delivery address. Furthermore,
by designating a publicly accessible site such as a convenience store as the receiving
point, the delivery service is prevented from learning the address of the consumer.

Moreover, the transactions that involve vouchers have other desirable features
Figure 4. Trading with untrusted trading partners
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To provide implementation flexibility, we propose a modular wallet architecture
that allows additional VTSs to be added as modules. In this architecture, instead of
specifying a standard voucher transfer protocol, two specifications, i.e., Voucher
Component and VTS API specifications, are standardized (Figure 5) [4] [5].

Multiple VTS, however, will rise the issue of interoperability and may force
consumers to install a ''digital wallet'' for each VTS. For these reasons, we believe
some standard specifications should be developed to achieve interoperability. As
shown in Section 4, however, there are several ways of implementing the VTS and
technologies are continuously changing. It is impractical to define standard protocols
for issuing, transferring, or redeeming voucher at this moment.

must have the right to specify the trusted VTS providers delegated to circulate the
vouchers, because if the VTS provider illegally copies the vouchers, the issuer
would incur a loss due to the illegal copying.

After sender and receiver agree on what vouchers are to be traded and which
VTS is to be used, the issuing system or wallet system requests the corresponding
VTS plug-in to permit the issue, transfer, or redeem transactions to be performed via
the standard VTS API. The VTS then rewrites the ownership of the voucher using a
VTS-specific protocol. Finally, a completion result/notify is sent to the wallet
systems or issuing/collecting systems.

The Voucher Component is an XML component that contains branding
information for letting the receiver know which VTS plug-in can be used for
receiving the voucher. The component also contains standard properties needed to
display the entities in the wallet, e.g., name of the issuer and the title of the voucher.

Figure 5. Wallet architecture with VTS plug-ins
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This paper proposed a VTS model and showed that it can be realized in several
ways. This paper also discussed the importance of standardization and proposed an
architecture that achieves interoperability without sacrificing implementation
flexibility. We are currently developing Voucher Component and VTS API
specifications in the IETF trade WG to establish voucher trading as the
infrastructure of e-commerce.

E-commerce systems on the Internet are becoming increasingly complicated and
diverse. Against this backdrop, technologies that coordinate multiple e-commerce
services are becoming more important. This paper proposed a Voucher Trading
System (VTS) for coordinating transactions conducted among untrusted trading
partners, such as consumers, and matching, payment, and delivery services. This
approach enables companies or individuals to trade goods or services via the Internet
without demanding trust in the identity of trading partners. All that is needed is trust
in the vouchers themselves, just like the paper-securities-based transactions of the
real world.

7. CONCLUSION

In this model, the Voucher Component is the root of trust and must be delivered
securely, since a forged voucher could be verified as valid if a malicious user could
alter the Voucher Component. Delivery of the Voucher Component exceeds the
scope of this paper, since existing technologies, such as XML digital signature [2]
SSL [3], or IPSEC [16], can be used. Note that the Voucher Component does not
have to be sent from the sender of the voucher. It can be directly delivered from the
issuer or trusted third party using SSL. Note also that a set of trusted Voucher
Components can be pre-downloaded before conducting a transaction.

A voucher is trusted if the Issuer and VTS Provider are trusted, since the Issuer
is responsible for the contents of the voucher and the VTS Provider is responsible
for preventing ownership from being assigned to multiple users. The trust level
required for Issuer and VTS Provider depends on the type (or Promise) of the
voucher. To provide the information needed for verification, we propose to specify
the conditions of Issuer and VTS Provider in the Voucher Component and given as
input to the verifier, which is provided as a function of the wallet system. The trust
in a voucher is thus verified through the Voucher Component. This model enables
trading partners to verify their trust in the voucher regardless of the trust in the
partners.

6.2 Trust Model
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The Influence of Market Uncertainties on Business
Models for Online Music
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Abstract This paper will examine and categorize potential business model scenarios for
online music. The virtualization of music leads to market uncertainties. On the
supply side, the offering party might not be able to sufficiently privatize online
music. On the demand side, with a changing cost structure for digital goods,
consumers might not be willing to pay directly for digital goods so that
revenues would have to be collected indirectly by public or private entities. As
a result, business models for online music can be categorized into four
scenarios. In the first scenario, online music is used to promote the traditional
offline business while in the second scenario, consumers are willing to pay for
additional services to access online music. The third scenario is significantly
different from the first two scenarios as music providers are expected to be
able to protect their content by using digital rights management technology. In
the fourth scenario peer-to-peer technologies allow consumers to use a
mechanism called super distribution with which they can share and
recommend songs. The paper concludes with a recommendation to music
companies to position themselves in all four scenarios.

INTRODUCTION1.

This paper will examine and categorize potential business model scenarios for
online music. In this article, online music is defined as commercially available
digital music that is distributed over networks like the Internet. Thereby music has
become the ideal case study for digital commerce with its unique availability in
digital form on billions of CDs. From the beginning online distribution became an
underground phenomenon (Pettauer, 2000). The music industry, though small in its
market size, has become a prominent case study for new technology concepts,
introduced by companies like Napster for peer-to-peer file sharing, RealNetworks
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50 Forsa-Study conducted from October, 26th – 29 th , 2000 with 1005 internet users in Germany
51 In fact, a trend similar to the times of the LP, when printing costs for booklets increased in

contrast to the production cost of the CD itself

Information goods are characterized by having high fixed costs, or first-copy
costs, but very low incremental costs (Skiera, 1999). In the case of the music
industry, the production of the master-copy accumulates a high amount of costs,
while the production of additional copies can be estimated as marginal costs (Kelly,
1998). A study conducted in England, Germany, Italy and France by Doglio/Richeri
found that in the music industry, the first-copy cost amounts to an average of 21.1
percent, followed by manufacturing costs of 8.5 percent. The highest per-unit cost is
attributable to marketing and sales with 49.9 percent, with the remaining 20.5
percent allocated to label costs and margin (Doglio and Richeri, 1996). Cost
elements, which might be affected are not only limited to manufacturing costs, but
retail obsolesce, returns, physical distribution and transport. On the other hand, costs

According to Forsa, the majority of the Internet users (69 percent) in Germany
are not willing to pay for information or entertainment on the net. 5 0 One reason that
may limit the willingness to pay for online-music may lie in the loss of a physical
representation of the artist’s work, which has become a collectible good with
comprehensive artwork associated with it. 51

2. DEMAND-SIDE: COST STRUCTURE AND
REVENUE MODELS

Though much literature can be found prognosticating a significant change in the
competitive environment of the music industry, little research exists on the
combination of revenue models and property rights in the field of online music
(Zerdick et al., 1999). The starting point for this analysis is the assumption that the
basic principle of the electronic market as an efficient allocation mechanism works.
But uncertainties on both the supply and demand side of the electronic market are
leading to insufficiencies. In the following, two significant consequences regarding
the business models caused by the virtualization of music are analyzed: first the cost
structure for the delivery is structured differently and thereby revenues might be
affected. Second the protection of copyrights has become more difficult in today’s
networks. Combining these two uncertainties into a scenario matrix, case studies
will be given for each of the resulting four categories. Concluding remarks are made
about possible positioning of companies in the music industry.

for streaming media, InterTrust for digital rights management and others. Forecasts
from analysts regarding the market size for online-music, vary significantly between
7.8b US $ (Forrester), 2.6b US $ (Jupiter) and 1.9b US $ (Market Tracking
International) (Becker and Ziegler, 2000).
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In the music market, broadcasting as a public good is used to promote songs
while CDs function as a container for music sold as private goods (Tschmuck,
2000). Copyrights are a means of establishing the boundaries between who is
allowed to use a particular good and under which conditions, and who is not allowed
to use it. Developments in technology seem to take away the grounds for these
boundaries. Burke has shown how technological developments in the past gave rise
to changes in copyright (Burke, 1996). At the same time, piracy has always had a
significant share in the music market. In 1999, according to IFPI about 1.9b units of
illegal copies were found with a value of 4, 1b US $ leading to a hypothetical market
share of 36 percent (IFPI, 2000). On the Internet, piracy has become an even larger
mass phenomenon due to the availability of perfect digital copies. With non-
excludable online-music, end consumers become free riders, which are not willing
to pay the market price for music as long as others might be accessing the music for
free (Heinrich, 1994).

The theory of public goods holds that goods have different characteristics
whether or not there is rivalry or non-rivalry in using them. Public goods are non-
excludable and non-rivalrous in consumption while private goods are sold to those
who can afford to pay the market price.

3. SUPPLY-SIDE: PUBLIC AND PRIVATE GOODS

As a result, the Internet seems to have a significant impact on the music
industry’s revenue model and thereby on the competitive environment. In the
literature, revenues are divided into two main categories: dirct revenues which
result from the consumer, and indirect revenues which are refinanced through
associated products via public or private entities (Zerdick et al., 1999). While in the
literature a separation between different revenue streams seems possible, in the
business environment, a wide spectrum of combinations can be found just like a
newspaper might have revenue streams from advertising, subscription and single
transactions. Additionally, in the television market, which closely resembles the
music industry, the revenues tend to grow towards direct revenues. Ten years ago,
direct and indirect revenues were split equal, while today, direct revenues mainly
from subscriptions increased to 58 percent, compared to 42 percent for advertising
based indirect revenues (Veronis Suhler & Associate 1998). The possible reason for
this is consumer preferences regarding the allocation of their limited time (Berman
et al. 2000).

for technology, bandwidth and customer service have to be factored in.
Consequently, the benefits of digital distribution do not significantly change the per-
unit cost at current volumes. It does however offer the possibility to distribute in
much larger quantities than in the physical world.

Willms Buhse
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From a technology point of view, the music industry started the Secure Digital
Music Initiative (SDMI) to develop specifications jointly with technology
companies like Microsoft, IBM and many others. Many doubt that the music
industry can successfully introduce security mechanisms that are either unbreakable
or at least can raise the barrier for piracy without creating unproportional high costs
(Albers et al., 1999). Many examples in other media industries like currently the
DVD-protection scheme have shown failures of secure protection mechanisms
(DeCSS). Additionally, on the Internet only a single copy (even by re-digitizing
from analog versions) made available is sufficient to be globally distributed in a
short period of time leading to a total loss of control by the owner. But it is quite
possible that the biggest challenge the music industry is facing is not hackers but
instead infrastructure. Today’s infrastructure with 200m multimedia PCs, 1b CD-
audio-devices and 17b unprotected audio CDs with 150.000 different titles will be
very difficult to replace (Gurley, 2000).

Law suits from the RIAA against MP3.com, Scour and Napster and others in the
U.S. demonstrate the music industry’s efforts to minimize copyright infringement.
Though the industry might reach successes in certain countries, concepts like
“Offshore-Web-Hosting” from companies like HavenCo.Com or Offshore.com.ai
and de-central file sharing systems like Gnutella and FreeNet might well continue to
operate despite law suits and even drive consumers to “underground” systems
(Schreirer, 2000).

Traditionally, the distribution of music is dominated by an oligopoly of five
major labels. For these music labels, the economic value lies in their artist contracts
and in the exclusive distribution for recordings, which enables promotional
distribution channels like free TV or radio (Thurow, 1994). Statistically, infrequent
consumption of music albums as private goods accounts for about one hour, with
revenues of 68 US $ per music listener per year. On the other hand, public broadcast
amounts to frequent but superficial consumption of 3 hours a day. This results in 58
US $ in advertising revenues for the broadcast stations per year, from which music
labels receive a much smaller percentage than from the album sales.52  As a result,
the music industry shows high interest in privatizing the music in order to generate
higher revenues not only from traditional products but also from the online market.
Increasing online piracy challenges the privatization of online music, therefore the
music industry has started a number of legal, marketing, educational, and technology
initiatives.

52 Bertelsmann internal research
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4. FOUR BUSINESS MODEL SCENARIOS

Public Good

The goal of using scenarios is to categorize various business models according to
several case studies involving new distribution mechanisms like file sharing, digital
rights management and super distribution. As in the previous chapters described, the
virtualization of music has two significant consequences regarding the business
models: first the cost structure for the delivery is structured differently and thereby
revenues might be affected. Second the protection of copyrights has become more
difficult in today’s networks.

Table 3. Scenario matrix for online music

Private Good

Indirect Revenues Open-Source-Filesharing Subscription Systems

Direct Revenues Music Service Provider Superdistribution

Four scenarios can be deduced by combining these two uncertainties into a
matrix, which represents both, supply and demand. In this article, for each of the
scenarios, one case study is described and possible revenue models are given.

Assumptions

4.1 First Scenario: Open Source File Sharing Systems

Most importantly, these scenarios anticipate a slow migration towards online
technologies. Meaning, traditional media companies maintain distribution
control over physical storage media like CD and DVD. The hypothesis from
Zerdick et al. states that electronic markets do not lead to an immediate
substitution of the existent value chain. Nevertheless it is leading to a constant
erosion of traditional value chains and the orientation towards the demand side
(Zerdick et al., 1999).

revenue models are based on rational entrepreneurial decisions, excluding
artistic, voluntary or otherwise motivated scenarios.

in the mid- to long-term, no business models will be viable which infringe on
copyright laws. However, there might be systems without commercial interest
that face no legal consequences for enabling illegal copies. Open-source-file
sharing systems belong to this category.

These four business model scenarios are subject to the following assumptions:
–

–

–

Within less than two years, Napster became the largest music library ever with
about 1b titles, without economic incentive, marketing activities, and even more
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important without involvement of the music industry (Becker and Ziegler, 2000). At
a very high level, file sharing systems or peer-to-peer-networks (P2P) aggregate and
distribute information. With either central or de-central listings, files be can searched
for, transferred and stored locally. The main challenge for content owners is its mass
phenomena. Since its launch, Napster attracted almost 70 Million users who
knowingly violate copyright laws.

While Napster through its partnership with Bertelsmann plans membership fees
and the compensation of content owners, other open-source-file-sharing systems are
developed without any commercial purpose. Their purpose is to freely distribute
information beyond any control. Examples are Gnutella developed by Gene Kan and
FreeNet designed by Ian Clarke. Both are designed to run de-centralized, which
makes it almost impossible to control or shut down their operations. As a result,
besides music files, other illegal content like children pornography and terrorist
instructions can be found. The main challenge of these systems is that they only can
scale with resources like content, bandwidth and storage from their users. As their
content can be viewed as public goods, these systems attract free riders not willing
to give any contribution in return. During a study of the Gnutella Network, it was
found, that 70 percent of the users don’t give any contribution to the system, and
that half of the searches were answered by just one percent of the participants (Adar
and Huberman, 2000). Apart from significant loss of system performance with
longer search and download times, it adds vulnerability to the system as it might
collapse with the shut down of few peers. On the other hand, there are concepts like
seti@home with users voluntarily contributing resources in exchange for prestige
and reputation. As a result, file-sharing systems seem to be able to overcome today’s
challenges and will play an important role in the distribution of online music.

How can the music industry embrace such systems to generate revenues?
Revenues can be generated indirectly from online music in return for the value of
consumers’ attention (Seidel, 1993). This can be used to promote either the physical
album or the artist in order to reach more popularity and thereby earn higher
merchandising and advertising revenue. As a result, with online music being a
public good, the combination of online and offline business by integrating online-
music and traditional marketing and distribution seems a profitable business model
(Tomczak et al., 2000) (Zerdick et al., 1999). Despite legal battles from RIAA
arguing that illegal copies cannibalize album sales, market studies are inconclusive
at this point. Jupiter identified Napster usage as one of the most important factors for
increased music purchases (Sinnreich et al., 2000). On the other hand, VNU found
album sales decreasing in record stores close to universities, where file sharing
supposingly reaches high usage among students (VNU Entertainment Marketing
Solutions, 2000). Creed offered their hit song in 1999 from 100 web sites for free
downloads, and in the process stimulated their album sales. Coincidentally their
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album “Human Clay” reached the top of the billboard charts.53 A recent example is
the partnership between the online retailer CDNow and Napster, where the file
sharing system receives a commission of about 15 percent for every album sale.

Nevertheless, substitution of traditional media like CDs and DVD-Audio might
increase as soon as a comparable infrastructure for online music exists. Physical
goods have always served as “containers” for services. For example, a CD has no
intrinsic value, only the value of delivering music. In the age of downloadable
music, though, the CD loses its value as a container for music (Rifkin, 2000).

4.2 Second Scenario: Music Service Provider

Provided online music is a public good, collecting direct payments seems almost
impossible unless, the value lies primarily in the functionality and services, rather
than in the content itself (Deutsche Bank, 2000). In this scenario, instead of copy
protection, service-oriented new business models are developed that prevent the
motive to copy. Besides content, these services offer convenience, reliability and
fast access to music almost anywhere and at anytime and are referred to as the
celestial jukebox. This services sector is expected to grow from 2.5m today to 12.3m
in 2003 in the U.S (Black, 2000). Ultimately, those companies would have to
combine content, community, application services, context and search functionality.
Personalization plays a crucial role in attracting consumers and providing lock-in
(Heinrich, 1999). In the networked economy, these versions and even individual
products and services are achievable due to smaller transaction and
production/service costs (Piller, 1998). Using a feedback loop mechanism for
online-music, personal playlists can be generated, recommended, updated and
shared among other users. Online music, with about three min title length can
generate comprehensive sets of data over time, provided 4 hours of daily music
consumption, 80 songs might be rated on a daily basis almost automatically. Large
description data bases like Moodlogic or Gigabeat can analyze relationships among
titles and artists according to rhythm, instruments, contextual information and even
mood.

53 Committee on Intellectual Property Rights and the Emerging Information Infrastructure
(2000), p. 80f

It might be easy to maintain a piracy site with some illegal copies, but to provide
access, payment mechanisms and customer service to many thousand people
simultaneously is a more complex task. Which companies might position themselves
in the role of music service providers? First, relationships, such as those established
by radio or television stations, emphasize repeat visits. They have already proven
their ability for selection and aggregation of music (Hull et al., 2000). Second, those
with existing billing and services relationships like ISPs and TelCos, e.g. AOL TW.
Third, there are companies with a link to end devices, like hardware-, OS-software-,
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and CE-device-manufacturers, though they might as well bet on copy protection
technologies as they are able to choose and set standards. Nevertheless, under
current copyright law, most companies might have to negotiate licenses either
directly with the music labels, their syndication partners or through royalty
collecting entities, in order to be able to offer these services.

4.3 Third Scenario: Subscription Models

5 4 Specifications for such an infrastructure is currently designed by the Secure Digital Music
Initiative. www.sdmi.org SDMI, Document Nr. pdwg99070802, ,,SDMI Portable Device
Specification Part 1, Version 1.0“, p. 21

For subscription models watermarking can provide important contributions to
the field of intellectual property protection within a more extensive security
framework for identification and proof of ownership, which is comparable to IRSC-
Codes used by the GEMA for recognition of CD-Audios (Goldhammer and Zerdick,
1999). By embedding a watermark into the compressed audio signal during delivery,
the customers are aware that a watermark may identify them (Tang, 1998). Hence,
they can be made responsible if the signal is found outside the legal domain by a
trigger technology, even in a decompressed and analog representation.54 In contrast
to encryption technologies, watermarks could be used with today’s infrastructure for
CD-Audio as well as MP3-devices. Subscriptions bundle a large number of
information goods for a fixed price. In a variety of circumstances, a multi-product
monopolist can extract substantially higher profits by offering one or more bundles
of information goods than by offering the same goods separately (Bakos and
Brynjolffson, 1999). At the same time, bundling can be used to introduce new artists

Protection technologies play an important role in determining whether a media
product is a public or a private good. In scenarios three and four, online music is
considered a private good, as content owners are able to restrict access to the content
and thereby introduce the possibility to exclude free riders and charge for their
online music. To securely protect online music, all major labels incorporate digital
rights management technologies, which basically fall into four categories: first the
acceess is controlled with authentication and/or encryption mechanisms. Second, the
usage is controlled according to rules that are set by the distributor of the music.
This determines how the user can interface with the information, e.g., listen-only
rights, where the user is unable to save or distribute the music. Third a tracking
mechanism allows the information provider to track subsequent use with
watermarking and digital footprints. Fourth and last, payment systems enable the
information provider to generate revenue for the rights granted to the user. As a
result of inefficient micro payment systems, subscription models are viewed as a
method to overcome high transaction costs (Picot et al., 2001).
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and titles as a strategy to overcome the information paradox, which states that the
value of an information can’t be determined a priori of consumption.

In this scenario, for the first time in their history, music labels have the
opportunity to create a continuous relationship with the end consumer. This
relationship offers a foundation on which music labels can generate revenues. The
subscription model may represent a mix between indirect and direct revenues with
the option of consumption combined with transparent pricing (Zerdick et al., 1999),
(Sinnreich, 2000). Forrester expects additional revenues from subscriptions of 3.3b
US $ (Schreirer, 2000). A premium membership might offer a flatrate, eventually
combined with services from the second scenario, while an advertising-based
membership might limit access in quantity, time or actuality.

4.4 Fourth Scenario: Super-Distribution

In 1990, a visionary architecture was developed for the distribution of digital
goods. The Japanese Ryoichi Mori coined the term Superdistribution for this new
concept of licensing information (Mori, 1990); (Cox, 1996); (Morin, 1999). The
fundamental idea is to allow free distribution of digital content, while controlling
access to usage and changes with the content owner defining the terms. According to
his prototype, called Software Service System (SSS), which was implemented as a
peer-to-peer-architecture, the following components must be available (Morin,
1999):
–

–

– payment information have to be exchanges securely among the parties
After securely encrypting the music with a key, the package can be digitally

the usage associated with the access to the digital property
a digital rights management system with a trusted tool that tracks the deals and

a persistent cryptographic wrapper must stay in place when the digital property
is used, copied, redistributed, etc.

delivered to the consumers end device (Tang, 1998). There, the locally installed
trusted tool gains access to the digital content with an unlock key which leaves the
file locally encrypted and streams the digital content into the memory for “on the
fly” decryption. The user, who has agreed to the terms and conditions of use, has
now the license to access the content. His usage is recorded and the transaction is
reported to a clearinghouse to initiate payments and backup system information.
Using the superdistribution concept, consumers can recommend and share files
among each other via email, FTP, physical media and even file sharing networks.
Still the copyright is being protected and the content owner maintains control and
determines payment collection.

Under the third scenario, bundling was mentioned as being attractive for content
companies to extract higher profits. In the music industry, this has always been the
case with album sales, where only one or two hits from an entire album initiate the
purchase. Digital products possess optimal de-bundling capability, which in return
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Although online music distribution has been in place for some time, it is too
early to determine which scenarios will evolve. Nevertheless, it is quite possible for
all these scenarios to exist in parallel under certain market conditions. In this case, it
is assumed that all four scenarios can come into affect during the life cycle of an
online music release. Starting with the secure superdistribution concept (scenario 4)
at the time of release, followed by a time lag for subscription based accessibility
(scenario 3). Over (short or long) time, the value might decrease and with hackers
distributing illegal copies, the release might become widely accessible as a public
good. Then services might be offered (scenario 2) and at the same time additional
value from the user’s attention for promotion and advertising might be extracted
(scenario 1). Therefore, the music labels should prepare themselves to claim
strategic positions in all four scenarios, otherwise their traditionally dominant role in
the music market, and the barrier-to-entry that currently prevents external
competition will diminish. I would like to conclude with Shapiro & Varian that
content owners should maximize the value of their digital goods and should not
secure them for the sake of protection (Shapiro and Varian 1998). Therefore, the
optimal strategy is not only to reduce the motives for copy infringement, but at the
same time to increase the accessibility for consumers to digital products and
services.

In this paper scenarios for online business models that depend on uncertainties
on the supply and demand side of the music industry were examined. It was argued
that on the one hand, online music could either be a public or a private good, due to
insufficiencies in absolute content protection. On the other hand, the willingness for
consumers to pay for digital goods might determine the nature for direct or indirect
revenue streams. As a result, consistent business models in all four scenarios were
developed. The scenarios have shown that there is a spectrum of potential revenue
streams for online music both as public and private goods. Therefore, the main
distinction between the scenarios depends on the supply side, where copyright for
online music can either be protected by technical means or not.

CONCLUSION5.

can be re-bundled again for custom-mixes (Albers et al., 1998) (Kulle, 1998). With
digital downloads and superdistribution, consumers might start “cherry picking”
their hits and thereby endanger the traditional revenue model of album sales. In this
scenario, using digital rights management and superdistribution, major labels
maintain control over the distribution of music and might even be able to enforce
their copyrights more than in the traditional world.
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Abstract: Knowledge is increasingly being identified as the key resource of the
enterprise [4]. One approach to managing this key resource is to focus on the
support of organisational knowledge creation in business processes. We
propose the use of a framework for business process management as the
vehicle to deliver this support. Employing the theory of organisational
knowledge creation developed by Nonaka [9], we identify the presence of
enabling conditions required to promote knowledge creation by making
comparisons with a target established for the process. Tailored knowledge
management services are proposed to strengthen these enabling conditions,
and we show how the framework can assist the process in their integration.
Our approach is particularly suitable for delivering support to e-business
processes implemented with information technology. An illustration is
provided using threat identification, a knowledge intensive activity of the risk
management process.

1. INTRODUCTION

The strong increase in global business competition since the early 90’s [8] and
advances in information technology have accounted for the rapid spread of e-
business practices in many industries. These practices [7, 14] have resulted in a shift
towards a higher degree of complexity in business processes, permitting vendors to
be linked with their geographically distributed customers and suppliers to form a
single virtual organisation [1].

Within the set of e-business processes we can identify those that are knowledge
intensive, in which existing individual and organisational knowledge is used to
create new knowledge for the competitive benefit of the organisation. In such
processes, organisational knowledge is created through the dynamics of the
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interaction of people working together to solve problems [9]. We call them
knowledge intensive business processes, simply referring to them in this paper as
processes for short.

Our goal is to support processes with an emphasis on organisational knowledge
creation, in line with the increasing emphasis on knowledge as a vital organisational
resource [6]. We accomplish this by applying a framework, based on Continuous
Process Improvement (CPI) techniques, developed for business process management
in our earlier research [12]. CPI, an approach that stems from the area of Business
Process Management (BPM), is continuous and iterative in nature [5] and thus
suitable for use with dynamic, emerging processes. The framework has been
designed with the aim of making process stakeholders aware of and facilitating the
treatment of weaknesses detected in the processes. This proactive approach to
support provides feedback on current process performance as compared with an
organisational target. It is designed to be applied in an iterative manner, periodically
cycling through the steps of data collection, analysis, evaluation, and the provision
of feedback and remediation assistance to the process under examination. The
architecture of the BPM framework has been designed to obtain process data
seamlessly from the application software used to support the process, making it
well-suited to use with e-business processes.

In this paper we refine the BPM framework to provide specific knowledge
management support in processes, using Nonaka’s widely-referenced [3, 5, 6] theory
of organisational knowledge creation [9] as the basis for these refinements. We
illustrate its application with a knowledge intensive e-business process from the area
of risk management, with a focus on identifying knowledge management services to
support organisational knowledge creation in the process. This focus emphasises the
importance of knowledge as an organisational resource and its contribution to the
successful outcome of the process.

The next section of this paper briefly introduces the essential elements of
Nonaka’s spiral of knowledge creation and the BPM framework. In section 3, we
demonstrate the framework’s capability to identify knowledge management services
to address weaknesses in the process under study. This paper finishes with a
summary that includes a discussion on future research directions.

2 . ORGANISATIONAL KNOWLEDGE CREATION
AND THE BPM FRAMEWORK

We briefly describe Nonaka’s theory [9] of the dynamics of organisational
knowledge creation, and how it has been functionally translated in our BPM
framework [12], in order to provide the reader with the background required to
follow the illustration of the framework’s operation in the next section.
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Nonaka’s theory is based on his study of Japanese companies involved in
product innovation. Knowledge comes in two basic forms, tacit, or experiential,
knowledge and explicit, or codified, knowledge. An important concept of the theory
is that by cycling through the four modes of knowledge conversion (tacit to tacit,
tacit to explicit, explicit to explicit and explicit to tacit) in a spiral manner,
knowledge is created. Through the shared experiences and interaction between
individuals engaged in this spiral of knowledge creation, it is possible to create
organisational knowledge that would otherwise not have been arrived at by
individuals working on their own.

The model of organisational knowledge creation contains five phases: the
sharing of tacit knowledge between team members; creating concepts based on
successive rounds of tacit knowledge sharing; the justification or testing of created
concepts; the building of a model or prototype based on the justified concepts; and
cross-levelling – the distribution of new knowledge throughout the organisation
[10]. These five phases repeat as many times as are necessary until concepts are
refined and crystallised into a new product or service.

There are five enabling conditions which Nonaka identifies as essential to the
successful promotion of the knowledge spiral: intention, autonomy, creative chaos,
redundancy and requisite variety [10]. Intention indicates that the organisational
goals for the process are clearly known to participants. Autonomy indicates that the
process team has the independence to organise itself and take decisions. Creative
chaos means that the team is faced with challenges in the process which they must
work together to address. Redundancy is a condition that applies to the intentional
overlapping of information available to the process team, providing it with more
than the minimum required to perform its work. The final enabling condition,
requisite variety, ensures that team members have information available to them in
various forms through quick and flexible channels [10]. These enabling conditions
are present in varying degrees in each phase of organisational knowledge creation.

The BPM framework was designed to provide three major functions, which have
been tailored here to detect and address weaknesses in the enabling conditions. The
first function, the business process object (Interface), is responsible for
communications with the process, collecting data from and providing feedback to it.
The second function provides business process data analysis (Analyser), taking the
raw data collected from the process by the Interface and analysing it to identify the
five organisational knowledge creation phases and the five enabling conditions
which have been characterised for the process in each phase. The last function, the
business process assessor (Assessor), evaluates the enabling conditions for each
organisational knowledge creation phase against a pre-defined target, making
recommendations for the adjustment of knowledge management services in the
process to address any weaknesses detected. The Interface may facilitate their
addition or removal if requested by the process, concluding a cycle of the BPM
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framework’s operation. A more detailed explanation of the generic operation of the
framework is presented in [12].

3. KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT SERVICES FOR
AN E-BUSINESS PROCESS

In this section, the risk management process is described at a high level,
followed by a walk through of the framework’s application to an activity within the
process. Emphasis is placed on the assessment of enabling conditions and the need
for knowledge management services in a process to support organisational
knowledge creation.

Risk management, as defined in the Australian and New Zealand standard,
AS/NZS 4360 [13], consists of a series of activities which assist in identifying,
prioritising and helping stakeholders actively make decisions about the risks they
face. This standard defines the classic sequential activities involved in risk
management as: establishment of context; identification of threats; assessment of
risk; and treatment of risk. Monitoring and review occurs in parallel with the other
activities, and if an issue is identified, a new cycle of the process is initiated from
that point in the sequence of activities. The risk management process was chosen
for this illustration because it is highly knowledge intensive and relies on the strong
presence of enabling conditions for a successful outcome.

For our illustration, we have selected an organisation that has decided to
consolidate and relocate its data centre resources in a new building, hence triggering
a full cycle of the risk management process. We focus on the threat identification
activity because it displays typical characteristics of an organisational knowledge
creation process, including a multifunctional team of people who engage in data
gathering, sorting and analysis [9].

3.1 Analysis of the Organisational Knowledge Creation
Phases

Figure 1 shows a model of the activity for our threat identification example. The
rich picture notation employed in the model is borrowed from the soft systems
methodology developed by Checkland and Scholes [2]. The many roles
participating in the threat identification activity are shown on the left, linked through
the cloud-shaped activity to the artefacts that they use or create in the course of
fulfilling their duties. Many of the team members are located at different sites, and
rely on email, file servers and other information technology to support their
collaboration. The artefacts shown here are all used as input information in
identifying threats, with the exception of the threat ID list, which is created by the
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process. Some roles are filled by more than one person, such as with the Business
Operations Area Stakeholder, which is taken by one or more participant(s) from
each area, resulting in a relatively large team.

We now demonstrate how the BPM framework identifies weaknesses in the
threat identification activity’s knowledge resourcing. Process data is collected by
the Interface as specified by the Analyser. The Analyser goes on to distinguish the
threat identification activity in terms of the phases of organisational knowledge
creation.

Figure 1. Rich picture of the threat identification activity

In phase 1, sharing of tacit knowledge, the organisation puts together a
multifunctional team whose members represent particular business stakeholders with
an interest in the continuous operation of the enterprise’s data centre. An objective
of this team is to assess the risk to business service continuity of the data centre’s
computing resources. Team members visit the new data centre location, touring its
building and the surrounding streets. An opportunity for sharing tacit knowledge
between team members occurs on this visit. Once an understanding of the scope and
nature of the threat identification exercise is gained by the team members, phase 2,
concept creation, is entered. Each team member contributes possible threats to
business service continuity by drawing on their experience and on information at
their disposal. This information may take the form of architectural plans, floor plan
layouts and area maps; equipment operating specifications; historical records and
insurance statistics; expert opinion, such as might be expressed in community of
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practice discussion forums or newsgroups; and any other information which might
prove relevant based on the nature of the threatened business service(s). The
identification of threats may be facilitated through the use of checklists,
questionnaires or other tools. Preliminary lists of threats are drawn up and refined in
small group meetings held by threat type, including natural and man-made disasters
and organisational threats. During phase 3, concept justification, with the initial list
of threats compiled, the business continuity manager meets with team members
representing different business operations areas to flush out further threats that may
have been overlooked. Techniques employed may include scenario, fault tree,
systems or other similar analysis; brainstorming and other techniques to
systematically identify further threats in the areas exposed in the previous phase.
The business continuity manager presents a list of identified threats to the
represented business areas in order to gain agreement on and cover off any
remaining threats before an overall rollup occurs at the organisational level in phase
4, building of an archetype. The business continuity manager compiles the threats
by business operations area and distributes the list to the entire team. A workshop
involving all team members is held, during which the representatives from each
business operations area present the identified threats to the team for discussion and
feedback. Following the workshop and the resolution of any resulting action items,
a comprehensive list of threats is issued to the team by the business continuity
manager for consideration in the next stage of risk management. In phase 5, cross-
levelling of knowledge, lists of identified threats compiled during the threat
identification activity are archived with other records about the risk management
process. These lists reflect the organisational knowledge gained during the current
activity and may provide useful input knowledge during a future iteration of the
activity.

3.2 Assessment of Enabling Conditions

Once the Analyser has completed identification of the organisational knowledge
creation phases in the process, the Assessor compares the actual enabling conditions
detected against a target previously established for the process. A comparison of
these is shown in Table 1, in which the letter T represents the target and the letter A
the actual. Enabling conditions are listed in the leftmost column and the
organisational knowledge creation phases appear in the header row.

Table 4. Assessment of the threat identification activity’s enabling conditions
Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 Phase 5

Intention
Autonomy
Creative Chaos
Redundancy
Requisite Variety

T, A T, A T, A T, A T, A
T, A T, A T, A T, A T, A

- T, A - - -
T, A T, A (weak) T, A T, A -
T, A T, A (weak) T, A - -
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After evaluation of the actual status of the enabling conditions against the target
established for the process, specialised knowledge management services are
recommended for inclusion in the process in a bid to bolster support for the
organisational knowledge creation phases. We look at the services that are proposed
to address the weaknesses identified in the information redundancy and requisite
variety enabling conditions.

3 3. Identification of Knowledge Management Services

provide more sources for potential threats. The actual state of this enabling
condition yields a weak match with the target.

Intention is clearly present at the process level through the use of the AS/NZS
standard and through quality procedures in use in the organisation. This condition is
expected and present in all of the organisational knowledge creation phases.
Autonomy is evident through the presence of the self-organising team, whose
members represent a broad range of functional areas in the organisation. This
condition is expected and present in all of the organisational knowledge creation
phases. Creative chaos does not factor significantly in the threat identification
activity, except in phase 2, when the initial lists of threats are being compiled. In the
example, the desired chaos is supplied by the challenge posed by relocation of the
data centre. The nature of threat identification relies on a rich redundancy of
experience and information, which is reflected in the target. Some of the team
members have previously worked in departments currently represented by other
members, and have held similar positions in the past. Redundancy of information
should be strongly present in threat identification. Available information is drawn
from the business operation and functional areas represented, but few overlapping
sources were detected. This yields a weak match with the target. The final enabling
condition, requisite variety, is important in threat identification since a sufficiently
comprehensive list of threats will be produced only by looking at the problem from
many different angles. Access to a wider variety of information sources would

Figure 2. Knowledge management service package

As determined in the previous section , there is insufficient overlap, as well as
lack of variety, in the information available to team members to aid in threat
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identification. Knowledge management services are identified through consultation
with the process stakeholder and packaged by the Assessor to address these
shortcomings. These services may be pre-existing in a service library or may need
to be custom built. The information sources currently used by the team are
evaluated and other sources applicable to the task are identified for inclusion in an
information service. To support the project team members representing the building
and maintenance department, an engineering information service for building-related
matters supplies access to maps, drawings, architectural plans, product information
and specifications for the construction materials used in the building; manufacturer
and independent product fault reports; general civil engineering publications; reports
by insurance bodies; and so on. For additional sources and variety of information, a
support service is added that provides access to external professional discussions
sponsored by civil engineering professional associations and online hotline support
facilities from a consortium of international reinsurance companies. Included with
the support service are internal discussion forums to which all employees in the
building and maintenance department can contribute to aid in problem solving. An
information selection service provides intelligent search tools for quickly locating
relevant information in the support and information services. It includes filters that
improve the usability of the statistical data often used with risk management by
presenting it in various, including graphical, formats. Similar packages of
information and support services are proposed to support the other functional areas
represented by the project team.

When the threat identification activity has been completed, the search service
can be used to extract important issues from the discussions for archival purposes.
Thus, when modifications are made to the data centre infrastructure and the threat
identification activity is revisited, a history of previous issues and decisions are
available to assist the project team in putting the changes into context.

3.4 Provision of Feedback to the Process

With assessment complete, the Assessor provides its evaluation to the Interface,
which formats and communicates it to the process. If the evaluation contains
recommendations for the addition of knowledge management services, as is the case
in our example, the process can elect to engage the Interface to assist with their
implementation. The degree to which automated support is provided will depend on
the level of integration between the BPM framework and the application software
underlying the process. In the case of the engineering service package, the Interface
might be asked to install one or more of the recommended services in the process
and establish access to them for the building maintenance engineer and facilities
manager on the project team, as well as for all employees in the building and
maintenance department. Authorised process stakeholders can manually add or
remove the knowledge management services as required.
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Future directions for our research include the characterisation of knowledge
intensive processes in terms of knowledge management services, the refinement of
an assessment approach for the identification of enabling conditions within
organisational knowledge creation phases, and a business component design of the
BPM framework to provide knowledge management services. We plan to interview
participants in various knowledge intensive processes to define knowledge
management services that are characteristic of these processes, and test our findings
through the construction of a prototype. Progress made towards the definition of
processes in terms of knowledge management services will help to refine the
requirements for successful e-business collaboration. Designing the business process

We recognise that additional work needs to be done to further develop our
approach to the support of organisational knowledge creation in processes. The
analysis of organisational knowledge creation enabling patterns in processes is
required to develop targets for use during assessment. Matching criteria need to be
established to aid in the automatic selection of knowledge management services to
support identified areas of weakness in enabling conditions. The sourcing of
services is also an issue. Each organisation can build its own library of services, but
a more effective approach may be to seamlessly source services from vendors
connected via the Internet and to negotiate for their use.

In this paper, we have approached the problem of providing support for e-
business processes by offering knowledge management services to strengthen their
organisational knowledge creation conditions. This was accomplished through the
application of a CPI-based framework for business process management. The
framework was adapted to identify the phases of Nonaka’s spiral of organisational
knowledge creation [10], and then to evaluate the presence of its enabling conditions
against an established target for the process. Knowledge management services were
selected to address identified deficiencies in the enabling conditions, and selectively
integrated into the sample process. We demonstrated the operation of the
framework’s assessment function with an activity from the risk management
process.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The CPI nature of the BPM framework facilitates a review of the process on a
regular basis, either automatically initiated by the Interface or manually by an
authorised process stakeholder. Each time a review is performed, the results of the
evaluation are recorded and made available to process stakeholders. Upon
completion of the process, the process log is preserved in the organisational memory
along with other process data of organisational interest. Records of the knowledge
management services used for a specific risk management process can be used as a
basis for recommending services for subsequent instances of the same process.
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management framework as a set of business components will deliver the flexibility
and rapid response to changing business needs required to keep e-business processes
competitive [11]. It also provides a structure within which knowledge management
services can be easily added and adapted to meet business needs.
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Abstract: This paper describes an on-going study analyzing thousands of electronic
procurement auctions conducted by a large multinational firm. We describe the
challenges of developing metrics for auction success and auction dynamics
and how these metrics improve our ability to model, understand, and manage
this domain. Since we are in the initial stages of our study and since many of
our findings are confidential, this paper is limited to describing the metrics and
the relationships investigated between supplier experience, supplier
participation levels, late bidding behavior, and electronic reverse auction
success. By the time of the presentation, we expect to obtain permission to
reveal more details about our findings.

1. INTRODUCTION

Online auctions are rapidly increasing in popularity and importance (Gaudin,
2000; Lucking-Reiley, 2000; Rupley, 2000; Shaw, 1999). While the business-to-
consumer (B2C) has been the most popular category of online auctions, business-to-
business (B2B) online auctions are emerging as a prominent business model
(Rupley, 2000). In 1999 alone, B2B online auctions totaled $109 billion worth of
transactions, and that number is expected to grow to $1.3 trillion by 2003 (Gaudin,
2000).

reverse auctions (Turban et al., 2000) and many companies are achieving substantial
savings  through such online procurement auctions (Brunelli, 2000; Schwartz and

Within the category of B2B online auctions there has been rapid development of

Mendel, 1999). In reverse auctions the buying company hosts the online auction and
extends invitations to potential suppliers to bid on announced request-for-quotations
(RFQs). The supplier with the lowest price wins the contract.
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While B2B procurement auctions are clearly a significant phenomenon, there is
a dearth of empirical research on the performance and dynamics of these auctions. In
order to support such empirical research, metrics for online auction success and
related factors must be established. This paper describes the type of metrics and
analysis used in studying thousands of electronic procurement auctions conducted
by a large multinational firm.

Since we are in the initial stages of our study and since many of our findings are
confidential, we limit our discussion to a description of the metrics and the
relationships investigated between supplier experience, supplier participation levels,
late bidding behavior, and electronic reverse auction success. We begin by
describing auction success metrics. We then turn to supplier participation metrics,
supplier experience metrics, and late bidding behavior metrics. The paper concludes
with examples of how these metrics can help us research, understand, and manage
electronic procurement auctions. By the time of the presentation, we expect to obtain
permission to reveal more details about our findings.

2. AUCTION SUCCESS METRICS

As one of the reviewers of this paper pointed out, measuring auction success is
an important yet elusive task. The reviewer observed that success should be
measured as the auction effectiveness at finding the optimal market price. Since
optimal market price is typically an unknown, we must rely upon surrogate
measures.

A typical approach is to measure reverse auction success in terms of price
reduction for the product or products included in the procurement process. This
metric, as one of the paper reviewers pointed out, is far from ideal, since further
auction cycles for the same product would probably fail to generate similar price
reductions. However, since we are currently in the early stages of applying online
procurement auctions and since reporting of price reduction holds an obvious appeal
to management, it is the metric of choice in current literature.

For example, the Navy officials in NAVSUP estimate a 28.9% savings off the
purchase price for their components through reverse auctions (Anonymous, 2000).
Similarly, Quaker Oats reports millions of dollars in savings by purchasing via
reverse online auctions (Brunelli, 2000). However, it is not clear how these savings
should be measured.

In many cases, the purchased item has no prior price or no prior price at the same
purchase volume. Furthermore, prior purchase prices may fail to reflect existing
market and production conditions. For example, the cost of raw materials or
components can change dramatically over a short period. In our case study, the
corporate buyer sets a starting bid for the auction, a price that may be below the
prior contract price and is expected to reflect current market conditions. However,
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we have to assurance that the starting bid price set by the corporate buyer is a
realistic and unbiased estimate.

In short, while measuring auction success can be accomplished by comparing the
winning lowest bid price to a reference starting price, we must select from a number
of alternatives for identifying the reference starting price. In our case study, we have
identified three main alternatives for a starting price reference point: a) the staring
bid price set by the corporate buyer, b) the actual price paid by the corporation in the
last purchase of that product or service, and c) the first or highest bid price submitted
during the auction.

As discussed above, the first two alternatives can result in missing or biased
reference points and hence we elected to use the difference between the maximum
and minimum bids as the main measure of auction success. It should be noted
however that we found very high correlations between the three alternative measures
of auction success.

Once a measure of auction success is established, we found a large number of
interesting correlations between auction success and various factors. The rest of the
paper will discuss three of these factors.

3. SUPPLIER PARTICIPATION METRICS

Theoretical and empirical analysis of traditional auctions has clearly established
that more bidders will improve the winning bid (see, for example,Brannman et al.,
1987). However, our analysis of B2B procurement auctions suggests that bidder
participation is a multi-stage process and that each stage is critical to developing
effective auction participation rates. We developed a set of metrics to measure the
level of participation response at each of these stages. These metrics include
measures such as: a) number of suppliers invited, b) number and percent of suppliers
who accepted the invitation, c) number and percent of suppliers who actually logged
in to the online reverse auction site, d) number and percent of suppliers who actually
submitted bids, and e) number of actual bids.

Statistical analysis shows that all of these metrics are significant factors in
explaining auction success. We then discovered various factors that can explain and
even influence supplier participation levels. For example, by inviting an optimal
number of suppliers to an optimally sized auction, conducted over an optimal time
window, auction success may be improved.

It was during that phase of the investigation that we asked ourselves if supplier
experience in online auctions could be a useful predictor of participation levels and
auction success.
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One of the reviewers of this paper correctly observed that supplier suitability to
provide the requested product or service is a major factor in determining auction
success. Due to lack of data on supplier suitability, this factor was outside the scope
of our initial investigation. However, we hope to address this issue by suggesting to
our case firm that suitability metrics be subjectively assigned by the buyers as they
invite each supplier to participate in the auction.

5. SUPPLIER SUITABILITY METRICS

The significance of these findings is that corporate buyers can influence the level
of experience in the bidder pool since they invite specific suppliers to each auction
event. By providing the buyers with guidelines about optimal average experience
level for each auction type and experience level profiles for each supplier, the buyer
can manage the invitation process to produce a supplier pool that is closer to
prescribed levels of experience. For example, if the invited pool of suppliers is too
inexperienced, an exception report can alert the buyer to that fact.

Our preliminary investigation focused on the experience metric of number of
times a supplier has logged-in to previous auctions. We found a significant
correlation between average level of supplier experience in each auction and the
success of that auction. We also found that different levels of supplier experience
resulted in different auction dynamics, such as late bidding behavior.

Using our data set, supplier participation experience could be measured in a
variety of ways: a) number of times a supplier accepted an invitation to participate,
b) number of times a supplier logged in to previous auctions, c) number of bids
submitted by the supplier in previous auctions, and d) number of previous auctions
where the supplier submitted the winning bids. The number of auctions previously
won by a bidder has been used by Wilcox in a recent empirical investigation of eBay
auctions (2000). However, this measure seems overly restrictive and was probably
used due to lack of alternative data. We have no conclusions yet about which of
these alternative metrics is the most significant, but we have several initial findings.

Bidder experience has been recognized by prior research as an important factor
in investigating auction dynamics (Andreoni and Miller, 1995; Kagel, 1998; Phillips
et al., 1991; Wilcox, 2000). Since we had no access to information about supplier
experience in B2B procurement auctions in general, we considered metrics that
measure participation experience as reflected by the data set of the corporation itself.
This was facilitated by the fact that the data set included the participation and
bidding history for thousands of online auction events.

4. SUPPLIER EXPERIENCE METRICS
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6. LATE BIDDING BEHAVIOR

Late bidding behavior occurs in reverse auctions when suppliers submit bids
towards the end of the auction time window. Theory and empirical research indicate
that in auctions where the buyer is uncertain about the value of the purchased item,
late bidding behavior arises (Milgrom and Weber, 1982; Wilcox, 2000). One reason
for this phenomenon is that by delaying their bids, participants can use pricing
information in other bids as a mechanism for gathering information about the
common value attributed to the auctioned item by others.

Simple metrics of late bidding behavior include number and percent of bids
submitted in the last period of the auction time window. These metrics show
significant correlations with the factors above. However, more sophisticated metrics
of late bidding behavior show even greater promise in clarifying auction dynamics.

In the case of reverse auctions, we can apply symmetrical reasoning and expect
more pronounced late bidding behavior when suppliers are uncertain about the cost
or risks involved in producing the requested item. Our initial findings indicate that
indeed late bidding behavior is a significant phenomenon in B2B reverse auctions. It
is correlated with auction success and is influenced by a variety of factors, including
supplier participation levels, supplier experience, and product type.

7. CONCLUSIONS

Future research is needed to test the applicability of our findings to other
organizational and auction type settings. For example, will auction participation
dynamics and their relationships to auction success change significantly once much
of the profit margin has been squeezed out due to repeated auction cycles? Price
savings in initial auctions may capture reductions in both transaction and production
costs. However, price savings in subsequent auctions must be generated almost
exclusively from continued efficiencies in production, and from the inclusion of
newer, lower-cost suppliers.

While we are only in the initial phases of our research, work is already in
progress within the corporation to apply the metrics and initial findings to the
management and control of online procurement auctions. The objective is to
carefully adjust factors that are under management or buyer control in order to
increase auction success.

Future research is also needed to expand the number of success factors modeled
and investigated. Factors such as trust, security, auction web site content, design and
features were outside the scope of our initial investigation.

Online auctions provide a unique opportunity to apply theory, data mining
techniques, and information technology to the development of better models and
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understanding of auction dynamics. We hope that this paper contributes to our
ability to address this research agenda.
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Abstract: Designing security-critical systems correctly is very difflcult. We present work
on software engineering of security critical systems, supported by the CASE
tool AUTOFOCUS.

Security critical systems are specified with extended structure diagrams,
message sequence charts for the protocols and statecharts for the attacker,
translated into an AUTOFOCUS system model and examined for security
weaknesses using model checking. Additionally, the specifications could be
simulated or tested - which is a first step towards integration of cryptographic
primitives, intuitive graphical modelling, simulation and model checking.

We explain our method at the example of a part of the Common Electronic
Purse Specifications (CEPS), and comment on potential of vulnerability and
consequences for the design.

1. INTRODUCTION

Security aspects have become an increasingly important issue in developing
distributed systems, especially in the electronic business sector. Because failures of
security mechanisms may cause very high potential damage (e.g., loss of money
through fraud), the correctness of such systems is crucial.

Designing security critical systems correctly is difficult. Also, it is easy to
misunderstand assumptions on the environment in which e.g. protocols are to be
used and what their secure functioning may rely on. Security violations often occur

* This work was partially supported by the Studienstiftung des deutschen Volkes, and by the
German Ministry of Economics within the FairPay project
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Therefore, the consideration of security aspects has to be integrated into general
systems development (Anderson, 1994). Common modelling techniques used in
industry, such as collaboration diagrams, state charts and message sequence charts
have to be tailored for that purpose. For instance, (Jürjens, 2001c) presents first
work towards that goal by extending the UML (Unified Modelling Language).

at the boundaries between security mechanisms and the general system (Gollmann,
1999; Anderson, 2001).

On the other hand, to ensure the correctness of the systems, the models have to
be sufficiently precise, to be able to state security properties in an unambiguous way
and to formally verify their truth or find possible weaknesses, using mathematical
reasoning or automated verification with model checkers.

modelled adversary, this system  is checked for security weaknesses automatically

Focus (Broy et al., 1992), our approach also supports formal proofs in this
framework, allowing to build on results such as (Lotz, 1997). The intruder model

Our approach has the benefits of combining intuitive graphical modelling,
simulation and model checking, and allows to represent counterexamples as MSCs.
Since the AUTOFOCUS tool is closely related to the formal development method

security properties of the protocol.
using the model checker SMV connected to AUTOFOCUS to verify the desired

We specify cryptographic protocols using message sequence charts (MSCs), in
a way similar to the usual informal notation of security protocols. These
specifications can be translated mechanically into an AUTOFOCUS system model
consisting of state transition diagrams (STDs) (Krüger, 2000). Together with the

In this work, we show how to model and reason about a security-critical
protocol (the purchase transaction) of the Common Electronic Purse Specifications
CEPS (CEPSCO, 2000), supported by the CASE tool AUTOFOCUS (Huber et al.,
1998a; Huber et al., 1998b). CEPS is a candidate for a globally interoperable
electronic purse standard supported by organisations (including Visa International)
representing 90 percent of the world’s electronic purse cards and likely to become an
accepted standard (Asokan et al., 2000). This makes its security an important goal.

used is rather flexible, the adversary can switch between acting as one or another
party, intercept only certain messages or learn certain keys etc.

In the following subsection we present some background information and refer
to related work. In Section 2, we give an overview over the Common Electronic
Purse Specifications, specify the part under consideration and explain the security
threat model. In Section 3, we introduce the notation of AUTOFOCUS and use it to
investigate the above specification. We end with a conclusion and indicate further
planned work.
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55For a discussion of authentication cf. (Gollmann, 1996).

Here we consider the central part of CEPS, the purchase transaction, which
allows the cardholder to use the electronic value on a card to pay for goods. The
participants involved in the transaction protocol are the customer’s card and the
merchant’s POS device. The POS device contains a Purchase Security Application
Module (PSAM) (a smart-card) that is used to store and process data and assumed to
be tamper-resistant. During the transaction, the account balance in the card is
decremented, and the balance in the PSAM is incremented by the corresponding
amount. The card issuer later receives transaction logs.

Stored value smart cards (“electronic purses”) have been proposed to allow
cash-free point-of-sale (POS) transactions offering more fraud protection than credit
cards: Their built-in chip can perform cryptographic operations which allows
transaction-bound authentication55 (whereas credit card numbers are valid until the
card is stopped, enabling misuse). The card contains an account balance that is
adjusted when loading the card or purchasing goods.

We give an overview over the Common Electronic Purse Specifications and
specify the (simplified) purchase transaction to be investigated.

CEPS2.

AUTOFOCUS has been used for security in (Wimmel and Wißpeintner, 2001),
the underlying Focus model in (Lotz, 1997).

As an example for the treatment of security in the context of general systems
engineering, (Jürjens, 2001c) presents work towards using the UML notation in
security engineering which is applied to the CEPS load transaction in (Jürjens,
2001a).

While many case-studies consider protocols from the academic literature
(usually presented in a much more tractable form), notable examples of verifications
of smart-card payment system used in practice can be found in (Anderson, 1999;
Stepney et al., 2000).

There has been extensive research in using formal methods to verify security
protocols, following an abstract way to describe protocols in (Dolev and Yao, 1983).
A few examples are (Burrows et al., 1989; Lowe 1996; Paulson 1998; Pfitzmann
and Waidner 2001); an overview is in (Gritzalis et al., 1999; Ryan et al., 2001).
Smart card protocols have been investigated using formal logic in (Abadi et al.,
1993). (Gollmann, 2000) points out the need to consider the underlying physical
layer in formal security investigations.

1.1 Security-Assurance Using Formal Tools
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In addition to transactions using public terminals it is intended to use CEPS-
cards for transactions over the Internet (CEPSCO, 2000, Bus. Req.).

2 1. Specification of CEPS Purchase Transaction

Apart from incremental transactions not considered here, security functionality
is provided only by the PSAM (and not the rest of the POS device). Thus our
protocol participants are the CEP card C and the PSAM M (with public and private
keys K

–1 –1
C and KC resp. KM and KM , where the public keys are exchanged before

the transaction). The protocol consists of the following steps (see Fig. 3 for a formal
specification by AUTOFOCUS MSCs):

1. PSAM → Card:
2. Card → PSAM:
3. PSAM → Card: OK

The PSAM initiates the transaction after the CEP card is inserted into the POS
device, by sending a message containing a freshly created session key SKPS signed
by M and encrypted with C’s public key. Whenever the card receives a message
after being inserted into the POS device, it tries to decrypt it with its private key and
checks its signature with M’s public key. If this is successful, C responds with a
message containing S encrypted under the received session key (otherwise it waits
for the next message). S contains identification data to authenticate the card and
transaction data for logging purposes (and validation by the card issuer later). We
assume that only C can produce S and that M can verify if a received message is
such an S produced by C (in practice, this is achieved by having C sign the message)
and therefore model S simply as a secret value (to simplify mechanical verification).
Finally, after M receives a message encrypted under SKPS it stores the contents and
ends with a message OK. We leave out some message parts that are only relevant for
logging.

2.2 Security Threat Model

The CEP specifications require the smart card and the PSAM (but not the POS
device (CEPSCO, 2000, Bus Req. p. 13, Funct. req. p. 20) to be tamper-proof. The
purchase transaction is supposed to provide mutual authentication between the
terminal and the card using a chain of certificates of which the first is issued by a
Certification Authority and the last contains the card’s or PSAM’s public key.

The smart card is inserted into a POS device and can thus communicate with the
PSAM. Since there is no direct communication between the cardholder and her card,
the information displayed by the POS device regarding the transaction has to be
trusted at the point of transaction. Security for the customer against fraud by the
merchant is supposed to be provided through logging the (signed) transaction details
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and a posteriori settlement involving the card issuer. Similarly, security for the
merchant against the customer is supposed to be provided by exchanging the
purchased good only for a signed message from the card containing the transaction
details, for which the merchant will receive the corresponding monetary amount
from the issuer afterwards. The idea is that risk of fraud is kept small since fraud
should be detected in the settlement later and certificates of cards or PSAMs actively
involved in fraud can be revoked.

In our formal investigation, we consider the following two threat scenarios to
see if they allow an attack: A sufficiently motivated adversary makes a POS device
publicly available (for ATMs, such cases are reported in (Anderson, 1994)) which
only communicates with the card (to receive transaction information) and returns the
card with an error message, without actually having completed a transaction.

In the first scenario, the attacker then uses a smart card including the
information obtained from the earlier interaction and tries to attack a merchant’s
POS device by buying goods with transaction messages signed by the earlier
attacked card. If the attack succeeds, the attacker terminal or card do not show up in
the audit trail at all, so the attacker cannot be made responsible. This scenario
corresponds to an attempted attack (also called “man-in-the-middle” attack) where
the attacker first communicates with the attacked card (in the role of a PSAM) and
then with the attacked PSAM (in the role of a card).

In the second, more sophisticated scenario the attacker could try to attack an
inserted card as above, and in parallel a PSAM in a POS device set up by a merchant
in an unsupervised place by tampering with the POS device (not assumed to be
tamper-proof) in order to directly communicate with the PSAM. Via a radio
connection the attacker could thus communicate both with the attacked card and the
attacked PSAM (if he succeeds in synchronising the two events). Thus he could buy
goods with transaction messages signed by the card attacked at the same time. Again
the attacker terminal or card do not show up in the audit trail. In this scenario the
attacker communicates with the attacked card and the attacked PSAM in parallel.

This scenario is more realistic when using CEPS for transactions over the
Internet, as intended (CEPSCO, 2000, Bus. Req.). Then, the mentioned
synchronisation is much easier to realise, since the attacker needs to initiate his
purchase over the Internet only when the attacked card is inserted into the modified
terminal and can pay directly with the attacked card. Of course, the purchase should
be anonymous (e.g. access to multimedia content).

3 . INVESTIGATING CEPS WITH AUTOFOCUS

In this chapter, we show how to specify security critical systems using the
CASE tool AU T OFOCUS/Quest (Huber et al., 1998a; Slotosch, 1998; Phillips and
Slotosch, 1999) recently developed at Munich University of Technology with the
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goal to combine user-friendly graphical system design using common description
techniques such as collaboration diagrams, state charts and message sequence charts,
and support of simulation, code generation and formal verification of correctness.

(Jürjens, 2001b) gives a specification language to represent cryptographic
primitives in Focus (Broy et al., 1992), the formal foundation of AU T OFOCUS. On
the basis of this and an earlier case study — an AU T OFOCUS model of the Needham-
Schroeder public key protocol — we present a framework for AU T OFO C U S

specifications of such systems. The Focus specification language in (Jürjens, 2001b)
and the AU T OFOCUS model are closely related and can easily be translated into each
other, so simulation, verification, code generation and model checking in
AUTO FOCUS are supported as well as formal proofs using the Focus method.

System specifications in AU T OFOCUS make use of the following views:
– System Structure Diagrams (SSDs) are similar to data flow resp. collaboration

diagrams and describe the structure and the interface of a system. In the SSD
view, a system consists of a number of communicating components, which have
input and output ports to allow for sending and receiving messages of a
particular data type. The ports can be connected via channels, making it possible
for the components to exchange data. SSDs can be hierarchical, i.e. a component
belonging to an SSD can have a substructure that is defined by an SSD itself.
Besides, the components in an SSD can be associated with local variables.

– Data Type Definitions (DTDs) define the data types used in the model, with the
functional language Quest (Phillips and Slotosch, 1999). In addition to basic
types as integer, user-defined hierarchic data types are offered that are similar to
those in functional programming languages.

– State Transition Diagrams (STDs) represent extended finite automata and are
used to describe the behaviour of a component in an SSD. The automata consist
of a set States of states, and a set
Tr⊆ States×States×PRE_EXP×INP_EXP×OUT_EXP×POST_EXP of
transitions, where
– PRE_EXP are boolean terms on local variables and variables bound in

INP_EXP representing a precondition for transition firing.
– INP_EXP denotes input patterns of the form inp1?x; inp2?y;... (i.e., reading

values from input channels). The x,y can also be pattern matching expressions
(which will be explained later).

– OUT_EXP denotes output expressions of the form
out1!term1 ;out2!term2;... (output values of expressions to ports)

– POST_EXP are postconditions of the form lvar 1:=term1 ;lvar 2:=term2;...
(sets local variables to the values of termi, which can include local variables
and variables bound in INP_EXP).

– In AUTOFOCUS, a transition (s,t,p,i,o,q) from s to t is annotated with p :i:o:q.
Leaving out components is interpreted as true for pre-conditions, and as the
empty list in the other cases. A transition is executable if the input patterns
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match the values at the input channels and the precondition is true. At each clock
tick, one executable transition in each component fires, outputs the values
specified by the output patterns and sets the local variables according to the
postcondition. The values at the output ports can be read by the connected
components in the next clock cycle.

– Extended Event Traces (EETs) finally make it possible to describe exemplary
system runs, similar to MSCs (ITU, 1996).

– The Quest extensions (Slotosch, 1998) to A
to programming languages and formal verification tools, such as Java code
generation, model checking using SMV, and bounded model checking and test
case generation (Wimmel et al., 2000).

4.

4.1.1

Figure 1 shows an abstract system model (high-level design) of the CEPS
purchase transaction. The system consists of two components Card and PSAM,

which are connected via channels. In addition to conventional system structure
diagrams, one can use security tags (Wimmel and Wißpeintner, 2001) to specify
properties relevant for security evaluations. In this case, the channels are labelled
with “public”, which means that they can be accessed by an intruder. Moreover, the
protocol between the two parties is specified.

The abstract system model must then be refined into system structure, behaviour
and data type views to allow for concrete security analyses.

4.1.2 System Structure Diagram

system model shown in Fig. 1. However, there is now an additional component

U T OFOCUS offer various connections

Abstract System Model

SPECIFICATION OF SECURITY CRITICAL
SYSTEMS IN AUTOFOCUS

Figure 1. Abstract System Model for CEPS

Figure 2 shows the system structure diagram of the system. It corresponds to the

Intruder. As the channel between PSAM and Card in Fig. 1 was marked
“public”, all messages between PSAM and Card have to pass this component, which
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thus can access and manipulate the messages. The additional channels rndi into the
intruder are explained later.

Figure 2. System Structure Diagram for CEPS System

Data Type Definition4.1.3

data TKey = KM _ | KM | KC _ | KC | SKPS | SKI | S;

data TExp = Empty | Key(TKey) | Encr(TKey,TExp)

|Concat(TExp,TExp);
The keys given in the definition of TKey correspond to the keys used in the

specification shown in Section 2.1. KC_ denotes K C
– 1

, and an additional secret key
SKI was added for the intruder.

The messages that can be sent through the channels are cryptographic
expressions. A cryptographic expressions can be a basic element such as an
empty message, a key or a name, or an encrypted expression (under a certain
key), or a concatenation of two expressions. This is represented by the
following AU T OFOCUS data type definition:

However, to be able to use model-checking to examine vulnerabilities, the data
types need to be finite. Therefore the recursive data type TExp must be replaced by
a non-recursive one. This is straightforward to accomplish if we note that in our
system we only have two possible types of valid messages: a message of the form
{x }K1 and a message {{x}K1 }K2. We thus represent these by the new data types
TEncr1 and TEncr2. TExp can now either be Empty or consist of one of these
data types:

data TExp = Empty | Exp1(exp1:TEncr1) |

Exp2(exp2:TEncr2);
data TEncr1 = Encr1(keyencl:TKey, expenc1:TKey);

data TEncr2 = Encr2(keyenc2:TKey, expenc2:TEncr1);

Expressions can now be represented by constructor terms. For example,
Exp1 (Encr1 (SKPS, S)) corresponds to {S}SKPS , and
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Exp2(Encr2(KM,Encr1(KC_,SKPS))) corresponds to
{{SK PS }KC

- 1 }KM
. From the first message (say it is stored in a variable x ), the

key can be extracted using selectors: keyenc1 (exp1 (x)) gives SKPS.

Figure 3. AutoFocus MSCs for CEPS System

4.1.4 Behaviour of the PSAM

The PSAM and the card execute the protocol CEPSPurchaseTr, which is
specified using message sequence charts (MSCs). Figure 3(a),(b) show the
AU T OFOCUS MSCs specifying the behaviour of the PSAM (conf. Fig. 1 – the
message OK was left out because it has no security related meaning). In this figure,
diamond shaped elements denote states. Thus, the PSAM can either wait in the
Init state, or execute the protocol. Figure 4 shows the state transition diagram
generated from this representation. MSCs are particularly suitable for specifying
cryptograpic protocols as they represent sequential executions and correspond to the
usual informal notation.

Figure 4. State Transition Diagram for the PSAM
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4.1.5 Behaviour of the Card

Figure 5. State Transition Diagram for the Card

Figure 5 shows the state transition diagram for the Card, generated from the
specification in Fig. 3(c). This also demonstrates how input patterns can be used in
AUTO FOCUS to make transition annotations more readable. The pattern
ItoC?Exp2(Encr2(KC,Encr1(KM_,x))) is an abbreviation for
ItoC?ItoC and the precondition

is—Exp2(ItoC) ^ is Encr2(exp2(ItoC)) ^
—

keyenc2(exp2(ItoC))==KC

^ . . .

and binding of the variable x to expenc1(expenc2(exp2(ItoC))).
In addition, the card makes sure that the key sent to it is a symmetric one. This

is done by checking isSymmK(x) , which is given as a function definition, with
obvious meaning:

fun isSymmK(SKPS) = True

| isSymmK(SKI) = True

| isSymmK(x) = False;

4.1.6 The Intruder Model

The above model specifies the data types, system structure and behaviour of the
involved parties for the CEPS purchase transaction. This system could now be
simulated and tested using AUTO FOCUS.

To be able to investigate vulnerabilities, we use an intruder model commonly
employed in formal reasoning about security protocols. All messages in the system
are sent via the intruder, who can thus intercept them, learn secrets in the messages,
and generate own messages or replay messages.

As the intruder model is highly nondeterministic and allows many different
executions, it is best specified by an STD (see Figure 6). For readability, some
transitions are annotated with a text label instead of the full annotation (which is
shown by the CASE tool on a mouse click).
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Figure 6. State Transition Diagram for the Intruder

The intruder can store two messages (local variables explstore and
exp2store), one of each type (Exp1 and Exp2), and three keys (local
variablesstore1,2,3). It has four states: SimPSAM, SimCard, LearnS, and
LearnSKPS. In state SimPSAM it acts as the PSAM, reading messages from
channel CtoI and storing them. The transition to LearnS labelled decode

exp1 can be executed if the intruder can decrypt the message in the store
(which is of the form Exp1(Encr(k,x)) ) and learn the secret x contained in
it. This is the case if the intruder has the key k somewhere in his key store.
To  mode l  t he  s ea r ch ing  o f  t he  s t o r e ,  t he  i npu t  channe l s  rn di
nondeterministically provide the intruder with a store position he can choose
a key from, to compare it with the key used for encryption. Altogether, the
decode exp1 transition is given as

(is Exp1(explstore) && (keyenc1(exp1 (explstore)) ==
retrkey(store1,store2,store3,p1))):rndp1?p1::

where retrkey is a function choosing one of store1, store2 ,store3
depending on p1. In the transitions back to SimPSAM, the content of the message is

In a similar way, the transition generate exp2 chooses keys from the store
to build up a message of the type TExp2 to be sent to the card. Finally, the
remaining transition just replays an expression stored in exp2store.

The intruder can also nondeterministically move to state SimCard where he
simulates the card, in an analogous way to state SimPSAM.

Note that in this model, the intruder can only first act as the PSAM, and then as
the Card. This restriction can be removed by adding a transition from SimCard to

stored in one of the three possible places.



4.2 Model Checking

SimPSAM. The model can also be tailored, e.g. not to allow the intruder to act as the
PSAM at all, or not to learn certain keys or intercept particular messages etc.

The system specification described above specifies the behaviour of the CEPS
purchase transaction protocol in presence of a hostile intruder. This specification can
now be simulated or tested. In this paper we concentrate on model checking to
examine the protocol with respect to possible vulnerabilities.

We consider a vulnerability a behaviour which leads to the PSAM reaching the
OK state without prior having received the transaction information S  created by its
immediate communication partner. Note that this is different from the situation of
Internet protocols where communication is usually passed on by third parties (and
possibly the adversary) due to the physical situation. Here, the holder of the card
directly communicating with the PSAM receives the purchased goods without
further authentication, which motivates the above definition. Since in our model the
PSAM communicates directly only with the adversary, it is sufficient to check if it
ever reaches the OK state.

The intruder first acts as the PSAM, only communicating with the card (state
SimPSAM), and later as as the card (SimCard, only communicating with the
PSAM). When there is an execution such that the PSAM reaches the state OK, the
intruder managed to trick the PSAM into authenticating him.

For this purpose, we use the AUTOFOCUS connection to the model checker
SMV. The property we check is AG¬(PSAM.State=OK), meaning in all reachable
states (AG) the PSAM does not reach the stats OK in presence of the intruder.

If the property is violated, this indicates a vulnerability, and the model checker
outputs a corresponding trace. Such a trace can then be automatically converted into
an MSC and visualized in AUTOFOCUS.

Whether or not this situation arises depends on which keys the attacker possesses
initially and how freely he can move between the states SimCard and SimPSAM.
Below, we explain some scenarios we examined. Model checking took
approximately 5 minutes on a SUN UltraSparc 2 (200 MHz, 1GB RAM).
– If the intruder only possesses the public keys KC, KM and his private key SKI,

the model checker does not find an attack. Thus, we can conclude that with
respect to the chosen attacker model, the CEPS purchase transaction has been
shown to be correct. Due to the restrictions of the model, this is no full proof of
course — further evaluation of the protocol can be carried out later by more
thorough methods as theorem proving (automatically or by hand).56

– Assuming the private keys KC_and KM_leaked somehow, so the intruder could
get hold of them. Then of course he can authenticate himself to the PSAM. The

56However, the restrictions could be justified with arguments similar as given in (Lowe, 1996)
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model-checker correctly indicates this and outputs a corresponding MSC, which
graphically visualizes the behaviour of the system in this case for the developer.
Such execution traces can be generated by the model checker for many different
kinds of specifications of possible runs (whether security related or not) and
make it possible to test the implementation of the system or find and correct
mistakes in the specification.

– Both private keys have to leak at the same time - if only one key leaks, the
model checker does not find an attack. Thus, in the first threat scenario described
in Section 2.2, no attack is possible without leaking keys.

– If one allows the intruder to move freely between the states SimCard and
SimPSAM — as in the second threat scenario from Section 2.2 where the
intruder communicates with the attacked card and the attacked PSAM in parallel
— we find that the PSAM can actually reach the state OK. This is possible even
if the intruder does not possess any keys. The corresponding execution trace is
displayed in Figure 7 and shows the attacker acting as a relay, i.e. waiting for a
message from the PSAM (in the SimCard mode), forwarding it to the card,
waiting for the reply (in the SimPSAM mode) and forwarding it to the PSAM.
The dashed lines represent time ticks (each tick corresponds to the execution of a
transition in the automata). We can see that the intruder takes a number of ticks
to record the messages before he can produce an answer. If the PSAM and the
card wait for messages, this does not restrict the model. In addition, there is a
spurious fake message from the intruder, which is ignored by the card (this
message was generated by the model checker as part of the counterexample — in
our model the intruder can sent any fake messages at any time).

– If we rule out this kind of behaviour (e.g., by not allowing the intruder to replay
both messages), again no attack can be found.
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Figure 7. MSC for potential vulnerability in CEPS System

4.3 Interpretation of results

Our model showed that the CEPS purchase transaction is resistant to attacks of
an intruder trying to have itself illegimately authenticated by the PSAM — except
for the second, more sophisticated, threat scenario. As explained, this is no full proof
of the correctness of the protocol.

The indicated potential vulnerability is present since firstly the card cannot
communicate directly with the cardholder during the transaction and secondly CEPS
does not include the entire POS device in the security perimeter. An intruder being
able to attack a card and a PSAM in a remote place at the same time could therefore
carry out purchase transactions with the attacked PSAM on the account of the
attacked card. Given the card specifications (no own display) to avoid the first cause
one would have to employ a challenge and response between card and user via the
terminal, as suggested in (Abadi et al., 1993), which may however not always be
practical. So the right conclusion may be to increase security by securing the Card
Acceptance Devices (CAD) of (unattended) POS devices so that communication
with the PSAM is only possible with proper smart cards without contact to the
outside of the POS device, and not possible by bypassing the CAD.

Note that the scenario given in Figure 7 would not at all be considered a
vulnerability in the context of Internet protocols, where it is assumed that an attacker
may act as a relay. This again shows the importance of considering the underlying
physical situation when investigating security of systems (Gollmann, 2000). Note
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also that even though the scenario pointed out above does not require any
cryptographic operations on the side of the adversary, our model does of course
perform these (under the usual restrictions regarding key knowledge) in the general
case. Of course, the message exchange in Figure 7 does not require use of model
checking techniques to be found, however, a benefit of formal methods is that they
require the investigator to be very explicit about the assumptions (on the underlying
physical security), which may be why the scenario has gone unnoticed so far.

Future work includes a more formal justification showing that an infinite-state
adversary is no more powerful than the used finite-state one by computing the
transitive closure of the possible actions.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We investigated the security of the currently developed Common Electronic
Purse Specifications (CEPS) using the CASE tool AUTOFOCUS. Benefits of our
approach include the possibility to specify and verify cryptographic protocols in the
framework of a CASE tool, which enables a treatment in the context of system
development. Since security violations often occur at the boundaries between
security mechanisms (such as protocols) and the general system (Anderson, 2001),
being able to treat protocols in the context of the system allows a more adequate
security assessment. Besides these methodological benefits, we deliver concrete
results on the security of the payment systems to be developed and fielded according
to the CEPS. Our investigation showed a potential weakness arising from the fact
that according to CEPS, the POS device is not part of the security perimeter and
especially from the intended future use over the Internet. Due to space constraints
we could only consider one part of the CEPS. Other parts are left for further work.

Note that the protocol considered is relatively simple. Our motivation was not to
push the frontier of model checking technology but to indicate how to incorporate
formal techniques for security engineering into general system development.

This work is only a first step towards “computer-aided security engineering”.
We intend to go further beyond the scope of formal methods as it is previously
mostly applied in computer security by considering vulnerabilities arising from the
way security mechanisms are employed in the system context and by employing
tools beyond model-checking and theorem-proving (such as specification-based
testing which we recently applied to firewall design (Jürjens and Wimmel, 2001)).
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Abstract: Electronic marketplaces in the business-to-business operate in different
branches. Abstracting from these realisations of the concept of an electronic
marketplace, we can derive a general model of a business transaction with the
following three phases. Starting with a search for new business partners,
successful negotiations lead to a contract which then needs to be fulfilled. In
this paper, these three phases will be discussed in detail, emphasising the
problems with current practices in electronic marketplaces. An extended
model that overcomes these problems will be presented and applied to the
context of trading of software components for chemicaI engineering.

1. INTRODUCTION

Electronic marketplaces in the business-to-business area have been the subject of
research for a number of years. These types of marketplaces provide a forum for
bringing together buyers and sellers with the aim of enabling and supporting trade.
In recent years we have seen different implementations of the concept of an e-
marketplace. For example, some approaches (such as [www.baunetz.de])
concentrate on providing facilities for finding new partners. Interactions leading to a
business deal and fulfilling the related contract are not supported and thus need to
t a k e  p l a c e  o u t s i d e  t h e  m a r k e t p l a c e .  O t h e r  a p p r o a c h e s  ( s u c h  a s
[www.chemunity.com]) automate the interactions. No search is possible but a
request is directly sent to approved suppliers in an auction-like manner.

In general, we can abstract from the different implementations onto a general
model of a business transaction. Starting with a search for new business partners,
successful negotiations lead to a contract which needs to be fulfilled. Such a three-
phase model (search, negotiate, fulfil) has been used in many facets [SS01] and
sometimes integrated with other views on business processes [SL98].
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In this paper we will present the model in detail and discuss the current practices
for each of the three phases. Problems will be pointed out and extensions to the
current practices will be proposed to overcome the problems. Thus a new
comprehensive model will be presented (section 2). The application context of
trading software components for chemical engineering, that requires a sophisticated
electronic marketplace will be introduced (sections 3 and 4). Our model will then be
applied to the context, showing the specific requirements of such a marketplace
(section 5). This paper concludes with a discussion of our approach.

22. A MODEL FOR A B2B E-COMMERCE PROCESS

During a commerce process, the involved participants usually go through three
phases. Firstly, a party looks for potential business partners. A buyer wants to find
relevant suppliers of the product (s)he is looking for; a seller might want to find
potential customers for the products (s)he can supply. After locating potential (new)
partners, the second step is to come to an agreement that is acceptable to all partners.
Partners might bargain about the price, might find a compromise about the delivery
dates, might negotiate about quality aspects of the products. The aim is to finalise a
contract that specifies the business deal. Therefore, this second phase concerns
negotiation about details of the agreement. If the negotiation is successful then a
business deal is struck and the outcome is a contract which will then have to be
processed by the partners in the third phase, e.g. concerning logistics, payment etc.
The general model that can be extracted from the above observations is one of three
phases.

The search phase is about finding business partners; the negotiation phase is
about finding agreements leading to a contract; the fulfilment phase concerns the
execution of the contract. The three-phase model is independent of any
technological means, i.e. it is valid for traditional commerce processes as well as for
electronic commerce interactions (see its application in the MEMO – Mediating and
Monitoring Electronic Commerce – Project57 ). For example, a buyer might look for
potential suppliers in the yellow pages, in the catalogues of chambers of commerce
or on the internet.

In this paper we will concentrate on electronic marketplaces for business-to-
business electronic commerce. The current practices in such marketplaces can best
be discussed using an example of an existing business-to-business marketplace of
the chemical industry called chemUnity 58 . A buyer's request containing information
about the product (s)he wants to purchase, its type and concentration, the delivery
address and time is transferred via the marketplace to all potential suppliers as
specified by the buyer. Suppliers have a fixed amount of time (usually 25 hours) to
react. Those who choose to send an offer will be taken into account. The best offer is
determined by the marketplace based on the buyer's selection criteria. If the best

5 7 http://www.abnamro.com/ memo/
5 8 http://www.chemunity.com
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offer is within the price range indicated by the buyer, then the transaction is
completed and the following obligations exist: The seller must supply the product(s)
indicated in the original request whereas the buyer must provide the payment
according to the offer received.

Abstracting from the example, we can state general observations concerning the
three phases in electronic marketplaces as follows.

The search phase consists of (extended) keyword search based on some
classification, e.g. a product catalogue, a list of companies in a certain branch etc.
using these kinds of search mechanisms presupposes good knowledge of the search
items by the search party and an appropriately structured search domain. For
example, if a company would like to find new business contacts or would like to
find suppliers of certain products that have different names in different companies,
then keyword-based search is clearly insufficient.

The protocols of electronic negotiations that are usually supported in elctronic
marketplaces are auctions or electronic catalogues. In the latter case, the option is
one of "take it or leave it" – either to order at the price specified in the catalogue or
not to enter into the business transaction at all. Auctions can be useful for settings as
described above. However, even in the example of chemUnity certain problems are
obvious. Complex negotiations cannot be supported by such a model. For example,
the cheapest supplier might not be the one offering the best quality, the cheapest
supplier might not be trustworthy, the third cheapest supplier might be able to
deliver much quicker than the cheapest one etc. Furthermore, if negotiations concern
frame contracts, then a different negotiation protocol is required. Highly interactive
exchanges that occur in traditional commerce can be transferred to electronic
commerce where, on the one hand, the potential of information technology can be
exploited to offer new functionalities and to support effective interactions and, on
the other hand, information technology cannot (and indeed should not) replace the
human negotiator by an automated software agent but rather support human
negotiators in their tasks [SQ01].

The fulfilment phase is the one that is usually covered best in any electronic
marketplace. Payment models are supported (usually payment by credit card) and an
integration with the companies' logistic systems is achieved. If all goes well after the
contract has been finalised then such a model is sufficient. However, if
disagreements occur between the parties as to which obligations need to be fulfilled,
whether certain duties have been carried out according to the agreements made
during the negotiation etc., there is hardly any support to help solving such
problems. No history behind an agreement is usually provided that could help the
parties themselves or an independent third party to understand why certain
agreements have been reached and where the specific problem lies.

To summarise, there are potential problems with respect to current practises for
all three phases. Nowadays there exist a number of electronic marketplaces for
different branches. Therefore, a (new) marketplace requires additional
functionalities for all phases to make it attractive to participants and to distinguish it
from its competitors. For example, to capture different relations between concepts,
semantic search mechanisms need to be provided so that similar and related
information can be found; a new negotiation protocol is required that is interaction-
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based and supports the communication-intensive exchanges in complex
negotiations; different payment models should be provided to capture the different
needs of various application contexts. Furthermore, a monitoring component could
help to observe the interactions and trace them back in case of conflicts.

The three-phase model will be used throughout the present paper. Section 3 and
4 will present the area of trading software components for the chemical industry as
one example application area of our work. The three phases will be reconsidered in
section 5 in relation to the application area. In particular, we will discuss the
realisation of some of the additional functionalities discussed above for the specific
context.

3. CONTEXT: SOFTWARE COMPONENTS FOR
THE CHEMICAL INDUSTRY

This section presents an application domain, namely the usage and trading of
software components in computer aided process engineering (CAPE).

3.1 Software components

Modern software systems, especially large enterprise systems, tend to grow more
and more complex but require at the same time increased flexibility. This flexibility
facilitates easy integration of new subsystems or the extraction of functionality of
parts of the system to be used elsewhere. Additionally, managing interdependencies
between different subsystems in a complex enterprise environment has become a
challenging task for software engineers. Therefore, the component-based approach
for design and implementation has become popular and has been proven to be useful
[Ho00].

Software components can be considered as the next step beyond objects. Based
on existing definitions the term “software component” is used in this paper as
follows: “A software component is an executable, stand-alone piece of software with
a clearly defined interface and behaviour.” The component’s interface allows other
pieces of software (e.g. other components) to access its functionality. There are
different middleware approaches facilitating the implementation and deployment of
software components by providing low level communication infrastructure,
component lifecycle management, transaction services, and similar services such as
(D)COM and COM+, CORBA, and Enterprise Java. In addition, several proprietary
middleware systems exist.

The fact that software components are stand-alone pieces of software which can
be delivered and deployed in a given environment makes them a good candidate for
being traded on the web in a component marketplace. Several concepts and technical
architectures for web-based component marketplaces have been developed [JGR99,
Be98, BKR96, WRMT95]. However, all of these marketplaces follow a horizontal
approach, i.e. the type of components that can be sold is not limited to specific
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domains. The horizontal approach can become a problem for various reasons (see
sections 3.3 and 4)

3.2 CAPE-OPEN components

The challenges for software engineering concerning integration and flexibility of
complex software systems depicted above are also relevant to the CAPE domain,
especially to process simulation. Process simulators are tools designed to create
mathematical models of manufacturing facilities for processing and/or transforming
materials. Chemical manufacturing through continuous or batch processing, polymer
processing, and oil refining are examples of such processes. Process simulators are
central for designing new processes; they are also used extensively to predict
behaviour of existing or proposed processes. Designing and simulating such
processes is a very complex task which typically involves many different tools with
strong interrelations. Most of these tools are highly specialised, expensive, and
require much expertise to be run and maintained. Therefore, process simulation can
be seen as a perfect candidate for applying component techniques for mutual
integration and data exchange.

However, two years ago no component-based architectures were used because
most existing systems had a FORTRAN core which is not even object-oriented. The
tools used for process simulation were closed, monolithic applications which made it
almost impossible to include new components from other vendors or to combine
these tools [CO96]. However, such integration and combination is desirable, as the
manual exchange of data between those application is tedious and error prone.
Additionally, these tools were (and still are) highly heterogeneous because they may
run on simple PCs using Windows or mainframes using Unix. To combine these
tools each of them must be divided up into standardised components with defined
interfaces.

This problem was addressed by the European CAPE-OPEN initiative in which
the chemical industries and major vendors of process simulation software have
accomplished a standard of open interfaces for process simulation software
[BJ99a,BJ99b]. The overall outcome of CAPE-OPEN was the definition of a
conceptual design and interface specifications for simulators which consist of an
assembly of relatively large software components. Standard components of a
process simulator have been identified [CO98] and the semantics of these
components and their interdependencies have been clearly defined in terms of UML
diagrams, COM and CORBA interface definitions, and textual descriptions
[http://www.global-cape-open.org].

3.3 Requirements for a CAPE-OPEN marketplace

In the previous section we have discussed that software components are good
candidates for being sold in a web-based marketplace. We have also pointed out that
for making a marketplace attractive, additional services should be offered which can
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Defining and offering the above services for unspecified software products is
difficult as will be discussed in the next section. Another problem is that describing
the exact functionality of a component (not only in terms of their interface
definition) is a non trivial task. In our case this problem is solved by offering only a
very limited range of components with a functionality that is clearly defined by the
software standard.

In the CAPE domain, there are only a few component types with approximately
15 different interfaces. The behaviour of a component, i.e. the way it can be
integrated and used, is precisely defined. This allows us to integrate an automated
standard-compliance test in the marketplace assuring a certain level of quality of the
components offered. This means that if a user owns a CAPE-OPEN simulator
executive and buys a CAPE-OPEN unit (s)he can be sure that it will work. Although
the components’ behaviour is standardised they differ widely in their internal
functionality. In case of units this means that there are components for various
purposes (e.g. reactors, distillation columns, etc.) which may differ only in very
subtle details that can be crucial for the success of a simulation. These differences
can be described exactly only because there is a underlying common terminology.
Therefore, we can include a powerful semantic product search in the marketplace
which would be difficult to implement in the horizontal case. Since the behaviour of
the components is highly standardised, the interrelations of components available in
the marketplace can be made explicit. Similar to the semantic specification of the
component itself it can also be described which other components are necessary to
perform a calculation. For example, it can be specified that a specific reactor unit
implementation needs a thermodynamics package supporting certain properties and
calculation methods. This can be used for linking components in the marketplace
that will interoperate smoothly. All CAPE-OPEN interfaces are designed to run in a
distributed environment. Therefore, the marketplace can support not only classical
licensing models such as buying or renting components. Rather it is also possible to
take licence models into account which are based on application service provider
(ASP) approaches (see [KLJ01]). Additionally, due to the domain focus of the
marketplace, specific user support can be offered in terms of FAQ’s discussion
groups, or expert forums.

be effectively designed for a vertical, i.e. domain-specific, marketplace only. We
will now present a set of services for trading CAPE-OPEN components via the web.
In contrast to a horizontal component marketplace the CAPE-OPEN components
have the following properties.

4. APPLYING THE MODEL TO THE CONTEXT

In section 2, we have presented a model for a business-to-business electronic
commerce transaction. It consists of three phases: search for products and business
partners, negotiation about the contract, and fulfilment of the contract. Based on the
requirements for a marketplace for software components, we will now apply the
three-phase model to our application context.
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The marketplace provides support for the three main phases search, negotiation
and fulfilment, based on extended services which are required for this context. These
services are certification and classification of components and management of
licenses for components as described in the previous section. The architecture of the
marketplace itself is component-based so that new services and functionalities can
easily be integrated. In the following, each of the three main phases and the
extended services will be presented in more detail.

4.1 The Search Phase

In our context of software components for the chemical industry, we will use a
combination of different searching technologies. This idea has also been used in the
MEMO Project [Le00, Je00]. The user can start to explore the information on the
marketplace by browsing through an ontology of concepts. While browsing, the user
can compose a query for a normal keyword-based search engine. The basic data
model for the ontology consists of concepts which might be related to several other
concepts and might have a number of attributes or properties (see upper part of
figure 1).

As mentioned in section 4, finding the right component for a specific context of
a chemical simulation can be difficult because of the complex requirements which
have to be fulfilled. The static properties of a component (given through its
interface) are well defined by the CAPE-OPEN standard. The standard describes
basically three relevant interface types; the components implementing these
interfaces will then be used in a CAPE-OPEN compliant process simulator. The
three interfaces describe material (thermodynamics) properties, (chemical
engineering) units and numerical solvers. To simulate a specific plant, a user has to
choose a unit for each apparatus of the plant, specify a numerical solver for the units
and the materials for the feed of the plant.

The realisation of the search engine for components faced two main problems.
On the one hand there is a large variety of components for each interface type. The
hierarchical structure of the ontology is used so that the engineer can easily navigate
through the units. This structure is based on the model Clip [BSM01] which itself is
based on pdXi, an application protocol of the STEP initiative [ISO 10303]. The
extended data model for the ontology is shown in figure 3 (only the first hierarchy
level is displayed).
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Figure 1. Data model of the ontology including the CliP hierarchy

The ontology now enables the engineer to find the apparatus (s)he wants to
simulate. Units on the other hand only specify a mathematical model for an
apparatus. There are many different mathematical models (and therefore many
different units) that can be used to simulate one and the same apparatus. To find the
right one, the chemical engineer has to take into account many constraints. For
example, not every unit can be used with every numerical solver, certain numerical
solvers cannot be combined in the same plant, and different mathematical models
(that are coded into the units) might be better in certain situations which depend on
the pressure used in the plant, the temperature and other properties. Some of these
conditions, such as “which combinations of solvers can be used together”, are
known and can be modelled into our ontology, see figure 2 which contains the
extensions to the data model of the ontology that is used to formulate relations
between units and solvers. Some of these conditions have the form of a simple rule
(such as “the pressure that is used in a reactor has to be supported by the solver”).
These conditions are expressed using the terms of the data model of the ontology
and can be used to narrow a search explicitly through specifying the properties used
by the conditions. Other conditions are based on relations between certain solvers
and units (such as “solver A is known to work well with unit B”). These conditions
are formulated by explicitly instantiating attributes of the data model on the instance
level of the ontology. To formulate a relationship between two units that is not
contained in the data model, the general relatedTo-Attribute can be instantiated.
These relationships cannot be used to formulate a search query on the ontology, but
can be used to navigate through the products. For example there can be a link
between the units A and B that states that unit B can be used for free if unit A is
bought.
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Figure 2. Relationship between units and solvers

In addition to the product-oriented ontology, our ontology contains first
approaches to describe services related to the components. We describe vendors that
offer components and consulting services related to these components. During a
search an engineer can switch between the product view and the corresponding
vendor view or navigate a “consulting” link to find vendors that offer consulting
services for a specific component. In the future this basic system will be extended to
enable the specification of properties of a potential component to find vendors that
can develop a very specialised component.

To summarise, the main advantage of our approach for searching is based on a
semantically rich ontology which provides a clear understanding of the domain.
Based on this information, the user is able to specify precise search criteria that go
far beyond the possibilities of normal keyword-based search. This is especially
useful in an application context where the products differ only in a few properties.
The ontology is (indirectly) based on a domain standard so that an engineer can use
the search without special knowledge.

4.2 The Negotiation Phase

The result of the search phase is a list of components the developer is interested
in and the suppliers of these components. Alternatively, the search phase can end
with a list of companies the developer wants to negotiate with about a more complex
product (e.g. a component which is not yet completely specified or consulting and
technical support that has to be included). In addition, the user can negotiate with a
company about a frame contract which applies especially to the case of a company
offering several components that a developer is interested in. By doing so, the
developer does not have to negotiate about every small component (s)he is going to
purchase in the future.

One of the key problems in the negotiation phase is that there is no negotiation
model which is appropriate for all kinds of transactions. As mentioned before, this
phase can range from a simple catalogue-like ordering process to complex peer-to-
peer negotiations about individual (frame) contracts. These more complicated
contracts are not only about the licensing of a software component, but might also
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include information about consulting or technical support, the requirements for the
component etc. Therefore, we envision a flexible negotiation module which supports
multiple negotiation models.

In the simplest negotiation model, the products are presented with their
properties and prices in an electronic catalogue. This model applies especially to
“off-the-shelf” components, i.e. components that are ready to deploy with the
CAPE-OPEN process simulator. The off-the-shelf components can be bought just as
they are – the different variants, license models and support models with the
corresponding prices are displayed. The buyer of the software component can only
choose between these fixed components. For example, an engineer is able to choose
the models which fits his needs best. There is no bargaining between the customer
and the supplier about the price or the functionality of the component.

Another popular negotiation model in electronic commerce are auctions.
Although in our opinion auctions are in general less applicable in this context,
auctions should be supported by the marketplace. For example, a company might be
looking for a component that fulfils certain requirements. Instead of searching for a
supplier, the company can publish a request for quotations and start a reverse
auction. As price is certainly not the only criterion for a customer, multi-attribute
auctions should also be taken into account.

To support the more difficult case of complex negotiations that can, for example,
occur when complex components, consulting services, or technical support are
concerned a novel negotiation protocol is offered. This protocol emphasises the
exchange of communication acts involved in negotiations and is interaction-based.
We will present a brief introduction of our model; the interested reader is referred to
[Sch99, SQ01] for more detailed discussions.

The approach is based on speech act elements [Ha81, Se69] and formal logics
[DW95, Sch98] and supports structured electronic message exchange. Each message
has a certain type (e.g. offer, request, counter-offer, discussion, quotation) that
specifies how the message content is meant. The negotiation steps follow a
characteristic pattern. For example, a supplier’s offer can only be answered by a
customer’s counter-offer, acceptance, rejection, or discussion request and not by
another offer of the supplier. The content of messages is represented in a semi-
formal way, linked to the ontology. Taken together, the structured approach helps to
prevent most misunderstandings about what exactly is meant in this type of written
communication, thereby making the obligations of each partner during a negotiation
explicit. The formalisation of our approach enables reasoning about the obligations.
The content of negotiations can be accessed in various ways, e.g. by content (all
messages concerning numerical solvers), type (all offers by company A), obligations
(all open obligations, all unfulfilled obligations of company B), people involved (all
messages sent by X), time (all request sent between 5/5/00 and 8/2/01) and various
combinations (all offers by company X sent in 2000 that have been accepted and not
yet fulfilled).

Since the message exchange is done in a structured way and the exchanges are
stored, they can be used later in case of conflicts to find out what was agreed and
which obligations were accepted during a negotiation.

A similar model can be used for the negotiation of frame contracts. A frame
contract is a “parameterised” contract which specifies the general conditions of
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business relations. In the context of software components, a frame contract might
specify consulting and technical support, pricing and licensing, etc. Frame contracts
are necessary because chemical engineering companies are often major companies
that usually need more than one component of a supplier. Both parties, customers
and suppliers, may be interested in long-term business relationships. The
marketplace allows negotiations about frame contracts. The conditions of these
contracts are taken into account when prices are calculated. If a frame contract exists
between the two companies, the customer can later order components easily by
referring to the frame contract. Some conditions do not have to be discussed again as
they are specified in the frame contract.

To summarise, the marketplace offers several negotiation models. Depending on
the situation, the customer or the supplier can choose a model for a transaction.
Independent of the negotiation model, all negotiation data can be recorded by the
marketplace (if both parties agree). This enables the traceability of the negotiation.
The trace of the negotiation can be used in legal conflicts. Making the obligations of
the business partners explicit enables the monitoring of the execution of the contract
during the fulfilment phase.

4.3 The Fulfilment Phase

Support during the fulfilment phase is given in many different ways. First, the
component has to be “delivered” to the customer. Therefore, a secure download
mechanism has to established that allows only authorised users access to the
software. We do not plan to develop a new mechanism, rather we will rely on
existing technologies.

After the component has been transferred to the customer’s site, it has to be
ensured that the software is not used more often as allowed in the contract.
Therefore, license servers are required to control the use of the component. Different
types of licenses or payment models can be handled by the marketplace. In this
context, a trusted third party (TTP) can be involved to handle payment and to
monitor the contract execution. The TTP controls whether both parties act according
to the contract.

The payment model for off-the-shelf components can be based on a license
server system. A license server has to be installed at the local network of the
engineering company, called the local license server. Depending on the license
model in use for a specific component, the local license server needs an online
connection to the central license server of the marketplace or the TTP. The
implementation supports local user control to ensure that only qualified and
authorised users have access to the components. A “pay-per-use” model can also be
supported by a license server.

The way a simulation component is actually bought depends on how the
customer is registered at the marketplace and whether the customer has a frame
contract with the supplier. Ideally, the engineer can select the component, download
it and plug it into the simulator. The local license server is notified about the new
license situation via the Internet, billing is done according to the agreements in the
frame contract. The TTP can be involved to collect the billing information.
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If no frame contract is applicable, the user can still choose to “buy” the
simulation component according to the conditions given in the contract. License
models that do not work on a pre-paid basis are not available. The user can
download the component, license information will only be sent to the user when the
payment is verified. The business transaction here is done via the marketplace, the
TTP acts as a monitor and keeps logs of each transaction.

As the marketplace or the TTP can provide a license server, the license server
has to provide several functionalities. The billing information for the use of
components is recorded and the licenses issued by the software vendors are
managed. On the one hand, a library or an interface with functions to retrieve license
information from the server or to update license information on the server will be
provided. These functions can be built into the components by the component
developer. On the other hand, the software company must be able to maintain the
licenses, e.g. issue new licenses, upgrade licenses, remove licenses. These functions
will be provided by a special interface for software companies to the license server
of the marketplace or the TTP.

Finally, consulting and support activities can be included in a contract about
software components. Especially for consulting activities (be it for chemical
engineering simulations or for general business or IT aspects) it is problematic to
formulate a contract that covers all detailed specifications that were discussed in the
negotiation. In the case of a misunderstanding between customer and consultant
about the extent of consulting, the contract and its links to the negotiation trace can
be used to resolve a potential conflict.

4.4 Data Management

Data management is one of the core services of the marketplace. Although the user
has no direct interface to the data management module of the marketplace, the
quality of this module may have an impact on the other modules. We will briefly
discuss the functionalities which have to be delivered by the data management
component. A more detailed discussion about the requirements for a business data
management component can be found in [QS00].

Firstly, all the data of the marketplace has to be managed in an integrated way.
As many different modules form the marketplace software, many different data
models will be in use. Since data needs to be exchanged between the modules, the
data management module has to manage the data in a common model. Different
views on this data model will be provided as a mapping from the common data
model to the specific data model of the module. Furthermore, data has to be
integrated from external sources such as product catalogues, company profiles or
ontologies.

A common data model of component data is especially important for searching
as the information about software components should be comparable. On the other
hand, a supplier wants to present his/her product in a unique look-and-feel to be
distinct from other components. Therefore, data presentation can be customised
based on the needs of the users of the marketplace.

The ontologies (cf. sec. 5.1) are also managed by the data management module.
If a new component is registered at the marketplace, it has to be classified into the
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ontology. The search module is then able to access this information. Facilities for
ontology maintenance will also be provided as the ontology for software
components will certainly evolve over time. The data model for ontologies is
currently being implemented in an extensible way, so that new classes and
relationships can be added later on.

Finally, access rights and user profiles have to be managed. Not every user of the
marketplace is allowed to see everything. In particular, data of negotiations and
contracts should only be accessible by the parties involved in the negotiation. A
company may provide additional information to its customers via the marketplace.

4.5 Implementation Issues

The proposed extension for the different phases of the electronic commerce process
as described above are embedded in an overall architecture of the marketplace. Each
functionality is encapsulated in one or more modules. Furthermore modules capture
the transaction data. Our approach is to have a middle layer between the data
modules and the ones implementing functionality to achieve the possibility to adapt
the functions to different marketplace structures. It is not our goal to implement a
general framework for electronic marketplaces but to offer functionality that can be
combined with existing software solutions. The modules are implemented as
Enterprise Java Beans (EJBs) according to the Java 2 Enterprise Edition. We use the
Inprise Application Server as EJB container. We have implemented the data layer
using entity beans. These beans can be replaced by an existing software solution for
electronic marketplaces. The middle layer between functionality and data is realised
as a set of session beans that implement a well-defined set of interfaces. The
modules implementing the advanced functionality rely on these interfaces. To
replace the data layer with another existing marketplace solution the session beans
have to be rewritten according to the interfaces.

Figure 3. Overall  architecture

The overall architecture is depictured in figure 3. There are several (logical)
separate databases for the ontology, the components and vendor information and
databases for contract information, a store for the business transactions and a trace
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database for the negotiation and fulfilment trace. Some databases have strong
interrelations (for example ontology and component database). The coordination of
the databases is realised by the data management module using a meta database (not
depicted in figure 3). The middle layer consists of entity beans that encapsulate the
database access and have to be tailored according to the underlying system. The
search and negotiation modules are implemented as session beans that access the
databases through the middle layer entity beans. The user interface is currently
realised by web-based servlets. In the case of the negotiation we have three different
modules in use, each representing a different business model: Auctions, complex
negotiations and catalogue-based buying. These modules have to use the transaction
and trace beans to create new data (business transactions and negotiation logs).
Billing and delivery is then done using the related beans.

The overall architecture allows a flexible integration of services such as the
ontology-based search engine or the negotiation modules with a marketplace. New
alternative or additional services can be added easily. The data abstraction based on
the entity bean-middle layer and the data management enables the use of the services
on different marketplaces.

5. CONCLUSION

Electronic marketplaces exist in many facets. However, in order to be acceptable
to users, the three phases of an electronic commerce process, namely search,
negotiate, fulfil, need to be supported efficiently. We have discussed the problems
with the current practices for all of the phases. For example, keyword-based search
mechanisms presuppose a good knowledge of the search item and a search space
that is constructed accordingly. A number of horizontal and vertical marketplaces
are in operation. In order to be competitive and distinct, a marketplace nowadays
thus needs to offer additional functionalities. The useful additions depend on the
branch the marketplace is designed for. Therefore, most of the functionalities make
only sense when developing vertical marketplaces. For example, we discussed the
idea of ontology-based semantic search mechanisms.

Our extended three-phase model has been applied to the context of software
components for the chemical industry. In order to show its generalisability, the
model has also been used in other contexts such as the construction industry (cf. the
MEMO project [www.abnamro.com/memo]). The approach presented in this paper
can be combined with other frameworks. For example, the marketplace chemUnity
could be extended by the functionalities we presented in this paper. Therefore, our
model is not an implementation model but a conceptual basis for an implementation.

To summarise, we have presented a sophisticated model for a holistic support of
the three phases extended by innovative services that provides an efficient
framework for electronic marketplaces in the context of software components for
chemical engineering. The model enables efficient support of business transactions
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ranging from a search module consisting of sophisticated semantic search and
keyword-based search, over a negotiation module offering simple electronic
catalogues, auction models, and support of complex highly interactive negotiations,
to different payment models and licence models in the fulfilment phase.
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e-commerce
The communicative logic of negotiation in B2B

Hans Weigand
Tilburg University

Abstract: Negotiation is an important challenge for B2B e-commerce that is hardly
supported by current systems. In this paper, we present a short overview of
different perspectives on negotiation and describe the ESPRIT project MeMo
(Mediating and Monitoring Electronic Commerce) which aims at supporting
B2B negotiation. A prototype has been built and tested in the Dutch
construction industry. Our aim in this paper is a formal logical analysis of
negotiation protocols. Dynamic Deontic Logic is used as a starting point for
our model, but, as we argue, some extensions of this framework are necessary.
A formal analysis of so-called norm-based negotiation is presented. Some
alternative negotiation protocols are discussed as well.

1. INTRODUCTION

In Electronic Commerce, market transactions are supposed to consist of a couple
of phases (e.g. Lindemann & Schmid, 1999). In the information phase, customer and
supplier find each other. When an offer is made, the agreement phase starts. The

Negotiation is a key component in e-commerce. In automated negotiation,
computational agents find and prepare contracts on behalf of the real-world parties
they represent. The automation saves human negotiation time and computational
agents are sometimes better at finding deals in combinatorally and strategically
complex settings. An example of a system supporting such agent negotiation is the
eMediator system built at Washington University (Sandholm, 1999). However, it is
only in relatively well-structured areas that the use of automated negotiation pays
off. In most business settings, negotiation will remain to be performed by humans.
In such a case, negotiation support systems can be of help. An example of a
negotiation support system is the INSPIRE systems built by Gregory Kersten at
Carleton University (Kersten & Noronha, 1997).
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result of the agreement phase is a legally binding contract. In the settlement or
fulfilment phase, the agreed-upon terms of the contract are fulfilled by delivery of
products and payment. Sometimes, an after-sales phase is distinguished. In such a
model, negotiation is located in the agreement phase.

In this paper, we first provide a brief overview of the MeMo project. In section
3, we present an overview of different perspectives on negotiation. In section 4, we
introduce the Dynamic Deontic Logic that we take as starting point for our formal
model, and section 5 provides a formal analysis of so-called norm-based negotiation
using the Dynamic Deontic Logic. In section 6, some alternative negotiation
protocols are discussed.

2. MEDIATING & MONITORING ELECTRONIC
COMMERCE

Electronic Commerce is doing business via electronic networks such as for
example Internet and World Wide Web (WWW). Electronic commerce can be seen
as the successor of Electronic Data Interchange (EDI), but it goes far beyond EDI in
that it aims at supporting the complete external business processes. Information
about potential business partners can be obtained, through specialised databases,
chambers of commerce, and lately also through the WWW. Also the fulfilment of
the transaction is well supported.

However, there is practically no support for the connecting stage of contract
negotiation. This stage has to be done manually. This is a major obstacle for the
uptake of electronic commerce by Small and Medium Size Enterprises (SME’s). Big
companies can usually afford to undertake the time and money consuming enterprise
of negotiating interchange agreements, because they can establish long-term
relations with their suppliers (or customers) and they have the expertise in house.
The MeMo system is one of the first solutions aimed at SME’s.

2.1 Negotiation and Contracting Mechanism

The Negotiation Module of MeMo supports business-to-business negotiation and
contract building. The precondition for business relations is a relation of trust
between all business partners. This relation of trust depends on personal contact on
the one hand and on contracts and legislation on the other. The MeMo negotiation
module does not replace human informal communication, but enables human agents
to structure their communication using a Formal Language for Business
Communication. Since the results of the negotiation are typically laid down in a
contract, it also offers a repository of standard contracts and a shared workspace in
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which a standard document can be adapted by the partners to their particular need. It
facilitates different scenarios and provides SMEs with safe “negotiation rooms”.

Since language is often a big barrier for international trade, especially for small
companies in Europe, the Negotiation Module also contains a multilingual thesaurus
in which key terms of international trade are given in multiple languages. In this
way, it is possible for the human agents to personalise their MeMo interface to their
particular language. By all these means, MeMo is one of the first systems that really
facilitate business negotiation via the Internet.

2.2 User Evaluation

In order to involve a group of SMEs in the project, MeMo has formed a SMEs
Round Table in Spain, in Germany and in the Netherlands. These user group round
tables provide the ideal environment to continually discuss the incremental
developments and test the EC-Brokering Service (ECBS) with SME user companies.
The most extensive evaluation of the system has taken place in the Dutch
constructing industry.

One of the results of this evaluation was that traditional non-automated
negotiation causes the agreements to contain many errors, resulting in high failure
costs in the fulfilment stage. An integrated system like MeMo can help to reduce
data errors. Another result was that negotiation means quite different things for
different roles in the value chain, and that a system like MeMo must be tuned to a
particular role before it can be used effectively. For example, a wholesaler
negotiates with manufacturers about frame-contracts on a yearly basis. He negotiates
with contractors on a project-basis. During and after these negotiations, he forwards
specific orders (electronically) to the manufacturers within the boundaries of the
frame contract. Negotiation and fulfilment are not strictly separated, since contracts
are modified and updated many times before the final delivery. Contractors
negotiate with wholesalers on a project-basis, and do this typically by asking quotes
from several parties and then using this information in bargaining. The bargaining is
seldom about the price only, but more often about delivery schemes and extra
services.

3 . PERSPECTIVES ON NEGOTIATION

A classical model of negotiation was introduced by Gulliver (1979). This
process model consists of eight phases:

1. search for arena
2. agenda definition
3. exploring the field (emphasis on differences)
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narrowing differences
preliminaries to final bargaining
final bargaining

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

post-negotiation phase
ritualization of outcome (signing of contract)

According to Kersten, negotiations involve two or more participants engaged in
two types of complex activities: communication and decision making. The
communication can be modelled using for example Speech Act Theory (e.g. Chang
& Woo, 1994). The decision making occurs at two levels: individual and
interdividual. The contract is typically based on an exchange of goods or services.
Hence neither of the parties can decide on the contract on its own: they are
interdependent. In that sense, the decision to come to an agreement is a group
decision. On the other hand, each participant has his own objectives that he tries to
fulfill. The decision whether a certain bid is acceptable or not, is an individual
decision of one actor.

In this paper, the perspective is communicational (Habermas, 1981; Schoop &
Quix, 2001). Negotiation moves are analyzed as communicative actions that have a
certain effect in the social world (the world of norms and commitments), the subject
world (the world of values and beliefs) and, at the end of the day, also in the object
world (the world of accomplishments). We will not go into the decision problems.
The social and cognitive perspectives are taken into account as far as they are
relevant to the communication process.

If negotiation is about arriving at an agreement, a typology of negotiations can
be based on the basis for the other party to accept the agreement. Why does the other
party agree to sign the contract? One reason can be that he is obliged to do this. In
other words, the party is supposed to be motivated by norms (at least partly). This
leads to a type of negotiation that we call norm-based, and which corresponds with
the classical quotation process. Another reason for signing is that he wants to do it.
In other words, the party is supposed to be motivated by goals (at least partly). This
leads to a type of negotiation that we call goal-based. In this type of negotiation, the
parties try to fix common or mutually accepted goals. In addition to these two types,
we identify what we call document-based negotiation. In this type of negotiation, the
contract is built up in small steps. This type of negotiation does not look at the
motivation of the parties, but tries to achieve the goal of a signed contract by getting
agreement on the various parts first. In section 5, we will focus on norm-based
negotiation as it turns out to be the most common in the application domain of the
MeMo system. A few remarks on the other types wi11 be made in section 6.
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4. DYNAMIC DEONTIC LOGIC

In (Verharen, 1998) and in various articles (e.g. Weigand et al, 1997), a formal
logic has been described for modelling communication. It is based on Dynamic
Deontic Logic and extended to include speech acts. Instead of repeating all the
formal definitions here, we limit ourselves to a vocabulary and some examples of its
application in business process modelling.

O( α) action α is obliged (possibly with indices i and j to indicate the
agent and principal)

[α]φ (Dynamic Logic) after action α, formula φ holds
Auth(α) action α is authorized (where the action is a speech act)
DIR directive (based on charity (c) or authorization (a) – the latter

meaning that the request claims to be authorized by a previous
agreement or norm)

Examples:
[DIR c(i,j,give-quotation(j,i,g,p))] Oji(give-quotation(j,i,g,p) OR
refuse(j))

After a request for a quotation (i.e. a directive based on charity) the company is
obliged to give the quotation or send a refusal. This follows from the generic
business rule that a request for a service offered is always answered.

[give-quotation(j,i,g,p)] auth(i,DIRa(i,j,deliver(j,i,g,p)))

If a company gives a quotation for a certain price (p) the client is authorized to
order the product (g) for that price. (i.e. a meaning definition for give-quotation).

auth(i,DIRa(i,j,deliver(j,i,g,p))) ⇒ [DIR a(i,j,deliver(j,i,g,p))]
(Oji(deliver(j,i,g,p)) AND [deliver(j,i,g,p)] auth(j,DIRa(j,i,pay(i,j,p))))

If a customer is authorized to order a product for a certain price (i.e. a
quotation has been given for that price) then the company is obliged to deliver the
product after the customer has ordered it. After delivery of the product, the company
is authorized to order the customer to pay for it.

The logic can also be used to reason about violations:

Oij(i,j,ship(i,j,goods)) ⇒ [~ship(i,j,goods)] (Oij (i,j,pay(100))
AND auth(i,j,DIRa(i,j,ship(i,j,other goods))))–
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Let us consider an order message. As we have seen, this is analyzed logically as
a request (illocution) for the delivery of a product (propositional content). A request
contains an implicit validity claim: why should the other party honor the request? In
(Weigand et al, 1997) three possible validity motivations have been distinguished:
charity, authorization and power. Power is not applicable normally in a market
environment. Charity means that the other party is not obliged in any way to honor
the request, but he may decide to do so himself, and then, after his commit, an
obligation is created. This is a real possibility, but there are certain disadvantages. If
the buyer mentions a price, he runs the risk that the price is too high or too low. If it
is too high, the seller will accept the order, but the buyer could have made a better
deal. If it is too low, the seller will not accept the order and the negotiation may
terminate immediately. Another disadvantage of a charity-based order from the
perspective of the buyer is that he cannot compare different sellers, since the
discussion is about the order, and so when the two parties arrive at an agreement, the
order is placed and the buyer cannot withdraw anymore. And finally, since the order
is charity-based, he does not know whether the seller will respond, or will respond
timely. This uncertainty is often unacceptable in a business environment. We
conclude that an authorized request is to be preferred over a charity-based one.

5. NORM-BASED NEGOTIATION

The DDL model recognizes that communicative acts are joint efforts, and that
requests do not automatically create an obligation. However, the fact that business
negotiation is really an interaction in which two objectives have to be synchronized,
is not sufficiently accounted for. (Weigand & vd Heuvel, 1998) have developed 5
levels of “meta-patterns” starting with the speech act level. Of particular importance
here is what they call the level of transaction. A transaction is defined as the
minimal sequence of speech acts that has a deontic effect. The typical case is a
REQUEST followed by an ACCEPT. Although it can be agreed upon by the parties
that a simple REQUEST already creates an obligation, we prefer to assign deontic
effects to transactions only, even if in some case the transaction consists of only one
speech act.

Besides O and auth, we include one more primitive operator in the deontic
specification language. This is acc, for accomplishment. acc( α) means that action
α has been executed. As with O and auth, it takes typically two messages, one of
both parties, to establish such a fact.

if i is obliged to ship the goods and he does not do it, he is obliged to pay a fine
and the other party j is authorized to request (other) goods
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Figure 1. Main phases of the negotiation, with discussion layer and discourse layer below

This logical reconstruction of the pre-ordering communication leads to a
distinction in at least two phases: the RFQ phase and the QUO phase. In the simple
case, these messages (and their uptake by the other party) are sufficient. But if
something is unclear or not satisfactory to one of the parties, a discussion can start
(Fig. 1). In terms of the Language/Action Perspective, a break-down occurs. A break-
down means that a discussion starts and only after having finished this discussion,
the phase can be closed (Reijswoud, 1996).

5.1 The main phases of norm-based negotiation

When the order is authorized, the question is where this authorization stems
from. In B2C relationships, shops are identified as such and prices are listed. These
listed prices authorize the consumer to order (or request) a product for that price. In
B2B relationships, it is less common to use listed prices. This implies that the
authorization must be granted first. Of course, this is exactly what a quotation
message does. In speech-act theory this is analyzed as an authorization message, a
message that creates an authorization (namely, to order). The quotation itself is an
action on behalf of the supplier that must be triggered somehow and possibly also
authorized. For that reason, there is usually a message before, the request for
quotation (RFQ), by means of which the buyer request for a quotation message. This
request is usually based on charity; the other party commits to this request
voluntarily. The RFQ authorizes the seller to send a quotation.
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After the quotation is accepted by the buyer, there is no contract yet. The buyer
can negotiate several quotations from different suppliers and then choose the one
that fits him best. At this point, different scenarios can be followed. One is that the
buyer fills in a purchase order or some other formal contract. After having being
signed by both parties, this contract is binding and contains not just authorizations,
but obligations of both parties to perform their part. It is also possible that a frame

It should be noted that often the quotation message also contains a (conditional)
request to the buyer to pay the quoted price. Accepting a quotation implies accepting
this request. Again, a discussion may arise in the case of a break-down. This
discussion typically takes the form of a bidding process and the typical speech acts
are bids and counter-bids. The discussion ends when both parties agree on a certain
price. The bidding process can be structured by using a monotonic concession
protocol (Zlotkin & Rosenschein, 1996) which means that a next bid is always
stronger than a previous one (in plain words, the buyer only goes up with his bid and
the seller only goes down). Note that this bidding process can run in parallel to the
conversation for possibilities, although the parties can also decide to finish this
conversation first. The advantage of doing the bidding at the end, is that price gets
less attention during the exploration of the possibilities, which will probably result
in more alternatives to be considered and worked out. However, if the goods or
service are not very specific and easy to describe, the price may be the most
important decision factor, and hence is better taken into account immediately. Our
research in the Dutch construction industry showed the following picture: first, a
quotation process is performed in which price is the most important attribute. Then
one or two suppliers are selected and negotiations start with them in which all kinds
of possibilities are explored. In terms of the formal model used here, this means that
within the QUO phase, there is a bidding process first, followed by a conversation
for possibilities.

In the QUO phase, the seller fulfils his obligation to send a quotation. This
quotation contains an authorization for the buyer to order the product. It may contain
alternatives (different products, or different prices for different product quantities).
A discussion can start on this proposal that in terms of Winograd takes the form of a
conversation for possibilities and the typical speech acts are proposals and counter-
proposals. The discussion ends when both parties accept one or more proposals and
the buyer accepts the (modified) quotation.

In the MeMo view, the discussion in the RFQ phase centers around the
identification of the goals of the transaction. This includes the identification of the
participants themselves ("who are you?") as well as the precise identification of the
product ("what do you want?"). In terms of Winograd (1988), the discussion is a
conversation for clarification and the typical speech-acts in this phase are questions
and answers. The discussion ends when both parties have sufficient confidence that
the intended transaction is properly identified (to both) and the seller commits
himself to make a quotation.



contract is set up and afterwards, a delivery order is sent in accordance with the
frame contract. The most simple case is that the buyer sends an order to the seller
and the seller accepts this (note that normally, the seller is obliged to accept the
order since it is authorized by the quotation).

Also in the ordering phase, a discussion can arise. From the negotiation
perspective, we are only interested in discussions about the contract, so we ignore
discussion about a delivery order after a contract has been signed. In the MeMo
system, this discussion is not done by means of speech acts, but by collaborative
writing (document-based negotiation). Both parties have access to a shared
workspace in which the draft contract is stored as a document. Parties can update
this document into a newer version. The "discussion" ends when both parties agree
on a certain version.

5.2 Logical semantics of the quotation phases

Summarizing, from a logical view on negotiation we distinguish four phases and
their postconditions:

fication] social world: O(y,quote(y,x,p)).
subject world: ident(x,i),ident(y,j), Des(x,p)

[identi

In words: the parties mutually know the identity of x, the identity of y, and that x
desires product p. This is a change in the subject world. The change in the social
world is that y has an obligation to send a quote. p is a product description.

[proposal] social world: auth(x,order(x,y,p))
object world: DONE(y,quote(y,x,p))

In words: x is authorized to order product p from y, and the obligation of y to
send a quote has been fulfilled. Note that the price still needs to be determined.

[bidding] social world: auth(y,invoice(y,x,f))

In words, y is authorized to invoice x for the amount f - where invoice means:
request to pay.

([quotation] = [proposal] + [bidding])

[contracting] social world: O(y,delivery(y,x,p)), O(x,pay(x,y,f)).

In words: y has an obligation to deliver and x has an obligation to pay. There
may be additional clauses, for example, requiring the seller to deliver before sending
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the invoice. In the case of a frame order, both obligations are conditional (the
condition can be the delivery order message, or a stock status change).

All these phases are essential in the sense that they have a specific effect on the
social world, but each phase may be passed in one step, or may contain an extensive
discussion. The second and third phase (proposal/ bidding) are often done in the
same message exchange. The advantage of having four phases is that the discussions
in each phase can focus on one issue at the time.

5.3 Tender-based negotiation

In the above, we assumed one seller and one buyer. However, it is also possible
to negotiate with several parties at the same time. Instead of a request-for-quotation,
the buyer can send a tender to a set of sellers. After receiving the bids, the buyer
typically selects the cheapest one (or best one, given multiple criteria), and puts his
order. The phases are the same as in quotation-based negotiation; the bidders are
typically obliged to perform the transaction when they are selected, so it also a kind
of norm-based negotiation.

Roughly, two subtypes of tender-based negotiation can be distinguished. In one
type, the tender procedure is pre-defined, and all parties involved are informed about
the rules of the game. The buyer is usually obliged to select the cheapest (or best)
bid. There is no room for discussion. The bids may or may not be revealed to the
other bidders. In the other type, the tender-based negotiation is nothing but the
performance of a number of quotation-based negotiations in parallel. The buyer can
use information that he receives in one negotiation to press the party in another
negotiation. There are no rules defined for all parties, and in each negotiation there
is the possibility of discussion.

The advantages of a formally defined tender protocol are (a) the efficiency of the
process, (b) and built-in guarantees for a fair competition. A disadvantage is that,
since discussion is excluded, the subject of the tender must be clearly defined in
advance. Also the evaluation criteria are determined in advance (most often, this is
the price), which leaves little room for suppliers to distinguish themselves with
special services.

The MeMo system does not only support quotation-based negotiation, but also
tender-based ones. The shared workspace can be used to publish the details of the
tender and tender procedure.
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6. GOAL-BASED AND DOCUMENT-BASED
NEGOTIATION

Besides norm-based negotiation we distinguish goal-based negotiation and
document-based negotiation.

Goal-based negotiation does not aim at an authorization, but assumes that the
parties (whether human or software agents) are motivated by goals. Hence, if a deal
can be defined that meets the goal of the other party, this will motivate him to agree.

A goal-based negotiation protocol may consist of four main phases: (1) the
introduction, in which the parties greet each other and introduce themselves, (2) goal
identification  – in which the parties express some of their goals, typically only after
being asked, (3) exploration  – in which the parties suggest opportunities, alternative
ways of achieving the mutual goals, and (4) agreement in which one of the
alternatives is agreed upon by both partners, perhaps with some small modifications.
The exploration phase may be diverging first and converging in the end. The speech
acts in the first introductory phase are greetings and self-introductions, the speech
acts in the second goal identification phase are mainly questions and answers in the
form of expressives, the speech acts in the third phase are suggestions and
expressions of agreement/disagreement. Finally, the agreement phase consists
mainly of proposals. Not only in the second phase, but in all phases, questions are
very important, to make the parties express their goals and their proposals. This is in
sharp contrast with the typical norm-based negotiation, where requests are
predominant.

Negotiation styles are influenced by cultural backgrounds (Ulijn & Strother,
1995), and it may be the case that the goal-based negotiation is closer to the Oriental
cyclic style. It is important to note that whereas norm-based negotiation is grounded
in what Habermas calls the social world, the goal-based negotiation is grounded in
what Habermas calls the subject world. It may be argued that goal-based negotiation
lends itself less well to computer-mediated forms. It is not supported yet in the
MeMo prototype.

Document-based negotiation is a negotiation process in which some document –
typically the contract – plays a pivotal role. It can work very well if a document
template is available, such as the contract templates issued by the International
Chamber of Commerce. The process proceeds in steps determined by the contents of
the contract. The clauses of the contract are grouped, and in each step, one set of
clauses is discussed. After some agreement is reached, the next group of clauses is
considered. Finally, when a preliminary agreement (soft commitment) is reached on
all parts, the parties discuss the whole. A document-based negotiation is especially
interesting in complicated situations, such as in international sales. In such cases, it
is better to first see if an agreement is possible at all, and the legal safeguards are
sufficient, before bargaining about the price, or other one-dimensional parameters
such as delivery time, makes any sense. Document-based negotiation is currently
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supported in the MeMo prototype in the form of a contract base with a number of
template documents and a negotiation protocol around this contract.

7. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have described the MeMo system and the negotiation support it
currently offers. We have described the formal semantics of norm-based negotiation
using Dynamic Deontic Logic. In addition, we have sketched two other negotiation
types. The MeMo system aims at flexible negotiation support; instead of imposing
one protocol on each negotiation session, the parties can choose a preferable
protocol themselves. So in the case of a sales contract, the quotation-based protocol
can be used, while for the negotiation about an agency contract, a document-based
protocol is more appropriate. Combinations are possible as well.
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Hierarchical Knowledge and Meta-Observations

Reinhard Riedl
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Abstract: We present a model machinery for the generation of aggregating views of
knowledge, the coupling of localized knowledge, and for carrying out meta-
observations, which record the dynamics of a knowledge generating system.
The machinery is based on the only assumption, that we can monitor events in
a system. Thus it applies to all e-business applications with client/server
computing.

1. THE COGNITIVE PERSPECTIVE

E-business often requires the exchange of textual information between partners
in differing situations and with a different social, educational, or cultural
background. Information is exchanged then as text data, whose interpretation
depends on the problem context of the producer, and of the receiver, respectively, as
well as on their respective ontologies. Thus, if context and/or ontology differ, the
exchange of information is likely to fail. This fudamental problem, is often
described as the problem of meaning and relevance. Seen from the perspective of
cognitive science, one may understand meaning as a pointer, which affiliates an
affordance in an ecological niche with an icon, which is usually a data object, e.g. a
word in a text. On the one hand, pointers may be interally valued by a numerical
inference value, which desribes the relevance with respect to affordances. On the
other hand, pointers as a whole may be externally valued by relevance number
which describes the relevance of the icon (embedded in a larger information object)
for the receiver of information.

Inference network models with two layers may be used to subsumize and model
these pointers, and affinity matrices can be used to represent the relationship
between affordances and icons. Inherence network models have been used before in
information retrieval and information filtering [1], while affinity matrices have been
used for data-affinity based load balancing in high performance distributed
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computing. In both cases, we have formal representations at hand, which can be
generalized to similar structures. A survey of these formal modeling approaches can
be found in [11].

The relevance of icons can equivalently be modeled with inference networks
consisting of two layers, or with affinity matrices, respectively. The canonical
composition of inference network models, and the canonical matrix multiplication,
respectively, may thus be used to jointly model meaning and relevance. Thus any
larger textual information object can be modeled straightforwardly, as long as its
components do not interfere with each other. The latter is for example true for
digitalized personal documents in inter-organisational e-government [12]. We shall
elaborate on these representations below.

In our picture, knowledge implies the ability to identify the pointers and to learn
from experience how to improve that identification. The identification is a process
rather than a single activity, which may be performed in a moment or in a series of
steps. Knowledge management technology can facilitate faster or more accurate
identification by
– supporting the human identification process
– automating the process and providing computed results to the human user or
– collecting and presenting experience, which can be used to construct or update

automatic identification algorithms or human knowledge on how to perform the
identifications.
In this paper, we shall primarily focus on the third task, and we shall explain

how monitoring in client/server computing can be exploited to come up with formal
knowledge representations.

2. THE ENGINEERING PERSPECTIVE

Recently, there has been started considerable work on higher order knowledge
mining, compare for example the approach in [13] based on clausal form logic [6].
While most of these approaches are founded in database engineering, our approach
stems from distributed systems engineering.

Distributed systems59 are message-oriented and adhere to the service paradigm.
This is both true for high performance computing and for information sharing
systems, and it even applies in parts and to some extent for distributed mainframe
environments. There are two basic communication paradigms implemented, namely
request/reply interaction and messaging based on some queueing service. The
Middle-ware is responsible for the execution of communication and in doing this, it
usually supplies additional support for distributed computing, such as security
services, transaction semantics, and computing context (e.g. virtual synchrony).

59 equivalently, we may speak of client/server systems



60 The term event does not imply that it has no extension in time.

Both views and meta-observation reports represent higher-order knowledge to a
different extent: Views plainly describe aggregated knowledge, while meta-
observation reports inform us about the internal structure of observations, e.g. their
dynamics. Moreover, our model framework also supports the coupling of localized
knowledge, represented by views. This includes the coupling of automatically

The input to our model are the observations of classified events, i.e. events60

with well defined, observable a priori conditions, and well defined a posteriori
conditions. The output of our model, or, more precisely, the output of a machine
implementing (part of) the machinery defined by the model, are views of the
knowledge represented by the classified observations, couplings of different,
localized knowledge representations, and meta-observation reports.

First, we present the basic framework for our approach to knowledge modeling.
The standing thesis in behind is, that knowledge can be generated from the
clustering of observations of well identified and classified events. Thus knowledge
grounding is performed by event classification. This defines clear restrictions on the
scope of applicability of our theoretic framework, or rather, it identifies the place of
our ‘tool-box’ in the chain of knowledge generation.

3. THE MODEL BASELINE

Part of this monitoring is the creation of meta-observation on the internal
structure of knowledge bases and knowledge representations, which constitutes
some particular form of higher-order knowledge. In this paper, we present a
modeling machinery, which merges and generalizes some of the knowledge models
applied for actual engineering tasks in distributed systems.

As these capabilities are creating demand, considerable work is being done on
the extraction of knowledge from these event tracings. The reasons for doing that are
quite diverse, ranging from meta-benchmarking approaches over performance tuning
and information system re-engineering to actual knowledge mining. The natural next
step of this work is to develop tools for engineering of the knowledge extracted and
for the monitoring of the observation extraction process itself.

Events and event models play an essential role in Middle-ware managed
systems. For example, next to the naming service, the event service is a primary
service in CORBA or CORBA-like systems. Among others, Middle-ware provides
us event tracing mechanisms, and with basic functionality to evaluate these
recordings and to apply them, e.g. for non-repudiation services. While most of this
add-on functionality primarily generates order relations, it is also possible to put
services on top of it, which supply us with inference relations, e.g. for data-affinity
based load balancing in distributed computing environments.
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The representation with matrices enables us to give numerical pictures of these
graphs as well as of their aggregated views. Finally, we explain how local
knowledge may be combined technically with other knowledge. Combinations are
worked out on the the level of representations only, in order to avoid a mixing up of
the physical observations and their homomorphic (virtual) images in our model.

In our approach, knowledge is a localized model of the correlation between a
priori observables and posteriori observables, which is formally represented by
inference matrices, as they appear in inference network models ([5]), where they are
also sometimes called link matrices. This model is drawn from the observation of
events and the structuring of these events. Each event is associated the same a priori
observables and the same a posteriori observables. In the following, the event set
will be denoted by E. The set of a priori observations is denoted by O- and the set a
priori observable states is denoted by S-. The set of a posteriori observations is
denoted by O+ and the set a posteriori observable states is denoted by S+. Formally,
observables are mappings between the event set and the set of states. We omit a
detailed formal introduction and we refer to [11]. For the two sets of states, we
introduce the concept of profiles. Profiles are sets of states. We requite that the set of
a priori profiles, and the set of a posteriori profiles are atomic lattices (whose order
structure is defined by set inclusion). As usual, a subset of disjunct profiles is called
a partitioning (with respect to a given lattice of profiles). Partitionings define new
observables, when the original observables are composed with a mapping
representing the set inclusion of the original states into the new states. In the
following, we shall assume that the lattices of profiles consists of a (finite) sequence
of refined partitionings.

Definition 1: We define knowledge as the quintuple (E, O-, O+, T, P), where E
denotes the set of classified observations or observed, classified events, O- and O+
denote the observables, and T and P denote lattices of profiles.

61 where automatic generation is based on available classification

3 1. Events, a priori observables, a posteriori
observables, and profiles

We shall proceed as follows: We first define the basic model and we introduce
two representations of it, one in terms of hierarchical graphs and the other in terms
of numerical matrices. The representation with hierarchical graphs enables us to
define skew views of the knowledge, where part of the knowledge is aggregated and
another part is not.

generated knowledge61

knowledge.
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, i.e. grounding categorization, with human expert



Assume again that we have given a knowledge quintuple (E, O-, O+, T, P) as
above. We now introduce the footprint matrix representation and the reference
matrix representation of knowledge according to the following scheme

3.3 Matrix representations

Definition 2: Given a knowledge quintuple (E, O-, O+, T, P), the affiliated
hierachical knowledge is the union of all knowledge quintuples, which can be
constructed from it by applying the technique of generating views.

By abuse of terminology, hierachical knoewledge is a set homomorphic images
of the original knowledge, whose size is determined by the profile latices.

The graph representation reveals that our approach to formal knowledge
representations is in the spirit of rule-based systems. This defines some constraints
on its applicability, but on the other hand it links event monitoring directly with an
autmated generation of rule sets, which reflects what is actually happening in a
client/server system. The main advantage of graph representations is that they allow
a visualisation of rules, where hierachical views provide an opportunity to focus
attention on selected parts of the system and to aggregate others.

We conclude with

Due to our assumptions above, the union of the both lattices of profiles provides
us with an appropriate hierachy, and thus we can create hierachical views of the
knowledge quintuple defined above. Please note that if we allow various edges
between the same pair of nodes, the VH-graphs are in one-to-one correspondence
with the knowledge qintuples. Further, we can merge two knowledge quintuples
represented as bipartite graphs, by applying the construction principle for the
composition of relations. This results in a representation for the composed
knowledge as a new bipartite graph, whose nodes consist of the a priori states of the
first quintuple and of the a posteriori states of the second quintuple, while for each
pair of edges ((u,v), (x,y)), v=x, (u,v) an event in the first quintuple, and (x,y) and
event in the second qintuple,there is an edge (u, y) in the new bipartite graph.

Knowledge as defined above can be represented as a VH-graph ([7]). We shall
not bother the reader with explicit definitions, but rather we shall explain the
concept to be applied. We may represent states as nodes in a bipartite base-graph,
and we may represent events as edges. VH-graphs have in addtion a hierachical, i.e.
tree-like, structure, where the nodes of the base-graph are embedded into the
hierachy. Cuts are non-comparable sets of elements of the hierachy, and views
corresponding to a cut collapse all structure of the base-graph “below” the cut. Thus,
parts of the base-graph may be aggregated, while other parts may be shown in full
detail. That is, we may zoom into the system at critical parts and still work with a
moderately complex view, when we aggregate other parts.

Graph representations
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– lines correspond to states of a priori observables
– columns correspond to states of a posteriori observables
– entries correspond to events, where integer counting leads to reference matrices

and Boolean counting leads to footprint matrices
– there is no semantic meaning in the enumeration of lines and columns
– states may be replaced by sets of states, namely profiles

Again we omit details. The scheme sketched enables us to provide matrix
representation for knowledge quintuples, as well as for the affiliated hierachical
knowledge. Note that forming a homomorphic image is done by addition of lines
and/or columns, and that the combination of knowledge corresponds to matrix
multiplication.

If we reverse the order of relations and if we normalize entries such that we get a
probabbility matrix, then we obtain the inference values for an inference network
model consisting of two layers. Again, combination is done by matrix

multiplication.

3.4 Some Remarks

In many application scenarios, one type of view is exactly what one is interested
in. However, if we are interested in the internal structure of a set of observations it is
exactly the diversity of view, which enables us to ‘measure’ this structure [9].

There is some duality between a priori observables and a posteriori observables.
They are essentially a view position. Exchanging them changes corresponds to a
matrix transposition. Ignoring normalization issues, the change of view corresponds
to the change between reference matrices and inference matrices.

Our framework essentially stems from the modeling of decision problems with
decision tasks, a priori observables, and a posteriori observables. Decisions are made
upon the observation of a priori observables and the quality of the decisions is a
function of the a posteriori observables. Therefore, it is critical for good solutions to
understand the correlation of a priori and a posteriori observables. (Cf. [10]). There
are various different interpretations possible. Our basic understanding is, that any
matrix entry specifies something like a rule linking the a priori state and the
posteriori state. This rule may be understood as an inference rule, or some
conditional probability.

4. IMPLEMENTATION TECHNIQUE

Next, we discuss basic formal techniques for the implementation of knowledge
generators relying on our model framework.



– the intrinsic algebraic structure as it is represented by semigroup role structure

(cf[9])
– the comparison with natural languages measuring the Heaps and the Zipf

exponent (cp [11]).
– One example of the last is the footprint growth function, which stems from

Heap’s law:
Definition 3: The relevance of the observations are described by the growth of

the footprint of the (ordered) events with respect to the a priori and a posteriori
observables.

– the intrinsic algebraic structure as it is addressed by the optimization problems
indicated above

Meta-observations concern the event system as a whole. We use them to judge
on the relevance of observations. There are various possibilities for analyzing
observations

4.2 Meta-observations

There are various different possibilities to formalize these requirements, and
there are various methods to obtain the desired hierarchies: classical clustering
algorithms based on a distance function on the set of a posteriori observables (in
case of a priori profiles) or on the set of a priori observables (in case of a posteriori
profiles), neural network clustering, algorithms choosing a configuration whose
matrix representation is as close as possible to a block diagonal matrix, or which
optimizes some independent reference model (cf [2]), and some further more. A
discussion of these issues is beyond the scope of this paper.

This depends on the problem context, of course. The general strategy will be to
find satisfactory solutions for the following problem: Find a hierarchy of profiles
such that each a priori profile is as homogeneous as possible with respect to the
posteriori observables of their class members (because otherwise the inference rule
associated had little relevance), that any two a priori profiles are as distinct as
possible with respect to their a posteriori observables (because otherwise the
associated inference rules would have little meaning), and that all profiles are neither
too small (as then they would lack statistical relevance) nor too large (because we
are interested knowledge as fine-grained as possible). Note that analogously, we can
also ask for a posteriori profiles fulfilling the same requirements for a priori
observables.

Hierarchies of a priori profiles arise from the clustering of natural partitionings.
Above we have defined a machinery to represent knowledge with respect to such
hierarchies. However, which hierarchies are we to choose?

4.1 Generation of hierarchies
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Heaps observed that in natural language texts this functions grows like a
polynomial with exponent one half, i.e. similar as the supremum function of one-
dimensional Brownian motion.

4.3 Architecture

Finally we depict the architecture for knowledge mining, where the model
machinery discussed is situated in.

The architecture consists of four levels: the system, where measures are taken
(called event system above), the layer with monitoring and primary categorization
tools feeding our model framework with data, the implementation of our model
framework, which makes use of automatic and expert categorization, and the layer
with tools for interpretation and application of the hierarchical views and the
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couplings of different knowledge representations. There, the meta-observation tools
are situated as well, since they are needed for the relevance ranking of knowledge
representations.

4.4

–
–
–

–
–
–

object accesses, etc. and hierachical knowledge representation plays an important
role for the design and the implementation of applications. Typically, a priori
profiles describe the identity of an active person or object, while a posteriori profiles
desribe what is really done, or which ressources are really requested. Indeed,
applications im e-business with monitoring of client requests range from psychology
and sociology to performance management.

We have performed meta-observations for various different scenarios, such as
DB/DC transaction processing, accesses to web-pages in web-sites, and requests for
search-engines. This revealed that Heaps and Zipf’s Law are more or less valid in all
scenarios, but the coefficients depend on the actual scenario. In some scenarios they
clearly reflect the dynamics of the system, while in other scenarios they may also
represent static patterns of access distributions.

5 .

We have presented a formal machinery for knowledge engineering. Due to its

CONCLUSIONS

optimization of native code generators in Bytecode compilation
optimization of load distribution in high performance transaction processing
sociological analyses of information societies
In all these cases, we can monitor natural events, such as client requests, data

customer profiling in market research
psychological analyses of user behaviour in virtual venues or communities
design of information agents supporting users of large Intranets, design of e-
brokers for customer-supplier matching in virtual markets, or personalied
guidance of users through administration processes in e-government

There is a wide range of applications for our machinery in e-business:

Applications
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genericity it applies to a wide range of knowledge mining scenarios in distributed
computing and distributed information systems. Part of this machinery has been
implemented in joint research projects with industry. While the workflow for
knowledge extraction is well understood in parts, so far little is understood of the
internal structure of event systems.
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Though ERP systems are being widely implemented in many organisations,
there is a lack of unified implementation methodologies that reflect the
essential critical factors of success. Research developing such methodologies
has been scarce. This paper fills this gap by proposing an integrative
methodology based on an extensive review of the essential critical factors of
success. Following the generic proposed methodology and framework, it is
argued that success can be yielded in implementing ERP systems.
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Abstract:

1. INTRODUCTION

Many companies are radically changing their information technology strategies
to maintain a competitive advantage, become more responsive to change markets,
and deliver better service at lower cost by purchasing off-the-shelf integrated ERP
software instead of developing IT systems in-house (Davenport, 2000; Holland and
Light, 1999).

Overall, ERP is a relatively new phenomenon, and the research related to it is
not extensive (Al-Mashari, 2000; Nab et al., 2001; Parr, et al., 1999), and its
implementation methodologies are still developing. Several approaches and
methodologies have been introduced by a number of authors and practitioners (e.g.
Al-Mashari, 2000; Gibson, et al., 1999; Bancroft, et al., 1998; Computer Technology
Research, 1999; Welti, 1999, Holland and Light, 1999; Bingi, et at., 1999; Markus,
et at. 2000; Al-Mashari and Zairi, 2000). However, and generally speaking, there
has not yet been a common comprehensive or holistic approach to ERP
implementation.

This paper proposes a holistic framework for ERP implementation based on an
extensive review of the factors and the essential elements that contribute to success
in the context of ERP implementation. The following sections provide an overview
of the proposed framework and a detailed discussion of its elements.



Figure 1. Holistic ERP System Implementation Project framework

These levels of implementation, however, are not independent of each other and
each level should be used to drive to the next level, for example, strategic level
should be used to drive to the tactical level, and each level has to be well managed.
Moreover, there is a direct relationship between the implementation’s levels at
which a decision is taken and characteristics of the information required to support
decision making (Bocij, et al. 1999).

The figure also shows that the implementation ERP system has been subdivided
into three levels: strategic, tactical, and operational. Each level contains a number of
critical factors. The factors of strategic level are current legacy system evaluation,
project vision and objective, ERP implementation strategy, top management support
and commitment, business case, and benchmarking. The factors of tactical
(managerial) level are client consultation, hiring consultants, business process
reengineering (BPR), ERP software and vendor selection, and implementation
approach. Operational level contains business process modelling, configuring
system, final preparation, and go live.

As the figure shows, there are critical factors hypothesised to play a more
overriding role in the project of ERP implementation. On the other hand, they
should be ongoing throughout all implementation’s levels. These factors are project
management, change management, training, and communication.

In essence, there are critical issues that must be carefully considered to ensure
successful implementation of an ERP system project. Based on the vast literature
review conducted on ERP system implementation, this research has derived a
framework of ERP system implementation depicted on Figure 1.

ERP Implementation: An Integrative Methodology

INTEGRATIVE FRAMEWORK FOR ERP
IMPLEMENTATION
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2.
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The following sections will discuss all the levels of successful ERP
implementation and its factors. Moreover, the discussion will be based on a
comprehensive review of the literature.

3. FRAMEWORK ELEMENTS

3.1 Project Management

ERP implementation is challenging, costly, and risky. Consequently, to achieve
the desired benefits, the ERP system implementation must be carefully managed and
monitored. It is in this respect that project management becomes important, if not
crucial for success. Hoffer et al. (1998) argue that the project management activities
span the life of the project from initiating the project to closing it.

Project management deals with various aspects of the project, such as planning,
organisation, information system acquisition, personnel selection, and management
and monitoring of software implementation (Peak, 2000). The project management
is a practised system necessary to govern a project and to deliver quality products.

Initially, the project manager, in conjunction with the steering committee, will
select the project team. Due to the wide ranging impact of ERP software, The
members of the project team should ideally be from management or supervisory
positions (Bancroft, et al., 1998), and have the authority to make decision regarding
how a process will be completed (Computer Technology research Corporation,
1999).

The project manager must have skills to govern the project successfully (Welti,
1999; Bancroft, et al., 1998) including being a coach, cheerleader, flexible,
confidante, mentor, stress resistance, communicative, and visionary.

3.1.1 Project Schedule and Plans

Slevin and Pinto (1987) define project schedule and plans as the detailed
specification of the individual action steps required accomplishing the project’s
goals. If the project has failed, the fact that not every detail of the plan was pursued
be typically used as the rationale for the project’s failure.

3.1.2 Monitoring and Feedback

Slevin and Pinto (1987) define the monitoring and feedback factor as the timely
provision of comprehensive control information at each stage in the implementation
process. This is one of the project manager’s fundamental tasks (Welti, 1999).
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Risk Management3.1.3

Risk management can decrease the number of unexpected crises and deviation
from budget and schedule, providing advance warning as problems begin to develop
(Peak, 2000). It is the competence to handle unexpected crises and deviations from
the plan (Slevin and Pinto, 1987). Any deviation from the implementation project
budget, schedule, and defined project goals must be identified and tracked carefully,
with appropriate corrective action taken.

3.2 Change Management

Cooke and Peterson (1998) identify change management, in terms of adopting an
ERP system, as activities, processes, and methodologies that support employee
understanding and organisational shifts during the implementation of ERP systems
and reengineering initiatives. Many ERP implementation failures have been caused
by the lack of focus on ‘the soft issues’, i.e. the business process and change
management (Sumner, 1999).

An ERP systems package has a major impact on organisations, especially on
their staff (Welti, 1999). Thus, change management is essential for preparing a
company to the introduction of an ERP system, and its successful implementation.
ALVEO (Welti, 1999) prepared its employees for the coming change through
management support, information, communication, and training.

Overall, top management commitment, education and training, communication
are critical success factors of any change management (Norris et al., 2000).

3.3 Training

ERP systems are extremely complex systems and demand rigorous training.
Installing an ERP software package without adequate end-user preparation could
yield to drastic consequences. Inadequate or lack of training has been one of the
most significant reasons of many ERP systems failure (Kelley, et al., 1999).

ERP training should address all aspects of the system, be continuous and based
on knowledge transfer principles wherever consultants are involved (Davenport,
1998b). Welti (1999) cites that every level in the orgainsation class and the various
users require different training.

3.4 Communication

Communication is one of the most challenging and difficult tasks in any ERP
implementation project (Welti, 1999). Slevin and Pinto (1987) define
communication as the provision of an appropriate network and necessary data to all
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key factors in the project implementation. Communication has to cover the scope,
objectives, and tasks of an ERP implementation project (Sumner, 1999).

3.5 Strategic Level

The decisions made at this level significantly change the manner in which
business is being done (Bocij, et al. 1999) and these decisions are the responsibility
of top management (Turban, et al., 1999).

The following sections will discuss these factors based on the literature
reviewed.

3.5.1 Current Legacy System Evaluation

Adolph (1996) points out that the legacy system contains the existing
information technology (hardware and software), business processes, organisation
structure, and culture.

In a sense, Holland and Light (1999) argue that the nature and scale of problem
that are likely to be encountered could be defined by evaluating the existing legacy
system. If organisation’s legacy systems are extremely complex, with multiple
technology platforms and a variety of procedures to manage common business
processes, then the amount of technical and organisational change required is high.
Otherwise, if the organisation has already got common business processes and a
simple technical architecture, change requirements are low.

ERP systems depend on sophisticated IT infrastructure. It is clear that ERP
implementation involves a complex transition from legacy information systems and
business processes to an integrated IT infrastructure and common business process
throughout the organisation (Gibson, et al. 1999).

3.5.2 Project Vision and Objective

Slevin and Pinto (1987) define project vision as the initial clarity of goals and
general direction, while Bocij, et al. (1999) define it as an image of a future direction
that everyone can remember and follow.

A global survey showed that an understanding of business objectives and clear
vision are key success factors (Cooke and Peterson, 1998). However, at this stage in
the ERP project, the vision should provide a direction and general objective, and no
details are required. Welti, (1999) suggests that the project definition should not
contain specific goals or strategy and should determine the purpose of the project.
The next step would be to determine the ERP objectives.
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3.5.3 ERP Implementation Strategy

The ERP implementation strategy will be reviewed to determine the impact of
ERP system implementation on the enterprise, while the strategy of ERP system
implementation will be overviewed, with details, within the tactical level.

The company has to have a clear understanding of the business implications to
avoid a potential peril of failures. Building an implementation strategy for an ERP
system project needs to be strongly based on both the business case developed and
the results of the series benchmarking test. It should also ensure a full alignment
with overall business strategy (Al-Mashari and Zairi, 2000).

3.5.4 Top Management Support/Commitment

Top management support was consistently identified as the most important and
crucial success factor in ERP system implementation projects (Welti, 1999;
Davenport, 1998a; Sumner, 1999; Bingi, et al., 1999; Bancroft, et al., 1998).

Welti (1999) suggests that active top management is important to provide
enough resources, fast decisions, and support the acceptance of the project
throughout the company. The top management support and commitment does not
end with initiation and facilitation, but must extend to the full implementation of an
ERP system. They should continually monitor the progress of the project and
provide direction to the implementation teams (Bingi, et al, 1999).

3.5.5 Business Case

A strong business case can control a project’s scope (Industry Week, 1998). It
considers project objective, needs, and benefits. Moreover, a business case can help
to convince people of the need for change, and therefore, their commitment to it
(Industry Week, 1998).

Cooke and Peterson (1998) point out that to ensure a business-specific result, the
business case needs to be translated down to those who are deploying the actual
systems. Moreover, they mention that, based on a global survey, the development of
a strong business case was one of the key success factors.

3.5.6 Benchmarking

Benchmarking is a technique for learning from other people. Bocij et al. (1999)
suggest that the result of a series of benchmarking exercises could be compared
against similar items in order to make the best selection.

Al-Mashari and Zairi (2000) argue that the benchmarking can play a significant
role in shaping the strategic direction to be taken for change introduction using ERP
package.
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3.6 Tactical Level

At the tactical level, also termed managerial level, the medium-term planning of
ERP specific organisational issues are largely concerned, where the decisions are
made by middle managers (Turban, et al., 1999).

The following sections will discuss a comprehensive list of factors at this level,
tactical, based on the literature reviewed.

3.6.1 Client Consultation

Slevin and Pinto (1987) define client consultation as the communication and
consultation with, and active listening to, all affected parties, manly the client. They
argued that the consultation with clients should occur early in the process, otherwise
the chance of subsequent client acceptance will be lowered.

It is essential for an organisation to keep their clients aware for their future
project to avoid miss-convince.

3.6.2 Hiring Consultants

Due to the complexities of implementing an ERP system, most companies
choose to hire consultants to help them select, configure, and implement the system.
Welti (1999) argues that the success of a project depends on the capabilities of the
consultants because they have in-depth knowledge of the software.

However, with new technology, it is often critical to acquire external expertise,
including vendor support, to facilitate successful implementation (Sumner, 1999).
IT research firm Gartner Group (Computer Technology Research Corporation,
1999) argues that the ratio of consulting costs to software costs could reach up to
3:1. Clearly, it is a critical success factor, and has to be managed and monitored
very carefully.

3.6.3 Business Process Reengineering (BPR)

As mentioned before, there are two main options to implement ERP systems:
modify an ERP system package to suit the organisation’s requirements or the
implementation of an ERP system package with minimum deviation from the
standard settings (Holland and Light, 1999). However, ERP systems are built on
best practices that are followed in the industry, and to successfully install ERP, all

the processes in a company should conform to the ERP model (Davenport, 1998a;
Sumner, 1999). Therefore, to take a full advantage of an ERP software, business
process redesign is seen as a prerequisite.

Davenport (1998a), Bingi, et al. (1999), Al-Mashari and Zairi (2000), Holland
and Light (1999), Gibson, et al. (1999), O’Leary (2000), and Davenport (2000) all
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agree that the enterprise consensus is required to reengineer a company’s core
business processes to align them with the model implicit within the ERP package to
take advantage of the ERP system. Companies that do not follow this philosophy
are likely to face major difficulties (Bancroft, et al., 1998; Gibson, et al., 1999).

The persisting question at this point is when should a company do business
process reengineering? before, during, or after ERP package implementation. In
fact, some companies have implemented ERP system package prior to BPR project
(e.g. ALVEO (Welti, 1999)) to avoid the trouble of a BPR project. If the corporate
structure and processes fit well with ERP system package, this approach is possible
(Bancroft, et al., 1998). While, some companies started with BPR prior to ERP
package (e.g. Digital Equipment (Bancroft, et al., 1998)). Thus answering this
question will depend highly on the company’s specific situation and as status quo.

In general, the decision as to when BPR should take place in ERP system
package implementation, (before, during, or after) remains dependent on the
business situation (Bancroft, et al., 1998).

3.6.4 ERP Software/Vendor Selection

Selecting new ERP system software is a difficult task and one of the most risky
decisions that most companies face. Moreover, ERP package is not like other off-
the-shelf package such as word-processing, spreadsheet, or database software, but
rather sophisticated and complex software for the areas of enterprise processes.

An enterprise should choose an expert and a clear method to help select the
software system. The complexity of selecting ERP package software can add a lot
of time to the ERP system project (Computer Technology Research Corporation,
1999).

3.6.5 Implementation Approach

However, small and medium size enterprise (SME) cannot afford to spend years
on a software project like large enterprise. Therefore, vendors and consultants of
ERP system have responded with methods and tactics specifically designed to keep
ERP system projects moving. Most enterprises now use a rapid implementation
approach, e.g. AcceleratedSAP, or ASAP, (Computer Technology Research

The company has to take a fundamental decision regarding the implementation
approach and clearly select a focused path. There are aspects, such as organisational
structure, resources, attitude toward change, or distance between the various
production facilities, that influence the company’s decision to select ERP system
implementation approach. There are three main implementation approaches: step-
by-step, big bang, and roll-out. The roll-out approach, which may be implemented as
a step-by-step or big bang, creates a model implementation at one site, which is then
rolled out to other (Welti, 1999).
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Corporation, 1999). In this regards, companies should consult with ERP software
package vendors and implementation partners to understand more regarding specific
details of rapid methodology.

3.7 Operational Level

Although installing an ERP software package is not as diffcult as getting the
enterprise soft elements in line with all the change imperatives, its critical role in
yielding optimum outcomes from implementation cannot be over-emphasised (Al-
Mashari and Zairi, 2000). In essence, there is no development requirement, rather, it
is business processes (Bancroft, et al., 1998).

For this phase, there are numerous tools used during an ERP package system
implementation supported by several ERP package vendors.

The following sections will discuss the steps at this level based on the literature
review conducted.

3.7.1 Business process Modelling

In this step, the project team determines how the system will work, not in the
technical sense but in terms of the processes the company uses to accomplish
different tasks, and how the business will operate after the ERP system package is in
use. SAP calls this task “business process blueprint”.

The business process modelling is the complete description of how an enterprise
will implement the ERP system package to support its business activities (Buck-
Emden, 2000).

3.7.2 Configuring System

Configuring an ERP system package is largely a matter of making compromises
and of balancing the way the enterprise wants to work with the way the ERP
package system lets it works (Davenport, 1998a).

Configuration does not mean the modification of the ERP package, but rather the
set-up and configuration of all usage options that are possible in an ERP software
package (Buck-Emden, 2000).

The process of configuration differs fundamentally from programming.
Configuration involves adapting the generic functionality of the software package to
the needs of a particular company, while programming involves creating new
functionality of application (Markus and Tanis, 2000).
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3.7.3 Final Preparation

Before going live on an ERP system, all necessary adjustments, in order to
prepare the system and business for production start-up, have to be made. The
system must be tested to make sure that it works technically and the business
process configurations are practical (Computer Technology Research Corporation,
1999).

It is important in this step to assess the end-user well training (Welti, 1999). In
general, all testing must be completely prepared and seriously carried out whether
for integration or for migration.

Testing helps companies avoid potential problems that might negatively impact
customers (Bancroft, et al., 1998). The project teams should test the user-acceptance
to gather the more intangible feedback about ERP system package materials
(Computer Technology Research Corporation, 1999).

3.7.4 Go Live

This is the final step of the ERP package implementation; it is also referred to as
“going into production”. It has two major steps: activating the system and
transitioning from the old system to the new system (Computer Technology
Research Corporation, 1999).

Going live usually goes off-hours (e.g. weekend, holiday, etc.), to allow project
teams to monitor how the system performs (Computer Technology Research
Corporation, 1999).

By the end of this step, the project management prepares for the acceptance of
the productive environment by the steering committee (Appelrath and Ritter, 2000).

4. CONCLUSION

This paper has made a unique contribution by proposing a holistic framework for
ERP implementation. Since the field of IT support systems has moved away from
stand alone, dedicated solutions with localised impact to more integrated flexible
enterprise wide systems, a fresh approach was needed. In essence, this is the unique
contribution that ERP systems bring with them. Not only do they address
organisational systems from a Business Process Change perspective, but
furthermore, the software configuration is geared towards creating seamlessness and
an integrated ‘value chain’.

In essence, the paper recognises a series of critical issues that must be carefully
considered to ensure successful implementation of an ERP system project. These
factors culminate in the proposed model depicted in Figure 1. The proposed model
makes a worthwhile contribution since it has clearly identified factors that are
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beyond the issues of project management that other authors have been referring to in
the literature. Furthermore by adhering to the various levels of application of ERP
systems, will ensure that organisations can derive maximum benefits from ERP
systems and that the decision making process and the flow of information happens
in a seamless, corporate-wide perspective. One additional feature of the proposed
model which is very worthwhile pointing is that there is a dual process of planning
and performing which synchronises the various activities of organisational systems
and ensures that there is goal congruence and performance effective delivery
outcomes.
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Abstract: Traditionally, management thinking has preceded and quite possibly driven the
adoption and use of information technologies (IT) in organizations. That is,
management schools (of thought) that emphasize certain types of work
structures usually appear earlier than IT geared at supporting those work
structures. This situation has undoubtedly changed recently, arguably around
the mid-1990s, with the explosion in the commercial use of the Internet and
particularly the Web. A first step towards a new management framework to
help organizations benefit from modern Web-based IT is proposed and
discussed in this paper. Our goal is to provide some basic elements that can be
used by managers and researchers as a starting point for a broader
management model. As such, we focus on a particular set of activities
associated with team coordination and communication in production and
service delivery business processes. Our framework is based on our
experiences in 30 business process redesign projects conducted in partnership
with 15 US organizations from 1997 to 2000.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Traditionally, management thinking has preceded and quite possibly driven the
adoption and use of information technologies (IT) in organizations. That is,
management schools (of thought) that emphasize certain types of work structures
usually appear earlier than IT geared at supporting those work structures. This
situation has undoubtedly changed recently, arguably around the mid-1990s, with
the explosion in the commercial use of the Internet and particularly the Web. The
emergence of e-commerce, e-trade, e-business, and other e-'s has clearly led to
creation of new organizational forms, management challenges, and related
management ideas. For example, the Web has led to the development or expansion
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of the following types of organizations (Ashkenas et al., 1995; Christensen, 1998;
Davidow and Malone, 1992; Grudin, 1994).
– “Internet startups”, whose market value vastly exceeds what traditional

price/earnings standards for company market valuation stipulate, placing these
companies in an advantageous competitive position right at their inception due to
the initial amount of capital that is available to them.

– “Internet portals”, whose market value depends much more heavily on the
number of visitors (first time or repeat) they can draw than on their revenues,
profitability or other traditional market value measures.

– “Virtual organizations”, which operate with no or few physical assets and
distribution channels.

– “Boundaryless organizations”, in which geographical barriers to teamwork and
market reach are virtually eliminated.
The examples above only scratch the surface as far as the potential that this

“disruptive technology” which is the Internet can have on organizational structure
and, in consequence, management thinking. The adoption of management ideas that
are aligned with the collaboration potential afforded by the Internet and the Web can
place companies at tremendously advantageous positions in their industries, at least
at a certain point in their evolution as organizational entities, as illustrated by Dell
Computer, Federal Express, E-Trade and Amazon.com. The reasons for this are
many, and range from the capacity to benefit from lower barriers to new entrants, to
the ability to attract large infusions of capital at the beginning of their life cycle, to
the development and continuous use of highly streamlined distribution and
workflow management processes.

This paper proposes and discusses a first step towards a new management
framework to help organizations benefit from modern Web-based IT. Our
framework is developed based on a broad review of 30 business process redesign

projects conducted by us in 15 organizations from 1997 to 2000.

2 . NEW ORGANIZATIONAL MODELS
SUPPORTED BY THE WEB AND KEY
MANAGEMENT SCHOOLS OF THE 1900S

At the time of writing, the type of management thinking discussed in the
previous section was not well defined and shaped in the form of a single
management school. Nevertheless, is has been easy to find organizations trying to
adapt ideas from old and existing management schools to the new environment of
Web-based IT. Table 1 summarizes key management schools that emerged in the
late 1900s, before the use of the Web became widespread.
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Table 1: Key management schools of the 1900s

Management
school

Main
figure(s)

Period Main thesis

Deming,
Juran

Revans,
Argyris,
Senge

Peters,
Kanter

Hammer,
Davenport

Began in the
1950s, first in
Japan, reaching
the US in the
1980s

Began in the
1960s

Began in the
1980s

Began in the
1990s

Reengineering

Excellence

Organizational
learning

Total quality
management

Organizational improvement
should focus on processes, not
problems, and related quality
issues. Productivity improvement
cannot be realized without quality
improvement. Line employees and
customers, not only managers,
should be deeply involved in
quality improvement initiatives
(Deming, 1986; Juran, 1989).
Workers as well as managers can
continuously improve the
organization in which they work by
freely sharing and questioning their
knowledge and personal beliefs in a
trusting organizational environment
(Argyris, 1992; Revans, 1991;
S e n g e , 1 9 9 0 )
Excellent organizations change
continuously in order to satisfy
their customers. This change is
both top-down and bottom-up, i.e.,
it is driven by managers as well as
line workers (Peters and Waterman,
1982; Kanter, 1995). 
Organizations should radically
redesign their processes from time
to time in order to remain
competitive. This redesign should
be top-down, i.e., primarily led by
top managers (Davenport, 1993;
Hammer and Champy, 1993).

Trying to adapt ideas from old and existing management schools (such as those
in Table 1) to the new environment of Web-based IT has its advantages, but is
difficult to accomplish in practice. There are two key reasons for this. The first is
that some of the new Web-based IT have emerged to support new organizational
forms that are often incompatible with one single management school. This makes it
difficult to match a single management school with Web-based IT. The second
reason is that existing management schools usually propose ideas that are, at some
level, contradictory with each other, often because they were developed on the
premise that other management schools proposed ideas that did not work in practice
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(e.g., reengineering vs. total quality management). Moreover, given the tendency of
business writers to focus on one or a few business ideas and propose them as a
panacea, it is difficult to find a good match between single existing management
schools and emerging Web-based IT. What appears to be needed is a generic
framework that ties together relevant management ideas that help organizations
strategically and operationally align themselves with new Web-based IT.

It is beyond the scope of this article to propose a new management school. Even
“describing” in the detail a new management school would increase the length of
this paper beyond the space available. Given this, a first step towards a new
management framework to help organizations benefit from modern Web-based IT is
proposed and discussed in the next section. Our goal is to provide some basic
elements that can be used by managers and researchers as a starting point for a
broader management model. As such, we focus on a particular set of activities
associated with team coordination and communication in production and service
delivery business processes.

3. A SIMPLE FRAMEWORK FOR SUPPORTING
PROCESSES WITH WEB-BASED IT

A great deal of our work at the Process Design and IT Group at Temple
University’s E-Business Institute revolves around the use of IT to support various
team-based business processes. Since 1997, we have been working with a number of
companies in the Philadelphia Metropolitan Area, the US Department of Defense,
and a few defense contractors, in the analysis and redesign of their business
processes, leveraging the resources provided by the Web to support new intra-
organizational processes through “intranets”, and new inter-organizational processes
through “extranets”. Some of the companies we have worked with toward this end
were Prudential Insurance, Metro One Telecommunications, Sheraton Hotels, Day
& Zimmermann, Delaware Investments, Penn Mutual and Andersen Consulting. The
defense contractors we have worked with were Lockheed Martin and Computer
Sciences Corporation.

After several projects, each involving different managers, consultants and key
employees, some patterns started to emerge that seemed relatively independent of
characteristics of the organization, processes, or people involved. While the
organizations and processes targeted had their own peculiarities, we seemed to
invariably arrive at a similar final result. This final result was, in all projects, a new
process (we analyzed and redesigned over 30 processes from more than 15
organizations from 1997 to 2000). Processes analyzed included marketing, sales,
inventory control, production, distribution, service delivery, and procurement.
Production, service delivery and procurement processes were among the most
frequent types of processes redesigned. In these, some generic features were
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particularly similar across redesigned processes in different companies. These are
illustrated in Figure 1 and can be summarized as follows:

Figure 1. A generic model to implement processes enabled by Web-based IT

A Web-based customer query module, represented in Figure 1 by the oval
described as “Process automation application (customer query module)”, whose
main function is to give customer access to process execution status data. For
customers requesting an external telephone line repair, for example, this module
would provide information about repair status.

A Web-based workflow control module, represented in Figure 1 by the oval
described as “Process automation application (workflow control module)”. This is a
computer application module that automates the execution of a process, from
beginning to end, reminding process team members of tasks under their
responsibility and allowing them to update the execution status of those tasks. This
module populates a process execution database that stores data about process
execution, represented in the figure by the drum symbol described as “Process
execution database”.
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A Web-based OLAP (Online Analytical Processing) application, represented
in Figure 1 by the oval described as “OLAP application”, whose main function is to
allow the process manager to generate (and customize the generation of) process
metrics periodically. Process metrics provide a simplified view of the productivity
and quality of a process and can be used for continuous improvement of the
processes.

A Web-based process communication application, represented in Figure 1 by
the oval described as “Process communication application”, which populates and
provides access to a process communication database. This application supports
continuous communication between the process manager, process customers, and
process team and may incorporate the following Web-based components:
– A repository of summarized process metrics and process improvement

initiatives aimed at improving the outcomes of the metrics. Usually the process
manager maintains this repository.

– A discussion forum that allows process customers to communicate with each
other as well as with process team members and the process manager.

– A knowledge base with key data needed by process team members to execute
their respective activities in the process, and process customers, so they can use
outputs of the process more efficiently and effectively.

4. A PRACTICAL EXAMPLE: A WEB-BASED
“HELD DESK”

One of the most common processes of IT organizations that provide technology
support to parent companies is the “help desk” process, which is used here to
illustrate the generic process framework outlined in the previous section. It is
through the help desk process that internal users are enabled to do their work using
IT. Help desk activities include new accounts (e.g., email, proxy, dial-up, selected
applications) creation, office applications training, general hardware and software
support, network cabling set up, and database hosting, among others. The help desk
process is a key process for both IT organization and parent company. The IT
organization’s budget is often defined by the quality and volume of help desk-
related services provided to internal IT users.

A practical implementation of a help desk process using the Web-based IT
model discussed in the previous section is shown in Figure 2. The relative position
and shape of the main process elements is the same as in Figure 1 so that the reader
can easily relate generic elements (shown in Figure 1) with their more specific
counterparts in the implementation example shown in Figure 2.

In this practical implementation, the user interface is a Web browser (e.g.,
Netscape Navigator, Internet Explorer etc.) and, as such, is common to all users. All
applications are Web-enabled and run on Web servers (or clusters of Web servers).
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The communication medium between Web servers and browsers is the Internet
(although it could have been an intranet or local area network supporting Web
communication protocols). This configuration allows any of the process “actors”
(i.e., process manager, process team members and process customers) to use the
system anywhere-anytime. Specific implementation elements are discussed below.

Figure 2. A Web-based "help desk" implementation of the generic Web-based IT model

A Web-based workflow control module, is implemented as a help desk job
allocation and escalation application, developed using ColdFusion (a Web
development platform commercialized by Allaire Corporation) by a third-party
software developer (and modeled after the popular Remedy Help Desk system). This
application populates an Oracle help desk database that stores data about help desk
“jobs” (e.g., requests for support and follow-up activities).

A Web-based customer query module, is implemented as a help desk job
query application, developed with Java Server Pages (or Servlets, which are standard
pieces of Java code that run on the Web server), which allows IT users to monitor
the status of their help desk jobs. This application runs on the same group of Web
servers (which could be seen as one large Web server) as the help desk job
allocation and escalation application and performs queries against the same help
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desk database populated by that application (although without modifying the
database).

A Web-based OLAP (Online Analytical Processing) application, is
implemented as a help desk OLAP application, developed using ColdFusion and
SAS (an OLAP application development platform), that allows the help desk
manager to generate (and customize the generation of) help desk quality and
productivity metrics periodically. The application populates an Oracle help desk
metrics database. Examples of metrics are number of help desk jobs of a certain
category (e.g., network troubleshooting) solved within 2 hours of the request for
help, number of complaints by IT users, number of help desk jobs handled by a
particular individual or group of individuals, percentage of recurring problems etc.

A Web-based process communication application, is implemented as a
knowledge management and conferencing application, developed with Active Server
Pages (standard pieces of VBScript code – itself similar to Microsoft’s Visual Basic
language code – that run on the Web server), which populates and provides access to
two databases: an Access knowledge base and a Sybase discussion board
database. The application also allows the help desk manager to post process metrics
periodically, which are converted by the application into standard HTML and shown
as a series of static Web pages. This application supports continuous communication
between the help desk manager, IT users, and the help desk team. It incorporates the
following Web-based components:
–

–

5. LINKS WITH DIFFERENT MANAGEMENT
SCHOOLS AND RELATED IDEAS

A discussion forum that allows IT users to communicate with each other as well
as with help desk consultants and the help desk manager in a more personal and
less structured way than through help desk jobs. This discussion forum also
works as a continuous two-way information exchange forum between local IT
“gurus” (e.g., a salesperson who knows a lot about a sales IT application and
who helps his colleagues in the Sales Department) and help desk consultants.
A knowledge base with key knowledge needed by help desk consultants to
execute their respective activities in the process. This knowledge base is also
used by selected IT users (e.g., the local IT “gurus” mentioned above) for self-
help.

Web-driven Management Thinking

It is important to stress that the process redesign initiatives that led to variations
of the generic model discussed here were guided by a common methodology called
MetaProi, which stands for Meta-process for Process Improvement (see Kock,
1999). In spite of this, the fact that the model shown on Figure 1 emerged from
process redesign efforts involving different people in different companies is still
remarkable. After all, senior management and consultants were involved, and they
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agreed that the new processes were either optimal or close to optimal. This
convergence is also an indication of the existence of underlying management ideas
that are likely to surface if awareness about current Web-based IT potential exists.
Further inspection also suggests that even though these management ideas, which
surfaced in process redesign discussions, are not tied to a single management school,
they are obviously aligned with several schools (as shown on Table 2).

Table 2: Management ideas, related schools and process features

Management idea Management schools Process feature(s)

Direct management control on teams should Excellence,
be reduced to a minimum. Process-level Reengineering.
control should be automated as much as
possible.

Customers should have instant access to Total quality
process execution status. management,

reengineering.

Process metrics should be periodically Total quality
analyzed and used to incrementally improve management.
processes.

Customers should be allowed access to Excellence, total Process metrics
process performance data and related process quality management, and improvement
improvement initiatives, and asked for their organizational initiatives
advice on how to improve processes. learning. repository,

discussion forum.

Workflow control
automation.

Automated
customer query
support.

OLAP-based
process metrics
generation.

Customers should be given full and Reengineering, Process
decentralized access to process-related data organizational knowledge base.
so they can solve some process-related learning.
problems themselves.

The “Process feature(s)” column on Table 2 describes features of the generic
process model that are highly dependent on IT, particularly in the last two rows
(repository, discussion forum, and knowledge base). Those features would not have
been present if senior management was not willing to implement the management
ideas described in the first column of Table 2, which in turn became more popular
with the emergence of four contemporary management schools: total quality
management, organizational learning, excellence, and reengineering. Still, one
cannot convincingly argue that management thinking is driving the use of the
technology. Not only do these four management schools differ significantly from
each other, but they also have a different following (e.g., organizational learning
proponents often suggest their management school as a “softer” and more “people-
oriented” alternative to reengineering). It is more likely that modern Web-based IT
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From a more philosophical perspective, the process model can be seen as a first
step in the direction of a new management school. This new school's principles
should guide the selection and implementation of Web-based IT to enable optimal
processes, rather than the other way around. One of the key concepts underlying this
new management school is that of “virtual communities” of process team members,
users and managers, brought together in creative ways through the use of Web-based
IT. Such virtual communities should, among other things, promote collaboration
between customers and suppliers, by allowing them to communicate and share
information and knowledge independently of traditional time and distance
constraints.

From a practical perspective, the generic process model discussed above can be
seen as an “archetype process”, which can be used as a “template” for the design of
optimal business processes. After all, it is based on a number of process redesign
efforts that led to the same high-level result. Using it may save organizations
precious time and resources that would otherwise be wasted “reinventing the
wheel”.

CONCLUSION

The idea that information technology should drive organizational design has
been proposed by many business thinkers, including reengineering co-inventor Tom
Davenport (1993) – in fact, this was one of the early areas of disagreement between
him and other proponents of reengineering led by Hammer and Champy (1993). Yet,
letting information technology define how processes are structured shifts a great deal
of the responsibility on how to manage organizations to software developers and
systems integrators, who arguably do not know the processes of the organizations
they serve as well as their (internal or external) customers do. Moreover, software
developers and system integrators need to sell their products and services to many
organizations in order to maximize their profits, which is bound to decrease potential
competitive advantages for their corporate customers. After all, if you have the same
processes and enabling technologies as your competition, how can you possibly get
ahead of them?

force the adoption of management ideas that do not have a single and coherent
source.
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e-Engineering through e-Business Change Management

Colin G. Ash and Janice M. Burn
Edith Cowan University

Abstract: This paper reports on a longitudinal study of e-business change management in
ERP enabled organisations. Twenty organisations agreed to participate in the
study and data was collected through ongoing e-dialogue and face to face
interviews over a two year period. An analysis of the findings led to the
adoption of a model proposing various antecedents to successful e-business
change management in ERP environments. Multiple case studies with varying
dimensions of e-business scope are described in context of this model and a
detailed case study of an organisation with a highly innovative project is used
to illustrate the facilitators that lead to e-business project success.

1. INTRODUCTION

Numerous papers have been written about e-business and how this concept will
change the way companies do business, characterised by rapid exchange of
information within a virtual network of customers and suppliers working together to
create value-added processes (Ticoll et al, 1998; El Sawy et al, 1999; Wigand and
Benjamin, 1998; Jansen et al, 1999; Burn and Barnett, 2000). However, little
information is available on how to successfully integrate e-Business projects with
ongoing ERP implementations or already productive ERP systems (Hesterbrink,
1999; Holland and Light, 1999).). As more and more established organisations
realise that they need to form alliances with their customers, partners and suppliers
over the Internet, e-business integration with ERP systems becomes a critical issue
(Gable, 1998; Markus and Tanis, 2000).

This combination of technologies offers established companies the opportunity
to build interactive relationships with their partners and suppliers, improve
efficiency and extend their reach, all at a very low cost. For example, GE estimates
to save $500 million to $700 million of its purchasing costs over three years and cut
purchasing cycles by as much as 50% (Hesterbrink, 1999: p3). The Norwegian
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company Statoil, processes more than 350,000 invoices annually, and awards over
40,000 contracts through web enabled ERP commerce. The company expects a
considerable improvement in the ratio of invoices to orders as well as a tangible
contribution to revenue (SAP, 1999; Venkatraman et al, 1999). Eventually, both
companies expect to buy the majority of their purchases through Web-based bidding
systems. Faced with such e-business innovations companies are looking for effective
solutions to marry the two technologies for strategic advantage. Inevitably this will
have a major impact on their employee workforce, the processes they have to
perform and their skill requirements. The workforce has had to embrace a new
culture as a knowledge based community with far more flexible work roles.
Increasingly, we are seeing the large traditional organisation breaking up and the
emergence of new, networked organisational forms in which work is conducted by
temporary teams that cross organisation lines. (Markus, Manville and Agres, 2000).

In this new climate, organisations have to learn new approaches to managing a
workforce of knowledge workers, yet little information is available on how to
implement this successfully and how to ensure more effective personnel
performance as a result. Drucker (1998) suggests that the traditional role of
managers telling workers what to do is no longer viable and instead managers must
direct people as if they were unpaid volunteers, tied to the organisation by
commitment to its aims and purposes and often expecting to participate in its
governance.

This paper reports on the findings from multiple case studies of e-business
projects in ERR enabled organisations. The key findings from each case study are
captured into a theoretical framework for e-business change management. A detailed
analysis of one major project using this framework illustrates the suitability of using
this as a model for evaluating success factors. The case presents a recently
implemented e-business project in personnel management within the energy services
division of Engineer.com, at one of its overseas locations. The company uses SAP
R/3 as its global ERP solution. Rather than emphasising technological issues the
focus is now clearly on cultural change and organisational performance issues
(Pereira, 1999) and the factors that empower employees to support large-scale
change. In particular it looks at the motivational factors influencing employees to
initiate change in the face of these new realities and the implications for
management in the learning organisation.

2. E-BUSINESS AND ERP

Venkatraman and Henderson, (1998) have defined an e-business model for the
learning organisation that promotes harmony over three vectors – customer/market
interaction, asset sourcing and knowledge leverage supported by a strong
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Figure 1 gives a view of an organisation using an Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP) system such as SAP, as an integrated system to enable knowledge
management across the three vectors of the organisation.

information technology platform. They see this as the virtual organising model for
the 21st Century and as such a management strategy in itself.

Figure 1. e-Business and ERP

“to achieve significant (breakthrough) improvements in performance (eg
quality, responsiveness, cost, flexibility, satisfaction, shareholder value, and
other critical e-business measures) through changes in relationships between
management, information, technology, organisational structure, and people”
(Guha, et al, 1997: p 121).

This requires systematic attention to learning processes, organisational culture,
technology infrastructure, people and systems thinking. Hesterbrink (1999) further
emphasises the importance of alignment of those dimensions with respect to ERP
and e-Business implementations. e-Business change is defined here as an
organisational initiative to design an e-business project.

Kalakota, (1999) states “the creation and implementation of an e-business
project is inextricably linked to the management of change” (Kalakota et al, 1999; p

60) .

This model acted as the initial basis for investigating how far along the three
vectors organisations had implemented integrated e-business through ERP systems.

(i) Customer interaction (B2C) refers to the extent to which an organisation
virtually interacts with the market defined at three levels of greater virtual
progression. (ii) Asset sourcing (B2B) refers to competency leveraging from varying
complexity. (iii) Knowledge leverage (B2E) refers to access to expertise beyond the
organisation.
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Therefore, in any examination of outcomes, consideration should be given to (a)
the environmental conditions for change and (b) the ability of the organisation to
manage change in those conditions. Outcomes of e-business change can be
measured at various levels of the broad complex phenomenon of any e-ERP project.
Previous studies by Guha et al (1997) indicate successful e-business projects should
tend to have facilitators over many dimensions but also failure is most likely to
occur where too little consideration has been given to key factors such as cultural
readiness or change management.

Planning and managing such systems requires an integrated multi-dimensional
approach across the e-business and the development of new business process models
(Kumar and Crook, 1999; Scheer and Habermann, 2000).

Figure 2: Theoretical Framework of e-Business Change Management

(Adapted from Guha et al, 1997)

Both of these are requisite for customer success and ultimately in achieving
measurable and sustainable competitive performance” (p 121).

“Any significant business process change requires a strategic initiative where top
managers act as leaders in defining and communicating a vision of change. The
organisational environment, with ready culture, a willingness to share knowledge,
balanced network relationships, and a capacity to learn, should facilitate the
implementation of prescribed e-business management and change management.
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To identify the sites, a search using secondary literature, web sites, and SAP
related industry consultants were contacted to identify major e-ERP projects (Ash,
2000). There were three stages to the investigation: the initial stage focused on ten
local (West Australian) organisations and the subsequent development of mini-case
studies; stage two was expanded to include a further ten overseas organisations (with
a more restricted selection criteria) and the development of an additional seven mini-
cases; stage three was a return visit to eight of the organisations to develop full case
histories. In each case a senior IT/SAP project manager was contacted for
interviews.

“Embedded” multiple case-study analysis was chosen to investigate the research
questions concerning the complex phenomenon of e-business change projects.
Embedded approaches enlist the use of multiple units of analysis; (1) the company
(strategy), (2) the project team, (3) the project. This triangulation attempts to
validate primary data. The case-studies selection criterion required a major e-

business project, which had organisational implications. Also, as the focus was on
studying antecedents to organisational performance, a homogeneous set of projects
(having similar initiatives) with variance across cases but with the same outcome
measures - cost, responsiveness, flexibility, satisfaction, shareholder value, and other
e-business metrics – was required

3.1 Case Selection

3. BACKGROUND TO STUDY

The model in Figure 2 was used in this study to identify facilitators and
inhibitors of successful e-business change. The relationships presented in the
framework are based on relevant work in organisational change, strategic
management innovation, and information systems. The general thesis of the
framework is adapted from Guha’s et al, (1997) work on “business process change
management”

Increasingly, organisations are realising that importance must be given to
improving quality of work-life issues. If effectively managed, employees should
ultimately be more productive in their work tasks and better able to serve customers,
suppliers, and business partners. The key constructs that can be probed here are:
gaps between effectiveness expectations (goals) and actual performance
improvements, eg employee work satisfaction, efficient resourcing, and customer
interaction (Venkatraman and Henderson, 1998).
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3.2 Investigations of Overseas SAP Sites

In November 1999, initial interviews in ten sites, were conducted in person by
visiting each organisation at their headquarters. Senior e-business project managers
were questioned about “the benefits and barriers arising from extending their R/3
business processes onto the Internet” (Ash, 2000). Sites were selected using a set of
e-Business activity selection criteria:
– It should involve a major e-Business project with organisational implications.
– The project should have been completed.
– At some point the project should have an expected breakthrough performance.
– The project should focus on cross-functional business activities.
– Initial assessment of outcomes should be unambiguous (Guha et al, 1997).

A repeat visit to each of eight sites was performed in June/July 2000 to collect
the detailed information for this study, using the following protocol. In each case the
focal point of contact was the most senior level IT/SAP project manager. Multiple
archival documents, as well as many conversations via e-mail. A qualitative
structured interview questionnaire was used during the second visits to collect
primary data for the study from eight (8) SAP worldwide sites (Table 1).

Eg Case 1. - Bank [Large] Business-to-Employee (B2E) “Employee Intranet ”
Case 2. - Biotech [Medium] Business-to-Business (B2B) “e-Procurement "
Case 3. - Society [Small] Business-to-Customer (B2C) “Online Ordering”

In Table 1, Engineer.com stands out from the other cases as highly innovative
because of its global potential and project content. For Engineer.com, employee
resourcing for offshore oil and gas projects is expensive, complex, and dynamic
(Baark, 1999). Managers need to make informed decisions when skilled worker
schedules change. To optimise worker overtime requires access to employment
records in real-time, at remote locations, under critical circumstances, and
knowledge of all local employment. There are significant penalties in Norway for
employing foreign workers over an agreed time quota.

Table 1: All Case Organisations Interviewed
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4. EVALUATING AN E-ERP SUCCESS (CASE 4)

Engineer.com – “Management Reporting and Personnel System”
This in-house Intranet using R/3 personnel data, is an incremental HR Internet

initiative for project management of offshore skilled agency workers. Its application
has proven to be a major tool for supporting decision making for minimising labour
costs. It has been expanded to include a computer hardware tracking system. With
the aid of computer graphics this Intranet systems provides a simple “walk-up” user
interface for casual users, for example project managers who have little or no
training on the R/3 HR sub-system. Further, the use of mobile phone technology has
enabled access to the intranet by the project managers whilst offshore.

Data was collected using a structured questionnaire that extracted three levels of
detail (Table 2). By analysing the data and comments captured from the interviews,
a summary of comments was first constructed. These comments helped focus on the
individual contributions of the components of the research or business framework.
Each component of the framework was rated as having a positive (+ve) or negative
(-ve) contribution towards the Intranet project. In some cases, both positive and
negative contributions were found from one component variable.

Table 2: Summary of Findings for each component of the e-Business Framework

Key: +ve = facilitator, -ve = inhibitor; +& - = facilitator & inhibitor
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The results given in Table 2 show that a high overall level of success was
achieved. The column of ratings draws attention to the importance of having positive
contribution from all the components (synergy) for the project to be successful
(Guha et al, 1997). However, two components were rated as having both a positive
and negative influences. To understand these summarised findings, a more in depth
discussion follows for each of the three main dimensions of e-business change - the
change environment, the management of change, and the outcomes and
performance gains.

4.1 Change Environment

IT Leveragability and Knowledge Capability For Engineer.com, the project
demonstrated positive local leadership, superior IT design for improved learning,
and business-to-employee communication, but with some collaborative resistance.
To overcome resistance to change, each must be aligned (along with the enabling
technology) to the strategic initiatives to overcome resistance to change
(Hesterbrink, 1999).

Learning Capacity In the project, learning by doing and learning from others
helped improve the professional end-user IT skills. This enabled project managers to
adapt to a quality decision making scenario.

There remained, however, the partner organisation professional rivalry. A
culture of resistance to accept change was introduced from a key partner.

Network Relationships For Engineer.com, the project demonstrated positive
cooperation with the local agency government and the beginnings of cross-
functional cooperation. As IT management stated “Our Web-base solution assists
the most casual user with global, personalised, and secure access to our corporate
information on demand”.

According to Mintzberg and Westley, (1992), a visionary leader is a single
leader who influences change. For Engineer.com the leadership showed inspiration
for the development of a practical solution that overcame management obstacles. As
senior management remarked after the implementation. “This Internet enabled ERP
environment will serve to facilitate global collaboration throughout the company”.

Cultural Readiness In the project, the HR staff project team showed a desire to
initiate change. The change agent was the practical leadership of the HR staff.. “We
are very proud of this Intranet solution.”

Strategic Initiatives This IT innovation sprang from the insights of one of the
company’s local HR professional staff members. This is in spite of autocratic
decision making from the central administration. It was observed that poor project
management of the number days worked for each agency employee could cause
excessive labour cost. The local government regulations for offshore labour have
very strict penalties.
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4.2 e-Business Change Management

Change Management In the e-business management practice, the pattern of
change was reported to be a participative change tactic resulting in an evolutionary
change. This was viewed as a “waterfall” progression of change, starting with an
alleviation of dissatisfaction by HR professionals and eventually arriving at a well
managed process:

alleviation of dissatisfaction,
vision for change,

evolutionary change tactics,
well-managed process for change

e-Business Management The team based structure involving HR and IT
personnel was felt to be critical to the success of the project and allowed for the
growth and transfer of knowledge among the team members. The use of graphics in
combination with the web tools and techniques also had positive influence on the
use by casual professional users.

4.3 Outcomes and Performance gains

Outcomes It was reported that from the outset the project showed an
improvement in one of the outcome constructs - the quality of work life (QWL).
However, within the area of performance gains, improved business resourcing was
seen as most significant (positive). As a measure of its success and/or acceptance,
the Intranet solution was expanded to include the IT department’s computer
hardware tracking system.

Performance Gains The performance gains were achieved from two sources;
labour cost savings in hiring agency contract employees, and access to reliable (real-
time) employee data via mobile technology. The project enabled efficiency gains
from minimising of offshore labour costs, and effectiveness gains from optimising
opportunity labour costs. For example, when the offshore work was delayed or
ahead of schedule, the on site project managers had mobile phone access to online
real-time data for deciding on the optimal allocation of agency workers. This type of
cost savings through operational efficiencies of labour resourcing, can be compared
to those cost savings (efficiencies) in the e-procurement case studies.

4.4 Case Summary

This case study shows how one small group within a large global organisation
succeeded in making the HR business processes of their ERP systems available over
the Internet. The human resources (HR) staff at one location were motivated to
initiate an e-business project and to form a team with IT staff and user project
managers to develop a suitable system. A “personnel management intranet” was
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developed and by leveraging the power of graphics and Internet technology
extended the reach of the ERP (HR) business processes, for casual users. The
knowledge contribution from all members of the team enabled them to implement
this project leading to significant improvement in organisational performance. The
primary beneficiaries were the offshore project managers, who needed access to the
HR employee tables for personnel management and gained this through the
innovative use of mobile technology. The result was one of considerable costs
saving and greatly improved staff resourcing through improved decision making by
the project managers when working off shore.

The intrinsic motivation and self-management of autonomous knowledge within
the development team played an important role in the successful implementation.
The emphasis was very much more on collective performance rather than individual
but at the same time development and maintenance of personal and professional
reputations was a significant driver.

Interestingly, while the project was rated highly successful there was strong
opposition from their partner operations to implement the same system and this
came from the counterpart HR staff who had not been exposed to the participative
development process. Further, the organisational management were lukewarm in
their support initially, viewing the proposed system as a threat to a strongly
centralised control culture. Once the results broke down their initial resistance,
management “assumed” responsibility for the success and leadership for global
implementation.

“We are beginning to recognise the potential benefits of leveraging our SAP R/3
business processes through the new Web-based environment”

5. CONCLUSIONS

An established research framework of e-Business change is used to identify the
factors for success of this e-business project within an ERP environment. The results
confirm that a successful project was found to have facilitators in all components of
the business framework, including the change environment and project management.
Further there is the implication that; the least successful e-business projects will
have inhibitors in both dimensions, especially in the area of cultural readiness and
change management. In this case study conflict arose between local project
management initiatives versus a centralised autocratic global ERP deployment. This
highlights the need to encourage the balancing of conflicting organisational
knowledge, when contemplating the adoption of e-business solutions.

The case presented was used to test the suitability of an established research
framework for gathering evidence to identify the factors for success of an e-business
project. In order to avoid an original IT-centric position, we emphasise the
importance of managing the change of e-business projects. This research framework
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was chosen as a methodology for its ability to examine complex phenomena. It is
seen as evolutionary in nature, and was content driven. It is primarily a diagnostic
tool for identifying factors contributing to success of new business models. It is not
seen as a prognostic tool. It specifically explores the areas related to the successful
learning organisation where the key issues remain as people oriented business
issues.

In the future as e-business activities become common place, corporate portals for
empowering employees will be considered as a competitive necessity. The next
wave of economic advantage lies in revenue generation from new business
opportunities in other business-to-business models, such as business-to-consumer
for customer satisfaction. These are complex problems that can never be solved with
technology alone. They require leadership, appropriate problem solving skills, lots
of hard work and executive commitment and a culture that embraces the ideals of
the learning organisation (a team and community oriented work process). The
organisational design, learning environment, and human-to-human communication
and collaboration must be aligned to the enabling technology. “One should always
keep in mind the balance between people, business processes, and technology”
(Carlson, 1995). In a labour force of cross-functional virtual teams management will
be more about motivation and governance may be largely a question of self-
regulation rather than traditional managerial control. IT professionals may well be
better equipped for this change given the large “community of practice” with a
strong, shared culture of technical professionalism and their extended use of
technology for communication and decision making.
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Abstract: This paper presents the concept and theory of a conditional electronic
coupon (CEC) service as an optimal wireless targeted advertising
scheme to promote location-aware mobile commerce. The key idea of
CEC service is to advertise stores conditionally, i.e., distributing e-
coupons for a store to mobile customers only if the number of mobile
customers requesting such e-coupons exceeds a threshold. Using the
CEC service, mobile customers stand a good chance to obtain e-
coupons from some local stores shortly before they go shopping there,
and participating stores are guaranteed to make maximum extra profits
in a statistical sense by issuing e-coupons.

1. BACKGROUND

As more and more wireless devices are connected to the Internet, many have
predicted that mobile commerce will take off soon, just like e-commerce booming in
recent years. However, mobile commerce may not necessarily be an e-commerce
copy over wireless connections, because location information of wireless service
subscribers could play a significant role in mobile commerce scenarios.

Location-based wireless applications have been under intensive investigation
since FCC required that wireless service providers must be able to identify the
locations of cellular phone users making 911 calls after Oct. 1, 2001 [1]. Various
commercial uses derived from this requirement have been proposed. For example, a
mobile visitor can use his WAP phone to ask a server for information like “where is
the closest restaurant?” [2]. For another example, a store may send e-coupons to
mobile customers passing by the store and thus hopefully brings in more traffic [3].
The first example describes a location-assisted information retrieval service, which
requires mobile customer’s location information to be submitted to the server along
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Bearing the privacy concern, technical problem, and business question in mind,
we invented a new wireless targeted advertising scheme, called a CEC service, to
promote location-aware mobile commerce. The rest of this paper will present details
of the CEC service concept and demonstrate quantitatively that the CEC service is
an optimal wireless targeted advertising scheme, which can benefit mobile
customers, participating stores, and wireless service providers.

Probably the most important issue is a business question that will be asked by
stores before they are willing to pay for the wireless targeted advertising service ---
is wireless targeted advertising effective and cost-efficient compared with other
advertising methods? The answer largely remains unknown, although it can be
argued that wireless targeted advertising may be more effective because the potential
customers (the targeted mobile customers) are physically close to the advertised
stores when they receive the targeted advertisements, and that wireless targeted
advertising should be of low cost because the advertisements are only broadcast in
local areas of participating stores.

Another major issue is a technical problem for wireless service providers. In
order to send a targeted advertisement for a participating store to some mobile
customers at right time in right place, the locations of these mobile customers must
be monitored closely. To do so, all mobile devices must frequently send location
data to the network, and thus cause significant uplink signaling traffic that may
eventually overflow the network. The situation could get worse if location
identification methods are network-based or network-assisted because they need
consume significant computing resources from the network [6].

One major issue raised by mobile consumer group is privacy. Although some
preliminary market study shows that about 60 percent of participating mobile
consumers think wireless targeted advertisements are valuable and 27 percent of
them say they like to switch to wireless service providers carrying the wireless
targeted advertising service [4], the privacy concern has been weighing in mobile
consumer’s mind and it might threaten the wireless targeted advertising business
from taking off [5]. The argument herein is that mobile consumers have to worry
about the fact that their 24/7 locations are purposely monitored, which might fall
into mishandling hands.

Since advertising is a huge business, location-aware wireless targeted
advertising, as a brand new advertising scheme potentially, has caught tremendous
attention. Although it is favored by wireless service providers who are eager to open
new revenue source, at present it is not clear whether this idea will become a serious
business, because there are many important issues unsolved.

with the query message. The second example describes a location-aware wireless
targeted advertising scheme, which mandates the locations of nearby mobile
customers to be monitored closely by some system on behalf of the store.
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2. CONCEPT

In order to provide the CEC service, a CEC service provider needs to run a CEC
server on the Internet, which is a combination of a CEC controller, a Web server,
and a database. The Web server provides Web interfaces for mobile customers to
browse local stores, to request e-coupons from some specific stores using store
names or from a group of stores offering similar goods or services using keywords,
to confirm redeem of e-coupons, and to request e-coupon quotas. The Web server
also provides Web interfaces for participating stores to edit their mobile commerce
profiles and to predefine e-coupons.

The exemplary system architecture given below is a high-level description with
some data structures highlighted, which is presented to clarify the concept and
theory of the proposed CEC service. It does not include all details for a real
implementation.

2 2. System Architecture

With these key ideas, the CEC service can significantly improve advertising
effectiveness and cost-efficiency, because (1) e-coupons are distributed to mobile
customers who explicitly request such e-coupons, hence they may probably shop the
store after receiving desired e-coupons; and (2) e-coupons are distributed to a
number of mobile customers, which equals or exceeds a threshold that assures, in a
statistical sense, the store can make profit after paying the advertising fee to the CEC
service provider. In addition, the CEC service gets rid of the technical problem for
wireless targeted advertising because its operation is based on requests made by
mobile customers. The accurate location information of mobile customers are
conveniently embedded in these requests, and therefore mobile devices do not need
to send periodical location update messages to wireless networks. The CEC service
also eliminates the privacy concern, because it does not track the locations of mobile
customers. A mobile user’s location is exposed to the CEC service provider only at
the moment when the user is making the request, and the user is willing to do so.

The CEC service concept consists of three key ideas: (1) mobile customers send
requests to a CEC server and indicate they wish to receive e-coupons from some
local stores shortly before they go shopping; (2) in turn, the CEC server will
distribute e-coupons for a store to these mobile customers and, optionally, all nearby
mobile customers if the number of mobile customers requesting such e-coupons
equals or exceeds a threshold; and (3) the store pays an advertising fee every time
after its e-coupons are distributed. The CEC service provider (which could be a
wireless service provider) never unconditionally pushes advertisements to mobile
customers, as done by conventional advertising methods.

2.1 Overview
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profile in the CEC database. Its data structure is given below.
struct customer_profile {

Every mobile customer who signs on the CEC service has a mobile commerce

controller can calculate a threshold for the store and therefore can determine whether
the store’s e-coupon should be distributed.

Where, profit_margin is the most important parameter, from which the CEC
}

In the profile, the store also needs to define one or more e-coupons. Every e-
coupon is associated with some conditions, including time (when e-coupons can be
distributed), range (where e-coupons should be distributed), and a profit margin
(how much profit the store can make from a mobile customer using this e-coupon).
The data structure of e-coupon is given below.

struct e_coupon {
struct timing time_condition;
strcut range range_condition;
float profit_margin;
char[128] coupon_text;
struct e_coupon * next_e_coupon_pointer;

Where, instant_contact_address could be a phone number, an instant
messaging address, or an email address, by which the CEC service provider can
notify the store as soon as it distributed e-coupons for the store; business_type is
described by a set of keywords, which can be used to determine whether the store is
a candidate store in case that mobile customers use keywords instead of store names
in their requests.

}

Every participating store has a mobile commerce profile in the CEC database,
and the CEC service provider does not charge the store for maintaining its profile.
The store profile data structure is given below in C syntax.

struct store_profile {
char[32] store_id;
char[64] store_name;
char[64] store_address;
char[64] billing_information;
char[64] instant_contact_address;
char[64] business_type;
int number_of_coupons;
struct e_coupon * first_e_coupon_pointer;
int number_of_pending_requests;
struct store_pending_request * first_pending_request_pointer;
float estimated_number_of_redeems;
int number_of_pending_redeems;

struct pending_redeem * first_pending_redeem_pointer;
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Before a mobile customer goes shopping, he uses his mobile device to contact
the CEC Web server. He can request e-coupons from specific stores by specifying

2 3. How It Works

All fields in customer_profile are under control of the CEC service provider.
The mobile customer can only read some fields, such as instant_contact_address,
coupon_quota, and number_of_pending_requests. Among these fields, the
most important parameter is coupon_quota. At the first time when a mobile
customer uses the CEC service or at the beginning of a long cycle (such a week or a
month), a small value is assigned to coupon_quota in the customer profile. After
the mobile customer requests an e-coupon, coupon_quota decreases by one. If he
cannot get the desired e_coupon, or if he gets the e-coupon and redeems it at the
store, coupon_quota increases by one. If coupon_quota is equal to zero, the
mobile customer cannot request any e-coupons until the beginning of next cycle.
The reason why the coupon_quota parameter is introduced in mobile customer’s
profile is to prevent an irresponsible mobile customer from abusing the CEC service,
because a fundamental assumption for the CEC service is that a mobile customer
will redeem at least one of e-coupons received upon his request at a very high
probability. Using e-coupon quota is a good compromise between giving mobile
customers maximum freedom and protecting store’s interest. With a positive
coupon_quota, a mobile customer can have a few chances not to redeem any
received e-coupons if none of them is attractive. In order to encourage mobile
customers to be co-operative, the CEC service provider shall issue some bonus e-
coupon quota to a mobile customer after he redeems a certain number of received e-
coupons.

address, or a mobile email address belonging to a cellular phone or other mobile
device capable of supplying location information. Whenever a mobile customer uses
his mobile device to contact the CEC Web server, his location information and his
instant contacting address are included as header parameters in the HTTP request
message and submitted to the CEC Web server.

char[64] instant_contact_address;
int coupon_quota;
int number_of_pending_requests;
struct customer_pending_request * first_pending_request_pointer;
int number_of_pending_coupons;

struct pending_coupons * first_pending_redeem_pointer;

char[32] customer_id;

}
Where, instant_contact_address could be a cellular phone number, an SMS
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struct time request_time;
int number_of_candidate_stores;
struct candidate_store * first_candidate_store_pointer;
struct customer_pending_request * next_pending_request_pointer;

}
Where, request_time serves as an identifier of the pending request made by the

mobile customer; number_of_candidate_stores is the number of stores where the
mobile customer’s request is pending; first_candidate_store_pointer points to the
first candidate store that starts a chain of all candidate stores, which has the
following data structure,

struct candidate_store {
char[32] store_id;

The data structure of customer_pending_request is given below.
struct customer_pending_request {

After receiving the e-coupon request, the CEC Web server sends an HTTP
response message back to the mobile customer, which tells the mobile customer
remained quota and expected time to receive e-coupons (it is possible that the
mobile customer cannot receive any e-coupon). The CEC Web server then passes
the request message (along with location information and instant contact address of
the mobile customer) to the CEC controller.

After receiving the request message, the CEC controller does not immediately
decide whether e-coupons should be distributed to the mobile customer. Instead, the
CEC controller makes such decision at the end of a processing cycle, which is about
5 to 10 minutes. Before a processing cycle ends, the CEC controller simply logs
such request in the mobile customer’s profile and all candidate store profiles. Where,
a store is considered a candidate store if the time and range conditions for the store
to issue e-coupons are satisfied and if the business type or store name is specified in
the request message. To log a request made by the mobile customer, the CEC
controller needs to complete the following jobs.
1. Creating a customer_pending_request record in the mobile customer’s

profile, which contains the request time and the IDs of all candidate stores.
2. Decreasing coupon_quota by one in the mobile customer’s profile.
3. Creating a store_pending_request record in every candidate store’s profile,

which contains the request time and the mobile customer’s ID.
4. Increasing estimated_number_of_redeems by a proper value for every

candidate store, where the increment can be chosen to equal one divided by the
number of candidate stores (this is why we need the assumption that a mobile
customer will probably redeem at least one of e-coupons received upon his
request; there could be better estimates for this increment).

store names or from a group of stores by specifying keywords that describe the
business type of stores.
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operations with every participating store in a random order (the store whose profile
is processed later has more advantage, so the processing order must be randomly
chosen if all participating stores pay the same advertising fee to the CEC service

The CEC controller finds the effective e-coupon at current time in the store
profile, and calculates the best threshold for the store, which is equal to the
advertising fee divided by the product of estimated_number_of_redeems

If number_of_pending_request is less than the threshold, the CEC controller
does not distribute e-coupons for this store. Instead, the CEC controller increases
estimated_number_of_redeems accordingly in profiles of other candidate
stores that have not been processed (this is why the store whose profile is

Otherwise, the CEC controller needs to distribute the store’s e-coupon to mobile
customers who requested it in this processing cycle. In this case, the CEC
controller needs to complete the following jobs: (1) creating a pending_coupon
record in the store profile, which includes a serial number, a redeem
confirmation number, the e-coupon text, the issuing time, the expiring time, the
number of mobile customers who will receive this e-coupon, and an estimated
number of mobile customers who will redeem the e-coupon at the store; (2)
sending the pending_coupon record to the store via its instant contact address;
(3) creating a pending_redeem record in profiles of mobile customers who will
receive this e-coupon, which includes a serial number, the request time, the
issuing time, the ID of the issuing store, the e-coupon text, and the expiring time;
and (4) the CEC controller sends the pending_redeem record to all mobile
customers who requested the e-coupon in this processing cycle.
The CEC controller removes all store_pending_request records from the store
profile and resets estimated_number_of_redeems to zero in the store profile.

In addition to processing store profiles, the CEC also performs the following

request_time value as that of some customer_pending_request record.

processed later has more advantage).

times profit_margin.

struct candidate_store*next_candidate_store_pointer;
}
The data structure of store_pending_request is given below.
struct store_pending_request {

struct time request_time;
char[32] customer_id;
struct store_pending_request*next_pending_request_pointer;

}
When a processing cycle is finished, the CEC controller performs the following

provider).
1.

2.

3.

4.

operations with every mobile customer profile.
1. The CEC controller checks whether a pending_redeem record has the same
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2. If this is not the case, coupon_quota increases by one in the mobile customer’s
profile.

3. The CEC controller removes all customer_pending_request records from the
mobile customer profile.

The data structure of pending_coupon is given below.
struct pending_coupon {

char[32] serial_number;
char[32] redeem_confirmation_number;
struct time issuing_time;
struct time expiring_time;
char[128] coupon_text;
int number_of_recipents;
int estimated_number_of_redeems;
int number_of_redeems;

}
Where, serial_number is used for mobile customers to claim the e-coupon at

the issuing store; redeem_confirmation_number is a secret number known only
by the store, which may be used for mobile customers to confirm with the CEC
service provider that they have redeemed their e-coupons; number_of_recipients,
estimated_number_of_redeems, and number_of_redeems can be used for the
issuing store to estimate the effectiveness of its e-coupon.

The data structure of pending_redeem is given below.
struct pending_redeem {

char[32] serial_number;
char[32] store_id;
struct time request_time;
struct time issuing_time;
struct time expiring_time;
char[128] coupon_text;

}
Where, the value of request_time is equal to that of request_time in the

corresponding customer_pending_request record.
After receiving desired e-coupons, the mobile customer can go to the issuing

store and redeem the e-coupon. He has two methods to get back an e-coupon quota.
One is to contact the CEC Web server from his mobile device when he is in the
issuing store. In this case, the store’s location information is submitted to the CEC
Web server, which serves as the evidence that the mobile customer does have been
attracted to the store by the e-coupon. The other way is to request the secret
redeem_confirmation_number from the store and to report it to the CEC Web
sever, which could be handled by the store directly.
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2 4. Explanations

Conventional coupon distribution is a special case for CEC. If a store wants its
e-coupons to be distributed to mobile customers unconditionally, it could simply set
profit_margin to be infinity with a predefined e-coupon.

How to distribute e-coupons to mobile customers and how to send e-coupon
distribution notices to stores are only discussed conceptually. It may be mapped to
the cell broadcasting operation in GSM networks that support cell broadcast short
message service [7]. It may also be carried out using individual point-to-point short
message service [8]. If the former method is used, the distribution cost is
independent of the number of mobile customers. In this case, the CEC service
provider may charge a flat advertising fee for each distribution. If the later method is
used, the CEC service provider may need to consider other pricing plan.

The CEC service provider should collect fees for every e-coupon distribution, no
matter whether the distributed e-coupons can bring extra profit to the issuing store.
The CEC service provider had better not promise to a store that an advertising fee is
charged only after a deal is made for the store, because it is very difficult to identify
that the deal is made thanks solely to the e-coupon. On the contrast, it is relatively
easy for a store to verify that some extra traffic is indeed brought in by e-coupons.

3. THEORY

The purpose of this section is to quantitatively demonstrate the CEC service is
an optimal wireless targeted advertising scheme, which can guarantee participating
stores to make maximum extra profit in statistical sense.

3.1 Mathematic Model

The CEC service provider will charge a flat fee p against a participating store
each time when an e-coupon for the store is distributed (if other fee plans are
adopted, corresponding theories can be derived by following the analysis method
shown below).

The goods or service offered to one customer has a profit margin m, which is the
difference of the offering price minus the cost (excluding the advertising fee p) .

There are N(t) pending requests at the store during a processing cycle [ t, t+T),
where N(t) is a random process defined on {0, Z

+
} and T is the length of a

processing cycle. Note that N(t) may not necessarily be stationary. Nonetheless, N(t)
will be denoted as N hereafter for the sake of simplicity, since it will be shown that
the best threshold is independent of the statistical distribution function of N(t).

The estimated number of redeems is denoted as M. We won’t directly use this
number in our derivation. Instead, we introduce a new notation r, called the e-
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coupon effective ratio, which is equal to M/N. The effective ratio essentially is a
random variable, but we can estimate it based on individual mobile customer’s
redeem history recorded by the e-coupon quota system. Hence, it is treated as a
regular variable for the sake of simplicity.

A threshold θ is defined with regard to the number of pending requests N. That
is, if N >= θ , the CEC controller should distribute e-coupon to the N mobile
customers. The reason why we do not define the threshold θ with regard to the
estimated number of redeems M is that N could be modeled as a Poisson random
variable, but it is difficult to model M.

The extra revenue that the CEC service can generate for the store during a
processing cycle is a function of the threshold θ,

Where, u(x) is the step function, i.e., u(x) = 1 for x >= 0 and u(x) = 0 for x < 0.
The advertising cost that is charged by the CEC service provider for distributing

an e-coupon in a processing cycle is also a function of the threshold θ,

The expectation of the extra profit that the store can make from the CEC service
in a processing cycle is given by,

Where, Pr(N = n) is the probability of N = We have Pr(N = n) > 0 for any n.

Problem Statement3.2

The objective for a participating store is to find the best threshold θ such that the
store can maximize the expectation of extra profit from the CEC service. This is
equivalent to maximizing the expectation of extra CEC profit in any processing
cycle. That is,

Actually, the store doesn’t solve the maximization problem by itself, because the
effective ratio r varies in every processing cycle. Instead, the store only gives the
profit margin m in its profile, based on which the CEC controller finds the best
threshold and makes decision for the store accordingly.

The objective for the CEC service provider is to find the best price p such that
the CEC service provider can maximize the CEC revenue from all participating
stores, subject to that the stores all adopt best thresholds respectively. Without loss
of generality, this problem can be downsized to maximizing the CEC revenue that
the CEC service provider earns from one participating store.



Let θ m be the best threshold and P(θm) be maximum CEC profit. That is,
Proof:

The best threshold for a store is equal to ceil(p/mr), no matter what kind of
statistical distribution N obeys, where ceil(x) is the smallest integer that is no smaller
than x.

Theorem 1

It is surprisingly that the best threshold can be easily determined and it doesn’t
depend on the randomness of N.

3 3. Best Threshold
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Assume θm = θ’ < ceil(p/mr), we have

Because the first term in of above equation is always negative, we have,

This is contradictory to the assumption that P(θm) is the maximum CEC profit,
so it has to be θm >= ceil(p/mr). Similarly, assume θm = θ ’ > ceil(p/mr), we have

This is because the first term in the second row is always positive. This is also
contradictory to the assumption that P(θm) is the maximum CEC profit, so it has to
be θm <= ceil(p/mr).

Combining these results, we have θm = ceil(p/mr). Note that the function form of
Pr(N = n ) is not needed in above proof. That is, the best threshold θm doesn’t depend
on the statistical distribution of N. The proof is complete.

The independence between the best threshold θm and the statistical distribution
of N is a nice feature, which makes it very easy for the CEC controller to choose the
best threshold that is valid all the time for every participating store.
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Figure 1. "CEC profit vs. threshold" curves for a participating store

Choosing the best threshold θm , a participating store can always earn a positive
maximum CEC profit P(θm ), no matter how big the price p is.

The proof is straightforward and thus is omitted here.
Note that the maximum CEC profit does depend on the statistical distribution of

N, although the best threshold θm doesn’t. If N obeys a Poisson distribution with a
parameter λ, the maximum CEC profit is,

P(θm ) = mr λPr(N ≥ ce i l (p/mr)–1)–pPr(N ≥ ce i l (p/mr))

Theorem 2

Another important property for the best threshold is given below.

3.4 Maximum CEC Profit

A “CEC profit vs. threshold” curve for a participating store is shown in Fig. 1,
which plots 21 curves from top to bottom, corresponding to that N obeys a Poisson
distribution with the parameter λ varies from 25 to 5. The advertising price is 2.00.
The profit margin is 2.00. The effective ratio is 0.05. As it is shown in Fig. 1, no
matter how λ changes, the best threshold that warrants the maximum CEC profit is
always equal to 20.
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Where, Pr(N) is the Poisson probability distribution function with an arriving
rate λ.

Figure 2. "Maximum CEC profit vs. unit price" curve for a participating store

There exists an upper bound of unit price p for the CEC service provider to
charge every participating store for each e-coupon distribution. The CEC service
provider can make the maximum CEC revenue from a participating store if the price
is set to be the upper bound. This can be seen from the “CEC revenue vs. price”
curve shown in Fig. 3.

3.5 Upper Bound of Price

A “maximum CEC profit vs. price” curve for a participating store is shown in
Fig. 2. Where, N obeys a Poisson distribution with a parameter λ = 35. The profit
margin is 2.00. The effective ratio is 0.05. It can be seen that the maximum CEC
profit for the participating store will never be negative, although it approaches to
zero rapidly as the advertising price increases.

Theorem 2 simply says a participating store won’t lose money in a statistical
sense. This is a powerful statement for the CEC service.
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Figure 3. "CEC revenue vs. price" curve for a CEC service provider

In Fig. 3, the dashed line on the top shows that the idealistic CEC revenue that a
CEC service provider can earn from every e-coupon distribution for a participating
store increases linearly as the advertising price increases. However, this is the ideal
case, assuming the participating store chooses an unconditional e-coupon
distribution scheme. If the participating store chooses the CEC service with the best
threshold, the best threshold increases rapidly as the advertising price increases. This
causes the probability of distributing e-coupons for the participating store decreases
rapidly, which is shown by the dashed curve in the bottom. Therefore, there exists
the maximum CEC revenue for the CEC service provider to earn from the
participating store at some price point, as shown by the solid curve in the middle.
This price is the upper bound price, because even if the CEC service provider sets a
higher price, he cannot earn more CEC revenue. The value of upper bound depends
on the statistical distribution of N.

In real world, a CEC service provider shall set the price below the upper bound
in order to expand the base of participating stores and competing with other CEC
service providers.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The CEC service is an optimal wireless targeted advertising scheme to promote
location-aware mobile commerce. It eliminates privacy and technique issues that
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Electronic-banking applications (EBAs), like other e-commerce applications,
require sophisticated security mechanisms and intuitive usability so customers
put trust in them and therefore use EBAs. Although EBAs have been existing
for a long time and their concepts are well understood, current EBAs have
severe security and usability restrictions. The paper shows the usability and
security problems of related technologies and introduces a new approach that
is based on asymmetric encryption. The evaluation shows that it meets the
intended criteria. Finally the work also includes examples that show how this
approach can be used to build secure e-business and e-commerce applications
while retaining intuitive usability.

Abstract:

INTRODUCTION1 .

Electronic-banking applications (EBAs) and other money-related applications
require a high degree of security. The most common approach is the use of personal-
identification numbers (PINs) and transaction-authorization numbers (TANs). PINs
and TANs are normally a combination of letters and digits not longer than ten
characters. Once a user registered with the EBA, he receives a PIN and a number of
TANs. He uses the PIN to authenticate himself, when he logs on to the EBA. After
the user authenticated himself to the system, he uses TANs to authorize transactions
(e.g., to transfer funds or buy stocks). Every TAN can be used only once by the user.
Once the user used up all his TANs, an issuing organization sends a list of new
TANs to the user.

A different approach is to provide security via digital signatures. A digital
signature is a convenient and secure way to sign electronic documents. The
advantages of such signatures include data integrity (a signed document cannot be



An application domain of smartcards is the subscriber identity module (SIM) as
specified for GSM by the ETSI in GSM 11.11 [3] and GSM 11.14 [2]. The SIM is
used together with a mobile equipment (ME) in the global system for mobile
communication (GSM). The system uses these cards to store subscriber-specific
data, so that the customer can conveniently change the ME without loosing access to
his personal data (e.g., telephone book and short messages). The SIM is also part of

Smartcards are tiny computers that must be supplied with power and a clock.
They provide a serial interface to the smartcard reader through which data and
commands can be transferred. They have their own operating system that provides
means for memory and file management, execution of applications, and protected
access for data. Hardware mechanisms ensure that smartcards are highly
tamperproof. Therefore smartcards provide key advantages towards security. For the
resistance of cryptosystems often depends on the length of a key or the quality of a
password, smartcards are the perfect place to store these relative lengthy
cryptological data items. Besides being a tamperproof storage media, smartcards
offer to perform cryptographic computations themselves, so the secret key never has
to leave the smartcard. Problems with smartcards include that they introduce
additional hardware, that they are often specialized for one application, and
smartcards with sufficient processing power (e.g., with a coprocessor) and EEPROM
are expensive. Also encryption of bulk data is unfeasible due to low bandwidth (e.g.,
9600 bps), little RAM (e.g., 1 kbyte), and small processing power (e.g., 1 MHz).
However, with digital signatures only the message needs to be encrypted.
Furthermore the key pairs are typically not generated on the card, so digital
signatures are apt for the use with smartcards. Smartcards are standardized by the
Electronic Telecommunications Standardization Institute (ETSI) in [3] and further
security features of smartcards are summarized by Nichols in [6].

modified without invalidating the signature), authentication of the message origin
(the signer can be identified), and nonrepudiation (the signer cannot deny having
singed the document). To ensure these security features, asymmetric cryptosystems
are usually the basis for digital signatures. In an asymmetric cryptosystem a trusted
third party called certification authority (CA) generates related public/private key
pairs and binds them to people. The private key that the user applies to sign the
documents has to be kept strictly secret. The public key that parties need to verify
the digital signature is public and can be obtained from the CA. Since the security of
the signature is a function of the length of the keys, private keys are typically too
long be used like the PINS previously mentioned; they have to be stored
electronically. The complexity of the key management implies long expiration times
of the key pair. Smartcards can achieve this long-time storage of the private key in a
secure way. In addition to the technical features, digital signatures must have a legal
basis to be useful for e-commerce or e-business applications. The European
Community, for instance, introduced the electronic-signature guideline [4] in 1999
and each member state enacted a corresponding law.
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the GSM security mechanisms; it stores security-related data that can only be
accessed by entering special PINs (typically four digits). Smartcards and readers
typically follow a client/server pattern: the reader initiates the sessions and sends
commands the smartcard, which executes them. However the GSM standard also
specifies the SIM Application Toolkit (STK) that makes the SIM proactive. Thus,
developers can create applications for the mobile subscriber that the mobile phone
executes. Such applications are triggered by events (e.g., the user selecting a menu
item). The STK standard comprises commands for the communication to the
network and basic control over the ME. The STK-enabled SIM can, for instance,
request local information (i.e., the cell identification) or ask the ME to send a short
message to a given number. The problem with STK programs is, however, that they
normally are preinstalled on the SIM by the network operator. Since remote
management of the SIM is costly and complex, these installed programs are never
changed unless the SIM cards are replaced.

2. RELATED WORK

Home-banking and Internet-banking applications concentrate on providing a
user control over her financial status (e.g., her bank account, her bonds, and her
stocks). As stated in the introduction these money-related applications require
special security mechanisms.

Figure 1. Activity diagram for voucher-based solutions

A modern approach towards authorization, especially tailored to mobile devices
such as mobile phones, bases on vouchers and coupons. First Hop [1] realizes this
approach with its Escio-Tokens technique. The user can buy a voucher that is sent to
her mobile device. This voucher (a digital code) can be used in different ways by the
issuing company. E.g., it acts as a train ticket (the conductor verifies the voucher and
then invalidates it) or it acts as an authorization code for a fund transfer (the bank
verifies that this voucher entitles a person to withdraw money and then it invalidates
this voucher), or it can be used as an entrance ticket (the voucher is valid for a week
and the doorman verifies it on a daily basis). So basically the voucher can be either
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be an one-time authorization code or limited by an expiration date. This voucher-
based approach has several drawbacks (see Figure 1). First, this approach does not
provide security on a scalable basis. In the example stated before, the conductor
verifies the voucher of the traveler. This is done by entering the voucher code in the
conductor's device. So the code length of the voucher has to be reasonably limited,
because long codes would introduce severe usability problems (e.g., the conductor
mistypes the voucher code). However, short codes limit the flexibility of the
voucher, as only limited information can be encoded in the voucher itself. Second, a
voucher can be copied. In case of the entrance ticket, only one ticket could be
bought and then passed on to another mobile phones via the short message service
(SMS). Third, a voucher can be intercepted. Then the interceptor could for instance
withdraw money before the original recipient withdraws it.

The most common approach, to solve the security issues of EBAs such as home
banking or Internet banking is to use PINs for authentication and TANs for
authorization. Figure 2 sums up the registration process and the regular use of the
PIN/TAN mechanism. These figures point out the security risks and usability flaws
of this mechanism. First, TANs are one-time passwords and are unlikely to be
memorized by the user. So he will have to keep a written list with him, that can be
lost, stolen, or copied unnoticed. Second, the user must enter the TAN via the
keyboard. A Trojan-horse program could snoop for keyboard events and so obtain
the next valid TAN. Then the Trojan horse would modify the entered TAN--thus,
invalidating it--and therefore win time to transmit the data to the originator of the
Trojan horse. Third, a TAN does not have an expiration date per se, so theoretically
a TAN is valid for an unlimited time. This amplifies the previous security problem.
Besides these security risks, the PIN/TAN approach provides only limited usability.
Concerning learnability, the concept of TANs and one-time passwords is rather

Figure 2. Activity diagrams for PIN/TAN solutions.
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different to usual authorization mechanisms (e.g., permanent passwords).
Furthermore TANs are one-time authorization codes, thus the user typically marks
used codes. Although this behaviour positively influences error avoidance, it further
weakens the security concept, because it enables strangers to determine the next
valid TAN. Finally, since it is hard to memorize TANs, the user has to keep the list
of TANs with him. This is inconvenient and inefficient, for the user needs to copy a
TAN from the list to authorize a transaction.

Figure 3. Activity diagram for HBCI solutions.

A newer approach to security with Internet banking is the home-banking
computer interface (HBCI) described by Stein in [8]. The aim was to create an open,
transport mechanism independent, flexible, and secure standard to enable software
to handle bank transactions. There are two main variations (see Figure 3): the RSA-
DES Hybrid (RDH) and the DES-DES Hybrid (DDH). The RDH bases on
asymmetric encryption. The registration process is depicted in Figure 3(a). The user
and the bank exchange their public keys via a storage medium (e.g., a floppy disk).
The user retains her private key and the public key of the bank on her hard-disk. The
DDH relies on symmetric encryption. The registration process merely consists of a
user obtaining a smartcard that contains the cipher keys (see Figure 3(c)). Both, the
RDH and the DDH approach, have drawbacks. Although the RDH process (see
Figure 3(b)) makes use of asymmetric encryption, the secret key is stored on the
local hard-disk. This poses a threat to security as it is possible to steal the secret key.
The DDH approach (see Figure 3(d)) solves this issue, because the cipher key is
stored on a smartcard. The smartcard also executes the encrypting and deciphering
processes, so the key never leaves the smartcard. However, this approach relies on
2-key-Triple DES. So the system is very inflexible as it cannot be used with other
banks or other applications. The financial institutes or service provider would have
to share the user’s secret key with each other or a trusted CA.
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The discussed drawbacks of the related work form the basis of the motivation to
find a novel solution and especially to get rid of the PIN/TAN mechanism. So the
Symbolon approach tries to cope with the security and usability flaws that are
intrinsic to voucher-based, PIN/TAN, and RDH-based mechanisms. Besides this,
Symbolon tries to introduce flexibility that is not given with the DDH mechanism.

3. CONCEPTS AND ARCHITECTURE OF
SYMBOLON

In the following sections the scenario of a user transferring funds from his
account to another serves as a representative example to introduce Symbolon--an
approach using digital signatures and mobile equipments to provide security in
EBAs. Symbolon is currently applied in a pilot project at Raiffeisen to enhance the
security of its EBA and to prepare it for a convenient mobile commerce application.

3.1 Scenarios

Figure 4. Activity diagrams for Symbolon-based solutions.

Registration. Before the user can use the Symbolon approach, he has to register
(see Figure 4(a)). The precondition for the registration is that the user has already
installed the EBA software on his computer and his SIM card has the appropriate
encryption algorithm. The registration succeeds when the financial institute knows
the user's public key and the private key resides on the user's SIM card. The flow of
events is triggered by the user.
1. Generate the key pair: The user initiates the generation of the cryptographic

key pair on the ME. The private key never leaves the device and is stored on the
SIM card.
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Verify key: The user has to verify the correctness of the public key (e.g., by

Transfer of funds. After the user registered himself, he can make use of
Symbolon (see Figure 4(b)). The precondition for the transfer-money scenario is that
the user has successfully registered, his mobile phone is connected to the system,
and his SIM card can compute the encryption of the message digest using the digital
signature algorithm. The success end condition is reached when the financial
institute has received the signed request for a transfer of funds and thus executes the
transaction. The primary actor is the user, secondary actors are the financial institute
and the CA. The scenario is triggered by the user who submits the form that

Transmit transaction form: After having filled out all the relevant information

Create transaction: The system extracts the entered data, puts it in a

Transfer transaction: The system opens a connection to the ME either via a
serial cable, SMS, or the infrared (IR) port and sends the calculated message

Enter security PIN: The user is prompted to enter his security PIN, which he

Perform the encryption: The SIM card encrypts the received message digest

Forward transaction: The system sends the signed transaction to and receives

Execute transaction: The financial institute verifies the signature and executes
transaction.
It is important to note that the user must enter the security PIN on a per-

encryption basis. This prevents Trojan-horse programs from performing statistical

Architecture of Symbolon

and sends it (with the help of the ME) back to the calling application.

acknowledgment from the financial institute.

enters on the ME.

for a transfer of funds, the user asks the system to process the data.

standardized form, and calculates the message digest using a hash algorithm.

digest.

Send keys to the financial institute: The public key that the ME generated is
electronically sent to the financial institute by the EBA by the user.

reading out the fingerprint of the key to the clerk).

609

2.

3.

specifies the transaction. The flow of events is as follows:
1.

2.

3.

4 .

5.

6.

7.

analyses of the encryption and eventually reconstructing the private key.

3.2

Figure 5 shows the components, their interaction and interfaces as well as their
topology for the Symbolon approach. The functionality is spread on three nodes: the
ME, the user's computer, and the server of the financial institute. The ME and the
user's computer need to have means of communication to realize their tasks. The
Signature Client Back End has to read from and write to the SMS Inbox of the ME
that serves as a shared data repository. The link between the ME and the user's
computer can have one of the following three forms:
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1. Hardware cable connection: The communication between the ME and the user's
computer is handled via a hardware cable. So these two devices communicate
either via the serial line or the parallel line port.

2. Wireless connection: To communicate via a wireless connection both nodes, the
ME and the user's computer, need additional hardware (e.g., an infrared port or
Bluetooth). The user's computer sends the data to the ME and the ME returns the
signed data to the user's computer using this hardware.

3. Operator based connection: The communication bases on GSM. This network
provides means to transmit SMS from one ME to another. So the ME and the
user's camputer communicate via SMS messages.

Figure 5. The overall architecture.

The Signature component runs in the STK, which collaborates with the user's
computer to prepare transactions. These transaction are sent to the financial institute
that verifies the transaction and executes it.

The user's computer and the server of the financial institute communicate with
each other via TCP/IP. This communication, however, must be encrypted since
digital signature mechanisms do not cover privacy issues.

The user's computer runs the EBA, which among other tasks, provides the main
interface to the user and coordinates the communication within the system. The
transactions entered by the user are transformed into standard documents. Then the
message digest of this document will be calculated using a hash algorithm.
Afterwards the output of this algorithm is sent to the Signature Front End. After the
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user acknowledged the pending transaction on the mobile phone by entering his
security PIN, the Signature Front End reads in the data from the SMS Inbox and
encrypts it. Then the Signature Front End returns the result to the Banking
Application that forwards the signed transaction to the financial institute. Finally the
Financial Institute Software verifies the signature and processes the user’s
transaction.

4.

The approach described in the previous paragraphs, combines several different
technologies. The results of the following evaluation of Symbolon show that it
meets the intended requirements. The evaluation of the system covers security,
usability, and flexibility.

4.1

The security evaluation excludes the components running on the ME and also
the connection between the ME and the STK-enabled SIM. The components running
on the ME are not modified by Symbolon. The connection between the ME and the

Connections. Previous paragraphs outlined different technologies the user can
choose from to connect the ME and his computer. The operator-based transmission
method provides the least security of these three connection types. The main
problem is that this mechanism relies on the network operator in terms of security
and availability. This introduces many potential security risks that the user cannot
assess. And even if the user trusts the network operator, Golic describes in [5] ways

The wireless connection scores second in the security ranking. Its main security
flaw is the natural scattering of the used medium (e.g., infrared light). Although the
communication range is limited, the scattering eases eavesdropping. But in contrast
to the previous transmission method--to send the data via GSM--the user has control
of the surrounding environment. So she can eventually spot possible eavesdropping

The most secure connection type is the hardware cable. It provides the most
effective protection mechanisms against attacks (e.g., eavesdropping). It is nearly
impossible to eavesdrop the serial line at the time data is transferred from one device
to another without taping the cable or one of the devices. Furthermore, all hardware
components are visible to the user. So attacks in general are hard to drive, because of
the user paying attention to these devices. Utilizing this transportation mechanism,

transports the vouchers via the GSM link.

devices.

to successfully attack the GSM cryptographic algorithms.

STK-enabled SIM is tamperproof since the SIM card is integrated into the ME.

Security

EVALUATION AND COMPARISON

Symbolon provides increased security compared to the voucher-based approach that



However, Symbolon also introduces constraints on the environment that reduce
the usability. So the user's computer and the ME require compatible connection
types: for wireless connection both require an infrared port, for cable connection

Symbolon positively influences all four quality attributes significantly. The main
reason is that the user does not require TANs anymore to authorize a transaction.
The ME signs the transaction. The digital signature authorizes the bank to execute
the transaction. Compared to the PIN/TAN approach Symbolon improves (1)
learnability, because now the user does not have to learn the TAN concept and needs
no TAN list, (2) error avoidance, because the user only needs to memorize one PIN,
(3) satisfaction and efficiency, because the user does not have to enter two
passwords (i.e., a PIN and a TAN) and therefore he also does not need to look up a
TAN. Compared to the HBCI/DDH approach Symbolon provides better efficiency,
because the user need not go to her financial institute to pick up the smart card.
Instead she can verify the finger print via the telephone.

Quality attributes that are part of usability are learnability, error avoidance,
satisfaction, and efficiency. One of the driving ideas of Symbolon was to improve
the usability compared to other related work. Symbolon can utilize different
connection types. The following usability study assumes that the hardware cable is
use to link the ME and the user's computer.

4.2 Usability

The user's computer and the financial institute do not need special security
precautions (except for privacy reasons). The data is already signed by the ME. The
user's computer so only forwards the signed data to the financial institute. The
financial institute then verifies the signed data and processes it.

Components. The smartcard in the mobile phone stores the private key of the
user. So the security of the ME is critical for the overall system. Reflection
mechanisms can guarantee the software integrity for such systems [7]. In contrast to
HBCI/RDH, in the Symbolon approach the private key never leaves the device that
creates the signature. The STK-enabled SIM signs the data itself. This boosts the
security of the system, because even if the connection between the ME and the user's
computer is eavesdropped, no secret data can be tapped (excluding privacy issues).
This is a security advantage compared to the HBCI/RDH approach that stores the
key at the local hard disk and compared to the PIN/TAN mechanism that stores the
keys on a printed sheet of paper.

Beside the data connection between the ME and the user's computer, there is
another one between the user's computer and the financial institute. The EBA
initializes the communication to the financial-institute software located at the
financial institute. The security of this connection need not be evaluated, because
applying Symbolon does not require modification of components that are involved
in this communication.
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both need a serial or parallel port, and for GSM link the user’s computer needs an
extra short message service center. Also the ME must support digital signatures, so
eventually the user must get a new SIM card. Finally as mobile phones are battery
powered, the system does not work if it runs out of battery power. However, better
battery-life times will render this issue superfluous.

4 3. Flexibility

Besides providing sophisticated security mechanisms and intuitive usability, the
intent of Symbolon was to create a flexible mechanism that can be reused. The
mechanism should be at least as flexible as HBCI/RDH. The focus of the flexibility
evaluation concentrates on reuse and integrability.

The Symbolon approach can be introduced into a wide variety of e-systems. This
is a principal difference between the HBCI/DDH approach and Symbolon. In the
HBCI/DDH approach the symmetric encryption prevents using the same smartcard
for several different applications. Although the secret key of the user could be
shared among different vendors, spreading the key introduces additional security
risks. The Symbolon approach combines the two best elements of the HBCI/RDH
and the HBCI/DDH approach: it uses asymmetric encryption and the private key
never leaves a tamperproof media. So the user can use the same key pair for several
different applications (see below for examples).

Concerning integrability, Symbolon provides a lean interface that is used by the
calling application. The Symbolon component (Signature-Client Back End) that
applications need to integrate is encapsulated and therefore eases integration. If an
EBA or an e-commerce application wants to integrate Symbolon it uses the
SignRequest interface (see Figure 5) and includes the Signature-Client Back End
with its distribution.

5. VISIONS

The idea--mobile equipment replacing smartcard readers combined with
asymmetric encryption--is not restricted to electronic banking. The main advantages
of this approach are acceptance and proliferation of mobile phones (thus implying
low hardware cost) and high security based on asymmetric cryptography combined
with smartcards. A wide variety of products that rely on secure authentication and
authorization can be realized using Symbolon.

The abstracted idea is shown in Figure 6. The signature-creation device (SCD) is
separated from the data-creation device (DCD). These two nodes communicate with
each other. The DCD creates the data to be signed, the SCD signs the data and
returns it to the DCD. Finally, the DCD transmits the data to the data-processing
device that processes incoming signed data.
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Figure 6. The deployment of the abstract components. The components show the basic idea to
separate the concern of authentication/authorization from typical client server applications.

This abstract idea can be used to build secure e-commerce, e-business, and e-
government applications. All it needs would be a browser plugin: The user can
access an e-commerce application via the world-wide web. Her browser is extended
with the Symbolon plugin that can create a digital signature for a purchase offer. So
she puts all items in her basket and at the checkout point the browser opens the
Symbolon plugin. There she can verify what she is going to sign, can create a digital
signature at the mobile phone, and submit the signed offer to the e-commerce
company.

Symbolon can also increase the security of e-business applications. Here the
plugin is part of a whole business-to-business application and the manager signs
contracts on his mobile phone. This is not limited to only stationary applications. So
the manager could run his b2b application at the airport and transmit the new
contract via e-mail.

Also e-government solution can make use of the Symbolon approach. Once the
key pairs are distributed and users know how to handle digital signatures, it is
possible for them to submit all relevant kind of forms via the Internet. Finally
mobile commerce combines the SCD and the DCD. So it is possible to buy items
using the wireless application protocol enabled through digital signatures.

6 . CONCLUSION

E-commerce applications must be secure to be accepted by customers. The
fundamental idea is that first a small and well understood system must be made
secure before complex and still secure ones can be built.

The paper presents an approach that introduces security to an electronic-banking
application. The approach combines the best parts of related approaches and thus
forms a new one. It combines sophisticated and strong encryption technologies, a
secure storage medium, secure connections and mobility in one approach:
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Symbolon. Symbolon uses digital signatures to sign data, smartcards to store the
secret key of the user, hardware cable, infrared, or a GSM link as connection
between the signature-creation device to the data-creation device and finally, the
encryption takes place in a mobile phone. So the user can carry his personal-
signature device with him.

The presented approach improves several key points that related approaches (i.e.,
TAN/PIN, the HBCI/DDH, the HBCI/RDH, and voucher-based ones) miss. These
key points are that (1) the private key never leaves the tamperproof storage medium,
(2) the encryption takes place in a tamperproof environment, (3) the system
improves usability compared to related approaches, and due to asymmetric
encryption (4) different applications provided by different vendors can use one key
pair.

Future work should to create a browser plugin for further probing in this research
area. Also the authors will use Symbolon to build e-commerce applications that
corroborate that the Symbolon concepts and architecture scale up.
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Abstract: In this paper we shall introduce a feasible functional model for mobile
commerce, which meets the basic user requirements. First, we shall analyse
these requirements and we shall give an overview on the interplay of
disciplines in the design of successful mobile commerce applications. And we
shall explain the core results of interstate e-government research on
information relevance management, as they apply to mobile commerce.
Second, we shall define and discuss the functional model for the mobile end-
user devices. Third, we shall discuss various non-standard mobile commerce
scenarios, which might help to bootstrap mobile commerce in the large.

1. INTRODUCTION

In this section, we shall present some basic considerations on mobile commerce.
We shall first give an overview on basic success requirements and we shall depict
the various tasks, which are part of the design process. Then, we shall discuss the
key issue of information relevance management. Hereby, we shall rely on recent
research results in interstate e-government. And, finally we shall various conclusions
for the risk handling in mobile commerce.

1.1 Mobile Commerce

In the following the term mobile commerce will describe transactions with a
monetary value that is conducted via mobile telecommunications networks ([2]). In
[11] a list of emerging applications is depicted, including mobile inventory
management, product location, proactive service management, wireless engineering,
mobile auction and reverse auction, mobile distance education, wireless data centre,
and mobile music and music on demand.
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When we compare the requirements for these applications with usual
requirements for e-commerce applications, we may identify various differences. As
it has been pointed out in [11], we need a wireless user infrastructure - that is a
mobile end-user device with sufficient memory, an appropriate display, and
communication functionalities, plus an appropriate operating system with a small
footprint fulfilling real-time requirements – wireless and mobile Middleware, and
wireless networking infrastructure. In particular, location management, reliable and
survivable networks, and roaming across multiple, heterogeneous networks are
essential for successful mobile e-commerce, and the wireless quality of service sets
the constraints for application scenarios and system design.

The restrictions on performance and dealing with a heterogeneous distritibuted
system are two major challenges for mobile commerce, while the location services
are a major, novel opportunity for mobile e-commerce.

Our approach in this paper is partially orthogonal. It stems from our
interdisciplinary research on interstate e-government ([6] and [8]), and it is based on
our prototyping experience with inter-organisational document services for e-
government [9]. We have not implemented mobile access, but access with Javacards
and stationary kiosks. However our analyses of scalability issues generalise to
mobile commerce.

On the one hand, interviews with European citizens and with civil servants have
stressed the issue of trust and confidence for all kinds of e-government services,
which are accessed with Smartcards. We put forward the thesis, that trust and
confidence requirements for mobile commerce will have to fulfil comparable if not
more strict requirements than e-government. On the other hand, the heterogeneity
Europe with respect to processess, ontology, and culture for e-government renders
global services difficult challenge  and it makes homogeneous solutions impossible
to achieve (compare [5] and [7]). Part of this heterogeneity is typical for the
governmental context, but the heterogeneity of user requirements with respect to
usability an acceptance of technological solutions, constitutes a challenge for all
kinds of services, which should be universally accessible.

From  an analytic point of view, all forms of e-commerce require a clear concept
of digital identity and a clear concept for data protection. In practice, these
requirements are often ignored, and attempts to provide adequate concepts (as in [1])
are rare and still lack implementation. However, due to an increased uncertainty
about the identity of customers, and due to the increased possibilities for customer
profiling, once this uncertainty is resolved, on mobile commerce convincing
concepts for digital identity are essential, both for legal reasons and for achieving
customers’ trust and confidence. Implementations of mobile commerce must be
globally usable, but the stated heterogeneity of cultures makes it impossible to create
one solution for all. If we want to achieve scalability, digital identity has to be
separated from service access functionality. While it is possible to provide local
solutions for digital identity, interoperability will only be achieved with a global
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solution, which has to provided by e-government. On the contrary, in many
application scenarios, global service functionality is impossible to achieve.

Thus we identify trust and confidence and universally accepted digital identity as
two further major challenges for mobile commerce. Further, intercultural usability
may be considered as another challenge, but further basic research will be needed, in
order gain better insight into what can be achieved, and what should be achieved.

In [11], the main issues for developers are identified as network processing and
storage requirements, application development, compatibility and interoperability,
and the procurement of desirable features such as easy upgrades. The authors
conclude that the development of the next frontier of e-commerce will require the
active participation of economists, computer and telecommunication experts, social
scientists and business strategists.

Our research approach is similar. Our interdisciplinary research team consists of
computer scientists, social scientists, economic scientists, psychologists,
mathematicians, application experts, and business consultants. Our experience has
shown that this type of interdisciplinary co-operation is difficult to manage, but it is
a conditio sine qua non for research progress.

1.2 SUCCESS FACTORS

Successful mobile commerce results from the combination of five different
expertises:
1. Distributed computing with mobile access
2. User-friendly human-system interaction design
3. Information and knowledge mining and management
4. Transparent security technology
5. Business processes based on clear value net models

The relevance of 1, 2 and 4 is quite obvious, and it complies with folklore
engineering standards. 3 addresses both the exploitation of data about user-
behaviour and the exchange of information between different organisations. Mobile
phones and other mobile devices offer physical localisation, which opens new
possibilities for electronic customer relationship management. Future business
models will be based on the co-operation between different players, as the business
as whole is too complex that single providers can efficiently offer total service. This
stresses the need for IT systems enabling information exchange between different
organisations. Finally, when different partners cooperate, clear models are needed
where and how value is generated in this co-operation, that is in distributed
workflows, or sets of loosely coupled independent workflows.

A carefully engineering of the interplay of the above factors is a conditio sine
qua non for a successful development of mobile commerce solutions. Success and
failure are essentially determined by user acceptance, which in turn, is very much
influenced by four key factors:
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1. Trust and confidence
2.-4. Universal access for many or all
2.-4. Usability
2.-4. Services which address customer needs
Our interviews with European citizens have stressed the criticality of trust and

confidence, while the ranking of the other four factors is unclear so far, and we
hereby have to rely primarily on business experience for similar scenarios.

Trust and confidence (T&C) is different from pure security. It means security
PLUS the acceptance of/belief in its trustworthiness by the customers. T&C
addresses technical, commercial, psychological, social, and cultural issues. T&C
may come along without proper security underneath. Moreover, clearly there will
never be something like 100% security. However, in the long run, customers will
require a common sense amount of security plus add-ons, which depend on the local
culture.

Universal access for all means access transparency with respect to time, place,
and particular features of a type of accepted access devices – hereby, transparency is
used in the sense of distributed systems – AND it means availability of proper
access devices for all people, independent of social status or personal handicaps.
Cultures differ with respect to the emphasis of this issue though. In some major
market places in Europe, for example in the UK, access facilities for handicapped
people are an absolute requirement for political acceptance of digital services.

Usability is another major issue: Care has to be taken that indeed no special
skills and experiences in interaction with computing systems are required for the
access to the commercial services. If the listed first three pre-requisites are fulfilled,
then finally the services decide whether a particular mobile commerce application is
accepted. Both choosing suitable trust and confidence guarantees and selecting the
right services, requires market research on user needs, part of which can be done in
the markets themselves with the evaluation of customer traces [8].

T&C, access, usability, and services are the qualities of a mobile commerce
solution, as customers perceive them. Considering mobile commerce from the
perspective of system designers as a special form of distributed computing, it is a
distinctive feature of mobile commerce, that, once again, special attention has to be
given to the communication and distribution models.

A clear separation of the layers in the communication protocols, flexible quality
of services implemented with selectable protocol modules, and total transparency are
essential quality criteria. The same is true for the event model, the monitoring, and
the rules for the evaluation of traces. Once such a Middleware is available, an
advanced distribution of application logic is possible, whereby the restricted
resources in mobile devices pose new requirements for performance engineering
(while the costs for the infrastructure set the constraints for the scalability-
engineering task). Economic issues will drive the actual distribution. Thus, the
distribution of processing capacity, workload, control, and intelligence is finally
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governed by the interplay of performance and economic issues, and the constraints
are set by the objective security requirements and the subjective user perception of
trust and confidence guarantees.

The customer-to-system interaction requires both user-friendly design, which is
easily understood, and it must fit with the requirements for the market research and
customer profiling. The interaction of users with the system tells us a lot about their
needs, likes and dislikes. If we really want to exploit that implicit generation of
knowledge, we have to design the events of the customer-to-system interaction in
such a way that the event mining for knowledge on customers provides optimal
results ([10])

The bottom line of all design is making profit. Profit requires that value is
generated and risk is properly handled. This in turn requires a sound management of
information relevance, since the trustworthiness of the information exchange, or the
handling of untrustworthy or partially trustworthy information, respectively, is the
basic requirement for any successful commerce.

1.2.1 MANAGEMENT OF INFORMATION RELEVANCE

The key inequality for relevance management reads:
Relevance = Correctness (with respect to a given content context) +

Authenticity (of the origin) + (possibly) Validation (of relevance by human or non-
human relevance agents) + Actuality (of the contents) + History (as it is relevant for
the creation process) + Role of the producer (as an individual or as a member of an
organisation) + Quality guarantees (provided by the producer) + Validation
estimation by the receiver (who makes the final decision)

Clearly, correctness and authenticity are necessary on the left-hand side. The
necessity to integrate the history stems from causality problems in distributed
computing due to the lack of global time. Case studies in e-government and in e-
business reveal the necessity to support validating statements, e.g. when statements
with respect to the living place have to be verified by the police, which eventually
requires that digital statements on digital statements are made. As it is common
practice in non-digitised scenarios only to accept information of a decent age,
actuality is a necessity on the left-hand side, too. Similarly, the role of the producer
and the quality he guarantees determine the relevance of information. (For a case
study on the social impact on the relevance of information see [4].) Finally, the
decision on the relevance of a document has to be made by the receiver of
information. It can be outsourced, but then this has to be implemented as the
decision rule, that statements of a selected partner have to be considered as fully
relevant. Thus, in general, the factors on the right hand side are necessary, although
the corresponding attributes may become void in a particular scenario.

Whether the list of factors is indeed complete is difficult to verify. We have
checked the completeness with respect to various e-government applications, which
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Although this might appear a rather philosophical issue, it is a major concern for
practical purposes. The originally intended approach in FASME would have created
many problems for the organisational implementation and it would have provided
significantly less useful services for the citizens than the current solution provides.
The heart of the problem lies in the high costs of consistency management, which

That context procurement scheme was developed in the interstate e-government
project "FASME – Facilitating Administrative Services for Mobile Europeans".
There, the originally intended approach of creating personal documents by handling
states representing European citizens, had to be exchanged with the alternative
approach of creating personal documents by shipping information with a given time
stamp and an appropriate context definition.

Once such a context scheme is defined, the signing instance takes the
responsibility for the correctness of the data with respect to the content context, the
computing system takes the responsibility for the authenticity of the origin, and the
receiver/consumer of information decides on the relevance of the content. The latter
decision may be based on the content description, the time stamp, the
trustworthiness of the role of the signing instance, and possibly additional statements
by validation agents. Thus, the relevance of an electronic document is defined as the
infimum of the relevance of the content, the trustworthiness of the signing role, the
acceptability of the ‘age’ of the document, and the meaning of validating statements.

– Purpose of the document (who is addressed and what is the addressee allowed to
do with the data)
The latter is of particular importance in Europe, where rather restrictive data

protection laws apply. Documents thus have to be digitally signed, and possibly,
they have to be encrypted afterwards, in order to guarantee that only the addressee
will be able to read them. The appropriate formats for content definition are RDF
and XML. However, a standard or a negotiated intermediary XML representation
scheme is required.

– Content definition (what is described by data, and what is not described by data)
– Time and circumstances of creation (when and how was the document created,

which enables the receiver to decide on the history, the actuality, and quality)
–  Role and identity of the person and/or system component confirming the data

(verified by a digital signature)

The critical concept for the implementation of relevance management is that of
context procurement. The application logic should not attempt to deal with
distributed, consistent, actually correct data, as it is never possible to achieve total
consistency, and even restricted consistency is very expensive. Instead, electronic
documents should be exchanged, which provide data plus a definition of the data
context. This context consists of the following components

yielded some evidence that it is indeed sufficient for inter-organisational information
exchange.
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are avoided with the alternative system design (which constitutes a complete digital
realisation of traditional services).

In FASME, all documents shipped through the system are time-stamped and
signed by the provider of the information. The signature assures the correctness of
the document with respect to its explicitly stated context and the time-stamp of the
document. The FASME-system guarantees the authenticity of the origin of
information. Possible validation agents may annotate document meta-information on
the relevance of the document. The FASME application also decides on the actual
relevance of the document with respect to the administrative service requested by
the citizen. This example (including its prototypical implementation) demonstrates
the feasibility of the concepts introduced above. And it may be transferred to mobile
commerce, as we shall depict in the following.

1.2.2 RISK HANDLING

There are various risks in mobile commerce, which we have to handle:
– Project risk
– Operational risk, namely

— Risk of information relevance
— Risk of attacks and misuse
– Risk of system failure
Failure-Risk and project risk are classical issues in distributed computing and

software engineering, and in e-business project management, respectively. The best
way to handle the risk of information relevance is to mimic existing procedures and
to confine oneself to security standards, which are better than security standards
provided by existing practice. The critical two problems, which are known in e-
commerce, but which are the more challenging in mobile commerce are faked digital
identity and data protection. One customer can act in the name of others, and in fact
he can let a computer act in the name of others, and an organisation may ignore data
protection rules and use the data submitted by the customer and the data created by
mobile service access without the customer’s authorisation.

Risk handling thus requires the capabilities for authenticity management and the
capability for the supervision of the information exchange and information usage, in
order to guarantee non-repudiation and to avoid identity fakes, and in order to trace
non-authorised intrusion into the system and lawfully behaviour of system insiders
such as system administrators. Important examples of services for risk management
are payment services, trust centres validating digital signatures and certificates, and
certification services for the trustworthiness of providers or customers.
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2. THE FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATION

In this chapter, we shall define and explain those core functional components for
mobile devices, which provide mobile communication between the customer and the
virtual market. Further, we shall shortly discuss the feasibility of their
implementation. The key component for mobile commerce is a mobile device for
service access of the customer. This device speaks in effigy of the customer with the
services provided in the virtual market. On the one hand, it plays the role of a legal
representative, while on the other hand it has to protect the customer against various
forms of fraud achieved through faked authenticity. Furthermore, it may provide
agent functionalities to the customer interacting with a virtual market place.

The trustworthiness of mobile commerce essentially depends on the specification
of guarantees provided by the mobile device and on their correct implementation.
Guarantees have to be given in both directions, to the customer, who wants be sure
that the services in the market are trustworthy, and to the services in the virtual
market, which have an authenticated identity of the customer or non-repudiable
proof of the possibly anonymous right of the customer to access certain services. In
principle, that type of functionality can be separated from agent functionality. There
are five basic functions of such a component:
1. Establishing secure and trustworthy communication channels with partners
2. Providing (limited) e-broker functionality
3. Providing limited workflow functionality
4. Providing a trustworthy, personalised graphical user interface
5. Providing authentication services with biometric tools

The basic idea hereby is that any negotiation or deal, and the corresponding
relevance management, respectively, is based on the following scheme: One partner
makes a statement by delivering a signed digital document with proper context
specification. Part of this context specification may be a pointer to a validating
agent, or a certificate, respectively. Then the other partner validates the statement,
whereby he contacts one or various service providers for risk management. That is,
the other partner always contacts a trust centre for the validation of the digital
signature (except in cases of recent caching of that information), but possible he also
contacts further partners, e.g. for the validation of certificates on the commercial or
technical (IT-) trustworthiness of the first partner.

In order to be able to trust in the contacted centres themselves, the second
partner always contacts trust centres of his choice, which negotiate with the trust
centres chosen by the first partner in order to validate signatures and certificates.
Further, in order that this works economically, the trust centre of the choice of the
second partner has to bear the risk of wrong validation, as the certification services
have to bear the risk of wrong certification. And the whole application system must
provide non-repudiation in a legally relevant way. These procedures may be
implemented with secure and trustworthy customer-to-one-partner communication
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channels plus a non-repudiation monitoring. Please note that this generic scheme
equally applies to digital payment services.

Thus, the secure and trustworthy communication with a partner is established by
exchanging time-stamped, signed, and encrypted documents with a proper content
definition.

E-broker functionality may be either provided by the access device or by a
virtual extension of the access devices (cp.[3]), that is a secure and trustworthy
channel to a remote e-broker, which may either be a service provider or a private
application. E-brokers support the matching process between customers and
suppliers. For instance, they contact different providers and they compare their
offers. In case of standardised XML-specifications of products, that comparison will
soon become feasible for mobile computing devices. Again, the risk of the
trustworthiness of XML-descriptions of products arises, and a proper commercial
management is both necessary and possible.

Contrary to the optional e-broker functionality, minimal workflow management
functionality is mandatory in mobile access devices, which supports the procedures
for deals depicted above. Further workflow management facilities may again be
outsourced to some virtual extension of the device.

Finally a visual user interface (or an appropriate equivalent for handiicapped
persons) and an authentication facility are needed. Traditional authentication is
based on PIN numbers, but this does not suffice higher T&C standards. Instead,
biometric authentication ought to be performed, which cannot be repudiated, such as
it is provided by fingerprint sensors or by iris scanners (with a high degree of
trustworthiness in the case of iris scanners). This can further be used for the
authenticated confirmation of commands for digital signature of documents by the
access device in effigy of the customer.

While communication and authentication are comparably secure if state of the
art technology is used, the GUI might turn out as a Trojan horse. The access
component acts as a representative of the customer and it is thus supposed to
perform exactly what the customer wants it to perform. If the principle is violated in
any way harm may be done to the customer. The customer thus needs an interface to
the access device, which is both user-friendly and trustworthy.

This completes the description of the functionality of the access device. So far,
we have indicated various other components in the system. However, they are rather
one-to-one analogues of the corresponding components for e-commerce, except that
they have to be capable of communication with the mobile devices.

Note that the functional model defines an open and flexible framework, since
any e-commerce provider may be contact with the access devices defined, if he
fulfils the basic communication requirements, and new trust centres may be added as
confidence partners in a completely flexible way. Our prototyping with Javacard
technology has confirmed this approach.
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However, this is only one side of our vision that could be described as
ubiquitous information and knowledge management in the whole. This vision
requires mobile ad hoc networking of information systems as depicted above, in
order to gain universal access for delivery and usage of information and knowledge,
but it also requests for the exploitation of implicit knowledge collected in mobile
commerce and information exchange. Obviously, this need competes with the legal
and ethic requirements for data protections and thus trustworthy knowledge digging
solutions are needed which inter-operate smoothly with the ubiquitous knowledge

Mobile access devices similar to those developed for e-government and for
future enterprise information management will then serve as carriers for standard
mobile commerce applications. In parts, access devices disseminated for e-
government will be capable of providing commercial services. A simple realisation
of this concept (with pure access functionality) is already available with the Fin-ID
card. Thus, e-government and mobile commerce will benefit from each other, and
the same is true for enterprise information management and internal, mobile
commerce.

Future successful virtual enterprises and strategic co-operations in supply chains
will have to rely on platforms for universal, mobile access to secure and trustworthy
exchange of information among non-interoperable systems. In addition, an
increasing public awareness of the importance of trust and confidence might nurture
niche markets for the digital procurement of trustworthy documents (personal
documents and expertises). Again mobile access will be mandatory for wide user
acceptance and the bridging of ontological gaps will be a key success factors.

Interstate A2C e-government means the digital procurement of civil services. In
order to bridge national, social, cultural, language and skills gaps, boundary objects
for information brokerage are needed, and we have to implement inter-
organisational, administrative workflows, which connect non-interoperable systems
with incompatible ontologies, processes, and legacies. There are lots of local A2C e-
government solutions being developed, but so far the main problem of inter-
connecting authorities (in a way which respects the European data protection
regulations) has not been addressed seriously. However, in the future, ‘intelligent’,
digital ID-Cards, will enable the flexible and secure uploading of additional,
commercial services, including services from direct competitors.

In this chapter we shall discuss various non-standard application areas for mobile
commerce. Right now, two main non-standard application areas of interest are e-
government and virtual co-operations. Particular examples of promising applications
are paid A2C (authority-to-citizen) e-government services and platforms for secure
and trustworthy information exchange in virtual enterprises and in strategic co-
operations in supply chains, and mobile access to trustworthy information services.

NON-STANDARD APPLICATION AREAS2.1
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management. The rise of mobile commerce will rake this political and ethic conflict
and compromises will have to be agreed upon.

3. CONCLUSION

We have presented a functional model for end-user devices in mobile commerce.
This model is based on recent findings in interstate e-government, where the
feasibility of the core functionality has already been demonstrated, although the
interaction and communication model is less complex than in mobile commerce.
Our model supplies the basic framework for future mobile commerce applications
for various reasons: One access device can be used to access competing service
providers in a secure and trustworthy way. Complex e-brokering facilities can be
built on top of it due to an inherent and clear context procurement scheme. Services
may be added ad hoc in a flexible way. Further, it will be possible to integrate
mobile commerce with digital ID-Cards. And finally, the basic user requirements
concerning trust and confidence are fulfilled.
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Abstract: Mobile telecommunication has become a pillar of the everyday
communication both in global business and society. The number of people
using mobile devices is growing rapidly. New protocols and technologies like
WAP, GPRS and UMTS enable powerful applications and the expansion of
the known Internet towards a Mobile Internet. New mobile services and
applications emerge that require payment methods for information, goods or
the service itself. For payments involving a mobile phone special restrictions
have to be taken into account. An investigation of selected existing mobile
payment solutions under consideration of security risks and possible
improvements will be presented, concluded by a comparison of used security
mechanisms.

1. INTRODUCTION

To investigate the security of selected mobile payment systems we start with a
general background on the development of M-commerce. In the next section we
state the performance and hardware constraints of the mobile environment. Here we
also compare the security methods for wired Internet and mobile environments.
With this technical knowledge we can review the different mobile payment systems
under consideration of the following aspects:
– Payment scenario (since electronic transactions in principle pose a higher risk

than POS transactions).
– Message flow between the parties.
– Analysis of the message flow with regard to used security methods.
– Discussion of possible attacks.

Based on this data we point out improvement possibilities. If available we added
privacy information. We close by summarizing the security methods used in a
comparative table. It has to be noted that the developing companies tend not to give
away detailed information of their payment systems.
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2. DEVELOPMENT OF M-COMMERCE

The rate of mobile phone penetration has reached and even overtook the highest
reaching expectations of several industry observers (see Table 5)

Table 5. Worldwide Mobile Cellular Subscriber Forecasts (in million subscriber)
2000 2003 2005 2010

UMTS Report 8 (1997) 426 941 1700
Robertson Stephens (2000) 600 795 1735
DLJ (2000) 600 1200
Merill Lynch (2000) 500 1200 1400 2250
Strategis (1999) 503 795 915
EMC (2000) 633 1151
Sources: Merill Lynch, Strategis, DLJ, EMC, UMTS Forum Robertson Stephens.

Fact is that at the end of 2000 about 700 million world cellular mobile
subscribers exist [EMC]. In Germany alone the number of subscribers of each D2
Vodafone and D1 T-Mobile doubled in less than one year and both reached 20
millions in February 2001. Together with the 1800MMz E-networks this led to about
50 million GSM customers in Germany (the trend to multiple subscriptions is not
taken into account).

The main application currently used is voice, but that has started to shift. In
Europe the amount of SMS has increased rapidly and many operators make
substantial parts of their revenue on that service. E.g. Nordic operators are reporting
7 – 10 % of their revenue is due to SMS traffic. At the end of 1999 10 SMS were
sent per GSM subscriber per month, at the end of 2000 it have been 30 (Source:
EMC World Cellular Database).

The expectations to the “Mobile Internet” are very high, but still the
development of suitable applications, and also feasible mobile devices takes a while.
Therefore it is not that surprising that headlines like “WAP is dead” are distributed.
New devices will have much more performance and user-friendliness (color display,
organizer functionality like calendar tool, address book and notepad, e-mail, WAP
and HTML browser). In addition broader bandwidth and the easy access everywhere
will push m-commerce forward.

3. PERFORMANCE FEATURES AS LIMITING
FACTORS

To compare different payment methods the capabilities of the used hardware
platforms and underlying transmission services have to be taken into account. Major
impacts in this context have the transmission delay of the used communication
service and the hardware resources of the relevant device.
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3.1 Transmission bandwidth and delay

Depending on the payment method a varying number of messages containing
different amounts of information have to be exchanged between the payment peers.
In case of (relatively) large amount of information the transmission bandwidth has to
be considered, while in case of small messages just the transmission delay and hence
the Round Trip Time (RTT) of the connection has an influence. When for example
digital certificates are used to authenticate the origin of the signatures of payment
messages these messages reach a size of about 18 Kbytes what would result in a
pure transmission time of about 16 seconds in today’s GSM networks. In general the
single messages exchanged for initiation of payments and payee authentication are
relatively small and only the transmission delay has to be examined. The following
table gives an overview over these characteristics.

Table 6. Transmission characteristics
Transmission service Data rate Transmission delay (RTT)
(Fixed) Internet (LAN / Modem) 100kBit/s – 1 MBit/s/ Depending on network AND

50 kBit/s server load: ~50ms
GSM (WAP over data bearer) ~ 9kEit/s ~ 750ms
GSM (SMS) 160Bytes/message > 5s (unpredictable)
GPRS ~20kBit/s ~ 1s
UMTS (outdoor)

62 ~ 100kBit/s  ~ 500ms
UMTS (indoor)62 ~ 1Mbit/s ~ 250ms

3.2 Hardware resources

When it comes to the implementation of payment services, security issues of the
transmitted payment data (i.e. user data and payment details) have to be considered.
Security in telecommunication networks requires cryptographic functions.
Depending on the cryptographic method and implementation used to encrypt the
data that have to be transmitted over insecure links (and to decrypt received
messages) the following hardware limitations have to be considered:
– Memory requirements for the additional function implementation itself as well

as temporary memory required during the encryption operation.
– Processing load, due to execution of the additional protocol, but even more due

to the cryptographic computation functions.

62 The UMTS radio access networks will use different technologies for outdoor (i.e. open
space) and indoor (i.e. within buildings, airports, stations etc.) installations. They differ
significantly in the available data rates on the one hand, but also on the provided radio
access range on the other hand.
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The TLS protocol is a proposed IETF standard that provides security features at
the transport layer. TLS is based on SSL 3.0. Additionally TLS offers options for
authentication. Three levels of server security include server verification by using
digital certificate, encrypted data transmission and verification that the integrity of

3.3.2 TLS (Transport Layer Security) (connection (3) and (4)):

SSL has been developed by Netscape. It was designed to provide public key
security for secure transactions between browser and servers. The SSL protocol can
be found in many hard- and software based security products. SSL uses the PKCS.

3.3.1 SSL (Secure Socket Layer) (connection (3) and (4)):

Within the Internet the following security and privacy protection mechanisms
are provided:

Figure 4 gives an overview over the whole end-to-end M-commerce scenario
(with a simplification on the payment side where in fact more parties are involved,
depending on the used payment system). In particular it shows physical connections,
which are possible targets of fraudulent access or third party tapping.

3.3 Security mechanisms

Figure 4. M-commerce scenario
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an arrived message (i.e. the content has not been manipulated during transfer) is
given.

In the mobile environment the following security mechanisms are available:

3.3.3 GSM radio path ciphering:

A radio access network comprises inherently a higher risk for fraudulent access
then a fixed (wired) network. Hence mechanisms for data encryption on the radio
path (connection (1) in Figure 4), in particular of subscriber data are of high
importance. The GSM standard foresees the possibility of radio path ciphering,
especially ciphering of all subscriber information transmitted during the
authentication phase, to prevent third party tapping. It has to be mentioned that the
radio path ciphering is up to the network operator and cannot be influenced by the
subscriber. Furthermore, within the wired infrastructure (i.e. the core network,
connection (2) in Figure 4) of a mobile communication system, all transmissions are
performed in clear text, as they are in a PSTN network. This applies in particular to
the short message service SMS.

3.3.4 GSM subscriber data security

To prevent unregistered users from accessing a GSM network each subscriber
has to authenticate himself using the subscriber identity module SIM. The subscriber
identity is protected during the authentication process to prevent subscriber location
disclosure. In fact the SIM is authenticated and not the subscriber. The SIM module
and the authentication process involving the SIM are designed to protect the data it
contains in two ways: it is not possible to read the SIM information once and use a
mobile device without the physical SIM afterwards just with the information and
only the SIM issuer can copy a SIM.

The authentication process is carried out between the SIM (plugged into a
mobile device) and the home location register HLR (a central node within the GSM
infrastructure where all subscriber data are stored). Therefore it is not possible to
“simulate” a base station to get fraudulent access to subscriber data.

3.3.5 WIM (Wireless Identity Module):

The WIM is a tamper resistant device. It is used in performing WTLS and
application level security functions, especially for storing and processing
information needed for user identification and authentication. The WIM is designed
for storing sensible data like keys or certificates. All operations that involve these

keys can be performed by the WIM, then for example signing using a private key
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could not be observed from outside the WIM. An example of a WIM
implementition is the SIM card in a mobile phone.

3.3.6 WTLS (Wireless Transport Layer Security):

WTLS in a security layer protocol in the WAP architecture. It operates above the
transport layer protocol (end-to-end, connection (1)-(4)). It provides the upper-level
layer of WAP with a secure transport service interface that preserves the transport
service interface below it. WTLS is modular and depends on the chosen security
level of the given application. WTLS is designed for protecting privacy, data
integrity and authentication between two communicating parties. WTLS has a
similar functionality as TLS 1.0 and provides several new features like optimized
handshake, dynamic key retieshing etc.

4. EXISTING MOBILE PAYMENT SOLUTIONS

We will now discuss the latest existing mobile payment solutions (February,
2001). GiSMo, Jalda, Mint, Net900, Paybox, Sonera Mobile Pay and TopUp will be
discussed.

4.1 GiSMo

GiSMo is an Internet payment system available in the UK, Sweden and
Germany and owned by Millicom International Cellular SA. It was developed in
1999 and concentrates in the moment mainly to Sweden. Countries like France,
Netherlands, Belgium, Denmark, Austria, Finland, Luxembourg and Norway are
intended for the future.

Following the user scenario a customer buys goods from an Internet service or
content provider and the payment is authorized using a CSM-phone. The settlement
of the amount is done by the payment service provider GiSMo. A customer has to
apply for a GiSMo account. This procedure is very similar to a credit card
application. E.g. the amount that could be spent within a month has also an upper
limit, depending on the outeome of a financial research. The customer is billed
monthly via e-mail. The system works as follows:
1 . The customer wants to buy a good or service in an Internet Shop and chooses

payment with GiSMo.
2. The customer sends a “Request order form” to the merchant’s server.
3. The merchant then sends the order form back to the customer (“Display order

form”) via Internet.
4. The customer submits the order to the GiSMo server with his GiSMo account

number.
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5. GiSMo retums a PIN Code via the GSM network to the mobile phone of the
customer.

6. The customer confirms the transaction by inserting the FIN into a field on the
webpage and sends it to the GiSMo server.

7. GiSMo sends a digital receipt to the customer
8. GiSMo settles the account with the merchant.

The security concept is based on the assumption that for a fraud the GiSMo
account number and the transaction PIN would be needed. Now we will study if and
how this data is protected during the transmission:
– The Internet transfer is not secured by SSL or some additional encryption, hence

someone could “listen” to get the GiSMo account number.
– Since no authentication of GiSMo-server is done, some other entity could pose

as GiSMo and obtains this way the GiSMo account number.
– A person with a stolen phone and GiSMo account number would have no

problem to pose as the “real’” customer, since no on-line customer authentication
or signing is done.

–

– The user authentication uses only the SIM-card, hence only the GSM subscriber
could be identified (assuming no stolen SIM) but not the GiSMo account owner.

An attacker listens to the Internet traffic to capture the account number and then
he steals the phone. Then the attacker can shop and is afterwards able to pose as the
user by inserting the GiSMo account number and authorize the payment using the
stolen phone. The argument that a delivery address ensures that the goods reach the
right destination does not really work since the goods can also be off digital nature.

Compared to a non-SET (SET is a secure credit card payment system for Internet

Therefore a possible attack could be:

systems and was developed by Visa and MasterCard) secured credit card transaction
the GiSMo payment system has the advantage that the merchant does not obtain the
GiSMo account number, Even if he does he still needs the phone. Therefore fraud is
not that easy for the merchant,

Concerning privacy GiSMs probably can collect personal: shopping data to build
a personal user profile.

With appropriately added encryption, authentication, certificates and PKI this

The mobile communication security relies only on the GSM network security.
As the GSM ciphering only covers the radio path all messages can easily be
tapped as soon as they leave the mobile network infrastructure towards the
Internet.

system maybe useful.
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4.2 Jalda

Jalda is a development of EHPT. EHPT is a software vendor for telecom

operators as well as Internet service providers and is jointly owned by Ericsson and
Hewlett-Packard. Jalda is designed for payments made for Internet shopping. The
settlement could be done via operator bill, electricity bill or cable TV bill depending
on the customer this payment system is installed for. For example Telia, Sweden’s
largest telecom operator, uses Jalda in their online payment solution. A credit card
interface can also be added. Jalda is an API that can be integrated in other payment
solutions like Mobile e-Pay. We describe now the message flow of Mobile e-Pay,
which founds on Jalda. There also exists a pre-paid card system solution, where a
PIN on a card is revealed by scratching and by entering this PIN on the website the
account is activated. The Jalda pre-paid card payment solution is currently just
available in the UK. In the rest of Europe the rollout will not be started before 2002.
1. The customer chooses to buy a good (digital or solid) from an ISP and payment

via Jalda.
2. The ISP receives an order.
3. The ISP sends a payment request to the payment provider using Jalda.
4. The payment provider sends a digital contract via the ISP to the end users mobile

phone with a password request as a SMS.
5. The end user accepts the contract and confirms the payment by entering a

password, which is sent with SMS back to the Mobile e-Pay server.
6. The Mobile e-Pay server then validates the password.
7. The Mobile e-Pay server generates a digital signature in PKCS#7 format, which

acts as the signed contract.
8. The Jalda payment server then verifies the signed digital contract.
9. The Jalda Payment server sends an ok after approval to the ISP.
10. The Jalda Payment server sends a receipt to the mobile phone of the end user.

The security is based on a two-zone security scheme. It consists of GSM
encryption in the mobile network for sending the SMS in step 4 and 5. In the IP-
based network PKI (RSA signing) and SSL-encryption is used. WPKI based security
involving a password for end-user authentication to support application level
security can be added.

This payment system is designed to reach most of the mobile phones on the
market with highest possible security. The security add-on like WPKI are in the
moment only supported by a small number of phones. Also WTLS should be
integrated into future releases of this payment system to secure the “over the air”
transmission on the transport layer. The possibility that future phones will be able to
store RSA keys and perform signatures should also be exploited.

The merchant does not obtain any sensitive data, but it is unclear how much data
the Jalda payment server and the Mobile e-Pay server can collect. More information
about the exact data field transmitted is necessary to answer that question. A
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possibility for the user to choose her privacy policy would be a good addition to this
system.

4.3 Mint

Mint is a POS payment system of Mint AB. In the moment (February 2001) it is
available in Stockholm, Sweden. The merchants have to be equipped with a special
Mint payment terminal. The customer has to register to Mint as a MintCash
(MintKontaktkund) or a MintCredit (MintKreditKund) user. A MintCash customer
deposits the amount she wishes into a postgirokonto (post bank account) and obtains
later an activation letter by mail. A MintCredit customer has to pay after receiving a
monthly invoice. The upper limit is 5000 Swedish crowns per month. A payment
transaction using either of both systems includes the following steps.
1 .
2 .

3 .
4 .

5 .

6 .

7 .

system is secured by the GSM security. The identification of the customer is based
on the SIM authentication during the phone call in step 3 and 4.

and the Mint computer system. This communication link is encrypted (not clear
which method is used). Over this link the payment amount, “payment accepted” and
“payment failed” messages. Mint claims that the PIN code control is also handled
over this communication (but since the PIN is inserted by the customer and send to
the Mint computer system it is unclear how the connection between the merchant
and the Mint computer system corresponds to this).

access their payment information and only that. This communication is also secured,
but the method (probably SSL) is unclear.

The main risk is that someone steals or finds a lost mobile phone. This person

Another communication is using the Internet. Here merchant and customer can

The second communication is between the merchant’s Mint payment terminal

The first communication between the customer’s phone and the Mint computer

The customer obtains a receipt-SMS and / or e-mail (the receipt is not an integral
part of the payment transaction).
Mint settles the accounts.

The merchant enters the amount of the purchase into the Mint payment terminal.
The Mint payment terminal displays a telephone number (terminal specific
number).
The customer dials this number.
If the amount exceeds the predefined limit, the user has to enter his PIN, if it is
lower the customer just accepts.
The merchant obtains “payment accepted” or “payment failed” on the payment
terminal.

could make payments below the PIN entry level (note that can be several payments
which sum up over the specified PIN entry level) until Mint blocks the account. But
if someone looks over the shoulder during PIN insertion and steals then the phone
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the damage caused could be very serious. The customer has the option to specify the
amount for which a PIN authorization is necessary.

Another security risk could be the link between the merchant and the Mint
payment terminal, since it is not clear how it is secured. If for example someone is
paying for something very expensive and manage to replace the message “payment
failed” by “payment accepted” the system has a major drawback.

The privacy policy of Mint states:
“For marketing purpose the information will be used to give the customer

relevant offers and information reflecting those areas of interests that the customer
might have registered with Mint.”

In other words: They will profile the user and use this personal user profile for
marketing purposes like advertisements from Mint.

“Mint will make it possible for retailers and advertisers to send targeted
information to the customer via SMS, e-mail, fax or mail”, but here the customer can
choose the subject area, interests and other conditions for the information, offers and
services that she wants to receive. Also the customer can state how and when the
information and specific services are to be delivered. Therefore the customer could
block unwanted advertisements from other companies.

The customer is anonymous to the merchant.

4.4 Net900

Net900classic is an operator centric micropayment solution for digital goods like
software, videos, and music that can be downloaded in the Internet. The Kontopass
Net900 shall replace the Net900 classic solution very soon. The Kontopass Net900
solution is bank account based. Both have been developed by In Medias Res, which
has a close relationship with the Deutsche Telekom AG. Net900 started in April
2000. The payment system is in the moment restricted to Germany, but there are
plans to include the whole EU, Norway and Switzerland till the end of 2001. Many
service providers support that system (AOL, Compuserve, Comundo, Germany.net,
MobilCom, Freenet, T-Online). The customer is charged on the monthly operator
bill or on the bank account of the user.

The user has to install special software on his PC. During the installation bank
account, bank name and user name has to be provided. This data is send to Net900
secured via SSL-secured Internet connection. Net900 sends than a money order
(EFT) to the bank account and provides the secret PIN in the subject. By inserting
the PIN the account is then activated and the user can start shopping (it is not clear if
these session are also secured via SSL). The payment transactions are secured by an
additional personal passphrase. How to set or to obtain this passphrase is unclear.
Also where it has to be inserted (in an Internet interface or in the phone). No
message flow protocol is available from In Medias Res. The PIN is probably only
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used for activating the account (unclear if the account has to be activated only once
or before every payment transaction) not for authentication or signing. There are
probably the following weaknesses:
–

–

– No authentication of Net900 is done, so someone could pose as a Net900 and got
then the passphrase easily.

–
–

registration purpose the session is SSL secured. Assumed that the passphrase is
entered in the PC one has to observe that the authentication of the user is even
weaker for Net900 than for GiSMo since the PC has no SIM card based
authentication mechanism.

the corresponding mechanisms are mentioned nowhere in their product description.

4.5

Mobile payments, Point of Sales payments. It is operational since May 2000.
Deutsche Bank AG strongly supports Paybox.net AG. The customer is charged at
her bank account. Since the POS scenario is the most used, we are only describing
the message flow for this case:
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

secured by the GSM standard network security. Authentication of the user is done
via the SIM card. Due to the phone calls this system is not suitable for very small
payments. In the case of Internet payments the merchant has also to phone Paybox
and the user waits for the call from Paybox.

The system is designed to work on a large basis of existing mobile phones,

For the online customer registration SSL is used. The Paybox PIN is only

The merchant calls a special number of Paybox and sends the amount and the
customer’s Paybox account number to Paybox.
Paybox calls then the customer and repeats the amount.
The customer inserts his Paybox PIN to authorize the payment.
Paybox settles the accounts.

Paybox is designed for several payment scenarios: Internet payments, Mobile to

The customer chooses the goods.
The customer gives the merchant his Paybox account number (not his telephone
number).

Paybox

Privacy seemed not to be a design criterion for Net900, since this subject and / or

The security situation here is similar to the one of GiSMo except that for

User set passwords can be very weak for “uneducated users”.
If the password is inserted using a phone, security mechanisms are completely
unclear.

If the user password is inserted in the Internet, the transfer of this password
seems not to be secured by SSL or other means.
No additional authentication of the user is done, so once the passphrase is
“found” by an attacker, he can shop until the account is blocked.

therefore mechanisms like encryption, digital signatures and certificates are not
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integrated in this system. The main security argument is that in the moment a large
amount of Network traffic has to be captured and analysed before a Paybox PIN can
be found. Even with a found Paybox PIN the mobile phone is needed. For the time
being that is probably good enough. However, currently data transmitted between a
mobile phone and the Paybox server is travelling in clear text through all fixed
network parts, in particular the Paybox account PIN. This shows an existing security
risk and should be solved with an end-to-end encryption mechanism.

4.6 Sonera Mobile Pay

Sonera Mobile Pay is a payment solution for soft-drink vending machines, shell
car-wash, candy and snacks, video renting, parking machines, operator products and
Internet purchases. The amount spent can be charged on the phone bill, bank account
or credit card. The payment system is (currently) concentrated on Finland. The
security of their payment system is developed in co-operation with SmartTrust Ltd.
Since SmartTrust has several security solutions it is not clear which one is used. The
information available is that the feature that a customer can authenticate a payment
by inserting a 4-digit PIN is optional. The user is informed via SMS about the price.

4.7 TopUp

TopUp by SmartTrust [SmartTrust] is also an operator centric pre-paid mobile
payment solution. Sonera SmartTrust Ltd is a complete subsidiary of Sonera
Corporation [Sonera]. There exists an Internet and a mobile payment solution. The
rollout has started in November 2000. The basic idea is that the customer can refill
or “top-up” his prepaid account. The customer registers to TopUp where the
customer identity and payment method (for example credit card number) is stored.
This payment system is designed to add new e-commerce services later. The
transaction for adding new value to the prepaid account runs as follows:
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

The top up process is initiated by selecting the service menu from the main menu
on the phone.
The customer selects the desired amount.
The selection is then confirmed with a digital signature that is activated after
entering a PIN (digitally signed SMS via 3DES).
When the top up request is signed it will be sent to the SmartTrust TopUp
application. There it will be checked, if the digital key corresponds to the user
identity.
The user’s account is then credited.
The user receives a confirmation including the new balance.
During step 5 after authorization in step 4, the corresponding payment

mechanism (e.g. credit card number) is retrieved from the payment method database.
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“Improved customer relationship: The convenience of the SmartTrust TopUp
solution will motivate end users to register for the service. The prepaid customer
will no longer be an anonymous one. SmartTrust TopUp provides the mobile
operator with tools to profile the customer more accurately, by monitoring
individual and collective spending habits.”

From the privacy point of view, we would just like to state the following
sentences from the SmartTrust webpages:

attacks.

A payment authorization request incl. name and payment method is prepared and
submitted for authorization to the payment clearance gateway.

This database contains many very sensitive data and is likely to be a target for

5. CONCLUSIONS

Table 7. Comparison of security methods
Payment System Security methods
GiSMo GSM-encryption; PIN
Jalda GSM-encryption; PIN; digital signature; SSL

(WPKI, password can be added)
Mint GSM-encryption; PIN; SSL
Net900 SSL (partial); PIN; passphrase
Paybox GSM-encryption; PIN; call-back mechanism
Sonera Mobile Pay GSM-encryption; PIN (optional)
TopUp GSM-encryption; PIN; digital signature

There exist many good ideas and approaches for mobile payment applications,
but the technical implementations are currently not as secure as they could be. Most
mobile payment systems try to facilitate the use of “older” but widely distributed
mobile phones to a high degree, though these phones are not provisioned with e.g.
signing techniques and encryption procedures. It can be expected that the security of
the payment systems increases according to the market share of phones able to
support this. But the awareness concerning customer privacy develops very slowly.
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6. ABBREVIATIONS

API Application Programming Interface
DES Data Encryption Standard
EFT Electronic Fund Transfer
HLR Home Location Register
HTML Hypertext Mark-up Language
IETF Internet Engineering Task Force
ISP Internet Service Provider
GSM Global System for Mobile Communications
MSC / DIA: Mobile Switching Center with Direct Internet Access
PIN Personal Identification Number
PKCS Public Key Cryptographic Standar
PKI Public Key Infrastructure
POS Point of Sales
PSTN Public Switched Telephone Network
RSA Rivest Shamir Adleman (Public key cryptosystem)
RTT
SET
SIM
SMS
SSL
TLS
UMTS
WAP
WIM
WTLS Wireless Transport Layer Security

Round Trip Time
Secure Electronic Transactions
Subscriber Identity Module
Short Message Service
Secure Sockets Layer
Transport Layer Security
Universal Mobile Telecommunications Systems
Wireless Application Protocol
Wireless Identity Module
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An Adoption Framework for Mobile Commerce

Per E. Pedersen
Agder University College

Abstract: Most often, technological explanations are given of Europe's slow adoption of
mobile commerce. When seeking non-technological explanations, diffusion
models provide aggregated explanations of adoption processes while adoption
models suggest explanations limited to supply side or demand side issues
separately. In this paper, an adoption framework is suggested that integrates
technological, business strategic and demand side requirements for adoption of
mobile commerce end-user services. The framework may be used as a research
framework for integrating adoption models and adoption study findings in
mobile commerce. It may also be used as an evaluation framework for network
operators and other participants in the mobile commerce value chain when
developing their services and business models.

1. INTRODUCTION

In a much sited Ovum-report, the number of mobile commerce users is expected
to be more than 500 million in 2005, and the corresponding value of mobile
commerce transactions is expected to be more than US$ 200 billion (Davidson et al.,
2000). This is one of several recent analyst reports that have contributed to the
hyped expectations of what may be gained by giving mobile terminal users access to
the Internet. We define mobile commerce as electronic commerce when accessing
the Internet using mobile terminals. This implies using mobile data services. While
the data-based traffic volume is now larger than the voice-based volume in fixed
networks, traffic volumes in mobile networks are still primarily voice-based. In
Scandinavia, SMS has contributed to increased data traffic, but other data-based
services, such as WAP have so far not been very successful. Often, technological
explanations such as low bandwidth and interface limitations, are given for the slow
adoption of these services. Technologies like HSCSD and GPRS may overcome
many of these limitations, but our suggestion is that non-technological explanations
are necessary as well. The case of the Japanese I-mode service is often used to
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illustrate that other reasons for the slow adoption must be addressed. Initially, the
bandwidth, interface and service functionalities of the I-mode service were very
similar to the European WAP-based services of today. Still, more than 19 million I-
mode subscribers are now using the service63 . When confronted with this success,
European operators often refer to non-technical explanations, such as cultural
differences between Japanese and European mobile phone users, different pricing
schemes, and different user experiences due to the packet switching technology of
the I-mode service (Stiehler and Wichmann, 2000). Consequently, technological and
non-technological explanations should be combined to understand Europe's slow
adoption of mobile Internet, and consequently of mobile commerce.

To better understand the integration of technical and non-technical adoption
requirements, we suggest an adoption framework specifying both supply side and
demand side requirements for adoption. The framework is not a theory, but a
framework for integrating different theories and models into an understanding of the
technological and non-technological requirements of adoption. As such, it serves
two purposes. First, it may be used as a research framework for integrating
technological, business strategic and behavioral studies of mobile commerce and
mobile end-user service adoption. Second, it may be used by network operators and
other participants in the mobile commerce value chain as a framework for modeling
and predicting end-user service adoption. The framework divides adoption
requirements into supply and demand side requirements. Supply side requirements
are further split into technological and business strategic requirements. Demand side
requirements are further split into individual, social and cultural requirements.

In the next section, the framework is presented. The rest of the paper elaborates
on the technological, business strategic and demand side requirements in sections 3,
4, and 5, respectively. In the final section we conclude on how the framework can be
applied by operators and other suppliers in the mobile commerce value chain to
understand the particular adoption requirements they face. Finally, some suggestions
on how we plan to apply, refine and further develop our framework are presented.

2. THE ADOPTION FRAMEWORK

The simplest adoption models focus on technological supply side issues only,
and introduce a phase model of technology development. These phase models are
applied to predict when certain technological requirements will be met and a end-
user service may be introduced (e.g. Müller-Versee, 2000; James, 2000). Predicting
what happens after the end-user service has been introduced is typically left to
aggregated diffusion models (Mahajan and Muller, 1990; Rogers, 1995). Diffusion

63 As of February 18, 2001. Continuously updated figures are available at
http://www.nttdocomo.com/i/inumber.html.
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models predict adoption as an S-shaped function of time after the service has been
introduced. The S-shaped adoption rate was originally explained by a simultaneous
communication of innovations using two channels – personal communication and
mass media (Rogers, 1995). The continuous diffusion function may also be replaced
by a discontinuous, phase transition model (e.g. Loch & Huberman, 1999).

The three terms diffusion-, adoption- and innovation models are often used
interchangeably in studies of technology adoption. While diffusion models are
models of the aggregate rate of adoption of a technology or service, adoption models
try to specify the conditions and requirements for adoption at the industry, firm and
individual level (Frambach et al. 1998). Even though such requirements are found at
both the supply side and at the demand side, adoption models typically focus the
demand side requirements and demand side explanations of adoption (Frambach,
1993). Recently, models integrating supply and demand side explanations of
adoption have become more common (e.g. Frambach, 1993). Innovation models
may apply elements of both diffusion and adoption models but are often more
practically oriented. They go beyond pure adoption, and also seek to explain how
technology and services are used, how use spreads in and across organizations, and
how the use of services turns into standard routines. In these models, the
characteristics of the technology, user context and users are important. Rogers
(1995) discuss some of the relevant characteristics of the technology, such as
relative advantage, compatibility, complexity and testability. These are all supply
side characteristics. At the demand side, users are often categorized as early
adopters, early majority users, late adopters etc. The classic innovation study
typically contrasts the technology requirements of different user categories to
explain the adoption process a posteriori.

The framework presented here is best classified as an adoption model
framework. It specifies important adoption requirements at the industry, firm and
individual level at both the supply and demand sides. Figure 1 shows the adoption
framework and its supply- and demand sides. The supply side is organized as a value
chain to illustrate that the supply side involves a large set of technology-, service-
and application suppliers as well as the interactions among these participants. For
example, adoption of mobile commerce requires that the technology platforms and
service technologies of these participants are widely adopted among service
providers and application developers.

Figure 1. The adoption framework
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The demand side may not be studied from the perspective of the user as an
individual only, but the users' social and cultural context must also be included. For
example, the social interaction among users are important not only to understand
how mobile commerce innovations are communicated among end-users, but also to
understand how these services are adopted to maintain and coordinate social
networks.

At the end of the supply side of the value chain, service providers must deliver
end-user services that are in demand. Specifying the requirements for introducing
these end-user services start with specifying the technological requirements for
producing and distributing these services. Next, technology is used by application
developers to turn content, network services and related services into end-user
services that users are willing to pay for. The infrastructure necessary for this
production and distribution, however, is not only purely technological. It also
contains the business models and behavioral assumptions of all participants in the
value chain. For example, end-user services in mobile commerce gain from direct
network effects that turn into indirect network effects in the value chain (Gupta et
al., 1999). Consequently, the principles used when these participants define their
business models must take indirect network effects into consideration. Similarly, the
behavioral assumptions held by these participants must include considerations of
how direct network effects operate and affect service demand. To emphasize the
importance of these issues, our framework separates technological and business
related issues on the supply side of the mobile commerce value chain, and we
discuss these issues in sections 3 and 4 respectively.

Most adoption models applied to the demand side rely on a specific user model,
such as the Davis' technology acceptance model (TAM) (Davis, 1993) or the theory
of planned behavior model (TPB) of Ajzen and Maddon (1986). These models
provide a technology-user perspective on the adoption process only. However,
technology, and in particular end-user services, are always applied in a richer
context. For communication technologies, this context is represented by the end-
users’ social and cultural situation. For example, end-user services in mobile
commerce are applied in the social context of families and groups of close friends.
To fully understand the importance of such contexts, models and studies of adoption
must apply multiple, context sensitive models. In section 5, we suggest three context
sensitive models that may be applied simultaneously to understand the demand side
requirements for adoption of mobile commerce end-user services.

3. TECHNOLOGICAL REQUIREMENTS

Even though satisfying the technological requirements of adoption is not
enough, these requirements are fundamental to the production and distribution of
end-user services in mobile commerce. Our framework splits the technological
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requirements into technology and service requirements. The technology
requirements include the requirements of network technologies, terminal
technologies and service technologies necessary for the production and distribution
of end-user services. New network technologies are introduced to produce higher
bandwidth and provide a platform for new services like location based services or
always-on functionality. Even though technologies like Enhanced GPRS (EDGE)
and UMTS are important in providing such functionality, we do not yet know very
much about their performance in real time settings (e.g. Lopez, 2000). While waiting
for these technologies, non-regulated technologies like e.g. IEEE802.11b are
adopted by professional users to satisfy their bandwidth and always-on
requirements. Mobile commerce will not be adopted unless reasonably priced,
functional terminal technologies are available. A long history of terminal delays,
lack of flash-upgradeable components and a variety of terminal operating systems
make end-users fear being locked in. For example, a standards battle is fought
between mobile terminal operating system providers like Symbian (Epoc), Palm
(PalmOS) and Microsoft (WindowsCE/PocketPC). Similar standards battles are
found between providers of important service technologies necessary to produce and
distribute mobile commerce end-user services. Examples are the standards battles
between content and presentation format standards (e.g. WML, XHTML, cHTML
and MeXe) and between providers of public key infrastructure service technology
(e.g. Entrust and Baltimore).

The service requirements include the network services, content services, and
related services necessary for the production and distribution of end-user services.
Because there has traditionally been a difference between the telecom and computer
software industries in their definition of the service concept (UMTS-Forum, 2000a),
the relationship between basic services, applications and end-user services is
illustrated in figure 2.

Figure 2. Network-, content- and related services

As shown in figure 2, technologies are exposed to application developers
through network services and content is exposed to application developers through
content services. End-user services are services that are in demand and
consequently, end-users pay for. To design these services, application developers
often apply related services as well. An example of this is the provision of location
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based product catalogs. Location services are made available to application
developers by the network operators’ using location technology. Product, vendor
numbers and map information are available to application developers by content
providers as a content service. To design the end-user service, the application
developer may also rely on related services, like for example a payment service
provided by a bank. While operators traditionally have been paid directly for their
network services (like data and voice), mobile commerce will require a completely
different service and payment model. Standards battles, like those referred to above,
are also fought between providers of network-, content-, and related services. As an
example, consider the battle of banks, operators and network technology suppliers to
determine standards for mobile payments (see Dahlström, 2000). In addition to
resolving standards battles, there are other service requirements that must be met for
widespread adoption of mobile commerce. For example, consider the problem of
service roaming. As long as operators' payment models were based upon network
services, the number of services was small, and roaming and interconnection issues
were easily resolved. In 3G, end-users will require end-user service roaming, but this
will require complex roaming agreements and solutions among operators.

The technological requirements are only met when the three categories of
technical and the three categories of service requirements are simultaneously met.
No single participant in the mobile commerce value chain controls these
technologies and services. Thus, no single participant can set and define the
necessary standards to guarantee compatibility across the necessary technologies and
services. Even though many cross-organizational initiatives have been taken to
guarantee the necessary openness and compatibility of technologies and services
(e.g. Symbian for terminal operating systems, MET for payment services, and
Radicchio for PKI infrastructure), standards battles are still fought at all stages of the
mobile commerce value chain. Generally, there is a danger that these standards
battles obstruct common agreement on compatibility, and as a result, slow down the
adoption of mobile commerce (see Shapiro and Varian, 1999).

Understanding the interaction of technology and services in mobile commerce is
not straight forward. Consequently, modeling this interaction in an attempt to predict
when the technological requirements of adoption will be met is even less straight
forward. However, recently several theoretical contributions have been made on
how complementarities, standards battles and network effects can be taken into
account when modeling the complex relationships of technologies and services (see
Schoder, 2000 for examples). These theories may be operationalized and fit into our
adoption framework in an attempt to model the technological requirements for
adoption.
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4 . BUSINESS STRATEGIC REQUIREMENTS

Even if the technological requirements for adoption of mobile commerce are
met, this is not sufficient for widespread adoption. For example, lack of critical mass
may occur at both the supply and demand side. At the supply side, critical mass also
means sufficient diversity of end-user services for selection processes to determine
what kind of end-user services will finally be adopted. To reach supply side critical
mass, the business models of mobile commerce value chain participants must
support service diversity. Furthermore, a critical mass of application developers and
service providers must adopt the technology and service platforms necessary to
develop end-user services. In the value chain participants’ choice of business
models, the business strategic foundation for widespread adoption of mobile
commerce is laid.

Even though there are many definitions of what is meant by a business model
(Timmers, 2000, Mahadevan, 2000), we concentrate on two major strategic
decisions that participants in the mobile commerce value chain must make – the
boundary decision and the cooperation decision. The boundary decision is the
clarification of the participant's horizontal and vertical integration in the value chain
(Williamsson, 1985). In our perspective, the boundary decision includes decisions
on integration direction, integration, strategy, integration model and integration
form. By integration direction we mean that for all its activities, the firm must
decide whether it will expand or contract horizontally or vertically. By integration
strategy we mean that for all its activities, the firm must chose the basis for its scale
economy – traditional scale or scope. By integration model we mean that the firm
must decide how transactions that are not within hierarchical control will be
governed. In transaction cost economics, this is termed governance form. Finally,
the combination of integration direction, strategy and model is not arbitrary.
Combinations of the three dimensions constitute specific integration forms. In
traditional electronic commerce a set of successful integration forms can be
identified (e.g. Pedersen and Methlie, 2001), and it is likely that the same will be the
case in mobile commerce. To illustrate the boundary decision, consider a network
operator's situation. The operator must decide if it should take control over functions
otherwise performed by other upstream or downstream participants in the value
chain, or if it should take control over other operators or customers in a horizontal
direction. It must also decide how different markets and customers should be served
in focused or undifferentiated manners. For the transactions it does not control
hierarchically, the right integration model must be chosen for each transaction. For
example, some transactions may be controlled by referring customers to a different
service provider, while other transactions may be controlled by licensing and agent
agreements with other providers. Typically, the more vertical the integration
direction, the more undifferentiated the integration strategy, and the more
hierarchical the integration model of the operator, the more the operator’s business
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model equals the operator model used in 2G networks. In 3G networks, this business
model may not support the necessary diversity of end-user services, and
consequently slow the adoption of mobile commerce.

The cooperation decision is choosing what cooperation and revenue sharing
models should be used. In transaction cost economics, the cooperation model is
often treated as a special governance form, but in industries with strong direct and
indirect network effects, the cooperation decision may require separate treatment
(Antonelli, 2000, Gulati et al., 2000). It is assumed that due to reduced coordination
cost, increasing service complexity, and standardization, the mobile commerce value
chain will become more like traditional electronic commerce value chains. This
implies a more disintegrated model will replace the traditional "walled garden"
model of the 2G networks (Barnett et al., 2000, UMTS-Forum, 2000b). In traditional
electronic commerce, the observed multiplexity of cooperation models goes far
beyond what should be expected when analytically treating cooperation models as
governance forms only. Syndication models, licensing agreements and affiliate
programs are only some of the cooperation models found in traditional electronic
commerce. Generally, the observed cooperation models seem to be more open and
under less transactional control than what should be expected when analyzing the
dyadic relationship of the cooperation partners separately. One of the main reasons
is that direct network effects on the demand side translate into indirect network
effects in the value chains of complementary goods (Gupta, et al., 1999). In
industries of strong network effects, the cooperation model should not be decided by
only analyzing the dyadic relationships between producers of complementary goods.
For example, operators should not determine how to cooperate with content
providers by only investigating complementarity between content and delivery
platforms. There may be horizontal indirect network effects among content
providers, and the operator must take these effects into consideration when
designing their cooperation models. In general, such considerations may result in the
choice of more open cooperation models than separate dyadic considerations
suggest.

Open cooperation models may be important to take advantage of direct and
indirect network effects, but are likely to create revenue sharing problems in mobile
commerce. Due to loose coupling of value creation and revenue generation in value
chains of complementary goods (Economides, 1998), strong participants may be
tempted to use monopoly power to maximize their own revenue while participants in
more competitive parts of the value chain are left with little revenue even though
their complementary products are extremely important to customer value. To avoid
this situation, revenue sharing models may be implemented in value chains with
strong indirect network effects. Revenue sharing agreements are not uncommon in
telecom, but they are usually based upon an understanding of the importance of
direct, and not indirect, network effects. For example, operators have a long tradition
of interconnection and roaming agreements. These are horizontal revenue sharing
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models, but it seems much more difficult to create similar vertical revenue sharing
agreements. One reason may be that the direct network effects are obvious in
horizontal revenue sharing agreements while the indirect network effects from
vertical revenue sharing agreements are more concealed.

To understand and study the boundary and cooperation decisions of participants
in the mobile commerce value chain, we suggest the application of two theoretical
perspectives. Transaction cost theory is fundamental to understanding boundary
spanning and the boundary decision. It has previously been applied to understand
boundary decisions in traditional telecom value chains (e.g. Brousseau and Quelin,
1996). Recently, it has also been applied to the analysis of boundary decisions in
traditional electronic commerce (e.g. Brousseau, 1999, Pedersen and Methlie, 2001).
We also suggest that transaction cost theory should be supplemented with theory of
increasing returns to understand the importance of network effects. Recently,
attempts have been made to refine demand side oriented increasing returns theory to
better understand supply side issues, such as indirect network effects and horizontal
complementarity (Schoder, 2000, Wendt et al., 2000, Weitzel et al., 2000). This line
of research is well suited to help us understand the cooperation decision of
participants in the mobile commerce value chain.

5. DEMAND SIDE REQUIREMENTS

Demand side adoption is typically studied at the aggregate level using diffusion
models (Mahajan and Muller, 1990). Even though the original Bass-model has been
refined in recent models, these models have been criticized for treating network
effects at the aggregate level only (Schoder, 2000). In our adoption framework, we
are more concerned with understanding the individual adoption decisions of
individual end-users. We assume that the end-user context defines a set of context
specific adoption requirements. To understand these requirements, three different
perspectives is suggested here. With each perspective follows specific theories,
models and methods. The three perspectives are: 1) The end-user as a technology
user; 2) The end-user as a consumer; and 3) The end-user as a network member. In
the following, we discuss each of these perspectives and how they may be applied to
understanding the mobile commerce adoption requirements of end-users.

Adoption of end-user services in mobile commerce may be treated as technology
adoption. Several perspectives have been applied to understand technology adoption
from the individual end-user perspective. Among these are the TAM model of Davis
(1993) and the TPB model of Ajzen and Maddon (1986). Applying the TAM model
means investigating the requirements of end-users regarding utility and user
friendliness. However, in the TAM model, utility and user friendliness affect users'
attitudes towards services. By including the attitude concept, Davis (1993) stresses
the importance of user requirements being based upon perceived utility and user
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friendliness rather than some "objective" measure. When compared to the TPB
model of Ajzen and Maddon (1986), the TAM model lacks sufficient consideration
of the importance of expectations. For services with strong network effects, the
importance of expectations should not be underestimated (Shapiro and Varian,
1998). Two of the main sources of end-user expectations are the communication of
expectations by other users and by mass media. Two important issues are raised
when applying the TAM model to the adoption of mobile commerce. First,
instrumental utility is insufficient to obtain widespread adoption of end-user
services. Second, the divergence between communicated expectations and user
perceptions may seriously affect end-users' long term attitudes towards these
services and slow individual end-user adoption.

Even though the user may be perceived as a technology user, mobile commerce
end-user services are applied in a consumer context. Adoption models with a
consumer orientation traditionally focus what is termed the "first-purchase decision"
(Mahajan and Muller, 1990). These models are well suited for understanding the
adoption of individual consumer goods. However, most end-user services in mobile
commerce will be integrated services closely related to the consumption of other
physical or informational goods. For example, in addition to traditional
complementarity, many end-user services in mobile commerce will be added value
services suited to serve post decisional phases of the consumer life cycle. Examples
of such services are interactive manuals, user-group interaction services and services
for the social consumption of goods (e.g. coordinating social restaurant visits or
social travel). To understand the adoption processes of these services, traditional
decision based models of the "first-purchase decision" should be supplemented with
models of the consumers' post-decisional buying behavior (see e.g. Foxall, 1999).
Two important issues are raised by this perspective. First, mobile commerce end-
user services are not context independent services that will have their separate
adoption process. Instead, the adoption of these services will depend upon the
adoption of complementary and integrated physical goods and services. Second,
consumption context and history will be important in the adoption of mobile
commerce. For example, adoption of these services should be treated rather as a
transition between stages of increasing consumer sophistication than as "first-
purchase adoption". In this perspective, consumer learning history and stage in the
consumer life cycle should be parts of the applied adoption model.

A second consequence of taking the end-user context into consideration is taking
the role of end-users as network members seriously. The network perspective is
focused in network theories of diffusion (e.g. Valente and Davies, 1999). In these
aggregate diffusion theories, the importance of communication between network
members and the social position of network members are taken into consideration.
Even though these issues are important to understand adoption, they apply equally
well to all innovations that are communicated through social networks. It does not
focus the unique functionality of mobile commerce end-user services as services for
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mediating and coordinating communication in consumer oriented networks. To
understand these functionalities, the different network contexts of individual end-
users must be understood. There is no single authoritative typology of networks or
social groupings that may be applied to categorize network contexts (Wellmann,
1999). In our framework, we apply a typology of networks with increasing
complexity - from the simplest personal and relational networks to the networks of
networks. When considering the network member’s participation in several
networks of different complexity, the importance of mobile end-user services as a
mediating and coordinating technology is better understood. For example, end-user
services may be applied to maintain the virtual home environment (VHE) of the user
across network contexts. They may further be applied to maintain and coordinate
network relationships between brands and individual consumers, and they may be
applied to coordinate the traditional social networks of families or friends in
consumer contexts (Ling and Yttri, 2001). Without taking these different network
contexts into consideration, analysts of mobile commerce services may lack a very
important explanatory element in their adoption models.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH

We have proposed an adoption framework that can be used as a framework for
integrating adoption theories, models and findings at the supply and demand side of
the mobile commerce value chain. It includes the integration of technological,
business strategic and demand side requirements for the widespread adoption of
mobile commerce. The framework should not be treated as an attempt to integrate or
replace traditional diffusion models, but serves three purposes. First, it stresses the
integration of technological and non-technological requirements for widespread
adoption of mobile commerce. Because both analyst reports and professional
evaluations of future adoption of mobile commerce have focused technological
requirements, emphasizing the integration of technological and non-technological
requirements now seem in order. Second, the framework may be used by researchers
of mobile commerce to position their contribution to the understanding of end-user
services adoption. It emphasizes that currently, no single diffusion or adoption
model can be applied to fully understand the complex adoption requirements of
mobile commerce. Finally, the framework may be used by participants in the mobile
commerce value chain as a framework for understanding the adoption requirements
facing their technologies, network services, applications and end-user services. The
suggested theories and models we apply to understand each of the different
requirement types may also be used by both researchers and value chain participants
to get a deeper understanding of the complexity of the mobile commerce adoption
process.
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In our research group we have used the framework to position and direct
different research activities into understanding these adoption requirements. From a
technological requirement perspective, we have started simulation studies modeling
the relationship between network services, content services and related services
using dynamic simulation methodology. From a business strategic perspective, we
have started refining transaction cost and network effect models into an integrated
model of the cooperation model selection process. The model will be applied to
descriptive studies of the cooperation models of firms in traditional electronic and
mobile commerce. From a demand side perspective, we have started to develop a
context specific adoption model of the mobile commerce end-user. This model will
be applied to descriptive and experimental studies of mobile commerce end-user
service adoption.
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Abstract: In this article we discuss the problems of utilizing innovation diffusion (or,
adoption) models in developing scenarios for mobile commerce services in
three European countries: Finland, Germany, and Greece. We are not to test
the various diffusion models as such, but rather to utilise the fundamental ideas
of the models in determining the prerequisites for, the status of, and the pace
of diffusion of mobile services in these different market areas. The estimates
would serve as a starting point and as a validity check for scenario
development. The early experience at the research design phase show that the
‘mainstream’ diffusion approach is vulnerable to three factors specific to the
adoption of services that are subject to technical change and development:
‘layered’ adoption process in its social context, supply side, and continuous
technical development.

1. THE DIFFUSION OF MOBILE SERVICES

In this article we discuss the problems of utilizing innovation diffusion (or,
adoption) models in developing scenarios for mobile commerce services in three
European countries: Finland, Germany, and Greece. From the scenario point of
view, we are not to test the various diffusion models as such, but rather to utilise the
fundamental ideas of the models in determining the prerequisites for, the status of,
and the pace of diffusion of mobile services in these different countries. The
estimates would serve as a starting point and as a validity check for scenario
development.

We are especially interested in distinguishing the adopter categories as an
indication of the progress of diffusion, In the scenarios it would be most useful to
be able to depict the situation on each of the three market areas by dividing the
respondents in adopter categories according to the well known models of diffusion.
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Unfortunately, there is little public information available on the state-of-the-
diffusion of mobile services, especially such information tied to the diffusion
process64.

The early experience at the research design phase show that the diffusion
approach is vulnerable to three factors specific to the adoption of services that are
subject to technical change and development: ‘layered’ adoption process in its
social context, supply side, and continuous technical development.

To cast light on these issues we first analyse and categorise a set of diffusion
models in their basic features: in the context of new services we are especially
interested in the basic differences between various diffusion adoption models. We
first describe the models, categorize them according to the interrelatedness of the
adopters’ behaviour, uncertainty, and the information handling. In the end we
discuss the experiences of utilizing the ideas in finding out the state-of-the diffusion.

2. DIFFUSION MODELS

The basic diffusion models can be categorized in many ways, but they all share
the sigmoidal cumulative function of growth, or spreading of innovation among the
adopter population. Examples of such curves are logistic growth, cumulative normal,
Gompertz, and log-normal. Technically, these curves illustrate cumulative density
functions of a bell-shaped frequency distribution over a population.

2.1 Rogers

The most commonly referred diffusion model is introduced by Rogers in 1983.
Rogers sums up the results from more than 3,000 diffusion publications. This
impressive summary forms the base of the widely applied model of diffusion,
although it is actually a hybrid of a number of models. Despite the fact we call it the
mainstream model. According to Rogers, the adopters can be classified by their
individual information processing styles and by their use of communication
channels. These are fairly constant characteristics, and determine the innovativeness
of the adopters. The innovativeness is argued to be normally distributed among
potential adopters, and therefore the cumulative density function of the adopter
population is a sigmoid shaped diffusion curve (Heikkilä, 1995).

This statement is quite a strong assumption in favour of unlimited
communication within the social system. The adopters are acting independently of
each other, but they are 'contaminated' by increasing unlimited information flow.
The normally distributed adopters are divided into five categories according to their

64 With the notable exception of study of Nokia (1999).
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'resistance' to the information. The distribution of adopters over time is presented in
Figure 1.

Figure 1. Adopter Categories of the Mainstream Innovation Diffusion Model

According to Rogers (1983), there are some change agents and opinion leaders
who are important for the success of the innovation. An opinion leader is a pioneer,
whose behaviour has an effect on others' attitudes towards an innovation. A change
agent tries to persuade a potential adopter to accept and adopt an innovation.

Note that the mainstream diffusion model assumes rational decision-making
capabilities only implicitly, as the users are rather contaminated (i.e. obtaining
knowledge about the potential) and persuaded to adopt by the increasing exposure to
information (Bailey, 1957; c.f. Heikkilä, 1995).

In a later revision of the model, Moore (1998) makes a strong argument for the
existence of a chasm between early adopters and early majority, especially when the
pace of technical development is fast. When the diffusion process moves from the
initial stages to early majority, there is a change of logic of diffusion: in the
beginning the importance of services is high, later the services as a means of
competition are replaced with the capabilities of commercialise, produce and deliver
the products efficiently for the masses. The masses rely more on their peers than on
the opinion leaders, marketing, etc., It is here, at the chasm located between early
adopters and early majority where the markets are won or lost.

The mainstream model consists of following sets of variables, which explain the
success of an innovation on the market:
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1. The attributes of an innovation. Rogers (1983) argues that the following five
characteristics of an innovation are the most important when making the
adoption decision: 1. Relative advantage, i.e., ''the degree to which an innovation
is perceived as being better than the idea it supersedes.'' (Rogers, 1983, p. 213).
These can be perceived in terms of economic profitability, status, etc. 2.
Compatibility, i.e., ''he degree to which an innovation is perceived as consistent
with the existing values, past experiences, and needs of potential adopters''
(Rogers, 1983, p. 223). 3. Complexity, i.e., ''the degree to which an innovation is
perceived as relatively difficult to understand and use'' (Rogers, 1983, pp. 230-
231). 4. Trialability, i.e., ''the degree to which an innovation may be
experimented with on a limited basis'' (Rogers, 1983, p. 231). 5. Observability,
i.e., ''the degree to which the results of an innovation are visible to others''
(Rogers, 1983, p. 232).

2. The type of innovation decision, i.e., the four generic types of innovation
decisions depending on the decision-maker characteristics (Rogers, 1983, Ch.
10): 1. Choice - the decision is based solely on the characteristics of the
innovation by the individual adopter solely. 2. Collective - the decision is based
on a commitment of the members to a solution. 3. Autocratic - the decision is
dependent on authoritative persons. 4. Conditional - the decision to adopt is
dependent on the preceding innovation adoption decision (contingent innovation
decision in Rogers' terminology (1983).

3. The social system characteristics
4. Promotion efforts, and
5. The communication channels. The communication channels have been

extensively studied in the earlier research (see e.g. for theoretical work in
Lekvall & Wahlbin, 1973; a good example of empirical IS research in Brancheau
& Wetherbe, 1990).

The sets of variables appeal to common sense and give a good understanding of the
factors affecting the pace of diffusion. However, there are some other considerations
not explicitly handled by Rogers.

2.2 Decision making models

Although the mainstream model of Rogers (1983) has been successfully applied
to various forecasting and descriptive purposes, it has some problems, which must
be taken into account. In Rogers’s synthesis, an innovation is defined as whatever an
adopter finds new in his use situation. Newness itself is not sufficient reason for
adoption but it rather implies that the expected net benefits of the innovation must be
positive before the adoption takes place. However, the outcomes are uncertain, as
the innovation is, by definition, new to the adopter in his social context, and it will
take some time before favourable effects on the work become apparent. However,
Rogers' model does not precisely state the relationship between information and
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uncertainty. Furthermore, it assumes an independent individual adopter, only
remarking on the importance of interdependencies between adopters, i.e. his model
excludes network effects (also called as externalities Fichman, 1992; c.f. Heikkilä
1995).

2.2.1 Uncertain versus Certain Information on the Attributes of
Innovation

According to Lippman & McCardle (1991, p. 1475), the probability of adoption
depends on the uncertain profitability estimate on the value of the innovation. The
uncertainty can be reduced by suspending the adoption and continuing to gather
more information on the innovation. If information gathering reveals that the
expected discounted value of the innovation exceeds the investment threshold, the
search stops, and adoption takes place. If the expected value is insufficient, the
innovation is rejected. The probability of adoption is likely to increase when more
positive information is gathered, and vice versa. But, the information gathering is
costly, reducing the net value of the innovation. To summarise, according to this
model, the users select how much they are gathering information against the
expected value of the innovation, instead of just becoming contaminated (as in
Rogers, 1983).

Additionally, or alternatively, to contagious information as an affecting factor of
the diffusion’s shape is the uncertainty inhibited by the innovation. For example,
Valente (1996) argues that the timing of adoption is affected by social exposure, by
which he divides adopters into categories. According to his theory, the different
adoption timing of adopters is caused by different risk behaviour. Thus, adopters
require a different amount of exposure to the innovation before they adopt it. Also
this approach yields a sigmoid diffusion curve assuming that the adopters risk
behaviour, and thus their need of exposure, is based on the normal (or a similar)
distribution. This is inline with the ideas of Moore (1999).

2.2.2 Network effects and strategic behaviour

The externality effect in economic theory means that (some) activities have
consequences that affect the well-being of other, external actors. In presence of
network externalities wise actors take each other’s actions into account, in the
network of associated actors, leading to strategic behaviour. The logic is,
consequently, somewhat in contrast to the logic of adoption in the pioneering phase,
where the adoption was seen as a one-man effort to gain information about the
innovation.

To be more specific, when adopting new technical innovations, the novices may
learn and be given advice from others, they may benefit from improved architecture,
etc. On the other hand, the pioneers benefit from e.g. compatible working practices
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the social system.

But, many real situations are not so straightforward, e.g., the usefulness of
innovation is uncertain, or it may be difficult to shift from the old technology to the
new one, because of time constraints, skills, funds, etc. In many cases it is the
commitment schemes respond exactly to these problems. They are used to decrease
the uncertainty by committing potential adopters to a solution, to allocate resources
to the transition, and to tackle the required transformation problems in advance.
They are very motivational because of the intertwined benefits of the members of

and increased information exchange (Farrell & Saloner, 1985; Katz & Shapiro,
1986). To relate this to diffusion theory let us look at Figure 2. The Figure illustrates
how the net benefits are expected to appear in the future. The 0 level is the adoption
threshold, i.e. the net benefits from the innovation are expected to be positive - it is
time to adopt. The lower curve shows that the user is to adopt at N1t. But, if a user
can rely on help from others and on other similar positive network externality
effects, it increases the expected benefits, and thus may hasten the willingness to
adopt (dotted curve) to Nt*. The increase in interpersonal relationships in seeking
and providing help in computer-related issues was also detected by Brancheau &
Wetherbe (1990). According to Rogers' categorisation, this is a kind of 'conditional'
decision situation, where the successive adoptions depend on the preceding adoption
decisions.

Figure 2. Benefits With and Without Positive Network Externalities
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2.2.3 Observing the behaviour of other adopters

Another type of adoption behaviour in the presence of network effects is that the
decision is based rather on opinions, experiences, and observations of others’
behaviour, than on gathering information about the innovation itself. Clear
examples of this are the models of herd behaviour (Scharfstein & Stein, 1990;
Banerjee, 1992). It suggests that a decision-maker believes (rationally) that other
colleagues, who have already made their decisions, may have some other
information, which is important for his own decision-making. So, instead of
gathering his own information, and relying on that, he looks at the behaviour of the
other colleagues. Unfortunately, this kind of herding is almost always inefficient,
although common, especially in the context of adopting technology that must be
applied differently in a specific context.

2.2.4 Social cohesion

Burt (1987) studies the diffusion of a new drug by observing the doctors
prescriptions. He hypotheses two alternative processes: 1) social cohesion: the
doctors have got their information from another doctor; 2) structural equivalence:
the doctors have acquired information of the drug by acting in a way a doctor acts in
his position by, for example, reading medical journals. The first approach yields an
analogous result with the basic contagious information (or epidemic) model: a
sigmoid curve on the aggregate level. The reasoning behind the structural cohesion
model is that information drains from a social group to another. Thus, there is no
contagion and the diffusion on aggregate level gains a different form. The results
indicate that beside social cohesion also other factors have influenced the diffusion
of the drug.

2.2.5 Summary of the models

To summarize the differences between different models, we have drawn up the
following Table 1, which clearly shows that there are notable differences between
the models. The latter models also show crucial factors in the adoption processes not
covered properly in Rogers’s synthesis.
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Table 1. Differences between the models
Interrelatedness
of decision-makers
(externalities)

Independent non- Not explicit

Uncertainty of
the object of
adoption

related individuals

An independent Technology is
individual uncertain

Independent Technology is
individuals uncertain

Individuals with Technology is
interrelated benefits certain

Individuals with Technology is
interrelated benefits uncertain

Individuals with Technology is
interrelated benefits uncertain

Exposure to
information through

Object of inquiry in

information channels
Uncertainty reduction
by gathering more
information

obtaining
information about
an innovation

Exposure to
information, but
different reaction
depending on the risk
attitude
Characteristics of the
innovation are known
and the behaviour of
others is observed

Only the behaviour of
others is observed

Others’ behaviour is
observed and the
technology is tried.
Others can mean
peers or different
social classes (two
variants).

Mainstream model
(e.g., Rogers, 1983)

Decision theoretic
models (e.g.,
Lippman &
McCardle, 1991)
Active information
gathering (Valente,
1999)

Models with
network
externalities (e.g.,
Farrell & Saloner,
1985)
Models of herd
behaviour (e.g.,
Banerjee, 1992)
Social cohesion
(e.g., Burt, 1997)

We utilized the table to create a set of questions to analyze the adoption and
consequent processes of diffusion for developing the scenarios. Note that we have
been concentrating mainly on the population of rational adopters. However, if we
are to depict the diffusion process in its real context (e.g., in the very different
countries mentioned in the beginning), we should take into account also some of the
supply side and temporal issues more explicitly.

3. AMENDMENTS TO THE DIFFUSION PROCESS
FOR SCENARIOS

The technical development during the diffusion process makes a difference,
because it at the same time affects the adopters understanding and maximum
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potential (new features). Where the mainstream (and most of the other models)
assumes a constant maximum potential for one technology generation, it maybe
actually growing65 . One could argue that it is just a matter of defining the technology
generations, but we argue that when talking about new services based on changing
technology, it is not the case. This is because from the users point of view it is the
content of services that matters, not the technology generations. We would like to
illustrate these problems with the concepts of layered adoption process, and
continuous technical development.

3.1 Layered adoption process

The layered adoption process means that the services can be utilized only after
the ‘technology stack’ is high enough. For example, in order to use mobile services,
the user has to acquire a phone (1s t level adoption), subscribe the generic services
(e.g., switch on voice-mail, text messaging, install and configure WAP; 2nd  level
adoption), and finally subscribe the value-added services (3rd  level adoption; see also
Figure 3.). There are few adoption models that take this type of adoption process
into account explicitly. Thus it is most important to take this into consideration
explicitly when studying diffusion to be utilized in more long-term analysis, such as
scenarios in our case.

3 2. Continuous technical development

In Rogers’s model the maximum potential is defined as a constant, whereas in
many cases the technical development increases the maximum potential, i.e., there
will be new, first-time adopters. During the process, there will be also earlier
adopters choosing to stay with the old technology, choosing to have both the new
and old, or switching to the new one. An example of such a process of the 1s t  level
adoption of cellular terminals is depicted in Figure 3 below.

6 5
Diffusion in dynamic population is studied, e.g., already by Mahajan & Peterson (1978).
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Figure 3. Stepwise increase in potential due to technical development

Another, yet different example is the spatial roll-out of new technology, which
increases following a concave function instead of a constant, or stepwise maximum
potential. For example the maximum potential of GSM-services was determined by
the roll-out starting at city centers, densely populated areas and along main roads
(lot of traffic). This way a relatively small number of devices could cover most of
the potential needs, and it took a longer time to cover the whole area (thus the
concave function along time).

4. COMBINING DIFFUSION MODELS AND
SUPPLY SIDE FOR SCENARIOS

Finally, we would suggest to use the following approach in determining the
diffusion for the creating long-term scenarios for services under circumstances of
quick technical development. The Mobicom project is to launch studies on consumer
behaviour and mobile users demographics, demand-side quantitative analysis of e-
& m-commerce and to recognize state-of-the art technology and key players for m-
commerce services (see Figure 4), which are to feed in to scenario development. The
diffusion/adoption models are depicted on the dotted area.
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Figure 4. The framework for creating scenarios for services in changing

technical environment

The scenarios will be built upon the survey results from individual adoption in
each of the market areas, where the adoption and diffusion ideas and assumptions
are taken into account. As a consequence the survey should supplement the existing
literature by casting light on the adoption and diffusion in multiple layers. It is also
to take into account the technical development, as it may have a notable difference
on the maximum potential, as argued above. Finally, the research framework should
explicitly take into account whether we are talking about b-to-c or c-to-c services. It
has been shown in many studies that the innovations change the everyday life, and
especially the communication technology adopted in peers is highly social
phenomenon (Kopomaa, 2000).
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Towards a Democratic Education for E-Government
A Study of Deliberative Decision-Making via Information and
Communications Technology
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Abstract: It has been argued that the widespread use of information and
communications technology has contributed to a crisis in traditional systems
of representative democracy and that a new form of informational or digital
democracy is emerging. Hence a key claim made in current discussions of
‘electronic’ or ‘digital’ democracy is that information and communications
technologies have a role to play in providing opportunities for government
and citizens to engage in direct rather than representative forms of democracy.
Using a deliberative democratic framework this paper presents results from a
case study of decision-making on a professional development workshop in
information and communications technology skills. The discussion highlights
some of the problems of engaging in a democratic process that places a
premium on deliberation and negotiation. These problems include different
conceptions of democracy and of the public good, time constraints, education
for democracy; and the relationship between decision-making and action. The
paper concludes that if information and communications technology are to
help democracy to expand beyond its current representative model and
incorporate more direct and deliberative forms then both government and
citizens may need to learn procedures as to how to engage in this deliberative
process.

1. INTRODUCTION

A distinction commonly made in discussing models of democracy is that
between classical and modern models (Carr and Hartnett, 1996; Held, 1993, 1987).
In the classical model democracy and democratic procedure are based on the direct
involvement and participation of the state’s citizens in political decisions relevant to
the affairs of state. In the modern liberal democratic model a state’s citizens
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temporarily elect professional politicians to take the decisions which help to govern
and to regulate the lives of a nation’s citizens.

It has been argued that the widespread use of information and communications
technology (ICTs) has contributed to a crisis in traditional systems of representative
democracy (Castells, 1996) and that a new form of informational (Castells, 1996) or
digital democracy (Hague and Loader, 1999) is emerging. Hence, a key claim made
during current discussions of ‘electronic’ or ‘digital’ democracy is that ICTs have a
role to play in providing opportunities for government and citizens to engage in
direct rather than representative forms of democracy (Ågren, 2001; Hague and
Loader, 1999).

Electronic networks clearly provide potential opportunities for the establishment
of civic networks (Tsagarousianou et al., 1998), electronic citizen access and digital
government (Dutton, 1999). Furthermore such networks can potentially support not
only vertical communication between citizens and government but also horizontal
communication between citizen and citizen (Laudon, 1977). Does participation in
such networks however constitute a form of authentic involvement in the political
process? Is the establishment of such electronic communication networks and
services a cost-efficient form of information delivery and of political window-
dressing or do citizens have a stake in the final outcome of deliberations? In the
words of one commentator:

...no amount of high-tech wizardry will convert the pushing of a button or the
dialling of a telephone number into an act of deliberation (Bryan, 1998: 162).

In a deliberative democracy it is the responsibility of governments, citizens,
computer professionals and others to establish the social conditions for moving from
ICT-based information delivery to ICT-based support for meaningful deliberation.
This paper presents results from a case study of decision-making on a professional
development workshop in ICT skills and highlights some of the problems of
engaging in a democratic process that places a premium on deliberation and
negotiation. It concludes that if ICTs are to help democracy expand beyond its
current representative model and incorporate more direct and deliberative forms then
both government and citizens may need to learn procedures as to how to engage in
this deliberative process.

2. EDUCATION FOR DELIBERATIVE
DEMOCRACY

Deliberative democracy is a recent variant of modern democratic models
(Bohman and Rehg, 1997). It is a form of government where the conditions under
which we live and work are the outcome of a process of decision-making that
involves not only the state and professional politicians but also citizens. Key aspects
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of deliberative democracy include the ethical procedures governing participation in
the discussion and the relationship between the discussion and the final outcome of
the decision-making process. Theories of deliberative democracy contain parallels
with the notion of the public sphere (Habermas, 1973). The public sphere is an
interactive domain of civil society occupied by newspapers, television and other
media in which open debate and a free flow of information is constrained neither by
the state nor by the private interests of capitalism. The establishment of ICT-based
civic networks to engage in political dialogue represents a potential expansion of
this public sphere into new domains. If a move into electronic services and networks
is to truly represent a new form of communication between government and citizen
and an expansion of the public sphere into areas outside formal government then
participants may find themselves needing to learn procedures that accompany such
deliberative forms of democracy. One arena in which citizens and politicians can
learn about democracy is within an educational setting.

3. THE DEMOCRATIC PHILOSOPHY OF GROUP
INVESTIGATION

Group investigation belongs to a family of educational methods that has been
called “learning through cooperative disciplined inquiry” (Joyce, Calhoun and
Hopkins, 1997). Dominant influences on the development of the group investigation
method have been Sharan and Sharan (1994a), Thelen (1981), and Dewey (1916).
Group investigation is a disciplined approach to cooperative learning that involves
classroom members in the making and taking of decisions on an interdependent
basis. An important aspect of the democratic nature of this ‘classroom society’ is
how the process of inquiry, that forms the backbone of the group investigation, is
formulated with respect to classroom members’ participation, group dynamics and
the availability and construction of knowledge. Hence knowledge is developed
within and accountable to a process of inquiry that involves each member of the
classroom. The parallels with government-citizen and citizen-citizen relations are
clear. If citizens and government are to work together more directly via the use of
electronic services and networks in a manner that is underpinned by democratic
principles and not only economic imperatives then procedures for a more inclusive
democratic process need to be developed.
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4. THE PEDAGOGICAL DESIGN OF A GROUP
INVESTIGATION

The standard model of a group investigation is described in Sharan and Sharan
(1994a; 1994b). Once the topic to be investigated has been selected and interest in
the topic has been generated, the process of inquiry will typically proceed through
the following stages.

– Stage 1—Class determines subtopics and organises into research groups
– Stage 2—Groups plan their investigations
– Stage 3—Groups carry out their investigations
– Stage 4—Groups plan their presentations
– Stage 5—Groups make their presentations
– Stage 6—Teacher and students evaluate their projects

As part of an Online Short Course for Staff Developers in ICTs the present
writer tutored on a three-week unit on “Collaborative Design” based on the group
investigation method. Participants were in the main drawn from university staff
across the United Kingdom and abroad who had an organisational role in promoting
the use of ICTs within their institutions. The unit was designed such that, for a
successful outcome from the process to occur, participants would need to engage in
two interconnected activities. Firstly, that the task set be achieved i.e. developing a
course design and secondly, that the accomplishment of the task be achieved not
unilaterally but through the democratic joint effort of each of the participants.
Participants communicated both asynchronously and synchronously via an online
text-based conferencing system called Web Course Tools (http://www.webct.com).
The asynchronous facility consisted of an online conferencing tool or bulletin board
that provided opportunities for participants to contribute at different times from
different geographical locations. The synchronous facility consisted of a chat tool
that provided facilities for participants to contribute at the same time from different
geographical locations. The typical process of a group investigation was adapted
into a three-week program organised around the following task:

You are present at the inaugural meeting of an inter-institutional course design team.

The meeting’s agenda is to draw up a design for an online workshop on

“Organisational Issues in Networked Learning for Staff Developers”. It is intended

that this will be an inter-institutional workshop run via the Internet, aimed primarily

but not exclusively at professional staff developers. The length of the workshop has

not yet been decided. Four aspects to the design have so far been proposed: the aims

and objectives of the workshop; workshop structure and content; teaching strategies;

and assessment.
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5 . THE DELIBERATIVE DEMOCRATIC
FRAMEWORK

In this paper analysis of the data is conducted in the context of a deliberative
democratic framework focused on the formation and following through of joint
intentions (Richardson, 1998). Contrary to an “aggregative” conception of

democracy, in which the emphasis is placed on individual beliefs or preferences
prior to any decision-taking or voting process, deliberative democratic models focus
on the decision-making process itself. The joint formation of intentions and the
obligation to follow through these intentions lies, according to Richardson, at the
heart of what it means to act in accordance with a deliberatively democratic
procedure. A decision making process guided by deliberative democratic procedures
has the following stages:

Putting forward proposals: “a view that sees deliberative democracy in terms
of practical reasoning will naturally start with proposals that individuals, or their
representatives, make about what the polity ought to do” (Richardson, 1998: 367).

Discussion of proposals: “the second stage of deliberative democracy is for the
proposals to be discussed on their merits. This means to assess them in terms of the
public good” (Richardson, 1998: 368).

Informal agreement: “the third stage...is to arrive at some informal agreement
about what we ought to do” (Richardson, 1998: 368). It is worth noting that on
Richardson’s account what is central to the idea of mutual agreement is that such
agreements are normatively binding through giving rise to obligations.

Explicit collective decision: “the fourth stage of the democratic process is to
move from the level of informal mutual agreement to an explicit collective decision”
(Richardson, 1998: 374).

Partially joint intention: “this process of explicit, joint acknowledgement and
endorsement of an agreement via the procedure of majority rule provides all that is
needed to yield a proper, partially joint intention as the outcome, and fifth stage, of
the democratic process” (Richardson, 1998: 375).

675

The integrity of a deliberatively democratic decision hinges on the fact that there

exists an intrinsic link between discussion and action. Key components of the
process then are the conceptions of the public good which inform the framework
within which the worth of proposals are evaluated and the obligations that
participants are placed under as the participants’ proposals are discussed and a
course of action decided upon. The focus of the framework on intention and
obligation has similarities with the theory of speech acts (Searle, 1975; Searle,
1969). In the present analysis particular importance is attached to the class of speech
acts called “commissives”. Attention is given to commissives because their non-
defective performance places speakers under an obligation to carry out the action
that speakers have committed themselves to; they “commit the speaker...to some
future course of action” (Searle, 1975: 356). The non-defective performance of such
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acts is, for Richardson, a key source of evidence for confirming the existence of
deliberative democratic intentions.

In this paper analysis of the data generated by the inquiry is focused on the
points during the investigation at which collective deliberation, rather the carrying
out of individual tasks, is required. In particular data is drawn from two of the
synchronous discussions that took place during the course of the investigation. The
first of these discussions took place at the end of the first week, the second at the end
of the investigation at the close of the third week. The first discussion has been
chosen because it provides data on participants’ deliberations as to the tasks that
need to be accomplished during the course of their investigation and because the
way their deliberations proceed can be seen to relate to the stages of the deliberative
democratic process (Richardson, 1998). The second discussion has been chosen
because it provides data on the meaning of the group investigation process and its
deliberative processes for the participants concerned.

6. ANALYSIS OF THE GROUP INVESTIGATION

After participants had had an opportunity to provide an initial response to the
task a synchronous chat session was scheduled for the end of the first week. A
number of proposals had been made with different emphases as how to proceed to
develop the course design. These proposals included beginning with a discussion of
the purposes of the course: “what are we trying to achieve?”, the aims and objectives
of the course, and the content of the course e.g. understanding a range of issues,
conducting institutional research and being informed of research evidence.

Participants arrived at the chat session with proposals then but with as yet no in-
depth group discussion as to the worth of those proposals. Once again, purpose plays
an important role in the discussions: “Perhaps the question of ‘what are we trying to
achieve’ would be a good place to start?” [Participant 1 (P1)]. The first substantive
contribution by Participant 2 (P2) is “if we can decide on aims and objectives and
the audience". This is a commissive speech act intended to commit the group to
some future action. During the subsequent dialogue further aims as well as
objectives of the course are considered. P2 suggests the following aim: “inform staff
developers of networked learning as a strategy for staff development” and in
response to a prompt from the tutor P1 replies that: “sounds like a broad general
[aim] [...] yep, sounds like we’re going in the right direction”. P2 proposes a further
aim before P1 begins to enumerate some of the objectives that are part of the aim to
“inform staff developers of networked learning as a strategy for staff development”.

At this stage of the deliberations the aims have been informally agreed on
although no explicit decision has been taken. There immediately follows a stretch of
the deliberations seeking clarification of P1’s proposals regarding the content of the
course. P2 asks P1, “what do you mean by access issues?”
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At the end of the clarification P2 restates his commitment to future action but
this time his contribution is phrased not as a commissive but as an expressive
statement of an individual psychological state: "...I would prefer a task to come out
of the discussion – practical old me!”

At this juncture the third participant, Participant 3 (P3), enters the chat room.
The tutor summarises the previous discussion. P3 presents the following argument:
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my mind is working on two levels – one in relation to content (which can either be

presented, or made available as a resource) [...] and then what are the institutional

issues which people are experiencing in relation to introducing networked learning

into he [higher education].

This new proposal put forward initially as the expression of a psychological state
(“My mind is working on two levels”) leads to informal agreement and the first
explicit decision. P2 does not respond directly to the post, although, after a slight
delay, P1 states: “I like the way you’re thinking [P3] ... My themes could fit within
your institutional issues section”. There very soon follows a public expression of
partially joint intention:

P1: Will I have a go at institutional issues? P3: If you want to pick up on institutional

issues that’s fine by me [P1] P2: Okay by me. P1: Will do.

“Will do” being a commissive speech act committing P1 to the future action of
searching for information relating to institutional issues. Here P1 moves from
implicit proposal (overlap between her framework and that of P3) to explicit
decision via group agreement.

At this point the tutor suggests topics to the other participants. P3 responds by
saying:

Picking up on [the tutor’s] points though. First of all can you clarify what you mean

by dissemination as a theme? Secondly, by pushing us to choose a theme to research

we lose the attention we presumably need to give to the process of the workshop and

to the purpose of doing this research

The tutor replies: “I’d like to pull things back to us deciding on themes around
which we can search for resources”. There is an immediate response to the tutor’s
input from P1, “sounds good”. P3 continues however:

this may be a tension between the task set which seems to assume that in order to

design a workshop we need to do some research on content versus what may be more

my preferred mode which would be to work out process first. Does this make

sense...?

P2’s reply is “No, it makes sense. There’s a disparity here”, while P1’s reply is.
“I see what you’re saying [P3], but I think the purpose of this chat is to decide on
areas in which we might like to research”.
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Subsequent to the discussion participants searched for resources and held further
synchronous discussions with the tutor depending on need and availability. The
outcome was a “Possible Course Design?” submitted by the tutor for possible
comment and further development on the penultimate day of the workshop as a
synthesized version of everyone’s contributions. The synthesis was welcomed by the
members of the group who were available at the end of the exercise to express their
views and there were calls for the course design to be further discussed for possible
implementation within an inter-institutional context. Indeed, this would have been
an ideal outcome of the process, where through discussion, the participants took a
decision to implement in their own institutions the model they had developed as part
of a wider inter-institutional collaboration.

The stalemate is resolved when the tutor suggests that process can be combined
with content: “would you like to look at process issues [P3]?” and the response from
P3, “Happy too”. This exchange highlights the need for participants to debate their
conceptions of the “public good” with reference to which group members are
evaluating proposals and taking decisions. The tensions between a conception of
democracy as the maximisation of individual preferences and democracy as a
deliberative process are also confirmed.

It was then subsequently proposed as to whether the tutor should be involved in
the group investigation. Two participants explicitly stated that the tutor should be
involved and the other member of the group, P1, acquiesced with the deliberations,
exclaiming “Sorted! (?)”. This left one member of the group (P2) without a sub-task.
The time allotted to the chat session (one hour) was running out however and when
prompted that two people could cover one area P2 asks: "shall I do some bits on
organisational issues as well unless I discover uncovered [sic] theme? And in
response to the following proposal from P3: "How about reflections on using
networked learning as a learning vehicle and staff development process – i.e. your
experience”, P2 replied, “Uh oh! Bit of each then!"

It is worthwhile asking at this stage whether P2 wanted to do “organisational
issues” all along, whether there was enough deliberation, and whether the agreement
reached is merely the aggregation of individual preferences or the outcome of a
deliberative process.

At the end of the group investigation synchronous discussions with participants
focused in part on a summative review of how the group process had developed.
This review was distinct from discussions held during the course of the exercise that
had aimed at discussing issues which would be formative for the group process. Peer
to peer communications were viewed as being good, although as one participant
mentioned “there is always the problem of clarifying meaning, of course, and the
extra time taken to do that online”. And of course the problem of clarifying
meaning, how meaning is opened up to further negotiation and how closure of
meaning is achieved in a collaborative context lies at the heart of democratic
discourse. As one participant (P3) put it: "...what we are doing now, and have been
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doing in relation to the task set for this group is what I would call ‘negotiation’, i.e.
negotiation of meaning". It is this negotiation process which helps in practice to
establish group investigation’s educational aim of shared ownership.

7. DISCUSSION

The excerpts, above, from a decision-making process engaged in as part of a
group investigation illustrates some of the challenges of engaging in direct,
deliberative democracy. Deliberative democracy presents us with the opportunity to
shape our collective future through democratic responsiveness to the proposals of
other citizens. It is a form of procedural negotiation that attempts to achieve a fair
political agreement between parties on the basis of direct voter participation in the
deliberative process rather than on the exercising of voter preferences informed by
the observation of others. Nevertheless this example illustrates deliberative
democracy also presents a ‘classroom society’ with a number of challenges. These
include different conceptions of democracy and of the public good, time constraints,
education for democracy, and the relations between the process of decision-making
and subsequent action.

Balancing individual preferences against the public good can be a fine balancing
act and to be successful direct forms of democracy need to successfully negotiate
this tightrope. At two points in the dialogue individuals unilaterally state their
individual preferences as a way of moving the deliberation forward, rather than
basing their contributions on the current state of the deliberative process. Related to
this is the question of 'what is the public good'? What is the conceptual framework
that supplies the criteria that we can use to evaluate the worth of any proposal? It
may be that there is an “incommensurability of cognitive ends” (Richardson, 1998)
and hence a diversity of meanings — and this is surely right in a democracy. What
does matter however is how the closure of meaning is achieved, what meanings are
eventually privileged and who has a stake in these meanings and who has not.
Negotiation is not an end in itself but is a process of human communication and
organisation in the light of a particular conception of the good, of democratic
arrangements in the public arena.

The question of the time needed to engage in productive deliberation is also
pertinent. A fact alluded to by P2 in a further chat session reviewing the progress of
the group investigation: "From my point of view I would have liked further
clarification...for example, we didn’t [sic] seem to have enough time to gtalk [sic]
about objectives ". In a wider social context opportunities for deliberation may need
to be balanced against such constraints.

Education for deliberative democracy is also relevant. Learners are at different
stages of being able to first recognise and then being prepared to take up a position
in the authentic space of joint deliberation. There are implications for identity, there
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are implications for interpersonal skills of deliberation and there are implications for
the organisations and institutions that supply us with procedural rules within which
we live and work.

Finally, the relationship between the process of decision-making and action
taken on the basis of that decision-making needs to be addressed. Drawing on the
work of Tsagarousianou (1999) Jankowski and van Selm (2000) review three
studies66 against three key claims of digital democracy:

– Obtaining information
– Engaging in deliberation
– Participating in decision-making

Given that ‘deliberation’ is to taken by the authors to mean discussion it is the
third claim which we are most interested in the present context. This claim about
participation in decision-making “refers to a yet unresolved issue regarding the
relation of virtual political debates to those held in real life, and to their relation with
further political action” (Jankowksi and van Selm, 2000: 161). With reference to the
Usenet discussion the authors comment on the relationship between discussion and
action:

At best, the newsgroup provided contributors with the opportunity for
developing and enacting collective actions. No evidence is presented as to whether
such action emerged during the course of the period studied (Jankowksi and van
Selm, 2000: 155).

In regard to the second, experimental, study the authors again comment on the
links between debate and outcome: there was, from the very beginning uncertainty
as to how the debate might contribute to policy formation...policy had already
reached an advanced stage of completion and it was consequently unclear what role
there might be for 'interesting ideas' emerging from the public debate (Jankowksi
and van Selm, 2000: 156).

Commenting on the third study however the authors state that "...some senior
participants believed that their level of political influence was enhanced through the
debate" (Jankowksi and van Selm, 2000: 156). As these comments indicate a link
between the process of decision-making and subsequent action is not guaranteed. On
Richardson’s account it can be suggested that there needs to be a stronger emphasis
on the formation of joint intentions and the links between those intentions and
subsequent action. In their conclusions Jankowski and van Selm indicate that among
other areas of investigation "more research is necessary on the way control and
procedural mechanisms imposed on virtual debates influence the degree of citizen
involvement” (Jankowski and van Selm, 2000: 162). An emphasis on an

66 The studies were "a Usenet discussion, an experiment with specially developed Internet
software for supporting public discussions and decision making, and a debate between
senior citizens and political candidates on the eve of a national election" (Jankowski & van
Selm, 2000: 149).
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understanding of the rules of engagement along with being part of a shared locality
such as a city are also identified by Dahlberg (2000) as being enabling factors for
such online debates in general.

8. IMPLICATIONS FOR ELECTRONIC
GOVERNMENT

The vision of government that this paper proposes is of one that involves
traditional government and citizens in a process of negotiation that involves active
responsibility on both sides. There exists a domain of civil society whose legitimacy
derives neither from some external force e.g. government nor from the aggregative
preferences of individuals, but which emerges from the interaction of these parties.
A domain that can be called “authentic” (Dryzek, 2000). A similar thesis has been
put forward in which it is suggested that the “good governance of Cyberspace”
depends on an extension of participatory institutional arrangements to domains
traditionally outside the social decision-making process (Hamelink, 2000). Both
traditional government and citizens should have a stake in its future. Hamelink also
notes the need for education for informed decision-making: “the expertise needed
can be learnt: the capacity for informed and balanced public decision-making is not
part of the human constitution” (Hamelink, 2000: 182).

In tackling questions of electronic democracy our concern should not just be
with democracy as an unexamined concept but with what type of democracy we
want. Is it one based on the maximization of individual preferences or is it a form of
democracy in which decisions and actions are taken within a discursive framework?
It is moral and political questions such as these that need to be asked as part of the
debate on the development and use of information and communications technology
in e-government. Such questions can be asked as part of a political education for e-
government.
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Abstract: For an electronic election to be fully democratic there is a need for security
mechanisms that will assure the privacy of the voters. With receipt-free
electronic voting, a voter neither obtains nor is able to construct a receipt
proving the content of her vote. In this paper we first consider the minimal
requirements for receipt-free elections, without untappable communication
channels between the voter and the voting authorities. We then propose a
solution, which satisfies these requirements. This solution is based on an
encryption blackbox, which uses its own randomness. Finally we present an
implementation with smartcards, suitable for Internet voting.

1. INTRODUCTION

Electronic democracy refers to the use of Information & Communication
Technologies (ICT) for communication between the politicians and citizens. In a
representative democratic system, electronic elections (e-voting) constitute an
important tool, which, if designed carefully, will strengthen the democratic
substance of e-government. For an electronic election to be fully democratic, there is
a need for security mechanisms that will assure the privacy of the vote.

In traditional elections, a voting booth does more than allow voters to keep their
vote secret: it prevents vote-selling and coercion. Preventing such abuses in
electronic voting schemes has been the subject of recent research. The notions of
receipt-freeness and uncoercibility for electronic voting were introduced by Benaloh
[1]. With the former the voters are convinced that their vote is counted without
getting a receipt. With the latter the voters are not able to convince any other
participant (e.g. a coercer) of the value of their vote. More specifically, in an
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uncoercible voting scheme a voter neither obtains nor is able to construct a receipt
that proves the content of her vote. While the concept of uncoercibility is stronger
than receipt-freeness, the term “receipt-freeness” has been used in the literature as
the prevalent expression to denote the security resulted by both the receipt-freeness
and uncoercibility criterions.

Most electronic voting schemes sacrifice receipt-freeness at the cost of
establishing correctness for the election results. In these schemes, voters get a
receipt that will help them check the final tally. Note that this useful property, also
known as atomic verifiability, is not met in current physical-based elections. An
even more desirable property for electronic elections is universal verifiability (e.g.
see [8]), which not only permits the voter to verify that the vote has been counted
correctly, but also gives voters the means to verify that the election tally actually
represents the “sum” of the votes cast. Current research is focused on receipt-free
schemes that also establish universal verifiability.

All the receipt-free schemes [1-7] in the literature make some basic assumptions
about the communication channel between the voter and the election authorities and
about the voting process. These assumptions can be modelled by the following
primitives:
– An untappable channel, from the voter to the voting authority [5, 6]. This

channel models a one-way physical apparatus by which the voter can send a
message to the authority. This message will be perfectly secret to all other parties
(including the coercer).

– An untappable channel, from the voting authority to the voter [2, 3, 4]. This
channel models a one-way physical apparatus, used by the voting authority to
send a message to the voter. This message will be perfectly secret to all other
parties (including the coercer).

– A voting booth, in which the voter casts the vote [1, 7]. This models a physical
booth and guarantees the secrecy of the communication between the voting
authority and the voter.

Several authors in the literature have pointed out the difficulty of implementing
untappable channels. Hirst and Sako have recently stated that [4], “untappable
channels from the authorities to the voters are the weakest physical assumption for
receipt-freeness”. Such channels can also be quite cumbersome, particularly for
large-scale voting with geographically distributed voters. For example, voters who
abstain from elections because they find it inconvenient to go the polls, will find it
equally inconvenient to cast their vote from a physically isolated voting booth in a
dedicated computer network. Note that untappable channels will also force the voter
to use specified voting locations.

Contribution/Organization. In this paper, we consider receipt-freeness in the
presence of a coercer that can tap communication lines. In Section 2 we first define
the minimal requirements for receipt-freeness and show that it can be achieved only
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if the voter does not use any secret information, other than the vote itself. In Section
3 we propose a solution which uses an encryption blackbox to encrypt the votes in a
verifiable way. Receipt-freeness is based on the difficulty of tampering with the
blackbox. In Section 4 we present an implementation with a tamper-resistant
smartcard, where receipt-freeness is achieved by distributing the voting procedure
between the voter and the smartcard. This implementation is based on the voting
scheme of Cramer-Gennaro-Schoenmakers [8], and is suitable for PCs and the
Internet. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. REQUIREMENTS FOR RECEIPT-FREENESS

Below we define the minimal requirements for an election scheme to be receipt-
free without any assumptions on the untappability of the communication channels
between the voter and the voting authorities.

2.1 Private and Authenticated Channels

It is clear that the vote should be encrypted, to achieve vote secrecy (private
channel). Moreover, there should be an authenticated communication channel,
which only the voter (and not the coercer) uses to submit the encrypted vote to the
voting authorities. The control over this channel should at least involve a secret key
that only the voter possesses. This could be for example a secret signature key or a
biometric.

2.2 Knowledge of the Secret Decryption Key

If the secret decryption key is in the possession of the voter (as in [5, 6]), then
receipt-freeness is lost: the key together with the encrypted vote (which the coercer
can get by tapping the communication line) is a receipt. So the voter must not know
the secret decryption key.

2.3 Knowledge of the Randomness

It is clear that some randomness must be used during the voting procedure, and
in particular for the encryption of the vote. This is so because the adversary should
not obtain any partial information about the vote given its encryption [9]. We
examine three scenarios, based on which entity is aware of this randomness. The
third scenario seems to be the only that offers a solution to our problem:

Randomness Chosen by the Voter. The voter chooses some randomness to
encrypt her vote with a probabilistic encryption scheme [9]. This randomness may
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be used later to lie against a coercer, as in the case of deniable encryption [10].
However, as shown in [4], the voter can use this randomness to construct a receipt,
e.g., by using the hash of a pre-determined value. More dangerously, the coercer
may have selected this randomness on behalf of the voter, and force the voter to use
it (e.g. see [5]). Thus, a scheme in which the voter knows the randomness of the
construction protocol is not receipt-free.

Randomness Chosen by the Voting Authority. Randomness may also be used
by the voting authority, e.g., to shuffle the encrypted votes in a mix-net network [2,
4]. However, information about this shuffling must be secretly sent to the voter, and
this cannot be done via an insecure channel: the coercer will eavesdrop on this
channel. In this case, the untappable channel between the voter and the authority is
inevitable.

Randomness Produced by an Encryption Blackbox. From the discussion
above we see that while randomness is needed, neither the voter nor the authority
must know this randomness. One way to achieve this is by using an Encryption
Blackbox (EB) that uses its own randomness. The voter should not use the network
facilities to communicate with the EB¹ (the coercer could tap the communication
channels). Additionally, there should be a process, which produces some
unpredictable randomness, i.e., a beacon [11]. This randomness will be used by the
EB during the encryption. Finally the EB should be tamper-proof.

If a vote is encrypted in a way that the voter does not know the randomness used,
then, before the vote is submitted to the voting authority, the voter must be given a
proof of correctness of the encryption. This proof must be non-transferable;
otherwise it may be used as a receipt for this vote. For this purpose we make use of
zero-knowledge proofs.

2.4 Existence of a Virtual Booth

There should be a virtual voting booth, where the voter (and only the voter)
interactively communicates with the blackbox. This booth is not necessarily
physical: we only assume that, during the very moment of voting, the coercer does
not observe the voter. Obviously, if voters use PCs to vote over the Internet, then
there is no way to prevent the coercer from watching them while they vote. Our goal
is not to prevent such attacks, but to prevent a voter from getting, or being able to
construct, a receipt. The same assumption is made by all receipt-free schemes in the
literature (except for [1, 7] where a physical voting booth is used), but it is made as
an extra assumption to the untappability assumption.
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3. A BASIC ELECTION SCHEME

Below we describe at high level, a basic receipt-free election scheme that
satisfies all the minimal requirements described in Section 2. This scheme employs
an Encryption Blackbox (EB) that uses its own randomness to encrypt the vote.

The election procedure has four distinctive phases: Registration, Setup, Voting
and Tallying. During Registration, the Voter gets an EB, after being authenticated.
The EB possesses the public encryption key of the Voting Authority.

During Setup, the Voter enters the virtual voting booth and interacts with the
EB: the Voter first authenticates herself to the EB, and gives her input (her
encrypted vote) to the EB, which encrypts this probabilistically, with the public key
of the Voting Authority. The EB outputs this encryption and proves to the Voter in
zero-knowledge (i.e., without giving away its randomness) that the encryption is
correct.

During the Voting phase and given that the Voter is convinced of the correctness
of the EB’s encryption, the Voter signs the encrypted vote and uses an authenticated
channel to submit this to the Voting Authority.

During the Tallying phase, the Voting Authority decrypts all encrypted votes and
publishes the results.

Receipt-freeness. This is achieved because the coercer cannot tamper with the
EB and access its randomness. The proof of correctness given to the Voter during
the Voting phase has no off-line value to the coercer. Note that in this basic scheme,
the Voting Authority is trusted not to conspire with the coercer. To prevent this we
can use techniques from threshold cryptography [12] and distribute the Voting
Authorities. In the next session, we will consider an implementation, which uses a
smartcard instead of the Encryption Blackbox.

4. AN IMPLEMENTATION WITH SMARTCARDS

We present an implementation for which all the minimal requirements discussed
in the previous section are satisfied, and receipt-freeness is established in a practical
and affordable way. For this implementation, each voter uses a tamper-resistant
smartcard that uses some pseudo-randomness to encrypt votes. Since tampering is
not impossible (although extremely costly), we distribute the voting procedure
between the voter and the smartcard to enhance security: the voter and the smartcard
jointly contribute randomness for the encryption of the vote. Furthermore, the
smartcard proves correctness of its actions to the voter in a non-transferable way.
Communication between the Voters and the Voting Authorities takes place by
means of a public broadcast channel with memory, namely a bulletin board (as in

[8]).
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Observe that a coercer cannot find the vote, without first getting the randomness
of both, the voter and the smartcard. Even if the voter wishes to sell her vote, she
cannot prove correctness without knowing the randomness of the smartcard (getting
this randomness in this implementation is as hard as the Decision Diffie-Hellman
problem-see Theorem 1).

This approach, if combined with a modified version of the Cramer-Gennaro-
Schoenmakers election scheme [8], leads to an efficient receipt-free scheme for
large-scale elections. For the proof of validity of the jointly encrypted votes we will
use a 2-prover zero-knowledge proof (details are given in the Appendix).

The Election Scheme of Cramer-Gennaro-Schoenmakers. With this scheme
[8] votes are encrypted by using an homomorphic version of the ElGamal
cryptosystem [13]. The homomorhic aspect guarantees that the final tally is
universally verifiable. Let p, q be large primes such that q | p -1, let Gq be the
subgroup of Z*

p of order q, and g, G be generators of Gq . Given a message m ∈ Zq ,
the encryption of m is the ElGamal encryption of G m with base g: that is
(x, y) = (g a, haGm), where h = g s is the public key, s ∈ Zq the secret key, and a a
random element of Zq. All operations are modulo p. For convenience we drop the
operator mod p.

During the voting phase, the Voter encrypts her vote v ∈ {–1,1} as the pair
(x, y) = (g a , haGv) . The Voter constructs a proof that (x,y) encrypts v ∈ {–1,1}, and
then publishes the encrypted vote and the proof on a Bulletin Board.

After the end of the voting period, the Voting Authorities “gather” all encrypted
votes. They execute a (n, t) threshold decryption protocol [14] and jointly compute
G T = Y / X s , where Y is the product of all y’s, X is the product of all x’s and T is the
difference between the number of the yes-votes and the number of the no-votes.
Here n is the number of Voting Authorities and t is an upper bound on the number of
malicious Voting Authorities. Finally, the Voting Authorities determine T from G T ,
by using O (l) modular multiplications.

In the above scheme, vote secrecy is reduced to the Discrete Logarithm problem
[15]. Furthermore, the decryption of the votes is correct and succesful even if up to t
Voting Authorities are malicious or fail to execute the protocol.

We modify the voting phase of the Cramer-Gennaro-Schoenmakers scheme, in
order to achieve receipt-freeness, while maintaining security and efficiency. In this
modification the encryption of the vote is distributed between the Voter and a
Smartcard. The Voter, before getting a personal Smartcard, must register and be
authenticated at a Registration Office. The Smartcard, which may be used for more
than one elections, is provided with the certificate of the public signature key of the
Voter. The Smartcard is also provided with the public encryption key of the

4.1 Achieving Receipt-freeness
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distributed Voting Authorities, and a secret signature key, with the corresponding
certificate. The steps of the new protocol are presented in Figure 1.

Step (1): The Voter uses randomness a0, a'0 ∈ Z q to ElGamal encrypt the two
possible votes {yes, no} = {+1, -1}, thus yielding e(+1) and e(–1). The Voter orders
lexicographically these encryptions before submitting them to the Smartcard. This
means that the Smartcard will not have any information on which encryption
corresponds to which vote.

Figure 1. Voting with the use of a Smartcard

Step (2): The Smartcard chooses its own randomness a1, a' ∈ Z1 q to create the
final encryptions for the two possible votes, E(+b) and E (–b), b ∈ {-1,1}. The
encrypted votes are digitally signed by the Smartcard, for integrity. The Smartcard
then outputs the encryptions to the Voter.

The Voter has to be convinced that the Smartcard has done things correctly, but
without finding out the Smartcard’s randomness. The proof has to be non-
transferable. The Voter uses E(+b ), E(–b) and her knowledge of e (+1), e(–1) to
compute (g a1, h a 1) and (ga'1 ,ha'1 ). If the Smartcard proves to the Voter that
log(ga1) = log(ha1) and log(g a1) = log(ha'1), then the Voter will be convinced that
E (+b) indeed encrypts v = b and E(–b) encrypts v = –b . The Smartcard can prove
this in zero-knowledge, by using the interactive zero-knowledge proof (IZKP) of
knowledge for equality of discrete logarithms, by Chaum-Petersen [16]. By its
nature, the interactive zero-knowledge proof is not transferable. Even if the Voter
records the exchanged messages, these messages do not have any “offline” value to
a coercer. Thus, the Voter cannot use the transcripts of the proof to convince a
coercer of her vote, even if the Voter wishes to sell her vote.
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Step (3): The Voter decides which vote v ∈ {–1,1} she will cast. For E(v) to be
valid, a proof of validity has to be constructed, i.e. that E(v) encrypts v ∈ {–1,1},
without disclosing the vote v. This is necessary for universal verifiability. Such an
interactive zero-knowledge proof, jointly executed by the Voter and the Smartcard,
is presented in the Appendix. This can be converted to a non-interactive zero-
knowledge proof (NIZKP) by using the Fiat-Shamir heuristic [17].

The Voter posts the encrypted vote E(v) as well as the proof of validity, on the
Bulletin Board. After the voting period ends, all encrypted votes will be decrypted
by the Voting Authorities.

Theorem 1. If the Decision Diffie-Hellman problem2 is hard, the voting scheme
above with a tamper-free smartcard is receipt-free.

Proof. Suppose that the coercer and the Voter can prove that E(v) is the
encryption of the vote v. For example, that Given
that the Voter knows a0, this reduces to proving that (g a1, ha1) is of the correct
form, where a1 is the Smartcard’s randomness. Since ha1 = DH(ga1, h), this means
that the Voter and the coercer jointly can solve the Decision Diffie-Hellman
problem. The case for v = –1 is similar.

Remark 1. Our voting procedure could be generalized to multi-way voting, in
which there are more than two votes (see also [8]).

5. CONCLUSION

With receipt-free electronic voting, a voter neither obtains nor is able to
construct a receipt proving the content of her vote. In this paper we have considered
the minimal requirements for receipt-free elections, without untappable
communication channels between the voter and the voting authorities. We then
proposed solutions that satisfied these requirements, and an implementation.

It is universally agreed that electronic voting will gain social acceptance in the
years to come, especially Internet voting, despite several major security concerns.
The use of tokens, such as smartcards, are also becoming more popular. Therefore
we believe that our receipt-free voting scheme is consistent with the changes to
come.
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APPENDIX
Our interactive zero-knowledge proof is a 2-prover modification of the proof in [8]. A

flow diagram of the proof is sketched in Fig. 2. The common input is E(v) = (x, y). The
Smartcard’s contribution to the proof of validity is given in Fig. 3. The Voter’s contribution to
the proof is given in Fig. 4. The proof of Completeness, Soundness and Zero-knowledge is
similar to the one in [8].
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Figure 2. Proof of Validity for a Jointly Encrypted Vote

Figure 3. The Smartcard’s Contribution to the Proof of Validity
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Figure 4. The Voter's Contribution to the Proof of Validity

NOTES

1 An attentive reader will observe that the untappability assumption has not been completely
removed. We assume that the “channel” between the Voter and the Encryption Blackbox
is untappable.

2 The Diffie-Hellman operator DH is defined by DH(ga, g b) = g ab, where g is a primitive
element and the operations are modulo p. The problem of recognizing whether
z = DH(ga, g b), for a given z ∈ Z p, is called the Decision Diffie-Hellman problem [15].
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Abstract: This paper focuses on the introduction and use of information and
communication technology (ICT) in the new Scottish Parliament to enhance
Scottish citizens’ understanding of the governance of Scotland and to
encourage them to participate in the democratic decision making of Scotland.
The primary focus is the use of the World Wide Web as a vehicle both for
dissemination of information and for interaction with the Parliament.

In particular, the paper concentrates on one aspect of use of the Web, i.e. that
of electronic petitions. The Scottish Parliament actively promotes petitions as a
way in which the public can effectively lobby the Parliament, and has
established a Public Petitions Committee which enables the public to submit
written or electronic petitions. Essentially, the paper assesses the value of
electronic petitioning in the Scottish Parliament.

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper focuses on the introduction and use of information and
communication technology in the new Scottish Parliament to enhance Scottish
citizens’ understanding of the governance of Scotland and to encourage them to
participate in the democratic decision making of Scotland. Budge (1996) argues that
democratic political participation must involve both the means to be informed and
the mechanisms to take part in democratic decision making. In this paper we
demonstrate how the Scottish Parliament is using internet-based technology to
address citizen participation through these joint perspectives of informing and
participating. The primary focus is the use of the World Wide Web as a vehicle both
for dissemination of information and for interaction with the Parliament.
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In July 1999 the Scottish Parliament was officially opened. This gave devolved
power for specific areas of government from the Westminster Parliament in London
to a new Scottish Parliament based in Edinburgh. One of the main documents setting
out how the new Parliament should work was The Consultative Steering Group
document (The Scottish Office, 1998a). This stated that the Scottish Parliament
should aspire to use all forms of information and communication technology
“innovatively and appropriately” to support its three principles of openness,
accessibility and participation.

Prior to the official opening of the Parliament, a working group on the use of
information and communication technology was established, which made important
recommendations on the future of technology in the new Parliament. This group, the
‘ICT Expert Panel’, reported directly to the Consultative Steering Group and its
recommendations helped to ensure that technology was a fully integrated component
of its business processes rather than a later add-on. The report (1998b) of the Expert
Panel was published separately from that of the Consultative Steering Group’s
Report as it was lengthy and also generally recognised as containing information
worthy of a separate document.

The remit of the Expert Panel was to provide advice on how the Parliament
might use technology to:
– promote internal efficiency and innovative ways of working;
– provide information about its proceedings and its work to the widest possible

audience in the most accessible way;
– make it as easy as possible for the Parliament and individual MSPs (Members of

the Scottish Parliament) to exchange information with external organisations and
the public;

– encourage democratic participation and involvement.
Membership of this panel comprised a cross section of Scottish people, including

both ICT experts and potential end-users of the technology.
The work of the Panel was to extend thinking on the value and use of ICT

beyond just the operation of Parliamentary business and into information provision
and accessibility which might in turn create and use new services. In so doing, the
Panel split into sub-groups, and the report from one of those groups, the sub-group
on Democratic Participation, was reported in both the final Consultative Steering
Group report and the Expert Panel report. It went beyond what might be termed as
core business requirements of the Parliament and gave proposals for how ICT might
extend these and add value in addressing public access to, and interactions with, the
democratic process. Section 2 introduces the technology provided by the Scottish
Parliament to enable Scottish citizens to be better informed about the governance of
Scotland and the workings of the Parliament in general.

In August 1999, Napier University established the International Teledemocracy
Centre in partnership with BT Scotland. Its remit is to develop innovative e-
democracy systems that have the potential to strengthen public understanding and
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participation in the democratic decision-making process. To achieve this, the Centre
is undertaking research into electronic democracy and developing an e-democracy
toolkit to act as a show-case of e-democracy applications. The aim is to demonstrate
the potential benefits of the use of technology in supporting the democratic process.
The Centre’s web site is at http://www.teledemocracy.org. Section 3 describes how
the Centre, working with the Scottish Parliament, is starting to introduce e-
democracy tools into the democratic processes of the Parliament through the
introduction of an e-petitioning tool to facilitate the electronic lobbying of the
Parliament. The section describes how the requirements of the citizen wishing to
petition the Parliament electronically are met whilst also ensuring the Parliament has
confidence in the integrity of such an electronic petitioning system.

2. THE SCOTTISH PARLIAMENT’S USE OF THE
WEB

The Scottish Parliament web site is at www.scottish.parliament.uk. All
documents and debates relating to the business of the Parliament are available on-
line. It was one of the earliest recommendations of the ICT Expert Panel, and one
that was acted upon very quickly, that the Parliament must use the Web as an
information source and shop window for its work. This was to include not only
business papers and reports, but also general information about, for example, the
education centre and progress on the new Parliament building.

The web site is, effectively, the premier publishing medium for the Parliament
although, for accessibility reasons, it is obviously not the only medium in use. The
web site publishes the Official Report of the Parliament’s meetings in the Chamber
by 7am on the following day, and Committee Reports as soon as possible and
generally within 3 days of the meeting. The publication deadlines for the latter
reports have been foreshortened from those first defined in 1999 in recognition of
the fact that the committee papers are of great interest and the demand is high. In
addition, and as a further step towards openness, committee agendas and papers are
published in advance where at all possible. The web site is constantly being added to
and access enhanced. It is presently going through a major redesign exercise even
though it is less than 2 years old, in order to ensure that it meets the needs of its
audience. The figure below shows the main page for the Scottish Parliament.
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Figure 1. Scottish Parliament web-site

The more interactive aspects of the web service include the submission of
electronic petitions (see section 3), the publication of the email addresses of all
MSPs, their biographies and links to personal web pages, alongside phone and fax
numbers and correspondence addresses. Email addresses for clerks to committees
and for offices within the Parliament are also published. The recent webcasting
service broadcasts Chamber and Committee meetings live across the web so that
organisations and individuals can listen in and watch items of particular importance
to them. The service also includes access to the (small but growing) audio-visual
archive of webcasts, and relevant papers for the committee meetings. This service is
new, but the 12 month plan is to extend it to give better access to the audio-visual
archive, to webcast over broadband, and to use it as a vehicle to enable committees
to receive feedback and consult through the webcast.

The Parliament is charged with providing information to, and receiving
information and opinions from, all Scottish organisations, groups or citizens, and it
must do so using all the channels of communication which are available and
required. Paper, telephones, TV, ICT are all channels which are used. However, the
internet is the main channel for the provision of innovative, rather than simply
automated, services to and from the Parliament, and therein lies its value and the
reason why it will continue to be part of its core provision.
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3. ELECTRONIC PETITIONING

3.1 Petitioning and the Scottish Parliament

A petition is a formal request from citizens to a parliament. In many countries
around the world citizens have used petitions for a long time to make their feelings
known about issues that concern them. The format of petitions and the way petitions
are submitted and subsequently processed by parliaments varies greatly. This
variation may be demonstrated by considering petitions to the UK parliament in
Westminster and to the Scottish Parliament. The Westminster Parliament publishes a
comprehensive set of rules on how to submit a petition. For the purpose of this
paper, the important ones relate to the format and the submission procedure. The
page on which the petition appears must be hand-written and every petition must be
specifically and respectfully addressed to the House of Commons. The petition must
have hand-written signatures along with the addresses of the signatories. Only
Members of the House of Commons can present petitions. They can be submitted
(except on Fridays) immediately before the half hour adjournment debate at the end
of each day’s business or they can be placed in a large green bag hooked onto the
back of the Speaker’s Chair. Although this appears a somewhat elaborate procedure,
little actually happens to the petition once it is submitted. Many Members term the
green bag ‘the black hole for petitions.’ The fact that only a Member can submit a
petition also goes against petitions being an effective lobbying tool for the citizen.

The Scottish Parliament actively promotes petitions as a means by which the
public can effectively lobby parliament. On the issue of petitions, the Consultative
Steering Group stated:

“It is important to enable groups and individuals to influence the Parliament’s
agenda. We looked at a number of models in other Parliaments for handling
petitions and concluded that the best of these encouraged petitions; had clear and
simple rules as to form and content; and specified clear expectations of how
petitions would be handled.”

To achieve this the Scottish Parliament established a dedicated Petitions
Committee. Figure 2 below shows the home page for the Public petitions Committee
(PPC).
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Figure 2. Public Petitions Committee web-site

The remit of the PPC is to consider and report on whether a public petition is
admissible and what action is to be taken on the petition. The PPC considers each
admissible petition and makes a decision on the action to be taken in each case.
From July 1999 to 7 November 2000 the PPC had received and dealt with
approximately 300 petitions. An individual, a corporate body, an interest group, or
any other association may submit a petition. As regards format, petitions must be in
proper form that is determined by the PPC from time to time. In December 1999, the
Scottish Parliament agreed to allow an internet-based petition from the ITC’s web
site sponsored by the World Wildwide Fund for Nature (WWF) to be the first
electronic petition to collect names and addresses over the internet. The Parliament
subsequently agreed to allow groups and individuals to submit petitions using the
Teledemocracy Centre’s internet petitioning system for a trial period.

The report of the meeting of the Public Petitions Committee on 14th March, 2000
to trial internet petitions can be found at:
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/official report/cttee/petit-00/pumop0314.htm.
The special arrangement between Teledemocracy Centre and the Scottish Parliament
is allowing both parties to start to evaluate the use and civic impact of electronic
petitioning in Scotland.

3 . 2 The e-petitioner Tool

The e-petitioner tool, at www.e-petitioner.org.uk, has the functionality to create
a petition; to view/sign a petition; to add background information, to join an
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integrated discussion forum; and to submit a petition. Figure 3 shows a petition
screen with the text of a recent electronic petition on digital inclusion.

Figure 3. e-petition text: ‘Tackling the Digital Divide’

Macintosh et al (2001) describe the critical issues to be considered in the design
of e-democracy systems. In designing the e-petitioning system it was necessary to
consider how technology could be used most effectively to support the five key
enabling criteria of accessibility, usability, security, transparency and trust.
However the very nature of governance and the fact that government cannot choose
its customers means that, in the design of e-democracy systems, these issues become
complex.

With regard to e-petitioner it was important to provide access for as many people
as possible. With this in mind, the system does not use frames or contain large
graphics files. It was important that local community centres running slower
machines could easily access the system. The unequal technical capabilities of
citizens demanded that e-petitioner was simple to use. It was also important that
features that might make the system difficult for the partially sighted to use were
excluded.

In some respects, accessibility and security can be conflicting design issues,
however, as petitions to the Scottish Parliament are not legally binding, “external”
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security measures that might have run counter to good accessibility were not
required. Therefore, a detailed user-registration process was excluded. Instead the
system runs “internal” security checking on the names signing the petition. However
there still remains the question of how much checking of names and addresses is
necessary for electronic petitions? This is an important question to address. It would
be easy to say that it should match the level currently available for paper-based
petitions but that then raises the issue of what level of security checking is actually
used for paper-based names and addresses other than manually reading the often
illegible handwriting. On the other hand there is always the temptation to say that
everything must be checked thoroughly, which is the case for electronic voting, but
not necessarily for names and addresses on petitions. The “internal” checking is
accomplished by e-petitioner giving each name and address a “confidence” rating.
The actual rating depends on a number of factors, for example, Internet Provider (IP)
address and how many times the same IP address has been used to sign the petition.
These confidence ratings are closely examined prior to submission of the petition to
check for any irregularities. The system also automatically removes any duplicate
names and addresses.

It was important to ensure that the petitioning process was as transparent as
possible. However, in some respects usability and transparency can be conflicting
design issues. There is a need to ensure straightforward navigation through the
system, but there is also a need to ensure that the participation process and relevant
information underlying the petitions are open to everyone Transparency was
achieved through three mechanisms. Firstly, by providing background information
on the petition, ensuring that people can be adequately informed about the petition
issues and therefore can better decide whether to support the petition or not.
Secondly, by incorporating an integrated discussion forum so that people who do not
want to support the petition or others who feel they have further evidence in support
of the petition can add their own statements on-line. Thirdly, e-petitioner has a
feedback facility such that the petition sponsor can inform everyone on the progress
of the petition once it has been submitted to the Scottish Parliament.

Given the above requirements, the detailed functionality of E-Petitioner is:
– the petition sponsor can create the petition, giving the text of the petition and the

address of the petitioner to which all communications concerning the petition
should be sent;

– the petition sponsor can add on-line background information to provide rationale
for the petition and to better inform those reading the petition;

– persons wishing to support the petition can add their names and
– addresses on-line, see figure 4;
– additionally persons wishing to raise any issues about the petition can do so on-

line through the integrated, on-line discussion forum;
– the discussion forum is available for anyone to read or send comments to
– whether they support the petition or not;
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– persons wishing to add their names or enter the discussion do not require an
email account, they can do so from any internet access point - public kiosk,
cyber café, community centre, home, etc;

– with regard to petition statistics, the number of persons supporting the petition is
automatically updated along with the names and areas/countries, this information
is available for anyone to view;

– full names and addresses are filed for use with, and only with, the petition
(unless consent for other use is given by the person adding their name and
address) ensuring data protection requirements are adhered to;

– duplicate names and addresses are automatically removed;
– checking names and addresses is performed prior to submission of the petition

by the system allocating a “confidence rating” to each name;
– the petitioner can submit the petition with names and addresses electronically

and/or can produce a paper version of the petition for submission;
– the format for the submitted petition adheres to the guidelines of the Scottish

Parliament.
To be able to quickly demonstrate and try out the e-petitioner functionality the

first version of the system was developed using cgi scripts and html files. It was
available from both Explorer and Netscape browsers. Once e-petitioner was
accepted for trial use by the Scottish Parliament, the system was updated to reflect
feedback from users and the Parliament. The current version of e-petitioner is
implemented in using Microsoft SQL and ASP. There are links to the electronic
petitioning system from the Scottish Parliament’s web site and links from the
Teledemocracy Centre’s web site to the Parliament’s guidelines for petitions.
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Figure 4. e-petitioner on-line form

The first e-petitions are very much pilot electronic petitions to the Scottish
Parliament, and it is therefore difficult to draw many conclusions from them.
However, it was originally thought that electronic petitioning might let the internet
run wild and thousands of frivolous names and addresses would be collected. Our
initial evaluation has shown this is not the case. Indeed, the opposite could be
argued. Instead of a pen being thrust into the hand of the would-be petitioner with a
request to “sign here”, the petitioner needs to be much more committed to the
petition cause. They have to: boot up their PCs, log onto the internet, search the net
for the site and then examine and reflect on information before deciding to sign. In
this way the names and addresses being gathered could be considered a more
realistic representation of those supporting the petition cause. The Teledemocracy
Centre has received research funding from the Joseph Rowntree Charitable Trust to
undertake a detailed evaluation of the impact of e-petitioner on participation levels.

4 . CONCLUSIONS

The use of technology by the Scottish Parliament to support democracy in
Scotland has been described. In particular, the web is a major communication
channel and will continue to be exploited and employed by the Parliament for the
delivery of services. Already the Scottish Parliament is at the forefront of the use of
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webcasting in Parliaments to provide wider access to its committee and plenary
meetings.

Groups or individuals may submit petitions to the Parliament, electronically or
on paper. The admissibility of electronic petitions has enabled the Parliament to
work with the ITC to learn more about the process by which petitions are created
and delivered, and to gather information about the issue, the process and the
petitioners, which may be of great value to the committees in better assessing public
feelings and wishes. While many challenges remain, the design of e-petitioner has
demonstrated already that electronic petitions can be effective. E-petitioning will
not necessarily create a large number of frivolous names and addresses as previously
feared. Instead, with its unprecedented capability to quickly transcend time, space
and place, the new system has allowed petitioners to better inform the wider public
about specific issues of concern. E-petitioner’s features have also presented new
opportunities for people to explore background information, deliberate and reflect on
issues before signing a petition and/or commenting on it. Finally, e-petitioner has --
at least to some extent -- allowed sponsors to better understand some of the concerns
other members of the public have about the particular issues raised.
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Abstract:

1.

Government. With in the next five years the Internet will transform not only the way
Following on from e-commerce and e-business the latest “e”volution is e-

INTRODUCTION

in which most public services are delivered but also the fundamental relationship
between government and citizen (Von Hoffman, 1999). With few exceptions,
however, governments have arrived late on the scene. As monopoly suppliers, none
were worried about being “Amazoned” by a new web-based competitor.
Transactions with government are rarely a matter of choice and government
employees are unlikely to be rewarded for devising innovative web based strategies
to replace them in their jobs. Nevertheless the drive is now on for radical
government change (Sprecher, 2000). A major driver has been the desire to reduce
costs and make revenues go further. Savings of 20% are not unusual in the e-
business community as they network their supply chains (Burn and Hackney, 2000).

This paper looks at the implementation of a new customer value based model
in e-government. Firstly we review the issues of e-government and the drive
towards customer centric organisations in the context of multiple government
agencies. A model of change is reviewed and extended to the development of
a virtual organisation model which can be applied along the customer value
chain across multiple service agencies. A case study is used to demonstrate
how traditional Government organisations are set up with a focus on
Government agencies in Western Australia and how the concept of a virtual
organisation as a value-alliance model can improve customer service. Finally,
we examine how the Aboriginal Affairs Department, a Western Australian
Government agency is implementing this model as a virtual organisation and
the implications of this model for the management of change in a developing
e-community.
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U.S. federal, state and local procurement spending on materials and services in 2000
was estimated at around $550 billion, and in the European Union member states’
combined procurement spending was around $778 billion (Symonds, 2000). With a
20% cut in costs we are looking at savings of around $250 billion.

An additional driver comes from customer expectations Customers now have far
greater access to information and demand personalised experiences as opposed to
simply acquiring goods and services. A customer driven organisation is one that
maintains a focus on the needs and expectations of customers both spoken and
unspoken in the creation and/or improvement of the product or service provided.
Successful organisations, state or municipal governments and federal government
departments and agencies have recognised that developing customer focus is an
absolute necessity (Cavanagh and Livingston 1997).

One of the proposed solutions has been the creation of government portals such
as the Singapore or UK portals. These have been designed around “life events” such
as changes in marital status and allow users to find what they are looking for by
using “How do I - - ?“ type questions rather than by forcing the client to search
through complex organisational structures possibly linking up to 50 different
departments in one search. In reality the government portal acts as a virtual
organisation front interacting with customer driven demand. This type of solution
requires major changes within and without the government organisation and as yet,
there is no clear evidence of success. (Jellinek, 2000). The failure of a massive
government IT outsourcing project in Australia has highlighted the enormous
difficulties of implementing cross-agency collaboration. The proposed solution is to
return autonomy to the individual government agencies.

This paper looks at a specific e-government solution in the context of the West
Australian Government. Firstly we review the issues of customer focus and utilising
external organisations in the context of government agencies. Ostensibly
government agencies are service driven organisations with a major goal of providing
a service to the public. We then discuss how traditional Government organisations
are set up with a focus on Western Australia and how the concept of a value alliance
network can improve customer service. Finally, we examine how the Aboriginal
Affairs Department, a W. A. Government agency is implementing a value-alliance
model as a virtual organisation and the implications of this model for the
management of change.

2. DEVELOPING A CUSTOMER FOCUS

Prahalad and Ramaswamy (2000) suggest that organisations need to “create their
future by harnessing competence in an enhanced network that includes customers”.
They developed a three-stage model which we have adapted to a government
context and summarised below in Table 1.
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Table 1 shows that the idea of extending the government services network and
changing the nature of its usage to improve core competencies is a central
component of this model. In the past, most government agencies had a traditional
focus where they have embraced the concept of the extended enterprise and have
been primarily concerned with alliances, networks, and collaborations among other
agencies and services. The old idea of the "extended enterprise" should give way to
the idea of an enhanced network of traditional agencies, other services, funding
bodies and customers. Government managers need to recognise that consumers are a
source of competencies. They must focus on developing relationships with the
customer as the agent that is most dramatically transforming government as we
know it and leading the e-government and governance revolution.

Unit of

analysis

Resources

Basis for
access to
competence
Added Value
of managers

Value
creation
Sources of
managerial
tension

The Agency Network of Agencies Enhanced Value Network
B2B e-Government

The government The extended enterprise:- The value alliance:- the agency, its
agency the agency, its agency partners, other funding and service

partners and other service providers and its customers
providers

What is Access to other agencies’ Access to other agencies’
available within competencies and funding competencies and funding, as well
the agency as customers’ competencies and

investments of time and effort
Infrastructure for active ongoing
dialogue with diverse customers

Harness customer competence,
manage personalised experiences,
and shape customer expectations
Collaborate with partner agencies
and with active customers
Customer is both collaborator and
competitor for value

3. TRADITIONAL SITUATION

Internal
agency-specific
processes
Nurture and
build
competencies
Autonomous

Service-unit
autonomy vs
leveraging core
competencies

Privileged access to
agencies within the
network
Manage collaborative
partnerships

Collaborate with partner
agencies
Partner is both collaborator
and competitor for value

Table 1. Developing Model of e-Government

Organisations, particularly Government organisations are typically structured in
a top down bureaucratic style, creating a barrier between the customer and the
organisation and forcing customers to develop a knowledge of the structure to be
able to seek services (Barreyre, 1988). The Western Australian Government has
established 53 agencies to provide a variety of Government services to the public.
Each agency reports to a Cabinet Minister, has a Chief Executive Officer
accountable for all aspects of the agency and a corporate executive team responsible
for the operation of the divisions within the agency. Each agency is charged with a
specific function or service and has responsibility for setting Policy in relation to
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their function, providing the Minister with responses to correspondence and
assisting the public. As an example the Aboriginal Affairs Department has
responsibility for assisting all Aboriginal people within the state to access
Government services; ensuring the welfare of Aboriginal people, their culture and
heritage and maintaining traditional Aboriginal sites. The Ministry of Sport and
Recreation are responsible for increasing the participation of all West Australians in
sport, maintaining sporting venues throughout the state and assisting elite West
Australian athletes. Whereas the Education Department is responsible for the
education of all primary and secondary aged children in the state. All Western
Australian Government agencies have similar structures that comply to a traditional
organisational structure and for the main part work in isolation from each other.
Both the Education Department and Ministry of Sport and Recreation have an
Aboriginal affairs section which work in isolation of each other and the Aboriginal
Affairs Department.

Figure 1. Traditional Agency

This approach forces the customers to fit or break into this structure if they
require a service (figure 1). Customers must seek out the area that deals with their
particular requirement. They must move between many organisations to in access to
all the services they need. As an example a company within Western Australia
seeking to explore mineral deposits on Aboriginal Lands would need to seek
approval and apply for appropriate permits through the Department of Minerals and
Energy, the Department of Land Administration and the Aboriginal Affairs
Department. This requires the customer to discover which Departments need to be
approached, to approach each individually and to locate the appropriate section
within each organisation to obtain the correct advice.

There is a need particularly within a service environment such as Government
agencies to move the customer into the centre and to offer a wide range of services
across agencies (Hopkins and Jamil, 1997). This requires agencies to develop close
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working relationships and implement a structure based on the idea of collaboration.
(Figure 2).

Figure 2. Customer-Centric Agency

4. ACHIEVING A SERVICE DRIVEN
ENVIRONMENT

Many companies already focus on core value adding processes, working with
external partners to jointly bring forward a service. These companies believe that a
more flexible organisation built around a series of alliances and business
relationships, is the most effective way to respond quickly and creatively to
constantly changing market conditions (Miles and Snow, 1995). The conventional,
vertically integrated corporation may be too slow, or have too much retained
infrastructure to allow it to compete with companies who can quickly put together a
customised response to its clients (Campbell and DiNicola 1997). If Government
agencies are to provide a public service then they must embrace wholeheartedly the
notion of the value alliance. The value alliance emphasises the decentralisation of
control, the creation of more flexible patterns of working, a greater empowerment of
the workforce and the customer, the displacement of hierarchy by teamwork, the
development of a greater sense of collective responsibility and the creation of more
collaborative relationships among co-workers and customers (Burn and Barnett,
2000).

To initiate such developments an agency needs to perform a full customer value
chain analysis in order to set up a number of different agency alliances through an
electronic network. This may form the basis for a one-stop portal where the alliance
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combines a range of services and facilities in one package forming one single
customer supply chain. Participants may come together on a project by project basis
but generally the general contracting agency provides coordination. Where longer
term relationships have developed the value alliance often adopts the form of value
constellations where agencies and funding services have multiple interactions and a
complex and enduring communications structure is embedded within the alliance
(Burn and Barnett, 2000) – see Figure 3. Substitutability has traditionally been a
function of efficiency and transaction costs: searching for, evaluating, and
commencing operations with potential partners has been a costly and slow
government procedure, relying as it does on information transfer, the establishment
of trust and policy rules across states, time zones, culture, and legal frameworks.
These have determined the relative positioning of partners on the chain and the
reciprocity of the relationship.

Figure 3. Value Alliance Model

This value-alliance will be built around customer value chains and enable the
sharing of resources, skills and knowledge to produce a ‘best’ customer solution and
enable agencies to be more responsive to customer requirements and offer superior
quality of service. Each agency may be required to form several value-alliance
virtual organisations depending on what has been identified as requiring one stop
processes for clients.
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5. MANAGING A VIRTUAL AGENCY MODEL

In order to achieve a successful value-alliance it is essential that a business
planning model is established that ensures each member agency has ‘buy-in’ to the
desired outcomes. The first step to achieve ‘buy-in’ is to establish a high level
committee comprising of the Chief Executive Officers from each of the member
agencies. The committee is charged with the responsibility of identifying the virtual
organisation’s goals. These goals must then be meshed into the individual agency’s
processes.

Therefore any business planning must be built on services, delivery goals and
objectives that focus on its customers through direct customer and front-line
employee input. To achieve this there must be a fundamental shift in management
and workforce thinking and practices that include:
– Pervasive knowledge sharing, feedback and communication;
– Integration of environmental considerations at the earliest stages of
– design;
– Effective partnerships with customers.
– Commitment to using customer feedback to drive changes in operations, goals

and vision; and
– Frontline employees given the authority to deal with customer issues.

It is essential that each agency is represented by the Chief Executive Officer.
Without the commitment and support of the CEO it is highly unlikely that the
agency will implement processes in line with the goals of the committee nor will the
committee have ‘buy in’ from the senior executive of the agency. Commitment
grows as employees understand what is being developed, this understanding is
achieved through communication and commitment from the top. In order to achieve
the most appropriate goals that focus on the customers’ requirements and establish a
one stop shop from the clients viewpoint a model (figure 4) must be established that
passes information between all levels both within each agency and between the
agencies. It is important to recognise the customers as integral members of the
virtual organisation.

This model establishes information flows that:
– Ensure customers and front line staff can impact on the strategic planning

process through passing information upwards;
– Agreed goals are passed to all levels of each agency;
– These goals are articulated to clients; and
– Planning takes place across agencies at all levels
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Figure 4. Virtual Organisation Planning Model

A key to the success of an organisation is a network of open communication, a
combination of sharing and listening flowing both horizontally and vertically
through the organisation. Management must share details with employees. A
workforce that is involved is much more likely to ‘buy in’ to management’s vision
and work together for results. Management must be able to combine the differences
in diversity and organisation structure, in order to make the virtual organisation
reach its target. Virtual teamwork places a particular emphasis on communication
and the development of ‘awareness’ skills. It is critical that front-line employees
have immediate access to current information.

The key groups in this model are the Strategic Planning Committee (SPC) and
the local staff. Key responsibilities of the SPC are to develop goals that reflect
customer needs, all members are committed to the goals and each member ensures
that their agency implements processes aimed at addressing the goals. Local staff
have two key responsibilities:

1 . Ascertain needs and provide information, advice and advocacy support to
groups, communities and individuals within their area; and

2 . Inform government of unmet needs and priority issues (figure 5).
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Figure 5. Informing Government

The following case study serves to explicate this model.

6. CASE STUDY – THE ABORIGINAL AFFAIRS
DEPARTMENT

The Aboriginal Affairs Department (AAD) is a Western Australian State
Government Agency. In 1994 a taskforce on Aboriginal Social Justice was formed.
The terms of reference for this taskforce was to review the activities of the
Government of Western Australia in relation to the social conditions and
development of Aboriginal people and to recommend a strategy for implementation
of Government’s programmes. Recommendations of the taskforce included:
– The need for high calibre regional coordinators with a role to include breaking

down barriers between Government agencies and reducing waste and
duplication;

– A regional structure be implemented to undertake regional liaison and co-
ordination across Government agencies in co-operation with local Aboriginal
communities;
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– The establishment of an Aboriginal Affairs Department structured as a planning,
advisory, co-ordinating and monitoring agency and not responsible for
administration of specific programmes.
In order to implement these recommendations the Government established AAD.

AAD has utilised the virtual organisation planning model (figure 6) and established
the Aboriginal Affairs Co-ordinating Committee (AACC). The AACC consist of
Chief Executive Officers from all State Government agencies that have a role in
Aboriginal affairs including education, justice, police and housing. The major role
of the AACC is to establish a set of strategic goals for Aboriginal affairs and to
ensure that each of their agencies implement processes aimed at achieving the goals.

Figure 6. Aboriginal Affairs Virtual Organisation

Within AAD a structure known as a local area co-ordination approach (LAC)
has been established to ensure:
– Pervasive knowledge sharing, feedback and communication;
– Integration of environmental considerations at the earliest stages of design;
– Effective partnerships with customers.
– Commitment to using customer feedback to drive changes in operations, goals

and vision; and
– Frontline employees are given the authority to deal with customer issues.

This structure includes a Regional Services Director (DRS) that can operate at
the state level, Regional Managers (RM) operating at the regional level and working
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closely with the regional offices of the other organisations within the virtual
organisation and Local Area Co-ordinators working locally with the clients.

A major component of the model is the strategic transfer of information. From
the management perspective information regarding broad organisation goals, policy
initiatives, inter-agency agreements, central/regional office issues is passed down
(figure 7). It is critical to ensure information has been made available to LAC and
properly understood.

Figure 7 – Management Perspective Figure 8 – Service Perspective

From the service perspective LAC holds crucial information on local needs and
priorities, local service initiatives, inter-agency co-ordination, community
development and heritage issues. This information must be collated from each LAC
to develop an accurate and current profile of local issues, priorities and initiatives.

The key responsibilities of the LAC are:
– Monitor and facilitate co-ordination of services across agencies (figure 9);
– Promote greater involvement of Aboriginal people in policy development,

programme design and project management;
– Develop strategies to promote and conserve Aboriginal sites, culture, land access

and land ownership; and Administer the Department’s services in the local area.

The key differences in the LAC approach are:
– People focused, not service focused;
– Area focused, not project focused;
– Generalist, not specialist;
– Flat not hierarchical;
– Localised, not centralised
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Figure 9 – Co-ordination of services

The approach taken by AAD ensures close collaboration between participating
organisations. By implementing an overarching planning committee appropriate
goals can be developed to achieve what is the agreed role of the virtual organisation
(VO). This committee should monitor the progress of each partner in the VO, adjust
the goals as dictated by the continual flow of information they receive and be
prepared to bring in other members of the VO if required.

An important aspect of the approach is that of establishing solid information
flows. It is imperative that information flows down from the AACC through all
parts of each organisation. Along the way this information must be value added to
by collaboration at the various levels across the member agencies of the VO. This
also holds true for the upward movement of information. Without this collaboration
between like entities across the member agencies it is unlikely that client needs will
be met nor will there be a consolidated approach to achieving the AACC goals.

At the grassroots or local level this collaboration is even more important.
Without collaboration at this level it will not be possible to develop a one stop
service for the clients. This one stop service is crucial to developing the trust of the
client group, providing them with a quality service experience and importantly
gathering information in regard to their current and future requirements. The major
focus of the model is to develop this one stop service that meets current and future
demands in a proactive manner. Of prime importance is the ability of the Local
Area Coordinators to link up with other members of the VO at the local level to
satisfy requests from local customers for services that cross functional boundaries.
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7. LESSONS LEARNED

The primary aim of the Aboriginal Affairs Department is to ensure that all
Government services revolve around its customers as opposed to establishing
bureaucracies that customers need to break into to obtain the services they require.
That is to establish a mechanism that will:
– Assist AAD’s customers receive equitable services from Government agencies;
– Inform Government of unmet needs and priority issues; and
– Facilitate co-ordination of services across agencies.

To achieve this the Department has looked at ways to best share resources, skills
and knowledge to provide better access to a wide range of Government services for
their clients. This fits with the developing model of e-Government (Table 1) as
follows:

That is each partner in the value alliance :
– brings its core competence - Aboriginal Affairs Department is not required to

have expertise in areas such as Education, Health, Housing or Justice;
– has access to other competencies and customer life cycles
– flexible collaborative partnerships – the amount of involvement each agency has

in each of the goals varies depending on the agency’s specific skills and over
time the amount of involvement will change as progress is made towards
achieving the goals.

– Trust – for this co-alliance to be successful mutual cooperation will need to
develop. This has started to develop through the coordinating committee. All
Chief Executive Officers have participated in the meetings and not sent a
representative, and agreement has been reached on the primary goals. It remains
to be seen if this mutual cooperation does flow down through each organisation.
The Local Area Coordinators are working with their local counterparts on
common goals however sections of each organisations central office are yet to
develop mutual cooperation.

The key issues that the Aboriginal Affairs Department case study has highlighted
are:

– The first step in achieving a commitment from each participating organisation is
to ensure the Chief Executive Officers are directly involved at a strategic level,
however each must be committed to the goals and actively sponsor these goals in
their organisation. This will assist in filtering the commitment down to the key
stakeholders within each organisation;

– For the model to work appropriate communication links must be established and
all stakeholders have evidence of information flowing up and down the model;

– The client group must see immediate benefits and be able to impact on the goal
setting process;
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– The Local Area Coordinators must be able to establish a high level of trust with
both clients and their counterparts in the participating organisations;

– The Local Area Coordinators are the key to gaining an insight in client
requirements and must be able to establish a close working relationship with the
local staff from the other organisations to establish what the clients perceive as a
‘one stop shop’ for service. Therefore the recruitment process is vital to identify
the required personnel.

8. CONCLUSION

As a study in progress the establishment of this model is in its infancy. It is
currently too early to tell what impact this model has had on the goals AAD have set
out to achieve nor the effect it has had on the Department’s primary client base –
Aboriginal people. Further research is required as AAD further implements its LAC
model and establishes appropriate communication procedures.

There is much research left on the subject of the implementation of the value
alliance model in a government agency, especially the distribution of information
and communication within the virtual organisation. Managing a virtual organisation
may require a whole new set of virtual information leadership skills (Morin et al,
2000). Storing knowledge and expertise from both partners and customers are also
important areas of consideration.

When considering these matters, several questions arise for future research:
– How will agencies deal with information and communication that must be

passed both up and down, and across functional boundaries, so that close co-
operation and team work can be increased?

– How can the value alliance store knowledge and expertise and provide this to all
members of the virtual network?

– How can the alliance capitalise on customer competencies and improve both
government and governance?
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Abstract:

1 .

The potential for electronic access to information and channels of participation
is fraught with danger for democracy. For political and public sector interests
to follow slavishly the commercial pioneers is highly questionable, and
probably perilous. The inherently conflictual nature of both government and
democracy demands attention to the institutions and patterns of representative
democracy. Consideration in the first instance of the peculiar aspects of public
sector products, organisations and marketplaces would bring a contextual
sensitivity to the project, thereby improving design and application of e-based
solutions. More attention should be paid to the mechanisms of representative
democracy so that they can be incorporated into e-systems rather than clash
with them.

E-GOVERNMENT AND E-DEMOCRACY

The people never give up their liberties but under some delusion.
(Edmund Burke, Speech at County Meeting, Buckinghamshire, England, 1784)

E-Government and e-democracy have been discussed as if they could be usefully
differentiated. The former is about service delivery, especially where information
and its availability are key, and the latter involves the use of the new technology to
facilitate widespread, immediate and efficient participation. This distinction
represents the most recent manifestation of a recurring search for a distinction
between public administration and politics i.e. between the neutral application of
management techniques, and politically charged expressions of value. The central
contention of this paper is that the separation of these concepts conveys a false sense
that they may be examined and developed in isolation. Information, however
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transmitted, is seldom neutral – even more so when it concerns access to,
distribution of, or accountability for public sector services. Hence, the same caution
that characterises today’s liberal democracy should guide how e-systems deal with
the demands of the public.

In the foregoing quotation, the Irish philosopher Edmund Burke was
commenting at a time when popular views were being expressed in the United
Kingdom, France, and elsewhere in Europe via the large scale, popular, participative
method of mob rule. Liberal democracies have since developed ways of facilitating
popular participation with political accountability, responsibility and transparency
through the institutions of representative democracy. The direct democracy
commonly suggested in the e-government and e-democracy debate is potentially
dangerous and naïve. It implies that what is technically possible is politically or
democratically desirable.

As direct democracy takes root, the Americans voter will become more involved
and active. We don't have to wait anymore for the next election to express our
views while Congress makes decisions for us. We don't have to wait for a call
from a pollster to speak our piece. We are going to take to the Internet and tell
our representatives what to do whenever we damn well feel like it (Morris 2000;
ixia).

Such assertions are not dissimilar to those that provoked Burke’s views
regarding the rise of demagogues and popular movements in the late eighteenth
century. It is notable, of course, that democracy did not always have positive
connotations. For most “thinking” people up until the twentieth century, democracy
was to be treated with caution, since it meant rule by the common masses. We have
moved on from Burke but his advice may still be valuable.

2. POLITICAL DISCOURSE

The dominant neo-liberal paradigm of current political discourse is based on an
analogy with the free market. Deregulation, customers, clients, partnerships and so
on. are the concepts that inform new public management. It is apposite, therefore,
that the notion that the market will readily adopt a so-called technology-push model
in every case has been seen to be severely limiting even in purely commercial terms.
The recent situation regarding the relative failure of business-to-business (B2B)
exchanges is a case in point. The hyperbole surrounding the potential of such
activity, based on the lowest cost-best price model, was seen to offer a false hope.
This is a market that never reached anything near the expectations promoted by
many in the field. While there are multiple and complex explanations for this, there
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is a consensus that just because the technology was available to revise and improve
the way firms organised their procurement processes, firms did not necessarily adopt
what appeared to be the “best” model (see Kaplan and Sawhney 2000, Wise and
Morrisson 2000). There are many more factors involved in the total transaction cost
explanation than simply price. Indeed, one of the features of industrial marketing in
the past decade has been the shift away from a purely price-based model of
competition, and toward a long-term, interactive relationship orientation (Webster
1992, Ford 1990). The market efficiencies assumed in the electronic business
environment do not always provide the best overall model of exchange. In the
political “marketplace”, similarly, the most technologically efficient approach will
not necessarily provide for the most appropriate solution. Both e-government and e-
democracy may well accentuate the cumulative inequalities that mark all liberal
democracies in terms of access to public resources.

Politics involves translating electors’ preferences into political action in the form
of public services. The stable society is one where people feel that the pattern of
service delivery is fair and equitable, as well as efficient. For most people, the
pattern of the consumption of public services is their sense of democracy. Many of
the descriptions of electronic government address this service delivery dimension.
They neglect, however, fundamental questions of democratic principles and
processes. As Steven Clift observed at the UK House of Commons Public
Administration Select Committee, “the Minnesota E-democracy project, widely
regarded as a beacon of best practice, suggested that the main value of e-democracy
is not in the executive (government delivery) wing of governance, but the legislative
wing where links between legislators and the citizens” (http://www.parliament.the-
stationeryoffice.co.uk/pa/cm1999).

Citizens give their opinions, whether electronically or otherwise, to affect policy
outcomes. Sometimes the results may be declaratory, but more often the intention is
a change in the pattern of service provision or financial burden. The emphasis here,
therefore, is the attempt to broaden the question of applying ICT to governing. In
this volume, Gronlund makes the specific case for including existing representative
systems of democracy that already inform and coordinate societal planning,
governance and organisation in civil society. This is an important perspective,
particularly in the context of continually evolving e-type models in all areas of the
social sciences – including, importantly, economics and management. It is by no
means clear that electronic brokerage effects and electronic integration effects have
been fully understood, for instance. Given the disastrous market assessments within
the “dotcom” sectors, for political and public sector interests to follow slavishly the
commercial pioneers is highly questionable and probably perilous.
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3. PUBLIC OPINION AND PUBLIC POLICY

Existing representative systems of democracy have built up “checks and
balances” between popular opinion and the delivery of public services. In a
democracy, every citizen is assumed to have views of equal value on a wide range of
public issues. The number of potential combinations of opinion, therefore, is vast.
The political system deals with the divergent tasks of facilitating the articulation of
views while aggregating them into manageable combinations as expressed in party
manifestos, government policy statements and the like. Ultimately, for any one
policy issue, governments, parliaments and other public agencies must be presented
with very few options for decision. By this we mean that representative institutions
play a role in drawing together and assessing ideas in the public domain. These
“filtering mechanisms” have acted to dampen the impact of changes in public
opinion on policy. New proposals relating to e-democracy and e-government tend to
suggest more direct links between public opinion and government policy, inherently
implying that these intermediating institutions may be bypassed.

When will voters be consulted on important issues? Whenever they want to be.
Anytime enough Internet users want to have a referendum they will simply have
one. There will likely be hundreds of referendums each year. (Morris 2000:33)

It seems that commercial models that promote a narrow definition of political
reality in which opinions on policy issues are the equivalent of consumer
preferences overly influence the debate on e-democracy. There is also a critical
danger that the American political system of weak legislative parties and fractured
party competition will be assumed as the rule rather than the exception. In most
liberal democracies, disciplined and ideologically differentiated parties provide well-
defined options across a wide range of policy areas. The analogy of a market
constantly being guided towards some optimal equilibrium by the “invisible hand”
of competing consumer preferences is too overdrawn to be helpful.

The issues raised by the evolution of e-government and e-democracy are broad.
This paper, therefore, concentrates on a particularly neglected aspect of the debate.
The argument here is twofold: e-based models that offer more efficient solutions to
governing may be too simplistic to accommodate the complexities of public sector
management and service delivery; and, those political and public service
complexities must be recognised and addressed specifically to evaluate the
appropriateness or otherwise of electronic interventions or means of conducting
business in these contexts.
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4 . THE NEW PUBLIC SECTOR

With the recent managerialist public sector reforms in the western democracies,
the primary focus has been on the lessons from the private sector. The demise of the
venerable term "public administration" and the ascendancy of "public management"
is evidence of this. If we are to make progress by incorporating electronic platforms
and delivery mechanisms in the public sector, we must recognise the changing
relationship between the state and the citizen. Hence, we are obliged to be clear
about how we conceptualise the public sector.

The literature on public management, including healthcare, education, leisure
and tourism is diverse and fragmented. There is no generally accepted model or
framework that, by addressing the public sector context in its entirety, provides a
guide to practitioners. No consensus exists about what the public sector and its
'products' are. There are no inherent properties of goods and services that make
them 'naturally' public services. As Lane (1993) puts it: "There is no single way to
make the private-public distinction" (p45). In the same way that management
analysts and practitioners must grasp the essential issues in the financial services,
business-to-business, high technology and fast-moving consumer goods industries,
the public sector must be understood in order to adapt management frameworks,
tools and techniques. This contextual analysis must certainly precede the added
complications of considering and developing electronic communications and
delivery mechanisms. The approach taken here is to delineate those distinctive
factors in the public sector context that have implications for strategy and
management.

While the literature on public management is extensive, we draw attention to
three distinctive aspects of public services, an understanding of which give support
to the application of electronically-based management approaches. These areas are:
– the public service product;
– the public service organisation; and,
– the public service marketplace.

4.1 Public Sector Products and the e Debate

There are many distinctive features of public sector products. While
governments provide physical infrastructure like roads, hospitals and housing, in the
main the provision is service-based. Services have their own kinds of delivery
models, the field is well established in the literature, and specific public sector
models have been developed (Butler and Collins 1995). It is notable that public
services also include constraints on behaviour, such as rules and regulations restricting
activities, and duties that require adherence to particular behaviours, such as filling in
census forms, and, in some states, voting in elections. Such private constraint is seen as
the 'price' of public benefit; there exists an acceptance on the part of citizens in the
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democratic order of the need to be constrained. This acceptance, is, however, dependent
on the assumption that due process has been followed, i.e. that the constraints have been
legitimised according to the norms of the political system. E-government will also have
to demonstrate that it fulfils the criteria of liberal democracy.

Perhaps the most distinctive aspect of concern to this discussion is that public
services often contain elements of what economists understand as 'public goods' (Page
1983). Specifically, these are consumed jointly i.e. consumers are not rivals; and, one
cannot exclude from the consumption benefits those who do not pay. The providers of
public services face the classic 'free rider' dilemma. For example, the streetlights shine
on everyone whether or not they contribute to the cost through taxation; the village
green is owned by all. There is a sense of collective obligation in the provision of
resources for public goods. It is generally accepted that individualistic self-interest can
militate against the general good in the allocation of certain products. The implications
for managing public goods include the recognition of the imperfect link between
provision and payment.

For the development of e-government, this question of public goods demands
specialist attention. It may be argued that the examples noted above are, by
definition, local phenomena. As such, if there is any element of free-riding, it is
most likely to be by fellow-citizens. By complete contrast, the provision of a range
of public services in an e mode – over the Internet, for instance – allows free riding
on a global scale. That is, publicly available products and services may be accessible
to people from any location. Within the nation state, even public goods are the
responsibility of identifiable individuals and the democratic system can be held
accountable. Both the principal and agent are known. With e-delivery, on the other
hand, this link can be far more tenuous.

Addressing such issues, particularly in the area of information provision, might
require some agreements between nations on the division of labour and perhaps
proportional contributions to services online. Unless the problem is addressed, there
would be no reason for public bodies to innovate and develop new material. This is
akin to the threat to intellectual property rights of mass scale digital copying of
copyrighted material. For instance, the music industry is especially vulnerable in this
regard, and is currently waging defensive battles on technological, political and legal
fronts. The music industry is perceived by observers to be at the cutting edge of such
monumental structural change, and development are being watched very closely by
others who anticipate similar issues in their own field.

The information culture of the Web community is very different to the “Old
Economy” view. It would be held that, in a sharing, win-win environment, there is
no economic value in scarcity of information, except in exceptional and specific
situations. The knowledge society approach is that information wants to be free and
should be accommodated.

Where access to information must be constrained, technological solutions will be
developed. So, for instance, coded access based on secure technologies should
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enable people and institutions to resolve matters associated with public good
characteristics. These, however, are peculiar to the public sector, and demand
examination to a degree not usually considered in private sector initiatives.

4.2 Public Sector Organisations and the eDebate

Among the primary characteristics of most public sector organisations are the
increasing adoption of managerialist perspectives and techniques, the not-for-profit
ethos and political accountability. Professional management, explicit standards of
performance, private sector styles of practice and parsimony in resource use are all
features of the public sector today. While many products have not changed
fundamentally, there have been radical changes in the organisation for their delivery.
Public sector organisations also display many of the characteristics associated with
those in the private not-for-profit sector. Among charities, trusts, human rights and
medical organisations, the primary goal of the organisation is not profit. Although
trading activities may well produce a profit, that is generally referred to as "surplus".

The political accountability of public sector organisations has special
implications for how they might engage with electronic forms of information,
communication and service delivery. The actions of public service organisations
have the potential of being scrutinised by the public or their political representatives
in ways that do not exist in the private commercial world. Even relatively new
organisational arrangements, such as contracting out, executive agencies and public-
private partnerships, have not generally severed this political link. As such,
relatively minor errors risk becoming political scandals. It follows that organisations
in the public sector are cautious, rule-bound and relatively inflexible. This, of
course, is in contrast to the culture of openness, sharing and experiment among
individuals and entities in the virtual world.

By way of an example of the difficulties to which this political accountability
gives rise, the case of the French Government versus Yahoo!.com is illustrative. In
this situation, the Government sought to control public access to information
regarding Nazi memorabilia on the World Wide Web. The tradition of political
institutions is that they provide a form of control in the interests of the community;
the e-environment challenges and undermines this by its avowed openness.
Accountability is important in many domains, but public sector organisational
accountability is rife with sensitivities, principle and community acceptance. Where
electronic communication issues enter the arena, the matters are exacerbated.

Further, to questions regarding public organisation characteristics, the

structuring of political, or public sector, organisations is traditionally functional.
That is, government departments organise around functions such as finance,
security, welfare and education. That makes perfect organisational sense from the
supplier’s perspective. However, the consuming citizen might not understand that
form of organisation. One of the lessons of e-business development is the successful
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application of metamarket theory – a market of markets. That is, while business
firms tend to think in terms of products and industry sectors, consumers perceive
their worlds in terms of activities. So, for instance, the human activity that draws
together businesses in such ostensibly different industries as flowers, hotels,
clothing, photography, music and religious services is the wedding. The Web offers
a highly efficient medium for aggregating such streams. It is an aggregator that
enables the convergence of services.

For government, and, critically, for e-democracy, there is significant merit in
exploring how citizens perceive the overlap and separation of public services, and of
their entitlements and duties. There may be particular welfare effects in presenting

the approach that the government is integrated, united and working across functional
boundaries in the common interest. The Web provides what appears to be, and may
actually become, a highly efficient “one-stop-shop” kind of arrangement. This could
be especially helpful for “bureaucratically illiterate” citizens and their sponsors, who
may conventionally have failed to access information and entitlements because they
were spread across physically separate institutions such as justice, housing or
childcare. Of course, it could also exacerbate the problems of those who find
themselves experiencing access difficulties in any one area. In the meta sense, this is
a “market of markets”. The e-government aspect is one of providing an
intermediary function that combines or aggregates services that, while continuing to
be performed by separated organisations, offer the citizen-consumer the appearance
of a single integrated function.

Public Sector Markets and the eDebate4.3

The public sector market is hugely diverse in terms of population, structure,
demand and activity. In as much as society can be regarded as a market for public
sector services, citizens can be understood as consumers of the outputs of political
and public sector organisations and processes. Citizen-consumers take the form of
students, patients, residents, motorists etc. Their unifying characteristic, however, is
that they are citizens. As citizens, people define themselves in terms of identity,
rights and duties. Citizens, however, may expect to be treated as customers, but may
not care to be referred to as such. Citizenship is also an egalitarian notion,
suggesting equality of treatment by representatives of the state regardless of rank or
fortune. This idea is reinforced by the fact that public goods are free at the point of
delivery, and the link between use and taxation is long and tenuous. Further, people
play multiple roles as public service consumers, being at the same time funders,
users and assessors.

Citizens can usually find redress for grievances i.e. dissatisfaction with services,
through constitutional, political and legal remedies. Consumers, on the other hand,
typically engage in complaining behaviour. Citizens owe loyalty but consumers can
more easily exit the relationship (Hirschman 1970). Much of the change in the
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Three main channel effects of ICT developments may be identified. First,
disintermediation occurs where the channel is shortened because the customer
accesses the producer directly. In the government situation, this could be where the
citizen no longer needs to go through an agency of some kind. The contact is direct,
without need for intercession. Cultural norms, as well as established practices and
structures, will influence the appropriateness or otherwise of disintermediation.
Second, the establishment of information intermediaries (infomediaries) (Hagel and
Rayport 2000) is another development. In this case, the channel gets longer by the
introduction of a new player, the function of which is to improve the information
flows in one or both directions. Although the channels appears to have more
members, and so become longer, if the infomediary cuts through complicated info-
clutter, and actually adds value, it is a positive contribution. Third, the concept of
metamediaries has been outlined above (Sawhney 1999). In this context it may
approach a combination of political and public sector services accessed through a
single point. The obvious advantages include the development of political and public
sector arrangements more in keeping with the publics’ perspectives than the
providers’. These kinds of market or channel solutions are not mutually exclusive;
all may exist in a complementary fashion.

market characteristics for public services revolves around the attempts by
governments tutored by public choice models to educate citizens to act like
consumers. Thus, for example, the increasing use of citizens’ charters in the public
services is aimed at facilitating complaint and comprehension for service users, i.e.
customers (Millar and Peroni 1992). The authors of such charters expect better
public services to result from a market of customers than one of citizens.

Better informed citizens, acting as confident consumers, make for a better
democracy. The establishment of e-government should reduce the efforts of
complaint, thereby enabling better quality feedback from the marketplace and more
responsive service providers. Accepting the citizen as a consumer allows for
development of the marketplace analogy. Getting services to the market is the
function of channels, a conceptualisation that is important in understanding the
potential for e-government.

CONCLUSIONS5.

Clearly, none of the advocates for e-government and e-democracy is ill
intentioned towards democratic principles. They may feel some impatience at the
idiosyncrasies of the current processes, and point optimistically to the potential for
electronic access to information and channels of participation. The argument of this
paper, however, is that these benefits, though real, are also fraught with danger for
democracy. In Burke's terms, the e-democracy advocates are in danger of being
deluded by the technical advances into neglecting the inherently conflictual nature of
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both government and democracy. However efficiently delivered, information about
politics is never neutral; it is given to effect government outcomes. The distinctive
characteristics of the political and public sector contexts must be addressed by the
proponents of e-based solutions. There would be an arrogance and ignorance on the
part of those who would seek to import directly technology-based solutions from the
commercial world into the relations between the state, the public institutions and the
citizenry. Consideration in the first instance of the peculiar aspects of public
services, organisations and marketplaces would bring a contextual sensitivity to the
project, thereby improving subsequent design and application. Our conclusion is that
more attention should be paid to the mechanisms of representative democracy so
that they can be incorporated into e-systems rather than clash with them.
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Applying Stakeholder Theory to E-Government:
Benefits and Limits

Hans J. Scholl
University at Albany / SUNY, Jscholl@ctg.albany.edu

Abstract: According to most scholars in the field, stakeholder theory is not a special
theory on a firm’s constituencies but sets out to replace today’s prevailing
neoclassical economic concept of the firm. Though stakeholder theory
explicitly is a theory on a private sector entity, some scholars apply it to public
sector organizations. This paper summarizes stakeholder theory, discusses its
premises and justifications, compares its tracks, sheds light on recent attempts
to join the two tracks, and discusses the benefits and limits of its practical
applicability to the public sector using the case of a recent New York State e-
Government initiative.

1. INTRODUCTION

The term "stakeholder" as Freeman acknowledged in a recent paper indicates a
biased perspective. Rather than defining the unit of analysis as "interest groups" or
"constituencies", the term "stakeholder" deliberately denotes a contrast to
"stockholders", or "shareholders" [1]. Consequently, its proponents understand the
stakeholder theory of the firm as an open challenge to the prevailing neoclassical
economic theory of the firm (e.g. [2, 3]). The stakeholder research tradition began to
unfold in the wake of R. Edward Freeman’s seminal book Strategic Management. A
Stakeholders Approach published in the mid-1980s [4]. The book initiated a still
ongoing academic discussion. It suggested in a comprehensive fashion that strategic
management of private sector firms might produce better results if managerial
efforts adequately regard various stakeholders' concerns. Or, in other words,
shareholders benefit long-term if other legitimate interests in the firm do not fall by
the wayside.

54
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Two distinct strands of stakeholder research have developed over the past decade
and a half. The "Instrumental" or Social Science strand, and the "Business Ethics"
strand. While both cover some common ground (e.g. the aforementioned bias), they
differ drastically in methods used and results achieved. The Social Science strand
sees itself as part of Organizational Studies partly overlapping with agency theory,
network theory, and resource dependence theory, to name a few. Scholars of this
strand rely on methodological rigor. The Business Ethics-based stakeholder theory
implements different means and reaches for different ends. It assumes that each
stakeholder of the firm has an intrinsic value regardless of her actual power or legal
entitlement. It seeks to formulate correct ethical norms for managerial behavior.
Though stakeholder theory roots in and pertains to the private-sector organization of
the firm, there is tremendous interest in applying at least part of the findings to the
managerial decision-making in public-sector organizations. While some proponents
of stakeholder theory are extremely skeptical regarding this undertaking, inter and
intra-governmental decision processes may benefit from the application of
stakeholder principles. This seems particularly to be the case regarding large-scale
investments in information technology where the risk of failure is notably high.

The paper is organized in the following fashion: In the next section, it outlines
the basic ideas and concepts of the stakeholder research traditions. In the succeeding
section, it compares the two strands in some detail and summarizes various
justifications of stakeholder theory. In a further section, the paper discusses the
general applicability of stakeholder theory to the public sector using the case of a
major e-government initiative in New York State. The paper concludes that
stakeholder theory, despite some deficiencies and limitations, has become
increasingly influential on managerial decision-making in both the private and the
public sector. It also confirms the practical value of a stakeholder approach in e-
government-related settings.

2. THE UNFOLDING OF A STAKEHOLDER
RESEARCH TRADITION!

The definition of the two terms "stake" and "stakeholder" needs to antecede any
further discussion of the theory. A "stake" in an organization in terms of stakeholder
theory rests on "legal, moral, or presumed" claims, or on the capacity to affect an
organization’s "behavior, direction, process, or outcomes" [5, 858]. As Reed defines,
"stakes are understood to impose normative obligations....we will define a stake as
'an interest for which a valid normative claim can be advanced."' [6, 467]. The
definition of a stakeholder comes in various forms and flavors, some of which prefer
a narrow interpretation, others deliberately maintain the broadest possible scope.
The classical (and most frequently cited) definition is Freeman’s:
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A stakeholder in an organization is (by its definition) any group or
individual who can affect or is affected by the achievement of the
organization’s objective. [4, 25]

Freeman gave this same definition in a 1983 article under the same title in which
the broader term "organization's mission" was used instead of "organization's
objective" [7, 38]. This definition has been accepted, and simultaneously, criticized
depending on the scholarly position. While the business ethics track generally
embraces a wider definition, the social science track favors a narrow one. As Cohen
observes, the use of the term in business ethics reaches beyond the one in
discussions "of law, conveyance, and gambling" [8. 3]. It has been argued that such
broad definitions make it possible to include even such groups as terrorists and
competitors [9] who, indeed, could affect the firm painfully. This dilemma can
partly be resolved by narrowing the definition in a meaningful way. By following
Clarkson’s argument [10], Mitchell et al. argue that the use of risk as a second
defining property for the stake in an organization helps to "narrow the stakeholder
field to those with legitimate claims, regardless of their power to influence the firm
or the legitimacy of their relationship to the firm" [5, 857]. In a similar approach,
Alkhafaji proposed focusing the stakeholder definition on only those groups that
have a vested interest in the survival of the firm can be referred to as stakeholders
[11]. A comprehensive, though not totally complete, development chronology of the
term into the concept of stakeholder was presented by Mitchell et al. [5]. In
summary, the concept is not uniformly accepted. In most cases, however, the
differences refer to the scope of the definition.

In the next paragraphs, we will discuss the commonly used justifications of
stakeholder theory. The ruling paradigm of corporate governance holds that those
who invest their capital into whatever kind of business, and, by that token, those
who risk losing their investment in parts or in total, have an entitlement (and an
obligation) to govern the business they have invested into. Capital investors
(principals) either govern the business themselves, or they do so with support of
agents (managers) who they may appoint. As Etzioni points out, this understanding
of principals’ rights roots in "basically a mere extension of their natural right to own
their private property" [12, 680]. However, the straightforward, unlimited
transferability of individual property rights into the dimension of a corporation and
its governance is increasingly questioned in the literature of various disciplines. This
is also reflected in court decisions in both the US and Europe. As Etzioni remarks,
"the notion that shareholders govern the corporation is largely a fiction; typically,
executives have the greatest power" [12, 680]. The flames of this discussion have
been further fanned by the observation that principals and agents may have
conflicting interests even among themselves which has led to the development of
agency theory [13] and a discussion about corporate governance as such. As
Donaldson & Preston observe, “the conventional model of the corporation, in both
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legal and managerial forms, has failed to discipline self-serving managerial
behavior" [14, 87]. Apart from this, the exclusively economic perspective on
corporate governance, even though it has gotten some support in recent years
through the shareholder value discussion and practices, has been seriously called
into question from a number of perspectives.

According to Alkhafaji, corporate performance, power, and privileges as well as
the corporate capacity to properly handle future problems of society are at the center
of such criticism [11]. When it comes to corporate governance there are obviously
more individuals and groups who have something important at stake than the
shareowners and managers alone. Furthermore, it is not only the stake as such but
more so the potential for conflict of interest [15]. Clarkson argues that such areas of
conflict in which an issue is not subject to any legislation or regulation may be those
of stakeholder issues rather than social issues [16]. Lastly, as Sethi pointed out,
private firms impact other entities in society "above and beyond their economic
sphere" [17, 19]. By doing so, they naturally have to be subjected to checks and
balances.

Stakeholder theory attempts to describe, prescribe, and derive alternatives for
corporate governance that include and balance a multitude of interests. The theory
has drawn considerable attention and support since its early formulation. However,
as discussed above, there are a least two major branches or strands of stakeholder
theory. Jones & Wicks distinguish between the following elements, or better
research tracks: “(1) firms/managers should behave in certain ways (normative), (2)
certain outcomes are more likely if firms/managers behave in certain ways
(instrumental) ,  (3)  f i rms/managers  actual ly behave in certain ways
(descriptive/empirical)” [18, 207].

The distinction of normative versus instrumental versus descriptive/empirical
research tracks inside stakeholder theory is further elaborated by Donaldson &
Preston in their frequently cited article titled The stakeholder theory of the
corporation: concepts, evidence, and implications. The theory’s focus has been the
manager of the firm, and how she recognizes and acts upon the various stakeholders
and their claims. Freeman himself made it clear that what he had presented was an
"inherently 'managerial'" concept or a framework about managerial and,
organizational behavior” [4, 43].

The theory’s origins were designed to provide managers with a handle for
developing more balanced and more robust strategies that reflect the unfolding
changes inside the organization and in the environment of the corporate landscape.
The firm was seen as the hub at the center of the spokes representing various
stakeholders who were in essence equidistant to the firm. In other words, the
perspective of stakeholder theory was partly oriented towards employees and
managers, or towards others, viewing very much in the same fashion, corporate
managers look at their firms and the world around them. However, with increasing
attention to managerial power and the aftermath of managerial failure, an outside-in
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perspective, predominantly nurtured from and by business ethics and philosophy
scholars has emerged. Among many others, Phillips voices this perspective when
stating that the organizational-efficiency argument is "insufficient as a basis of
normative organizational ethics study" [9, 52-53].

These different points of departure between the "inside-out" and "outside-in"
perspectives have both considerably contributed to the formulation of "the" theory.
Nevertheless, the two tracks share only a few basic insights, and also come quite
frequently to different, sometimes even contrary, conclusions as emphasized by
Donaldson & Preston:

A striking characteristic of the stakeholder literature is that diverse
theoretical approaches are often combined without acknowledgement.
Indeed, the temptation to seek a three-in-one theory - or at least to slide
from one theoretical base to another - is strong...The muddling of
theoretical bases and objectives, although often understandable, has led to
less rigorous thinking and analysis than the stakeholder concept requires.
[14, 72-73]

Treviño & Weaver hence suggest referring to a stakeholder research tradition,
rather than a unified theory [19]. Not surprisingly, stakeholder theory (and
particularly its business ethics strand) has drawn outspoken criticism from leading
economists. As early as 1970, Milton Friedman in an irresistibly rhetorical article in
the New York Times Magazine made his point utterly clear: "The social
responsibility of business is to increase its profits" [20]. But critics from inside the
field also bluntly state that "it is time to get off the veranda and require stakeholder
theory to ground itself in more data" [21, 230], aiming particularly at the social
science track.

3. THE TWO STRANDS

The social science track encompasses the two areas of descriptive/empirical and
instrumental research. Frooman offers this short formula: stakeholder theory asks,
"(1) Who are they? (2) What do they want? (3) How are they going to try to get it?"
[15, 193]. Jones & Wicks describe the first strand as revolving around the two claims
that managers regard stakeholders because of the "intrinsic justice" of their claims,
and because information on stakeholder interests makes the firm more manageable
[18, 208]. Donaldson & Preston support the view of the descriptive nature of
stakeholder theory. They see the organization as a "constellation of cooperative and
competitive interests possessing intrinsic value" [14, 66]. Treviño & Weaver,
however, doubt the theoretical originality of this branch of the theory and argue that
the fundamentals of descriptive stakeholder theory are ill defined. They conclude
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that descriptive stakeholder theory looks just like a derivative of other social science
theories [19].

The instrumental strand links managerial actions to outcomes and attempts to
explain how these links work. As Donaldson observes–given the intrinsic value of
all stakeholders' interests–those organizations that actively "manage" stakeholder
interests fare far better in traditional measures such as return on investment than
those who do not [22, 238]. As Jones asserts, instrumental stakeholder theory comes
to exactly opposite conclusions as neoclassical economic theory does: Trusting,
trustworthy, and cooperative behavior, he maintains, leads to superior results than
opportunistic and selfish behavior [13, 432]. Weston & Copeland, on the other hand,
see a compatibility of the two theories to the end, that financial managers, for
example, have the goal "to maximize the value of the organization" [23, 5] They
concede that "value maximization is subject to the constraints of the legitimate
claims of the different stakeholders" [23, 12]. Cloninger adds that the reputational
capital of the firm is at stake if stakeholders are not properly managed [24]. The
instrumental branch helps corporate managers manage stakeholders in practice. It is
about "Who and What Really Counts". Under this label, Mitchell et al develop a
dynamic perspective on stakeholders than the inevitably static hub-and-spoke view.
Their approach distinguishes between attributes of power, legitimacy, and urgency.
With help of these attributes seven classes of stakeholders are identified who need
different managerial attention at different times [5].

The normative or business ethics track deducts norms and principles for
corporations in a more or less axiomatic fashion from philosophical vantage points.
Kant’s categorical imperative is a center pillar in building the theory of the firm's
stakeholders. Others ground it on the theory of the common good [25], or on the
principle of fairness [9]. Reed proposes to anchor the theory normatively on Critical
Theory [6, 455]. He argues that all citizens have a general stake, namely, that their
"political equality (is) assured." A firm may even operate within the legal framework
but may still become a threat to just this political equality. Reed further advances his
argument by pointing to the need that all humans have a legitimate interest in securing
their physical and material lives. On this basis, he claims, any economic system must
have the capacity to benefit everybody. Consequently, everybody must have a fair
economic opportunity. Since firms can undermine this fair opportunity, a legitimate
stake in the activity of the firm can be assumed. This, he continues, encompasses
forming and maintaining one's own identity and choosing one's own life projects. On
this basis, Reed formulates a very general stake: "(W)e all have a stake in all members
of the communities to which we belong living in accord with the norms and values of
our shared identity" [6, 470].

Though the normative track is mainly concerned with ethical appropriateness of
corporate and managerial activity, it does not completely ignore economic
necessities. As Jones & Wicks emphasize, it does not seek "to shift the focus of firms
away from marketplace success toward human decency but to come up with
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understandings of business in which these objectives are linked and mutually
reinforcing" [18, 209]. However, as Treviño and Weaver almost provokingly ask,
"(w)ouldn't normative stakeholder theory's concern for the intrinsic interests of all
legitimate stakeholders sometimes dictate that a firm should go out of business?" [19,
225]. They conclude that normative foundations are not essentially necessary to
demonstrate the superior performance of corporations who honor and properly treat
their stakeholders. Donaldson & Preston, on the other hand, find the three approaches
"mutually supportive" [14, 66].

Most scholars agree that ultimately stakeholder theory relies on normative
foundations. The social science track, as pointed out earlier, heavily leans up on
other social science theories such as agency theory, network theory, game theory,
corporate social performance theory, resource-based theory, transaction cost theory,
company-as-contract theory, private property theory, to name just a few. Even in the
normative track organizational justice theory or fairness theory or the theory of the
common good among others are proposed as foundations. This may lead to the
conclusion that stakeholder theory is a hybrid with unclear parenthood.

The considerable number of attempts and proposals indicates, at least, a diverse
and even controversial understanding the foundations any stakeholder theory rests
on. Jones [13, 422] argues that firms that treat stakeholders in a trustworthy manner
will develop a competitive advantage since they are able to reduce costs; in other
words, good stakeholder management translates into good business. Donaldson &
Preston [14, 77] point out that the instrumental justification (as good business) has
not been verified, and that there is no compelling evidence for superior performance
in terms of traditional measures when proper stakeholder management is employed.
Along the same (i.e., instrumental) lines, Clarkson claims that the corporation
defined as a system of primary stakeholder groups can only survive in the long run
if, and only if, it maintains its ability to create wealth and value for the whole
primary stakeholder system of the firm [16]. This proposition, of course, is the most
far-reaching and needs to be rigorously tested. If confirmed, the justification of
stakeholder theory from an instrumental perspective would no longer be in question.

Justifications from normative quarters may be more compelling as evidenced by
unfolding case law, for example, in the United States. The instrumental perspective
is concerned with a management issue: "Will the firm, I am managing be better off,
if I factor in other stakeholders' interests?". Normative theory rather looks upon the
firm from the outside, and is concerned whether or not this form of human
organization does produce more harm than good for a broader community of
stakeholders. There are different avenues to anchor this perspective. One is,

ironically or not, rooted in the property rights themselves–Donaldson and Preston
observe:

The notion that property rights are embedded in human rights and that
restrictions against harmful uses are intrinsic to the property rights concept
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clearly brings the interests of others (i.e., of non-owner stakeholders) into
the picture. [14, 83]

Etzioni comes to similar conclusions pointing at the changing interpretation of
property laws that increasingly attach strings to property rights and emphasize
societal obligations. "Corporations are a societal creation, and society grants
shareholders a valuable privilege in exchange for which the society can seek some
specific consideration [12, 681]. Shankman also argues that "the concept of property
rights includes duties to multiple stakeholders, not just the shareholders of the firm"
[26, 327]. Philips, in turn, anchors normative stakeholder theory on the principle of
fairness [9]. Cohen sees the obligation of informed consent, if individuals or groups
are affected, as the basis for normative stakeholder legitimacy [8]. Quinn & Jones,
as well as Shankman, maintain that there are four core principles "antecedent" to law
or any contract of whatever nature (e.g. between principal and agent)

–which include "avoid harm to others," "respect the autonomy of others,"
"avoid lying," and "honor agreements," ... Acting with regard to these
principles is the moral obligation of all humans, no matter what profession
or position [27, 30]

The absence of respective law does not forsake any of these fundamental
principles. That is, individuals are entitled to demand protection under such
normative principles regardless of the legal framework that they may live under. On
this basis, Reed [6, 474] presents a very fundamental (and conclusive) justification
of stakeholder theory on normative grounds: since a firm may threaten the individual
and the community in at least two dimensions ("harm", "autonomy"), there are
stakes in the activity of any firm. Reed stresses, that capitalist business practice is
not self-justified or granted per se. It may only represent a generalizable interest as
long as it provides efficient markets, fair distribution, limited marginalization (in
terms of minorities), limited colonization, and limited hierarchical management.
Reed also emphasizes that these norms hold, even if they are not, or not yet, backed
up by common law.

These normative lines of reasoning have had a major impact on legislation in
many of the United States in the last two decades of the 20th century. Before this
background it is amazing that there is still a debate about the justification of
stakeholder theory. Effective legislation has been passed (and successive case law
has developed) that mandates the consideration of stakeholder interests, or at least,
off-burdens management from serving shareholder interests alone. With the advent
of stakeholder statutes, and evolving case law in this area, the scenery has changed
in favor of advocates of stakeholder interests.
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4. STAKEHOLDER THEORY AND THE PUBLIC
SECTOR

Despite the opposition from prominent proponents of the theory, the stakeholder
concept has even found its way into the scholarly discussion of the public
administration literature [28] and public sector practice. Donaldson & Preston
completely doubt the value and appropriateness of such undertaking [14] because
they see the theory as merely one of the (private-sector) firm governed by
fundamentally different principles and implications than any public sector
organization.

However, even though most public-sector managers perform their tasks for
different reasons (e.g., public interest) as opposed to their private-sector counterparts
(e.g., survival of the firm, or profit), their decisions have the same capacity to affect
individuals or groups pursuing their organization’s objective. Also, others–as in the
private sector– can affect public managers and governmental organizations. In other
words, Freeman's stakeholder definition applies to managerial decision-making also
in a governmental context. Instrumental and normative considerations can be applied
to public-sector stakeholder scenarios as much as in the private sector. However, as
Tennert & Schroeder [28] find, public sector managers lack a proper toolkit for
stakeholder identification and management. This leads to "difficult stakeholder
situations" after public-sector decisions have been made (p. 3). Since the public
sector manager's self-understanding is shifting from being a public administrator
towards the one of a public facilitator, the authors see an even greater necessity for a
solid grounding of stakeholder management in the public sector. "Working in the
public sector has become a multi-jurisdictional and multi-sector endeavor" (p. 5)
according to the two authors. In other words, the shift from a more hierarchical to a
more network-type organizations further demands inclusion and management of
constituencies.

Tennert & Schroeder propose the combination of Mitchell et al.'s concept of
stakeholder identification along the lines of power, legitimacy, and urgency (cf. [5])
with Blair & Whitehead's [29] diagnostic topology of stakeholders' potential for
collaboration versus their potential for threatening the organization. The authors
propose a questionnaire by which these five capacities can be assessed [28, 33].

This framework has been tested in the context of a major e-Government
initiative in New York State (cf. [30]): The Central Accounting System of the State
is currently based on two-decade old mainframe technology. This system has not
only reached its limits in terms of expandability and maintainability (user interface,
service, etc.) but it also lacks integration and functionality in important areas of
contemporary financial management. Since the system is the spine of the State's
financial management and as such a mission-critical system to the State's overall
functioning, utmost caution has to accompany any repair, any addition, or any
overhaul of this system. On the other hand, New York State officials understand the
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necessity for a major overhaul and the potential for business process redesign and
integration across government agencies, government levels, and government
branches when overhauling the Central Accounting System (CAS) and expanding its
scope. One vision is to have a streamlined and integrated (in terms of business
processes and data structures) Intranet and Extranet-based accounting system that
serves the State as a hub of transaction and financial management for governmental
entities as well as private-sector firms (contractors, vendors). Such a system would
be a highly sophisticated government-to-government (g2g), and partly government-
to-business (g2b), e-government application with a high potential for reducing costs,
integrating processes and services, increasing response time, and enhancing
transparency and accessibility.

However, before an ambitious project of this scale and scope can be launched, it
is mandatory to understand the needs of the primary and secondary stakeholders in
such a setting. This consideration led to a stakeholder needs analysis which was
conducted by the University at Albany based Center for Technology in Government.
In this project, the Tennert & Schroeder framework was used to identify primary
stakeholders (also referred to as strategic partners) as well as secondary and tertiary
stakeholders. A joint project team was formed with members from the Office of the
State Comptroller (which has the statutory authority over the State's Central
Accounting System) and the Center for Technology in Government. This team
identified five primary stakeholders to the project: the State Assembly, the State
Senate, the Division of the Budget, the Office for Technology, and the Leadership of
the Office of the State Comptroller. These primary stakeholders jointly or alone
command (1) the power, (2) the legitimacy, and (3) the urgency to advance or to
shut down the CAS overhaul project at almost any given point in time. In other
words, without the support (or at least friendly indulgence) of any one of these
primary stakeholders the project would be doomed.

However, secondary stakeholders (those who do not rank high on all three scales
of power, legitimacy, and urgency), and even tertiary stakeholders (those who only
score high on one of the scales), have a capacity to contribute or to impede the
project to various degrees as well. State agencies that process over 17.5 millions
transaction per day using the CAS, local governments (such as counties, cities,
towns, and villages but also the Federal government), and finally non-governemental
entities, that is, in total several thousand organizations, fall into these latter two
categories. Applying Blair & Whitehead's diagnostic topology helped the joint
project team to understand (in a fairly detailed fashion) the potential for
collaboration with and threat from the primary stakeholders, and, in more general
terms, for the other two stakeholder groups. It was found that there are eight distinct
types of CAS users. These types vary in terms of their dependence on CAS, the scale
and scope of its usage, and the nature of usage (transactional,
analytical/informational).
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In a series of 13 uniformly facilitated half-day workshops over 200 experts from
41 State agencies and 10 non-governmental entities were asked about their specific
transactional and informational requirements. Six themes turned out to be the high-
priority needs: (1) data access and manipulation capabilities, (2) real-time workflow
support, (3) improvement in basic financial processes, (4) support for electronic
business, (5) usability/ease of use/user friendliness, and (6) consistency within and
across related systems. The stakeholder needs analysis further uncovered and
confirmed major deficiencies of the existing system such as the lack of data access
and tracking capabilities, the lack of data integration, the lack of business process
integration, the lack of a user-friendly interface, the lack of important functionality,
and finally the existence of numerous redundancies.

As a result of this exercise (in which the primary stakeholders were integrated
and supportive throughout the process) the joint project team made four
recommendations for further action: (1) analyze the fragmentation of existing
business processes and workflows, (2) conduct best and current practices studies, (3)
continue involving stakeholders into the process, and (4) maintain the current system
to gain time for a potentially multiyear transformation process. Though the project is
still in its infancy, the stakeholder needs analysis demonstrated the usefulness of the
stakeholder management approach in a public-sector setting: first, an abundance of
relevant information results from the workshop series; second, the integration and
support of primary stakeholder furthers the process and the project in significant
ways (for example, budgeting the succeeding steps); third, other stakeholders begin
to support the overhaul project discontinuing costly and redundant local efforts, and
fourth, the statewide visibility of the project leads to high levels of attention and
expectation.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper's intent has been to review stakeholder theory and its potential
applicability to e-government, and more generally, public-sector managerial
decision-making. It has demonstrated that a unified stakeholder theory does not
exist. Instead two divergent [1] rather than convergent [18] strands of stakeholder
theory exist. Though these two strands may have been originated from the same
source, their implications and prescriptions differ in various ways. Stakeholder
theory is primarily a theory of the private-sector firm. In its instrumental
interpretation it mainly challenges the neoclassical economic theory of the firm and
maintains that those firms that are managed for optimal stakeholder satisfaction
thrive better than those firms that only maximize shareholder interests (that is,
profit). Through its normative branch, stakeholder theory has become ever more
influential upon legislative and evolving case law trends in the past two decades. In
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other words, stakeholder theory, of whatever flavor, has made a major impact in
both the private and public spheres.

Despite the fact that stakeholder theory primarily applies to the private-sector
firm, the insights from this area can be applied in part to public sector settings, and
in particular, to the context of managerial decisions regarding major e-government
initiatives. This is due to the circumstance that public management responsibilities
begin to resemble private-sector management tasks not only formally but also
regarding the emerging network-nature of organizations in both spheres. Future
research may attempt to better understand the differences between private and
public-sector stakeholder scenarios. While the cross-sector application of insights of
instrumental stakeholder theory may be somewhat straightforward between g2g and
g2b scenarios, this may not be the case in government-to-citizen (g2c) scenarios
(since g2c is obviously not the equivalent to business-to-consumer (b2c), that is,
consumer is not equivalent to citizen). The role of citizens in e-government and e-
democracy settings may be more than just as a primary stakeholder who needs to be
"managed" in some sort of paternalistic fashion. However, stakeholder theory (in its
two strands) may have the capacity to broaden the understanding of the presumably
increasing importance of citizens in e-government and e-democracy scenarios.
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Recreating Government through Effective Knowledge
Management

Greg Robins and Janice Burn
Edith Cowan University, Australia

Abstract: This paper discusses the use of Intranet technology as a means for the delivery
of more effective government services. Specifically, we look at how a
Western Australian Government Agency, the Ministry for Sport and
Recreation, with geographically dispersed sites has utilised Intranet technology
to deliver corporate knowledge to all staff. This has laid the foundation for e-
government delivery across the region.

1. INTRODUCTION

Western Australia is an extremely large and isolated state covering 2.5million sq
kilometres and spanning 2400km from north to south. Many country towns are
highly remote from centralised public services with limited access to current
communications technology. Given these circumstances it is essential that
information systems are developed to enable effective access to both information
and electronic communications. Internet/Intranet technology lends itself perfectly to
the establishment of electronic communications between these locations with
relatively inexpensive communication links. They are hence powerful enablers of
knowledge sharing across functions, departments and geographical locations
rendering knowledge management as a core organisational competence (Kanter,
1999; Newell et al, 1999).

The paper begins with an overview of the definitions of knowledge management.
The authors review current thinking on what makes sound knowledge management
practice and examine how Intranet technology assists in developing a knowledge
focused organization. The definition of knowledge management is applied to a case
study which considers Intranet developments within a government agency that has a
centrally located office with a number of geographically dispersed sub offices. The
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case enables the review of the features of Intranet technology, in particular the
premise that Intranets are a ‘de-centred’ technology consisting of loosely coupled
systems (Newell, Scarborough, Hislop and Swan 1999) within the context of its
implementation and use as a knowledge management tool.

2. KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

Vail (1999) defines knowledge as information made actionable in a way that
adds value to the enterprise. There are two basic types of knowledge:
– Implicit knowledge – knowledge that is locked in people’s minds that comes

from their experiences and skills.
– Explicit Knowledge – knowledge that has been articulated and captured in

formal models, rules and procedures..
It can be said that explicit knowledge forms the basis of implicit knowledge. For

someone to develop implicit knowledge they must first gather explicit knowledge
and utilize this together with their skills and experiences to develop implicit
knowledge. Knowledge is produced as the result of human interpretation and
analysis rather than data processing (Moody and Shanks 1999). The essential
distinction is explicit knowledge can be digitized or turned into information while
implicit knowledge is intrinsic to people. Information only creates value for clients
when it is applied (Dawson 2000). The merging of the two is integral to creating
value from explicit knowledge and leveraging information repositories to create
competitive advantage or providing value for clients.

There are many definitions of Knowledge Management and strong debate on
defining and capturing implicit knowledge. Many would argue that once implicit
knowledge has been captured it becomes explicit knowledge or information.
Knowledge management is about turning raw data into information and from there
into knowledge (Kanter 1999). It is about understanding how to transfer knowledge
to users, how to add value to the information, how to transfer data into information
and how that information can be transferred into knowledge.

Knowledge management is a discipline that promotes an integrated approach to
identifying, managing and sharing all of an enterprise’s information assets. These
may include databases, documents, policies and procedures as well as previously
unarticulated expertise and experience resident in individual workers. Knowledge
management issues include developing, implementing and maintaining the
appropriate technical and organizational infrastructures to enable knowledge sharing
(Butler 2000). The major objective of knowledge management is to make effective
use of information and to combine this with effective use of ‘know-how’ and
expertise in an organisation.

Sveiby defines a knowledge organisation as one which:
– Provides services rather than products;
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– Sells its knowledge and expertise to solve complex problems for its customers;
– Consists of employees who are highly qualified and educated professionals

(knowledge workers), and
– Intangible assets are much more important than tangible assets. (Sveiby 1997)

This definition closely relates to the organization that forms the basis of the case
study of this paper. The organisation is the Ministry of Sport and Recreation, a
Western Australian state Government Department. It is very much a service
organisation responsible for providing sporting bodies in WA with a sport
consultancy. Its employees are sport specialists highly qualified in a wide variety of
disciplines within the sport industry.

3. CASE STUDY – THE MINISTRY OF SPORT AND
RECREATION

3.1 Research Method

The research methodology was based on action research. One of the authors was
fully involved in the implementation of the Ministry’s wide area network and the
development of the Intranet system. This included involvement in the three
committees that were established specifically to steer the Ministry’s information
requirements.

These committees are:
– The Information Technology Steering Committee,
– Internet Committee, and
– Intranet Committee.

These three committees each have representatives from each section within the
organisation and as such provided an extensive insight into the information
requirements for the organisation.

3.2 Background to Ministry of Sport & Recreation

The Ministry of Sport and Recreation is an organisation that has a number of
offices strategically located in country areas of Western Australia and a central
office located in Perth. Its main functions are to:
– Act as a consultancy to assist sporting organisations develop their sport

and operational functions,
– Assist local Government authorities develop and sporting infrastructure,
– Provide research information on current initiatives in the sporting and recreation

industry particularly in relation to preventative health and social issues such as
child protection or drugs in sport, and
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– Increase participation rates in sporting and recreational pursuits.
As indicated by the Director, Business Management
‘Until late 1999 the Ministry of Sport and Recreation operated in an information

technology environment that was largely ineffective and, in the context of the
‘Statewide’ nature of the Ministry, to some extent dysfunctional.’

In particular:
– The information technology environment was focused on single user

functionality and completely devoid of corporate tools;
– Corporate databases were being developed using software that precluded easy

and meaningful access by Statewide offices (database update was still being
done by ‘floppy disk’ transfer);

– There was no customisation of office tools to assist with document creation and
ensure maintenance of corporate standards;

– There were no tools to assist with document management including document
storage and document tracking and document location (requiring staff to spend
many hours per week simply searching the network locating documents stored in
one of many thousand directories);

– There was no mechanism for readily accessing corporate management
information such as operational plans, financial reports, documentation on
achievements and issues, corporate policies and procedures. human resource
management information. resource bookings, internal telephone lists and
functional responsibilities, client information. ministerial correspondence,
strategic dates (corporate calendar).
There was not one single web based application nor any plans to progress down

this path.
In terms of communications, the Ministry interacted with its regional offices in

much the same way as it did in the early 1990’s. The mechanism for
communications was inconsistent with contemporary business requirements; sound
management practice; and every other comparable State Government Agency (e.g.
Aboriginal Affairs, Legal Aid etc. who have implemented state of the art
communications frameworks). The idea was to develop a communication
infrastructure that enabled the linking of all offices, develop systems that captured
organizational knowledge and deliver this directly to each desktop. This was seen as
the Ministry’s Knowledge Management vision.

3.3 Corporate Context

The Ministry’s purpose is to ‘Enhance the lifestyle of Western Australians
through their participation and achievement in sport and recreation.’ In order to
assist in achieving this, one of the Ministry’s visions is to have skilled and informed
people delivering services. Hence, a new management framework was required that:
– Guaranteed all staff focused on approved outputs and outcomes;
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– Guaranteed corporate communications on achievements and work plans;
– Ensured that all staff have the opportunity to be informed;
– Ensured that resource issues and program management issues are discussed and

that major issues ‘bubble up’ for executive consideration.
The principle driving force behind the information reforms was the need to

deliver an environment in which all Ministry staff could substantially improve
productivity and inherently devote more time and resources to program delivery
(meeting client needs). The Ministry established a Statewide data communications
infrastructure and established office productivity tools to ensure all staff have access
to essential information. It has developed an Intranet site, known as The Arena.
The Arena provides all staff, regardless of location, access to a wealth of
information including, but not limited to, a client management system, Ministry
operational plans, monthly achievement reports, policies and procedures and
financial reports.

3.4 Organisational Culture

The Ministry of Sport & Recreation had a history of decentralized development.
All regional offices were isolated from the central office and as such had developed
their own policies and procedures. Many had developed their own web presence,
lacked internal information systems and had no access to corporate information.
Within the central office the various divisions worked independently of each other,
there were no corporate information systems nor effective management of electronic
or paper based documents. Staff were provided with computers for email and
developing documents but stored these in personal areas making the information
inaccessible to the organisation. The IT section consisted of two staff members with
responsibility for providing technical advice and setting up computers on desks.
There was limited strategic information planning revolving around a hardware
replacement strategy.
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Figure 1. Ministry Information Infrastructure Pre Arena

In 1999 a new Chief Executive Officer was appointed and there was a complete
change of the corporate executive team. This lead to a refocus on Information
Management and an Information Branch was initiated with the responsibility to
develop a statewide network and information infrastructure to support the
development of corporate information systems and the implementation of
Knowledge Management principles.

3.5 The Project

This project reflects a massive change to the way the Ministry carries out its
business. Implementation of The Arena and associated office productivity tools and
management practices represents the single biggest change the Ministry had
experienced in many years. The staff have been required to adopt a completely
different technology to the one they were used to as well as be prepared to change
the way that they carried out their daily tasks.

To ensure that the change process was managed effectively the Ministry
consciously went about:
– Ensuring that all staff are clear on who has carriage/responsibility for the

particular change process required,
– Ensuring user involvement and user commitment,
– Ensuring that those officers who were charged with leading the change process

actually had the necessary skills required,
– Ensuring training needs that arise as a consequence of the change process were

identified and addressed and supported with documentation,
– Setting and promoting timelines and monitoring progress (effective planning)
– Identification of problems and solutions, and
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– Ensuring ongoing communication - upwards, downwards and across
divisions/programs.

3.5.1 Responsibility

For each component of the implementation responsibility for managing the
change was determined (the change agent). While overall responsibility was vested
in the Director, Business Management, responsibility for individual components
included the Director, the Manager, Information Services, the Manager, Human
Resources, the Manager, Finance and Administration and the Principal Projects
Manager, Policy and Research Division. It was the responsibility of individual
officers to identify an implementation timetable; develop specification; consult staff;
manage resources; manage implementation; liase with Manager, Information
Systems (including coordination of launches on the Arena); ensure availability of
documentation; and promote system take up.

Use Involvement and Commitment. A strategic approach to user involvement
was adopted. At the outset a series of ‘show and tell’ sessions were conducted
identifying what was possible in the way of office productivity and information
access; an all staff conference was held in March 2000 to demonstrate and further
discuss the proposed strategy for the Ministry; feedback was sought from staff on
proposed directions; a Strategic Information Systems Steering Committee was
formed. This committee was representative of the whole Ministry and had the task
to oversee all projects, bringing to the table comment from the areas they
represented and make decisions that reflected the corporate vision. During each
phase of the project staff were asked for comment and feedback through the
information sessions. Following on from the project a monthly staff forum session
was established to provide an avenue for informing staff of new developments as
well as enabling staff to request training in a particular area or identify opportunity
based information developments.

Skills Required. At the start of the project it was recognised that staff within the
information systems area needed to be up-skilled and re-skilled on contemporary
networking solutions. Management of the project, in the first instance needed sound
strategic planning and interpersonal and communications skills in preference to a
high level of technical IT based skills; and transitional difficulties could be
minimised with a methodical and systematic approach to implementation and by
revisiting every tool to ensure that ‘it was easy’, it met user needs, had been
thoroughly tested and was supported by plan that included:
– user documentation;
– coordination between training program and set up of user desktop;
– common user interface.

In particular, arrangements were made to engage a proven highly skilled network
administrator to provide hands on coaching and knowledge transfer for one day per

Greg Robins & Janice Burn
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week (this was done through negotiation with another public sector agency); engage
on a short term basis an additional network administrator to ‘hold the fort’ during
implementation; where relevant, include in every contract the requirement to provide
skills transfer to Ministry staff (eg development of professional templates); appoint
an IS Manager who met the criteria outlined above but who also had a practical
understanding of where the Ministry needed to go and how to get there with regard
to information Management (and ideally had some experience in using the required
tools).

Training. Education was seen as the key to allay the fears of staff. Sessions on
‘communicating the why’ were conducted at every opportunity. Prior to the
commencement of the project a session was conducted at a whole of staff conference
and similar sessions were given to staff at each monthly staff meeting. The
message: The project would improve quality in projects and allow MSR to ramp up
to new technologies. There was a constant reinforcement with people as to why they
were changing and what was in it for them. Of paramount importance was the
training of all staff whilst minimising disruption to their daily routine. An initial
group of change leaders representative of each division were identified to trial the
training programme and to transfer to the new system prior to the full rollout.
During the trial session members of the group were encouraged to provide critical
comment to enable the system and training programme to be honed to suit the
Ministry.

To minimise disruption four staff at a time were provided with a three hour
session. Whilst the training was taking place a new computer was set up on their
desk to enable them to be immediately productive upon their return and to ensure
that they could put into practice what they had learned. At the end of each week a
follow up session was provided that reinforced the initial training as well as
providing a mechanism for staff to provide further input and feedback.

In summary, no new tools were put on the desks of staff without them first
attending a formal training program and having access to documentation.

Timelines (Planning). From the outset it was agreed with Corporate Executive
that the central office would be fully operational by June 30 2000 (this was
achieved a week earlier) with access to most of the proposed productivity tools
completed at the same time. To achieve the above it was necessary to ensure that
each component of the project had a timeline and that there would be a number of
things that could be undertaken concurrently. The timely completion evidenced that
mechanisms put in place to deliver the project were successful.

Problem Identification and Solution. What was important was that there was a
framework and a mechanism for having them quickly resolved. In addition to the
user consultation and the IT Strategic Directions Committee, the Information
Systems Branch met weekly with the Director, Business Management to
report/monitor/review progress and to identify action that needed to be taken to
accelerate the project. These meetings provided a guaranteed forum for:
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– Prioritising;
– Ensuring nothing slipped between the cracks;
– Identifying who else needed to be involved/informed (including when and why);
– Ensuring a common understanding of status and issues;
– Identifying what training was emerging/required;
– Focussing on timelines.

3.5.2 Communication

Issues in this area are largely addressed above. Suffice to say a communications
strategy was in place and a number of mechanisms for ensuring effective
communication were used. The basic premise underlying the project was to manage
the introduction and ongoing use of information technologies to support the more
flexible, complex, and integrated structures and processes demanded by the Ministry
and its staff. It is recognised that the introduction and ongoing use of information
technologies is an ongoing process made up of opportunities and challenges which
are not necessarily predictable at the start. At the end of the day, the project
identified three types of change that needed to be dealt with and that will continue
over time:
1. anticipated,
2. emergent, and
3. opportunity-based.

These can be related to Zack’s strategic framework for knowledge
management. (Zack, 1999). As a first step the organisation needs to determine the
value of knowledge to its business. In other words it must align its knowledge
resources and capabilities to the intellectual resources of its strategy. This should be
measured against two dimensions and related to knowledge aggressiveness. The first
dimension addresses the extent to which an organisation is primarily a creator or
user of knowledge and the second addresses whether the primary sources of
knowledge are internal or external. These together will provide the strategic
framework in which knowledge management strategy needs to be developed.
Combining the knowledge exploitation vs exploration orientation of the organisation
with its internally vs externally acquired orientation towards knowledge strategy
gives a framework for the KM based virtual organisation as shown in Figure 3.
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An awareness of these types of change allows the Ministry to experiment and
learn as it uses the technology over time. Most importantly, it offers a systematic
approach with which to understand and better manage the realities of technology-
based change in organisations today.

Aggressive KM/based
Unbounded Virtual

Network
External
Internal Conservative Traditional

Organisation

Exploiter/ Explorer/ Innovator/
Anticipated Emergent Opportunist

Figure 3. Framework for knowledge Strategy (adapted from Zack, 1999)

3.6 The Arena – Agency Wide Intranet

The Arena provides staff with ready access to both Departmental and Public
Sector wide policy and procedures together with access to detailed resource
management tools. This ensures equity within the Ministry as well as promoting
excellence in service delivery and the capacity to truly deliver accountability. The
Arena allows access to Ministry operational plans and achievement documentation
including the identification of issues and projected activity. This information is
fundamental to corporate management processes and decision making at a branch,
divisional and executive level.

Access to financial reports was previously provided only to Managers and only
in hard copy format once a month. There was no facility for forecasting
commitments and being mindful of what discretionary funds were truly available.
The Arena provides the opportunity to change all that, in particular, all financial
reports are now available on line to all staff; the reports can be updated on a daily
basis providing much more reliable and accurate information; the capacity can be
available to capture forecasting information.

In addition to financial resource information, staff have the ability to access their
current leave and payroll information. This information is also fundamental as a
mechanism to assist managers to manage leave liabilities within their area and,
through the reporting and charting function to manage staff availability. Even a
simple tool such as the on line telephone information function has had a major
impact within the Ministry. In addition to providing the telephone numbers and
photographs of all staff, it also includes information on staff functions and
responsibilities and tracking whether a staff member is in the office.

The Arena proactively provides Ministry staff with access to other corporate
information. Staff are kept informed of coming events, new initiatives and
important projects through a daily newsflash, Ministry notice board and calendar of
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In terms of document management, The Arena provides ready access to a
Ministerial tracking system that enables all staff to view information on current
Ministerial correspondence, who is the responsible officer and when it is due for
completion. This system assists in ensuring that all Ministerial correspondence is
tracked and actioned in a timely manner. The internal document management system
(IDMS) has greatly assisted staff in providing the best possible service to their
clients. The system has provided staff with the ability to search for information
stored in any document within the Ministry, value add to this information and
provide far more extensive and better researched information to their clients. Staff
are able to search through up to 40,000 documents and locate the required document
in less than 4 seconds. As the Director of Business Management stated:

events. A summary of the three areas is displayed on all screens each morning when
staff first begin their daily work.

Implementation of the Arena has, for the first time provided the opportunity to
make ‘Accountability’ easy. Policies and Procedures, Financial and Human
Resource information are at the fingertips of all staff – there is no question
about expectations and obligations; about what resources are available, what
have been used, what is committed and what is still available. What was planned
to be done, what has been done and what is proposed to be done is continually
visible.

The Arena has provided the Ministry with a comprehensive set of Knowledge
Management Tools that when coupled with staff skills and expertise produces true
knowledge as defined by Moody and Shanks and enables the Ministry to provide
value to its clients. The Arena is more than an Intranet. The Arena combines the
power of Internet and communications technology to bring together a geographically
disperse organisation to enable a consolidated approach to the provision of service to
clients through access to current information and the ability to form collaborative
links across the organisation. It is an integrated approach to identifying, managing
and sharing all of the enterprise’s information assets.
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Figure 2. Ministry Information Infrastructure Post Arena

4. LESSONS LEARNED

Newell et al (1999) states that resources, networks and knowledge are very
important during the implementation stage of an Intranet. Prior to embarking on the
project the Ministry of Sport and Recreation recruited senior managers who had had
experience implementing similar systems in other Government agencies. The
Information Management and Communications Branches were reviewed and
additional staff recruited in readiness for the project. At the outset of the project a
wide variety of Government agencies were consulted to determine what similar
initiatives had been undertaken to leverage their knowledge base. This recruitment
and environmental scan created the foundation for the implementation whilst paying

The setting up of an IT Steering Committee representative of all sections of the
organisation, the numerous informational sessions, and knowledge gathering all

Newell also discusses the importance of organisational control over the design
and use of technology when implementing a project aimed at increasing
organisational-wide knowledge management processes (Newell, Scarborough,
Hislop and Swan 1999). From the outset of this project it was determined that a
centralised approach needed to be taken to ensure that it succeeded. Prior to the
project a few different groups had worked on developing an intranet presence for

implementing such a project none had succeeded in being placed into production
within the organisation. Independent Intranets could be said to be increasing the
barriers, with electronic silos reinforcing the already existing functional barriers
(Newell, Scarborough, Hislop and Swan 1999).

attention to resources, establishment of external networks and strategic knowledge.

their information. Due to lack of coordination, resources and knowledge of
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ensured a positive outcome for the project. Attention was given to both internal and
external networks, the resources required to tackle the project which led to the
development of an appropriate knowledge base.

Knowledge management issues include developing, implementing and
maintaining the appropriate technical and organizational infrastructures to enable
knowledge sharing (Butler 2000). The Arena includes databases, documents and
policies and procedures. It includes technical infrastructures that allow the exchange
of knowledge between organisational members regardless of where their office is
located within Western Australia. Within the organisation the Arena stands for an
Intranet system and the communication links that enables collaboration, upward,
downward and horizontal information flows that assists in generating corporate
knowledge and the provision of services to clients.

Dyerson talks of three building blocks, appropriation – retention and effective
utilisation of internal knowledge, teamworking – integration of diverse knowledge
bases and learning – acquisition and exploitation of external knowledge (Dyerson
and Mueller 1999). The Ministry have begun to tackle the first two from an explicit
knowledge viewpoint and are now planning to look at the third. This will lay a solid
foundation for expanding their KM strategy and moving towards a tacit knowledge
strategy as identified in Figure 3.

The next step for the Ministry of Sport & Recreation is to tackle how to capture
and/or utilise the unarticulated expertise and experience within its people.
Davenport talks of Knowledge Management, Round Two. He indicates that round
one was related to managing knowledge management or capturing information and
placing it in one place. He indicates essentially this is the building of an Intranet
(Davenport 1999). Round two is capturing the tacit knowledge. Capturing this
knowledge must be ‘baked’ into the job. Certainly the Ministry of Sport &
Recreation have not contemplated the how, why or who for stage two and have a
long way to go prior to embarking on an implementation strategy. Standing and
Benson talk of organisational culture and how cultural change is a critical factor
(Standing and Benson 2000). Within the Ministry of Sport & Recreation there are
signs of change fatigue. Since January 2000 the organisation has implemented a
completely new technology infrastructure, asked staff to change the way they had
worked in the past as well as putting in place policies and procedures that make staff
far more accountable than ever before as well as putting in place reporting
mechanisms for all projects being undertaken. This rapid change has dramatically
changed the culture within the organisation, and staff are now requesting a slow
down of the pace of change. It could be said that the current climate and
organisational culture are not conducive to implementing this side of Knowledge
Management.

Email is utilised throughout the organisation to quickly disseminate knowledge.
A message system for staff to communicate directly with the CEO has been
established. The messages sent utilising this system can only be read by the CEO.
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Therefore there is no filtering mechanism or restrictions on the comments being
made. This has engendered a free flow of information and developed a culture of
open and frank discussion whilst encouraging constructive criticism and advice
across divisional and project boundaries. This is different to other research findings
where they found that communications from the lower level staff to senior
management was filtered, restricted and moved through slower channels (Standing
and Benson 2000).

Moody identifies four broad objectives
1 . Create knowledge repositories;
2 . Improve knowledge access;
3 . Enhance the knowledge environment; and
4 . Manage knowledge as an asset. (Moody and Shanks 1999)

The Ministry has tackled their Knowledge Management project in such a way as
to take into account and meet the first three objectives. They have ensured the
involvement of all staff at the early stages to obtain ‘buy-in’ and by doing an
environmental scan up front been able to implement systems rapidly whilst not
falling into pitfalls that other organisations had encountered. The project also
confirms Nissen’s, Kamel’s and Segupta’s statement that groupware offers
infrastructural support for knowledge work and enhances the environment in which
knowledge artefacts are created and managed, yet the management of knowledge
remains indirect (Nissen, Kamel and Sengupta 2000). As previously stated the
Ministry have yet to progress into the area of capturing tacit knowledge, yet they
have developed an infrastructure that clearly supports knowledge work particularly
in a geographically disperse or virtual environment. The environment also
facilitates the reuse of knowledge across the organisation.

5. CONCLUSION

This paper examines the initial stages of a Knowledge Management initiative
within a Western Australian Government Organisation. It is currently too early to
tell what impact this model has had on the goals the Ministry have set out to achieve
nor the effect it has had turning knowledge into organisational action. As Pfeffer
states ‘most firms’ efforts consist of investing in knowledge repositories such as
intranets and implementing technologies to facilitate collaboration What most firms
haven’t done very much is build knowledge into products and services’ (Pfeffer and
Sutton 1999). Whilst this is certainly the case at the Ministry of Sport & Recreation
further research is required over a period of time to determine if they do progress
beyond this.

In conclusion, lessons can be learned from the pragmatic approach taken by the
Ministry of Sport & Recreation. That is to start with the basics and to deliver
organisational wide information and communications infrastructure that allows for
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open communication through all levels of the organisation and access to information
regardless of physical location. If organisations embarking on KM programmes
take a realistic perspective then they are more likely to value the benefits that accrue
from the changes and techniques rather than expecting a radical transformation to
widespread sharing of knowledge (Standing and Benson 2000).
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Abstract:

1. INTRODUCTION

International e-government implies cross-national coupling of administrative
systems. As administrative concepts and classifications reflect social and
cultural differences, international e-government applications are even more
complex than those within the national boundaries. We will illustrate this by
describing the cross-national differences in the concept of marriage, and
discuss some of the implications for developing e-government applications.

Since the integration of Europe into a single market, the citizens of the European
Union member states should be able to migrate from one European country to
another with as few problems as possible. Yet, mobile Europeans have to deal with
time-consuming administrative procedures, which differ between the various
European countries. The FASME project aims at developing a prototype of a system
that supports mobile Europeans in solving these administrative problems. The main
goal of the interdisciplinary project is to show a concept of user-friendly
administrative procedures between European member states, in order to make
mobility within Europe easier.

Traditionally, Europe has been a source rather than a destination of immigrants.
This situation reversed from the 1960s onwards. Millions migrated to northern and
western European countries, and international migration is now at an all-time high.
(Salt, 2000) In the mid 1990s, about 125 million people lived outside their mother
country. This number is expanding every year (Population Reference Bureau, 1996).
Yet, Manuel Castells (1996) argues that there is no global labor force despite the
emergence of a network society. He claims that a global market only exists for a tiny
minority of high-skilled professionals in innovative R&D, cutting-edge engineering,
financial management, advanced business services, and entertainment. They
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commute between nodes of the global networks that control the planet. (ibid. 233)
Nonetheless, at this moment almost 5.5 million EU citizens live in other member
states. (Salt, 2000). Hence, facilitating mobility within the EU is important for
individual citizens. At the same time it may improve the operation of the European
labor market.

The FASME system is based on smartcards and the Internet. (for details c.f.,
Riedl 2000, 2001a, 2001b) The FASME smartcard is in fact a digital ID card, using
biometrical (fingerprint) identification technology, and containing digital signatures,
and personal information about the cardholder. The card should enable the user to
access through the Internet available electronic documents in (governmental)
databases, and to download these documents on the card or to send these directly to
other (governmental) agencies. The authenticity and the age of the documents will
be secured, as receiving institutions need to assess the status of the information
received. The personal information on the card is meant for the personalization of
service provision. Only a few functions have been implemented on the FASME
prototype.

Smartcard technology is often seen as the core technology for governmental
services in the information age. (Lips 1998)

2. LARGE TECHNICAL SYSTEMS

Only recently “... it has been recognized that an important characteristic of
modern technology is the existence of complex and large technical systems –
spatially extended and functionally integrated socio-technical networks such as
electrical power, railroad, and telephone systems” (Mayntz & Hughes, 1988).
Hughes’ (1983) analysis of the electrification of the world shows how large
technical systems (LTS) operate as networks of many interacting technical and
social components. LTS have the following properties:
– LTS are large scale, affecting many people and institutions.
– LTS are complex: political, legal, administrative, organizational and technical

issues are relevant in the design, development, implementation, maintenance,
and use of these systems.

– LTS are infrastructures, and face difficult issues of standardization.
– LTS generally embody political ideas and ideologies. (Gökalp (1992)

A full scale FASME system is typically a LTS, embodying the political ideology
of the unified Europe. It aims at designing a complex cross-national infrastructure
for e-government, involving many people and institutions.

The FASME card is meant for enabling access to many (public) services, and
quite a few of those are only used on an incidental basis. Consequently, the card has
to be multifunctional to attract enough potential users. This implies that many actors
with potentially diverging worldviews and interests are involved in developing and
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implementing the card. Institutions that adopt smartcard technologies will also have
to adapt their organization considerably. Many actors, and many functions generally
result in many difficulties. That is why high complexity is a main factor in the
failure of smartcard projects. In the FASME project, only two services had to be
implemented. Nevertheless, even the development of the prototype proved to be
complex, with many problems difficult to solve.

3. USER INVOLVEMENT

In a LTS a large number of people and institutions is involved, as potential
‘users’ of the system. Involving user groups is a prerequisite for successful
innovation. However, user involvement in the design of this type of complex
systems is a relatively new issue. (Clement & Van den Besselaar 1993; Rowe and
Frewer, 2000)

It is important to recognize that there is not a ‘universal user’. Several types of
potential users of a FASME system can be distinguished, with various interests: 1)
Various categories of mobile European citizens, who travel for business or for
private reasons, and have different levels of support. They differ in gender, age,
level of education, marital status, parentage, mastering of languages, disabilities.
Their expectation of e-government services varies accordingly. 2) Civil servants,
whose work will dramatically change in the age of e-government. 3) City councils
who have an interest in more efficient, effective, less costly, and more transparent
services. However, this has to fit in different legal frameworks, political processes
and ideologies. The citizen expects improvement of quality of services using ICT,
where possible. By improving their relationship with citizens, governments can
make their country, region or city more attractive as a place to live and to work. 4)
Representatives of employers hiring mobile Europeans. 5) Private sector service
providers, among others providers of services that support mobile people.

User requirements in FASME were explored through interviews, a survey,
workshops and tests. This resulted in constructive input, but even in a small-scale
project aiming at prototypes, communication of user needs to technical developers
proved to be difficult. As FASME has an international dimension, the variety of
users, and of their believes, norms, and cultures, is even larger. Some implications
will be discussed in the next section.

4. CONCEPTS, CLASSIFICATIONS, SYSTEMS

One service, which is being prototyped within FASME, is the registration of
mobile Europeans in the city they move to. In most countries this is an obligation for
foreigners. As one respondent remarked, this registration is the modern version of
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the mediaeval city wall: as soon as you are accepted inside, you belong to the social
system, with all its rights and obligations. Being registered is the prerequisite for
many services, public as well as private. Therefore, citizens’ registration is a process
secured with many provisions, such as the obligation to be physically present at the
registration office. Different countries require different information, but generally
one needs to have authenticated information about one’s own birth, marriage, and
about the children. For example, in the Netherlands the citizens’ registration
contains a vast amount of information, and many public and private institutions use
it. This is an important issue, as these kinds of registrations have many legal,
administrative, and other consequences.

A crucial point in international information exchange is that the concepts used
for classifying a person differ between countries. In an increasing number of cases
this may become problematic. For example, the concept of ‘father’ differs between
countries. In the Netherlands, a man is only the father of an extramarital child after
he formally ‘recognizes’ his child. In the UK, this concept of ‘recognition’ does not
exist. Thus, after moving to the Netherlands, an unmarried English father may not be
acknowledged as the father in formal situations.

Another example is the concept of marriage, which always appeared to be very
straightforward. The definition of marriage has recently changed in the Netherlands
by an enactment of the law to open up marriage for persons of the same sex. These
changes have implications for international e-government. We will show this in
more detail in the next section.

4.1 Same-sex marriage

In 1998, the Netherlands enacted a law allowing same-sex couples to register as
partners and to claim pensions, social security and inheritance. 67 The House of
Representatives voted in a large majority (107 against 33) for the bill, and the law
has come into effect on April 1, 2001. Another change to the Dutch law makes it
possible for two persons of the same sex to adopt a child. The child is being placed
in a legal family relationship with the two ‘parents’.68

6 7 Bill 26672 (On the Opening Up of Marriage) allows same-sex couples to marry and treats these
relationships the same as opposite-sex marriage. One of the partners must be a Dutch citizen or
permanent resident to contract a same-sex marriage in the Netherlands. Traditional laws of descent do
not apply in same-sex marriages, unless the couple adopts a child. Available online:
http://marriagelaw.cua.edu/nl_marriage.htm

6 8 Bill 26673 allows same-sex couples to adopt jointly. The couple must have cohabitated for three years
and have jointly raised the child for one year. For the time being, the child being adopted must also be
from the Netherlands (this was added to respond to criticisms from other countries). Available online:
http://marriagelaw.cua.edu/adoption.htm
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All the above-mentioned marriages involve a commitment between men and
women. But there is also proof that marriages between two persons of the same sex
have been conceivable in a wide range of periods and cultures. Halsall (1996) argues

All societies recognize marriage. And like all cultural phenomena, marriage is
governed by rules, and these rules vary from one society to another. Some societies
practice monogamy, where only one spouse at the time is permitted. However in
biblical times husbands (in societies like our own) could have more than one wife.
This is known as polygamy and is permitted in a lot of societies in the world today.
An alternative form of marriage - one that does occur but is rather rare - is known as

polyandry, in which one woman may have several husbands, often brothers (Rosman
& Rubel, 1989).

What the opponents of the same-sex marriage believe is that marriage is by its
very nature the union of a man and a woman and that this cannot be changed. In
their opinion, altering the meaning of marriage will lead to nothing but confusion

among people. However, we can ask ourselves the following question: what is
‘marriage’?

One day before the Dutch First Chamber had to vote on the issue of the same-sex
marriage, eighty professors of law and jurisprudence at universities across the world
sent a statement on the definition of marriage to the Parliament of the Netherlands
saying that “marriage is the unique union of a man and a woman”’ and “cannot be
arbitrarily redefined by lawmakers”. In the letter the professors claim that by seeing
marriage as the union of a man and a woman they represent the beliefs and practices
of the overwhelming majority of humanity. They continue by stating that “our
domestic and international laws should preserve, protect and promote the institution
of marriage”. According to these professors of law, redefining marriage to include
same-sex unions will introduce unprecedented moral, social and legal confusion into
our communities. They stress that no country is an island and that the actions of the
Dutch Parliament will have fateful consequences not only for Europe, but for every
country in the world. (Agar 2000)

The opening up of marriage to same sex couples by the Dutch Parliament caused
quite a bit of uproar in European and other countries. To express their objections
against the same-sex marriage, the Marriage Law Project of the Columbus School of
Law in Washington DC made the following statement: “Legalizing same-sex
‘marriage’ is not just an internal Dutch affair. Marriage is among the most portable
of institutions. In most cases, a marriage entered in one country will be recognized
by another country. Although, for the time being, one of the two same-sex ‘spouses’
must be a Dutch resident, inevitably same-sex couples will marry, move to another
country, and then demand that their ‘marriage’ be recognized in their second
country. These challenges will trigger legal conflicts worldwide, forcing countries to
debate their policies and pressuring them, in the name of ‘human rights’, to fall in
line.” (Coolidge & Duncan, 2000)
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Marriage is a legal concept that has numerous legal consequences, related to
health benefits, tax payment, rights to raise children, hospital visitation rights, sick
leave, and funeral leave. More and more homosexual partners enter into a life
partnership, and they are becoming aware that these rights are important for them as
well. In the Netherlands these rights are now recognized. But even though the same-
sex marriage will have a formal status in the Netherlands, the same-sex couples need
to realize that they may encounter a lot of practical and legal problems when moving
abroad. The recognition of gay marriage abroad will differ per country, and some
countries already have a ‘registered partnership’ between two persons of the same
gender (Iceland, Denmark, Sweden and Norway).

However, same-sex marriages are not recognized in many countries, and that
will probably cause legal confusion. The change in Dutch law may create a lot of
complications in an international context. For instance, if somebody is married in the
Netherlands with a partner of the same sex, then moves abroad and marries with a
person of the different sex, does the party involved have two spouses? Is, according
to Dutch law, the first marriage valid and the second not? And, at the same time,
might it be probable that in accordance with the law of the country where the party
stays, the second marriage is recognized and not the one under Dutch law? What is
the position of children in the Netherlands and abroad that are born out of one of
these marriages? Other questions were asked: will Dutch government offer legal
support to married homosexual couples abroad when they seek to gain recognition
for their marriage? If so, in what way? Will the Dutch government, on request,
recognize a gay couple from a country that does not have registered partnerships as a
married couple? Presuming that a marriage of a Dutch citizen and one non-Dutch
citizen of the same sex is dissolved, and one of the children is not in the
Netherlands, what is in such a scenario, the jurisdiction of the Dutch judge to
determine guardianship, visitation, or child support? What will the legal position be

Changes of legal concepts mirror the changes in our society. If existing
definitions could not ‘be arbitrarily redefined by lawmakers’ as the professors claim
in their statement to the parliament, we would still be in the situation where
interracial marriages in the United States would be prosecuted. It was not until 1967
that the U.S. Supreme Court declared that “any marriage between any white person
and a Negro or descendant of a Negro” was no longer illegal. It is hard to imagine
that in the 1960’s people opposed to this change in law, often using religious
arguments. But on the other hand, even if one has a pure legal view on marriage, it is
clear that a change of the legal meaning of marriage can have an effect on the
societal, cultural and religious meaning of marriage.

4.2 Complications in an International Context

that same-sex marriages did occur in sufficiently diverse historical and cultural
contexts as to refute the assertion that marriage is ‘naturally’ heterosexual.
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of a child adopted by a gay couple in case of emigration to a country that does not
know marriage between people of the same sex? And finally, if one of the partners
of a same-sex marriage dies abroad, how will the survivor pension been arranged?

4.3 Implications for design

systems for administrative support.

To make document exchange easier, several countries have signed an agreement
on standard templates for several documents: Certificates of Marriage, of Births, and
of Deaths. Figure 1 shows an example. An instructive example of the use of this is
Turkey. Turkish government does not issue a birth certificate to its citizens, but if a
Turkish citizen moves abroad, an international birth certificate is issued. Other
governments will accept the data on this certificate as long as it meets the rules of
the agreement. National governments handle the provided information from the
international templates according to their own legislation. The question that comes
up now is how the new Dutch concepts (partner instead of husband/wife; parent
instead of father/mother) can be mapped upon the template.

What are the consequences for international e-government of these differences in
concepts used to classify people? The problem is to translate an available document
set about a person in country A into a different but ‘equivalent’ document set valid
in country B. As far as this translation is problematic, mobile Europeans may have
difficulties to provide the required information in the country they are moving to.
This is true in the current paper based situation, and in that sense the problems are
not specific for e-government. Let us therefore look how document exchange
support is organized nowadays.

One may argue that the problems discussed in the previous section are
exceptions, and that most mobile Europeans fit in more ‘normal’ categories.
However, in postmodern societies, variation in situation and behavior of people is
expected to increase, and what is now still exceptional, may become quite normal in
the future. From that perspective differences between the normative systems in the
various countries may increase, as will the problems for designing e-government
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Figure 5. Example of a ‘Certificate of Marriage’ template.

69 Austria (1983), Bosnia-Herzegovina (1995), Croatia (1993), Italy (1983), Luxembourg (1983),
Macedonia (1994), The Netherlands (1987), Portugal (1983), Spain (1983), Switzerland (1990),
Turkey (1985) and Yugoslavia (1990).

The agreement on the described templates was decided on in Vienna on
September 8, 1976. Between 1982 and 1994, twelve countries have signed it, which
is a remarkable slow process.69  Why does it take so long? Germany, for example, is
not yet using it, although it was decided there to enter the agreement. However, it
requires legal changes and this is generally a difficult process, as laws are
interrelated, and changes in one law effects others. Therefore it was decided to
include the agreement on the use of the template in a larger and more general
revision of German laws, and this process is foreseen to start somewhere in 2004.
Consequently, the agreement will not come into effect in Germany before the end of
the decade.

The architecture of the FASME prototype follows the same ‘template principle’
as this paper-based system. National electronic forms will be translated into an
electronic template, and the other way around. An ‘ontology’ is needed to automate
these translations (Riedl 2000, 2001a), but it will face similar problems as the paper-
based versions.
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

This paper discussed some contextual issues in complex cross-national
administrative e-government, using the example of marriage. Firstly, the meaning of
the concept marriage (and other concepts) differs considerably between countries,
and the difference between married and not married has a wide number of legal (and
social) consequences. As the concept is highly relevant in many public regulations
and services, the variation in the meaning of ‘marriage’ creates serious problems for
interstate e-government. Of course, one could plea for complete legal harmonization
within the EU, but that is too far away. It may also be less desirable, as legal
differences reflect cultural diversity.

Within e-government, one may search for similar standardized templates for
documents exchange as already exist in paper-based solutions. However, where
concepts differ fundamentally, this does not solve the problems discussed.

Secondly, even where the ‘template solution’ does work, it may take years to
develop it, and to get it adopted by even a small number of European countries.
Consequently, the transition to e-government solutions, especially on the European
level, is expected to go very slow. This can be conceived as an advantage, as it gives
us time to learn carefully about the good solutions.
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Abstract: This paper explores how electronic government (e-government) can be
understood in the context of business administration. Our focus is on non-
technical issues: we concentrate on the analysis of organizational, cultural and
managerial aspects, in order to approach the possible development of e-
government and its implications on the public sector at different state levels.
Furthermore, we examine the relationship between the Public Management –
particularly in the form of the New Public Management (NPM) – and e-
government. Based on the outcomes of the analysis mentioned above, an
attempt is made to identify the greatest problems that governments will have to
face with respect to the introduction of e-government, and what kind of – if
any – contribution the disciplines of business administration and NPM can
make to resolve these problems. In order to achieve these goals, we set up a
conceptual framework for e-government from the perspective of NPM and
analyze its components. Our conclusion is that e-government can be
interpreted as a reform element that supports the idea behind the NPM and,
with its technological equipment, eases modernization as a whole.

1. INTRODUCTION

Electronic Government (e-government) seems to develop explosively: only a
few years ago, the term was virtually unknown even in scientific circles. Today,
modernizing the state without e-government is not thinkable any more, both in
theory and in practice. However, implementing e-government is not just a technical
matter. Experiences with change management in the public sector, deriving from the
“New Public Management” reform type, will be of great importance for a successful
implementation.
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This paper explores how e-government can be understood in the context of
business administration. Our focus is on non-technical issues: we will concentrate on
the analysis of organizational, cultural and managerial aspects, in order to approach
the possible development of e-government and its implications on the public sector
at different state levels. Furthermore, we will examine the relationship between
Public Management – particularly in the form of the New Public Management
(NPM) – and e-government.

Based on the outcomes of the analysis mentioned above, an attempt will be made
to identify the greatest problems that governments will have to face with respect to
the introduction of e-government, and what kind of – if any – contribution the
disciplines of business administration and NPM can make to resolve these problems.
In order to achieve these goals, we will set up a conceptual framework for e-
government from the perspective of NPM and analyze its components.

1.1 E-Government: A Working Definition

The term e-government comprises heterogeneous elements and multiple
dimensions, and no common definition can be found in the quickly expanding
number of publications on e-government. According to the area of expertise, some
define e-government as digital information and online transaction services to
citizens. Others use the term to refer to electronic commerce, namely online
procurement. “At this stage in the evolution of a digital economy and society, ‘too
narrow’ a definition can constrain opportunity and ‘too broad” a definition dilutes its
value as a rallying force” (Caldow 1999).

Public Management primarily sees in e-government the foundation for new
forms of communication and – deriving from that – new forms of organization for
public institutions and their stakeholders. Therefore, a common definition could be
the following:

Electronic Government is a form of organization that integrates the interactions
and the interrelations between government and citizens, companies, customers,
and public institutions through the application of modern information and
communication technologies.70

In analogy to e-commerce, e-government can be seen as the sum of new
possibilities for public institutions to communicate with others electronically.
Various forms of decision-making, business transactions, or simply communication
can take place through electronic networks, dramatically changing the way
government works.

70 Source: IDT-HSG Center of Excellence for Electronic Government, http://www.electronic-
government.org
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Unlike the New Public Management, e-government is not primarily motivated
by fiscal stress, administrative and/or political crisis, or dissatisfaction among public
managers. Rather, it is a technology-driven reform movement, whereby the reform
strategy follows the potential created by modern information and communication
technologies (ICT). In this sense, the common phrase “structure follows strategy”
will have to be enriched with a further element into: “structure follows strategy
follows potential”.

While the terms ,,governance“ and ,,government“ are sometimes used
interchangeably to depict the same thing, we believe that the two terms bear
different meanings, which calls for a brief clarification. The concept of governance
generally refers to the task of running a government, or any appropriate entity for
that matter. Governance is a broader notion than government71 . It „involves
interaction between the formal institutions and those in civil society. Governance
refers to a process whereby elements in society wield power, authority and influence
and enact policies and decisions concerning public life and social upliftment“72 .

1.2 New Public Management (NPM)

New Public Management (Hood 1991) has become a widely used term round the
world. It describes a global trend of a certain type of administrative reform “... but it
soon becomes apparent [...] that it has different meanings in different administrative
contexts” (Ormond and Löffler 1998). For the purpose of this paper, we use the
following broad definition: “New Public Management is the generic term for the
globally rather uniform ,overall movement‘ of government reforms. The main
characteristic of NPM reforms is the change from input to output orientation”
(Schedler and Proeller 2000, p. 5).

2. A MANAGERIAL FRAMEWORK FOR E-
GOVERNMENT

In this section, we will set up a framework for e-government from the
perspective of NPM. We will start by introducing three process elements which,
taken together, represent the core processes of a public sector organization. We then
will embed the core processes in their cultural context, attempting to define the
required elements of a specific “e-government culture”. Last, we will discuss the
possible contributions of three management techniques to the functioning of e-

71 E-government is situated in a modern governance concept; the “Digital Era Governance”
(Tapscott 1997). Gisler (2001, p. 18) defines “E-Governance” as the design of the general
framework for the information society.

72 Working definition of the British Council.
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government and demonstrate that e-government needs a visionary top-down strategy
in order to be successful.

2.1 Process Elements

The main aim of e-government is to improve the internal and external
performance of the public sector. E-government is based on the changes which were
initiated by the New Public Management: a consistent orientation of the public
institutions towards the service recipients.

Many terms are too broadly defined when they come up and can therefore be
linked to a vast spectrum of contents. This is what is happening with e-government,
which will lead to a devaluation of the term in the long run. To counteract this
development, a comprehensible as well as useful criterion needs to be employed for
designing an e-government concept. The political ,,decision-making and production
process“ could be such a design pattern. The latter can be divided into three
axiomatic process steps, each of them being supported by an own e-government
module: Electronic Democracy and Participation (eDP), Electronic Production
Networks (ePN), and Electronic Public Services (ePS).

2.1.1 Electronic Democracy and Participation (eDP)

Electronic Democracy and Participation (eDP) stands for political opinion-
building and decision-making via electronic media. Examples include Internet
voting (e-voting) and citizen networks.

E-voting addresses an important democratic element, the direct participation of
the people in the political process. The fact itself is not revolutionary: new forms of
voting were introduced before. By and by, those new forms loosened the ties with
respect to time and place of a poll (cf. fig. 1). In times when voting was done orally,
the introduction of the ballot brought along a certain degree of temporal
independence. The absentee vote lifted the local restrictions: instead of having to
betake oneself to the ballot, a citizen may cast his or her vote at any mailbox. E-
voting will make it even easier to cast a vote by switching from the medium ,,paper“
to the medium ,,internet“ (or subsequent media). In this context, Korac-Kakabadse
and Korac-Kakabadse (1999, p. 212) link specific information technologies (in the
broadest sense of the term) with particular political processes and forms:
– orality to democracy and the city-state;
– print to bureaucracy and the nation-state;
– the emergence of the Internet, or the global information infrastructure, to models

of e-democracy.
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Figure 1. E-voting - decreasing restrictions in time and place

2.1.2 Electronic Production Networks (ePN)

Electronic Production Networks (ePN) are forms of co-operation between public
and private institutions or between public and public institutions via electronic
media. A great potential lies in the setup and maintenance of virtual production
networks for fulfilling public responsibilities. The linking-up of different state
levels, such as regional extranets with data links for all municipalities, seems
particularly worth mentioning. Examples include outsourcing document renewals
and e-procurement solutions.

A distinguishing feature of production networks is the fact that different
institutions work at the same product in geographically different locations.
Economies of scale can be obtained by standardizing processes and by
amalgamating administrative activities – a characteristic that Schuh and Strack
(1997) also attribute to the virtual factory. In terms of the organization this means
that parts of the existing organization need to be split up or segmented in order to be
virtually integrated into an optimally configured unit of the production network. At
the same time, other parts of external organizations are pooled in the virtual network
in view of the task to be accomplished. First successful solutions of this kind have
been implemented: An example is given by a production network for the vehicle
registration in Arizona (cf. fig. 2), as described in the Economist (2000):
– Consumers can go online and renew their registrations in a transaction that takes

an average of two minutes.
– The website is hosted and maintained by IBM, who receives and processes the

data. IBM is paid US$ 4 for this outsourced administrative procedure.
– Processing an online request costs US$ 1.60. Therefore, the total costs for such a

transaction amount to US$ 5.60.
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– Compared with US$ 6.60 for a counter transaction, the State of Arizona saves
US$ 1 per transaction. With 15 % of renewals now being processed by this
service, the motor vehicle department saves around US$ 1.7m a year.

Figure 2. Vehicle registration in Arizona

As a matter of course, these figures cannot be transferred indiscriminately to
circumstances in other countries. The interest lies primarily in the functionality of an
electronic production network:
– Analysis of the single process steps.
– Division into process elements that might be outsourced and elements that have

to remain within the agency. Economic criterion: efficiency through economies
of scale and/or specific know-how; democratic criterion: warranty of political
responsibility.

– Linking up processes with a third party for money (in this example: payment per
transaction).

– Quality control carried out by the responsible agency.
– In addition, in case of more complex network structures, i.e. in case of many

participants who are not all directly interlinked, the agency could assume a
supervisory function.

2.1.3 Electronic Public Services (ePS)

Electronic Public Services (ePS) stand for the delivery of public services to
benefit recipients, to private individuals, or to companies through local, regional, or
national portals. Examples include electronic tax declaration and life event portals.

In the field of public services there is nearly no limit to imagination on how
today’s processes could be simplified due to e-government solutions. A well-known
example is given by the electronic tax declaration, probably owing its popularity to a
necessity for efficiency gains. In order to benefit from the possibilities offered by
modem ICT, a system featuring as little media inconsistencies as possible has to be
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implemented, i.e. once entered, it should be possible to directly process a certain
piece of information. For this reason, the best solution is the one that allows a tax
payer to directly feed the data into the tax authority’s browser, where the data is
automatically processed. Ideally, in this way the assessment can be made on the
same day, charging the tax payer immediately.

Each of these elements carries specific features and emphases, in such a way as
to justify a theoretical separation. eDP primarily releases thoughts of a democratic-
political nature, as it refers to decision-making processes in the political-
administrative system. ePN focuses on the architecture of formal or informal
networks and their impact. It can be organized in the background, i.e. without
recognition effects on the citizens. On the contrary, ePS is a part of e-government
that is visible to customers and citizens, and its conception is decisively coined by
the demands and abilities of the benefit recipients. It is only in their wholeness that
these three elements can be denoted as comprehensive e-government (cf. fig. 3).

Figure 3. Process elements

2.2 Culture

The organizational culture comprises position and actions of individuals within
the organization that make it work, including the performance of leaders
individually and as a team, the agency’s commitment to achieve common objectives,
and the agency’s commitment to training and support.

Culture describes informal processes. They cannot be controlled directly through
deliberate intervention, but are influenced by environmental changes. Schedlerand
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Proeller (2000) define informal intervention as intervention through new behavioral
patterns, which generally enter the organization as part of the administrative culture.

In particular, the administrative culture appears to be one of the biggest obstacles
for an optimized e-government. This new organizational form entails an augmented
openness towards stakeholders, which is not (yet) common to all administrative
units. Reinermann (2000, p. 11) claims the necessity for substantial changes in the
attitudes of politicians, administration, the public sector and society towards
information technology. Features of this ,,e-government culture“ in the political-
administrative system are:
– Publicity of politics and administration: Comprehensive e-government gets very

close to the ideal notion of a “transparent administration” by allowing processes
to be monitored and reproduced over the Internet. The introduction of Political
Information Systems (PIS), which make information for Parliamentarians
available on the Internet, changes the way information is supplied. If, for
example, the advantage in information of the Government over the Parliament is
seen as an element of power, the principle of publicity bears a potential for slight
shifts in power. As Grabow and Floeting (1999, p. 78) argue, this does not
necessarily lead to better decisions e.g. when members of the Council
overestimate their own judgement based on smattering.

– Customer orientation: Solutions which use the needs of the administration’s
customers as a guideline are based on the premises that the public sector a) has
customers and b) has to accept their requirements.

– A culture of trust: Linking up processes means that departments and individuals,
who have been able to fulfil their tasks isolated from others so far, are now
collaborating. This requires an openness not only towards stakeholders, but also
towards co-workers.

– Disposition to technology: Although the generation of those employees who
refuse to personally make use of a computer is slowly retiring, a technology-
disposed climate is an essential prerequisite for an e-government project to
succeed.

2.3 Relevant Management Techniques

In this section, we discuss the contributions which three realms of business
administration can make to the functioning of e-government: Knowledge
Management, Process Redesign, and Quality Management.

2.3.1 Knowledge Management

In the public sector, there is a rising awareness of the importance of knowledge.
Since management concepts were introduced into the public sector, knowledge has
been recognized as a valuable resource (see e.g. Schedler and Proeller 2000).
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Knowledge can be categorized into explicit and implicit (tacit) knowledge (Nonaka
and Takeuchi 1995). Explicit knowledge is available from files, library collections
or data bases, whereas implicit knowledge is more difficult (and often impossible) to
access: accumulated know how, experiences, creativity and skills all reside within
individuals and make up the organization’s knowledge capital. As no pecuniary
value is attributed to this knowledge, it can easily be wasted. Particularly when re-
organizing processes, the risk of losing implicit knowledge is high, as its carriers
move on to new tasks and their experiences are no longer demanded (Gesellschaft
für Informatik 2000).

The cohesion within the organization appears to be even more important.
Knowledge which resides in individuals is of no use to an organization if these
individuals are not integrated into a communication network that enables them to
feed their knowledge into an organizational learning process, both targeted and in
time (Lenk 2000). These communication networks are essential for ensuring the
efficiency as well as the quality of processes that are new to public administration,
e.g. e-procurement (cf. section 2.1.2). However, also “known” processes need to be
supported by new networks as the physical distance between offices increases due to
decentralization and parts of the processes are contracted out, only to mention a few
examples of NPM-induced organizational changes.

2.3.2 Process Redesign

Business Process Redesign (BPR) aims at improving the productivity of an
organization by altering the organization’s processes. Rather than reformulating
tasks, the efforts of redesign concentrate on the outcomes of the processes.
Information technology is seen as an enabler for reorganization (Hammer and
Champy 1993). IT-supported process redesign is not new to the public sector, but
what is lacking is an integrated view of process redesign, led by a strong strategy
that allows a consistent connection of different applications.

Besides cultural barriers, the difficulties in applying BPR to the public sector are
founded in the nature of the political decision and production process (cf. section
2.1). Many administrative processes can be modeled on the sample of industrial
production processes, leading to considerable cost-cuttings and quality
improvements (Gesellschaft für Informatik 2000). However, more complex
processes consist of case-based decision-making and are often limited to individuals.
Due to their knowledge intensity, these processes cannot simply be formalized –
they must contain a margin for informal behavior. Lenk (1997) claims that a certain
amount of ambiguity is functional for the survival of large organizations: “If
opportunities for informal action are reduced too much, this ambiguity will be
reduced at the expense of organizational innovation and flexibility”.

Thaens, Bekkers and Duivenboden (1997, p.27) have observed the following
pitfalls of applying BPR to the public sector:
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– While an improved productivity may be the ultimate goal of BPR in the private
sector, redesigning policy processes cannot be geared solely to productivity.
Public sector organizations are obliged to reckon with political, judiciary,
economic, and professional boundaries.

– The complex regulatory environment of government agencies hampers the ideal
situation of redesigning processes with a ‘clean slate’

73
.

– The democratic principles of legal equality, legal security and the rule of law
impede the application of creative strategies in redesigning policy processes.

– The primacy of politics could stand in the way of conducting strong management
in the process of redesigning.

– BPR requires thinking in processes as opposed to thinking in terms of functional
specialization of labor.

2.3.3 Quality Management

Quality has become a widely used term where the organization of public services
is concerned. Traditionally, quality is equated with legitimacy and regularity in
public sector organizations. Through the NPM, quality was extended to the customer
orientation, enabling the service recipients to make demands on public services
(Schedler and Proeller 2000). In the public sector, the following quality dimensions
can be identified (Schedler and Proeller 2000, p. 65):
– Product-oriented quality: Differences in quality feature different product

attributes. This type of quality includes the product itself as well as the way in
which the product is supplied to the customer.

– Customer-oriented quality: Covers the aim of making an impact (generally a
benefit) on the service recipients through service delivery. Includes customer
satisfaction and an aspired change in customer behavior.

– Process-oriented quality: Indicates the measure of security of the processes (little
errors) as well as their optimization (speed, efficiency). Includes questions
regarding the legitimacy and regularity of service generation.

– Value-oriented quality: States whether a service is worth its price. Differences in
quality are primarily shown through the costs/service ratio or the costs/effects
ratio (efficiency).

– Political quality: The political bodies as contractors judge the quality of a service
by its benefit for policy. One element is the objective benefit for society (e.g.
better living standards, security), another the social benefit (e.g. social peace,
coherence of a community).

73 The ‘clean slate’ approach demands that a business process be rebuilt from scratch,
radically breaking with the past (Thaens, Bekkers and Duivenboden 1997).
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Therefore, a comprehensive quality management is concerned with the
efficiency, the effectiveness, and the adequacy of public services. In order to assist
public administrations to understand and use quality management techniques, the
European Union developed a Common Assessment Framework (CAF), under which
an ad hoc group of employees in an organization can conduct a critical assessment
of their organization. The criteria are: leadership, policy and strategy, human
resource management, external partnerships and internal resources, process and
change management, customer/citizen-oriented results, employees results, impact on
society, and key performance results (Hill and Klages 2000).

The interactions of the elements described above are shown in fig. 4. The
process elements eDP, ePN, and ePS are organized around the internal government
processes. The arrows symbolize the direction of the political decision-making and
production process:
1. The decision-making process primarily evolves along the elements eDP –

internal processes – ePS. Here, the quality indicator is effectiveness.
2. The production process moves on the path ePN – internal processes – ePS. The

quality of this process is best measured in terms of efficiency.
It should be mentioned that the model corresponds to our current organizational

view, whereas the contextual variables are still missing – in fact, they represent one
of the fields where we believe that further research into e-government needs to be
done.

Figure 4. E-government framework
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3 . EXPERIENCES WITH PUBLIC MANAGEMENT
REFORMS

Publications on modernizing the public sector are legion. Since the eighties, the
New Public Management is the dominating international reform model, although it
is regularly adjusted to national needs so that there is no such thing as a single
international reform model (cf. section 1.2). The NPM is a new way of thinking the
public sector – driven by theoretical frameworks that stem from new institutional
economics and organizational theory. Its purpose is to cut the red tape or, in other
words, break through bureaucracy (Barzelay 1992). In this context, researchers
interested in organizational aspects have studied many reform projects with a focus
on change management. Our own work (Schedler 1997, Schedler 1998) both in
practice and theory leads to some important lessons that can be learned for the
implementation of e-government in the public sector:
– Importance of administrative culture: Cultural change takes significantly longer

than most project managers and champions of the NPM have expected. Our
research demonstrates that implementation barriers are cultural to a high degree,
and most often not instrumental or mechanistic. Therefore, a sensitive approach
towards cultural change will be crucial for e-government, too.

– Political involvement: The more politicians are affected by the effects of the
reforms, the earlier they should be included in the reform process. On the other
hand, it came out clear in practice that it was a means to success to avoid
political debates on the reform during the phase of designing the concept. e-
government seems to be a fairly technical and therefore apolitical reform process
– ideological debates, of which there were many on NPM reforms, will not have

to be expected here.
– Understanding the public sector: It was crucial for public management reform

success that different disciplines worked together and shared their views from
their perspectives, urging to understand each other. Most important, however,
was a common understanding of the differences between the public and the
private sector. The political and legal sphere in which the administration has to
function and survive creates very particular patterns of behavior of its actors,
which lead to a necessity for different reform strategies. Therefore, e-
government is much less a technical matter than e.g. e-commerce.
Altogether, it appears to be evident that the soil for e-government has been made

fertile by reforms such as the NPM. Above all, the customer focus and its
organizational consequences (e.g. one-stop shops, complaint management systems,
life-event supplies) are an important predecessor for an e-government culture as
described in section 2.2.

On the other hand, latest developments in countries such as Germany or Austria
demonstrate that the introduction of e-government into the reform process can be a
strong furthering factor for the reform in total. The reason for this effect, and the
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effect itself, have not been researched empirically yet, but an educated guess will
lead to some important insights. First, the apolitical nature of e-government eases its
introduction in comparison to the more ideological NPM. Second, a strategy-driven
reform such as the NPM can be hindered by strategic debates on the benefit of such
a reform, while no-one within the administration can stop the technological
development that stands behind e-government, but happens isolated from it. Third,
due to the necessity for a process redesign that is created by e-government, a real
organizational change within the single administrative office has to take place,
which leads to a faster impact of e-government in comparison to the NPM.
Recapitulating, e-government can be interpreted as a reform element that supports
the idea behind the NPM and, with its technological equipment, eases modernization
as a whole.
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XML-based Process Representation for e-Government
Serviceflows
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Abstract: Addressing new public challenges such as the one-stop government and
improved service quality, we introduce serviceflow management as a generic
concept to coordinate cross-organizational e-government processes. Aiming at
a serviceflow management infrastructure for networked service providers we
present an XML-based process representation of serviceflows as well as a four
layered IT architecture for realizing serviceflow related applications.

The research presented is exemplified by the case of citizens applying for
postal vote through the web portal of the city state of Hamburg (Germany).
The discussion includes how XML-based process representations for e-
government serviceflows enable governmental actors to enter the network age
without high investment burdens, but with many options for creating the
service-oriented government of the future.

1. THE PUBLIC CHALLENGE:
ONE STOP – MANY SERVICE PROVIDERS

We are used to speak of “government” or “administration” in the singular even
though we know from experience that there is a multitude (if not a “jungle”) of
institutions and hosts of employees each responsible for one small portion of the
governmental/administrative “business”. Now, with e-government the singular
notion has received new emphasis:
– citizens are looking for a one-stop government with single entry points for

personalized services (authority-to-citizen, A2C)
– government departments as customers and commercial providers strive to align

through centralized web-based market places (business-to-authority, B2A)
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– co-operation among government departments and among governments
(authority-to-authority, A2A) needs to establish channels and network structures
corresponding to a clear understanding of what are central nodes of the network
by which one can reach members of the respective subnets.
In this paper, we concentrate on citizens’ expectations to contact the relevant

government unit through one single point of entry or access (one stop) which will
enable the fulfillment of whatever concern he or she might have. With regard to
content, the administrative challenge74  then is to realize those “single points” which
• provide the unmeasurable amount of (context dependent) information on

government and administrative issues (information )
• offer to make contact with the vast number of actors and institutions which are

all competent authorities (communication )
• let citizen enter in the countless variations of administrative processes

(transaction)
This challenge is multiplied by the need for many “single points” of access with

respect to the government’s layered structure (e.g. federal/state/municipal or
international/national/local level) as well as for a division of competence according
to geography or function. In addition, these “single points” must support access
through different channels such as web portals, call centers, face-to-face service
counters or even one central postal address.

Meanwhile, nearly all governments are publishing information online, including
contact information. Also, there are services 75 that select relevant information and/or
competent authorities according to the citizen’s personal needs (owing to e.g. time
restrictions, disabilities). Many authorities have started to provide transaction
services (e.g. filing tax returns). However, up to now there is a lack of organizational
concepts and system architectures matching the special requirements of govern-
mental transaction services as well as the restrictions of governmental service
providers.

Addressing these requirements we introduce serviceflow management as a
universal concept to coordinate cross-organizational e-government processes,
present an XML-based process representation to support those serviceflows, and
discuss IT architectures for service points suitable to realizing serviceflow related
applications. The research presented is exemplified by the case of citizens applying
for postal vote through the web portal of the city state of Hamburg (Germany). In
summing up, we will consider how the concepts and solutions introduced here apply
to e-government challenges in general.

74 E.g. KPMG (2000, 21) states “in the public sector (...) the challenge is to manage customer
relationships through a single channel”.

7 5 E.g. the “direct citizen information service” of Hamburg, DIBIS, http://dibis.dufa.de
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2. SERVICEFLOW MANAGEMENT TO
COORDINATE CROSS-ORGANIZATIONAL
E-GOVERNMENT PROCESSES

E-business “invading the public sector” (Wimmer et al. 2001) poses technical as
well as organizational challenges. Governmental institutions must move to catch up
with the rise of the network society, but at the same time they cannot simply copy
the concepts applied in commercial domains. From the numerous differences (see
e.g. Wimmer et al. 2001) the most significant is that governments do not sell
products to customers in a competitive environment. Rather, they provide a vast
variety of informational and document-oriented services where, in most cases, 76 the
client-citizen is forced (by laws and regulations) to demand a service from a
monopolistic provider. Specifically, much of governmental administration consists
of law-based, well-defined processes that take into account the citizens’ concerns
and personal situations and produce specific documents and records as well as a
number of intended side effects.

Following the vision of a one-stop government, these processes should be
accessible through one single entry point, i.e. process management must reach
beyond the borders of the competent authority in charge. For developing and using
IT support (esp. internet technology) for cross-organizational process management
we need an appropriate organizational model. Basically, we may draw on two back-
grounds:
– Workflow management originally focuses on the flow of worked-on documents

as well as on the interrelation of workplaces. Meanwhile, flexibility and cross-
border process management have become an issue, but (based on a back office
orientation) customer relation management or service quality are usually not
taken into account. Technical development is aiming at integrated workflow
management systems for modeling and supporting the whole process.

– Business networking (e.g. Österle et al. 2000), based on business process analy-
sis/engineering, is a rather comprehensive approach meant to identify and
support processes for increasing accountable value in business cooperation
and/or for external clients. It provides a guiding vision and a strategy framework
for how to achieve cross-organizational integration in e-commerce, supply chain
management, or customer relationship management through the extensive use of
internet applications (e.g. customer process portals). But this top level approach
focuses primarily on the interrelation of business units, not on the workplace or
personal interaction level. It may lead to a comprehensive IT strategy, but does
not include concepts detailed enough to bring out new application modeling and
respective IT architectures.

76 One of the notable exceptions are weddings where administration now often engages in
marketing activities to attract couples as customers to their wedding sites.
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In the following, we will draw on these approaches to organize and manage
processes, but they do not sufficiently address the special needs and circumstances
of e-government. There we need process models which allow for
– portal access, i.e. one-stop for all services, at the same time
– multi-channel access to services at different entry points or directly at the

authority in charge, and
– accountability, i.e. transparency (from the citizens’ point of view) of authorities

in charge throughout the whole chain of activities
– flexibility to address situated/changing needs of citizens and to enhance service

quality to fulfill the legally granted rights of citizens
Given these requirements, the model of self-service points with the actual

operation carried out somewhere in the back office does not serve as a suitable
guiding vision. Service is process – while ongoing, the service quality is determined
by the extent to which the service provider is able to recognize and address the
situated (changing) needs of the client, based on an (implicit) agreement (cf.
Klischewski 2000). We have therefore introduced the concept of serviceflow
management (Klischewski/Wetzel 2000) to meet the special requirements of public
service domains such as e-government and e-health (see also Klischewski/Wetzel
2001), but the same applies to other service domains, such as education or tourism.
In these domains the challenge is to manage personalized sequences of interrelated
activities/operations carried out by actors (humans and non-humans) of different
organizational units which, from the clients’ point of view, sum up to a personalized
service. Serviceflow management is aiming at:
– improved service quality by customer relation management throughout the

whole serviceflow,
– resource efficiency in the fields of tension between routinization and

personalization as well as between standardized process patterns and situated
process execution

– connectivity and suitable computer support for each service point
Based on object oriented, workflow and user oriented modeling techniques, we

model serviceflow patterns by identifying sequences of service points, each
capturing the specific service tasks and their respective pre- and postconditions from
the provider’s point of view (Klischewski/Wetzel/Bahrami 2001). In contrast to
workflow approaches, serviceflow modeling implies that
– each work-place is a place of service (service point)
– flowing data represents customer relations (not the ,products‘ to work on)
– all process models are resources for personalization
– process governance is decentralized (no central flow engine)

In prinicple, serviceflow management enables any process to continue individu-
ally according to the accumulated postconditions as well as the requested pre-
conditions and situated process planning at each service point. Thus, each service
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1 . providing assistance with the application for citizens at the city’s web portal
www.hamburg.de (opening application, automatic assistance in personalization,
on - s i t e  eva lua t i on ,  con f i rming  r ecep t ion ,  s e rv i ce f low  p rev i ew ,
offering/registering personal reporting channel, optional: saving application)

2 . inspecting the application at “Senatsamt für Bezirksangelegenheiten”, the city’s
central administration for IT procedures (automatic validity check including
selecting the voting office in charge; or exception handling: selecting the voting
office in charge if application processing seems possible – or moving directly to
service point 4 in case of invalid application)

3. processing of the application by the respective voting office (validity check with
up to date preconditions, preparing personal postal vote ballot, notification of the
electoral register, preparing postal vote ballot for dispatch, personalized
exception handling if necessary)

4. reporting on process by the web portal provider (delivering messages to inform
the applicant about the state of the process, providing information about what to
do next and/or whom to contact) through the channel the applicant has selected
before (web page, email, SMS, etc.)

provider must decide to what extent the respective work organization and IT support
will allow for variations of or deviations from the predefined standard processes.

2.1 Case: postal vote application at www.hamburg.de

In our case – citizens applying for postal vote through the web portal of the city
state of Hamburg (Germany) – all parties involved have acknowledged that the
underlying concept of serviceflow management applies a general perspective and
that the selected process of applying for postal vote is only one first example to
demonstrate the city’s new capabilities and to learn how to manage the organiza-
tional and technical aspects of e-government transaction services. In evaluating and
redesigning the service process, we have identified four service points with
respective activities/operations in parentheses (see figure 1):

Figure 1. Serviceflow model for a postal vote application
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Other activities/operations not focussing on or reflecting the citizen’s
personal/situated need are considered support processes, in this case the delivery of
the postal vote ballot by regular mail.

Modeling the postal vote application as a serviceflow helps (1) to identify stan-
dardized portions (service points) of the overall service, (2) to allocate responsibility
for each service point, and thus (3) supports cooperation across organizations and/or
organizational units (cf. Klischewski/Wetzel/Bahrami 2001). While the process
described above seems pretty straightforward (at least simple enough for prototyping
purposes), a number of variations, uncertainties, possible exceptions and failures
may occur. Situated needs to be addressed include a citizen’s
– moving to a new address before the voting office starts processing his/her

application (voting offices open only a few weeks before the election date)
– having lost the postal vote ballot and needing a new one
– not needing to use postal vote after all and wanting to vote at the polling station

However, the administration expects the majority of the personalized service-
flows to follow the designed pattern. In our case, the above serviceflow model is the
adopted basis for cooperation between the different service providers: the
commercial portal provider of www.hamburg.de, the city’s central department for
application programming (“Senatsamt für Bezirksangelegenheiten”) and the city’s
election department responsible for the temporary voting offices. The city’s finance
department, responsible for e-government strategy, is also involved in the back-
ground.

Given the successful realization of the postal vote application service (which is
to support the city state government election in September 2001), the established
teamwork will continue to pave the ground for the multitude of future e-government
services. Lately, negotiations have started with other administrative bodies in
Northern Germany who also want to adopt this new approach. Whereas each citizen
process portal and the management of all accessible serviceflows need a negotiated
organizational model with specific actors in charge, the IT architecture and
technology to support serviceflow management are of general use. In the next
sections, we will continue documenting this case to explain about the underlying
general concepts for the use of XML and the system architecture for service points.

3. XML-BASED PROCESS REPRESENTATION TO
CROSS SYSTEM BARRIERS

Process management across organizational units must cross IT system barriers
unless there is a strong force to provide and put through a technical integration (e.g.
a central database, file server, web portal, workflow engine). In the e-government
domain we cannot presuppose an integrated technology infrastructure. Among the
various reasons (which are mainly due to the limited IT capabilities of the public
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administration) the most significant is that commercial application and service
providers (which, e.g., host the city’s or state’s web portal) run their own secured IT
environments which are usually significantly different from the mainframe oriented
IT landscapes of the public administration. At the same time, we find similar
requirements for IT support in any kind of service organization in terms of customer
relation and process management.

Given these requirements, IT support for serviceflow management relies on the
following assumptions:
– In the chain of subsequent service points there is always exactly one service

point in charge after process initialization and before ending77

– each service point in charge has full control of the process (within an agreed
technical and organizational frame), there is no central instance (necessary)

– it must be possible to handle a (great) number of individual serviceflows at the
same time

– it must be possible to handle a (great) number of different kinds of serviceflows
at the same time (i.e. based on different serviceflow patterns, which may change
over time)

– all process information that needs to be communicated between service points
must be persistent and portable

Figure 2. Context of serviceflow process representation

To meet these presuppositions process representation for serviceflow manage-
ment is organized around sending a service float from service point to service point
(see figure 2). The service float contains the following elements:
– identifier for individual serviceflow (based on serviceflow type/variation)

77 except for concurrency; the concept of handling parallel threads within serviceflows
cannot be covered in this paper
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– basic information on serviceflow client (with possible reference to
comprehensive client data)

– current service point (service points are described by identifier, name, type,
provider, address)

– lists of scheduled and passed service points
– list of accumulated postconditions
– list of documents, i.e. short message texts or references to full documents or

document folders
At each service point, the service float is evaluated according to the related

service point script prescribing the activities at the ‘current service point”:
– identifier for individual service point (based on service point type/variation)
– basic information on service point provider (with possible reference to

comprehensive provider data)
– current activity (activities are described by identifier, name, type, task; the

activity’s attribute list may contain provider id, employee/operator id, document
id, time stamp, and more)

– lists of scheduled and passed activities
– lists of pre- and postconditions for the set of activities of this service point

– list of documents, i.e. short message texts (for display) or references to full
documents (e.g. forms) or document folders
Note: using service point scripts is not required for implementing IT support for

service points as described in the following section 4. However, service point scripts
represent the specifics of how to carry out the service activities at this point of a
certain type or variant of serviceflow. Thus, using service point scripts allows using
the same technology for supporting a variety of serviceflows. At the web portal, for
example, there will be a set of service point scripts for application assistance (for
postal vote, income tax cards, ...). a set for making payments, and other sets.

For dynamic serviceflow management all participating service point providers
must agree to follow the process pattern as indicated by the by type/variant of
serviceflow model and to use the respective process representation by
1. carrying out activities/operations according to the negotiated serviceflow model

and/or as specified in the service point script
2. transferring their own ‘current service point’ into the list of passed service points

while at the same time supplementing the list of accumulated postconditions
with the postconditions achieved at this service point

3. extracting the first from the list of scheduled service points to replace the current
service point

4. evaluating the address of the new current service point and sending the service
float to this address
As XML is used more and more for exchanging structured data between

organizations, the documents for serviceflow representation are implemented in
XML, i.e. each customer-related serviceflow is represented by one service float in
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XML. Meanwhile, research not only addresses the mapping of data structures by
using XML, but also to support process management. For example, Lenz/Oberweis
(2001) have introduced XML Nets for modeling interorganizational workflows,
intended to be executed by a workflow engine. For e-government (assumed to be
structurally similar to eBusiness) Greunz et al. (2001) suggest secure XML
document containers to support processes aiming at electronic contracting.

When starting a personalized serviceflow a service float will be created by
personalizing a copy of the respective serviceflow “master” (which represents the
standard process for the type or variant of serviceflow in question) including the
schedule of service points for this process. At each service point the activities for the
individual client will be started off by personalizing a copy of the respective service
point script master (manipulation of this personalized service point script may be
used for documenting the service activities at this service point). After all service
point activities have been carried out the updated service float will be sent to next
scheduled service point.

To enable cross-organizational serviceflow management, the organizations
involved need to agree on the following:
– a set of serviceflow models as a basis for cooperative process management
– a set of XML DTD and XML “master” -documents
– a set of rules on how to manipulate and share the XML documents (see above)

Additionally, the actors involved need to agree how to cope with overarching
issues such as service quality (e.g. overall response time), creation, distribution and
update of serviceflow models and XML documents, privacy and security issues.

4. IT ARCHITECTURES FOR SERVICE POINTS

The approach to serviceflow management as introduced above does not
presuppose any kind of shared IT infrastructure except the processing and exchange
of XML documents. Thus, any kind of organization (public or private) can easily
join the cooperative serviceflow management, and it may independently look after
its own IT support as long as it keeps to the mutual agreement. However, there are
IT solutions to hand, and we recommend a four layer client-server architecture:
1. Front-end: client to present the user interface
2. Interaction: server layer to organize the user dialogue
3. Serviceflow application: server layer to realize the XML document processing

for process representation
4. Persistence: the server’s file system or data base for saving and retrieving XML

documents
The IT architecture for a web-based service point as suggested for the postal vote

application assistance is shown in figure 3. The user dialogue is organized by a set
of templates created in the web content management system (WCMS) of a high-
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performance environment for e-business and customer relation management (in this
case based on Vignette® and WebLogic ® products). These templates include Java
method calls addressing the public interface of the serviceflow application layer
implemented in Java.

Figure 3. IT architecture for a web-based service point

The components of the serviceflow application layer78 – created dynamically for
the time it takes to carry out the service point’s activities for a specific customer –
encapsulate the processing of the XML documents related to serviceflow
management (see figure 4):

Figure 4. Java components for service point management

– the service point manager includes methods for retrieving the relevant XML
files, creating Document Object Models (DOM) of service float and service

78 The description is based on the prototype developed at Hamburg University as presented at
the end of January 2001. The final solution in this case may differ in some aspects.
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point script for a specific customer, saving the manipulated DOMs in XML files
and preparing the service float for dispatch

– service float and service point script each include a variety of get- and set-
methods (according to the usage of serviceflow process representation, see
above) to be called on through the public interface for manipulating the
respective XML DOM
Note: This architecture is generic, and layers are interchangeable. The inter-

action layer of a web-based service point, for example, may be implemented without
web content management systems but with Java Server Pages or other web
technology, and/or the serviceflow application layer to realize the XML document
processing may draw on other than the developed components as long as it meets the
agreement on how to use the XML-based process representation.

The same applies to service points without web clients, but with clients based
on, for example, mainframes (as in the case of the postal vote application process-
ing). The layered architecture may include the available Java components, but the
serviceflow application layer may be implemented in a different technology to
provide a suitable interface to existing mainframe applications (in our case, given a
Microsoft environment, the developers chose Visual Basic® ) .

Note: The Java components may be used for all types of serviceflows, no re-
implementation is necessary. At the interaction layer each type of serviceflow may
require additional programming work. However, a sophisticated architecture for this
level may allow the reuse of all components by requesting the relevant data for the
specific serviceflow type or variant from the service point script.

In our case the architecture described is leading the current implementation work
which aims at realizing the postal vote application through www.hamburg.de and, at
the same time, at providing a technical basis for a great variety of e-government
processes in the city state of Hamburg. Other challenges to be addressed (beyond the
scope of serviceflow management) include scalability and reliability, as well as
security and privacy. Most of these are solved within the web portal’s IT infra-
structure designed for high performance (including secure operations such as web
mail), and encryption is used for all file transfers between service points of different
organizations. Additionally, some legal, organizational and technical measures need
to be implemented to secure citizens’ privacy as the commercial portal provider is
processing personal data on behalf of the city’s authorities.

5. E-GOVERNMENT: TOWARDS MANAGING A
SERVICEFLOW INFRASTRUCTURE

In this article we have introduced serviceflow management as a universal means
to connect and coordinate cross-organizational e-government processes. We identify
serviceflow patterns by modeling sequences of service points, each capturing the
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specific service tasks and their respective pre- and postconditions from the
provider’s point of view. In contrast to the workflow approach, serviceflow manage-
ment allows for analyzing, modeling, supporting and managing those processes as
being related to the citizens’ concerns all the way through the chain of service
points. This approach meets the unique requirements of e-government services, i.e.
portal access (one stop), multi-channel access, accountability/transparency, and
flexibility. With serviceflow management it is possible to dissect complex routine
processes and delegate parts of the process (e.g. assisting and accepting formal
applications) to actors outside the administration (e.g. a web portal provider),
whereas the responsibility for the key activities (eg. processing a citizen’s
application) – as can easily be demonstrate to citizens and all service providers
involved – rests with governmental institutions.

To support serviceflow management we have presented an XML-based process
representation, which is the only technology necessary to be shared among the
network of service providers. The integrating framework for cooperative process
management consists of a set of serviceflow models as a basis for cooperative
process management, a set of XML documents, a set of rules on how to manipulate
and share those XML documents, and an agreement on how to administrate and
develop serviceflow management. Organizational and technical integration does not
need more than (ongoing) coordination between the service providers involved,
shared serviceflow modeling, and the exchange of XML-based process representa-
tions! To enable a serviceflow management mainly requires organizational and
administrative expertise, but (compared to other cross-organizational process man-
agement solutions) only little technical know-how. Thus, governmental institutions
in charge can easily take the lead in coordinating all service providers involved.

Already, IT support is available to realize serviceflow related applications. We
have developed a generic four-layered service point architecture which allows the
exchange of single components as well as a certain freedom of choice in developing
and using individual solutions. The feasibility of this approach has been proved as it
has guided the development the first e-government transaction service available at
the web portal of the city state of Hamburg (Germany). The research and
development going on is aiming paving the ground for creating a variety of e-
government services and managing a serviceflow infrastructure with as little IT
investment as possible.

In this contribution we have concentrated on the challenge of providing single
entry points for citizens who want/need to engage with the authorities through
personalized transactions which will lead to the fulfillment of whatever concern he
or she may have (A2C). However, the concepts and solutions introduced here can be
applied to other e-government challenges in the fields of B2A and A2A as well. To
give an example, serviceflow management provides a process management solution
for government departments aligning with providers to fulfill the service needs of
the administration. Cooperation among government departments is of course a
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central element of this approach. Adopting the same serviceflow infrastructure (i.e.
the integrating framework) easily enrolls new members in the process management
network. But even cooperation between such networks (each with their own sets of
models and XML documents) will be no problem since already available XML
mapping tools are likely to be part of the e-government’s IT infrastructure.

In short, XML-based process representation for e-government serviceflows is a
promising application-oriented approach which enables governmental actors to enter
the network age without high investment burdens, but with many options for
creating the service-oriented government of the future.
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Abstract: The present use of identity concepts is analyzed. A requirements analysis for
"identity" reveals the different identity properties necessary in various
administrative and business processes, A classification of identity tokens is
given and compared with passport identity and established forms of digital
identities. A fundamental problem with digital signature identity schemes is
explained. Implementation strategies for non-transferable identity tokens are
outlined. Finally, conclusions and implications for the e-government processes
and solutions of tomorrow are presented in the form of six Theses and with the
goal of stimulating  further discussion.

1. INTRODUCTION

Electronic commerce applications draw public attention to security problems of
the Internet. Almost every netizen is familiar with the unpleasant feeling when
sending his credit card number to a web server in the Internet, as this act could
provide sensitive information to a criminal hiding his identity behind a fancy web
page. On the other hand, many surfers are very careful whom they reveal
information leading to their identification. Giving away an email address fills one?s
electronic mailbox with masses of unwanted advertisements and other solicitations.
Shopping profiles and patterns of surfing behavior provide companies with unfair
bargaining advantages, reducing a customer to a revenue generating black box with
marketing relevant properties.

In electronic government processes, the issues of identity and anonymity are
even more important: Here the dangers are not only of a monetary nature. Personal
freedom, civil and democratic rights are at stake. Citizen rights groups point out the
danger of Big Brother whom they fear in every electronic administration pro-cess.
On the other hand, experiences with Florida voting machines in the 2000 US
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presidential elections call for a more reliable technology. From the cryptographic
point of view, electronic voting algorithms (Herschberg, 1997) are a well studied
subject.

The situation of the voting process illustrates the issues very clearly: The identity
of a voter must be verified beyond any doubt to make sure that he or she is legally
entitled and correctly registered to vote. When casting the vote, anonymity of the
vote constitutes the basis of democracy. Although transaction numbers (or physical
or organizational means with the same effect) are necessary to identify and to count
every single vote and to make sure that a voter casts at most one vote, this
transaction number (or the specific ballot sheet) must not allow identification of the
voter. All three central issues at stake with identification personal identity,
pseudonymity (ie. session or transactional identity) and anonymity - are contained in
the single act of voting.

In this paper we describe the concepts of identity and the implications for
electronic government processes when mapping traditional identity to electronic
identity. In Section 2 we explain the basic concepts and present a requirement
analysis for "identity. We introduce a new token concept for identity and compare it
to established digital identity schemes. Section 3 outlines, how this token concept
can be implemented. Section 4 discusses legal, social and process implications of
identity concepts in e-government. It demonstrates why and how a renewed analysis
of identity concepts is imperative for successful e-government operations.

The paper does not provide a complete account of implementation strategies for
all combinations of requirements for digital identity since this is not the primary
goal of the paper nor can it be achieved within the given space limitations. We have
verified that every presented attribute allows an implementation by known crypto-
graphic or biometric methods or by straight forward adaptations thereof. Given the
achievements of (Chaum et al., 1989), (Chaum, 1985) and the cryptographic basis
illustrated in (Schneier, 1995), the technical feasibility is beyond doubt.

2 . WHAT IS IDENTITY?

2.1 Requirements Analysis for “Identity”

In the "real world", identity is a handle to a person serving various purposes: It  is
used to determine parameters associated with that person (eg. name, age, place of
work), to ensure that real world operations are invoked on the correct individual (eg.
putting a person in jail, awarding a prize to a person) to verify, whether a person has
certain rights (eg. to drive a car, to pick up tickets for a theatre performance)  or to
engage in communication acts with the intended addressee (eg. sending a letter or an
email).
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Governmental processes use various schemes to regulate identity: Unique
administrative numbering systems such as the Swiss AHV number or the US social
security number, names augmented by place and date of birth to guarantee unique-
ness, or official documents with photograph and signature. Occasionally these
several systems have to be translated into each other, eg. to obtain the name
belonging to a certain social security number.

Passport and anonymous identity: Most identity schemes in present
government processes are linked to what we shall call the passport identity of a
person, ie. the name, nationality, place and date of birth of that person. Some
schemes provide an anonymous identity, by establishing a session identity without
revealing further information on a citizen. The classical example is the anonymous
AIDS test, where an identity concept has to ensure that every individual receives his
own test results, but maintains full anonymity.

Closer analysis reveals different administrational needs of associating what we
shall call tokens with a person. We can identify several dimensions of requirements:

With regard to transfer: Non-transferable tokens are parameters, rights,
properties or obligations linked to a specific person. They should be implemented in
a form that they cannot be passed to others. In contrast, transferable tokens are
acquired by a person, who then can pass them along to another person.

With regard to divisibility: A transferable token can be atomic: If it is passed
to another person, the original owner no longer owns it. It can be splitable: When
passed to another person the original owner may retain his ownership at the same
time. A splitable token can be intransitive, ie. after it has been passed along it no
longer can be passed on to others. However, if it is transitive it can be passed on and
on by those who received the token.

With regard to consumption: A token can constitute a right which may be ex-
ercised arbitrarily or under certain restrictions, eg. Only once, for a certain number
of times or before a certain date.

With regard to access permissions: The rights to create, delete or modify a
binding or ownership between a token and a person can belong to that person
himself or to another entity.

With regard to evidential power: Suppose the owner of a token presents the
token to a business partner. Then, only this business partner has to check the validity
of the token. In this case, the token must be designed for evidential power towards a
(collaborating) second person. Now suppose that the business partner claims that
the token is invalid. In this case, the token owner and his business partner will have
to convince a judge of their claims. The token must be designed for evidential power
towards a third person. See the examples below (PIN and SET) for examples on this
important but not always fully obvious property.

Examples: In the following, an intentionally long list of examples shall demon-
strate that most combinations of above requirements can be found in real life identity
applications. A drivers license is a non-transferable token. The owner is not entitled
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nor able to pass it along to others. The license document itself can be passed along,
but the owners photograph prevents providing the non-transferable "right to drive"
to other individuals. A drivers license may be created only by an is-suing authority,
however the owner may destroy it any time, surrendering his right to drive. A prison
punishment is a non-transferable token as well. It is different from the drivers license
in so far as his "owner" cannot destroy his binding to it. A similar token is required
to implement a discount which is offered to customers only on the occasion of the
first shopping order. Passport identiy as defined above, is a non-transferable token
combined with name and further parameters. A one dollar bill or a stock certificate
is an atomic transferable token. It can be passed along to other persons but the
original owner loses his binding by passing it along. The right to cast a vote is a
non-transferable token, associated with a notion of consumption and the restriction
that for every election it can be utilized at most once. The power of attorney to act
in a certain legal matter is a transferable token (I may pass this right to others), it is
splitable (I do not lose the right to act in these matters by myself) and usually is
intransitive (the persons to which I pass the power of attorney cannot pass this right
on to others). The right to pick up a parcel at the post office is connected with the
addressee who should be able to pass this right along to others without losing this
right himself. Furthermore those to whom this right is passed on should be allowed
to further pass this right: If I ask my neighbor to pick up a parcel for me,  I do not
mind if the neighbour sends his son to do this job. In the real world, the right to pick
up a parcel often is connected to presenting a specific piece of paper, the notification
on that parcel. This is an incorrect implementation of a right by an atomic
transferable token where a splitable transitive transferable token should have been
used. A different, even more unfortunate implementation is to require the person
collecting the parcel to identify himself by a passport, ie. A non-transferable token.
The AIDS test result id as a kind of session id preferably is a non-transferable token,
allowing immediate counseling in the case of a positive test result. The well known
personal identification number (PIN) with which a bank customer proves his right to
make a cash withdrawal usually is mailed by the bank to the customer. The PIN
therefore has evidential power towards a second person (ie. the bank, recognizing
again the PIN it sent to the customer) but not to-wards a third person (ie. a judge). In
principle, it could have been a bank clerk who made the withdrawal. In contrast, the
secure electronic transaction (SET) protocol based on digital signatures establishes
a payment contract between customer and retailer which utilizes cryptographic
means to establish evidential power towards second and third persons. A precharged
telephone card is a transferable token with a restriction regarding the consumption
(ie. the remaining card value). It can be implemented by storing consumption
information physically on the card itself (leading to an atomic token) or by storing it
on a server of the phone company (leading to a splitable token, ie. a calling card
which can be used if one knows the number of the calling card).
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2.2 Passport Identity versus Token Identity

The cited examples demonstrate the varying requirements for "identifying" a
per-son in administrative settings. In most situations, no passport identity is
required, but established governmental procedures nevertheless require citizens to
produce passport-like identities. The following example will demonstrate what we
have in mind.

The traditional drivers? license provides not only the non-transferable token
"right to drive" but also conveys the civil identity of the driver, ie. the name, the
nationality, in some countries even the address of residence and the date of birth. If
a civil servant is checking whether a person is legally entitled to drive, the
implementation of a non-transferable token including this right would be sufficient;
further data on the driver (name, address) not necessarily have to be revealed. If,
however, the driver was witness at a traffic accident, he might have to testify at a
trial. In this case a different non-transferable token must enable the administration to
summon the driver to the trial and, in case the witness would not show up, allow that
punishment to be carried out which is available in case of a refusal to testify. Again,
neither the name nor the nationality of the driver must be made available; they can
be revealed by the driver voluntarily and they can be made part of the employed
token so that they are revealed automatically. For implementing the govern-mental
business process, they are not required: Electronic communication can be
anonymous via pseudonyms or more elaborate methods (Chaum, 88), (Reichenbach
et al., 1997) and monetary fines can be implemented using anonymous payment
methods (Chaun et al., 1989). See (Chaun, 1985) for an introduction to
cryptographic protocols available for such situations.

Replacing the passport-type of identity by taken based identities adapted to the
requirements of the specific administrative processes can have a number of
important effects for electronic government. While ensuring the required token
properties, only those data on a citizen are employed which really are required for
the process. The approach observes the data protection principles of data economy
and data avoidance. It respects the citizens’ right for privacy, implementing at the
same time the proper administrative acts required by law. Most important, it can
advance the acceptance of e-Government, since it actively deals with "big brother"
anxieties. Most especially, it leads to a more fair and equal treatment of citizens by
their administration. Neither title, name, age or other attributes stored on a passport
or in a file could now influence administrative decisions within the discretionary
power of a civil servant - only those properties being available with the specific
required token could play a role in the regulatory process. Whether the latter
property is considered an advantage or a disadvantage is, of course, a matter of one’s
political standing.
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2.3 Other Concepts of Digital Identity

Digital Signature: If we apply a certain well known (see for example the
introductory literature on this topic, eg. (Schneier, 1995)) cryptographic algorithm A
on a document d and a private key p, we obtain the digital signature S = A(p, d). The
private key p is mathematically connected with a public key q in such a way that a
second application of the algorithm on the signature s and the public key produces
the original document: A(q,s) = A(q,A(p,d))=d.

For purposes of digital signing, a person generates a pair of a public and a
private key. The public key will be registered in a trustworthy agency as belonging
to that specific person. The private key will be safely stored away and shall be
known only to his owner. Therefore it is only the owner who can derive the
signature s from the document. Everybody can verify the signature on a document d
by obtaining the public key q of the undersigned person at the trustworthy agency
and by checking that A(q,s) = d. See (Schneier, 1995) for the exact mathematical
details of this procedure.

Problems with digital signatures: Practical implementations of digital
signature schemes raise a considerable number of issues. Often, the private key is
stored on a computer which performs the calculations of the algorithm A on behalf
of the user. Given the well known threats of viruses, Trojan horses and worms and
facing the unreliability of present personal computers, there is no way to make sure
that the computer applies this algorithm only when the user directs the machine to
do so. There is no guarantee that the algorithm is applied only to the document
presented to the user on the computer screen and in exactly the form as it appears on
that computer screen. A bogus program could trigger the signing of documents
unbeknownst of the signer or even could transmit the private key into the Internet.
Schemes to protect the private key are reliable only if the entire hardware, software,

In the digital world, "identity" often is associated with concepts like digital
signature, user names, passwords, PIN and TAN codes.

Real world signature: In the real world, a signature is a willful act by which an
individual certifies his or her approval of the content of that document which gets
signed. Apart from the approval, the act of signing psychologically serves as a
warning function, calling to the attention of the signer that he is about to enter into a
binding commitment.

A signature per se does not provide the identity of an individual, especially in the
case of common names (eg. John Smith). The link to the individual can only be
made by a passport or by a similar official document linking picture and signature
(ie. non-transferable, biometric properties) with the name, nationality, birthdate and
birthplace of a person, which usually are considered sufficient data to identify that
person. This link is established only for those who are personally present at the act
of signing and have checked the passport themselves. If this link is required for the
benefit of third parties, a notary public certifies it with his seal and authority.
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operating system and the firmware can be fully trusted - a goal which cannot
realistically be achieved on a personal computer. This fact explains the trend to
small cryptographic devices, since it is easier to design a flawless and trusted device
if it has reduced complexity and its only functions are the storage of the private key,
the display of the document which shall be signed and the calculation of the digital
signature.

Furthermore, the digital signature only tells us that a certain mathematical
algorithm has been applied to a certain document. The link of this code to the signer
and his identity is not provided to a sufficient degree. Using above terminology, a
digital identity establishes only a splitable transferable token. Providing another
person with one s private key amounts to passing the digital identity along,
accidentally or on purpose, while keeping associated rights to oneself at the same
time. There is, however, some hope that a user does not give away his  private key on
purpose, facing the possible abuse of his key for signing acts performed outside of
the original motivation for giving away the key.

User names, passwords, PINs and TANS: The well known user names, as well
as personal identification numbers (PINs) implement the simplest form of (splitable,
transitive) transferable tokens (without a notion of consumption). Trans-action
numbers (TANS) provide consumable transferable tokens which usually are valid for
one transaction.

In the common application arena of cash dispensers and online banking systems,
these approaches are severely flawed. PINs and TANs are generated by the issuing
agency and sent to the user. Therefore, a link to the passport identity of the user
always is possible. Since PINs and TANs are known to the issuer, they do not have
evidential value in a dispute between issuer and user: Suppose a bank customer
claims not having authorized a specific online transaction and the bank claims the
customer did execute the transaction, presenting as a proof the TAN submitted by
the user. In this case there is no proper method for a judge to find out, who is telling
the truth, since the bank could easily have forged the proof. It is quite disturbing that
most cash dispensing machines and online banking systems still rely on such
improper techniques. Closer analysis makes it obvious that these systems would
require non-transferable tokens instead of transferable ones.

3. IMPLEMENTING IDENTITY TOKENS

3.1 Non-transferable Tokens

A design of non-transferable tokens must focus on the four attack modes
presently conceivable: The present owner of the token might want to transfer it, or
he does not want to transfer it but is forced to do so by others. The person to which
the token shall be transfered is ready to receive it or does not want to receive it.
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Furthermore, the likely interest of an attacker and the damage of an illegitimate
transfer must be considered.

The design options in Table 1 are either of a non-digital nature and have false
acceptance or false rejectance failure modes, or they are digital in nature but require
implantation or tedious restraining techniques, both of which are ethically not
acceptable. Depending on the sensor used, additional factors such as hygiene, public
acceptance, cost, time and others play an important role.

Table 1: Non-transferable tokens
Physical attributes Iris (Seal et al., 1997)

Fingerprint
Finger Lenght
Face Recognition

Biological attributes

Behaviour

Artificial tokens

DNA
Body Odor (Davies, 1997) (Grassfield, 2000)
Handwriting (ie. Signature)
Characteristic Movements (Bartmann, 1997)
Voice Recognition
Implants (eg. RFID-tags)
Unremovable Bands

From a security point of view the sensor and the signal path from the sensor to
the processor matching the measured signal with a stored template is most critical.
Firstly, a fake duplicate could be presented to the sensor (eg. a picture of a face
presented to a face recognition system, latex duplicate or cut-off finger presented to
a finger print sensor). Countermeasures comprise high sensor quality (eg. a finger
print sensor tests for the temperature and electrical characteristics of a live finger)
and the combination of several tokens, since a successful fake of several recognition
systems seems highly unlikely. Secondly, the owner of the token could collude with
the attacker, presenting his token for the benefit of the attacker. Here, the solutions
depend on the situation of the token presentation. If the real world benefit involves
access to a high security area, physical barriers can ensue that only the person
presenting his finger print or iris is allowed access. If the situation involves proving
ones identity to a police officer, the officer can ensure that the correct person offers
his body to a sensor measurement. Finally, the signal path from the sensor to the
processor executing the comparison algorithm, this processor itself and the place
where the reference template for the token is stored can be attacked. Physical means
must prevent tampering with this part of the system. Non-colluding "owners" of a
biometric property who are forced into providing their token, in some systems can
call for help by intensionally giving a wrong signal (eg. by using a special alarm
finger to call for help or by talking in an unnatural voice to prevent correct voice
recognition).

From a data protection point of view measuring physical, biological and
behavioural attributes of a person is problematic. The obtained data could be used
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for other purposes than for which these data were provided. Especially data obtained
from a DNA test could be used to determine genetic diseases of the involved person
resulting in health insurance or employment troubles. The provided data could also
help an attacker to misrepresent himself as the original “owner” of the biometric
properties.

Special thoughts must therefore be given to the place where the reference
templates of the biometric signal are stored. This could be in a central data base of a
trusted agency where the identity of a person is established using traditional means
and the biometric signal is rendered and stored under close supervision and in a
controlled environment. From a privacy protection point of view this is a bad idea
and should be restricted to specifically defined cases such as law enforcement.
Another possibility is the decentralized storage in a device under the control of the
user, for example in a smartcard. This also requires an enrollment of the reference
signal under the control of a trusted agency. The user then presents this device and
exposes the required biometric signal to the sensor. The optimal architecture,
however, requires that also the biometric sensor and the entire matching process is
located on this device. Only this setup ensures that the biometric signal of the user
cannot be stored; furthermore the sensor and the matching device are under the
supervision of the user, effectively reducing privacy concerns. Unfortunately such a
closed architecture is difficult to achieve for many biometric systems. For the
fingerprint case, smartcard solutions are likely to be available in 3 to 5 years,
Devices in the size of a PCMCIA card are presently under development (Sedov et
al., 2001).

A totally different approach to non-transferable tokens would be to motivate the
token owner not to give away a specific transferable token (Goldreich et al., 1998).
Such a motivation could be built up, if passing along the token led to considerable
economical or social damage. If a certain transferable token were a universal token
required to exercise all one’s civil rights or to access one’s bank account, voluntary
surrender by the owner would be highly unlikely. In the legal frameworks evolving
for digital signatures such an approach is taken: If a digital signature given with a
private key residing on the smartcard of a citizen is always considered as legally
binding signature it is highly unlikely that the card owner will collaborate with an
attacker.

However, this approach is highly dangerous. Firstly, the transferable token could
be lost or stolen. The dangers of losing most of one’s civil rights by losing a single
token have already been amply discussed by civil rights groups and pose an
unacceptable threat to the citizen. The often proposed solution of securing these
devices with a PIN code or password is also not acceptable, since PIN codes and
passwords tend to be forgotten - or written down by their owners.
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3.2 Transferable Tokens

Transferable tokens can have rather different requirements. Many of them are
well known in the field of cryptographic algorithms. For space constraints, we shall
only present an incomplete overview, leaving a detailed and cryptographic
discussion to a later publication.

Transferable tokens are not bound to an individual, thus a biometric link no
longer is necessary and the token can be realized by a bit string which can, of
course, be passed along and copied arbitrarily. A generic implementation therefore
produces a splitable and transitive token which a priori imposes no limit on the
number of consumptions. Evidential power depends on who is generating the bit
string, issuing it to the user and who is checking the validity.

The required access permissions can be implemented with digital signature
schemes, preventing unqualified persons from tempering with token data or from
generating unauthorized tokens.

Manufacturing an atomic token is a well known requirement in the fields of
electronic money and digital content copyright: If I give away a dollar or a music
CD I should no longer own it: I might still physically posses the token but it has
become useless for me. Strategies to tackle with this requirement in an intangible,
purely digital manner, have been developed in anonymous electronic money
schemes (Chaum et al., 1989). Physical tokens which cannot easily by duplicated or
manipulated (eg. cryptographic smartcards) could be used as well. Restricting the
number of consumptions can be implemented as a simple add-on to electronic
money schemes and easily are implemented in smart tokens.

3.3 Real World Implementations

In a single real world business process, different identity tokens might be
required. Suitable devices such as PDAs or smartcards will act as a representative
for the user and will guarantee that the proper protocols are used. They will ensure
the correct choice of the token type and insulate the owners true identity from the
ones required in specific processes. (Sedov et al., 2001) describes possible
architectures.

Certainly, such an important device can be lost. Technology from Section 3.1
links the device to its owner and prevents abuse. Storing the tokens on a crypto-
graphically sealed backup device protects against a sudden “loss of ones identity”.
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR E-
GOVERNMENT PROCESSES

These 1: Presently, in most administrative processes the citizen has to reveal his
passport identity, supplying more data on himself than really is required by the
administrative act. We propose for discussion the reengineering of governmental
processes in order to reduce the amount of revealed data. Instead of providing his
passport identity, the citizen should provide (only) those identity tokens materially
required by the respective administrative act.

For example, the administrative act of "verifying whether a person has the
license to drive a car" should be reduced to checking the non-transferable token "has
the right to drive a car". There is no need to reveal the name of the person in this
process.

Consequences are an improved privacy and a more fair and equal treatment since
only legally required data form the basis of a discretionary administrative decision.
Furthermore, some possibilities for centralized statistical surveys and demographical
studies are lost.

This suggestion is not as radical as it might seem, being the logical consequence
and spirit of the US Identity Theft Protection Act, stating in its preamble the
following purpose (Anon, 01):

agencies or persons.

... to prohibit the establishment in the Federal Government of any
uniform national identifying number, and to prohibit Federal agencies
from imposing standards for identification of individuals on other

This development, however, is more typical of Anglo-Saxon and American
governmental culture, where there is considerable less central registration of citizen
data than in most European administrative cultures. Whereas the former does not
know mandatory formal registration of a residential address and the citizens? place
of living is checked informally and only when public or private services are utilized
(eg. registering to vote, registering a car, claiming social benefits) it is mandatory in
the latter culture and even centralized registers of residential addresses are com-
mon. This comparison, however, is not uniformly true for all administrative areas
given, for example, the highly organized structure of the US Internal Revenue
Services IRS. See (Clarke, 1994) for a comparison of national policies.

These 2: Present digital signature schemes and laws have a fundamental flaw.
They not necessarily guarantee the "wilful act" and "warning function" properties
required from a "real world" signature and lack the non-transferable binding to a
person.

We suggest to enhance present digital signature technology and law by
mandatory biometric components establishing the required non-transferable token.
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Furthermore, implementations should be restricted to devices sufficiently small that
the operating system and signing software cannot be tampered with as easily as a
PC.

These 3: Citizen trust in online security is low. We therefore need a better
public understanding of the concepts of identity, digital signature and online
security, as well as of the threats of their presently flawed implementations.

We suggest that parallel to technological and legal improvements towards truly
trusted signature and identity schemes, public awareness strategies are developed to
establish a feeling of trust in digital identity systems with our fellow citizens. With
more than 85% of all Internet users perceiving security as significant or even
deciding factor in online business (Anon, 1998), one can imagine the dramatic
acceptance problems large scale e-government solutions will have otherwise.

These 4: In order to obtain perceived and real trust in identity schemes, we have
to develop audit technology, open protocols and standards and should ban
proprietary or closed source identity schemes.

Only open source systems whose entire design principles are available to critical
public analysis make it possible to safely verify the claims of adhering to established
regulations and protocols. Therefore, only such systems should be used in e-
government identity processes. Obviously, this criterion must apply to all parts of
the system, including operating systems and bootstrap codes. Thus, most presently
used operating systems must be eliminated from security relevant e-government
processes.

We furthermore need an administrative culture which is open for public auditing
of its technological environment and encourages discussion of security issues,
especially security flaws.

These 5: We need laws dealing with digital identity and identity theft based on
digital id.

First activities in this direction are the Identity Theft Protection Act or the Social
Security Number Protection Act in the US.

This legal framework must also deal with the theft of biometric properties 2 and
with the fraudulent manipulation of identity establishing biometric sensors and
systems. On the other hand, open discussion and research into the flaws of these
systems must not be restricted, as it is presently done with copyright protection
technology by the Digital Millennium Copyright Act.

These 6: We should stimulate the participation of the public in the discussions
on e-government systems. (Chaum, 85) observes:

As the initial choice for the[ir] architecture gathers economic and social
momentum, it becomes increasingly difficult to reverse. Whichever
approach prevails, it will likely have a profound and enduring impact on
economic freedom, democracy, and our informational rights.
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Today, 15 years later, more than 85% of the Internet population is heavily
concerned with online security. If the quick path to e-government which is taken
today for economic reasons continues to neglect the impacts on the citizen and does
not reevaluate its position with regard to identity, we will either end up with the
wrong solution or with an unexpected low rate of acceptance. In both cases costly
reengineering will be required.
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Development of an European-wide Citizen Javacard
to Support Administrative Processes by the Use of the
Electronic Signature and the Biometric Fingerprint
Sensor
A case study of legal implications
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Abstract: This paper describes the results of the project "Facilitating Administrative
Services for Mobile Europeans (FASME), which aims to develop a Javacard
prototype, i.e. a chip card on the basis of the Java programming language
which is not platform dependent. The Javacard will allow for specific
administrative tasks such as the registration and de-registration of addresses
and reregistering motor vehicles to be safely and flexibly carried out
throughout Europe.

1. INTRODUCTION

By using the FASME Javacard prototype, visits to the authorities regarding
administrative matters by individual EU citizens such as registering and

The abbreviation FASME stands for the project entitled "Facilitating
Administrative Services for Mobile Europeans", i.e. supporting individual EU
citizens in dealing with administrative processes within Europe. The project, which
in all is to run for a period of 18 months, was started on 1 January 2000. Within the
framework of the FASME project a Javacard prototype will be developed, a chip
card on the basis of the Java programming language which is not platform
dependent, that will allow for specific administrative tasks such as the registration
and de-registration of addresses and reregistering motor vehicles to be safely and
flexibly carried out throughout Europe. Furthermore, the prototype provides
individual assistance within the framework of services (meta applications) for the
initial period following a move within the European member states.
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deregistering an address and reregistering motor vehicles can be organised in a more
efficient manner.

The FASME Java Card is especially equipped with a biometric fingerprint
sensor and an e-Signature. By using these two components administrative processes
in the public sector for each EU citizen and the municipalities should be legally
secure.

2. BIOMETRIC FINGERPRINT PROCEDURE

The FASME Javacard is equipped with a fingerprint sensor that is integrated in
the card. This fingerprint sensor carries out and ensures for the safety of the
verification or the identity of the EU citizen in carrying out the administrative
processes on the basis of the minutia79 comparison procedure. Furthermore the
fingerprint sensor is used as an access security mechanism for the electronic
signature.

2.1 Practical procedure

The detailed procedure of the identity analysis by way of the biometric
fingerprint is carried out in the following steps:
1. Placing the FASME Javacard in the terminal reading device. The internal error

counter on the Javacard, which also serves the purpose of limiting the number of
possible unsuccessful analysis attempts, increases by the value one.

2. Reading the fingerprint of the card user by way of the fingerprint sensor and
transmitting the read data to the Java chip on the card.

3. Comparison of the read fingerprint of the card user with the fingerprint sample
(reference value) of the card owner (verification) stored on the card via the chip
processor (Java VirtualMachine). The verification is based on an examination of
minutia pairs.

4. In the event that the two fingerprint data records are identical, the card is
approved for usage and a specific data transaction made possible that is
supported by the Javacard. As only one single transaction is possible, a new
fingerprint analysis shall be required for each transaction. In the case of a
successful fingerprint analysis the error counter will be reset to zero.

5. If the two fingerprint data records are not identical, the error counter within the
card increases by the value one. If the error counter reaches a predetermined
valid, the card will be (temporarily) blocked for all further usage. In such a case
the blockage lifted by an authorised administrative official.

79 Sample of dermal ridges on the fingertip; Data Protection and Data security, 06/2000 p.328
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Figure 6. Minutia comparison procedure

2.2 Legal implications

The practical procedure described above warrants a comprehensive legal
appraisal on the basis of the following criteria.

2.2.1 Constitutional requirements within the EU member states

The constitutions in the EU member states stress in strong terms the protection
of human dignity and thus make the principle the uppermost value of the respective
constitution.

If the use of biometric procedures were to constitute a violation of the dignity of
man, the state authorities would, on the one hand, be prohibited from using these
procedures. On the other hand agreements under civil law that provided for the use
of such procedures which violated man's dignity would also be inadmissible. The
state would be under obligation to intervene to put an end to the situation in
violation of the constitution. With regard to the use of biometric procedures the
initial question law should be put as to whether certain restrictions or parameters are
contained in the constitution. The particular explosive nature of biometric
procedures arises in this respect from two aspects: on the one hand identification
procedures are directly linked to physical features of the affected person. On the
other, physical characteristics are thus instrumentalised for certain purposes.
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If an individual is forced to use his/her body in a certain manner, such action
may be discussed as a vulgarisation from a subject to an object.

Whether individual procedures place the dignity of man in jeopardy in a non-
uniform market depends, above all, on the features with which it works and in which
manner the biometric data of the user is requested. The dignity of man is particularly
endangered if an individual has no opportunity to control, at a given time, his/her
biometric data that is being recorded80 . Then, he/she would be more in danger of
being vulgarised to a mere object. Therefore, such procedures are worthy of
preference which calls for an active participation of the affected person, for example
the signature verification. The violation of dignity may, however, also arise from the
excessive information content which can occur in some procedures.

In general a distinction between the use of biometry in the public and private
sector is to be made. The private sector is not taken into consideration in this
examination.

In the public sector it is worthwhile making a distinction between two different
areas of application of biometric identification procedures:
– Global applications in which a considerable group of the population is placed

under obligation to achieve an administrative purpose in participating in a
procedure. The American examples demonstrate that such procedures are
frequently used to prevent unauthorised use with regard to the receipt of state
services.

– The separate application in a public institution to bring about certain security
objectives. The access security mechanisms should be given consideration in this
respect. However, authentication via a system as regards the authorship of
certain decrees is also possible.
Because of the explosive nature of the legal foundations of these procedures,

which arise from the proximity described above to the dignity of man that is
separately protected by the constitution, it would, moreover, appear to be necessary
to provide for the global application by way of a special, area-specific legal
foundation.

2.2.2 Legal admissibility of biometric procedures

The Directive 1999/93 pertaining to the Community outline conditions for
electronic signatures expressly leaves open the technology that is to be used which,
in particular, is expressed in the reason for consideration (8): "The rapid
technological development and the global character of the Internet call for a concept
which provides an open-minded approach towards technologies and services in the
field of electronic authentication."

80 E.g. facial recognition at greater distances, analysis of the chemical composition of body odour
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Furthermore, according to the opinions held by technicians, the signature
composition data defined in Article 2, no. 4 also allows for the use of biometry.

In addition, according to Annex III, 1.c) of the Directive, a guarantee must be
provided in the case of the so-called secure signature composition data that "the
lawful user's signature composition data used for the compilation of the signature is
capable of being reliably protected from use by others."

2.2.3 Legal and data protection law implications

By using biometric fingerprint sensor the increased protection for the so-called
sensitive data listed in Article 8, Section 1 of the EU data protection directive

81

could be, above all, of interest. This includes information pertaining to the racial and
ethical origin, political opinions, religious or philosophical convictions, union
membership, health or sexual activities. The processing of such data is only
permitted subject to restricted preconditions. The fingerprint can, for example,
provide indications of a certain racial or ethical affiliation. However, this merely
applies to the biometric raw data that has not yet been prepared for the purpose of
identification. In contrast, the templates, with which the actual identification process
operates, do not constitute any sensitive data because a direct conclusion as regards
the full biometric entry information (for example on the fingerprint) cannot be
drawn on the basis of such templates. The increased preconditions in accordance
with Article 8 of the Directive follow on, however, from the processing, but not only
from the storage. In accordance with Article 2, letter b) of the Directive, even the
collation of data is regarded as processing. The collating of biometric raw data by
the system constitutes a record within the meaning of this Directive. Accordingly, an
excessive information content in the case of the collation of biometric raw data can
be sufficient to make the procedure, or at least the respective procedural part, subject
to the special protection of sensitive data in accordance with Article 8 of the
Directive. This can only be avoided if no excessive amounts of sensitive information
arise in the respective procedures.

Due to the fact that the biometric data is personal data, it is necessary, therefore,
that the following requirements are ensured via the fingerprint sensor and the like
integrated in the FASME JavaCard82 :
– It must not be possible to deduce the personal identity of a user from the

biometric data
– Biometric things may not be used as personal reference numbers
– Data storage and transport must be secure

81 Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parliament and Council dated 24 October 1995
82 Compare in detail Weichert, CuR 6/97, p. 369 et seq. and Data Protection and Data Security 3/1999, p.

128 et seq.
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– With regard to the estimation of the necessary level of protection, the question of
how permanent the link is between the biometric data and the person should be
taken into consideration

– The user must be aware of the possibility of a check

2.3 Legal appraisal of the applied biometric procedure
(fingerprint sensor) of the FASME Javacard

The special technical design of the FASME Javacard allows for the data
processing of the read fingerprint data, i.e. it is possible to match the stored
reference data (submitted fingerprint sample) on the card. In this respect the match is
carried out via the chip's central processor, the Central Processing Unit (CPU).

Instead of a central storage of reference data, which would call for the necessity
of a higher level of legal data protection, the FASME Javacard only stores reference
data of the respective card owner. Thus the decentralised storage of reference data is
within the dominion of the respective user.

The aforementioned reasons allow an assurance to be given as regards the aspect
of the security of data storage and data transport.

Because merely a few characteristics (minutia) of the fingerprint are processed
during the application of the fingerprint sensor, a reproduction of the entire
fingerprint and thus a conclusion as to the personal identity of a respective user are
excluded. This means the amount of used minutia is not greater than that which is
required for the recognition (principle of avoiding the creation of unnecessary data
and the effective usage of data). Therefore, the usage of the biometric data as a
reference to a person is excluded.

In the case of processing the supported processes the system provides an express
request to submit the personal fingerprint prior to the analysis of each fingerprint. In
this respect it is incumbent upon the respective user to either approve of or
discontinue the process.

As a result of the active co-operation by the user same is aware of a possible
verification at all times.

The intended integration of the biometric fingerprint sensor in the FASME
Javacard ensures that there is a reliable protection, which is not achieved by way of
the PIN and password, because biometric procedures provide considerably better
protection as regards access to the signature key on the basis of the aforementioned
reasons.

It should be noted that the biometric fingerprint procedure used in the FASME
project satisfies the highest legal data protection requirements.

Finally it should be noted, that the global use of an european-wide citizencard
for administrative processes requires an explicit european-wide legal basis. The
opportunities of biometry should, in particular in view of the discussed legal effects
of electronic signatures, be used within the different legal systems in Europe.
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3. APPLICATION OF THE ELECTRONIC SIGNATURE

It is envisaged that the electronic signature be initially used with the support of
the FASME Javacard in the case of data transfer processes in public administration
for the process of changing an address and registering a motor vehicle.

It is envisaged that as a result of this EU citizens will, in the future, be able to
make use of public sector services which ensure that security objectives are reached,
such as:
– The authenticity of a sender
– The coding / deciphering of the content
– The integrity / genuineness of the data content

The binding nature of the documents and explanations.

Figure 2. Signature procedure

3.1 Practical procedure

The following outline conditions are created with regard to the application of the
electronic signature so as to ensure that the stated security aspects are followed:
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–

–

–

–

Each FASME-Javacard is allocated a unique asymmetrical key-pair. This key
pair is made up of one private key and one public key. The allocation of the key
pairs is carried out within the framework of the certification of the FASME
Javacard via a state-recognised certification service provider.
The private key serves the purpose of signing a data record that is to be
forwarded so as to guarantee the authenticity of the owner of the private key, and
thus the sender.
Furthermore, the private key is used to decipher / decode a received and coded
data record and to authenticate / verify the genuineness of the content of a
received data record.
The public key serves the purpose of coding / ciphering data records which are
sent to the key owner and to verify the authenticity of the identity of the sender
(by way of his/her public key). To this end the public key must initially be made
known to the sender (coding) or the addressee (authenticity).
The detailed procedure of the application of the electronic signature is explained

below on the basis of a data transfer from the FASME Javacard to a terminal at an
official institution:
1.

2.

3.

The FASME Javacard contains the relevant data which is required for the
terminal at an official institution to handle a specific process.
For the secure transmission of the relevant data - avoiding inspection by
unauthorised persons / guaranteeing the genuineness (authenticity) - the
information is ciphered / coded by way of the terminal public key.
To sign the data record and thus guarantee the clear identity (authenticity) of the
sender, the information is coded / ciphered by way of the private key of the
FASME Javacard. The creation of the electronic signature is sparked via a
legitimisation on the card by way of the provision of a fingerprint of the
respective card user.
The actual data transfer takes place.
Once the data transfer has been concluded, the decoding / deciphering of the
received data takes place by way of the terminal private key. The verification of
the integrity of the transferred data takes place via the calculation of a proof total
(hash value) by way of the terminal private key and the match with a test value
calculated prior to the data transfer. Even the smallest change in content of the
transferred data record brings about a deviation between these test values.
Securing of the authenticity of the sender is carried out by verifying the signature
with the sender's public key. In this respect the party providing the guarantee is a
state-recognised certification authority (a so-called Trust Centre).

4.
5.

6.

3.2 EU Directive 1999/93/EC

Electronic communication and electronic business transactions call for "qualified
electronic signatures" and appropriate authentication services for data. Diverging
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regulations pertaining to the legal recognition of qualified electronic signatures and
the accreditation of certification service providers in the member states can pose a
serious obstacle to electronic communication and electronic business transactions. In
contrast, clear Community outline conditions for qualified electronic signatures
strengthen the trust and general acceptance regarding new technologies. After more
than one year of continuous discussions an agreement has been reached in Europe
regarding a Directive for electronic signatures. It came into force on 19.01.2000 in
Brussels via the European Parliament and the Council of the European Union.

The Directive should be conceived such that, above all, different legislation in
the member states be avoided. Therefore, the Directive not only provides for the
definition of a legal but also an organisational framework.

The objective of the Directive of creating the application of electronic signatures
in a largely uniform legal framework within the European Union will be largely
achieved.

The framework is sufficiently flexible so as not to exclude any future
technological developments.

In accordance with Article 13 - Implementation, the Directive must be
implemented in national law in all EU states within the next 18 months, at the latest
by 19 July 2001.

3.3 Legal appraisal of the FASME signature procedure

After more than one year of ongoing discussions an agreement has been reached
in Europe regarding a Directive for electronic signatures. Next year will see the
implementation of the Directive in the member states of the EU. It is envisaged that
the Directive be designed such that above all different forms of legislation be
avoided in the member states. Therefore, the Directive does not provide for just a
legal framework, it also offers an organisational framework.

In the case of the implementation of the Directive primary importance should be
attached to the aspect of harmonisation. The states should not create any new terms83

following the approach towards harmonisation of the EU Directive. The terms used
in the Directive have not been selected optionally because they do not comply with
the nomenclature defined by the standardisation committee.

However, a new introduction of - even contradictory - terms in the national
legislature would result in widespread confusion among the population and
companies. It is worthy of note that the member states may make the application of
signatures in the public sector dependent on additional requirements84 . In this
respect it is hoped that for the EU member states no additional legal requirements
are created that would hamper the trans-border services for citizens.

83 Data Protection and Data Security, edition 02/2000, p. 88
84 Artikel 3 Absatz 7 EU Directive 1999/93/EC
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3.3.1 Qualified signature

In order to do justice to the statutory requirements regarding the application of
the FASME JavCard in the area of public administration for the processes involving
a change of address and registering a motor vehicle, a qualified electronic signature
is used which satisfies the preconditions of Article 2, no. 2 a) to d) of the EU
Directive 1999/93.

The qualified electronic signature used in the FASME JavaCard is, in each case,
solely allocated to the lawful owner of the card, by whom it can be created, because
only the right user can use the card to sign by way of the biometric components.
Accordingly, the qualified electronic signature thus created allows for a definite
identification of the FASME JavaCard used to sign and in addition an identification
of the signing user as a result of the uniqueness quality of the key pairs. Because all
the components used for the creation of the qualified electronic signature (key pairs,
numeric processing unit, fingerprint sensor) are to be found directly on the card, and
are thus directly within the user's dominion, the signing party can keep them under
his/her sole control. By creating a hash value via the signature within the framework
of the coding, it is possible to recognise subsequent changes made to the data.

3.3.2 Secure signature composition units

The secure signature composition units that are required to create a qualified
electronic signature are determined in greater detail in Annex III of the Directive
1999/93. The utilisation of special signature composition units is guaranteed within
the framework of the FASME project on the basis of the techniques and procedures
described below:

The signature composition data used to create the signature are cryptoalgorithms
in accordance with the parameters of the interoperability specifications which are to
be issued by way of the Trust Centre that complies with the requirements. This
ensures that the used data is unique. The secrecy of the data and the prevention of
unauthorised usage are guaranteed by the method of construction and the functions
of the used chip card.

The modern signature procedure and the used cryptoalgorithms (RSA85) allow
the user to inspect the data that is to be signed. They do not change the content of the
data but, however, prevent the signature composition data from being deduced and
prevent signature forgery.

The cryptographical requirements regarding the used hash functions and
signature algorithms to create a key are satisfied by the FASME JavaCard. It is
presumed that the hash function SHA-1 and the cryptoalgorithms in accordance with

85 Rivest, Shamir und Adleman Krypthoalgorithmen
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the RSA procedure be used within the framework of the project to create signatures,
and for coding and decoding.

3.3.3 Certificates

In order to satisfy the requirements pertaining to the qualified signature, the
signature used in the FASME project must be based on a qualified certificate. In
accordance with Article 2 of the definition no. 9 of the Directive, the term
"certificate" describes an electronic certification with which signature testing data of
a person are allocated and with which the identity of this person is confirmed. A
"qualified certificate" is a certificate that satisfies the requirements of Annex I and
which is made available by a certification service provider which does justice to the
requirements set out in Annex II. The Directive and the Europe-wide legislation
have not yet stipulated any definite certification format. However, it solely pursues
the objective of creating outline conditions for qualified electronic signatures with
high security requirements.

A utilisation of the version X.509v3, which has presented itself as the general
format for certificates, is planned within the framework of the FASME project, that
would allow an european-wide usage. It is noticed that different efforts are in
progress to norms of certificates harmonise european-wide.

4. TRUST CENTRE

Finding solutions to two problems is of crucial importance to the security of data
transmission in open networks. On the one hand it must be ensured that unauthorised
access is not possible so as to prevent manipulation of the transferred data. On the
other it must be clearly determinable that transferred data actually originates from an
authorised sender. Like an "electronic notary" the Trust Centre creates and
"authenticates" the signature key and thus creates a trusted foundation for qualified
electronic signature procedures in the case of the electronic transmission of data.
The Trust centre must satisfy the stringent legal requirements to as to ensure that the
electronic signing of information is legally binding and secure.

If it is determined within a public key infrastructure that a certain public
electronic key belongs to a certain person or institution, a trusted and independent
third party must have previously verified the allocation. Subsequently, this third
party can vouch for the identity of the key owner. This trusted third party is the Trust
Centre. Following the identification of a person, for example by way of the
presentation of a personal identity card, the Trust Centre establishes by means of a
qualified certificate that a certain electronic key belongs to the appropriate certificate
owner. The qualified certificates are, in turn, kept ready in a secure, electronic
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directory which is accessible at all times so that a third party can determine the
validity and the authenticity of the owner.

As it is envisaged that an qualified electronic signature that is required to be
legally binding be used to deal with administrative processes via the FASME
JavaCard (change of address / motor vehicle registration), co-operation with a Trust
Centre is inevitable. For the FASME project this means that the administrative
authority must have access to the aforementioned electronic directory when
verifying the electronic documents that are completed and signed by the citizen so
that the authority can determine the validity of the qualified certificate and the
authenticity of the EU citizen.

A "certification service provider" in accordance with Article 2 of the definition
no. 11 of the EU Directive 1999/93 is an office or a legal or natural person who
issues certificates or provides other services in conjunction with electronic
signatures.

A certification service provider is a certification service provider who complies
the preconditons of Annex II of the Directive.

The directive allows the member states and the suppliers of certification services
plenty of room for manoeuvre as regards the establishment of different
infrastructures for electronic signatures.

In accordance with Article 2, Section 1, the member states may not make the
provision of certification services dependent upon a prior agreement. However,
certification service providers who satisfy the requirements of Annex II are subject
to a monitoring system that is to be set up in each member state if they offer
qualified certificates publicly. The monitoring system may either be publicly or
privately organised.

In addition, the member states are not prevented from establishing a voluntary
accreditation system to achieve greater security. It is questionable as to who would
require still greater security. But this hypothetical question aside, it is possible for
the member states to establish own voluntary accreditation systems which place
different requirements on security. The Directive text does not state whether the
system must build on that what has already been defined or whether requirements
may be formulated which extend beyond the four annexes86 . At the present time it
would appear that as a result very different systems may occur in the individual
sates. To increase harmonisation the EU Commission can publish reference figures
of secure products which can be used for the composition of qualified signatures87.

In view of the planned EU-wide application of the FASME JavaCard it remains
to be seen whether the individual member states make these Trust Centres subject to
additional statutory requirements during the course of introducing accredited
certification service providers.

86 Data protection and data security, edition 02/200, p. 88
87 See also article 3, Section 5 of the Directive 1999/93/EC
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It is hoped that the states do not make any new form requirements or regulations
so as to justify the higher security level for a voluntary accreditation system.

CONCLUSION5.

On the basis of the biometric fingerprint procedure that is used, a level of
protection is achieved which complies with the highest legal data protection
requirements as regards processing person-related data.

The requirement of a special legal basis will be deemed given with regard to the
EU-wide application of the FASME JavaCard in which the biometric fingerprint
sensor is used in the field of public administration.

Within the framework of the FASME project a so-called advanced or qualified
electronic signature is to be used that is based on a qualified certificate pursuant to
the preconditions of Annex I. This must satisfy the preconditions of the EU
Directive 1999/93, Article 2, no. 2 a) to d). Secure signature composition units that
do justice to the requirements of Annex III of the Directive 1999/93 are required to
create such an advanced or qualified electronic signature. As a result of the
components used within the framework of the project (JavaCard, etc.) it is possible
to ensure that the requirements regarding secure signature composition units are
adhered to.

As a result of the intended utilisation of the hash function SHA-1 and the
signature algorithm based on the RSA procedure, it is possible to ensure that the
interoperability of the signature procedure will function as required.

It is envisaged that the signature used in the FASME project be based on the
standard version X.509v3, which has presented itself as a general format for
certificates, because a certain certificate format has neither been stipulated Europe-
wide nor by national legislation in the member states.

With regard to the EU-wide application of the FASME JavaCard in the public
sector it would be necessary to install a certification service provider who at least
satisfies requirements of Annex II of the Directive 1999/93. First of all it remains to
be seen how the individual member states implement the special preconditions of
Annex II into national law. In this respect a harmonisation of the infrastructure for
the Europe-wide application of the advanced or qualified electronic signature is of
the greatest importance. Beyond this it is hoped that the EU member states do not
make the certification service providers in the public sector subject to additional
statutory requirements.

In the author's opinion it would be desirable that the member states implement
uniform provisions of law pertaining to the parity of treatment of the qualified
electronic signature with hand-written documents, in particular in the field of public
administration, because a pioneering role is attributed to public sector
administration.
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Abstract: The Italian approach to e-Government is based on the development and
deployment of the Unitary Network, a “secure Intranet” interconnecting all the
public administrations. The Cooperative Architecture, currently designed on
top of it, is the reference distributed computing model in which each
administration is represented as a Domain, exchanging data and application
services with the others through Cooperative Gateways. Some issues have
been, and currently need to be, addressed, such as the presence of legacy
systems, the need of a cooperative development process, the identification of
the more effective cooperative approaches. In this paper some first
experimental projects carried out in the years 1998-2000, aiming at validating
the Cooperative Architecture, will be described; then some lessons gained by
these first experiences will be presented.

In Italy, the need for a better coordination of efforts and investments in the area
of government information systems has pushed, in 1993, the Italian Parliament to
create a new agency named “Autorità per l’Informatica nella Pubblica
Amministrazione” [Authority for Information Technology in the Public
Administration] (AIPA) with the aim of promoting technology innovation, by
defining criteria for planning, implementation, management and maintenance of the
information systems of the Italian Public Administration (PA). Among the various
initiatives undertaken by AIPA since its constitution, the Unitary Network is the
most important and challenging one. The project has the purpose of implementing a
“secure Intranet” able to connect public administrations among them.

1. INTRODUCTION
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The need of a common infrastructure for connecting information systems of
different public administrations has been confirmed by the results of a general
assessment on the use of the Information Technology in the Italian PA. In order to
perform such an assessment, AIPA has developed its own original methodology,
tailoring existing approaches and methodologies for information system planning
(U.S. Department of Commerce 1988) and inventory organization (Thompson 1993)
to the specific features and rules of the Italian PA.

The novelty of the investigation has been to focus not only on technological
issues, but also on organizational ones, to identify the structure and the relationships
among the organizational units (OUs); the investigation has been performed both on
the OUs responsible for the computer-based information systems (EDP OUs), and
on the other units responsible for administrative processes (User OUs). The results
of the investigation have been collected in an inventory (Batini et al. 1996), whose
high level schema is shown in Figure.

2.1 The assessment

2. THE UNITARY NETWORK

The ambitious objectives of the Unitary Network will be obtained by promoting
cooperation at the application level. By defining a common application architecture,
the Cooperative Architecture, it will be possible to consider the set of distributed, yet
independent systems of public administrations as a Unitary Information System of
Italian PA in which each subject can participate by exchanging services with other
subjects.

The Unitary Network and the related Unitary Information System with its
Cooperative Architecture are an example of a Cooperative Information System
(CIS) (Mylopoulos and Papazoglou 1997, Brodie 1998); a CIS is defined as a large
number of cooperating component systems distributed over large, complex computer
and communication networks and working together cooperatively, effectively
requesting and sharing information, constraints, and goals. The technologies
supporting this kind of systems are quickly growing, but the same is not true for the
methodologies on how to develop them; moreover not many experiences on
successful large cooperative systems have been reported.

The aim of this paper is to describe the Cooperative Architecture and some pilot
projects undertaken during the last years (1998-2000), by introducing several criteria
for comparing them. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
2 a general assessment on the use of IT in the Italian PA during the 90’s is
described, then the Unitary Network and the Cooperative Architecture are outlined.
Section 3 describes the pilot projects and compares them by introducing some
criteria. Finally Section 4 concludes the paper.
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Figure 1. Schema of the investigation (in UML)

As regards the organizational structure, the Italian PA consists of different
entities:
– Central PA, which consists of government Departments and Agencies (about

100, with 40.000 employees) located in Rome;
– Peripheral PA, which consists of branch offices (about 4.000 with 400.000

employees) of the Central PA spread all over the country;
– Local PA, which consists of entities such as Regions, Districts and City Councils

(20.000 with 1.000.000 employees), characterized by a high degree of autonomy
with respect to the central PA; this autonomy is continuously increasing as a
consequence of the decentralization process presently going on.
All together the administrations provide services to customers (citizens and

private organizations such as companies, enterprises, no-profit organizations, etc.)
and therefore they are typically involved together in the execution of administrative
activities or processes. By analyzing processes, AIPA has tried to build macro-
processes, that is sequences or aggregations of processes that are to be executed
jointly in order to satisfy the request of a service from a customer (Mecella and
Batini 2001). The investigation has been performed with a bottom up strategy,
leading to the identification of single administrative activities in specific OUs. Such
activities, when related in terms of causal relationships, give rise to macro-
processes.
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Currently the lack of cooperation among subjects involved in macro-processes
lead to their inefficient execution and to poor provision of services to customers; the
development of an Unitary Information System of the PA will allow to automatize
such macro-processes (Mecella and Batini 2001).

The Architecture2.2

The Unitary Network architecture consists of three functional elements, for
Transport, Basic and Cooperative Services (Mecella and Batini 2001). The
Cooperative Service includes the middleware services that enable the development
and deployment of new cooperative applications among administrations; the
Cooperative Architecture is the distributed computing model based upon the
Cooperative Service.

The main concept underlying the Cooperative Architecture is the one of Domain;
a Domain includes all the computing resources, networks, applications and data that
belong to a specific administration, regardless of the technical nature of such
information system. Each such Domain is modeled as a single entity, regardless of
its internal complexity, and is connected to the Unitary Network through the Domain
Cooperative Gateway, that exports, through Cooperative Interfaces, the set of data
and application services offered by the Domain. The interfaces may be designed
according to different paradigms and modeling approaches, and deployed through
various technologies. In the last three years (1998-2000) different pilot projects have
been experimenting different solutions:
– by using a middleware-based approach; that is a collection of business objects

and components is first specified using an appropriate Interface Definition
Language, then implemented in Cooperative Gateways, and finally made
available to other Domains by deploying the Gateways as object/component
servers, such as CORBA, COM+ or EJB servers (mainly through protocols over
TCP/IP, e.g. IIOP) (Mecella and Batini 2000);

– by using a Web-based approach; that is the data are described and exported
through XML documents and the exchange is carried out through standard
Internet technologies and protocols (mainly HTTP);

– by using a traditional approach; that is the data and application services are
described as procedural calls and the adopted technologies are the consolidated
ones (e.g. file transfer, widespread proprietary protocols, TP monitors, etc.).
In the next section such cooperative projects will be presented and compared

according to some proposed dimensions.
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3. THE PROJECTS

Six different projects will be considered:
– Arconet aims at developing a prototype of the Cooperative Gateway of the

Italian Social Security Service (ISSS), for exporting data and services about
pension plans and pre-retirement contributions of the Italian citizens. Two
prototypes have been developed, the first by using a middleware-based approach
(implemented both in DCOM and in CORBA), the latter by using XML and
software components (EJBs and COM+ components). Both the prototypes use a
wrapping layered architecture, in order to offer new integrated views of the data
and services available on the back-end legacy systems (see Mecella and Batini
2000 for technical details).

– SICAP aims at implementing the Cooperative Information System of the
Department of Justice (DoJ). The architecture and modeling approach are the
same as in the first ARCONET prototype (middleware-based approach by using
CORBA objects for exporting data and services). The interesting aspect is the
use of a nested architecture, that is the Domain has been split into sub-domains
(Criminal Record Office, many Law Courts, etc.) and each sub-domain offers a
cooperative gateway similar to the main one exposed on the Unitary Network.

– WebArch aims at implementing a subsystem of the Prefectures (PreFs)
concerning the Document Register (the act of recording every inward/outward
documents, as defined by the Italian law) and the workflow. This subsystem was
developed from scratch and it was completely written in Java, according to a
component architecture quite similar to the EJB one. The interfaces towards the
Unitary Network are deployed as a set of CORBA wrappers over the back-end
Java components.

– RAE is a system for the notification of events concerning Italian enterprises, to
be exchanged among the Chambers of Commerce (CsoC), ISSS and the National
Board for the Insurance against Industrial Accidents (NBIIA). This system is
going to implement a Publish&Subscribe pattern, deployed by using Message
Oriented Middleware (MOM) and XML DTD/documents for the definition and
exchange of events. This project is the only one providing for an explicit
activity, in the development process, which addresses the data quality issue.

– SICC is a system for cadastral data exchange among City Councils (CCs),
Department of Finance (DoF), Notaries and Certified Land Surveyors. It uses the
Access Keys Warehouse (AKW) approach (Arcieri et al. 1999), that is a
warehouse of database identifiers is used to maintain the coherence among the
distributed databases of the cooperative system.

– Digital Order of Payment is an e-procurement project for the development of a
system managing orders of payment among public administrations (e.g.,
Department of Treasury, DoT) banks and suppliers. The system will be
developed in two steps: (i) the deployment, in each administration, of a special-
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The comparison among the different projects is carried out through a few
analysis dimensions, aiming at describing the type and complexity of the project,
and the adopted technologies, architectures and approaches.

The first set of dimensions concerns the complexity of the project; it consists of:
– Project schedule. This dimension provides the start time of the project, the

length and the phase in which it currently is. The start time is often tied to the
technology on hype in that period (as the projects are experimental, their aim is
to try different new technologies).

– Involved administrations. As the projects aim at defining and deploying
cooperative interfaces among previously non connected administrations, this
dimension is used as a measure of the present and future complexity of the
project. At the same time, the more the involved administrations are, the more
the adopted architecture and engineering approach can be considered valid and
applicable. In Table we show both the organizations currently involved and the
expected final set.
As regards the type of project, from the previous dimensions it is possible to

classify them in terms of proof-of-concept and core-business, meaning the first
projects are more targeted to the experimentation of solutions in a small set of
administrations, the latter ones concern more widespread applications and critical
processes of the Italian PA.

3.1 Comparative Analysis

purpose cooperative gateway, and (ii) the development and deployment, in each
administration, of the back-end system for the management of payments and
accounting, which will be based on ERPs. The cooperative gateway will be
based on a proprietary architecture, already used by the Italian Banking System.

Table shows this classification and the values of the described dimensions for
each project.
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Table 1. Comparative analysis: complexity dimensions
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The second set of dimensions concerns the architectures and the cooperative
models adopted by different projects:
– Cooperation Type. This dimension takes into consideration the different

approaches that can be adopted for the design of Cooperative Gateways.
Horizontal cooperation. In this case broad conceptual information and
services are exported: they are not tied to specific business services and
supporting applications, but rather they represent a general information
model of the Domain. This approach aims at developing an “information
bus” n top of which specific applications (such as portals) can be layered.
Vertical cooperation consists in exporting coarse grained services aiming at
supporting specific applications for specific processes (e.g. the Digital Order
of Payment project).

– Interaction Type. The cooperation in the Italian PA can be targeted either to the
Administration-to-Administration (A2A) exchange of data and services, or to the
offering of services Administration-to-Customer (A2C). Customers can be
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classified into end-users (e.g. citizens, companies) and broker officials (such as
tax accountants, notaries, etc.), who in many administrative processes act as
intermediaries for end-users; therefore it is possible to identify Administration-
to-EndUser (A2U) and Administration-to-BrokerOfficial (A2BO) sub-types of
the A2C interaction. The horizontal cooperation can support both A2A and A2C
types, as on top of the general information bus it is simple to develop specific
client applications. Conversely in those projects adopting a vertical cooperation
type, the choice about whether to support A2A or A2C applications must be
taken since the inception phase, as the specific nature of the produced interfaces.

– Reference Model. Prior to and during the projects, AIPA has defined a set of
logical components as a reference model for the Cooperative Gateway: (a) Query
and transactional Update services of the information asset of a Domain, (b)
Event Notification service, (c) Control & Management services (e.g. security,
accounting, auditing, availability and fault control, QoS, etc.), (d) Cooperative
Interfaces, which export data and application services, and (e) standard and
possibly off-the-shelf middleware technologies, shown in Table with the
specific suites of protocols used for the exchange of data and the invocation of
services. As for the nature of the projects, not each system realizes all the logical
components.
In Table the projects are described according to this set of dimensions. Finally

the last set of dimensions concerns technological and architectural issues:
– Modeling Approach. This dimension is interesting for those projects adopting an

object oriented approach to data/services modeling, whereas object wrappers
integrate the back-end legacy systems to offer new cooperative interfaces: two
different modeling techniques can be used, namely operation-based and
concept-based (Mecella and Pernici 2001).

– Dealing with Legacy Systems. A basic issue is the pervasive presence of legacy
systems in the Italian PA. About 100 different legacy systems currently operate
in the Central PA, and among them at least 50% will be impacted by current and
future cooperative projects. Different approaches to deal with them have been
adopted in the projects.

– Middleware maturity. The projects adopt various technologies for the
middleware layer, with different maturity levels. This dimension can
qualitatively measure the risk of the project and its experimental nature, and
therefore is correlated with the set of dimensions and the classification into
proof-of-concept and core-business projects. In Table we provide the evaluated
rating according to a three value scale.

First Cooperative Projects in the Italian e-Government Initiative
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Table 2. Comparative analysis: cooperation model

– Architectures. The adopted architectures can be roughly classified into three
categories: (i) distributed object/component middleware-based, (ii) Web/XML-
based and (iii) traditional. This dimension is tightly correlated with the
middleware dimension previously proposed.
In Table the projects are described according to this set of dimensions.

3.2 Discussion

The core-business projects (Digital Order of Payment, SICC), in order to reduce
the risk due to their complexity, are adopting a more conservative approach, by
using traditional technologies and engineering approaches such as vertical
cooperation and procedural interfaces; conversely the proof-of-concept projects,
with less critical constraints, are more targeted towards experimentation of on
hype technologies and therefore their technological risk is higher (e.g. Arconet
prototypes failed). Moreover the core-business projects are more targeted
towards qualities such as security, performance and reuse of existing solutions,
whereas the proof-of-concept projects are more targeted towards qualities such

It is interesting to draw some lessons from the previous comparison:
–
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as interoperability, modifiability and reuse of the new cooperative interfaces
(horizontal cooperation).

–

Table 3. Comparative analysis: architectural and technological dimensions

As regards the contexts in which to use simple data exchange vs. services, Web-
based approaches vs. middleware-based ones, every time that the cooperation
consists only in the simple exchange of data, a light approach (based on XML and
standard Web technologies) seems more suitable, while, if the cooperation really
consists in services (applications supporting processes) a middleware-based
approach seems better. Our opinion is that the use of different engineering
approaches (modeling, technologies, etc.) must be considered as evolutionary, not
exclusive. Currently most of the projects require simple data exchange, and the risk
involved by the middleware-based approach is sometimes too high; but the more the
cooperation paradigm will spread and the BPR of the macro-processes will be
pervasive, the more the cooperation will evolve from simple data query and
exchange services towards the invocations of complex applications services. In the
meantime the current middleware and Web technologies will probably merge, in
order to resolve some issues and to converge towards a standard suite of protocols 88 .

88 One of the issues of the middleware-based approach is the security problem it creates
(IIOP is not well transported through firewalls); whereas the Web-based approach (use of
XML and HTTP) resolves this issue but lacks important middleware services. The trend is
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– The Cooperative Architecture relies on the integration of data and services from
different Domains. It is fundamental to consider the data quality of the
information to be integrated, in order not to thwart the cooperative effort
(Missier, Scannapieco and Batini 2001). This leads to the consideration of
specific activities in which to address such issues. Currently only the RAE
project has considered these issues, including a data cleaning activity that
precedes the development of the cooperative interfaces.

– The gained experience allows the identification of a possible meta-architecture
for the Unitary Information System, which is shown in Figure.
o The Cooperative Interfaces logical layer is distributed over different

Cooperative Gateways (each administration deploys its own interfaces on
its Cooperative Gateways); this layer is on top of the single
administrations’ systems.

o

o

Back-end layer. This layer is composed by the systems of the different
administrations, often legacy systems. If a wrapping approach is adopted,
the wrapping sub-layer could be itself multilayered, depending on
organizational constraints and the conceptual mismatch between the
legacies and the cooperative interfaces (Mecella and Batini 2000).
The Client layer of the Cooperative Interfaces consists of portals, to offer
services to citizens (A2C interaction), and of specific applications of single
administrations, which integrate data and services exported by different
Cooperative Gateways (A2A interaction). Portals will be on top of
interfaces and/or applications of different administrations; this solution is
suitable when the aim of the cooperation is to offer a single end-user
interface (typically Web) to different administrations involved in a macro-
process. On top of the Cooperative Interfaces it is possible to have a further
layer specializing the Cooperative Interfaces according to the specific client
needs.

towards the merging of the two technologies (such as the emerging technology of the
XML application server and the use of XML protocols over TCP/IP such as SOAP).
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Figure 2. A meta-architecture for the Unitary Information System

– A repository of the Cooperative Interfaces exported by the different Domains,
implied by the bottom-up development of such interfaces, need to be considered
in the Cooperative Service. In this repository all the information about the
interfaces (semantics, supporting conceptual schemas, handles for accessing
them, etc.) must be provided.

– It is fundamental to set-up a joint development process, which is described in
details in Mecella and Batini 2000 and Mecella and Batini 2001.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The constitution of AIPA, the initiative of the Unitary Network and, more
recently, a new action plan directly set up by the Government (Italian Government
2000), are the main steps of the Italian approach to e-Government. The definition of
a common Cooperative Architecture, based on Domains and Cooperative Gateways,
will promote the cooperation at the application level, beyond the simple
interoperability services already provided.

In the last few years many projects, both specific of a single administration and
cooperative, have been carried out; in this paper the most relevant among the
cooperative ones have been selected and compared, basing on a few dimensions,
deriving some considerations and lesson learned.

The development of the Cooperative Architecture, just started in the Italian PA,
is the coordination project in which almost all the projects for the e-Government will
find their framework. Next years will show its evolution and the benefits it will offer
to the customers, through a complete reengineering of the macro-processes servicing
them; moreover it will offer the testbed for further research about Cooperative
Information Systems.
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E-Governance & Digital Government in Canada
The Necessity of Both Structural and Cultural Transformations

Jeffrey Roy
The Centre on Governance, University of Ottawa, Canada

Abstract: This paper examines the capacity of government to meet the new challenges of
a digital age. There is a considerable risk that adaptation and change may be
blocked by an administrative culture ill suited for a world of e-governance.
Two sets of explanatory factors will be determinant. First, new forms
collaboration within and across governments, as well as across sectors are
crucial. The second variable lies in the necessary leadership of people: new
skill sets, and new leaders will be required to both empower knowledge
workers and defend experimental action. Technology alone is insufficient. The
paper offers preliminary propositions as to how governments might address
these important challenges.

1. INTRODUCTION

Moving industrial society government onto a digital platform would simply
produce a digitized industrial government—a form of governance that would be

increasingly out of step with the changing realities of citizens and businesses alike.i

The objective of this paper is to consider the capacity of government to
effectively harness new information technology (IT) as an enabling force in its
efforts to meet the present and emerging challenges of a digital age. Such challenges
are fundamentally rooted in the extraordinary expansion of e-commerce, the rise of
e-communities, the growth of virtual organizations,, and the development of a truly
commutative revolution that carries the potential for new network based capacities
to establish, maintain and modify the relationships of any governance system.
[Guillaume 1999]. This paper will consider issues that have a general applicability to
all governments, even though it is important to underscore that specific example
may be drawn from the current Canadian context.ii
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For public sector leaders, the adaptive challenges of e-governance go far beyond
technology per se. They call for new organizational structures and skills, new forms
of innovation and learning, and perhaps even a redefinition of purpose. They also
call for a significant broadening and transformation of public-private sector
partnerships (PPP) and the relational dynamics which underpin them. The new
dynamics are very far from traditional public sector processes for procuring and
contracting [Rosenau 2000]. Yet, while the potential for a recasting of both public
management and political accountability is real, the transition is fraught with
uncertainty.

Governance may be defined as effective coordination in an environment where
both knowledge and power are distributed. Every organization is built on
governance, whether formal or informal, ineffective or successful. The rise of e-
governance refers to the new patterns of decision-making, power sharing, and
coordination - made possible, or even necessary by the advent of IT. In the private
sector, for example, e-commerce is much more than transactions on-line: it
encapsulates the range of new organizational models built on technological
architectures, such as the internet, that allow governance to be redefined in new
ways.

The public sector is not immune to such forces. Indeed, government finds itself
under the dual strain of becoming both a partner and de facto competitor with
business in an on-line environment, while also needing to understand the complex
and profound implications of new technologies and their impacts on public interest
issues. As a result, digital government (a term that we deploy in place of e-
government) refers to an IT-led reconfiguration of public sector governance – and
how, knowledge, power, and purpose are redistributed in light of new technological
realities.

Digital government must also be viewed as much more than moving existing
public services on-line: it is about government harnessing IT to redefine its social
patterns and power structures in order to remain relevant in a more participative,
more interactive and more informational era [Tapscott and Agnew 1999].
Importantly, the OECD [1997] has reported that IT is becoming the critical agent of
change, the availability of a new digital infrastructure and the Internet's impacts on a
changing set of public expectations are overtaking fiscal pressures as the primary
impetus for public sector managerial reform.

Nonetheless, the deployment of IT both in and across public sector organizations
is driven by a variety of factors, and it may face resistance. The main danger is that
the necessary transformation in public sector governance and accountability is likely
to be blocked by an administrative culture that may be ill suited for a digital world.
Whereas nearly everything about the connected (or digital) state requires horizontal
governance, government has relied upon a vertical architecture of power and
decision-making.
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While this quandary is recognized to some degree, the central task facing both
policy-makers and political leaders, at least those interested in leading the transition
to the digital age, lies in orchestrating effective responses.

2. FROM CONTROL STRUCTURES TO
COLLABORATIVE ARCHITECTURES

The new digital architecture driving e-governance creates both pressures and
opportunities for new partnerships - internally and externally. Within government,
IT fosters new horizontal opportunities by shifting away from traditional
bureaucratic structures toward alternative delivery arrangements. The growing
possibilities for consultations with both stakeholders and the citizenry are also
expanded with new technologies. Moreover, on-line delivery implies integrative
channels within government, linking external users to a variety of sources and
systems internally.

Organizationally, these trends mean IT forces are both dispersing and
centralizing – fostering a need for integrative action. Put another way, these forces
create tensions between vertical governance of traditional government and the
horizontal governance implied by digital government. The emergence of digital
government will therefore require actions and strategies at the level of individual
departments and agencies: but such efforts must be orchestrated within the
parameters of government-wide leadership and coordination.

Accountability is a key element of such a balance. The manner by which
accountability is perceived and exercised by government leaders will determine the
degree to which it embraces more collaborative models of governance.
Traditionalists invoke the underlying principle of Ministerial Accountability based
on a clear and rigid view of vertical control and risk-minimization in order to serve
and protect the interests of the publicly accountable political leader.

The rise of e-governance, with its pressures for a variety of initiatives
introducing alternative models of decision-making and service delivery, implies a
sharing of accountability. The need for collaboration, partnerships and joint ventures
grows -both within government, and often between private and public organizations.

There are also important debates around the issue of whether accountability is at
risk when external partners become involved in the governing and shared delivery of
government programs and services. According to some, new governance
arrangements threaten to undermine key institutions and practices of democratic
accountability [Globerman and Vining 1996]. This camp believes that any change to
the existing system of ministerial accountability will damage the integrity of the
system. There is some question as to whether the ad hoc nature of the ever-
increasing number of partnership arrangements between sectors challenges
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accountability mechanisms or can be absorbed in traditional models of decision
making with adaptations to risk mitigating strategies.

An alternative view is that collaborative arrangements can make government
more accountable [Armstrong and Ford 1999]. These proponents of collaborative
arrangements insist that involving external stakeholders strengthens accountability
to citizens by virtue of the addition of partners, and in particular, private sector
partners, pressure for accountability to customers or clients is increased.
Notwithstanding legitimate concerns about new ways of doing things, it is difficult
to conclude from these debates that the virtues of traditional accountability, namely
their clarity and simplicity, can serve as justifications for their extension into an e-
governance era.

These tensions form the parameters around which new ties are being formed
between governments and the vendors of IT systems and solutions. IT solutions,
however, are more pervasive in demanding closer collaboration between private
vendors and public sector clients [Mornan 1998]. The complexity and sophistication
of such solutions produce many strategic choices for governments about how to
deploy IT both in and across public sector operations.

Contracts versus partnerships - Any move toward IT outsourcing, meaning a
reliance on external service providers, most often found in the private sector, is
likely to be both controversial and consequential for government, particularly from a
human resources perspective. The advantages of outsourcing IT and its management
to external parties are derived from the opportunity to leverage the competeneies of
specialists. The disadvantages are rooted in concerns about control and performance
measurement, while underlying questions of cost often become the resulting sources
of fiction.

The main challenge is relational: new collaborative capacities are requires.
Partnerships require shared purposes and agendas, as well as trust and an integrative
mind set. The implication here is that both the skill sets of the individuals involved
and the mechanisms guiding their relational activities must be conducive to such an
effort. The main challenge facing all parties engaged in today’s increasingly
complex forms of IT partnerships is that despite a recognition of the need to work
together in new ways, most organizational processes and most people reside within
the realm of contracting, with an emphasis on both cost and control. Although
common to all sectors, this point is particularly prevalent in the public sector, as the
extra burden of transparency and fairness, the basis of traditional assurances of
public accountability, loom large.

Current examples of outsourcing are a case in point, as any such decision by a
government department is bound to be both strategic and controversial. The transfer
of assets, including people, is a process with potentially huge consequences on
government’s capacity to act in the public interest. In a world of markets and
contracts, the outsourcing path is fraught with risks and uncertainty: the response is
often a quagmire of control efforts and validation. Moreover, even if such
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agreements are forged operationally, public sector approval requires additional
scrutiny and explanations to public chambers - and it should come as no surprise that
many deals are unable to withstand such pressures.

Recently, the state of Connecticut in The United States spent millions of dollars
and over three years negotiating one of the most ambitious outsourcing deals of a
government ever, only to see the deal collapse before completion. Both parties, the
government and the primary vendor, provide amicable, though contrasting
explanations for the deal’s demise. While no single factor is evident, it is fair to
conclude that the requisite mix of political acceptability and profitability could not
be achieved in an adequate fashion due, in part, to a tremendous emphasis on
contracting specifications, objectives, terms and conditions - a process
fundamentally at odds with the trust and collaboration required to partner on such a
massive scale. A federal public servant in Canada commented privately that in his
mind, profit always wins out over partnership in such cases.

Nonetheless, perhaps due to the strengthening pressures of e-governance, the
trend toward outsourcing-type arrangements grows unabated. Tying itself directly to
the experiences of Connecticut, the San Diego County government is now six
months into the largest municipal outsourcing experience. While these experiences
are unique in scope, they present elements common to all governments, at all levels,
as IT becomes a strategic imperative for effective governance. Such tensions have
led to growing calls for partnerships in place of contracts. The differences may be
subtle in terms of words, but the consequences of this contrast are far reaching.
Poupart and Austin compare two modes of relationships:

Partners respond to a need in a changing world by sharing
control in the context of an assertive relationship to offer a future
that facilitates innovation in a world of possibilities. Contractors
respond to a request in a procurement world by giving up control
in the context of a collaborative relationship to provide help,
assistance, pairs of hands that facilitate project management in a
world of deliverables [Jelich & al. 2000, p. 52].

Our own examination of IT management and procurement in Canada has begun
to underscore the extent to which digital government remains at odds with a
traditional public sector apparatus firmly rooted in hierarchical traditions. The
resulting challenge of shifting from incremental procurement reform to genuine
collaboration lies in the need to rebalance purchasing safeguards with partnering
opportunities. Equally important are the new skill sets of public managers and
leadership requirements that result.
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3. HUMAN CAPACITIES – AND THE NEW PUBLIC
SERVANT

The digital era rises hand in hand with the knowledge workforce. Conceptually,
Jeremy Rifkin envisions growing ranks of knowledge workers who will forge new
communities of interest - only some of which are likely to resemble traditional
employee - employer relationships of the past. He argues that “people of the twenty-
first century are as likely to perceive themselves as nodes embedded in networks of
shared interests as they are to perceive themselves as autonomous agents in a
Darwinian world of competitive survival” [Rifkin 2000, p. 12].

How will public sector organizations deal with what Rifkin sees as a new human
archetype where people are more autonomous, better educated, more mobile, and
less rooted by traditions of place (either geographically or organizationally). These
conceptual issues intimately link the workforce challenges of digital government
with those of cultural reform (in an organizational sense). Whereas Westminster
systems continue to emphasize vertical accountability, government on-line is
(correctly) being pursued in a horizontal fashion.

An international study by Essex and Kusy [1999] underlines the views of
executives from both government and industry, for whom an increasing reliance on
the external workforce is a significant trend. They report that from 1997-2002,
leaders are expecting an increase from 10 per cent to 25 per cent in non-core
(meaning non-traditional full-time, or external) workers. This crescendo of the
external workforce may well accelerate with the technology-induced pressures for
organizational innovation and flexibility. The result is a complex mix of agendas and
incentives that explains the growing emphasis on inter-personal skills such as
negotiation, facilitation, and consultation.

These skills are forming the basis of “new public servant” – one who is much
more collaborative and comfortable with technology, and the consequences of these
shifts for human resource in management in government will be profound [Moritz
and Roy 2000]. Thus, government is becoming both more fluid internally and more
networked externally, as distributed governance models drive the move toward a
flexible and modular workforce.

As a result, the role of the public servant must adapt; governments must
effectively couple new forms of community-wide strategies that are both horizontal
and potentially centralizing, with recent trends toward empowerment and flexibility
- and the decentralizing nature of such pressures (i.e. agencies seeking greater
autonomy). Governments must learn to benefit from heightened worker mobility –
viewing such trends as strategic imperatives for public service innovation.

A challenge for many governments in doing so lies in more direct competition
with industry. In the Canadian government, for example, the Computer Systems
(CS) Community is based heavily in and around Ottawa-Hull, the National Capital
Region (NCR). In 1999, 67% of all CS employees were located in the NCR,
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4.

compared to 34% for the entire PS [ibid.]. As CS employment increases, more
workers are located in the NCR which give rise to new managerial challenges –
namely, an intensifying labour market that also serves as a common pool of
competencies for both industry and the government. Consequently, a major
challenge of digital government lies in this competition for human capital, a
dynamic particularly acute in national capitals such as Washington DC. and Ottawa
which seem to couple growing professional mobility and inter-sectoral proximity.

The governance implications of such trends are perhaps contradictory: a
paradoxical impact of IT may be that while it enables more organizational flexibility
and decentralization across the public sector, particularly with respect to service
delivery, leadership patterns also have centralizing tendencies. This factor could
impact both the presence and effectiveness of national governments operating across
their country, and their ability to recruit specialized workers in limited urban centers
(particularly national capitals) where labour markets are most competitive.

In a world of e-governance, an appropriate response by government in meeting
this dynamic must be based on the understanding of both the complexity and
contradictions at work. On the one hand, the move toward greater usage of private-
public partnerships suggests that mobility and proximity could complement one
another – and create a common environment more canducive to trust and
collaboration. On the other hand, the very real danger is that the most
entrepreneurial employees will leave the public service, seeking either higher
compensation or more flexible work environments than government is able to accord
to them.

As important as the technology itself, government must address the people and
performance challenges of digital government in the next few years. Adapting the
role and profile of the public servant is critical to realising the needed administrative
cultural shift associated with horizontal governance and collaborative partnerships.

POWER, POLITICS & CULTURE

There are many claims that as confidence and trust in traditional forms of
representational government erode, technology, and specifically the Internet can
foster capacities for democratic renewal. Such renewal is premised on more direct
forms of democratic engagement.

Yet, technology alone is insufficient. Recent studies and roundtables have all
underscored that while the Internet carries the potential for more direct citizen
engagement, realizing this potential is a complex undertaking. Two major variables
that will shape the nature of democratic reform are accessibility and the role of the
media(s). Questions about accessibility are best typified by the phrase, digital divide,
which implies segmentation of our populations between those with on-line access
and those without it. Yet, merely providing the infrastructure for connectivity does
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not guarantee enlightened use. The divide is much more complex [Wyatt & al.,
2000].

In terms of usage and engagement, it is perhaps the role of the changing media(s)
that carries the greatest importance in terms of shaping our democratic evolution. An
essential distinction must be made between traditional media on the one hand, and
new media on the other. Traditional forms of media are essentially those that serve
as intermediaries: they transfer and filter information. The new media, on other
hand, denotes those channels of more direct and interactive communication - free(r)
of interference and interpretation. E-government involves both forms of media, each
of which presents separate challenges for moving forward. Traditional media
remains a critical factor in shaping public opinion. As displayed by various episodes
of public management in Ottawa over the past year, the fairness and effectiveness of
the media in playing this role can be the focus of an intense debate.

New media channels drive a world of more open and direct consultation - and
enhanced public participation. Yet, results to date from experimentation with on-line
consultation have been modest, and there is considerable debate around the quality
of participation that ensues. Connectivity is necessary but insufficient. In this sense,
the phrase digital democracy is misleading. The implication that greater openness
and broader public engagement are the direct result of connectivity is an overly
simplistic portrayal of the choices that lie ahead.

In a digital environment, power will be shared through both forms of media, and
the impacts on government are profound. The danger of the traditional media is that
it can encourage defensiveness and paranoia at the apex of power in government, as
many feel - often legitimately - under attack (i.e. a recent edition of CIO Magazine
included a feature on the “follies” of the IT mismanagement and project failures in
the British government).

These forces are potentially contradictory. As new media channels strengthen,
the costs and complexity of managing information and responding to traditional
media channels may well rise - with increasingly uncertain results. Some question
the feasibility of containing information, as many OECD governments (particularly
in Scandinavia) continue to expand efforts at greater transparency.

There is no simply solution to this media quagmire - but one aspect should be
carefully considered. At an operational level, governments may well be better off
pro-actively providing more information - and betting on an ongoing and more
thoughtful form of public judgment than the more instantaneous reactions delivered
by traditional media forms. In other words, an effective, if indirect approach for
traditional media is to elevate the level of collective learning as to the challenges and
choices that lie ahead. Expanding public dialogues and engaging citizens more
directly into public sector governance must be an important part of any e-
government strategy.
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5. THE ELUSIVE GOAL OF ALIGNMENT

Carolyn Purcell, the Executive Director of the Department of Information
Resources for The State of Texas once commented, “e-government is like a giant
canvas on which people can draw a new view, a citizen-centered view of their
government”. This quote is insightful - as it is both accurate and misleading. The
accuracy stems from the real possibility that for those outside of government,
individual citizens or specific interest groups, can envision something entirely new -
potentially quite different from the status quo. Yet, the quote is equally misleading,
or at the very least unfair - if taken from the perspective of those working inside of
government today. Even if our Westminster Parliamentary structures of governance
appear dated and in need of review, they cast powerful constraints around public
administration and the capacity for innovation.

Design considerations:
An effective strategy to realize e-government must re-balance traditional

administrative and political-cultural frameworks and the adaptive and collaborative
requirements of e-governance. This new alignment process requires a renewed
culture in government, one more open to the enormous potential of technology in its
main forms. Our own studies of e-government in Canada, including an extensive set
of interviews across both the private and public sectors point to four main guiding
principles that collectively form a template for moving forward.

First, efficiency remains a key principle for government - tied, in part, to an inter-
connected global arena carefully monitoring the fiscal performance of all countries.
A key component of the potential of ICT is the capacity for reduced costs as new
media channels create a compelling business case for delivering services on-line.
Yet, the “business case” of government is unique, as it is not driven by maximizing
profits as in the marketplace, but rather by maximizing the collective potential of all
Canadians, individually and organizationally, to lead productive and prosperous
lives in a more electronic and knowledge-driven age. Thus, efficiency gains must be
weighed along with the investment being made to encouraging people to develop
on-line skills. Cost savings is one variable in a more complex equation.

Secondly, adaptability is increasingly important as a principle. A critical part of
the e-government challenge is the sobering recognition that the environment is not
static: whether the federal government succeeds in getting all services on-line by
2004 is perhaps less important than the reality that the social, economic and political
contexts of 2004 could well by very different from today. This principle implies a
public sector comfortable with technology in different forms. Adaptive e-
government means deploying technology as an “enable” force for better learning and
knowledge management. Information, communication and social networks will
transcend traditional structures and boundaries: they must be unified less by control
and more by a common mission and collective leadership.
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6. CONCLUSION

Perhaps the most encompassing aspect of IT challenges is its permeation of all
aspects of public sector management and reform. Understanding IT is no longer a
skill for the technical component of the workforce, but rather its integration with
information management and strategic change is determinant as all dimensions of
public sector activity are affected by technology.

In the digital era, government must not only prepare leaders to face uncertain
times. It must also sensitize these leaders on the importance of creating learning
environments for workers at all levels of their organization and the numerous

Such learning requires dialogue in order to allow government to become both
digital and deliberative – the latter being the third principle. The challenge of
deliberative government extends beyond the need to improve existing capacities
today. Deliberative government must engage its partners and the citizenry and define
the future as well: Deliberative democracy underpins social learning, and it justifies
the growing pursuit of public and multi-stakeholder consultation techniques today.
Government must not only accept input: it must seek it and demonstrate how
participation helps to define policy and improve service delivery. Perhaps the most
contentious, and certainly the least discussed aspect of e-government is the role of
deliberation in reforming democratic governance.

A useful, and indeed necessary component of e-government readiness will be
strengthening the deliberative capacities of the public service, and anticipating the
potential consequences for the democratic processes so closely interwoven. What is
required is an alignment of new skill sets within the public sector, of new relational
ties to specialists outside of, but engaged with the public sector, and of the broader
public in their dual capacities of both customer of government services and citizen
of the democratic polity.

Such alignment will invariably remain elusive - and as such, the best one can
strive for is to foster ongoing capacities for improvement and adaptation. Such
capacities are underpinned by learning - and as a result, e-government must be about
working in a more strategic and collaborative fashion in order to strengthen overall
capacities across traditional boundaries. This governance challenge means
undertaking both a structural and cultural shift from, moving from independence to
one where interdependence becomes the fourth guiding principle. Building e-
government on this premise provides the fourth design principle for bettering
governance. In sum, four crucial design principles of e-government are:

- Efficient - Adaptive

- Interdependent - Deliberative
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partners attached to any particular initiative. As government engages in new forms
of collaborative arrangements, work teams comprise sets of individuals with a
variety of formal, informal and overlapping reporting relationships. Yet, it is not
only the skills composition of workers altering in a digital era, but rather the broader
transformations of both everyday and organizational life that are also at play.

In this sense, digital government must reposition itself to become an engaged
and constructive partner in shaping the new governance patterns that will otherwise
render it rudderless. These governance patterns must bridge traditional
administrative and political-cultural frameworks to the adaptive and collaborative
requirements of e-governance to produce a new culture in government, one open and
enabled to take advantage of the enormous potential of the digital and information
age.
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